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PREFACE

Three years have passed since the last Ionospheric Effects Conference sponsored by 2
the Naval Research Laboratory. We are happy that the Office of Naval Research has
assisted us through co-sponsorship of IES '78, and we look forward to co-sponsorship by
URSI or other organizations for conferences in the future.

As in the earlier [ES conference, the central theme of IES '78 was embodied in solar-
terrestrial physics but an emphasis upon environmental interaction with space and terrestrial
systems was planned and, for the most part, was accomplished. Indeed, the prime consid-
eration in conferences of this type, being constructed as combined sessions, is to develop
and promote a dialogue between the several disciplines involved. These may be roughly
divided (and I must take care not to offend anyone), into two camps; "environmental"
scientists and customers of the products derived from science. I hesitate to employ the
term "user community" since it may appear condescending and no one likes to be "used"
anyway.

I should remark that hardly anyone at these conferences regards him(her)self as the
ultimate customer of the products of environmental science. I suppose the ultimate "user"
is the system operator who is pigeon-holed within the cockpit of an aircraft or similar
environs. In general, this ultimate user is patently unaware of why or how his system
reacts to variations in the solar-terrestrial environment. I'm not too familiar with attempts
to circumvent this problem except in the U.S. Navy. An example is the mini-computer
terminal developed by NOSC called PROPHET which by virtue of its application software
and real-time displays of solar flux, ray tracings, and other options provides the HF operator
with an inadvertent lesson in ionospheric physics. In general, however, the necessity to
train operators to be familiar with the role which the environment plays in system per-
formnance is unclear.

It would be desirable to either design the systems properly to begin with so that they
are "robust" or make them sufficiently adaptable that they can "ride out" the "storm"
with minimal product delay or unreliability. In a sense, sub-systems such as PROPHET
emphasize the adaptive role played by operators of systems which are highly vulnerable
to the ionosphere. There are, of course, attempts to make such adaptive schemes fully
automatic but the projected successes of these approaches is dependent upon the deleteri-
ous property to be thwarted.

One of the real needs which have surfaced, and generally expressed by all attendees,
is adequate and timely modelling of the environment. Models may be used to determine
the limits over which the more sophisticated systems must be designed to adapt, or the
magnitude of effects which the less sophisticated systems must combat totally for a fixed
grade of service or reliability. Models can also be employed operationally if driven by
real-time observables. The development of models, either physical or quasi-empirical,
involve a continuing R&D investment. Some operationally useful models have been
discussed in this conference but the majority are models which are principally of use to
system designers. Another approach to short-term prediction or real-time assessment,
other than measurement of solar parameters and their application to somewhat imprecise
physical models, is the observation and "tracking" of geophysical features such as the



midlatitude trough, travelling disturbances, scintillation zones, etc. This aspect has yet to
be fully addressed but may have merit as an interim step.

Among those topics covered in IES '78 included spacecraft charging which may be
serious problem not only for synchronous satellites but also for systems such as NAVSTAR/
GPS the components of which are to be located in some of the more virulent regions of the
earth's radiation belts. These effects are apparently most pronounced during substorm
periods, a fact which again implies a real need to address the modelling question with
some seriousness, in this case emphasizing the magnetosphere. Various topical conferences
will address this area in the near future and we look forward to those proceedings. Con-
siderable information will shortly be forthcoming as participants of the International
Magnetospheric Study (IMS) publish accounts of the various experiments which are being
conducted to elucidate the magnetosphere and its interaction with the solar wind on the
one hand, and the ionosphere on the other.

Due to space limitations, I will not attempt to summarize the wide latitude of topics
covered in the IES '78 proceedings, since injustices would undoubtedly accrue from such
an effort. I am confident, however, that the proceedings provide a comprehensive and
up-to-date status report of the various topics included and deserves a place on the book-
shelves of working scientists and engineers interested in the topics.

I would like to thank all of the Session Chairmen for their assistance to me and the
Staff of IES '78. They were Dr. T. P. Quinn, Dr. R. Conley, Dr. A. Rosen, Mr. G. Hagn,
Dr. W. Wasylkiwskyj, and Mr. E. Peterkin. Dr. A. Berman, NRL Director of Research,
welcomed the attendees and Dr. H. Rabin, Associate Director of Research for Space and
Communication Sciences and Technology at NRL, delivered the Keynote Address. Both
of these addresses are contained within this volume.

I was quite pleased that Dr. R. Naka, Chief Scientist of the U.S. Air Force, agreed
to deliver the Banquet speech as well as actively participate in the conference.

It is virtually impossible to acknowledge everyone who assisted us in the IES '78.
However, I would especially like to thank Mr. F. D. Cjai!'e in coordinating the sessions
and for deriving solutions for a myriad of problems behind the scenes. We were fortunate
to have an excellent and competent staff. My secretary, Mrs. Rhea Smithson is acknowl-
edged for her painstaking efforts in behalf of IES '78. She was assisted by Mrs. Gailyn
Nocente, Miss Gina Mattiello, Miss Becky DelCarmen, Ms. Mary Draugelis, and Mrs. Betty
MacDonald. Document preparation and printing was provided by Mr. D. Darr and his staff
of the Technical Information Division at NRL and Mr. Bill Nafey is acknowledged as the
chief projectionist during the conference. Others involved in setup and pre-conference
arrangements were Mr. J. Dowd, Mr. V. B. Richards, and Mr. P. L. Watkins; Mrs. Jane
Clarke was also of great assistance. I would also like to thank my wife, Mrs. Jane B.
Goodman, for her attempts in structuring a spouse's program and for her patience with
me during the conference. Finally I would like to acknowledge the attendees of [ES '78
for making the conference a worthwhile and memorable event.

John M. Goodman
Editor
Chairman, IES '78
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WELCOMING ADDRESS

DR. ALA~N BERM4AN
DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH

NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

Good morning, it gives me great I understand that solar cycle 21 has
pleasure to welcome you to the 1978 now arrived on the scene. Although
symposium on the Effect of the this night be good news to scientists
Ionosphere on Space and Terrestrial who like to study the effect of en-
Systems. About three years ago I hanced solar emissions on the earth's
welcomed a similar group of peopl~e to environment, it may be bad news for
IES '75. Perhaps some of you were system architects who have to contend
present for that symposium. with possible outages or performance

degradation.
As you may recall the theme of that
conference dealt to a great extent Thus it is conferences such as this one
with the problems or characteristics which will enable the system developers
imposed on satellite systems by the on the operation side of the house to
ionosphere. For example, amplitude become better apprised of the problems
and phase scintillations were of that they might encounter during the
considerable interest. These problems upcoming solar maximum and at the same
are naturally still around and will be time assist active scientists in their
the subject of somne papers in this efforts to attack real problems.
symposium. However, new topics will
be added. These include spacecraft My best wishes for a successful sym-
charging phenomena, environmental posium. Thank you.
forecasting, and the characteristics
and effects of the ionospheric channel
on systems operating between ELF and
HF.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

PERSPECTIVES IN IONOSPHERIC RESEARCH

HERBERT RABIN

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH AND DIRECTOR
OF SPACE AND COMMUNICATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

NAVAL RESEARCH LABOPATORY

In the distant future, as histor- We are aware that many practical
ians look back at the last half of the techniques and systems developed both
twentieth century, they are likely to within our military and civilian corn-
record that this period marked the be- munities are subject to the vagaries
ginning of a major turning point in of the natural ionosphere. This is the
human thought and experience. They are subject of our Symposium where we are
likely to record that it was at about focusing, in particular, on communi-
this time that an acute awareness for cations and space systems. The chal-
the finiteness of the natural environ- lenge to deal intelligently with mis-
ment began to develop, and that human cellaneous types of ionospheric harrass-
beings began to organize their activi- ment takes two principal forms.
ties in ways which were commensurate First, we are primarily concerned
with this awareness. The concomitant about the natural ionosphere, its
effects on society as a result were average behavior as well as its devia-
substantial. tions and extremes. This range of

The scientists and technologists interests is not too dissimilar from
who pursue environmental interests at that of tropospheric weather interests.
the present time are not, and certainly There are innumerable benefits to be
should not be isolated from the pre- derived from accurate weather prediction,
vailing attitudes and interests which and conversely, penalties for failing
society in the large projects on the to achieve accurate prediction. Taking
subject. The mergence of societal needs a crucial example from World War II,
with the growth of technological capa- the records show clearly that the suc-
bilities to influence the environment cess of the D-Day landing was in no
are, in my estimation, powerful forces small measure the direct result of the
which ultimately will produce major Allies' accurate weather prediction
contributions. Ionospheric researchers capabilities. Total surprise was
are but a subset of the larger environ- achieved by the most massive landing
mental research community. Our contri- force in history because the adversary
butions, I am convinced, will have did not have a valid forecast of an
their fair share of significance across impending lull in an adverse weather
a spectrum of civilian and military pattern on the Normandy beaches. I
interests, would suggest ionospheric weather may

The participants in this Symposium also have a significant role to play
conduct their research under the aus- at some future time.
pices of university, industry, and A second dimension of our interest
government organizations. This diverse is understanding the disturbed ionos-
community is able to work in a pro- phere produced by either directed or
fessionally harmonious manner because inadvertent acts of man. These dis-
we all share an overriding common turbances again encompass both a range
interest; namely, we are attempting to of civilian as well as military in-
understand the ionosphere, and to be terests. In the same manner we are
able to deal with it intelligently. We concerned with inadvertent contamina-
know that this goal is only partially tion of the lakes and rivers, and the
completed, although major progress has air we breathe, there is an analogue
been made since the ionosphere was as pertains to the ionosphere.
first conceived by Kennelly and We clearly wish to he sufficiently
Heaviside at the beginning of this knowledgeable as to be able to antici-
century. 
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pate adverse ionospheric pollutants, be the dominant contributor to the user's
to at least recognize them if they success in a particular instance. Con-
occur, and to be able to reverse them versely, it may contribute to his demise
later. In the military context, the through compromise of his location.
potential for ionospheric disturbance, The trade-off s and alternatives to use
and the potential for disruption of or abstinence of use of communications
military systems, needs to be fully or other electromagnetic channels
understood. These interests range require continuing contributions of the
from gross ionospheric disruption from knowledgeable research community.
nuclear detonations to more subtle Fifth, and finally, the
effects possibly derived from ionos- continuing military needs derived from
pheric modification to achieve a parti- ionospheric research will be sustained
cular objective. it is clearly neces- not only for the above cited reasons,
sary to be aware of the opt ions open to but because there is a pattern of
an adversary who may choose to perturb numerical growth and increased de-
the ionosphere to his advantage. pendency on systems which in one way

It is my judgement that environ- or the other are influenced by the
mental sciences, and in particular ionospheric medium. The best example
ionospheric research, will have major is, of course, satellite systems, all
influences for many years to come. of which are dependent on a trans-
Some relatively elementary observations, ionospheric path.
I believe, are sufficient to sustain Clearly there is wide latitude
this point of view as pertains to available to us in our approach to
military interests: ionospheric research. Through suf-

First, many system developments ficient depth and understanding of the
are being pursued along a technological underlying physics, we may ultimately
spiral, dominated by ever greater be able to predict natural ionos-
sophistication, higher performance, pheric events and deal with them in a
and increased interdependence directed manner which derives from a fundamental
toward achieving multiple objectives understanding of the root science.
to serve diverse user interests. As This is a goal which in my view is
the state of the art is stretched by worth pursuing in the long term. Al-
meet these objectives, system designs ternatively, there are approachps
become more intricate and potentially which are more empirically oriented,
more vulnerable. The resulting end which provide attractive solutions,
product comes into confrontation with certainly in the near terrm. Time and
natural limitations more directly than experience will determine which of
it otherwise might. The ionosphere these will continue to be attractive
for many systems is indeed one limit for the long term as well. The use of
which needs to be carefully considered ionospheric sounders, for example,
in system planning and development, provides an extremely valuable adap-

Second, the use of an ionos- tive approach in satisfying certain
pherically dependent system can never propagation interests. This approach
ignore the fact that natural or man- may circumvent need for understanding
made events may not only constrain, of the underlying phenomenology. At
but may deny use of the ionospheric the same time we are aware that this
path, as was alluded to above. As approach has definite limitations. For
new systems are developed, thought- example, it provides no predictive capa-
ful analysis and review will constantly bility in itself, it may not be help-
be required. ful in denied areas, and it is not

Third, the ionospheric medium conducive to covertness. A more fun-
which supports communications, damental approach may not only support
navigation and surveillance systems of solutions to these deficiencies in the
various types also will support elec- long term, but might uncover yet new
tronic countermeasure systems which or unconventional techniques which
tend to degrade or preclude use of circumvent the need for the sounder
these capabilities. These antisystems in the first place. in my view, both
may depend on a comparable, if not approaches are needed, and n~ither
superior, knowledge of the ionosphere should be preemptive of the other until
as the system to be countered, a much more comprehensive understanding
This is a cycle which will continue of the ionosphere is obtained. Although
and will remain open-ended. there may be some attractiveness in

Fourth, the Ionospheric medium employing empirical approaches, it is
may provide great advantage to a too early to compromise future oppor-
system user, for example, a communi- tilnities in satisfying both civilian
cator. Intelligent use of the system, and military interests by truncating
which includes sophisticated knowledge options at this stage. I believe we
of the propagating path, may, in fact see evidences in the program of this
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Symposium that there is healthy diver- particular, natural mechanisms for the
sity in our approaches to maintain the inhibition of propagation. And of
needed balance. course, as might be expected, there is

As I surveyed the proceedings, considerable interest in HF, with
which Dr. Goodman kindly made available special emphasis in several papers on
to me in advance of this Symposium, the general topics of ionospheric ly-
I noted that over one-third of the sub- generated positional or bearing errors
missions dealt in one fashion or another which significantly impact radar back-
with ionospheric irregularities, their scatter and direction-finding techni-
manifestations as they produce scintil- ques. The important topic of distor-
lation effects in various communications tion of digital HF signals is also
channels, and what might be done in a addressed, as is the subject of E-
practical way to mitigate their ad- region irregularities in general HF
verse effects. Reflected in these phenomenology.
reports is the fact that observational Spacecraft charging is discussed
data of the phenomena is accumulating in some dozen papers which encompass
rapidly, giving us expanded perspective the entire spectrum from the mechan-
of geographic factors, time of obser- isms of charging in the space environ-
vation factors - namely diurnal, sea- ment, the details of spacecraft mater-
sonal or even longer periodic effects, ials both from the viewpoint of die-
and fundamental frequency dependency lectric charging and discharging as
of the effects. It was interesting well as concrete suggestions for the
to note in one report that antenna development of improved materials to
pointing angle is significant as per- diminish or avoid the charging effects,
tains to long, persistent fading at the important topic of criteria and
low elevation angles. As further data techniques for qualifying spacecraft
are accumulating, there is an increasing subject to charging and discharging
ability to relate the signal phenomeno- effects, and very interestingly,
logy to distinct ionospheric events approaches for negating deleterious
and processes. The reports on the effects by use of active, on-board,
ability to model irregularities numeri- electric charge and discharge techni-
cally will in the long run, I believe, ques. We also see in the papers pre-
prove most significant in being able sented that the charging problem is
to account for the observations, and not only relevant to earth satellites
ultimately obtain a scintillation pre- at synchronous altitude, but similarly
dictive capability. This is perhaps is of considerable concern to missions
one of the major challenges which this to other planets. One cannot help but
community will face in the next years. be impressed that this subject has
There were also a number of reports brought together a strong and syner-
which began to evaluate the signifi- gistic combination of diverse talents
cance of various scintillation data from the worlds of satellite engineer-
as pertains to a specific systems ing, materials technology, plasma
interest or application. For example, physics, and space science. This
an evaluation of the effect of L-band second day ends on a specialized topic
fading on NAVSTAR GPS performance was of some interest, the effects and inter-
made, as were calculations of general actions of a solar power station in
bandspreading effects, signal statis- space. The topic of ionospheric heating
tics, and most important error analysis is addressed as an intense microwave
associated with scintillation phenomena. beam transmits energy from the satel-
There are also reports on techniques lite to ground. I think we should give
for mitigation of scintillation pro- the solar space station community high
blems based on so-called diversity marks for doing their homework, by
approaches - either space, time, or getting started early on a draft of
frequency. A clever technique to use their environmental impact statement.
space diversity on an aircraft is The final day we will have the
described. benefit of a number of reports in the

The second day of the symposium area which are largely described by
shifts focus to several important the terms prediction and forecasting.
topics, some of which have been with These important contributions are
us for a number of years and for which directed to improvement of models of
there is continuing interest, and at ionospheric RE pulse delays, real-time
least one topic, spacecraft charging, updating to improve estimates of ten-
is of more recent vintage. We will poral variation of ionospheric refrac-
hear discussions of environmentally tion, and the improvement of radar
generated radio noise, the natural range error models by real-time adap-
background which every practical use of tive corrections. A final group of
the ionosphere must take into account, papers deals with the performance of
In the area of ELF and VLF there are specific systems, either deployed or
discussions of propagation and, in projected for future deployment. For
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example, there are several papers systems, to extract the maxim in benefit
dealing with chemical releases pre- the research community can pro)vide.
sented, covering photographic analysis Even the most informed user and
techniques of the disturbed ionospheric his agent, the manager in a program
region, numerical modeling of scale office, cannot do this entirely by
sizes associated with releases, and themselves, they need the help of
results of F region depletion with ionospheric researchers who are imagi-
releases of reactive gases. LORAN C native in translating the research pro-
signc~ls are modeled to evaluate dis- duct to the user fox aat, and are able
tortions and phase anomalies, satel- to articulate to the user community

lite-to-satellite links are modeled to the significance of the research result.
obtain refractive corrections over wide My experience has been that generallyI
geometric changes between satellites, the researcher's help will be sought,
and modeling is reported of coherence but this is not always the case, It is
intervals available for a ground-based incumbent on those of us in the ionos-
radar for a variety of users. pheric research community to step

As one surveys the presentations forward and be heard, even when not
at this Symposium, one may justly invited or asked. The researcher,
conclude there is an active, imagina- thus, needs to keep a connection with
tive and vibrant research community the user community so he knows when,
addressing relevant issues of ionos- where, and how to gain access to trans-
pheric effects on space and communica- fer relevant information. It is not
tions systems. We have seen that the sufficient, in my view, to only be
approaches are both diversified and cognizant of the need to convert
reinforcing. in looking toward the research results into engineering data
Shuttle era, there will be enhanced for ready use, and to publish results
opportunities for a variety of new ob- promptly and in a clear manner. The
servations and for major contributions researcher needs to be imaginative,
to the understanding of ionospheric to identify problems and to indicate
phenomenology. It is clear that much opportunities that even the informed
of what has been reported in this Sym- user community may have overlooked.
posium will form the basis of future The researcher should be generally
Shuttle-based studies to further iono- cognizant of the impacting areas his
spheric understanding and predictive research results may have on the per-
capability, formance of various systems. He should

In a few concluding remarks I be prepared to enter into the discussion
would like to comment briefly on the in system design and definition stages
in interplay between the ionospheric to ensure proper trade-of fs are con-
research community and the user com- ducted. He should be generally aware
munity. I believe these commenti are of the kinds of operational environ-
generally appropriate to both civilian mental support which are provided, and
and military interests. it is clearly how new ionospheric research can facili-
the intention that user groups should tate this support. Hopefully, this
derive concrete benefits from the Symposium provides one approach in
efforts of the ionospheric research what needs to be a continuing effort
community. These are measured in to facilitate all levelsi of conmuni-
improved system performance, relia- cation and iri-eraction between the
bility, and other well known measures research and user communities.
of effectiveness. There needs to be,
in my view, an appreciation in each
community of the range of interests,
capabilities, and objectives of the
other community for full benefit to be
derived. The user needs to state his
requirements as precisely as possible.
He also needs to state them as early
in the acquisition process as is
possible to avoid complex and costly
fixes later on, to avoid system de-
gradations uncovered after deployment,
and to provide, thereafter, compro-
mises in operating modes to compensate
for such di.fficulties. At the same
time the user, in my view, needs to
become less guarded and protective of
potential weaknesses or deficiencies
which exist in present or proposed
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ABSTRACT

Satellite communications systems are employed System architects and designers of C
3 
systems

to assure effective C to the forces because of that will employ satellite communications must

their wide-area connectivity, high capacity take into consideration the effects of Iono-

and flexibility; however, these systems have spheric radio propagation distrubarices Just as

limitations. In aAditions to their vulnerabil- they consider other system threats, such as

ity to electronic interference and direct attack, electronic interference. Higher radio fre-

satellite cotmonications systems can be affect- quencies can be employed to reduce the effects

ed by ionospheric propagation distrubances. of the distrubances, but consideration must be

These disturbances can result in received given to the possibly increased terminal com-
signal amplitude environmints. Following high plexity and cost. Also, the effects of '.he

altitude detonations of nuclear weapons, these propagation disturbances can be reduced through

deleterious etizcts may be enhanced and also the use of specialized modulation and coding.

occur in other geographic areas. The resulting
effects on satellite comunications can be par-
ticularly severe at UHF; less severe effects
may occur at higher radio frequencies.



AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SCINTILLATION AT HIGH AND EQUATORIAL LATITUDES
AS MEASURED BY THE DNA WIDEBAND SATELLITE

C. L. Rino, R. C. Livingston, M. D. Cousins, B. C. Fair, and M. J. Baron
SRI International

Menlo Park, California 94025

ABSTRACT I INTRODUCTION

The Wideband satellite experiment has been The Wideband satellite (P76-5) was launched

in full operation for well over a year. A on 22 May 1976 into a near polar, sun-synchro-

large data base on scintillation and total nous, circular orbit (orbital period - 100 min).
electron content has been acquired from a high- The satellite transmits phase-coherent CW signals

latitude station at Poker Flat, Alaska, and at S-band, L-band, UHF, and VHF. At the receiver
equatorial stations at Ancon, Peru, and Kwaja- the S-band signal is used to phase-lock a local

lein Atoll in the Marshall Islands. The experi- reference oscillator, which is used in turn to

ment is unique in that a phase-locked S-band synchronously demodulate all other signals.

signal is used to synchronously demodulate
signals at L-band, UHF, and VHF. Since the S-band (2891 MHz) signal is

generally unaffected by scintillation, the data

In this paper we describe the general channel phase is well approximated by an expres-

characteristics of ionospheric phase scintil- sion of the form
lation. The phase power spectral density has a

power-law form with no identifiable outer-scale 0 = KN _[1 _ (f/f )23

cutoff within data intervals that can reason- T f r
ably be taken to be stationary. We show that

the envelope of the phase spectrum in the low- + terms that depend on . (1)
frequency portion is essentially unaffected by

diffraction when S4 C 0.6. For larger scintil- In (1), K is a constant, NT is the integral of

lation levels, the phase spectrum asymptotes the electron density along the propagation path,

to f-
2
. We characterize the phase spectrum by and f and fr are the respective data and refer-

the strength parameter T and the spectral index ence channel frequencies. The terms dependent

p such that 1(f) = TfP. We also show that the on 117 account for diffraction effects in the

intensity scintillation is completely charac- data channel signal. To the extent that the

terized in terms of p and the corresponding diffraction effects are negligible, the data

strength parameters for the spatial wavenumber channel phase Icales with frequency as

spectrum. 1/fll - (f/fr)d L

Finally, we briefly review the character- We know that the diffraction effects are
istics of the auroral zone and equatorial negligible for the largest scale sizes. Thus,

scintillation as deduced from the Wideband data. if we filter out the rapid phase variations, the

In the auroral zone, the phase scintillation component that remains is proportional to the

relates directly to the precipitati-" phenomena, total electron content (TEC). The filtering
while strong UHF intensity scintiiiation occurs procedure and the scheme for converting phase

only under active auroral conditions. The modulo 2A to absolute TEC are described in

equatorial data show a pronounced seasonal Fremouw et al. (1977), where a detailed descrip-
dependence with a high probability of occur- tion of the entire system is given.
rence for gigahertz scintillation during the

local summer periods in the northern and The rapidly varying component of phase--

southern hemispheres. the phase scintillation--is to some extent
affected by diffraction. Unfortunately, no com-
plete theory exists that accounts for diffrac-

tion effects in the signal phase. Nonetheless,
one can obtain some intuitive guidelines by

considering the signal phasor diagram shown in

Figure 1. It is clear from the diagram that

.. .. '...



deep fades are accompanied by rapid phase Since typically more than 80% of the area of the
excursions that we expect to enhance the high- spectrum comes from frequencies below I Hz, it
frequency components in the phase spectrum, follows that the phase scintillation index
Under conditions of severe fading, the rapid 0 = (<02)/2 will scale with frequency very
phase changes approximate discontinuities, and nearly as 1/f[l - (f/fr)

2
). This frequency

the phase speetrum asymptotes to f-
2  

This scaling is demonstrated in Fremouw et al. (1977)1
effect has been demonstrated in both simulated

data and actual data records. _T_ T ____ _ _ 1 ____Tr_

f -2114

A -. f- .58

PHASE DIFFERENCE

VHF PHASE

0.1 1.0 10
FREQUENCY - HZ

FIGURE 1 A FICTITIOUS TIME HISTORY OF SIGNAL
AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SHOWING THE RAPID CHANGE FIGURE 3 SPECTRAL DENSITY OF VHF PHASE AND
OF PHASE THAT ACCOMPANIES FADES PHASE DIFFERENCE FOR 20-s DATA RECORD FROM

POKER FLAT PASS 6-36 AT -0919 UT

To illustrate the diffraction effects in
the signal phase, we consider the VHF detrended We conclude that under conditions of weak
phase data shown in Figure 2. By taking the to moderate fading the phase scintillation is
corresponding UHF phase data and applying the well approximated by the expression
appropriate frequency scaling, we can reproduce

the portion of the components of the "HF phase
that is unaffected by diffraction. Tu isolate =r Y 

6
u dfC (2)

the diffraction effects, we have taken the

difference between the directly measured and

the frequency-scaled phase records, where ia is the perturbation to the index of
refraction and the integral is taken along the

propagation path. From (2), one can show that

Tr T) Ls

_ x (
KC-tn .) ; ), (3)

where t 6 0 (K) is the spatial wavenumber spectrum

- ____ ____ ____ of phase, L is the layer thickness, e is the
0918 0919 0920 0921 0922 0923 0924 zenith angle, and akT is a unit vector along

TIME, UT 1.- ,. the horizontal projection of the propagation
vector '. Finally, ANe(] ,Kz) is the three-

FIGURE 2 DETRENDED VHF PHASE FROM POKER FLAT e z

PASS 6-36. The intensty scintillation index S4 approaches dimensional spatial wavenumber spectrum of the

unity during peak phase excursion before 0921 UT. ionospheric irregularities.

To allow for the anisotropy of the irregu
larities one assumes that the ( ,Kz) dependence

The power spectral density (PSD) of the of N(K) is given by a general quadratic
phase difference for a 20-s segment taken near
0919 UT Is shown in Figure 3 together with the form. One can show that

corresponding VHF phase spectrum. At the low
frequency end of the spectrum, there is - 20 dB r X2, sec P
of cancellation. The spectra cross near 1 Hz, 80 L

with the phase difference spectrum ultimately

settling at - 3 dB above the VHF phase spectrum, X Q[A C
2 

+ BK K + C 
2

]

indicating that the most rapid phase fluctu- X x Y z

ations (which are partly noise) are uncorrelated.
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Expressions for A, B, and C are given in Rino

and Fremouw (1977). It is generally accepted

that Q(q) has the power-law form 2 2 (v + 1/2)

Cs 
J1[qx + B'qq

+~q 1/2 (5) d

S[q
2 

+ q
2

] + X sin
2

(q
2

) 2 (11)

with the outer-scale wave number q. corre- The coefficients A', B', and C' are given in

.ponding to many tens of kilometers. Indeed, terms of A, B, and C in Rino and Fremouw (1977).

no outer-scale measure has yet been found in

scintillation data (Crane, 1977). It follows from (11) that S 4 , 
1
, where

Thus, the phase spectrum as it is measured

with the Wideband satellite will have the form (-p-3)/4. (12)

(f) Tf (6) Thus, when p = -3, S4  1.5, which is the
SO generally accepted average value for ionospheric

scintillation. From the multifrequency Wideband

where amplitude and phase scintillation data, only the

parameters S4 , T, and p together with the TEC

p = -20 + 1) (7) are potentially processor invariant and there-
fore fuidamental. As we have already noted, the

phase scintillation index, CF, depends criti-

The temporal phase spectrum, (6), is obtained cally on the detrender cutoff.

by performing a one-dimensional integration of

(4) along the scan direction dictated by the In the next section we shall briefly review
combined satellite and irregularity drifts, some of the more interesting results emerging

from our studies of the Wideband satellite data.

In our routine data analysis, the para- These are divided into three groups. The first

meters T and p are obtained by performing a involves general results that pertain to the

log-linear, least-squares fit to the phase data. analysis and relationships that have been pre-
The value of the phase scintillation index o , sented in this section. The second and third

unlike T or p, clearly depends on the detrender groups pertain to the nature of the scintilla-

cutoff frequency fo. It is a good approximation tion in the auroral and equatorial regions.

to take

II PRELIMINARY RESULTS
2 2T ( p+ 1)

A. General

That is, we ignore the small low-frequency As noted in Section I, we detrend all our

distrtion of the spectrum due to the detrending data to extract the rapidly varying components

filter. For characterizing power-law processes, of phase and intensity, which we identify as the

typically only the parameters p and T or C. can scintillation. Phase and intensity scintilla-

be unambiguously deduced from actual data. tion indices are measured for every 20-s data

segment. The spectral parameters T and p are
It is easily demonstrated that the inten- calculated at VHF and UHF for all active passes.

sity scintillation can be completely charac-

terized in terms of C. and p, although this In Figure 4, we show the behavior of the
fact is not widely used, If we apply the weak- spectral index p measured at VHF and UHF as a

scatter formula function of S4 for 50 representative passes

taken at Ancon, Peru. The data points are

22 obtained by averaging the p index values measured
1,,) *14(K) sin (K Xz/4,) , (9) with 0.2n 5 S4 < 0.2(n + 1), where n = 0, 1, 2...

The absolute value of the p index is very near
-3 when 0.3 S S4 % 0.7. For S4 ! 0.3. the p

it follows from (4) and (5) with qo = 0 that estimate is affected by the noise floor, since a

fixed frequency range is used for the curve

-+ 1 fitting.

[4r2X2L see P1[ , (10) For S4 > 0.7, there is a systematic reduc-

tion in the absolute value of the measured p
index with increasing S4. This is very probably

where J is a geometry-dependent factor: the diffraction effect described in Section 1.
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Thus, the phase spectrum cannot be directly 12 I
related to the in-situ spectrum via (3) unless * *
S 4  0.6. 

5

0.F ..1.0 1 Og

3--- -H

4 -20

0.4-1

0 I I 0.2
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

S4

FIGURE 4 AVERAGE VALUE OF p FOR S4 VALUES 0 '2 04 06 0.8 10 1.2

WITHIN THE INTERVALS 0.2 n < S4 < 0.2(n + 1). The S4 L BAND

UHF and VHF curves are computed separately.
FIGURE 6 SCATTER DIAGRAM OF S4 AT UHF VERSUS

S4 AT L-BAND FOR A SUBSET OF THE ANCON PASSES

In Figures 5 and 6, we have generated USED IN GENERATING THE CURVES IN FIGURE 4

scatter diagrams for S4 measured at UHF and VHF
(Figure 5) and UHF and L-band (Figure 6). From

Figure 5 we see a concentration of very weak S4 The fact that S4 does not saturate at the

values that follow the 15 curve very closely. Rayleigh limit in the Ancon data is evidently

The agreement is more striking in Figure 6. due to our detrending operation, which is
However, for large S4 values, the data points applied separately to intensity and phase.
systematically fall below the Rayleigh limiting Because of the generally north-south orientation
value of S4 = I. This is clearly evident in of the passes and the high degree of elongation

both Figures 5 and 6. of the equatorial irregularities, comparatively

slow fading is observed at the equator.

The actual detrend filter cutoff was set at

12 10 s. This choice is di'e partly to practical

*considerations, since a longer detrend period
could not be readily accommodated in the small,

' 0 special-purpose computers that are used at the
1.0

i 0£ - field stations. Selected equatorial passes

% showing strong scattering are currently being
• ea redetrended using a longer period to verify our

o.8 -0 hypothesis explaining the low saturation values

> 0.6- % The high-latitude data recorded at Poker
* Flat, Alaska, near Fairbanks, show p vs. S4

0 behavior similar to the equatorial data, but

0.4 with some conspicuous differences. The p vs.

04 S4 curves for VHF and UHF are shown in Figure 7.
The VHF curve was derived from 50 representative

0, passes; only 4 highly disturbed passes were used
02 - for the UHF curve because conditions of strong

scattering at UHF are rare events.

0 We shall say more about the characteristics
02 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 12 of high-latitude scintillation in Subsection

s4 UHF II-B. Here we point out that the same tendency

of the absolute value of p to decrease for large

FIGURE 5 SCATTER DIAGRAM OF S4 AT VHF VERSUS S values is evident in the high-latitude data,

S4 AT UHF FOR A SUBSET OF THE ANCON PASSES USED although the extreme values fall below 2. Such
IN GENERATING THE CURVES IN FIGURE 4 deviations from theory are likely to be due to

the high degree of inhxnogeneity in the auroral
ionosphere, particularly under disturbed
conditions.

, . _. ..



-4 To summarize the general features of iono-

[ I [ I HI spheric scintillation, the phenomena are well
characterized by a power-law spectral density-3 UHF function with an infinitely large outer-scale

a -~ parameter. The power-law index can be deduced
.0 from the phase spectrum provided that S4 s 0.6.

4 -2 We also note in passing that the spectral
11 -strength parameter T can be related to the
> spatial strength of turbulence C s if the aniso-

tropy and drift velocities are known. Finally,

the theory can be generalized to allow for
strong scattering (Rumsey, 1975).

0 I I0.2 0.4 0.6 08 1.0 1.2 14S4 
B. Auroral Zone Scintillation

FIGURE 7 AVERAGE VALUE OF p VERSUS S4 AS IN As one expects, the characteristic features
FIGURE 4. The VHF data are derived from 50 representative of high-latitude scintillation are intimately
Poker Flat passes. The UHF data are derived from four associated with auroral phenomena. To illu-
disturbed Poker Flat passes. strate the general features of auroral scintil-

lation, the standard summary display for a
typical disturbed pass is shown in Figure 9.

The striking difference between the high- The corresponding spectral index and strength
latitude and equatorial data is in the average parameters are shown in Figure 10.

value of p. which is closer to -2 than -3 for
the high-latitude data. To verify the effect
on the wavelength dependence of S4 as given by 5 12.5
(2), in Figure 8 we have plotted S4 at VHF42.

against S4 at UHF. Although there is consider- 20
ably more dispersion in the auroral scintilla- 3- i -41.5
tion data than in the equatorial data, there is j0 S4
clearly a better fit to the X

1
.
2 5 

curve, which 2 - 10

corresponds to p = -2, than to the X
1
.
5 

curve. 05

0

1.2 - < U/IL '-
00 V/U* "vu-

1.0 >,.5 41

% 1,0,7

0. * * ioI
7 j0 I

0.e 1202 1204 12 06 1208 1210 1212 12 14 TIME UT

0
0 74.2 71.3 61.8 48,9 47.0 51 7 537 OP ANGLE

0.4 I I I I I I
80.7 74.8 70.3 66.7 63.3 56.5 54 DIP LAT

02 FIGURE 9 STANDARD SUMMARY DISPLAY FOR POKER
FLAT PASS 6-35, 15 JULY 1976. The middle frame gives
the indicated phase scintillation ratios corrected for the wave-

0 length dependence ignoring diffraction,

0.2 0.4 0.S 0.8 1.0 1 2
S4I UHF The sharp drop in TEC at - 630 is the pole-

ward boundary of the midlatitude electron den-
FIGURE S SCATTER DIAGRAM OF S4 MEASURED AT sity trough. Scintillation within the trough is
VHF VERSUS S4 MEASURED AT UHF FOR THE FOUR generally weak. Poleward of the trough bound-
DISTURBED PASSES USED IN GENERATING THE UHF ary we observe generally enhanced but highly
CURVE IN FIGURE I variable phase scintillation. This is the

region of the diffuse and discrete aurorae that
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This event is evidently associated with an
3active auroral form. Kelley (1977) has sugges-

-3 VHF ted that velocity shears play a crucial role in
UHF generating ionospheric turbulence that can pro-

A 2 \ duce significant intensity scintillation. A

X\-..J A, \A less pronounced localized scintillation enhance-
c I \^ Iment is evident in the data taken near 1210 UT,

0 which is the point at which the propagation path

-4_ __ VHFto the satellite crosses the local L shell.

-3 - UHF Such localized scintillation enhancements

I are prominent features in -80l of the nighttime
a -high-latitude data. We believe that the feature

is a geometrical enhancement due to sheetlike

-0 Istructures within the auroral oval.

It is known that rodlike irregularities
46 VH produe ageometrical scintillation enhancement

VHF for propagation paths that pass near the magne-
-10 -- UHF (scale) tic zenith. If, however, the irregularities

-20 have a high degree of coherence transverse to
the magnetic field along the L shell, the

-30 enhancement occurs whenever the propagation
path crosses the plane of the local L shell.

- L In Figure 12 we show the location of this
TIME 1202 1204 1206 1206 1210 1212 1214 enhancement for a number of morning and evening

41 passes. One can see the general alignment along

SP ANGLE 74.2 713 611 489 470 517 537 the L shell at L = 5.5.

DIP LAT 80.7 741 703 66.7 63.3 595 54 7 o16i

FIGURE 10 PHASE SPECTRAL SUMMARY FOR POKER
FLAT PASS 6-35 The UHF T parameter is scaled to VHF

bv using wavelength dependence of phase squared.

characterize the instantaneous auroral oval MR
(Akasofu, 1968). 6

The phase scintillation is clearly asso-
ciated with the enhanced electron densities
that are produced by the precipitating auroral 6o

particles. Thus, the phase scintillation
follows the auroral morphology very closely, as °I'

is clearly reflected in Figure 11, where the so Ls. 0
TEC data are plotted against the L shell. The

intensity scintillation by comparison is small,
considering the large phase excursions that are

present. Only during the pronounced phase
scintillation enhancement at 720 does the VHF
intensity scintillation approach saturated FIGURE 12 LOCATION OF GEOMETRICAL ENHANCEMENT
conditions. FOR SELECTED EVENING AND MORNING PASSES

,017

. POLAR In addition to the geoetrical enhanceent,

- OLEWARO 4 in -20% of the passes there is a region of
enhanced phase and intensity scintillation at

INSTANTA _ the TEC boundary that we have associated with
OVAL*- the poleward edge of the midlatitude plasma

. ... trough. This feature is described in Fremouw

et al. (1977). In Figure 13 we show a dramatic

example of this event, together 
with the merid-0 6 , 1 .. .[ Jtonal electron density distribution as measured

by the Chatanika radar.

The scintillation enhancement is evidently

FIGURE 11 PLOT OF TEC FOR POKER FLAT PASS 6-35 associated with the F-region electron density

CORRECTED FOR SLAB GEOMETRY AT 350 km
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hemisphere. Similarly, the scintillation

activity at Kwajalein diminishes rapidly around

__5 September-October. The onset of the active

26 NOV period occurs around April at Kwajalein and

10 00 PEN HT 120 October at Ancon.

0,5 A The fading rates are typically slower for

0 the equatorial data, as we noted in Section I.-100 -5 To 50 too[
-100 - This effect can be explained in terms of the

5.0 _typically north-south trajectory of the passes
5 PEN HT 120and the high degree of elongation of the irregu-

S2.5i
- Jlarities.

i- 0 , i
The occurrence of intense scintillation

300 5 x 104 elc
3  

that persists into the gigahertz frequency range,

9.1041 however, is of primary interest both because of
x I 5,104 el/cm3 its practical ramifications for communication

200' s systems and because of the underlying physics, K
1 I 1 10. which are just beginning to be understood.

0o- The occurrence of gigahertz scintillation

events is most probable during the local summer

active periods. This is shown in Figures 14 and

0-10 0 " 9 , 15, where we plot the times of occurrence for
-300 -200 0 100 200 300 L-band S4 levels greater than 0.2 at Ancon

SOUTH- - NORTH (Figure 14) and Kwajalein (Figure 15).
1022:II-1034.5l DISTANCE FROM CHATANIKA- km PASS 12-15

FIGURE 13 COMPARISON OF WIDEBAND SCINTILLATION
AND TEC DATA FOR POKER FLAT PASS 12-15 AND I..
CHATANIKA RADAR MERIDIONAL ELECTRON DENSITY o7o.

MEASUREMENTS 0100 -6

enhancement above 200 kas. Indeed, the TEC shows ,,2350DO.~' , *4~I

alocal enhancement coincident with the passage . '

of the raypath through the region of enhanced 0300

F-region electron densities. The extended con- 20e 0o200

tours peaking at 3 X 10
5 

el/cm
3 

are associated 15 ,5 5 ,S IS 15 15
with the diffuse aurora. The small dark con- MA JU SE NO Js MA MA

MAY JUL SEP NOV JAN MAR MAY

tour at 110 km altitude to the north is a 197b 1971

discrete auroral arc.

FIGURE 14 NIGHTTIME PASSES RECORDED AT ANCON.
To summarize, the auroral scintillation is The shaded times indicate S4 > 0.2 at 1239 MHz.

highly variable and characterized by enhanced
phase scintillation in the region of the

instantaneous auroral oval. Discrete auroral

arcs produce greatly enhanced phase scintil- 0100 1400 I . . . . . . . . . . .

lation, but they are only associated with I I I

enhanced VHF intensity scintillation under very OOD0 1300 I II I l ii III i

active conditions. Localized scintillation I I

enhancements that can be explained as a purely 1 _1I 20l lii ll
2 300 100 111 11 T 4 11geometrical effect due to sheetlike irregu- I iI I

larities are prominent in - 80% of the passes. 1100

A localized scintillation enhancement at the 2 200 -

poleward midiatitude trough boundary is present
in - 20% of the passes. These topics are ilmo0

covered in Tromewhat more detail in Rino et al. I5 15 1 5 ! . 1

(1977). NOV JAN MAR MAY JUL
1976 97 7

C. Equatorial Scintillation FIGURE 15 NIGHTTIME PASSES RECORDED AT

KWAJALEIN. The shaded times indicate S4 > 0.2

at 1239 MHz.
The most pronounced feature of the equa-

torial scintillation is its strong seasonal

dependence. Scintillation activity diminishes

rapidly at Ancon around April, which marks the

end of the summar period in the southern

8
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depletions (McClure et al., 1977), which also Vol. 82, No. 19, p. 2650, 1977.
produce enhanced VHF backscatter at their
boundaries (Woodman and LaHoz, 1976). The Rino, C. L. and E. J. Fremouw, "The Angle
mechanism of the "bubble" formation has been Dependence of Singly Scattered Wavefields,"
ascribed to a Rayleigh Taylor instability J. Atmos. Terr. Phys., Vol. 39, pp. 859-
(Scannapieco and Ossakow, 1976; Kelley et al., 868, 1977.
1976). The detailed mechanism that greatly
enhances the small-scale irregularities, Rino, C. L., E. J. Fremouw, R. C. Livingston,
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U'PER LIMY' TO THE BANDSPREADING AND FADE RATES PRODUCED BY IONOSPHERIC/
MAGNETOSPHERIC SCINTILLATIONS

Clifford W. Prettie

ESL Incorporated

ABSTRACT Sunnyvale, California

In satellite communication system analyses bandspreading of ionospheric irregularity

of the effects of ionospheric irregularity diffraction patterns. The "frozen-in" approxi-

induced fading, a parameter of importance is mation allows one to ignore changes in the

the maximum bandspreading of the signal to be plasma medium with time when considering the

expected. Amplitude arnd phase scintillations time behavior of signals. Signal changes are

are responsible for the production of signal assumed to be completely due to the relative

bandspreading; the more rapid the scintil- movement of the propagation path plasma medium

lations, the more severe the bandspreading. with some characteristic velocity. For ground
station communications to synchronous satellites

This paper brings to light the sometimes over-

looked fact that there is a frequency dependent the conversion velocity which causes time

maximum to the signal bandspreading producible variations to be bserved due to diffraction

by ionospheric irregularities given a relative pattern spatial velocities is that of the

velocity between the medium and the propagation ionospheric plasma, typically, 100 m/sec. For

path. Based on angular spectrum techniques it airborne platforms or moving satellites the

is emphasized that the maximum spatial rate of conversion velocity changes as appropriate for

change of a received signal is one cycle per the geometry involved. Indeed, by flying an

wavelength. This limit implies a maximum band- aircraft at the correct speed it is theoretically

spreading of ±100 Hz at 300 MHz for ground-based possible to completely null out fading variations,

hemispherical antenna reception of synchronous if the "frozen-in" approximation is valid. Such

satellite signals through equatoriul ionospheric observation have been made in flight tests in

fading given a typical 100 meter per second the equatorial region by the Air Force Avionics

medium velocity. Reduced upper limit values are Laboratory (24 March 1977) during AFGL's

found if the antenna directivity is increased or Equatorial Scintillation Campaign wherein fade

if the field of view of the irregularities from rates as slow as one per minute were observed

the ground-based receiver is limited. It is shown with proper adjustment of aircraft heading. The

that an upper limit to the bandspreading is also "frozen-in" approximation, thus seems sound for

possible if enough information is known about the at least this set of equatorial data.

plasma irregularities. An upper limit to ampli- In the spirit of the equivalence of spatial
tude fade rates is derived from the bandspread
limit. A realistic upper bound to 300 MHz fading rate and time rate for ionospheric scintilla-

rates is 80 fades per second for omnidirectional tions, the next two sections will use the time

signal reception and for a 100 meter per second related terms, such as fade rate and bandwidth,

diffraction pattern velocity, in place of spatial rate terms, such as spatial
fade rate and spatial frequency bandwidth spread-

INTRODUCTION ing. These sections discuss upper limits, but
it should be remembered that upper limits require

Ionospheric RF amplitude and phase scintil- an upper limit to the spatial rate to time rate
lations caused by plasma density irregularities conversion factor, i.e., pattern velocity. While
can adversely affect satellite communications, numbers such as 100 m/sec or 3 km/sec could be
and for this reason, the statistics of scintil- boldly suggested for this velocity, in view of
lations are of interest. Two particular time the uncertainties and variances with geometry
statistics, signal bandspreading and average involved, the setting of an actual value of an
amplitude fade rate, are treated in this paper. upper limit for this number is left open.
This paper sets forth arguments to establish
upper limits to their values. The next section sets an upper limit to

bandspreading (spatial frequency), the results
Of the many assumptions underlying ionos- of which are used to set an upper limit to fade

pheric plasma propagation theory, the "frozen- rate in the following section. The concluding
in" approximation is probably of greatest section gives numerical examples of the implica-
significance to this paper. In essence, this tions of these upper limits.
paper actually establishes upper limits to the
spatial fade rate and spatial frequency
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UPPER LIMITS TO THE BANDSPREADING free space propagation distances that are
INDUCED BY IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION typically involved.

A CW RF tone, in traversing ionospheric The second method for establishing an upper
electron density irregularities, experiences limit is now discussed. Multiple thin phase
phase perturbations attributable to varying screen methods treat the propagation effects of
phase velocities in the medium. Diffraction an irregular plasma in two steps. In the first
causes amplitude scintillation and additional step local phase velocity variations are lumped
phase sctintillations. The resulting amplitude as a phase shift of the wavefront occurring at
and phase scintillations may be regarded as a representative central plane. The phase shift
amplitude and phase modulation processes that imposed on the wavefront is proportional to the
spread the CW tone power over a non-zero band- local integrated electron content. In the
width. This section presents the thesis that second step the field is free space propagated
the bandwidth of a CW tone diffracted by the the desired distance. The propagation performed
ionosphere is not only finite but also limited in this second step is performed using angular
As a consequence, the propagation caused spectrum techniques.
spreading of the bandwidth of data signals
transiting the ionosphere is similarly limited. A diffracted wave at any plane can, in many
Two methods of setting upper limits are sug- instances, be decomposed into plane wave com-
gested. The first method discussed uses the ponents each propagating at different angles
mathematical properties of the Helmholtz (Stratton 1941). The coefficients of the dif-
equation, appropriate to free space propagation ferent wave components comprise the angular
outside the ionosphere, to set an upper limit spectrum of the wave. By virtue of the Helm-
that is independent of the strength of the holtz equation the angular spectrum is simply
environment. The second method using a related to the Fourier transform of the field
heuristic argument based upon multiple phase along the plane. For the two-dimensional
screen techniques sets an upper limit depending propagation problem frequently applicable to
upon how strong the ionospheric perturbations ionospheric problems, the relation between the
actually are. coefficient, a(G), of the wave component

propagating in the 9 direction from a plane in
The first method of setting an upper limit an x,y coordinate system with constant y and

requires the noting of one fact, that, the Fourier transform Sy(kx) of this field
mathematically, harmonic solutions to the E(x,y) is as follows:
Helmholtz equation with wavefront variations
faster than a wavelength propagate only a(9) = S (k = -k cos 9) =

evanescently. A brief justification can be y X

given. Let a wave be propagating in the
z-direction according to exp(-ikzz) with r E(x,y) e

+i 
x k cos 

9
d

wavefront variations along an x-y phase J
according to exp(-ikxx) exp(-ikyy). The
Helmholtz equation yields

(The above expression is easily generalized to
-k2 _k2 _k2 +k2 = 0 the three-dimensional form. The three dimen-
x y z sional relation gives the coefficient of the

wave components propagating in the direction
which implies, for real k. (and thus propaga- of the two polar angles, 9, 0, and the two
ting waves), dimensional Fourier transform of the field

E(x,y,z) at a plane of constant z.)
k
2 
+k

2 
<k

2

x y Note in the two-dimensional relationship
that to each 9 there corresponds a Fourier

This mathematical statement can be seen to be coefficient kx=k cos 9. However, to each
equivalent with the statement that variations Fourier coefficient there corresponds either
in an arbitrary direction along a wavefront, two angles, modulus 360 degrees, for !kx<k,
in the above case with frequency or no real angles for Ikxl-,k. The later fact

reflects the mathematical property of Helm-
221;k ' 2 holtz wave solutions just discussed, that

x y wavefront perturbations with sinusoidal
variations with periods less than a wavelength

cycles per distance, cannot be faster than are evanescent. (The former property, not
27k, i.e., one cycle per wavelength. If these important for this argument, reflects a
variations are faster than one cycle per degeneracy in the Helmholtz initial value
wavelength, then kz is imaginary and the wave problem in that waves can be propagating in
propagation is evanescent. Thus, in a Fourier either the plus or minus z direction.)
decomposition of a CW tone propagating
through a disturbed ionosphere, components Free space propagation of a perturbed
associated with variations smaller than a wavefront is performed by multiplying the coef-
wavelength will be small because of the filter- ficients of its Fourier transform by a (spatial)
ing through evanescence that occurs along the frequency dependent complex factor to find the
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angular spectrum of the field at another plane. the envelope of a sine wave plus Gaussian noise
Important to this argument is the fact that the in terms of the bandwidth of the noise process,
factor applied has unity magnitude for non- are applied to the ionospheric fading problem.
evanescent components. Thus, the power spectrum With some arm-waving, a fade rate upper limit
of the field variations is unaffected by free is produced.
space propagation (a known result see Rino and
Fremouw, 1973, for instance). Rice's relationship gives the average rate,

R that the envelope amplitude of a sinewave plus
The propagation process can be regarded as noise crosses a level, v, with negative slope,

a phase modulation process that increases signal as a product of three terms: a constant, the
bandwidth, followed by a propagation filtering rms bandwidth of the noise, f, and t-! amplitude
process, that leaves the signal bandwidth probability density at v, p(v); i.e.,
unaffected (although its nonlinear phase does
cause PM to AM conversion). The phase modula- R (27) 1/2f p(v)
tion of a CW tone by multiple local integrated

contents is thus the only process responsible where
for the signal bandspreading. The bandspread- 2
ing produced by multiple screens with phase f=f (c)

2 
w(x) dx / w(x) dx

shifts proportional to the local integrated
electron contents is equivalent to the band-

spreading produced by a phase shift proportional and where fc is the center frequency of the noise
(and with the same proportionality constant) to power spectrum w(x). For strongly diffracting
the total integrated electron. Thus, knowing ionospheric mediums this expression is useful
the integrated electron content, or less . for the specific case of Rayleigh fading in
restrictively, knowing its power spectrum and which the sine wave power is zero and the
that its statistics are Gaussian, one can find probability density is given as p(v)=v exp(-v

2
/2).

directly the bandspreading of a CW tone, and The above expression then gives R=2/7 exp(-l)f
thus, an upper limit. Note that if this upper = 1.304f as the Rayleigh fading rate below the
limit is greater than one cycle per wavelength amplitude characteristic of the average power
the one cycle per wavelength upper limit will level, v=/2. The expression also gives the rate
dominate, of fades below other arbitrary levels with

appropriate modification.
The two upper limits just discussed do not

account for antenna patterns; in essence, It is now suggested that the above expres-
hemispherical coverage has been tacitly assurned. sion for R gives an upper limit to the fade rate
If it can be argued that wavefronts will not be produced by ionospheric fading either with f
received from angles beyond a certain value off chosen as the bandspread limit or with f calcu-
beam axis, either because of antenna pattern or lated from the signal bandspreading power
because of a propagation medium of limited spectrum, if it is known. It is recognized that
angular extent, then a third upper limit can be there are differences between the statistics of
set. This upper limit is independent of medium Gaussian bandpass noise and most diffracted
strength, similar to the first upper limit, waves in the nature of their amplitude and phase
Suppose the angular spectrum wave components characteristics. A conceptual model of the
with large angles of arrival, 9, such that 181 > development of fading sheds some light on these
01 are not received, then the CW tone components differences and why the fade rate relationship
received will cause the tone to be spread less of Rice is applicable. Near strong ionospheric
than 27Tk cos 9 cycles per distance unit away irregularities most of the plasma propagation
from its center frequency. This is the form effects are manifested as wavefront phase
applicable as a third upper limit. The cos 9 modulation, the amplitude fade rate being slow,
factor may be significant for high gain with rates similar to the phase decorrelation
antennas, rate. As a perturbed wavefront moves from the

near field, strong amplitude fluctuations, with
UPPER LIMIT TO THE FADE RATE INDUCED BY close to Rayleigh distribution develop. The

IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION fade rate increases, however, much of the signal
bandspreading is still due to the wavefront

The previous section established an upper phase modulation. As the wavefront approaches
limit to the bandspreading producible by the far field the amplitude fade rate continues
ionospheric irregularities, which, in itself, to increase but not indefinitely. The signal
fulfills the requirements of many fast fading statistics approach Rayleigh (or Rician for
systems performance analyses. Another parameter weaker disturbances) more and more closely and
that may be of interest is the fade rate below the band , ding of the signal approaches being
a given level. That there should be a relation- "equally red by both the amplitude and phase
ship between an upper limit to the fading rate modulation. It is suggested that in this far
of a CW signal and its bandspread seems field Rayleigh limit, a diffracted wave is
int,.itively clear, for when the fade rate of a equivalent to bandlimited noise (bandlimited
CW signal is fast, the bandwidth of its energy noise plus a sine-wave for Rician statistics)
is expected to be correspondingly large. The because of the "randomization" of amplitude and
results of S.O. Rice (S.O. Rice 1948), which phase induced by the strongly dispersive far-
gives a relationship between the fade rate of field propagation filtering. The relationship

12
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between fade rate and signal bandspreading finds signal bandspread of ±3 Hz, a

application in this limit and, thus, an upper value significantly lower than the

limit to the fading rate is obtainable. It is ±_00 Hz limit calculated for the

also suggested (again without proof) that general case in 1.
because of the gradual PM to AM conversion of
the propagation process that the far field 4. The Rayleigh fade rate below the
limit Rayleigh fade rate provides an upper bound average power level has a maximum
to the fade rate at all far and near field dis- value of 130 fades per second (fps)
tances with amplitude distributions resembling for a 300 MHz signal received with

Rayleigh. an omnidirectional and 1.3 fps for
a 3 GHz signal. Again it requires

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS a much stronger environment to pro-
duce fade rates close to the 3 GHz

The previous sections have presented argu- upper limits.
ments for tipper limits to signal bandspreading
and fade rates for signals propagating through 5. The average Rayleigh fade rate upper

ionospheric plasma irregularities. Essential limit for fades 20 dB down from the
to the arguments establishing the limits is average power level is a factor of
that the "frozen-in" assumption be fairly closely 3.7 (=p(V2)/p(/2/10) ) down from
met. These limits imply the following numerical the fade rate upper limit for fades
results if a 100 meter per second "frozen-in" below the average power level.
pattern velocity is assumed:

6. The maximum average Rayleigh fade
1. The bandspreading limit of one cycle rate for the 5000 degree 300 MHz

per wavelength implies a maximum environment is 4 fps.
spread of ±100 Hz for 300 MHz
signals and +1 kHz for 3 GHz REFERENCES
signals. Note that while the
upper limit of bandspreading at 1. N. Abramson, "Bandwidth and Spectra of
the 3 GHz frequency is hiqher, it Phase and Frequency Modulated Waves,"
requires a very much more intense IEEE Transactions on Communications
environment to drive the fading to Systems, December 1963, p.409.
this upper limit value. These
results are applicable to signals 2. S.O. Rice, "Statistical Properties of a
received by an omnidirectional Sine Wave Plus Random Noise," Bell Systems

antenna. Technical Journal, Vol. 27, January 1948,
pp.125-1

2
6.

2. The bandspreading limit of 3 GHz
signal received with a 3 degree 3. C.L. Rino and E.J. Fremouw, "Statistics
(half power full width) beamwidth for Ionospherically Diffracted VHF/UHF
is significantly less than that Signals," Radio Science Vol. 8, #3,
received with an omnidirectional March 1973, p.225.
antenna. The bandspread limit is
1 kHz sin (1.5 degrees) = 26 Hz. 4. J.A. Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory,

New York, McGraw-Hill, 1941, Sec. 6.7
3. Signal bandspreading may be definable

given an rms integrated electron
contnt and the integrated electron
content power spectrum. Suppose a The above work was sponsored in part by

Gaussian integrated electron content the Defense Nuclear Agency under Contract
power spectrum is given with e-fold # DNA 00l-76-C-0152.

at 1 cycle per kilometer. 
Suppose

also that the rms integrated content
is bounded and such that it produces
at most a 5000 degree rms phase shift
of a 300 MHz signal; ignoring dif-
fractive phase effects. Using
Abramson's result (Abramson, 1963)
that the rms bandwidth of a phase
modulated wave is the product of
the rms bandwidth of the phase
modulation's power spectrum and the
rms phase modulation in radians, an
upper limit to the rms bapdspread
can be found. The rms bandwidth
of the modulation is 0.7 cycles per
kilometer or 0.07 Hz. The rms angle
modulation is 5000 degrees or 87
radians qiving a maximum rms 300 MHz
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EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERIC SCINTILLATIONS IN THE INDIAN ZONE

R.G. RASTOGI, M.R. DESHPANDE and HARI OM VATS

Physical Research Laboratory

Ahmedabad 380009
India.

TEXT

The phenomenon of scintillation is the irregularities responsible for Es-b,
now well known as being the occasional Es-h, Es-l, M-reflections and G-layer
changes in the amplitude, phase and and never by Es-q irregularities.
angle of arrival of radio waves propa- Similarly nighttime scintillations are
gating through the ionosphere. These caused either by spread F irregularities
changes are known to be due to ioniza- or by Es irregularities (Rastogi et al.
tion irregularities present in the 1977, Chandra et al. 1977).

ionosphere. Earlier studies showed
that these changes are more severe in Fig.2 shows the diurnal occurrenceequatorial and two auroral zones. The of ionospheric scintillations at 40,equatorial scintillation is basically 140 and 360 MHz during two periods, i.e.a nighttime phenomenon with its maximum Oct-Nov 1975 and May 1976. It can be
before midnight for any longitude and noticed that during Oct-Nov 1975 there
is largely due to spread F irregula- is a major peak occurrence of scinti-
rities (Koster 1972, Mullen 1973, llations at night between 2000 hr and
Chandra and Rastogi 1974). At high 2300 hr and two minor peaks during
latitudes some scintillations are daytime around 0900 hr and 1400 hr.
observed during daytime hours (Munro On the contrary May 1976 occurrence
1966, Frihagen 1971, Nielson and has a broader maximum during daytime
Aarons 1974). Recently Deshpande et than at night. Although at 40 MHz
al. (1977) reported that during a there seems to be appreciable scinti-
magnetic storm scintillations are llations at all times with a slight
found to be caused by the F region decrease in percentage around sunset
irregularities in the early hours of and sunrise. The difference of daytime
the day i.e., at post sunrise. McClure and nighttime occurrence of scinti-
(1964) estimated the height of the llations is quite clear at 140 and 360
irregularities responsible for the MHz. This broader maximum during
daytime scintillations to be embedded daytime in a summer month (May) is
in the E region. Association of probably because of frequent occurrence
scintillations and Es patches has been of non q type of Es irregularities.
noted at middle and low latitudes A detailed study of this in comparison
(Aarons and Whitney 1968, Rastogi and with ionosonde data seems to be
Iyer 1976). necessary.
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ABSTRACT (Kp = 0-3) the ground data show good latitudinal
ordering. The highest probability of occurrence

In April, July and September 1975 twelve of scintillations and the strongest scintilla-
C-lid flights (28 hours of data) were conducted tions are found in the polar cap. During periods
to measure amplitude scintillations on VHF of moderate magnetic activity (Kp = 4-6) the
satellite transmissions in the polar region, probability of scintillations strongly increas-
under auroral conditions. A second aircraft, es at Goose, at times above the Thule level,
a KC-135, instrumented for ionospheric/auroral which is not significantly changed by the in-
research, monitored the conditions of the auru- crease in magnetic activity. In general,
ral ionosphere in the ray path to relate scin- Sagarmore Hill for moderate magnetic activity
tillation events to auroral conditions in the showed lower scintillation levels than either
April and September tests. Simultaneous ground Thule or Goose Bay.
measurements were made at Thule, Greenland;
Goose Bay, Labrador, Canada; and Sagamore Hill, INTRODUCTION
Massachusetts. For the first time in the polar
region satellite 250 MHz transmissions could be In April, July and September 1975, a com-
monitored for an extended period (up to 4 hours) prehensive program (Figure 1) was conducted to
at high elevation angles. assess ionospheric and auroral conditions during

AFSATCOM scintillation test flights and to de-
The observed aircraft scintillations were termine the effects of the aurora on satellite

separated into groups, describing the ionospher- communications. In this program coordinated
ic situation along the ray path (trough, oval, flights were made by an Air Force L950th Test
or polar cap). The spatial distribution of the Wing C-ld, carrying an AFSATCOM communications
occurrence probability of scintillations indi- terminal and by the AFGL Airborne Ioncspheric
cates, that scintillations are more likely to Observatory, an NKC-135 instrumented for iono-
occur in the northern half of the auroral oval spheric and auroral research and VHF field-
(29% of the time) and in the polar cap (21%) strength measurements. The Sagamore Hill Ob-
than in the region of continuous (diffuse) servatory at Hamilton, Massachusetts, the Goose
aurora (17%). Scintillations were almost com- Bay Ionospheric Observatory at Goose Bay,
pletely absent in the F-layer trough (%). Even Labrador and the Geopole Observatory at Thule,
though aurora was present throughout most of Greenland, all operated by AFGL and equipped
the flights (with Kp ranging from 0+ to 4o) for routine satellite observations, enhanced
only weak to moderate scintillations were ob- their observation programs during the test
served (mostly <9 dB). period.

Over 200 hours (34 during flights) of ob- The AFSATCOM satellite, in a polar orbit
servations were made at each of three ground and transmitting at 250 MHz, provided the sig-
stations: Thule (polar cap), Goose Bay (auro- nal source for the scintillation studies. These
ral oval), and Sagamore Hill (mid-latitude experiments resulted in a body of data that
ionosphere). For any distinct time period of allowed the determination of the effects that
simultaneous observations, there was consider- auroral ionization and the high latitude iono-
able scatter of which station recorded maximum sphere have on trans-ionospheric VHF signal pro-
activity. During magnetically quiet periods pagation at relatively high elevation angles.
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Figure 1. 250 MHz Scintillation Studies during April, July and September
1975 Involved Two USAF Hesearch/Test Aircraft and Three AF Geophysics
Laboratory Ground Stations.

The goal of these experiments was to deter- the flights in September focused only on the
mine the relation between ionospheric and auro- study of oval and polar cap effects. Figure 3
ral conditions and VHF scintillations, and to shows schematically a cross-sectlon of the iono-
compare the results of the airborne experiments spheric structures along the flight track and
with results from the considerably more exten- identifies the five possible ray path configura-
sive ground observations. tions. The path can encounter pure trough-, !

oval- or polar cap conditions and in addition
AIBORNE EXP'ERIMENTS two transition regions, where E-layer effects of

one region and F-region effects of another I

The purpose of the AFGL aircraft flights Jointly affect the ray path. Data were grouped
was to monitor the ionospheric environment in '2 ;
the region where the VHF signal path from satel- ,
lite to receiver (C-141 aircraft) traversed the' ,,i
ionosphere. To enhance the scintillation data
base, a satellite receive capability was in-

1975 missions. -

The high latitude ionospheric/auroral en- 1

vironment can be separated into 3 distinctly
different regions, the F-layer trough region,

2). The auroral oval is the location of a band.....
of auroral forms around the magnetic pole, which "
separates the two other regions and provides the - 20'

ordering frame for various ionospheric and auro- ". 0.,

ral phenomena. VHF scintillations have been . /
observed over the entire polar cap, in the auto- +. ', ......
ral oval and at subauroral latitudes down to the".

Aarons, 1973), also shown in Figure 2. It was .**. .... ,,. .

the goal of the airborne studies to investigate " ' ". . . . . " .. . .

the effects of irregularities in the different
regions on the VHF signals. A flight track, Figure 2. Corrected Geomagnetic/Local Time
shown in Figure 2, was chosen which permitted View of the Test Aircraft Flight Track in
the consecutive scanning of F-layer trough, oval Relation to the Q--3 Auroral Oval, the Scin-
and polar cap regions in a single flight and tillation Boundary, the Mid-Latitude F-layer
also allowed for the known variability of the Trough, and the Polar Cap.
oval size. Since during the April missions only
weak scintillations were observed in the trough
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Figure 3. Schematic Cross-Section Through the High-Latitude
lonosphere/Auroral Structure along the Flight Track. The data
are grouped according to the propagation conditions encountered:
Trough (I), Oval (III), Polar Cap (V), and two Transition Regions
(II and IV).

according to these five cases to assess the de- tests and in a northeasterly direction in
pendence of scintillations of the various mor- September. As Figure 4 (data taken on 23 April
phological regions. 1975) shows, scintillations tended to be en-

hanced when the aircraft was over water. Small
The Airborne Ionospheric Observatory's in- land masses close by and in the direction to the

strumentation consisting of ionospheric sound- satellite also reduced the scintillation level
ers, all sky cameras, photometers and spectro-
meters (Gowell and Whidden, 1968), was used toGRELN
establish the location of the major geophysical
boundaries previously described, with respect to BAFFIN

the satellite ray path and also to assess the ISLAND
specific conditions, such as presence of auroral o
forms, in the ray path. These efforts were en- 0254-

hanced by vertical and backscatter soundings at 242
the Goose Bay Ionospheric Observatory. 42-

Figure 4 shows a typical flight track, 0221-

along the 6o0
W meridian, flown by the C-141

carrying the satellite communications receiver. 0210.

The majority of all flights discussed here fol- 0201
lowed this track. All September flights were LABRADOR

made only to the North of Goose Bay concentrat- 0146j

ing on oval and polar cap studies. GOOSE BAY
0135-

In addition to the flight track the figure 13-

shows the observed scintillations given as scin-O E.WFOUNDLAND

tillation index (SI) in dB (Whitney et. al.,
1969). The scintillation index was deter- CAPE

mined for each one-minute interval. Following BRND

the international convention the ground data
are analyzed using 15 minutes as time base for
the data samples. The more dense determination
of SI of the airborne data is required since /0O6-
geophysical conditions change rapidly due to the .
aircraft motion. The SI (in dB) is obtained by

measuring the dB difference between the third Figure 4. Flight Track of 23 April 1975.
peak down from the highest and the third fade up Times in UT. Scintillation Index (in dB) is
from the minimum within each time sample. plotted to the right of the track. Scin-

tillations are enhanced over water due to
The satellite was in a northeasterly direc- ground reflected propagation mode.

tion from the aircraft during the April flight
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SCINTILLATION INDEX

SCINTILLATION BACKGROUND

Figure 5. Superposition of Scintillation Data from Plights
in April 1975 vs Geographic Latitude (upper panel). Minimum
Scintillations (lower panel) derived from the superposed curves.

when the aircraft was over water. Land close to The scintillation date determined from the
the flight track but not within the azimuth to September 1975 C-1

1 
flights showed similar be-

the satellite did not affect the scintillation havior and thus were treated identically. The
levels. AFGL aircraft was equipped for the September

missions with a Domne Margolin VHlE/UHF wide
Figure 5 shows in its upper panel a super- band antenna designed to reject ground reflected

position of the scintillation index determined propagation modes and the data resulting from
during three April missions along this track. this instrumentation was free of a background-
The consistency of regions of enhancement and component.
decrease is evident and correlates well with
presence of water and land below the aircraft. The Table shown in Figure 7 gives the % of
It was concluded, that a ground reflected sig- occurrence of scintillations by region for each
nal, enhanced over water by the better reflec- flight which scanned thr~ugh at least 3 adjacent
tivity of water, added to the ionospherically regions, transition regions included. Even
produced scintillations. In order to isolate though the average conditions as indicated in
periods of ionospheric scintillations and to the average column giving % of the total observ-
determine their magnitude, the ground effect ing time during each mission that the signal was
had to be subtracted. The minimum observed scintillated, changed over a wide range (6% to
signal fluctuations as a function of latitude 71%), the individual flights show (with the ax-
were determined and are shown as the ground caption of Flight 1) a clear similarit3. The
effect or scintillation background curve in the highest percentage of scintillations is found in
lower panel of Figure 5. Deviations on each region IV. the transition between oval and polar
individual flight from this background curve cap. This result is also seen in the data
were determined minute by minute, using the averaged by expedition and shown in the top
time-reference scales shown in the upper part section of Figure 7. The graph shows the % of
of Figure 5, and were plotted versus UT for occurrence of. scintillations by region, derived
correlation with the geophysical data. Figure separately for the April 75 and the September 75
6 gives as an example of the differences of expeditions. The occurrence in the trough is a
flight data and background for the 23 April 75 low 4% (small data base) and a moderate 14% in
mission. An arbitrary 2 dB noise level was in- the auroral oval region, where both discrete and
troduced and only signal fluctuations above this continuous auroras me generally present. (Dis-
level were finally oonsiderd to be clearly of crete auroras are tne well known curtains, folds
ionospheric origin and were used for the analy- and rays, visible to the eye. Continuous auro-
sis. ras is a more uniform glow, generally just above

SCINTILLATION INDEX AIRCRAFTI

04

Figure 6.Eapeof Corrected Aircraft Scintillation Index vs; UT for
23 April 1975 Flight. The black regions indicate scintillation peaks >2 dB.
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subjective desoript.n : f the i. fur, f a., -a.
% forms by otserver,-, r.b-ar! tte AF :. aircraft,
60- who made cntir.uu5 vis a, Lservat 'r. t.
50 -- Apil 75 Aircraft -T- satellite a-imut., sard is suuil rtel t '* ".e

50 -Ai 7statistical data sh ,w7, it. Figure -. The ny

40- -x-April/June/Sept I auroras definitely ass,,ciated wit l. 2: are
75 Ground i the auroral arc, at the high-:ati t :-! elP e f

30", the aurc:ra-1 oval - .er.e at thl- va:-- :ar C'a;

20 I transition. Defiritely n t ass, ciatei wi* .i.20- II ElS are the continacus a: rrr a~n is' t ar ~

0e t ras embedded within the crontiu -, aur ra - ever,
I thou-h this type ,f aurra was: %t times active

S N and brifht. The highest SI has lee. ,bserve2 i,
J the polar cap, even though the ctuerve Tr(tati-

TROUGH OVAL POLAR CAP ity of scintillations is lower thar. Jr. tie :va./
polar cap t-ansition rezion.1NDIVIDUAL FLIGHTS i

R ons GhOUND BIASfD EXPEIMI --
- Ttrm = 1 " Average

The "Imited amount of airborne measurerer. t s
26 12 2 served to complement the ground based otser-

2i2 7 0 7 1 6Z O 7 3 -26 vations which were made throughout the test
6 21 23 periods and resulted in a 3L 

hour data base from
4 8 - 22 each station, compared to a total of 19.5 hours

-33 t00 87 71 of data taken by both aircraft in the various
u 19 63 16 30 regions. The recording equipment used was simi-

7 2 54 27 18 lar to the equipment used onboard the Airborne
Ionospheric Observatory and consisted of Spec-
trum International Converters and R-390/URR re-

Figure 7. Occurrence of Scintillations in % by ceivers used as IF amplifiers. Signal strength

Region Given Separately for the April and Septem- was recorded both on strip charts and analog
bar Fxpedition (Top Panel) and by Flight (Bottom magnetic tapes. 10-element yagis with a gain of

Table). Ground Results from the same period, B and a 450 horizontEL/58
° 

vertical beam-

measured at Sagamore Hill (S), Goose Bay (G) and width were used. As an example of the results

Thule (T) are shown for comparison, obtained during the flight tests the results of
the ground observations for September 75 are

the level of visibility, in which discrete forms shown in Figure 9. Intense scintillations were

may be embedded.) The poleward edge of the oval observed initially (5 dE on 1 September, 8 dB

belt, characterized by discrete auroras in the on 2 September), however the SI did not exceed

absence of continuous aurora, is the most pro- 4 dB for the remainder of the measurementj.

bable region of scintillations (29% in April and Thule generally showed stronger scintillations

58% in September). Polar cap measurements show than Goose Bay. Sagamore Hill except for

21 and LL percent scintillations respectively. 1 September is completely quiet. This behavior
is typical for magnetically quiet (Kp = 0 to 3)

The conclusions on the relation between the conditions as will be shown later in the dis-
cussion of results from the complete ground

occurrence of substantial scintillations and dase ion of rst omhcml d so
discrete auroral forms is summarized in Figure 8. data base. Inspection of individual days shows
This generlizatio n is based on the somewhat . that the behavior of the scintillations is far

from consistent. There are instances in the

MINA 1. I - MA IAIONS test series wherein the highest ST can be found
___ -- at any of the three stations.

The levels of occurrence of scintillations

I % I .. woo >3 dB (in percent) at each of the three ground
stations Sagamore Hill (S), Goose Bay (G) and
Thule (T) determined as averages over the three
test periods, April, July and September, are in-
dicated for comparison wi~h the airborne data in

....... the bar graph in Figure 7. Results from each
station are indicated by their respective sym-

-ll -bols. They show general qualitative agreement
S +" " ...... with the airborne measurements considering the

.... . . fact, the Sagamore Hill encounters trough-like

conditions only occasionally, while Goose Bay's
Figure 8. Schematic Representation of the Sig- situation may vary from experiencing trough con-
nal Ray Path (dot) and the Auroral/Ionospheric ditions to pure oval conditions depending on the
Features Leading to Scintillations. Shaded: Con- time of day of the measurements.
tinuous Aurora. Heavy Lines: Discrete Auroral
Forms.
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Figure 9. Ground Observed Scintillation as Seen at Goose Bay, Labrador,Thule, Greenland, and Sagamore Hill, Mass., During Tests of 1-6 September 1975.
A more consistent picture evolves if one Figure 10 gives for the three stations theconsiders the complete ground data base avail- dependence of all scintillations, ST >2 dB, andable. Besides transmissions during the airborne of more substantial scintillations, SI >LI diP, oncampaign there were many transmissions outside magnetic activity. The data are grouped for Kpthe flight schedule and every transmission was ranges of 0 to 3 for magnetically quiet and i torecorded at all three stations. This data base 6 for moderately disturbed conditions and by inot only allows determination of the latitudinal hour time intervals centered on the local timesdependence, but it is also sufficiently large to indicated on the ordinates. The data base forpermit the assessment of the influence of magnet- Kp = h to 6 in the time interval centered on Ohic activity on the occurrence of scintillations. LMT was not large enough to be statistically

significant and no value for the percentage
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Figure 10. Scintillation Data Base April-September 1975. Grouped

for magnetically quiet and moderately disturbed conditions, they
show strong magnetic control at Goose Bay, moderate magnetic con-
trol at Sagamore Hill and independence at Thule.

occurrence was established. The graphs show a station Goose Bay shows a strong enhancement,
clear dependence of occurrence of scintillations reaching 100% occurrence in the afternnon sector,

with SI >2 dB on the magnetic activity for Saga- while the scintillations at Sagamore Hill reach
more Hill and Goose Bay, with the occurrence in- approximately the generally unchanged Thule
creasing by approximately 50% at Sagamore Hill levels except for a morning maximum. The same

and by 100% at Goose Bay. The local time depen- behavior is shown if only stronger scintilla-
dance shows a well defined maximum in the after- tions with SI >hdB are considered.
noon to evening sector, which is evidence of the
time asymmetry of tae scintillation boundary CONCLUSIONS

snown in Figure 2. This result increases the

confidence in the statistical significance of Airborne and ground based scintillation
the accumulated data base. The Thule data show measurements on 250 Mz signals conducted in
complete lack of magnetic control and a rather 1975, a year of very low solar activity (smooth-
flat occurrence versus time distribution. Only ed sunspot numbers varied from a high of 18.6 in
a weak minimum in the post midnight sector is April to a low of 14.5 in September 1975), showed
indicated. If one considers only stronger scin- only small to moderate scintillations at sub-
tillations, SI >4 dB, the graphs show no evi- auroral, auroral and polar cap latitudes. Scin-
dence for magnetic control at Sagamore Hill and tillations observed by the ground-stations rarely
Thule, but a significant increase at Goose Bay. exceeded 10 dB and generally were in the order
This may be the result of the oval being en- of 4 dB. The groud data base showed under
larged during Kp = 4 to 6 conditions bringing quiet conditions good latitudinal ordering, the
Goose Bay more often under the influence of dis- highest probability and the strongest SI was

crete aurora. The continuous aurora with its found in the polar cap. During magnetic distur-

lesser effects on VHF signals may under these bances, which were only moderate during the test

conditions be found to the south of the station. perioa, Goose Bay scintillation occurrence in-

Goose Bay and Sagamore Hill again show evidence creased strongly, and moderately at Sagamore
of the afternoon to evening maximum with Thule Hill, with both stations showing large afternoon
again showing no temporal variability for the maxima in the occurrence distribution under all

larger scintillations. conditions. The Thule data show neither magnetic
nor local time dependence. The aircraft data

The latitudinal dependence of scintilla- confirm that polar cap scintillations under mag-
tions as a function of Kp is shown in Figure 11, netically quiet to moderately disturbed condi-
a replot of the data shown in the 1revious fig- tions are more prevailing than those in the oval.
ure. Scintillations with SI >2 dB show under They do not corroborate the strong enhancement

quiet magnetic conditions a clear south to north seen under magnetically disturbed conditions at

increase in occurrence, a trend also evident Goose Bay, most likely since the aircraft data
though not quite as clear, if only scintilla- collected in the oval under disturbed conditions

tions with SI >4 dB are considered, Under more fell with Kp = 4o and 4- just above the lower

disturbed magnetic conditions the auroral oval limit of the disturbance crilterin, encompassed

23
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tiliation amllitude probability distributins Messrs. ?. lalanis, F.W. .,well, ".-. James,
determined from aircraft data f~r the varicus J. Knapick, C. Perkins, . oke, LWoss,
regions sh w good agreements with those deter- .0. Vpor, and .r. Waaranaa was instrm.ental in
mined from the ground data base, validating cen- providinc this unique 4it , -lse, c ,lected under
eralizati-n derived from the small airburne data difficult airbsrne and 7r _-1 arcti conaitins.
base. The foilwing are the major findinrs from We thank Mr. Waaramaa espec.-ly f'or his str'o;
the irtrne data: The strongest sintillations efforts to establish e satelite receive cal-
(>9 dl) were foan i in the polar car. During ability n boari the AFG ircrat. The date
airborne measurements in the -val the highest analysis of Ms. A. -au'ine rufcis and Mr. We.;.
occurrence nf scintillations was s-nsistently Hall aided in The interpretati-n of the airb,-rne
found in the poleward half cf the aur-ral cval, and ground based i ncstheric data. The surpc:t
at least twice as much as found in the southern of Airborne Engineering groups and flight co'ews
half of the oval. Since no station has previous- from the tI eF 9OCth Test Wing, Kirtlani A: ,
ly operated in a suitable location, ihis enhance- NM and the TSAF :.ol9th Test Wing,, Wright-
ment so far has been overlooked. The mcst sur- Patterson AFI, OH is cratefuilly acknowled,-el.
prising result is the lack of scintillations We alsc acknowledge the assistance of the staff
associated with that discrete aurora which is _f the AFL Coose Bay Ionospheric Observat,,ry
embedded in continuous aurora, a conditionwhich and the AFGL Geopole Station.
is routinely found in the southern half of the
oval. Even during aurra-l disturbances auro ra EvEFREN

0
ES

in this location did not affect the signals.
Even though the behavior described is notclearly Aarons, J. and R.S. Allen (l971), Sci,'illatin
understood, it is likely, that large-scale F- Boundary During Quiet and Disturbt-i Mac-
region irregularities are more prevalent at the netic Conditions, J.G.R. -6, 1, 170-177.
poleward boundary of the oval, piled up thereby
convection of F-region ionization from the oval Aarons, J. (1971), A Descriptive MKdel f F-
noon sector across the polar cap, and that the Layer High Latitude Irregularities ar Sh-wwn
possibly more uniform F-region ionization in the by Scintillation Observations, J... [8,
southern half of the oval has little effect on 31, 7!4-7450.
the satellite signals.
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EQUATORIAL SCINTILLATION TESTS OF LES 8/9

ALLEN L. JOHNSON PAUL K, LEE
AIR FORCE AVIONICS LABORATORY THE MITRE CORPORATION

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO 45433 BEDFORD, MA 01730

ABSTRACT 19741. Depending upon the modulation rate over the radio
channel, scintillation fading can cause burst channel errors

The effects of equatorial ionospheric scintillation on if the margin of the signal power is not sufficient to over-
the communications signals from Lincoln Experimental come the fade. Most practical error correction codes, how-
Satellites (LES) numbers 8 and 9 were tested from 16 Octo- ever, are designed to correct random errors. To fully exploit
ber through 1 November 1976 in Peru, and from Peru to the effectiveness of error correction codes, an interleaver
Tahiti and Guam. Most tests were accomplished in flight which would randomize the burst errors is essential. Con-
with equipment on-board an aircraft of the Air Force Avion- sequently, knowledge of amplitude statistics and rates of
ics Laboratory. A special flight pattern was carried out to scintillation fading is a key to a successful choice of error
examine the directional dependence of the fade rate. De- correction codes for combatting the scintillation induced
scriptions of the pattern and the obtained results are pre- signal fading. To explore the relationship of fade rates with
sented. This paper also reports the overall amplitude sta- the flight direction of an airborne terminal, a special flight
tistics and time occurrences of the ultra high frequency pattern was carried out in two tests over the Lima, Peru,
(UHF) s, intillation that was encountered during the tests, area. Prior to the discussion of the test results, such as the

overall amplitude fade statistics, time occurrences of scintil-
lation, and directional dependence of scintillation fade rates,

INTRODUCTION a summary of test configurations as well as methods of data
collection and reduction is appropriate.

The effects of equatorial ionospheric scintillation on
the communications signals transmitted from the synchro-
nous Lincoln Experimental Satellites (LES) numbers B and TEST CONFIGURATIONS
9 were tested from 16 October through 1 November 1976
in Peru, and from Peru to Tahiti and Guam. Most tests LES 8/9 signals were employed for the tests. The LES 8
were accomplished in flight with equipment on-board an and LES 9 spacecraft are almost identical in communications
aircraft of the Air Force Avionics Laboratory IAFALI. functions. Each spacecraft is capable of receiving Ka-Band
In conjunction with the tests, scientists of the Air Force uplink signals which are digitally processed in the satellite
Geophysics Laboratory IAFGLI flew another aircraft with and then retransmiitted over UHF and Ka-Band downlinks.
on-board optical and radio equipment to investigate the ef Depending upon the actual satellite configuration, the
fects of equatorial F-region irregularities on trans-ionospheric uplink signal can also be sent over UHF. If such occurs,
UHF (near 250 MHz) propagation. This paper reports only the sdtellite downlink transmission will be over the Ka-Band.
the tests conducted on-board the AFAL aircraft. In most tests, the LES 9 UHF downlink signal, near

250 MHz, was available. The data reduced for this paper
The LES 8/9 communications system primarily employs were mat'y taken from the LES 9 signal.

Ka-Band (36-40 GHz) and UHF (225-400 MHz) frequencies
for signal transmissions. No discernible scintillation was The poiision of LES 9 during the tests was at 40 W
observed on the Ka-Band signal during the tests. The paper, longitude. At this longitude, the satellite had an apparent
therefore, discusses mainly the UHF scintillation effects diurnal motion, swinging +25- north and south from the
which are derived from raw data collected near 250 MHz. nominal 0' latitude, and +2.8' east and west from the

nominal longitudes. The position of the satellite in its
Because space diversity at a solution is re trictedl in an daily track shows a figure 8 pattern. During the time of

airborne platform, scintillation effects in the airborne com- local Peru tests. LES 9 was on the southeast-to-northwest
munications terminal may be mitigated through employment track in the figure-B pattern.
of frequency and/or time diversity techniques. It has been
reported that the time diversity technique with employment The test equipment was set up as shown in Figure 1
of error correction codes provides a method which could to process and record Ka Band and UHF signals. The air-
significantly improve UHF communications over a scintil- craft Ka-Band antenna which is radome enclosed, has a
lation affected link (Bucher, 1975; Foshee, 1976; Johnson, 3 foot diameter. Pointing is automatically accomplished
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with predicted ephemeral data and inputs from the on- . **- , ,o- lo- SD- .11o to- lob*. to Is So-
board navigation system. Hemispherical coverage UHF ,

antennas were employed for receiving or radiating UHF ?0 'o.
signals. Both Ka-Band and UHF antennas were designed A4CHORAGE

to work with circular polarized signals.
-- g

- V OAYTON

501jAPAN I I 0°

El TOIS O. V. 
W

AMP TROUTE

Figure 2. Equatorial Flight Test Route

The data on the signal amplitude were recorded on the
8-channel strip chart recorder and magnetic tapes as well.

PRE MP UF UH TTYCalibrations of the complete receiving and recording equip-
ment were accomplished prior to the start of each test.
Periodic calibration checks were conducted appropriately

during the test period to insure consistency of calibrations.

PRE MP UF UH ASRLevels of a fading signal on a typical sample of the recording
are shown in Figure 3. To maximize the certainty of scin-
tillation data, raw data were considered insignificant in the

Figure 1. Test Equipment Setup

COUNTSA TIMEM

0145 0146 0147 0148 0149

Two UHF receivers were employed to receive downlink30-LS
signals from LES 8 and 9. The bandwidth of the 70 MHz s E

intermediate frequency (IF) for both receivers was 3 kHz. - zo

Calibrated signal levels at the IF were displayed on spec- z

trum analyzers as well as on an 8-channel strip-chart re- 0 =

corder. Other technical parameters recorded on the chart
included elevation and azimuth angles of satellites, universal .j 0-

time, Ka-Band receiver IF amplitude, levels of Ka-Band -J0-

voltage controlled oscillator receiver, and levels of Ka-Band

> 0316 0317 0318 0319 0320

DATA COLLECTION AND REDUCTION 3

The equatorial scintillation flight tests were made from ==2 - LES 9

16 October through 1 November 1976. The tests were ac-:>o
complished over point-to-point flights, except those which i

were conducted from 18 to 30 October over the Lima, Peru, w=s----

area. These tests were accomplished either on the ground or
on a flight over the local Lima area. See Figure 2. Theo

dotted path in the figure shows the continued flight back 10 Figure 3. Samples of Scintillation Fading Data,

Dayton. Ohio. 19 October 1976
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process of data reduction if peak-to-peak signal levels were to calculate the actual fade level from the peak-to-peak
less than 5 dB. In the data reduction for the rate of scin- fading level. A quick conversion table is available
tillation fading, the level crossing technique was employed. [Whitney, 19741. It is interesting to note in Figure 6 that

the likelihood for strong scintillation to occur is almost
A cloverleaf flight pattern was implemented for two the same as that for weak scintillation.

local flights over the Lima area to investigate the sensitiv-
ity of rates of fading as a function of flight heading, Figure 4.
During the cloverleaf flight tests, LES-9 was arising from the
southeast leg of the figure-8 pattern to the northwest leg. Table I
The straight legs of the cloverleaf pattern are diameters of
a circle with 185 km in diameter centered at Ancon Summary of Equatorial Scintillation Tests

(11o-40 ' 
S, 770-10 ' 

W), and Huancayo (120-03' S,
75-18 ' W). The flight time for each leg was about Universal TimeDate Remark Scintillation
25 minutes. Duration of the pattern was approximately Takeoff Land
six hours.

16/17 Oct. 2021 0605 Dayton, Ohio Strong
to Lima

SCINTILLATION DATA 18/19 Oct. 2245 0706 Lima Local, Strong

Time Occurrences of Scintillation Clovereaf

19/20 Oct. Ground Test Aircraft Parked Strong
A summary of the scintillation tests from 16 October (2245 0610) at Lima Airport

through 1 November is listed in Table 1. Date, test span, and 20/21 Oct. 2245 0614 Lima Local, Little
availability of scintillation datd for each test are indicated. Coverleaf
The actual time occurrences of scintillation to the LES 9
signal are illustrated in Figure 5. In the time span of each 24/25 Oct. 1906 0257 Lima Local, No
test, 1800-0200 hours local time, the hour block 2100- South Route

2200 had the highest likelihood for the occurrence of scin- 28/29 Oct. 2240 0342 Lima Local, No
tillation. The result agrees with earlier observations [Aarons, North Route
Whitney and Allen, 1971; Paulson and Hopkins, 1973].
The overall amplitude statistics, expressed in terms of num- 30 Oct. 0002 0946 Lima to Tahiti Strong

ber of occurrences vs peak-to-peak fading in dB, is presented I Nov. 0500 1535 Tahiti to Guam No
in Figure 6. It may become necessary in some applications

78 7 7 76 J75 74

18 KM ARC
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16 OCTOBER: OHIO-PERU Ionospheric scintillation occurring to the LES 9 signal

05 1-28 OCTOBER: PERU was recorded at 0035 universal time and continued for therest of the test. About six hours of data were collected.
02 0] SCINTILLATION ENCOUNTERED As normally observed [Paulson and Hopkins, 19731, the

01 - onset of scintillation was very rapid with high amplitudes
and high rates. The amplitude remained relatively high

24 - for the entire test period, with some 10 to 30 minute periods

W23 - 'of moderate amplitude.

,22A The rate of scintillation fading was direction sensitive.
<Flying to the west resulted in the hiqhest average fading rate

observed, while flying to the east rcsulted in a very low
ST i-AM average fading rate, Figure 7. At the rnset of the scintilla-

tion, the aircraft was flying along the 3150 leg of the clover
19 PERU-TAHITI leaf pattern. The fade rate was not incljded in Figure 7

18 . . -- LOCAL SUNSET because of incomplete data. The near east-west direction
dependence of the fade rate as shown in Figure 7 agrees1 I i l _

16 OCT 76 19 OCT 24 OCT 28 OCT I NOV qualitatively with both a general observation of east-west
1s OCT 20 OCT 26 OCT 29 OCT drift of F-irregularities in the region [Aarons, Buchau et al.,

1977; Koster, 19661 and the correlation of drift velocity

Figure 5. Summary of Ionospheric Scintillation Occurrence with rates of fading [Crane, 1976]. A correlation of the
fade rates and their corresponding fade amplitudes shows
that there is no apparent proportionality between these
two factors, Figure 8. A cumulative distribution of a 15.
minute fading period (0309-0324 universal time) and a
histogram of the percentage of time that the fading ampli-
tude equaled the expected value are shown in Figures
9 and 10.LES 9

40 TOTAL STATISTICS
249.6 MHz

17 OCT - I NOV 76.

W" 30

z

020 A[ HEADING

K- IVANCAYO
A' ANCON

cc'5 TIME STIART OF LEG IN U
T

Z 100

3,-- 25 FAOESIM NC

I0 20

1 --031010 1112 1314 is 16 17 18 19 202i1222324 252627 2629501 // b,35
PEAK-TO- PEAK FADING, d8 0

Figure 6. Number of Scintillation Occurrences vs Ao5' 0
AO3 0O520A05

dB P-P Fading 2 1A-o
-

.40452 10430

Directional Dependence of Scintillation Rates A0150 A04. /

An important area investigated during the tests was
the dependence of scintillation rates on the aircraft flight
heading. Both the 18/19 and 20/21 October flight testso1o -

were implemented for testing the directional dependence of 2 '35.

the scintillation rate. A flight route following the clover-
leaf pattern over Ancon and Huancayo, Peru, as shown in Lf 9 oct y-T

Figure 4, was carried out for the purpose. Since little 9O°°

scintillation was encountered during the 20/21 October rADING RATE AS rUNC ION or AIRCRAFT HEADING
test, the following discussion is based solely on the results
obtained from the 18/19 October test. Figure 7. Number of Fades vs Aircraft Direction
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Figure 9. Cumulative Distribution Function of Scintillation

Fading Data Figure 10. Histogram of Scintillation Fading Data
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GIGAHERTZ SCINTILLATION AT THE MAGNETIC EQUATOR

J. P. Mullen
Air Force Geoph-ysics Laboratory

Hanscom AFB, MA 01731

A. Bushby, J. Lanat and J. Pantoja
Instituto Geofisico Del Peru
Apartado 3747, Lima, Peru

BACKGROUND THE DATA

When a radio wave is propagated Observations of scintillation at
through the irregular ionosphere it is L Band (1.5 GHz) and at UHF (254.15
diffracted and caused to fluctuate in and 257.5S MHz) using the transmitters
amplitude and phase. A wealth of of MARISAT were begun at Huancayo
experimental and theoretical analysis in April 1976, and have continued
has been performed on this phenomenon; without substantial interruption.
early experiments began in the high Figure 1 shows the probability of
frequency range (= 20 MHz) and have occurrence of L Band scintillation
progressed to the gigahertz region. It greater than 2 dB. The month of
is the purpose of this note to consider October 1976 saw unusual activity, and
results obtained at or near 1.5 GHz, it ib shown separately, as well as
the band to be used by the DoD NAVSTAR lumped together with the months of
(Global Positioning System). Early April and December, 1976, January,
observations of equatorial GH2 February and March 1977. This shows
scintillation were made by Golden that the scintillation occurs for the
(1970) who found 5 dB scintillation most part between 1900 and 2300 LMT,
on 1.5 GHz at Quito, Ecuador. Skinner with a maximum at 2100 LMT. Figure 2,
et al. (1971) reported 4 dB fading taken from recently published work
at SHF (6.3 GHz) at Kenya. Christiansen (Mullen et al., 1977) shows the
(1971) measured 20 and 25 dB at 2.2 GH7 cumulative distribution function of a
fr:n, Guan., Canary Islands and Ascension 15 minute period in which the L Band
Island. Craft (1971) found up to 8 dB scintillation exceeded 7 dB. While
scintillation at 4 and 6 GHz at a this is far from a worst case, it
number of equatorial locations. Other does illustrate the problem of the
equatorial gigahertz scintillation systems designer. These results show
measurements were reported by Crampton that for operation at the 99th per-
and Sessions (1971), Sessions (1972), centile, a system would require a
Taur (1973 and 1976) and Mullen et al. fade margin of 2 dB at 1541 MHz.
(1977). Much of the early work was Figure 3 shows a common event; strong
done usirg the ATS-5 satellite, which scintillation begins on the UHF signal,
carried VHF and L Band (1.5 GHz) and L Band scintillation cesmences
transmitters, the Intelsat space simultaneously. The UHF signal remains
vehicles which transmitted at 4 and 6 strongly scintillated after the L
GHz while more recent work (Mullen Band scintillation ceases. In this
et al., 1977 and Paulson and Hopkins, illustration is also seen one of the
1977) used the UNF and 1541.5 MHz rare instances of substantial UHF day-
beacons on Maris.at I and II. A very time scintillation. Figure 4 shows
strong tool for investigation of an instance in which UHF scintillation
scintillation at a number of coherent begins, shortly thereafter follows L
frequencies (137, 378, 390, 401, 413, Band scintillation which quiets
424, 435, 447, 1239, 2891 MHz) was while the UHF strong scintillation
provided by the DNA Wideband satellite continues for another two hours. Two
(Fremouw, 1976). hours later UHF scintillation re-
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commences, followed by L Band, which borne multi-media observations supple-
ceases within an hour and finally the mented by an ionospheric backscatter
UHF scintillation ends. Figure S is radar (Aarons et al., 1977). The
an example of strong UHF scintillation findings are in general agreement;
associated with only moderate the zone of maximum equatorial
(= 2 dB) L Band scintillation. In scintillation extends from about 200
these illustrations, L Band scintilla- geomagnetic north to 20* geomagnetic
tion is found to vary from a nightly south.
maximum of about 2 dB to a nightly
maximum of about 8 dB. This last is The longitudinal morphology of
the maximum L Band scintillation equatorial scintillation has also been
measured at Huancayo, where the eleva- explored by Basu et al. (1976). Their
tion angle to the satellite is 21. findings suggest a pronounced longi-
The occurrence pattern is of some tude variation, with the scintillation
interest; the UHF scintillation begins zone width and percentage occurrence
either before or at the same time maximizing over the African sector.
as the L Band. It is also noteworthy In the American sector, the width of
that intense scintillation can develop the zone decreases without appreciable
at UHF with little or no activity at change in scintillation occurrence.
L Band (Figs. 3 and 5). In the Indian sector, both width

and occurrence probability are de-
creased. The model based on in-situ

DISCUSSION measurements is consistent with
ground based observations during the

The Naval Ocean System Center December solstice.
(Paulson and Hopkins, 1977) has recently
completed simultaneous observations of
the L Band and UHF transmitters of CONCLUSION
Marisat II over a 6 months period.
They found significant levels of amp- The nighttime equatorial iono-
litude scintillation (up to S dB) sphere has been found to cause scintil-
during the tests. From this they in- lation up to approximately 8 dB at
ferred that large phase scintillations L Band. Geographically, this occurs
also occurred. most frequently within + 20* geomag-

netic. Timewise, it can occur just
One view of the causative mechan- about anytime between sunset and sun-

ism for the gigahertz scintillation rise, with midnight + 2 hours being
producing ionospheric irregularities most likely. Cumulative amplitude
is a thick layer (= 200 kilometers) distributions have been reported
extending upward from the base of the earlier and found to correspond to
F region and containing irregularities the Nakagami distribution with m=22.
varying from a few meters to several It was found that the corresponding
kilometers in size having density UHF distribution was a good fit to the
fluctuations on the order of 50-75% Nakagami distribution where m=1.3,
(Basu and Basu, 1976). This is which is very close to a Rayleigh
corroborated by observations made at distribution, and which in our
Huancayo, Jicamarca and Ancon, Peru in experience has been the limiting case.
1976 and 1977 by a joint task force
which included personnel of AFGL, SRI,
AFAL and University of Texas at Dallas. REFERENCES
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES FOR LONG PERSISTENCE FADING PHENOMENA
APPLIED TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS LINKS

H. Hanft J.P. Corrigan
Westinghouse Electric Corporation Goddard Space Flight Center

Baltimore, Maryland Greenbelt, Maryland

AT- tACT Figure 1, Ground Station Equipment for Recording
Measurements.

The successful metsi'rement of the effects of long
persistence fading phenomena at C-band was per- At the AES, paper strip chart recorders were used
formed during the drift period when ATS-6 moved to provide a record of the transmitted RF power
from 35E longitude to 140

0
W longitude. Time level, received signal (their own transponder), and

periods of signal fluctuation of long persistence fad- readout of the AES antenna position.
ing for antenna elevation angles of 200 to lower than
1 were accurately measured and found to vary from Test results collected at AES in India consisted es-
30 seconds to over 30 minutes. This new method of sentially of three sets of data as follows:
measurement permitted the acquisition of data in a
constant manner. These measurements could pro- * Teletype printout of antenna azimuth and ele-
vide a means of determining the actual extent of long vation at 20 second intervals
persistence fading and point to methods of minimiz- /
ing their effect. * Transmitted power level on a paper strip chart

with GMT manually entered
INTRODUCTION

e Received signal level with GMT manually noted
Long persistence fading phenomena was measured by on the strip chart
using the ATS-6 satellite and two associated earth
stations. This propagation phenomena is present in All strip charts were carefully calibrated. The test
satellite communication links and becomes promi- schedule for making these measurements were fiqed
nent when the ground station antenna is at lower ele- into an existing schedule that permitted this additional
vation angles. Measurements of this type of radio experiment with no interference to any other experi-
frequency propagation effects were made during the ment. In order to get a reference base line of data,
drift period when ATS-6 moved from 35E longitude tests were performed for an AES antenna elevation
to 1400W longitude. The satellite and the Ahmedebad of 200. Measurements were made for elevation
earth station (AES) in India provided a unique means angles of 5.3 and 3. 8* during test periods of ap-
for the measrurement of C-band propagation over an proximately 2 hours each in duration. Extended
essentially smooth earth surface. The unique los- periods of testing were made for elevation angles
tion of AES on a hill overlooking a flat desert when from 2. 6 until AES was no longer in view of ATS-6
pointing to ATS-6 was ideal for these measurements. which was a total of more than 45 hours.
A NASA operated earth station, called the Hybrid,
was located near Madrid, Spain with a 4.6 meter DATA PROCESSING
diameter antenna, and was used to perform the tests
and collect data. The NASA Rosman data acquisition The data collected by the Hybrid, in the form of mag-
facility (ROS), with its special equipment, provided netic tape, was processed using special equipment
a means of processing the data. AES in India re- located at the Rosman Earth Station (ROS), Figure 2
corded the downlink frequency from ATS-6 by means is a functional block diagram of this equipment. Use
of a strip chart recorder. The time was manually of the equipment was originally intended for Radio
entered on the resulting paper strip charts. There- Frequency Interference (RFI) measurement. The
fore, the technique used for measuring long persis- RFI test data had several possible modes for data
tence fading was proven to be possible by means of acquisition and processing. Use of one of these
strip chart recorders, modes, designated "mode 8", gas altered to suit the

measurement of long persistence measurements,
DATA ACQUIRED signal level vs. time was plotted. The program used

for these measurements resulted in plots showing
The reception of both downlink signals (AES and Hy- maximum, minimum, and average values of signal
brid) by the Hybrid were recorded on analog magnetic level in units of relativa dB vs. time, as seen in
tapes as well as on paper strip charts as indicated in Fig. 3, Signal Level vs. Time for an Antenna Ele-

vation Angle of 20.8%
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE REQUIREMENTS resulting maximum, average, and minimum values
shown in Fig. 3.

Determination of long persistent fading requires the
acquisition of radio frequency signal measurements Although the average signal level varied about 0. 3 dB,
and the processing of this data. These requirements a definite persistent fading is portrayed with a time
include the following: period of fluctuation of 32. 4 seconds. The time

period of fluctuation is the time period between the
" Linear Spacecraft transponder signal peaks. The effect of diffraction, due to the

curvature of the earth, was calculated from the
" Uplink of CW RF signal at constant power level parameters given in Fig. 4, Geometry of Test

Parameters. The time period of fluctuation, de-
* Antenna pointing angles with respect to time fined above, is given by:

* Received signal recording vs. time T = Elapsed Time between signal peaks
.in

* Data processing to correlate and interpret
resltsd 1results where n I (s - 1)

" Ground station physical data
I for T in minutes, the elapsed time is in

A spacecraft linear transponder may be maintained minutes, and the distance (d) is in the
as a fixed linear transponder. Use of a constant same units as the wavelength (A).
level CW reference signal transmitted at a level
10 dB stronger than the signal being measured, as Antenna elevation angles vs. Time for the AES were
received at the spacecraft, will capture the space- provided by the Goddard Space Flight Operation anal-
craft AGC. Both transponded signals may be re- ysis section. A comparison of the test measurements
ceived by the earth station and utilized in the data and the calculated values is shown in Fig. 5, Diffrac-
reduction process. Antenna pointing angles may be tion effect for 5950.02 MHz. A representative ex-
automatically recorded or alternatively recorded ample is shown in Fig. 6 in the results obtained at
manually. an antenna elevation angle of 1.40. The overall time

period of fluctuation is 10 minutes. The figure shows
TEST DESCRIPTION the distance in time to be nearly the same between

the two maximum values as between the two minimum
Tests were performed over substantial periods of values.
time. The radio frequency propagation emanated
from AES. AES uplinked a CW signal at a constant At very low elevation angles the received signal level
power level at 6 GHz to ATS-6. ATS-6 received the by ATS-6 from AES was enhanced. Even though the
signal via its receive earth coverage horn (ECH) and transmitted power levels from AES and the Hybrid
translated the signal to 4 GHz through the transmit remained constant, the signal received by the satel-
ECH. The Hybrid station transmitted the reference lite from AES became much stronger. This phenom-
signal at a level 10 dB stronger and about 20 kttz enon is shown in Fig. 7, where the comparison of
lower than the AES signal, as received at the space- signal levels simultaneously received by ATS-6 may
craft, in order to capture the spacecraft AGC and be made. The signal from AES became strong enough
maintain a fixed gain linear transponder for the AES to lower the signal from the Hybrid (due to power
signal. The Hybrid station received its own refer- sharing). The signal from the Hybrid was reduced
ence signal and the 10 dB weaker AES signal, down- by as much as 3 dB while the signal from AES in-
converted both signals to 10 kHz and near 30 kHz creased about 7 dB to reach its peak level. The re-
respectively, and direct recorded both signals for sponses, shown inYig. 7, show the Hybrid signal
off-line processing. Supporting data acquired in- minimum where the AES maximum occurs.
clude strip chart recordings of the AES received
signal strength, transmitted power, and readout of CONCLUSIONS
the AES antenna position with respect to time re-
corded at 20 second intervals in India. The Hybrid The results of the mepsurements described show the
station received signal strength was continuously re- existence of long persistence fading. This phenom-
corded on a strip chart for both the reference and ena is more prevalent at lower antenna elevation
the AES signals. Fig. I is a functional block dia- angles. The effect of pi ,pagation of C-band radio
gram of the earth station equipment used for re- frequencies at low "grazing" angles is a potential
cording measurements, source of interference when such signals are re-

ceived by satellites because of the increase peak
TEST RESULTS levels that occur due to refractive effects in addition

to the diffraction effect. These effects are amplified
Signal Level vs. Time was measured for an antenna with the propagation of signals over the horizon.
elevation angle of 20. 8*. Fig. 3 shows this response
in the form of three curves that represent the maxi- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
mum, average, and minimum values. These values
are derived from the sampling of data measured A great deal of management support at NASA/GSFC
which consisted of 39 samples for each 10 millisec- and at Westinghouse made the performance of this
ond Interval. The computer is used to derive the experiment possible. The cooperation of the many
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SPACED-RECEIVER INVESTIGATIONS OF EQUATORIAL SCINTILLATION
MADE AT GUAM DURING 1971 AND 1976

By M. R. Paulson and R. U. Hopkins
Naval Ocean Systems Center

San Diego, CA, 92152

INTRODUCTION Because of this a program waN planned to evaluatc spacC
diversity as a way to overcome the scintillation problems on

The Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC), formerly Guam. TACSAT I failed, however, so it wasn't until the
the Naval Electronics Laboratory Center, has been actively launch of the Pacific MARISAT/GAPFILLER satellite in
investigating equatorial scintillation since 1970 to determine 1976 that the program could be put into operation.
what adverse effects it might have on UHF satellite systems.
The work done in the early 19

7
0's is summarized in reference Figure 4 shows the receiver arrangement used for

1. One phase of this work was some limited spaced-receiver these tests. Two UiF receivers were placed on a magnetic
measurements made on Guam in 1971. The results of these east-west line with a 1000 metre separation. The third UHF
measurements lead to a more extensive spaced-receiver receiver was placed on the same line 300 metres west of the
investigation made on Guam in 1976 to evaluate space east receiver so that three different separations could be eval-
diversity as a means for overcoming the disruptive effects uated at the same time. Since the MARISAT/GAPFILLER
that equatorial scintillation has on UHF satellite signals. This satellite had an L-Band beacon two L-Band receivers were
investigation is detailed in reference 2. In this report we will co-located with the two UHF receivers at the 1000 metre
consider some of the results from each of the two years. separation to investigate L-Band scintillation at the same

time. Although the primary objective was to evaluate space
diversity several other aspects of scintillation were also

1971 MEASUREMENTS observed.

Figure 1 shows the receiver arrangement used for
the 1971 measurements. Two receivers were separated I 100 UHF VS L-BAND
metres in an approximate east-west direction. The third re-
ceiver was 750 metres approximately south of the east re- Figure 5 is an example of the amplitude scintillation
ceiver. This system was operated at night from 27 through recorded at UHF and L-Band. There were three nights when
31 October. The UHF beacon from TACSAT I was used as a significant L-Band scintillation occurred although there were
signal source. During this time scintillation was observed many more nights when only UHIF scintillation was observed.
only on tlse night of 28 October. Figure 6 shows the cumulative amplitude distributions for a

fifteen minute sample at the two frequencies. While the UHF
Cross correlations between pairs of receivers were faded as much as 30 dB the L-Band fades were at the most

calculated for five minute samples of the data. Figure 2 is an about 3 dB. Another way of looking as t is data is presented
example of one of these. The delay times for maximum cross in figure 7. lere the standard deviation divided by the mean
correlation were used to calculate the speed and direction of in dB is plotted for the UHF scintillation taken in five minute
the apparent drift velocity of the diffraction pattern. These samples against the corresponding L-Band scintillation. It
velocities, shown in figure 3, varied from about 125 to 180 is seen that as the L-Band scintillation intensity increases the
metres per second in speed and 80 to 118 degrees in direc- UHF scintillation tends to reach a limit. Since these data
tion. Since the ionospheric irregularities are highly elongated were recorded during a minimum in the solar cycle it appears
in the direction of the magnetic field at the equator the varia- that L-Band scintillation intensity may increase to a much
tion in the direction of the velocity is probably reflecting a greater extent than the UlIF as solar activity increases.
shifting about in the orientation of the magnetic field lines at
F-region heights. Cross correlations were calculated for the various

receiver separations using five minute samples. Figure 8
compares typical cross correlations at UhIF and L-Band for

1976 MEASUREMENTS the 1000 metre east-west separation. The maximum cross
correlation values occur at the same delay time for the two

The cross correlations calculated for the 1971 scintil- frequencies. This would indicate that either the two frequen-
lation data showed a consistent negative correlation at zero cies are being affected by tile same region in the ionosphere
time difference for the 1100 metre east-west separation.
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or that two regions in the ionosphere affecting the two fre- of the apparent drift velocity was calculated for each
quencies are drifting with the same velocity. sample. The standard deviation divided by the mean was also

calculated for each sample as an indication of the intensity of
It we use the delay time to calculate a drift velocity the scintillation. These two values, drift velocity and scintil-

we can use this velocity with the time difference between the lation intensity. were plotted on the same graph as a function
maximum positive and maximum negative cross correlation of time. Figure I I is an example of this. A quite good corre-
to calculate an optimum separation for space diversity. This lation between drift velocity and scintillation intensity is
appears to be about 750 metres for UIF and 300 metres for evident. Figure 12 is another example. Here there is a gap
1 -Band in the case shown. Wittwer 13) has suggested that in the drift velocity curve between about 1100 and 1145
these distances ma be a function of the first Fresnel tone. when the scintillation died out and no cross-correlation
It this is so it may be a simple way of determining the iono- maxima were observed.
sphenc height where the irregularities causing the scintilla-
tion occur It could also indicate that the irregularities caus- A comparison of the 1971 and 1976 dnft velocities
ing scintillation were at a somewhat higher altitude in 1971 shows that while the velocity in 1971 went as high as 180
than the, were in 19 76 since this spacing was about 1000 metres per second it rarely exceeded 100 metres per second
metres in 1971 whereas - was 'isi(crilk on ihe orer of in 1976.
700 metres in 1976.

CONCLUSIONS
SPACE DIVERSITY AND BIT ERROR RATES

The primary conclusions of this investigation are as

Two parallel receiving systems were used to evaluate follows:
the effectiveness of space diversity in overcoming the effects
of scintillation on received signals. In one system the signals 1. Three site space diversity using a predetection
from the three receiver sites were combined using a predetec- combining techniques can completely overcome the probi -m
tion combiner. The output of this combiner went to a de- of high digital error rates caused by equatorial scintillation.
modulator and a bit-error-rate counter. In the second system Evaluation of the effectiveness of two site diversity using
signals from a single receiver site went to a demodulator and bit-error-rate measurements was not done in these tests.
a bit-error-rate counter. During scintillation a known 2400
bit-per-second PN sequence was transmitted from San Diego 2. Equatorial scintillation is considerably less intense
over the satellite and bit error rates were determined for the at L-Band than at UIF, however, L-Band scintillation intens-
two systems at Guam. Figure 9 shows about an hour of this ity may be expected to increase at a greater rate than JIIF as
data. The error rates for the single site approached 50 per- solar activity increases.
cent at times even though the undisturbed signal-to-noise
ratio for the system was better than 30 dB. At the same time 3. The ionospheric region causing L-Band scintilla-
no errors were detected for the three site combination. tion is either the same region causing the (IJF scintillation
Figure 10 shows the error rates for the single site in a differ- or the two regions are drifting with the same velocity.
ent form. Here error rates are plotted against percentage of
occurrence for the sample period considered. For example 4. The good correlation between UHF scintillation
27 percent of the time error rates were greater than one in intensity and drift velocity suggests that turbulence caused
100. by zonal winds at F-region heights should be investigated as

a possible generating mechanism for the ionospheric irregu-
We had planned to test two site diversity for the larities causing scintillation.

various receiver separations as well but not enough time was
available when scintillation was occurring.
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SPACED RECEIVER MEASUREMENTS OF INTENSE EQUATORIAL SCINTILLATIONS

Herbert E. Whitney
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hanscom AFB, MA 01731

INTRODUCTION index recorded at Huancayo. The scint-
illation index was scaled in two minute
intervals from the strip chart records.

be affected by ionospheric scintilla- Once formed, the irregularity structure
ben aecd y aonspeicecintila- drifts eastward. Since the scintilla-
tions particularly at frequencies less tions occurred first at Huancayo and

than 400 MHz and in the equatorial tion ocurred first 

region. During the equatorial scintil- then at Ancon, prior to the first

lation campaign of October 1976 and "plume" on the radar map, irregularity
structures must have formed first be-March 1977, spaced receiver measure- tween Huancayo and Ancon, and then

ments were made at Ancon, Peru to

investigate several facets of scintil- between Ancon and Jicamarca prior
to the appearance of backscatter over

lations which included a determination aa

of the signal statistics of the

scintillation events and a measurement
of the temporal and spatial correlation SIGNAL STATISTICS
functions. The signal statistics are
necessary for evaluating the performance Magnetic tape recordings were made
of communication links when affected* byscinilltion an thecorelatonsat Ancon and the results of the
by sintilations and the correlations computer analysis for signal statisticsfunctions are used to determine the

during the time period 0030-0340 UT
effectiveness of diversity and coding will be described. The strip chart
techniques. The aim of this paper is record in fig. 2 shows the rapid dev-
to present some results which were
obtained from the analysis of one of elopment of scintillations at 0050 UT

on two receivers spaced 366 meters on
the tests, 19-20 Oct. 1976. an east-west baseline. From an

essentially undistirbed level, fluctua-
AMPLITUDE )ATA tions reached more than 20 dB in about a

one minute interval.

F-region irregularities develop The data on magnetic tape was
shortly after local sunset in the equa- analyzed in 1.5 minute segments to
torial ionosphere and show up as
backscatter on the Jicamarca radar (square root of the varianc of
operating at 50 MHz and fluctuations of received power divided by the mean valuethe LES-9 signal at 249 M~lz as shown of the received power , cumulative

in fig. 1. The top panel is a amplitude distribution (cdf) power
reproduced range-time-intensity plot apltude ditrbution fut poe
of backscatter of 3 m scale size spectrum, autocorrelation function andirrguariie deecedby heJicmaca cross correlation function. To show
irregularities detected by the Jicamarca examples of the analysis, the 1.5radar. After sunset a localized minute section of input data shown in
depletion of electron density may form fig. 3 which occurred just after the
in the lower F layer and then rise and developing phase of scintillations,
move into the middle and upper F layers, will he used. Fading of the signal
This upwelling results in "plumes" on below the mean level was greater than
the radar map and two "plumes" can be 15 dB.
observed in fig. 1. The middle panel
shows the time variation of scintilla- The cumulative amplitude distri-
tion index recorded on the propagation bution (cdf) for this period is shown
path from Ancon to the LES-9 satellite
and the lower panel is the scintillation
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statistic and is useful for defining delay of 2.39 seconds. Since the scint-
the minimum margin requirements for illation pattern at the west antenna
the communications link of nondiversity leads the east antenna the velocity is
systems. The S index for this period eastward and has a value of 153 meters
was 1.17. Generally the S index does per second. While this is a typical
not exceed unity except unser foccusing value the drift velocity can vary from
conditions. The solid line is the approximately 50 to 200 meters per
experimental data and the dots are cal- second.
culated for a Rayleigh distribution.
Based on the analysis to date the The variations with time of the S
Rayleigh distribution function provides index, autocorrelation interval (p=0.51,
a good fit to the observed data under and the crosscorrelation coefficient
the limiting conditions of intense for a 3 hour period (0030-0345) are
scintillation. It can be noted that shown in fig. 8. The S index shows an
approximately 1% of the time the abrupt rise at the onset of scintilla-
signal fades exceed 15 dB. tions, and indicates the drift of

several irregularity regions thru the
In addition to the information antenna beam. The S index reaches

on the amplitude of the fades which unity during the paslage of the first
is given by the cdf, a statistical two regions.
description of the fading rate is
needed to fully characterize the The autocorrelation interval was
effects of scintillation on the low (,. 0.5 seconds) following the onset
communications channel. Information of scintillations, but in general
on the fading rate can either be varied between 1 and 2 seconds. The
produced by level-crossing techniques bandwidth or rate of scintillation
or by Fourier techniques which produce varied by more than a factor of 4.
the power spectra and'time correlation Generally the autocorrelation interval
functions. The power spectrum for this was lowest during the most intense
data sample is shown in fig. 5. Gen- scintillations. The data indicates that
erally the spectral shape consists of time diversity techniques would have to
a relatively flat low frequency provide delays of a few seconds to
spectrum and a high frequency ro A-off significantly reduce the effects of
wi~h a slope of approximately f to scintillation.
f for intense scinitillations. The
slope fcr the data in this sample per- The crosscorrelation coefficient
iod was -3.7 also showed great variability, ranging

from a low of approximately 0.2 follow-
Fig. 6 shows the related auto- ing the onset of scintillations to

correlation function for this data almost unity under conditions of very
sample. The autocorrelation function intense scintillations. While the
is another means of characterizing the antenna spacing of 366 meters is
rate of scintillation fading. It is sufficient to provide significant space
the Fourier transform of the power diversity improvement for some periods
spectrum and therefore has a width of of intense scintillation, a much larger
the main lobe which is inversely spacing would be required to provide
proportional to the bandwidth of the the necessary decorrelation for the
power spectrum. The correlation entire period.
interval or delay is listed in fig. 6
for various values of the correlation
coefficient. The correlation interval DIVERSITY TECHNIQUES
was approximately 0.9 seconds for a
correlation coefficient of 0.5. This When correlation data are available
parameter can be used to evaluate the it can be used to determine the
effectiveness of time diversity tech- advantages of using diversity techniques.
niques. Coding or interleaving can Diversity techniques combine two or
be an effective means of achieving more signals that are fading indepen-
time diversity improvement. dently to reduce the effects of scintil-

lation fading. Autocorrelation data
Since two antennas spaced on a can be used to evaluate tire diversity

366 meter east-west baseline were used techniques; crosscorrelation data from
to record scintillation at Ancon, the multifrequency measurements can be
spatial correlation function and drift used to evaluate the effectiveness of
velocity of the irregularities can be frequency diversity; and the cross-
measured. A typical crosscorrelation correlation data from spaced receivers
plot is shown in fig. 7 for the same can be used to evaluate the effective-
data sample on 20 Oct. 1977. The ness of space diversity.
maximum coefficient was 0.88 at a
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When scintillations follow a Ray- From a large collection of
leigh distribution the signal will observations a limited amount of data
fade approximately 20 dB for one has been presented on the amplitude
percent of the time. Depending on and rate characteristics of intense
the degree of correlation between scintillations in the equatorial
diversity signals some protection can region. Typical autocorrelation and
be provided against the fading. Most crosscorrelation data was given which
of the diversity improvement is shows the feasibility of reducing
achieved by the time the correlation the effects of intense scintillations.
coefficient reaches 0.6. For example,
the improvement at the 1% point is
approximately 8 d8 for p=0.6 and
10 dB for p=0 or complete
decorrelation.
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SIGNAL STRENGTH
20 OCT 1976 0050.5 -0052 UT
LES -9 249.6 MHz
ANCON, PERU S4 1.17
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Fig. 3. Signal strength sample at start of scintillations.
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Fig. 4. Cumulative Amplitude distribution for input data shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 6. Autocorrelation function for input data shown in Fig. 3.
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o SIGNAL STATISTICS
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MITIGATION FOR AIRBORNE SATELLITE RECEIVER PLATFORMS OF
UHF IONOSPHERIC FADING BY THE USE OF SPATIAL DIVERSITY

Clifford W. Prettie
ESL Incorporated

Sunnyvale, California

Allen L. Johnson
Air Force Avionics Laboratory

ABSTRACT

Spatial diversity in the sense that two or of a sea bounce satellite signal, originally
more spaced antenna signals are combined, has circularly polarized, should be only 3 dB down
been recognized as a viable mitigation technique from a main path satellite signal to an airborne
of equatorial ionospheric fading of UHF satellite platform. A horizontal polarization reflection
commiunications signals for land receiver plat- coefficient of nearly I together with a vertical
forms. The antenna separation for the technique polarization reflection coefficient of 1/2 are
to be effective must be of the order of 200 reasonable values to assume. Effectively all of

eters, and for this reason spatial diversity the horizontal polarization power plus one quarter
has been dismissed as a mitigation technique for of the vertical polarization power are consequently
airborne receiver platforms. If the airborne reflected. Ignoring earth curvature power
platform is over water, the sea bounce path, spreading and the additional path length losses,
which typically is responsible for undesirable it can be seen that slightly more than one half
multipath fading, provides a signal path that is of the original signal power is reflected as a
well separated in the ionosphere from the main result; although it is, indeed, no longer
path signal. A diversity combiner with inputs circularly polarized. Thus, sea multipath fading
from both the usual upward looking antenna and should be expected if the antenna reception
a downward looking antenna for coupling to the pattern favors neither the main path nor the
sea bounce path will provide improved perform- sea bounce path signal. Typically, however, such
ance through scintillation. Results of perform- is not the case, airborne SATCOM antennas favor
ance improvement anlyses of the concept are signals arriving primarily from topside directions
presented. The concept will potentially be in order to avoid multipath fading.
flight tested in the spring of 1978.

Satellite sea bounce path signal energy
INTRODUCTION arrives at an airborne platform from many dif-

ferent regions of the sea state. For this reason
The sea multipath spatial diversity concept an antenna, mounted on the bottomside of the

is presented and discussed below. Results of a aircraft, and monitoring a satellite bounce path
LES-8/9 performance simulation with sea multi- signal would observe a scintillating signal,
path spatial diversity through ionospheric because of the constructive and destructive inter-
fading are then presented. Issues to be ference of rays travelling different distances.
answered by flight testing are finally listed. Rician or Rayleigh amplitude fading would be,

consequently, expected depending upon the rough-
SEA MULTIPATH SPATIAL DIVERSITY CONCEPT ness of the sea state. Note that the correlation

of this fading over frequency is dependent upon
Spatial diversity is a recognized technique the time delay profile of the energy received,

for mitigating the effects of ionospheric scin- the longer the delays the smaller the correlation
tillations, however, for the technique to be bandwidth. The feature of the sea bounce path
effective spatial separation of the receive received signal of greatest significance for this
antennas must be on the order of at least 200 paper, however, is that the sea bounce ray paths
meters (Paulson and Hopkins, 1973). Antenna are well separated from those of a main path
separations of this distance are impractical signal in transit through the ionosphere.
for use on airborne platforms.

In the case of equatorial scintillations,
It has been observed that 250 MHz satellite signals received both by a sea bounce path

signals bounce off a sea surface efficiently. monitoring bottomside antenna and by a main path
The sea bounce signal sometimes couples into monitoring topside antenna would exhibit amplitude
airborne antennas strongly rnough to cause sea fading. Because of the large ionospheric path
multipath signal fading, generally considered separation, there is no correlation between the
a nuisance. Using reasonable assumptions and topside and bottomside fading. The sea bounce
simple arguments, one can state that the power path signal provides a suitable signal for
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diversity combining. This diversity source is equatorial fading by merely changing from a
available to airborne platforms whenever flying topside to a bottomside antenna.
over large bodies of water or other highly (RF)
reflective surfaces. Note that the performance gain results dis-

cussed in this section are for the LES-8/9
RESULTS OF A LES-8/9 SEA MULTIPATH UHF forward link, a system in which strong

SPATIAL DIVERSITY SIMULATION fading mitigants exist already. Higher values
of performance gain are possible for less com-

The performance of the LES-8/9 UHF forward plex systems, i.e., systems with no fading
link using sea multipath spatial diversity was mitigants, at comparable performance levels.
assessed in a detailed software simulation. The LES-8/9 system performance was chosen for
Results of this simulation indicate that sig- evaluation in preparation for a flight test of
nificant performance gains are possible with the diversity concept, discussed in the next
the sea multipath spatial diversity technique. section.

The LES-8/9 UHF forward link is a 75 bps FLIGHT TEST
wideband frequency hopping coded/interleaved
8-ary FSK system. The coding and full message The Air Force Avionics Laboratory (AFAL) is
interleaving used by the system are powerful fully equipped to test the sea multipath spatial
mitigants for equatorial fading channels. Slow diversity concept through ionospheric fading.
nonselective Rayleigh fading causes an effective Performance improvements predicted by the above
power loss of only 8 dB at the 20 percent message analysis are difficult to achieve by other means
error rate (40 character 4.4 second messages); without system modification. The simplicity and
much larger losses occur for less complex systems, potential gain of the multipath technique moti-
Simulation results show that the use of equi-gain vate its flight testing, tentatively scheduled
combining of the sea bounce path signal, however, for April 1978.
can nevertheless restore the effective power loss
of Rayleigh fading from 4 to 7 dB depending upon Available to the AFAL is the NKC 135/662 test
the assumptions involved. In detail, the actual aircraft with LES-8/9 flight test instrumentation.
performance gain for two different sea bounce By April 1978, a Dorne-Margolin crossed dipole
power losses and for either frequency selective will be mounted on the bottomside of this air-
or nonselective fading were considered. A sea craft. A Motorola antenna combiner is also
bounce power loss of about 3 dB is expected but available for the test. AFAL has had extensive
a 6 dB case was also considered. Sea bounce experience with flight test measurements of
fading is also expected to be highly frequency multipath and ionospheric fading. The tentative
selective over the hopping bandwidth, but the flight test in 1978 would be to Peru where
conservative cases of nonselective sea bounce active equatorial ionospheric scintillations
path fading was also considered. Diversity com- have been consistently observed by others and
bining of a main path Rayleigh fading signal with by AFAL in the past.
the nonselective Rayleigh fading bounce path
signals experiencing 3 dB and 6 dB of power The analyses of the above section opens
loss gave performance improvements over the slow questions which can be answered through flight
Rayleigh fading case with no diversity of 5 and testing. These questions are listed below
4 dB respectively. If the sea bounce path together with their expected answers:
signal is assumed to be frequency selective the
performance improvements become 7 and 6 dB for 1. What is the actual performance improve-
the same respective sea bounce power losses. ment of the diversity technique in

equatorial fading? Expected answer:
For the purposes of this simulation, the 5 dB at the 20 percent message error

envelope of exponentially correlated Gaussian rate.
coherent and quadrature processes with I second
I/e correlation times was used to represent both 2. What is the appropriate value for the
the equatorial fading and the nonselective fading. sea bounce attenuation of LES-8/9
For selective fading simulation the quadrature UHF signals? Expected answer: 4 dS
and coherent Gaussian processes were chosen ±2 dB, elevation angle dependent,
independently fr-m. frequency hop to frequency value given is for 20 to 60 degree
hop (each hop lasts 5 ms. The doppler spread elevations.
of the sea bounce signal and of the equatorial
fading signal was also ignored. 3. To what degree is the sea bounce channel

frequency selective? Expected answer:

An interesting fact was noted in the assess- The channel decorrelates over 2 MHz at
ment of the simulation results, while the 30 degrees for nominal sea roughness.
LES-8/9 performance loss induced by a slow non- The correlation bandwidth is dependent
selective Rayleigh fading channel is 8 dB, the on sea roughness, and slightly on
loss induced by a highly selective Rayleigh elevation.
fading channel is only 2' dB. Thus, if the
sea bounce power loss is only 3 dB, improved 4. Is the sea bounce amplitude distribution
performance is potentially obtainable in Rayleigh both in ionospheric fading and
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in no ionospheric fading situations?
Expected answer: Yes, although it
may be Rician for smooth sea no
ionospheric fading conditions.

5. Is the sea bounce doppler spread
significant enough to affect the
results of this performance analysis?
Expected answer: No.

6. Are there any other significant factors
not included in the performance
assessments? Expected answer: No.

CONCLUSIONS

Sea multipath spatial diversity can signifi-
cantly improve performance through ionospheric
scintillations. Predicted performance gains are
5 dB for the LES-8/9 system, a system that is
already highly fading resistant. A flight test
is planned in April 1978 to assess these pre-
dictions in equatorial fading.
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A TIME DIVERSITY EXPERIMENT FOR A UHF/VHF SATELLITE CHANNEL WITH SCINTILLATION

David P. White
M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

I. INTRODUCTION The second stage of the study consisted of
the construction of proto-type error correcting

Satellite communications in the UHF and equipment coupled with a series of experimental
VHF bands has at various times and in certain evaluations. The final testbed was designated
receiver locations on the earth's surface been to be the U.S. Navy Fleet Broadcast which is
subject to moderate to severe degradation as currently sent over the Marisat (Gapfiller)
the result of ionospheric scintillation effects, satellite system. The equipment designed had to
This report describes the use of a particular interface on one end with the Navy's transmitter
time diversity method to provide essentially and on the other end with the standard Navy
error free communications in such a degraded AN/SSR-l broadcast receiver. The addition to the
environment. More specifically, it is designed transmitter was essentially a series of inter-
to protect a broadcast message at a modest data leavers and a convolutional encoder. The
rate. receiver additions were more substantial; the

main elements being the deinterleavers, Viterbi
M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory's efforts in this decoder and data recording system. Upon comple-

direction has proceeded through a number of tion of construction, an extensive hardware
stages. First a significant amount of the simulation was run with a simulated fading
existing scintillation data (pre-1975) was channel. This further refined the choices of
reviewed and often further analyzed to derive receiver parameters and provided the basis for
the propagation channel parameters needed to the field experiments. This second stage is
"size" a reliable broadcast communication system. fully documented in the report by White [3). A
With the channel parameters defined within reason, number of the relevant details are also given
a number of competitive schemes were analyzed in Part V of this report.
usually with the aid of computer simulations.
This stage is well documented by a colleague, The third stage provides most of the content
Bucher [1]. Suffice it to say that the use of of this report. A description of the results
bit interleaving and convolutional encoding at from tbP Hawaii to Gapfiller to Guam link exper-
the transmitter coupled with deinterleaving and iments is detailed and conclusions are drawn
Viterbi decoding at the receiver seemed a very based on this field experiment along with the
promising solution. It should be reemphasized earlier hardware channel simulations.
that our study is aimed at broadcast communica-
tions only. This implies that the individual II. A SYNOPSIS OF UHF SCINTILLATION MORPHOLOGY
receivers do not acknowledge reception of
messages, good or otherwise. Moreover, finite The geographical areas experiencing moderate
message delays (principally due to the inter- to severe degradation due to scintillation effects
leaving process) are tolerable. It is also are confined primarily to the equatorial regions
unstated, but central to our study, that an and to a lesser extent from the sub-auroral to
acceptable post-proceisor error rate is less the polar cap region. For the equatorial region
than 10 as contrasted to thelegraded channel (more specifically a band centered on the geo-
pre-processor error rate of 10 or higher. The magnetic equator) the scintillation is largely
error protection built into redundant human a nighttime phenonmenon beginning shortly after
constructed text is not considered as it is in sunset and diminishing after midnight. In the
the case of a John Hopkins Applied Physics auroral-polar region the occurrence of scintil-
Laboratory study [2]. lation also exhibits a diurnal behavior with

peak scintillation periods being near local

This work was sponsored by the Department of the midnight and the lower amplitude scintillation
Navy. periods being near local noon. The transitions
The views and conclusions contained in this from a peak scintillation period to a quiet

document are those of the contractor and should period are less dramatic in these northern

not be interpreted as necessarily representing regions due partially to the less clearly

the official policies, either expressed or defined transitions between daytime and nighttime

implied, of the United States Government. ionospheres. Aarons, et al., (1971), 141 have
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written a comprehensive review of the experimental low point in the solar cycle. Crane has stated
results for both regions snd more recently (1976) that at 245 MHz, scintillation with fades greater
Aarons [5] has updated this for equatorial than 6 dB occur less than 15% of the time at
scintillation. Crane (6] has reviewed the equatorial latitudes. Our experience (July 26
application of scattering theory to weak and to December 31, 1976) indicated that the
strong scintillation models and then has compared scintillation was even less frequent and this
the functional form of the results to experimen- was confirmed by R. Hopkins of NOSC who was
tal data with a high degree of success. The conducting spatial diversity experiments in the
analysis in his paper was the seed which led to same time frame and at the same location.
the development of our set of experiments. PusnadHpis[1i hi iest

For our purposes, it is sufficient to say experiments were able to develop error free
that the scintillation is associated with communications with receivers spaced by about
irregularities in the effective refractive index 700 meters but clearly this technique Is not
of the F region. Moreover these irregularities applicable for a small receiver platform.
tend to be field aligned with axial ratios of Crane [6] had already shown that neither polari-
about 50. These irregularity patterns moving zation nor frequency diversity techniques were
transversely across the propagation path act as useful (at least for bandwidths less than 10 to
a diffraction giating and cause a fading rate 30 MHz). The experiments we ran were only
proportional to the scale size and the horizon- concerned with the use of time diversity to
tal velocity of the irregularities. Generally mitigate against the effects of scintillation
the scintillation correlates well with the on broadcast communication.
appearance of "spread F" (the name originating
from the phenomenon of radar pulse broadening 111. Experimental Goals
due to multipoint wave scattering by F region
irregularities). The general characteristic of Heller and Jacobs [10] have shown that
equatorial scintillation is as follows. Shortly convolutional encoding and Viterbi decoding in
after sunset the received signal may change conjunction with DPSK modulation is an efficient
abruptly from a constant level to one which and reliable means of communicating over a
exhibits deep fades (fades of greater than 20 dB satellite channel in the absence of scintillation.
with a duration of about I sec are not uncommon). However under scintillation fading conditions,
Later in the evening (around local midnight) the received bit stream would exhibit large
the scintillation becomes more sporadic with groups of errors so that the message could not
lesser fade depths and finally in the early be decoded with the Viterbi decoder. The
morning hours the fades may last for 10's of obvious solution was to randomize the errors by
seconds but with fades depths closer to 5 to interleaving the data before sending it to the
6 dB. transmitter encoder and upon reception deinter-

leaving the data prior to presenting it to the
The occurrence and degree of scintillation Viterbi decoder. From prior analysis of data

depends not only on latitude and time of day (Crane [6] and Bucher [13) it was decided that
as mentioned above but also shows a strong it would be sufficient to protect against
dependence on longitude, earth's magnetic field severe fades of duration of approximately 1 sec.
activity, solar cycle and proximity to the The convolutional interleaver design selected
equinoctial period. With regard to latitude, takes continguous bits in and provides a
Basu, et al. [7] from OGO 6 data showed that separation between them of about 1.7 sec. Details
(for Nov. 1969 at least) the probability of can be found in White [3]. The penalty for the
scintillation occurrence was greatest over the interleaving and deinterleaving structures
west African continent to South American sector implemented was the Introduction of a channel
and least in the far western Pacific. The delay of about 2 minutes. Both our computer
scintillation is seasonal being greatest at the and hardware simulations as well as the field
equinoxes (March 21 and September 23) and experiments confirmed the choice of interleaver
minimum at the soltices. (On the other hand, size as being a conservative but not an unwieldly
Nichols [8] shows that data from Kwajalein in the design (the design required about 4000 bits of
Marshall Islands showed Its peak during the storage per teletype channel per soft decision
summer soltice of 1971.) The dependence of scin- bit in each of the transmitter and receiver
tillation in the solar cycle is not well defined sections).
but there does seem to be a correlation of strong
scintillation in active years. After selection of the interleaver structure

it then remained to specify the ViterbI decoder
In our experiment we chose Guam as our parameters. The constraint lengths were chosen

receiver site (magnetic latitude 110) based on to be K - 7, 8 or 9 for the code rates 1/2, 2/3
logistics and its superior telephone communication and 3/4 respectively. The relativgly small
capability with respect to the transmitter number of states to be examined (2 ) meant that
complex. The transmissions were scheduled all the computations could all be done in serial
between 0900 to 1500 GMT (2000 to 0100 Local and still allow a relatively unsophisticated
Guam time) and the equipment was deployed to controller for the decoder. The decision to
cover the autumnal equinox period. The unfavor- .use "soft" decision inputs (3 bit) in addition
able factor is that the experiment was run in a to two bit AGC scaling provided even further
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protection with most of the hardware addition detection of the received signal is possible.

being deinterleaver memory. An evaluation was If, on the other hand, the phase variation is
also made on the relative merits of systematic large over a time span of many bits but the
versus non-systematic codes. Systematic codes phase change between successive bits is
are those in which the original information is relatively small then differentially coherent
sent along with parity check bits which provide detection is preferred. For this we modified
the necessary redundancy. Figure I shows the the circuitry to utilize the quadrature arm
interleaving structure for a receiver that can information as well. This resulted in a choice
protect up to three parallel (before multiplexing) between use of a coherent versus two differen-
data streams. It should also be obvious that tially coherent combiner for each test.

INTERLEAVER
SYNC

STREAM

INTERLEAVER CONVOLUTIONAL INTERLEAVER rU.CAA ENCODER BPi

TRANSMITTER SECTION i

33

T2(NTERLEAVER 4iZ 8tTA DE L2

VITERBI -DEINTERLEAVER
3 BITS DECODER A

RECEIVER SECTION

Fig. 1. Interleaver Configuration for Systematic Codes.

even an unmodified receiver (with no interleavers Two points should be made concerning
or error correcting hardware) can still recover Fig. 2 (which was derived from computer simula-
the data under favorable channel conditions. tions). First the Rayleigh fading assumption
The implication, of course, is that one needs leads to a pre-processor errcr rate which
only to modify those receivers that operate in decreases very slowly with increasing E/N
the strong scintillation zones. The non- (E. is the average energy/information bvt).
systematic codes offer even more protection for Th s clearly shows the need for some type of
the same Eb/N n (energy per information bit/ error correction. Second with the rate 1/2
noise intensify) but in this case all the code, it is observed that for a value of
transmitted bits are encoded and one will always /N0 > 12.5 dB, the post-processing error rate
need a receiver with deinterleaving and decoder will be negligible and non-measurable with any
components (see Fig. 2). degree of statistical significance. For example,

at a data rate of 75 bps 6 it takes almost four
There was also some question concerning hours just to receive 10 bits and scintillation

the magnitude and effect of scintillation on is seldom uniformly intense over such an
phase variation. In the receiver used for the extended duration. For the particular link
experiment, the Navy AN/SSR-l (UHF Broadcast used (Gapfiller to Guam) the energy per received
Receiver) possesses a Costas phase-lock loop symbol to noise ratio (E IN ) is about 21.4 dB
of which only the In-phase arm is used in bit and at a rate I1/2 code tfe 2nergy per informa-
synchronization. This assumes coherent tion bit to noise ratio (F./No) is 24.4 dB. In
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with a Rayleigh simulated channel and where

(R 1/2,K=7) there was an opportunity to measure the error
rates for selectable values of Eb/No. Within

PRE-DECODER the experimental limitations the agreement

between the hardware simulation curves and the
computer simulation curves was generally good.
We will expand the point further in Section V.

POST-DECOER At this point, twelve different combinations
O- RAYLEIGH PSTE C need to be evaluated (the three data rates,

CODING Ysystematic or non-systematic codes and coherent
CHRDPSK TCODING or differentially coherent combining). The

_DIFF COHERENT receiver configuration shown in Fig. 3 can
DETECTION operate in any of these modes. A key feature

SOFT DECISIONS of the experiment is the inclusion of the data
collection facility. This facility routinely
records on digital magnetic tape a number of

tO-4 POST-DECODER key parameters such as the following:
NON-SYSTEMATIC

CODING a) all pre- and post-decoder bit errors
10-5 5 1 1 and accumulated frame error rates

2.5 50 75 100 12 5 15

Eb/No(dB) b) decoder metrics

c) Pr INo ratios, ACC values

Fig. 2. Comparison of P for Systematic and d) dynamic phase errors from Costas loop
Nonsystematic Codes.

e) in-phase and quadrature soft decision
this situation, the result of the field outputs for a single 75 bps channel
experiment is binary, either the system works
perfectly (no post-processor errors) or there is All the tapes are ultimately processed on the
some major problem in the hardware or some major TRA 370.
incorrect assumption concerning the fading
phenomena. It should be emphasized that extensive
hardware simulations were done in the laboratory

ATNA CONVETER l-S R I SSR-f SSR-

. ANALOG ANDFRM
A/D INTERFACE SYNC

D OPSK COMBEER DEVNTERLEAVERAND AND
AGC LI EMUX DELAY LINES

Pt, G E.NTERLEAVER i

PRE m, ERROR

ANALYZER

DAAMAG DATA

Fig. 3. Receiver and Data Collection.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL LIMITATIONS different way due to necessary operational
changes. The Lincoln Laboratory representative

The experimental broadcast was originally on Guam manning the receiver complex tried to

scheduled to emanate from the Navy CAMS at coordinate the above tasks over a much less

Hawaii (Communications Area Master Station) up than desirable phone link and often compromises

to the Gapfiller (Marisat) satellite and then had to be made.

down to a receiver site located in a strong

scintillation zone, in this case Guam. The On August 16, a simple 5V power supply

intention was to utilize a spare transmitter failure occurred and the transmitter encoder

multiplexer (TDM 1150) and simulate our own drawer was shipped to Guam for repair by our

fleet broadcast which would then occupy the representative. In ordr to obtain better

spare 25 kHz narrowband transponder channel operational control over the experiment we

(Narrowband a) of Gapfiller. The Fleet decided then to both transmit and receive from

Broadcast format consists of fifteen independent Guam. In October we sent a Laboratory repre-

75 bps teletype channels which are multiplexed sentative to Hawaii to coordinate the encoder

together (along with a 75 bps frame sync patching and then transmitted from Hawaii from

sequence) to give a 1200 bps data stream which October 9 through October 26 when further TDM

is then DPSK modulated. Our time diversity problems arose. The rest of the transmissions

scheme provides error correction by utilizing then originated on Guam through the end of the

a number of the 75 bps streams as parity check experiment.

information. For example If we want to protect

one 75 bps teletype channel, the data stream On Guam the problems of operational

could be convolutionally encoded such that for logistics were considerably simplified. However,

every single information bit into the encoder we were often required to operate on one of the

we get 2 bits out (this being the rate 1/2 code). subchannels of the 500 kHz wideband channel of

These two bits would be routed in parallel (as Gapfiller. We operated on one of the wideband

elements of separate 75 bps streams) to the channels from September 3 to September 29 and

transmitter's multiplexer. If one of the streams occasionally thereafter. It so happened that

retained its identity we would have what we some of the strongest scintillation occurred

earlier called systematic encoding but if both while we were in the mode. It should be noted

bits were encoded then the term is non-systematic, that we have introduced two more variables here.

An extension to protecting two and even three First the uplink transmissions as well as the

independeat 75 bps streams by adding an downlink undergo some degree of scintillation

additional 75 bps stream leads to rate 2/3 and and secondly the wideband channels lead to all

3/4 codes (which can also be configured as the usual power sharing problems.

systematic or non-systematic) is obvious. The

essential point is that in order for the decoding V. EXPERIMENTA' RESULTS

to be done correctly, it is absolutely necessary

that the parallel streams remain synchronized Of the 128 recordings, only ten of these

(that is there be no relative "slips" between nights showed appreciable scintillation.
streams) prior to the multiplexing. It is an Appreciable scintillation is defined her- is

unfortunate fact that the Navy's multiplexer those tapes which show more than several Lundred

with their elastic buffers on many occasions pre-decoder bit errors in a six hour recording

were observed to slip at least one stream period. These errors resulted from fades as
relative to the others. This behavior has no deep as 25 dB and fade duration,, of approximately

effect on the normal fleet broadcast operations a second. They were also twentv-one tapes with

but is disasterous to our proposed mode of light scintillation and conseqently only a few
encoding. There have been a number of attempts hundred pre-decoder bit errors over the duration.

to modify the TDM 1150 to remove this behavior (100 bit evrors in one hour is an error rate

and it may now be finally fixed, of 3.7xi0 which is more than acceptable for
teletype of English text.)

Our oper,: I period extended from

July 26 to Dec( 31, 1976. This is also the The data for October 6, 1976 (tape 49-9:
period in which the Pacific Gapfiller Satellite 19:00 through 14:58:00 GMT) is presented in some

was being evaluated and both the CAMS EASTPAC detail and is representative of all the heavy

and WESTPAC were undergoing the normal load of scintillation data recorded. The uplink
operational startup problems. Their primary originated from Guam and operations were over
responsibility was to maintain the fleet the narrowband satellite channel. The encoding

broadcast and other net operations first and was rate 1/2 systematic and the detection was

then, if there were any assets left to satisfy performed coherently. Link calculations for the

our needs. It turned out that most of the narrowband transponder channel yield a received
time there was no spare multiplexer available power to single sided noise intensity ratio of
for our use and we had to take whatever spare 52.2 dB. A segment of th received signal is
channels were available on the actual fleet shown in Fig. 4. It is noted that the scintil-

broadcast. The logistics of obtaining an lation is terminated abruptly at about 10:17:00

appropriate channel setup every night was which is somewhat unusual since the decay of -

difficult. In addition, a Navy radioman who was scintillation usually is more gradual. The onset

not familiar with the experiment patched in the of scintillation had begun at 9:59:00 giving a
transmitter encoder on Hawaii every night in a scintillation period of 18 minutes. A further
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10 minute scintillation period occurred beginning The sampling rate of the received signal was
at 11:28:00 GFT (giving a total of only 28 50 samples/sec. The m values were routinely
minutes of heavy scintillation on the 6 hour computed via equation 3 and indicate how close
re~ording period). In the figure deep fades to Rayleigh the scintillation was. As an example

.e dB) with durations close to 1 sec are for October 6. an analysis of a fifteen minute
,hservl-le. segment of data showed a value of m - 1.9 which

indicates that the scintillation process is not
'vt.-'-, statistics on each of the heavy far from Rayleigh distributed. In summarizing

, ..ri ,d were collected. Crane [6] all the heavy scintillation data during the
.. 11 have shown that the four months, m values run from m - I to as large

s.,. , --. :'.ntIv function as almost 3 with the lower range being more
implitude fade distri- prevalent.

> 26-dB FADES
a HP I I

I LIMIT
26 Ill I I I I I

10 15 0 10:21:59
TIME

Fig. 4. Received Sign...... 112, Sys., Coherent Det.).

bution during UHF scintillation. This distrlV To addition to the amplitude statistics, it
tion is given by *il, necessary to develop some statistics on

't,-' duration and interfade duration distri-
2 .,.-. These statistics have a direct bearing

m 2m-le-ma 2/a
2  

-, . mUnt of interleaving memory that one
p(a) - 2m'a) (1) mu.t TI,, in order to truly randomize the

r(m)(a2)m err,,r. in particular, cumulative sample
probabilit. distrihutions for both the fade
durations and the interfade durations are taken

where a = v - v, v is the received amplitude for a series of preselected threshold levels
and v is the average of the received amplitude. (which usually are referenced with respect to the
The corresponding power probability density average P /N for the period analyzed). As
function is then equal to pointed out gy Bucher (I the corresponding

probability density function can be fairly well

m -mPr/p approximated by an exponential distribution and
m(Frp)m e our recent results have confirmed this. This

P(Pr) = - - - (2) distribution is
r r(m)p

p(T) e
- T  

(6)

where p is the average power. The variance of 
T

the average received power can be shown to be

var = (3) z
p

For a value of m = 1, the above density functions
reduce to the well known Rayleigh and exponential 0 10

density functions. o

2 2ea/a
2

2a ep(a) (4) (4a
2 W TAPE 49 (25 mi intervol)

a O _._,__I____ I_________I_______,_I___
-5 -0 -5 0 4

-Pr REFERENCE LEVEL RELATIVE TO AVERAGE
p(Fr 1 e r(5) RECEIVED POWER (418)

P Fig. 5. Average Fade Duration vs. Reference

Level.
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where T can be either the average interfade It must be acknowledged that about 50% of

duration or average fade duration. T itself is our scintillation data is corrupted by unidenti-

a function of the reference level. The analysis fiable interference. The receiver site was

program not only plots the cummulative distribu- located in close proximity to a large number of

tion functions and computes the fade and inter- radars and communications transmitters. This

fade averages at each threshold level but it fact limits the utility of the data for clarifl-

also provides plots of the averages as a function cation of the scintillation process. Nevertheless,

of threshold level. Figure 5 shows the results the experiment is still useful in that even with

for the average fade duration, again for October combined scintillation and RFI, the post-decoding

6. The key feature of this figure is that even error rate is still effectively zero.

down to 12 dB below the average value of P /NW
the average fade duration is about 1.0 sec. ne We have analyzed about 30 hours of strong
corresponding average interfade duration (curve scintillation data of which about half is

not shown) is about 5 sec. It should be noted compromised by local RFI. The remainder of the

that for some of the heavy scintillation days data exhibits a behavior which is quite close to

the average fade (interfade) duration versus being a Rayleigh process. We have also observed

reference level curves can be well approximated differences in tests between the average fade

by simple power low formulas (i - interfade, and interfade duration (measured at a specified

b mfade duration)w level relative to the average power value). This
implies that there is also a corresponding

increase or decrease in the horizontal speed of

) Po lation. Hopkins, in a personal correspondence,

indicated that during heavy scintillation he
measured velocities of the order of 40 m/sec as

Tf (2) compared to the more usual 100 to 200 m/sec
f f po range.

where T is the average duration at the average The obvious limitation to the experiment
power level po. For example a linear approxi- was, first, that there was clearly not enough
mation to Fig. 5 would yield a value of ' = .48. available data and, second, there was not any
Lastly, power spectral densities and autocorre- power control on the received signal so that one
lation functions on the received signal power could, in fact, evaluate in actual conditions how
fluctuations are available and presented in much system margin was provided. However, it is
detail in a more comprehensive report in strongly felt that the series of comprehensive
preparation. hardware simulations performed prior to the

field experiment answered many of the important
The most important aspect of this particu- questions. In brief, these simulations were

lar scintillation event is summarized in the run in the following way. The data sources were

following table. standard pseudo-random sequence generators.
The data was fed into a test multiplexer, DPSK
encoder and RF phase modulator (simulating the

Navy's TDM-1150 multiplexer and WSC-5 transmitter).
October 6, 1976 E /N 0=22dB m = 1.9 The fading channel was simulated by a voltage

controlled attenuator. The control voltage

PreDecoder Simulated Measured resulted from first low pass filtering the
3 -3 outputs of two 31-bit feedback shift registers

Error Rate 4 x 10 5 x 10 thereby generating two independent Gaussian
distributions with zero means. Squaring these

Post Decoder -6 two outputs and taking the square root of the
Error Rate < 10 0 sum resulted in the voltage with the required

Rayleigh distribution. The cut-off frequency
of the low pass filter was adjusted to give a

Clearly the result is that after decoding, the range of fading behavior similar to that observed
message came out error free even though the raw from prior analysis of real scintillation data.
channel error rate was fairly high. If we look The input signal was also controllable via a
at all our scintillation data over all four stepped attenuator so that the Eb/N 0 ratio could
months we come to essentially the same conclu- be v0ried over the appropriate range. On the

sion. For the days of heavy scintillation in a output of the receiver two data analyzers detect
recording period we may have between 2500 to and accumulate error events in order to determine
7000 errors per teletype channel prior to error rates. It should be noted that we did
decoding and 0 errors after decoding. Another not attempt to introduce phase variations.
example (September 20) shows 2pre- and post-decod- Figure 6 shows one set of curves where the
ing error rates of 1.2 x 10 and 0, respectively, demodulation scheme was differentially coherent.
at an m value of 1.1. The pre-decoder error The curve labelled "simulation 1/2 schematic"
rates are measured over a period of tens of was derived from a computer simulation and was

minutes to a few hours. The burst error rates somewhat limited in that it did not account for
prior to the deinterleaving certainly approach the real behavior of the SSR-I tracking loops.
1/2 during the fade intervals. The fading associated with the computer simula-
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tion would be somewhere between what we have VI. CONCLUSIONS

called "fast" and "slow" in the hardware simu-
lation. The maximum discrepancy between the From our limited field tests we can find no

computer and corresponding hardware simulations evidence that coherent detection is seriously

would be about 1.5 dB. degraded during heavy scintillation. Since the
implementation of the coherent scheme is easier

An example of the measured improvement than the differentially coherent scheme we

obtained through interleaving and coding is recommend the former. This observation is sub-

shown in the followinj table. The pre-decoder stantiated by the differential phase measurements

error rate is 6 x 10 for Eb/No = 22 dB and the made by Paulson and Hopkins [9] with spaced
receivers. These measurements showed a maximum
frequency deviation of about + .5 Hz which is

10
"  1 Twithin the tracking loop hold-in range (about a

.2* shift per channel symbol).

Clearly, a good deal more of similar commu-
nication experiments need to be run during strong
scintillation conditions. Most of our experiments

2 tD were performed at the R - 1/2 codes. At these
-'t rates there was sufficient system margin and one

0 could perhaps have opted for a slightly simpler
SYSTEMATIC POST error protection scheme. (For example, using 1

SLOW FADING bit "hard" decisions in the decoder cuts the
memory requirements by about 3 and loses only
about 1.5 dB in margin.) On the other hand, for

NON-SYSTEMATIC [] the rate 3/4 systematic code, one probably needs
P E 103_ SLOW FADING all the system margin available.

SYSTEMATIC REFERENCES

FAST FADING 1. E. A. Bucher, "UHF Satellite Communication
During Scintillation," Technical Note 1975-10,
Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T. (5 August 1975)

SIMULATION DDC AD-AO14801/5.
1/2 SYSTEMATIC

RAYLEIGH FADING 2. Johns Hopkins/Applied Research Laboratory,

k (Diffeniolly "The Effect of Ionospheric Scintillation on

-NOTE: Coherent) the Fleet Broadcast of the Fleet Satellite
ID Diff. Coh. Detection Communication System" (December 1976)
Some As Coherent SDO-4380.6.

6 8 10 12 14 16 16 20 3. D. P. White, "A Time DiversiLy Coding Experi-

Eboment for a UHF/VHF Satellite Channel with
b/N (dB) Scintillation: Equipment Description,"

Technical Note 1977-22, Lincoln Laboratory,

Fig. 6. Error Rate for R-1/2, DPSK Encoded and M.I.T. (1 September 1977).
Rayleigh Fading K=7.

4. J. Aarons, H. E. Whitney and R. S. Allen,

post-decoder error rates are as shown for "Global Morphology of Ionospheric Scintilla-

coherent detection. tion," Proc. IEEE, Vol. 59, pp 159-172 (1971).

Table of Measured Error Rates 5. J. Aarons, "Equatorial Scintillation: A
Review," Air Force Geophysical Laboratory,

_R = 1/2 2/3 3/4Report Number AFGL-TR-76-0078 (13 April 1976).

Systematic < 10
-
6 2xlO-5 6xlO

-
5 6. R. Crane, "Ionospheric Scintillation," Proc.

Nonsystematic < 10-6 < 10
-
6 2xlO-

5  
IEEE, Vol. 65, No. 2 (February 1977).

7. S. Basu, S. Basu and B. Khan, "Model of

Equatorial Scintillations from In Situ

It must be acknowledged that these values were Measurements," Air Force Ceophysical Labora-

obtained from the hardware simulations and that tory, Report Number AFGL-TR-76-0080
the computer simulations give error rates about (13 April 1976).

a factor of 5 lower. We have not yet been able

to completely resolve the discrepancy as yet.

With our present system realization, the rate 3/4

(systematic) decoder is probably marginal for

strong scintillation.
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Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T. (24 March 1974) COM-19, No. 5 (1971).
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EFFECTS OF THE IONOSPHERE ON THE

PERFORMANCE OF THE SEASAR SYNTHETIC-APERTURE RADAR

Warren D. Brown

Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Abstract

Phase scintillation data at 1.24 GHz from the angle error, the quadratic phase error, the
Wideband Satellite Experiment have been used integrated sidelobe ratio, and the first side-
to determine the expected performance degra- lobe peak corresponding to telected passes of
dations of SEASAR. These degradations are a the Wideband Satellite are presented. Proba-
result of propagation through electron density bility distributions of performance degrada-
irregularities in the ionosphere. A formalism tions are given for both the polar and equa-
relating SEASAR performance to the Wideband torial regions. On the basis of the data from
phase scintillation spectrum is described. Poker Flat, Alaska, it ts demonstrated that
Antenna patterns and values of the pointing SEASAR performance problems will occur for a

significant fraction of the time in the polar
region.
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ERROR PROBABILITIES FOR DIGITAL TRANSMISSION IN SCINTILLATION

FADING CHANNELS USING GAUSS-QUADRATURE INTEGRATION

R. E. Ziemer and Youngyearl Han
E. E. Dept., Univ. of Mo.-Rolla

Rolls, MO 65401

ABSTRACT STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Calculation of error probabilities for a coher- With the correlated Gaussian process, the
ent phase-shift keyed communication system received signal is considered as a complex
operating in a transionospheric scintillation random process, V(t)-V (t)+JV (t), where V
channel is accomplished by means of the Gauss- and V are the quadrature components of the
quadrature integration forqiula. The channel signaY. The time-varying impulse response is
model used, patterned after Rino's work, is given by
slowly flat fading wherein the envelope of the
received signal is modeled as the envelope of h(r,t)-E(t)6(t-T) (1)
correlated Gaussian quadrature random processes.
The error probability for the scintillation or the time-variant transfer function with flat
channel is calculated using actual ionospheric frequency by
scintillation data for transmission in the UHF
region (30-300 MHZ). H(f,t)=E(t),--<f<- (2)

where
INTRODUCTION

g(t)-Eo+ec(t)+Jes(t) ,  (3)

The scintillation of radio waves passing
through the ionosphere has been an observedphenmenn fr mny ears fist y rdioIn the above equations, E -E(t) and e (t) and

astrnomes fo man yers, iratby rdioe (t) are zero-mean, correlated Gauss~rn

astronomers and then as a result of the recep- e (teses.

tion of radio signals from orbiting satellites. pocesses.

The amplitude distribution of ionospheric scin- This transionospheric scintillation channel
tillation has been approximated with varying model is a good fit to the actual received
degrees of success by the Rice-Nakagami, sodel data good fo ve actua rans-
log-normal and bivariate-Gaussian distributions signal data except for very wideband trans-
[l]. Rino [2] has shown that the amplitude missions. Assuming the transmitted signal is

distribution of ionospheric scintillation is of the form

described closely as the envelope of bivariate X(t)-Re[Be Jotl (4)
Gaussian quadrature components and through
suitable choices of parameters a good fit is
obtained for all amplitudes except at the it can be easily shown that the received signal
extremes of the distribution. Although similar
to the Rice-Nakagami and log-normal distribu- Y(t)-B[Eo+ec(t)]coswot-Bes(t)sinw t. (5)
tions, the bivariate-normal distribution is o
more general because it allows the components The quadrature components of the received
to be correlated and to have unequal variance. signal are, respectively,

The purpose of this paper is to present a use- Vx-B[Eo+ec(t)], (6)
ful way of calculating the average error
probability for phased-shift keyed signaling
in the presence of bivariate-normal distributed Vy-Bes(t), (7)
flat fading. The receiver is assumed to track
the phase of the received signals exactly. The
Gauss-quadrature integration formula is employ-
ed in the calculation of the average error 2 2
probability. A - B (Eo+e (t)]2+e (t)-BR(t). (8)

0 c
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For situations where the received signal envel- where f(x)>O in [b,c] W are the weights x
ope, A, randomly fluctuates, the overall prob- are the abscissas, mlis the number of weights
ability of error is obtained by averaging (Eja) and abscissas, and E is the error of the
over A: approximation. Here, f(x) can be replaced by

the amplitude pdf 11(a) and w(x) by the error

PEfp(a)p(Ela)da. (9) probability P(EIa). Also, b is zero and c is
plus Infinity. If we define the rth moments

(Ela) is the probability of error given A-a, Mr , associated with w(x) over [b, c], by the
equation

p(a) is the probability density function (pdf)
of A, and P is the average probability of f!xrf(x)dk' r  (15)
error. In those cases where the envelope of b r

the signal randomly fluctuates, the lower limit and M is represented by
of the integral becomes zero. If the received rM
signal is assumed to be a general Gaussian W r.
process, p(a) is an envelope pdf obtained from k.1 kXk Mr r-0,]..,M-1 (16)

a bivariate Gaussian pdf by transforming rectan- it Is said that the integral is approximated
gular coordinates into polar coordinates: with degree of precision 2m-1. If we let

25 x1 , 7r..xn be the zeros of g(x), i.e.,

Pa(a)=f ° pao(acosO,asine)ad (10) g)' (X-X-)( ..x2 . (X-xm)x .al"xml '+. .4-a

where (17)

Pae(a,8)-apxy (VxVy) Vx-acos8 the a 's can be obtained from equation (16) by

V -asinO transforming. Finally, the abscissas x and
y (11) weights Wk are obtained. It is stated hat

there is no guarantee that the zeros of g(x)

-ap(acosO,aain6),8<0<2v,o<a<-. will be real and distinct and that they lie in
[b,c] even though f(x)<0. If the roots are
not real and distinct, the desired formulap (V ,V ) is a correlated bivariate Gaussiandosntei.

p . x y does not exist.

The error probability for the phase-shift The moments of p(a) are given by

keyed signal given a, can be derived by assum- Ean]=ffa nP (a)da-f i279)d
ing a bi-phase modulated transmitted signal of 0 a a

the form where g(O) is the integral
- n+l I

x(t)-Acos(wot+cos-lmd(t)+8) (12) p(acos ,asin a da=1__7

where nT<t<(n+l)T in which T is the signalin~l n+l v E .2Ak/2
interval, d(t) is the data sequence, and cos m x B[ (o+l. x ) n- D)/ [r(D 2 +1)

the modulation index. Synchronous detection in k-0 k D

white, Gaussian noise backgrounds requires a even

correlation or matched filter detector to give 2 + n+l ( xE n+l-k

minimum probability error. Here, the noise is + y(- + 1, F)]+E (n+l x

additive, white, and Gaussian with zero 
mean 2

and one-sided power spectral density No . In
the special case m-o, assuming that the 2A k/2 k-l
receiver tracks the phase exactly and the fad- [ (-) 1) -(- + ,F
ing is slow so that a-constant within a 2

T-second signaling interval, the probability where (18)

of error, given a, is A-o 202- 2

P(Eja)-1erfc(rza) 
(13) x v xy

where z is the signal-energy-to-nolse-spectral v E -v a D

density ratio. To perform the integration in B-exp 2AD

Eq. (9) with the lower limit of the integral
zero, the Gauss-quadrature integral formula [3]

is applicable if we know the moments of p(a). D-cos
2 
o 

2
_2C cosOsin0+sin

2 
0 2

The moments may be used to calculate the y xy x

weights and abscissas in the integration
formula E-cosO 2_C sinOcm 1s y xv

fb f(x)wx)dx lWkf(Xk)+E (14)
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The moments up through order 20 were then
-v E calculated using Eq. (18) and Simpson's one-

third integration rule with 100 integration
02AD intervals. They are given in Table II for data

sets i-ill, respectively. The weights andr(q) is a gamma function and y(st) is the abscissas are calculated next. These .-e given
incomplete gamma function, ao, and q2 Are the in Table III. The error probability I. then
variances of V and V , respectively, C is calculated using Eq. (19). The resulting
the covariance of V nd V * and V is Man of curves are shown in Figures 1-3.
V . It is assumed that thX coherent signal is
t~e phase reference; hence the mean of V
becomes zero. y CONCLUSIONS

Now it remains to compute the integration A method has been discussed whereby the prob-
formula for each signal-to-noise ratio accord- ability of error for a fading channel can be
ing to Eq. (14) to obtain the error probability, approximated by a series by knowing the moments

of the envelope of the received signal. Using
the Rino bivariate Gaussian model to approx-

CALCULATION OF PE imate the envelope distribution of three data
sets, the moments were analytically calculated
from the approximating bivariate GaussianThe data used are from RinoV With the density function. Another approach which could

variane, a the mranc of Vx an Vteco- haie been taken is to estimate the momentsvariance, and the mean of V momens p(a) directly from the measured envelope time series.were calculated up to orderx20. With the This could be done "on-site" through the use ofmoments thus obtained, the weights and abscissas a micro-computer based data acquisition systemof the Gauss-quadrature integration formula were as discussed in a companion paper [4]. The
calculated. In finding the roots of the calculation of confidence intervals for
algebraic equation (17), an attempt was made to basedton th a cyfi he estiat e omebased on the accuracy of the estimated moments,
calculate the roots to tenth order by Graffe's would be of importance in such a situation.
root-square method. In those cases where the
roots .turned out to be complex they were simply The results presented in this paper were for
disregarded. the case of phase-shift-keyed signaling. The

application of the method to other coherentOncthee weights and abscissas are determined, and noncoherent signaling schemes would be athe error probability is found by the equation straight-forward calculation. Further results

m are given in 15].
PE fp(a)p(Eja)daEWerfc(Fza) (19)
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"A NOTE ON THE DESIGN OF FILTERS FOR A DIGITAL FADE SIMULATOR FOR THE
TRANSIONOSPHERIC CHANNEL"

R. W. D. BOOTH
LINCOM CORPORATION

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Recent investigations of the statistical ages. It is assumed that x(t) and y(t) are zero

nature of the scintillations of radio waves that mean, that is,
traverse the ionosphere indicate that the joint <x(t)> I = 0 (3)
density function of the in-phase and quadrature
components of the received signal is very nearly and <y(t)> = 0. (4)
bivariate normal [1], C2]. Assuming that the The following second moments of E may be
complex amplitude of the received signal is a conveniently utilized.
gaussian process then a digital fade simulator 2 2
for the examination of communication links may R = <E E*> - b X + 2 (5)
be readily implemented such that the statistics 2 x y
of the complex amplitude for fixed t are bivari- and B = <E E > - b2  02 - G2

ate normal. This has already been implemented X y

as described in reference [3]. This note serves + 2J, 2  (6)
as an extension of this work, in particular, the xy

design of the filters used in the fade simulator Note that Bo is a complex quantity. Specifica-
is examined and the utility of using theoretical- tion of b, R., and Bo is enough to statistically
ly predicted parameters in the simulator design describe the complex random variable E.
is investigated. ThE properties of the fading The correlations Ro and Bo may be computed
signal of interest are the mean and variance of from physical properties of the scattering me-
the received amplitude and the fade duration dium. These parameters are a function of the
distribution of the received amplitude. The dimensionless quantity Z = xz/(4ra 2 ) where A is
conclusions reached indicate that the choice of the wavelength of the incident radiation, z =
Butterworth filters results in a poor fit of the zI • z2/(zl + z2 ) where zI and z2 are the dist-
fade duration distribution for low duration ances from the scattering screen to the signal
(fast) fades and that a simple cascade of two source and receiver respectively and a is a
one-pole filters offers improved performance. scale size parameter peculiar to the scattering
finally it is shown that the theoretically pre- medium. The limiting values for Ro and Bo have
dicted scintillation parameters produce an ade- been computed for the cases Z- - and Z- 0 [4J.
quate fit of the fade duration distribution
serving as another modest verification of the The weak scatter limit corresponds to
theory. Z-"O. For this case

B2.0 FADING MODEL lim 01o = I

It is assumed that the received wave is a
CW signal. For modulated signals it is assumed and angle Bo = i. Thus as Z-O Bo = -Ro. By
that the signal is narrowband, thus, the small inspection of equations (5) and (6) it is clear
perturbations of the scintillating medium pro- that Ro a

2y and B.,- a , therefore,
duce minor disturbances of the modulation and
major disturbances of the carrier phase and lim a 2  0
amplitude. For this case the CW results may be Z-.O xy

applied. The received signal v(t) can be writ- and lim a 2 = 0.
ten in complex notation [1]. Z-O x

v(t) = Re (E • ejwt) (1) Thus in the weak scatter limit all of the scat-
tered power is in the quadrature component. For

The complex amplitude E is this case very little fading is observed al-
E = b + x(t) + jy(t) (2) though large bursts or enhancements occur. The

where b is the amplitude of the nonscintillating
component and x(t) and y(t) are the in-phase and > denotes expectation
quadrature components of the scintillating volt-
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strong scatter limit corresponds to Z -. This where E = (b + x(t) + jy(t)).
occurs when the scale size a is small enough so Thus I(t) = (b + x + jy) • (b + x - jy)
that many scattering centers contribute to the
phase fluctuations. For this case = (b + x(t)) 2 + y2 (t). (11)

lim Bo = (1 - 1 sec /2 The correlation of the intensity isZ- Ro 0 I 2-+1-) •s 12RI(-,) 6= , l(t) l(t + T) > = -[(b + x(t)) 2

and angle B- = y/2 where w = -y + .5. For the + y2(t)][(b + x(t + T))
Kolomogorovospectrum y = 4/3, hence, the angle + y2(t + (12)
Bo = -5/6 - 7/2 and JB o/R o = .42. The angle
of BO is nearly -1/2, ?hus, the real pa t is This correlation is readily evaluated since
narly zero. From equation (6), .= oI and it is assumed that x(t), x(t + T), y(t), y(t +

A -.21 - Ro. The correlation coefficient are jointly gaussian and Price's theorem may be
2 used to evaluate the higher order moments. Thusp oxv/o, is approximately -.42. Thus the 2 2 2 2 2,2 . 0([)scinti lating components x and y are ga RI(r) (b + 0x + 0y) + 4b

correlated in the strong scatter limit. It is 4 2pointed out [4] that this does not correspond + 2(o + 2Oi + 0 ) (T). (13)
to Rician statistics as one might expect. These x xy y

parameters and assumptions are enough to specify The spectrum is
the statistics of x(t) and y(t) for fixed t. SI(w ) = (b2 + 2 + 02)2 . () + 4b2 2 

. S()
This is not quite enough to completely character- x y
ize x(t) and y(t) since some assumptions need to 2(o + 2oy + C4 I/2
be made concerning the temporal properties of x xy y
x(t) and y(t). S() * S(w)., (14)

It will be assumed that x(t) and y(t) are The first term is an impulse at w = 0 represent-
gaussian random processes, thus, the joint den- ing the total power in the received waveform.
sity of [x(t), x(t + T), y(t), y(t +T)] is a The second term is proportional to the spectrum
gaussian function. Note that the assumption of the gaussian processes and the third term is
that x(t)(for fixed t) is a gaussian random proportional to the convolution of the spectrum.
variable is not enough to guarantee that-xTt) is For weak to moderate scintillating conditionsgaussian process. b a t t ode.ate dcint t poeditensan _ Itn) i.e. the direct power dominates
assumption it remains to specify the following the scintiI ting power. As long as t~e weak
correlations <x(t) x(t + T)> 

= Rx(r), <y(t) y scatter limit is not approached i.e. of- 0 then
(t + -()> = R (-), and <x(t) y (t + t)> Rxv(t) 4bo 2(al + 2oxy + o) and the spectrum of
One is faced with the possibility of evaluating the intensity is approximately
three different correlation functions. It will 22
be assumed that these three correlations are all Sl(w) - 4b~x S(a ) (15)
the same within a scale factor. where the impulse has been neglected. Thus the

Rx(t) = 02 p( ) (7) spectrum of the processes x(t) and y(t) should

x (be approximately the same as the intensity spec-
Ry) y p() (8trum. S() shoulq then be low pass in nature

Rxy(T) = 02 • p (T) (9) and roll of as f- . An interesting feature of
XY the intensity spectrum (14) is the presence of

p(O) = 1. (10) S() * S(). As the scintillotions becom more
intense, i.e., as 4b2o - 2(oa + 2ox +o ) then

For T 0 the correlations reduce to the previous- the convolution term becomes more important.
ly derived variances and cross correlation for Since convolving the spectrum tends to widen it,
the random variables x(t), y(t). the bandwidth of the intensity fluctuations will

It remains to specify p(T) or equivalently increase under heavy scintillation conditions.
its fourier transform S(w). Fortunately a useful 3.0 USE OF THE SCINTILLATION INDEX S4
estimate of the spectrum S(w) may be obtained A measure of the depth of the fades or the
from spectra of the fluctuations in the intensity strength of the scintillation is the scintilla-
of the received signal. Rufenach [5] has reported tion index. There are various types of scintil-
some data indicating that the spectrum of the lation indices, sow. empirical, some theoretic-
intensity is low pass in nature. The spectrum al. A common measure is 54 which is a measure
is essentially flat out to a cutoff frequency and of the RMS intensity [6].
then rolls of as F-

3 approximately. The cutoff

frequency is determined by velocity considerations, 2 , 2((t) _ I(t) 2 (
i.e., the velocity of the scintillating screen and S 4 = (16)

the velocities of the signal source (nongeosta- This can be rewritten as
tionary satellites) and receiver. The high fre- S2 1 2 2
quency roll off is determined by the spectrum of 4 (< 2 (t)> <1(t)> )/<I(t) 2  (17)
the irregularities in the screen. The spectrum
S(w) can be related to this empirically estimated (RI(O) - <1>2)1<1>2 (18)

spectrum of the intensity in the following manner.

The intensity 1(t) E • E I * denotes convolution
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From expression (11) IH(J.)12 " 2

4I(t)> = <(b + x(t)
2 + y2()> The variance of x(t) is a = G2x

= b2 + 02 + 02 = total power. (19) IH(j)1 2d. Le4
x yw ,

Using (19) and (13) then G2 F IH(j.)1 2dw (27)
S 2=:4 b 2 . o,2 2(a 4+ 2o 4-

4 x xy then 2 2 .2'4" 2O~ thn. G2 " G
. The parameter G

2 is peculiar

+ _I)]/(b + a+ ) . (20) to the filter H(jw) and may be computed. Similar
computations may be made for t e variapce ol y(t)

This may be normalized by choosing that t~e to aqd the Rross correlati.on =GZ(Gf+ G )
tal scintillating power be unity, i.e., ax + ay G and2 o = Gie G G First fix

=R =1. There are several special cases of 2 I, ten a 2 The
S20 G, G2 = G2 . e gains Gx
4 a. ron Scatter Limit 2 + 1)2 and Gy are then set'by te variances. Let

S = 1.776-b2 + 1.18)/(b (21) Gx = ox/G (28)

b. Weak Scatter Lmit 2 and Gy = ay/G. (29)
S= 2 4 /b 21 (22) an y a .(9

y The cross correlation is then a2 = G lx .y
c. R~cian Satistics2 2 or Gx = axy/(a - P. (30)

S 4 = (2b + 1)/(b + 1) (23) or X )
d. Rayleigh Limit 2(24) Thus the gain G is just the correlation coeffi-

= cient of the prcesses x(t) and y(t). The re-
A knowledge of scintillation index S2 plus maining gain G2 is

an estimate of the type of scintillation en- G2 = -:, _ 2. (31)countered can be used as a first estimatq ofG
the signal strength b2 or equivalently b /(2' + Since Pl< 1 this results in a consistent speci-

j2). Apparently it may be assumed that strong fication of G, and G2. Thus the network of gains
sintillations have occurred if S4 > .4 and in fi ure I is determined from the correlations
moderate to weak scintillations have occurred x 0  and a.
if S4 < .4 [7]. The spectrum of the filters remains to be

4.0 DETERMINATION OF GAINS AND FILTER SPECTRUM determined. The spectrum IH(jw)12 should close-
FOR ANALOG AND DIGITAL SIMULATORS ly match the spectrum of the intensiy as deri-

An implementation of a fade simulator is ved in Section 2.0, tqat is, IH(jS)I S(.).
illustrated in figure 1. The philosophy is to Since SW); i(w)c f- in the rolloff region then

te to corelated gaussin p o s s IH(j)l - . This is the main problem with
generate the two correlated gaussian processes, the design of filters for the simulator. Filter
x(t) and y(t), add b tc x(t) and use the two designs based on the ratio of polynomials do not
processes y(t) and x(t) + b to modulate quadra- lead to spectra that roll off with odd integer
ture and in-phase versions of the input signal. exponents. A first order Butterworth filter
The inputs to the scintillation generator are rolls off as f-2 and a second order filter rolls
the two statistically ind.?pendent gaussian ran- off as f-4 , thus the best filter choice is some-
dom processes Nx(t) and Ny(t). These may be thing in between the two filters. Comparison of
either analog or digital signals. Consider che simulated data with measured data indicates that
analog case first. Nx(t) 3nd Wy(t) are then the first order filter is too rich in high fre-
gaussian white noise proce;ses. Let the impulse quency components leading to a fade duration
responses of the two filtes be h (t) and hv(t) distribution with too many short duration fades.
respectively. Thus by insi Figure1 On the other hand, a second order Butterworth

t filter leads to a fade duration distribution
x(t) = Gx x(t) h hx(t - T)dT (35) with not enough rapid fades [3]. In order to ob-

_® tain an adequate fit of the fade duration distri-
N [t bution it is necessary to design a filtir with

and y(t) = Gy G 1  N x( ) + G2  Ny)] spectral shape that approximates the f- property.

hy (t -T)dt. (36) There is one property of the spectrum tha
may be exploited. The spectrdm rolls off as f-

The spectrum of x(t) is S() H 2 only up to a certain point and then rolls offthe spectrum of y(t) is ( ) = G (G + faster. This upper frequency cutoff corresponds
G2) • IHy(j.)14 . The cross s~ectrum is S ) to the inner scale size. Fluctuations smaller
= GxG • G, • Hx(j.) H* (jw). With the amump- than this are not supported by the mixing effects
tion that the autocorr~lation and cross corre- of the medium. This may be approximated by de-
lation functions are the same within a scale signing filters that eventually roll off as f-4,
factor then the spectrum of x(t) is the same as thus, there should be two more poles than zeroes
the spectrum of y(t) within a scale factor. The in the filter transfer function. The cascade of
scale factors can be absorbed i to G and G, so two one-pole filters satisfies this property
it may be assumed that IHx(Jw)V = A v(jW)J 2 without resorting to second order Butterworth

J H(jw)Il . Furthermore, Hx(jw) H (i) : filters. For an analog implementation of the

y
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fade simulator this is an easily designed and question of the realizability of the filter. It
fabricated filter. The setting of the two cut- also leads to a faster algorithm that consumes
off frequencies can be arrived at empirically, very little storage and computation time on
If an intensity spectrum is available, the first smaller machines that may be dedicated to simu-
cutoff frequency may be set near the 3 dB point lating and monitoring actual hardware systems.
for the intensity spectrun. The high frequency
cutoff is about 20 times higher than this 3 dB The approach adopted was to use a bilinear
point. This particular choice for the high Ire- z transform of the cascade of two on- )ole fil-

quency cutoff was deduced from comparisons of ters. This rather crude approximation worked

measured data [3] with digitally simulated data. surprising well on the 250 MHz data reported in
reference [3].

A digital implementation of the fade simu- The Laplace transform of two one-pole fil-
lator essentially parallels that of the analo s)
fade simulator. The input noise processes Nxt) ters is ) b (34)
and N (t) are now statistically independent sam- sa
ples f two independent gaussian random process- where a = 2 1Fa (35)
es. The means are zero and the variance of the
samples is one. The sampling interval is T and b = 2-Fb "
where T is chosen such that the sampling rate The parameters are the two cutoff frequen-
fs = I/T is several times higher than the upper cies of the filter. In general Fa is the first
cutoff frequency of the filters. The gains of cutoff (-3 dB point) and Fb is the higher fre-
the amplifiers G, Gv, G1 and G2 are determined quency cutoff of the filter. The bilinear z
from expressions (19, (2), (21) and (22) for transform consists of substituting
the digital case also. The only difference is
the computation of the normalization constant 2 . O-z (37)
G2. The in t /ral (27) is replaced with S T 1

IN (1+z-
GJ .H(j.) 2d (32) where T is the sampling interval. The trans-

-/T form H(z)is just

where IH(jw)12 is the magnitude squared of the H(z) = a +2z- + Z
transfer function of the digital filter. This BL -(B + L)z +z (38)
computation is readily performed in the discrete where c = (aT/2)/(1-aT/2), B = (1 + aT/2)/

time domain i.e. (I - aT/2), y = (bT/2)/(l - bT/2) and
62A = (1 + bT/2)/(1-bT/2). The corres-

G2 =-h2(j) (33) ponding difference equation is

j=0
where h(j) is the discrete time response of the +g(i-2)). (39)
digital filter. The input is g(i) and the output is f(i). The

The design of filters for a digital fade storage requirements are minimal; two (x3) vec-
simulator presents alternate possibilities. The tors plusconstants. Note that T must be small
first possibility is to use FFT techniques. The enough so that l-aT/2 >Oand 1-bT/2 >0.
incoming digital noise sequences may be fourier It rains to compute G2 .  Instead of com-
transformed using an FFT. This FFT is then multi- puting G according to equation (33) the follow-
plied by a spectral function or mask such that ing acrnteation (33)btheefollow-
the magnitude squared rolls off as f. r ing computation may be performed.

sult of this multiplication is then inverse trans- G2 (n)= t h2(j) (40)
formed by the FFT and used as one or the other
sequences x(t) or y(t). There are two problems
with this. The first is that spectral modifica- and G2= lim G2 (n).
tions occur due to the basic nature of the FFT n-
process, i.e., only finite lengths of samples may
be transformed. The second problem is that a The calculation G2(n) is useful for estimating
phase function must be assumed for the mask. The the time until the filter transients have died
independent specification of both the phase and down. Expression (24) is valid only for filter
amplitude does not generally result in a realiz- outputs that may be considered stationary, i.e.,
able filter design although a particular phase filters that were started at t= --. For af b or
function may be initially estimated and then equivalently Fa# Fb,
used in an iterative procedure (utilizing Hilbert then
Transforms) to specify both the phase and gain of H(z)= A • a(l+z -1) - B • +z- (41)
the filter. The phase function has the interest-
ing property that it is approximately 1350 in the (B-z7 zi)
region of the f' rolloff. The other possibility where A = y(i+)/(A-B) (42)
for the choice of digital filter design is to use and B = (43)
digital versions of analog filters. This straight-
forward approach eliminates the problems of fin- This is just the sum of two first order filter
ite duration FFT's, storage of masks, and the responses, thus,
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hj)=O j<O (44) The experiment proceeds as follows. The

h(j)= A'I/s-B-yA j=0 (45) sampling period chosen was .02 seconds for a sam-
-0+1)_ pling rate of 25 Hz. The filter parameters were

h(j)= A..(+) "+1) - initialized and then the processes x(t) and y(t)

j>O (46) were generated and used to compute a discrete
time series of signal amplitude A(t). The simu-

using (44), (45) and (46)in expression (40) then lation is first allowed to run without collect-

G2 (n)= (A.a/a-B.y/A)2 + (A.a.(0+l)18)
2  ing data in order to allow the filter transients

to settle. Using the computation for NO in the
(l-82'1)/(B2-l) + (B'y'(4+lJfA)2 •previous section, T = .02 seconds and Fa = .04Hz
(l_A2n)/(A2_l)_(2.A.-B-yj.A). then the transient period consisted of about 300

noise samples. After the filter transients have
(8+l)(A+l).(l- (BA) 2n)/(aBI). (47) died down, 40960 samples of the amplitude A(t)

taking the limit as n- then were computed. This corresponds to 819.2 sec-
onds of data or about 13.6 minutes of data. This

G2 = (A'2/-B'Y/A)2 + (A'o.(8+l)/B)2/(82-1) allows comparison with measured data since ac-

+(B..y.(A+I)/A)2/(A~2.1)-(2.A..B.y/8.) tual measurements are only stationary over 10-15
minute intervals. The samples were used to com-

(B+l)(&+l)/(AB-l) (48) pute the fade duration distribution. The case

thus the scaling factor G
2 may be directly com- of one-pole Butterworth filters is illustrated

puted from the filter parameters. The settling in figure 2 for 250 MHz data from TACSAT I [3].
time for the filter may be estimated by assuming For this case the value of -= .9, ax = 0,
that b>>a, i.e., that the high frequency cutoff and b2 = 5.58. The cutoff frequency of the fil-
is much higher than the -3dB point. Since the ter is .04 Hz. This corresponds to the results
simulation results seem to bear this out then the reported by Deckelman and Ziemer in their figure
expressions for G

2 (n) may be simplified. 6 [3]. Notice that the distriuution is overly

2 2n rich in short duration fades for this one pole
G2 (n) (WOe) 2 + (((+l)/e)2(l- n)/ case. The choice of ax = .9 is not a theoreti-
21). (49) cally predicted value and in spite of the rea-

sonable fit for the amplitude distribution the
This expression attains 90% of ils limiting value phase distribution can be expected to be severe-
as n- for n>N o 4 .5.(log 1Oa)- . ly distorted. Since the scintillation index was

This completes the specification of the values quite lareC, .4) the strong scatter limit val-

TtTi o he va es ues for , a and 1. werTe fd e dueafilterfor the digital fade simulator. The variances ue fo a and .
2 w erand cross correlation are set by expressions(2 ) cut off freque1Eges we e set at .04 Hz and .7 Hz.and ros coreltio ar setby xprssins( ), The value of b4 was 1.6. The fade duration dis-

(29), (30), (31), the normalization constant G is tribution was computed for this case and compar-
computed from the filter constants using expres-
sion (48). and the cutoff frequencies may be de- ed with the measured data. The results are plot-

termined by examining intensity spectra or com- ted in figure 3 and compared with the measured
panison of simulations of fade duration distribu- data points (small circles). The fit is quiteparion f smultios o fad duatin dstrbu- good, the rapid fades are more in line with the
tions with as red fade duration distributions. measured data and the deep fades are as good as
The ratio br 02) may be estimated from scin gooud, dt n the rapid fades are mor ino lie aih sh

/ + y the previous case. For this case the compiled
tillation indexxdatayas noted in section 3.0. value of the scintillatio index was S4 = .738.

5.0 SOME RESI'LTS AND CONCLUSIONS This implies a value of b = 1.8 which is rea-
sonably close to the actual value of 1.6.

The utility of the design procedures pre-
sented in the previous sections was verified by It should be noted that many choices of

the construction of a digital fade simulator the scintillation parameters can give adequate

similar to figure 1. The RF portion consisting fits of the amplitude data. For fits of both
of the mixers, phase shifter and power splitters amplitude and phase more careful choices of the

were eliminated and the statistics of the signal constants must be made. From the results pre-

amplitude were monitored by directly observing scribed here it appears that the theoretical

the components of E, i.e., x(t) + b and y(t). values of the scintillation parameters plus theIn particular, the properties of the signal ampli- use of the cascade of two one-pole filters to

tude were observed. This amplitude is shape the spectrum can generate fade duration

2 +2 . (distributions that well approximate the data.A(t) = ((b +. x(t)) 2 + y2(tfl . (50)
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AN ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION OF A SCINTILLATING

TIME-DIVISION-MULTIPLEXED TELETYPE CHANNEL

C. C. Kilgus, W H. Goodnight. L. G. Smith,
H. K. Stilwell, D. D. Stott J. M. Whisnant,
T. Wyatt

Applied Physics Laboratory
The Johns Hopkins Universtiy

Howard County, Maryland

INTRODUCTION

The effect of ionospheric scintil- 2. The average bit error rate,
lation on a geo-synchronous communica- that is, the bit error averaged over
tions satellite UHF downlink has been many fades, is a good measure of mes-
considered. sage readability during scintillation.

Plain text messages with an average bit
The study included a survey of the error rate of 1 x 10-3 are readable with

existing scintillation data. The Naval few exceptions.
Electronics Laboratory Center (NELC) 3 On a channel with a 12.1 dB
and the Air Force Geophysical Labora- undisturbed SNR, the analysis indicates
tory (AFGL) generously provided data that an acceptable 1 x 10-3 average bit
applicable to the effort. error rate is maintained more than 95%

The measure of channel performance of the time at high latitudes and 100%
usedithe nalysis ws te aerrae of the time at mid-latitudes. However,used in the analysis was the average at low latitudes between the hours of

bit error probability, the probability 1800 and 0200 local time the channel
averaged over many fades. An upper reliability will be low and additional
bound on the a-erage error probability SNR or bit stream redundancy must be
was derived and plotted against the un- incorporated to insure reliabile trans-
disturbed SNR for each scintillation missions.group. isos

4. The analysis indicates that
A simulation was then constructed increasing the undisturbed SNR to 24 dB

to find the average bit error rate that appears to provide immunity to scintil-
produced readable messages in the lation effects at all latitudes and
scintillating channel. Tapes of mea- times.
sured scintillation data provided by
AFGL were read to obtain bit by bit SIGNAL DESCRIPTION
deviations from the undisturbed SNR. The UHF communications system con-
The probability of error for each bit sidered uses PSK (NRZ-M) modulation in
was calculated and a random number the channel. The SNR in the absence of
table read to determine if the bit was scintillation is 12.1 dB, providing a
to be corrupted. The resulting mes- bit error rate less than 1 x 10-5.
sages were printed and the readabili~y
graded. The system teletype uses a five

The conclusions resulting from level code and requires a start and
The conclustions resti fomg stop bit for each character; hence,

this investigation are the following: seven bits are transmitted for each

1. The Air Force Geophysical La-- character. The total channel is com-

boratory has established a scintilla- posed of fifteen (15) message channels

tion data base that allows average bit and one (1) sync channel, bit by bit

error rate to be calculated As a func- multiplexed into a single bit string.

tion of user latitude, local time the After the messages are multiplexed
magnetic index, and the undisturbed the bit string is converted to the
link SNR.
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NRZ-M code. In the NRZ-M code a one scintillation indices were included
bit is represented by a change in level within each group. For the data used
and a zero bit by no change. in this study, the groups and ranges of

SI with corresponding changes in signal
IONOSPHERIC SCINTILLATION DATA level are shown below:

A large body of scintillation data SI P -
has been collected by many organiza- max min
tions. Since the study concerns only Group % dB
synchronous communications satellites,
a data base of scintillation observa- 0 -a3 <2.0 165

tions of synchronous satellites was ob- 1 24-43 2.0-3.7 32

tained. The frequency range of interest 2 44-60 3.7-5.7 14.5

is about 240-320 MHz; it was decided to 4 891 9.6 4.0

limit the data to that which lies in 4 83-91 9.6-13.1 4.0

the range of 200 to 400 MHz. The data 5 92-99 13.1 2.3

must appear in a form suitable for bit The AFGL data were processed by
error rate analysis; one suitable form r i e outpt ofeireeiver
is therefore amplitude probability recording the output of their receivers

distributions, on magnetic tape and then digitizing at
6 samples per second. The digitized

An excellent source of data was data were then divided into 15-minute

found, the Air Force Geophysical Lab- segments and processed by computer.

oratory, whose methods are described in Amplitude probability distributions were

more detail below. Their data, taken obtained for each 15-minute segment and

in all three latitude regions, were used the results were sorted according to
to obtain the bit error rates determined scintillation group. The total data

in this study. The sites at which the then yield a corresponding median cumu-

AFGL measurements were made are in lative distribution function or model

Greenland, Massachusetts, and Peru. distribution for each scintillation
group.

Air Force Geophysical Laboratory Data It was determined that an indivi-
The Air Force Geophysical Labora- dual 15-minute distribution can be de-

tory has adopted a standard scintilla- scribed by a Nakagami-m probability
tion index for their ionospheric distribution. Although the Nakagami-m
stuoiex distribution has no theoretical basis
studies. for ionospheric scintillation, it pro-

p - P vides a reasonable approximation to the
Pmax Pmin x 100 measured data. The shape of the Naka-

max mi gami-m distribution is completely speci-
fied by the single parameter m which may

where Pmax is the third peak down from be any positive number or greater.
the maximum and Pmin is the third mini- The probability density function of the
mum up from the lowest excursion in the Nakagami-m distribution is given by
given sample period. A 15-minute sample
interval was chosen in order to achieve mm pr m-1
stationarity of the signal statistics P(Pr e m(P /p)
over the measurement period. In gen- r pm
eral, scintillations have periods that o(m)

range from about one per second to one
per minute. A 15-minute interval will where Pr is the received power level

therefore include many periods of the and Po is the average received power.

scintillations, while a longer sample Since the individual distributions for

interval would be subject to possible each scintillation group can be de-

changes in signal statistics, scribed by Nakagami distributions, the
median for group is also a Nakagami

The SI parameter does not describe distribution. The model distributions
the fading characteristics of the sig- are used to determine a cumulative dis-
nal in sufficient detail for the engin- tribution function (cdf) which corres-
eer interested in propagation effects ponds to the frequency of occurrence of

on system design. To determine the the scintillation groups for a given

fading margin necessary to overcome period. The AFGL data lists the percent
scintillation, the time percentage that occurrence of the 15-minute scintilla-
the signal fades below various levels tion index values for each group and
is also required, sorts the values according to local

time. To determine a cdf the percent

At AFGL the values of the scintil- occurrence of each scintillation group
lation index were divided into six is multiplied by its probability at each
scintillation groups. A range of dB level as given by the Nakagami
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distribution and the values are summed where Y0 is the undisturbed SNR. This
to obtain the result, bound is plotted in Figure 1.

EVALUATION OF SCINTILLATION Channel Average Bit Error Rate
EFFECTS ON THE CHANNEL

The evaluation consisted of two The undisturbed SNR in the link is
efforts: 12.1 dB. The following error rate for

each scintillation group can be deter-
1. The average bit error rate mined from Fig. 1.

that will occur for each scintillation
group was calculated as a function of Scintillation Average
the undisturbed channel SNR. The AFGL Group m P()
data were then used to describe the 0 165 <1 x
scintillation group (and therefore 1 32 <1 x
average bit error rate) occurrence as 1 32 el x 10-5
a function of latitude, local time, and 2 14.5 1 x 10

- 5

magnetic index. 3 7.3 5 x 10
- 5

4 4.0 4.5 x10- 4

2. The average bit error rate re- 5 2.3 23.5 x 10-3

quired for readable messages was deter-
mined by computer simulation using AFGL An average bit error rate of
tapes of signal levels during scintil- 1 x 10-3 was shown in the simulation to
lation. produce acceptable readability of mes-

sage traffic; and for the purposes of
The combination of these two ef- this section is assumed to be the

forts allows the channel reliability to threshold of acceptable performance.
be determined as a function of latitude,
local time, and magnetic index. High, Mid and Low Latitude - AFGL

data allows the channel performance to
Average Error Probability be determined at high, mid and low lati-

in the Channel tudes. The low latitude data (Figurg 2)
show Group 0 data, better than lxl0-

The primary effect of scintilla- ber, dominating from 0700 to 1800 but
tion is to degrade the error rate due severe Group 5 scintillation with a ber
to variation in signal level. The greater than 3.5 x 10-3 frequently
effect of scintillation-induced phase occurring at other times.
perturbations is considered to be in-
consequential for the relatively low SIMULATED EFFECT OF SCINTILLATION
data rates employed at UHF. ON MESSAGE TRAFFIC

The received signal level in a A detailed description of the
channel without fading is determinis- simulation is included in the study
tic. The error probability can be cal- report.
culated given one parameter, the SNR
at the receiver detector. The bit Results of the Simulation
errors are uniformly distributed in the
bit stream. In a scintillating channel No Scintillation. A message was
the received signal is a random vari- chosen and run through the channel with
able with a Nakagami m distribution. m = a (no scintillation) and various
Two parameters are required - the un- SNR.
disturbed SNR and the m parameter that
describes the fading. The errors occur With a 5.2 dB SNR the average PSK
in bursts when the signal level is near (NRZ-M) bit error rate is 1 x 10-2.
a minimum. Average error rates can Typical messages are unreadable; this
still be calculated, that is, the error performance level seems unsatisfactory.
probability over many cycles of the Even in the absence of scintillation the
fading, text contains long bursts of errors be-

cause of overtyping.
A closed form bound on the 

average

probability of error, valid for integer With a 5.9 dB SNR an effective
values of m, was derived in the study: error rate of 5.4 x 10- 3 was produced.

This begins the region of subjective
1 (VO I.___ - judgment, in cases where lines were

P() el - \.j m + Vo overtyped or synchronization lost the
00 messages are unreadable, otherwise they

k are garbled but sometimes readable
x -1 j ) (3 m+ v0) (Message 1).

k- O8
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With 6.3 dB SNR an effective error STUDY REPORT
rate of 3.5 x 10- 3 was produced. These "Th Effect of Ionospheric Scintilla-
messages are generally readable except t he Ft of the
for frequent cases of overtyping (Mes- to nteFetBodato h
s ent s oFleet Satellite Communication Systems",
sage 2). Applied Physics Laboratory Report

With a 7.4 dB SNR the effective SDO-4380.6, December 1976

bit error rate is 1 x 10- 3 and the
messages are with few exceptions read-
able (Message 3); this performance level
seems satisfactory.

Group 4 Scintillation (m = 3.93). zz

An 11 dB undisturbed NNR is necessary z
to maintain a 1 x 10 -  average bit
error rate in the face of group 4 scin-
tillation. The messages readability
is excellent except for rare cases of
overtypilng.

Group 5 Scintillation (m - 1.75).
Three cases were run: a 17.5 dB un-
disturbed SNR corresponding to a
I x 10-  average bit error rate; a
12.1 dB undisturbed SNR corresponding
to the channel studied; and a 24 dB
undisturbed SNR.

The messages with 1 x 10
- 3 error

rate had excellent readability (Message
4). ,r"

The messages with 24 dB SNR were "" l L la° 22 i
° 

i iii°i.Cha".

essentially completely error free.

The messages with 12.1 dB SNR
were generally not readable (Message 5).

- _ - -
ago

s o-

Z 'so

40

00

0:02:00 4:0 .09 .0 .700 11 0 .T '00 0: 2:00 24=

LOCAL TIME

7 .21t<Il l.1i G)P

=. Wi g fititib - ; 21.3 )
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Message 1

I. RECENT SHIP OBSERVATIONS HAVE SHOWN THAT EXCELLENT BROADCAST
EADABILITY HAS BEEN OBTAINED BEYOND THE THEORETICAL MAXIMUM BWMITS
OF GAPFILLER EARTHMCOVERALENDEPICTED FIGURE 2-1,IG 2-5 OF REF A.
XTOIDGWHRErIIILSEGRE 60OHLRNNOE, IBSBRUIATCNEYQFBIECKPgUINDBEYOND
THIS POINT WILG ENABLE A REFINEMENT OF ACTUAL FRINGE ZGNA KOVER

G,

ANJ PROVE VALUABLE IN FORECASTING ACT AL RECEPTIOC ZONES.

Message 2

I. RECENTLLTIP OBSERVATIONS HAVE SHOWN THAT EXCELLENT BROADCAST
RAOSIESTIEVOODCTHE THEORETICAL MAXIMUM LIMITS

OF GAPFILLER EARTH COVERAGE DEPICTED FIGURE 2-I,P3 2-3 OF REF A. _
ALTHOUGH RELIABLE COPY SHOULD NOT, THEORETICALLYWN 5E EXPECTED
BEYOND THE FIVE DEGREE LOOK ANXB, OSERVATIONS OF EBY

ECEPTION BEYOND

THIS POINT WILL ENABLE A REFINEMENT OF ACTUAL FRINGE ZONE COVERA3E,
AND PROVE VALUABLE IN FCRECASTING ACTUAL RECEPTION ZCNES.

Message 3

I. RECENT SHIP OBSEPVATIONS HAVE SHOWN THAT EXCELLENT E OA'C8ST
qEADABILITY HAS BEEN OBTAINED 3EYOE. THE THEORETICAL ,XIUi' )IKIT$)S
OF 3APFILLER EARTH COVERAGE DEPICTED FIGURE 2-I,P3 2-3 CF REF A.

ALTHOUGH PELIAELE COPY SHOULD NOT, THECFLTICALLY, SE EX?ECTt- D

3EYOND ThE FIVE DEGREE LOOK ANGLE, OBSEFVATIONS OF RECETIOG 2EYC%;.
THIS POIT WILL ENABLE A REFINEMENT OF ACTUAL FFINGZE ZO-JE COVERAGE,
AN'- ?ROVE VALUABLE IN FOPECASTING ACTUAL RECEPTION ZONES.

Message 4

I. RECENT SHIP OBSERVATIONS HAVE SHOWN THAT EXCELLENT BROADCAST
READABILITY HAS BEEN OBTAINED BEYOND THE THEORETICAL MAXIMUM LIMITS
OF GAPFILLER EARTH COVERAGE DEPICTED FIGURE 2-1,PG 2-3 OF REF A.
ALTHOUGH RELIABLE COPY SHOULD NOT, THEORETICALLY, BE EXPECTED
BEYOND THE FIVE DEGREE LOOK ANGLE, OBSERVATIONS OF RECEPTION BEYOND
THIS POINT WILL ENABLE A REFINEMENT OF ACTUAL FRINGE ZONE COVERAGE,
AND PROVE VALUABLE IN FORECASTING ACTUAL RECEPTION ZONES.

Message 5

i. RECENT SHIP OBSERVATIONS HAVE SHOWN THAT EXCELLENT BROADCAST
READABILITY HAS BEEN OBTAINED BEYOND THE THEORETICAL MAXIMUM LIMITS
UQEEC JBDEAL
FEGO3 FIGURER9GjBGK2-3 OF REF A.
ALTHOUGH RELIABLE COPY SHOULD NOT, THEORETICALLY, BE EXPECTED
BEYOCTHIS POINT WILL ENABLE A REFINEMENT OF ACTUAL FRINGE ZONE COVERAGE,
AND PROVE VALUABLE IN FORECASTING ACTUAL RECEPTION ZONES.
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A REVIEW OF RECENT STUDIES OF EQUATORIAL F-REGION IRREGULARITIES

AND THEIR IMPACT ON SCINTILLATION MODELING

Sunanda Basu

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
Hanscom AFB, MA 01731

M.C. Kelley

School of Electrical Engineering, Cornell University
Ithaca, N.Y. 14853

Abstract Our understanding of the A variety of different techniques,
various plasma instabilities that cause such as, 'n-situ rocket and satellite
nighttime equatorial F-region irregu- measurements, radar and airglow obser-
larities and their effects upon radio vations as well as numerical and ana-
wave propagation has grown enormously lytical investigations have, on one
since the last IES Symposium three hand, enlarged vastly the scope of
years ago. This has been achieved the problem and, on the other, con-
through the combined use of ground- tributed greatly to our understanding
based, aircraft and in-situ measure- of equatorial F-region irregularities.
ments in the radio and optical domains. It is also interesting to note how our
Analytical and computer simulation in- improved understanding of the charac-
vestigations have kept pace with the teristics of equatorial irregularities
experimental results. In this review has influenced the development of more
we shall outline the present state of realistic models of equatorial scintil-

both experiment and theory. A real- Iations. For instance, soon after in-
istic modeling of the irregular medium situ measurements revealed that the
must precede effective communications irregular medium is best represented
channel modeling. We shall thus by a power-law type irregularity pouer
endeavor to bring to the attention of spectrum (Dyson et al., 1974) over a
the systems engineer those aspects of wide range of scale lengths (110 km to
scintillation modeling most affected 10 m) rather than by a gaussian spec-
by the new underatanding of equatorial trum characterized by a single scale
spread-F. size (Briggs and Parkin, 1963),

modeling of ionospheric scintillation

1. INTRODUCTION was tailored to reflect this change
(Rufenach, 1975; Costa and Kelley,

Four decades after the discovery 1977). It is also being recognized

of the phenomenon called 'equatorial that saturated amplitude scintillations

spread-F' (Booker and Wells, 1938), the (>20 dB) in the VHF/UHF band and

general problem of nighttime equatorial moderate fadings (4-8 dB) in the GH2

F-region irregularities has remained band over the equatorial region can

a fascinating one to theoretical and only be modelled in terms of large

experimental geophysicists. This amplitude irregularities distributed in

problem has also been one of serious thick layers having a power-law type
probem as lso eenoneirregularity power spectrum with large,

concern to communications engineers as illeie oer sce size (aran

it is well known that these irregular- ill-defined outer scale sizes (asu and

ities cause amplitude scintillation Basu, 1976). These large scale size

which can degrade the performance of irregularities can contribute substan-

satellite communication links. More tially to phase scintillation even

recently, it has become clear that under conditions of weak amplitude

naturally occurring phase scintillation scatter (Fremouw et al., 1978) as we

can impair the performance of satellite shall be discussing later.

surveillance systems that use synthetic
aperture processing to achieve high In OUT last review on the subject
range resolution. presented at the 5th International

Symposium of Equatorial Aeroitomy in

NRC Resident Research Associate August, 1976 and recently published
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(Basu and Kelley, 1977, hereafter to effect at GHz frequencies. On the other
be referred to as Paper I), we dis- hand, using topside in-situ irregularity
cussed the latest information, avail- data from Ogo-6 shown in Figure 2, Basu
able at the time, on equatorial ir- and Basu (197 ) showed that saturated
regularities obtained by the various VHF scintillation and moderate GH%
techniques and presented a model of scintillation can be explained on the
equatorial scintillations consistent basis of large amplitude irregularities
with these observations. Since then in an environment of high electron
considerable new information has become density (McClure and Hanson, 1973)
available as a result of the Air Force distributed in thick layers as observed
Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) equatorial by radar studies (Basu et al., 1977a).
irregularity campaigns in Peru in Nonetheless we need to briefly review
October, 1976 and March, 1977, and the the bottomside processes since they are
analysis by Stanford Research Institute the origin for the high altitude
(SRI) of the data obtained with DNA disturbances.
Wideband satellite which was launched
in May, 1976. In addition, consider- Several mechanisms have been pro-
able theoretical work on plasma in- posed as the initial source for the
stability and fluid turbulence has been bottomside structures. The Rayleigh-
conducted during the past year. Most Taylor gravitational instability has
of the papers resulting from such cur- been invoked as an explanation for
rent experimental and theoretical observed irregular structure of the
efforts are under various stages of equatorial F-region ionosphere (Dungey,
publication and the present review will 1956; Haerendel, 1974; Hudson and
be an appropriate forum to bring such Kennel, 1975). The growth rate is
material to the attention of the small, however, and it is possible that
ionospheric community, some other seed mechanism might

actually initiate the bottomside
As in Paper I, we shall limit the structure. Beer (1974), and more

scope of the present review to cover recently, Booker and Ferguson (1977)
only the irregularity generation have strongly argued that the seat of
mechanisms and their effects on both the primary instability is in the
amplitude and phase scintillation as neutral medium. Martyn (1959) and
well as VHF radar backscatter. World- Cole (1974) have suggested that neutral
wide equatorial scintillation morphol- winds in the E region play a role in
ogy has been adequately reviewed by creating F region structure. The
Aarons (1977). Since Paper I has drift instability (Hudson and Kennel,
recently been published, we intend to 1975) and partial reflections from the
deal very briefly, in Section 2, with steep unperturbed gradient (Balsley
the topics mentioned in the earlier and Farley, 1975) have also been
paper. The two major experimental invoked to explain weak bottomside
efforts by AFGL and SRI are described spread F at short wavelengths.
in Sections 3 and 4 and current theoret-
ical efforts are discussed in Section 5. Whatever the initial process, there
A brief summary is given in Section 6. is strong evidencp that regions of low

plasma density rise into the high

2. BRIEF REVIEW density topside region. Evidence for
this comes from rocket (Kelley et al.,

In Paper I we pointed out that for 1976; Morse et al., 1977), radar

scintillation effects in the equatorial studies (Woodman and La Hoz, 1976),

region we are primarily interested in satellite (McClure et al., 1977) and

the properties of the disturbed equa- indirectly from airglow observations

torial ionosphere near or above the (Weber at al., 1977). As an example

peak in electron density. This is due consider the rocket data in Figure 1

to the fact that scintillations are where a "hole" in plasma density is

controlled by the absolute fluctuations indicated just below the F peak. Less
contolle bythan two minutes after the rocketin electron density. Thus even though

equatorial irregularities originate passed through this low density region,

below the F peak and result in very a ground based SO MHz radar detected
intense fluctuations in electron a patch of 3 m irregularities rising

density there, the scintillation effects rapidly from the same region. The

are modest. This has been discussed in Jicamarca radar maps showing the exis-

detail by Costa and Kelley (1976) who tence of intense regions of 3 m back-

calculated the scintillation effects of scatter high above the F peak and the

the observed plasma density profiles airglow evidence will be discussed in
shown in Figure I and concluded that Section 3. Satellite data in Figure 3

only modest scintillation would result taken from McClure et al., (1977) shows

at VHF frequencies with negligible
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"bubbles" in which the plasma drift geostationary and orbiting satellites.
velocity is upward and westward with In addition, the AFGL aircraft was
respect to the background medium, employed to make on board scintillation,
Moreover these depletions have ion com- ionosonde and airglow measurements to
position typical of low altitude provide spatial configuration of
regions, tlat is, significant numbers irregularity patches as well as to
of molecular and metallic ions (Hanson determine the existence of density
and Sanatani, 1973; McClure et al., depletions indicated by in-situ
1977). measurements. The multi-station scin-

tillation measurements were used to
Scannapieco and Ossakow (1976) study the localized origin of large

have performed computer simulations of scale irregularity patches, their
a Rayleigh-Taylor unstable ionosphere drift speed, spatial extent and life-
in the collision dominated case. They time in the equatorial ionosphere. The
showed that an initial 3 km wavelength simultaneous radar and scintillation
finite amplitude sinusoidal pertur- observations also provided information
bation on the bottomside eventually on the relationship between the meter
formed a bubble-like structure which and kilometer sized irregularities
rose into the topside such as was seen giving rise to the radar backscatter
by the experimental techniques and VHF-UHF scintillations respectively.
mentioned earlier. The development Much new information became available
time of 104 sec determined by as a result of this major effort and
Scannapieco and Ossakow was consider- many publications and presentations
ably longer than that observed but have been made based on these cor-
factors not included in the simulation related data sets. These are
could act to speed up the process. summarized below with specific refer-
First, the observed zero order vertical ences.
gradient is considerably steeper than
that used in the simulation. Second, 1) There is great variability of irreg-
the observed bottomside structures ularity occurrence from one night to

(Kelley et al., 1976; Morse et al., another. On certain nights, such as on
1977; see also Figure 16) are of larger October 16-17, 1976 a single irregular-
amplitude than the initial perturbation ity patch may evolve at a particular
used in the computer simulation and location and then drift eastwards for a
were already highly nonlinear steepened period dictated by its lifetime as
structures. Attempts at treating discussed by Aarons et al., 1977.
analytically the nonlinear Rayleigh- Figure 2 of the paper by Basu et al.,
Taylor instability in the collisionless 1978 in this volume gives the
regime have been presented by Chatur- irregularity configuration for this
vedi and Kaw (1975) and Hudson (1977). night probably the simplest that was
Further recent analytical treatment seen during the campaign periods. On
of the problem will be presented in sowe other nights, a series of
Section 5. irregularity patches with a large scale

quasi-periodicity is observed. A good
With this brief review of experi- example of such a configuration was

mental and theoretical efforts made obtained on October 19-20 as shown in
to understand the nature of equatorial Figure 4 taken from the detailed
irregularities we will present various report on the October campaign done by
recent coordinated scintillation and Basu and Aarons (1977). Figure 5 also
irregularity studies which give us a taken from the report shows the re-
better idea of scintillation modeling spective positions for the observations.
in the equatorial region. The important point to note from the

radar map kindly provided by J.P.

3. AFGL EQUATORIAL IRREGULARITY McClure is that a relatively thin

CAMPAIGNS layer of bottomside irregularities
appeared at 19S0 LT which by 2015

An intensive study of nighttime developed into a plume structure ex-

electron density irregularities in tending several hundred km into the

the equatorial ionosphere was per- topside. A second plume developed

formed in October, 1976 and March, 1977 at 2140 LT. The drifting plume
by conducting simultaneous radar and structures caused severe scintillations

scintillation measurements near the (>20 dB) at the ground stations with

magnetic dip equator in Peru. The 50 periods of 4 - 6 dB scintillation

MHz radar observations were made at caused by the bottomside structures

Jicamarca and scintillation measure- observed in between the plumes. It is

ments were performed at the nearby interesting to note that HF forward
ground stations of Ancon and Huancayo scatter experiments in the equatorial

groud satins f Anon nd uanayoregion had earlier obtained cvidenceby receiving VHF transmissions from
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of irregularity patches existing in scintillation modeling. The existence
quasi-periodic patterns (Rttger, of an inner scale has interesting
1976). On yet other nights there were practical implications for pulse pro-
no irregularities within the 900 km pagation within the ionosphere. For
E-W coverage provided by the Jicamarca instance if the ionic gyroradius is
radar and various satellites as shown considered to be the effective inner
in Figure S. scale rather than the Debye length,

computations show that pulse broadening
2) Although the irregularity patches due to scattering in the 100 - 300 MHz
occur after local sunset, these are will be 2 orders of magnitude smaller
found to evolve either to the west or (Yeh and Liu, 1977).
the east of any specific station
signifying that local conditions rather As a result of further co-located
than local time dictate the generation scintillation and radar observations
of irregularities (Basu and Aarons, during the March, 1977 campaign, Basu
1977). et al., (1977b) have come to the

conclusion that km and m scales co-
3) The large scale irregularity patches exist only during the developing phase
are found to consistently drift east- in the early evening hours whereas
wards between 1900 - 2400 LT with a later at night it is possible to have
speed ranging between 90-140 m/sec. equally large km scale irregularities
Combining the temporal variation of (as monitored by scintillation obser-
scintillation with the drift speed, the vations) without any associated back-
E-W dimensions of the patches are found scatter. It is important to note that
to range typically between 200-400 km, even L-band scintillations are possible
although some are larger (Basu and without appreciable backscatter leading
Aarons, 1977). Basu et al., (1977b) to speculate that

the cut-off scale length at this time
4) Another important aspect of the is probably of the order of few tens of
campaign was the determination of the m. Further details and diagrams are
relationship between the relatively given in paper by Basu et al., (1978)
large scale irregularities that cause in this volume.
scintillation ({ km to 100 m) and the
small scale irregularities that cause 5) The AFGL aircraft scintillation
SO .1Hz backscatter (3m). Woodman and observations have helped separate spa-
Basu (1977) using the simultaneous tial and temporal behaviour of irregu-
backscatter and scintillation data larities while the on-board ionosonde
obtained from nearly common ionospheric and optical imaging system have found
volume on October 29, 1976 shown in evidence of electron density depletions
Figure 6 found that both these types in the bottomside F-region. Figure 7
co-existed in the developing phase of using data kindly made available by J.
the irregularities. However, they Buchau shows the locus of the subiono-
showed in a quantitative manner that spheric point as the aircraft flew be-
in view of the 8 dB scintillation at tween ground stations on Oct 19-20, 1976.
360 MHz, backscatter echo strength of The thin lines signify the absence of
approximately 80 dB above incoherent scintillations while the thick lines
scatter levels is expected if the signify their presence. The top panel
commonly observed monotonic power law shows that during 2247 UT (October 19)
spectrum (Dyson et al., 1974) extends to 001S UT (October 20), when the
upto 3m. There is thus a discrepancy ground stations at Ancon and Huancayo
of 4 orders of magnitude between the did not record any scintillations as
observed 40 dB enhancement and that may be observed from Figure 4, the air-
computed. To bring computations and craft did not detect any irregularities
observations into agreement they in the entire latitude range of Il*S
postulated a Gaussian type of cut-off to 13*S and longitude interval of 72*W
near the 0* ion gyroradius which is on to 75W. The bottom panel shows that
the order of 3m in the topside iono- from 0015 UT onwards the aircraft
sphere. The existence of such a cut- detected three irregularity patches
off can be considered to be an effec- with distinct boundaries indicating
tive inner scale of turbulence. This spatially localized irregularity gen-
point is discussed further in Section eration after UT midnight (i.e., 1900
5. Recently, Booker and Ferguson LT). The imaging system provided all-
(1977) have postulated an inner scale sky pictures of the 6300 R 01 airglow
near the ionic gyroradius to explain emission, which results from dis-
spread-F signatures on equatorial sociative recombination of O. in the
ionograms in the HF band and Booker F region. Initial observations show
and Miller (1977) have discussed the the existence of north-south aligned
importance of the inner scale in regions of airglow depletion (Weber
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et al., 1977). An isolated airglow computations of phase deviation based
depletion band observed on March 17, on the weak scatter theory using the
1977 is modelled in Figure 8 as a observed amplitude scintillation would
troughlike bottomside electron density grossly underestimate the actual phase
depletion which explains the observed scintillation level. Based on these
airglow and ionosonde features, observations the SRI group has
Further details regarding the associ- developed a multiplicative two-
ation of the airglow depletion with component model to characterize
scintillations and 3m backscatter are the joiaet first-order statistics of
provided in the paper by Buchau et al., amplitude and phase. This model is
(1978) in this volume, discussed in detail by Fremouw et al.,

(1976). Briefly, the idea is to
6) The scintillation data obtained separate two components of the total
from the various ground stations, in (complex) scintiliating signal by
particular, spaced receiver measure- filtering. Because of the power-law
ments made at Ancon, and the data nature of the irregularity spectrum
obtained from the AFGL aircraft as well the Inw frequency cut-off had to be
as the Air Force Avionics Laboratory somewhat arbitrarily defined. Thus

(AFAL) aircraft have been used to using a double detrending process it
determine various diversity techniques was possible to separate a 'focus'
to mitigate the effects of intense component having fluctuations with
amplitude scintillation at 250 MHz periods between 2.5 and 10 seconds and
(Whitney et al., 1977). In particular a 'scatter' component having fluctu-
it was found that the high degree of ation periods smaller than 2.5 secs.

decorrelation over a baseline of 366 m If one considers the scan velocity of
associated with rapid, severe intensity the satellite in the F-layer of 3 km/

fluctuations (S4 ' 1) make space sec then the focus component can be
diversity techniques useful. Further considered to be caused by refractive
details are given in paper by Whitney focusing and defocusing by irregular-

(1978) in this volume. ities between 30 km and 7.5 km acting
as lenses. The scatter component is

4. WIDEBAND SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS caused by smaller irregularities
comparable to and smaller than the

The Wideband satellite was first Fresnel zone through the dif-

launched into a sun-synchronous near fraction process. The focus component
polar orbit on May 22, 1976 carrying gives rise to the large slow phase
a multifrequency coherent radio beacon fluctuations while the scatter compo-

on-board. The mutually coherent sig- nent causes the fast intensity fluc-

nals, which range from VHF to S-band tuations. Figure 9 taken from
e bFremouw et al., (1978) contains oneare being recorded by SRI at groundVHdaastsoigheewocp-

stations in Poker Flat, Alaska and VHF data set showing these two compo-
nents obtained from each of the threetwo equatorial stations, namely Ancon, latitudinal regions (initially the

Peru and Kwajalein in the Pacific Wideband observations were started at

sector. The second equatorial station Stanford, the equipment being moved to

at Kwajalein was set up to determine

longitudinal differences in equatorial Kwajalein in October, 1976) where SRI

scintillation first pointed out by had ground stations. It is interesting

Basu et al., (1976) on the basis of to note that for the same value of the

in-situ irregularity data. We shall S4 index (a measure of the scatter

primarily discuss the equatorial data component), the standard deviation of

but point out certain basic differences phase (a measure of the focus compo-but oin outcerain asi difereces nent) varies substantially at dif-

with auroral scintillation structure fent lais benthelsallest
thathav bee reortd bytheSRIferent locations being the smallestthat have been reported by the SRIathequor Ltrtisasbn

group. The following information has fu to eaconsitent faure
beentakn frm Rno e al, (177)found to be a consistent feature

been taken from Rino et al., (1977) (Fremouw, 1977) and may be of impor-
and Fremouw et al., (1978). tance for irregularity generation

1) The most important aspect of these mechanisms. For communications pur-

observations has been the realization poses it is important to note that in

that ionospheric radio-wave propagation the equatorial region the scatter

is dominated by large slowly varying component displays a very Rician
characteristic while that obtained at

phase scintillations. These can be

large even in the absence of signifi- midlatitude is highly nonRician.

cant amplitude scintillation s. The Whitney and Basu (1977) have reported

latter statement is particularly true earlier a difference in the slope of

for the auroral zone. Indeed, the the intensity spectrum between an

measurement of simultaneous phase and equatorial and auroral station.

amplitude scintillation has shown that
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2) The SRI group has categorized scin- L band and S band. Such a reduction
tillations qualitatively into seven in frequency dependence of intensity
groups ranging from 'extremely quiet' scintillations in the multiple scatter
to 'extremely active' categories. It regime had been discussed earlier by
is interesting to note that equatorial Whitney and Basu (1977) and Mullen
stations provide the majority of cases et al., (1977). Figure 12 also shows
in both these extreme situations as that under extremely active conditions
compared to the auroral station where it is possible to have intensity de-
a 'modestly active' behavior is most correlation across the UHF comb
frequent. This equatorial scintil- of frequencies. In this regard it
lation behavior is probably caused by should be noted that during the March,
the great day-to-day variability in 1977 AFGL campaign it was found that
irregularity occurrence discussed in most Wideband passes, even those
Section 3. showing GHz scintillation, were not

associated with 3m radar backscatter
3) During extremely active conditions, (Basu et al., 1977b). This point has
scintillations are found to persist in been discussed in Section 3. Thus
the gigahertz range such as shown in whether intensity decorrelation during
Figure 10. The observations of GHz the developing phase of equatorial
scintillations with a low orbiting irregularities will be still greater
satellite proved that weak irregular- is not yet known.
itics all the way upto the plasmasphere
are not necessary as suggested by 6) The SRI group on the basis of their
Booker (1975). Indeed, Booker and observations at Kwajalein (9*N geog;
Miller (1977) have recently point out 8'N dip) and Ancon (11*S geog; 2eN dip)
that weak irregularities persisting have indicated that there is a local
over the entire plasma envelope cannot summer maximum of equatorial scintil-
explain GHz scintillations for which lations. On the other hand, Ghana
large amplitude irregularities at the observations (S5N geog; 8*S dip) over
F-region peak is necessary. Basu and a five year period show a local summer
Basu (1976) had earlier proposed such minimum (Koster, 1976) in Figure 13.
a model on the basis of in-situ and We are of the opinion that there is
radar data. probably a longitudinal control over

equatorial scintillations with dif-
4) The multifrequency Wideband obser- ferences being observed between the
vations have shown that the standard Atlantic and Pacific sectors as dis-
deviation of phase in general shows cussed by Basu et al., (1976) rather
an f-I behavior even under conditions than a seasonal control. The reason
of strong diffractive scatter. for such a longitudinal variation is
Occasional violation of the law has yet unclear.
been observed in conjunction with
strong scintillations in the GHz range. 7) There is strong indication from
Figure 11 shows the frequency depen- simultaneous scintillation and total
dence of phase scintillation during electron content (TEC) measurements at
two 20-second periods of the pass Ghana over a 42 month period (excluding
shown in Figure 10. The L-band point the June solstice) that scintillations
has been corrected for the S-band in the premidnight period are associ-
phase perturbations which were seen to ated with a decrease in TEC (Koster,
be present at the beginning of the 1976). The largest TEC depletion is
pass. In the less disturbed interval noted at 2100 LT a time that is closely
the f-l law is generally followed associated with the development of
whereas in the more disturbed sample plumes on radar maps. This agrees well
the VHF departs significantly and with current theoretical ideas and
even the UHF points show some scatter, in-situ observations of equatorial
At such times the slope P of the phase irregularities being associated with
spectrum also flattens with values of density depletions. It is rather
P > -2 being observed at VHF and UHF. interesting to note that one instance

of such a "hole" with 90% TEC depletion
5) The frequency dependence of inten- was observed in Kwajalein in August,
sity scintillations observed during the 1977 (Fremouw and Lansinger, 1977).
same perinds is shown in Figure 12. The fact that such a behavior has been
The fully developed or saturated nature reported only once during a year's
of the intensity scintillations at VHF observation probably indicates the
and the five UHF frequencies analyzed close relationship between density
during the more disturbed period is depletions and the developing stage of
apparent in the deparluge of these six equatorial irregularities which the
data points from a f dependence Wideband satellite because of orbital
(Rufenach, 1974) that holds between constraints is in general unable to
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sample. wide range of wavelengths exhibited by
spread F irregularities as discussed

5. RECENT THEORETICAL RESULTS in Sections 3 and 4. For instance,
the 3 m scalelength is 3-4 orders of

Theoretical efforts have kept pace magnitude smaller than the primary

with the multi-technique experimental process described above. Two processes

efforts described above. The successful have een recently suggested which may
attempt to numerically simulate the well acount both for the wide range

rising bubbles have been described in of wavelengths as well as the extended
Section 2. These computer simulations spatial extent of spread F.
are strongly supported by an analytic Costa and Kelley (1978ab) have
treatment due to Ott (1977) who, considered the steep gradients in plasma
assuming the experimental validity of density associated with bottomside
the bubble concept, calculated their degularitiate Fith 16)oand
shape and velocity as a function of irregularities (see Figure 16) and
altitude and size. At low altitudes presumably also with topside bubbles,
he found that the bubbles should be and have shown that drift waves should

cylindrical (circular cross sections grow rapidly on the observed gradients.
and uniform along B) and that they rise The normalized growth rate is plottedwith the velocity -- in Figure 15 as a function of the

no b g parameter b = k~p
2
/2 where kL is the

nb g) wavenumber perpenAicular to B a'd %no + n V in is the ion gyroradius. For refcrence,
where nb is the density inside the b at the Jicamarca backscatter wave-
bubble, no is the density outside, g length is 100. The growth rate peaks
is the gravitational constant and v. at k.6p. = 1.5 which corresponds to
the ion neutral collision frequency. wavelengths of about 20 m. The growth
At high altitudes where ion neutral rate is linearly proportional to the
collisions can be neglected, Ott gradient scale length, L, at the bubble
showed that the equations governing the edge and is I sec- for L = 125 m
motion are identical to the equations under typical ionospheric conditions.
of two dimensional ordinary fluids (for These drift waves should not only
example, a liquid constrained between contribute to backscatter but play a
two planes with separation distance much role in the eventual merging of bubbles
less than the size of the planes). into the background (via destruction ct
Considerable theoretical and experimen- the steep gradient).
tal work has already been done on such
fluids and can thus be directly applied A second and perhaps more important
to the present problem. The observed process from the standpoint of scint-
bubble shape is shown in Figure 14 and illations is the generation of a thick
the velocity is given by irregularity layer as suggested by

u .5 (Rg)
1 / 2  

(2) Kelley and Ott (1978). Again use was
made of Ott's results that in the

where R is the radius of the circular collisionless case the equations of
'cap'. (It should be noted that all motion are identical to a two dimen-
statements concerning velocity fields sional fluid. In the fluid case, the
or velocity turbulence can be replaced upward buoyancy force is balanced by
by discussions of electric fields or emission of vortices in the background
electrostatic turbulence since fluid. This injects velocity turbulence
V = E x B/B ). into the background fluid in a wake

which trails behind the bubble. In
From our previous discussions we the plasma case each vortex corresponds

know that an outstanding feature of to a line charge surrounded by a
equatorial spread F on the topside is circular ExB drift of the plasma. Since
the presence of large scale (' 10 km there is a background density gradient
scale) regions of low plasma density this vortex will create density
with very sharp gradients at the edges, irregularities with the same scale size
The source of energy for this inter- as the velocity turbulence.
change of low and high density plasma is
the excess gravitational potential Numerous theoretical studies of
energy which resides in the F region turbulence in two dimensional fluids
plasma supported against gravity by (Kraichnan, 1967; Lilly, 1969) have
the magnetic field. From a plasma shown that velocity injected into such
physics standpoint the zero upward den- a fluid at some characteristic wave
sity gradient is disrupted by the number k will cascade to wavenumbers
electrostatic fields in the instability both higRer and lower than k . In
process. The second most important the space domain this 'inverSe cascade'
feature of equatorial spread F is the to lower k implies that the velocity
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(and density) turbulence will spread turbulence in equatorial spread -F.
into the largest volume available in the More recently Chaturvedi and Ossakow
system. Evidence for this dual cascade (1977) have considered the non-linear
in two dimensional turbulence has been development of bottomside spread -F.
found in the Earth's atmosphere (Kao They conclude that steepened structures
and Wendell, 1970) and magnetosphere should evolve in time and in fact a k-2

(Kelley and Kintner, 1978). spectrum would result due to the steep
edges. They also suggested a phase

Kelley and Ott (1978) suggest that coherence test to distinguish between
the vortices emitted by upwelling such process and a turbulence like
bubbles not only form the wake but tend mechanism proposed earlier by Chaturvedi
to fill the between bubble regions and Kaw (1976). The results of Costa
(i.e., in an E-W direction) with velo- and Kelley (1978a) described above seem
city and density irregularities via to agree with the sharp edge hypothesis.
this cascade to lower k values. Cascade
to higher k also occurs with the ulti- 6. SUMMARY
mate pectral cutoff occurring at some
large wavenumber where ion viscosity
plays a role. This dissipation is The following picture evolves from
most effective near the ion gyroradius the discussion above. Bottomside spread-F
and hence it seems likely that the 3 m occurs in a widespread region (at least
scale (Jicamarca backscatter) lies in +10

° 
latitude) centered on the magnetic

the dissipative subrange. Such a equator in the post sunset hours. Some
'cutoff' in the amplitude of irregular- of the resulting low density regions
ities at short wavelengths was postula- rise into the topside leaving being a
ted by Woodman and Basu (1977) as trail of counter rotating vortices which
discussed in Section 3. mix the background density gradient and

create irregularities in density. Since
In the inIermediate jange of the whole flux tubes partake in this

wavcnumbers L- < k < Ld , where Ls  upwelling a two dimensional bubble orig-
is the stirring length (bubble size) inating anywhere in this latitude range
and L is the dissipation scale, Kelley will have effects in the topside. The
and Oft (1978) predicted a k

-3 
spectrum dual cascade of velocity turbulence

for velocity o electric field fluctua- tends to fill the E-W region between
tions and a k spectrum for density bubbles with both velocity and density
irregularities. This seems in contra- irregularities. The density gradients
diction to numerous reports of one in the bubbles themselves will eventually
dimensional k density spectrum dissipate possibly via the "universal"
associated with equatorial spread F. drift wave instability.
However, Costa and Kelley (19

7
8a) have

shown that at least in the case of Radio waves incident upon the
bo~tomside non-linear structures, the equatorial ionospherc unider these con-
k spectrum is due to the steep edges ditions are thus subject tu at least
in density encountered. Several exam three different types of scintillating
plea of the steep edges are clear in environment: 1. Just after sunset
the data presented in the top panel of during the development phase, the bot-
Figure 16, obtained during the tomside irregularitiies cause modest am-
passage of a sounding rocket through plitude scintillation effects due to the
bottomside spread F. The relative low absolute fluctuations in electron
density (Sn/n) is plotted for an 8 density. It is not known whether large
second interval (1 16 km along trajec- phase fluctuations accompany such weak
tory) . As an illustration of the steep amplitude scintillations as the Wideband
edge effect, Costa and Kelley (1978a) satellite does not have equatorial
performed a fourier transform of the crossings at this time. 2. In the
data in panel I, then randomized the fully developed stage bubbles are con-
phase in each fourier component and tinually emitted into the topside over
reassembled the data in the time domain, a wide range of latitudes. These
Two such random phase runs were made bubbles continually stir the medium at
and are plotted in the lower two panels. wavelengths comparable to the bubble
The power spectrum of all three ses of dimensions ("l0km). Two dimensinnal
data is identical and varies as f over dual cascade epreads the velocity and
most of the spectrum, density irregularities to larger and

smaller k values. The cascade to
It is interesting to note that R. smaller k combined with the vertical

F. Woodman (private communication, 1976) wake formation tends to fill a large
had first suggested a phase coherence volume with density irregularities.
test as a way of distinguishing between Incident radio waves thus are subject to
the dominance of steep structures or sharp discontinuities in electron
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density in the bubbles as well as very information on spectral characterisitics
thick (in altitude) regions of power of equatorial irregularities. The
law type density irregularities. Very finding of Costa and Kelley (1978a) and
intense amplitude scintillations have Chaturvedi and Os~akow (1977) regarding
been observed during such times as dis- steepened bottomside struc-tures and the
cussed in Section 3 and it is expected associated k-2 spectrum is an important
that large phase fluctuations will also one. It is thus quite crucial to deter-
be present. 3. In the decay phase mine whether steepened structures also
(later local time) the velocity turbu- dominate topside irregularity behavior.
lence injected by the bubbles as well This may have far-reaching implications
as the bubble gradients themselves in scintillation modeling.
decay via dissipation at large k. In
this phase the dissipation scale moves
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Fig. 1. Upleg and downleg plasma density

profiles obtained on a sounding

rocket during equatorial spread- Fig. 3. Ion drift meter data from AE-C
F. The arrow shows the location orbit 2282. The observed pitch
of a deep depression in plasma and yaw angles are shown in the
density (after Kelley et al., upper and lower curves of the

1976). top panel and the total density
on the bottom. Positive angles
correspond to ions moving up or
left with respect to spacecraft
(after McClure et al., 1977).
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Fig. 4. Temporal variation of the 50 MHz
radar backscatter observed at

Fig. 2. Ogo-6 orbit in Legon, Ghana Jicamarca and scintillation

longitude sector during a strong index. SI(dB), of the 249 MHz

VHF scintillation event. The transmissions from LES-9 satel-

scintillation model parameters lite recorded at Ancon and

are also indicated (after Basu Huancayo on October 19-20, 1976

and Basu, 1976). (after Basu and Aarons, 1977).
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sured ranges of oblique returns

and the virtual height of over-
Fig. 6. Comparison of backscattered power head F-region are compared

map from Jicamarca and ATS-6 with range/height changes

scintillation data corresponding expected from the passage of the

to a nearly common ionospheric model bottomside structure over

volume on October 29-30, 1976 the ionosonde (after Weber et

(after Woodman and Basu, 1977). al., 1977).
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sity-scintillation index
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the pass shown in Fjg re 10,
compared with an f depen-
dence (after Fremouw et al.,
1978).
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Fig. 9. Scatter diagrams for the focus
(left) and scatter (right)
components isolated from
segments of VHF records obtained
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(center) and equatorial (bottom)
station (after Fremouw et al., o O . O.

1978)
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FREOUENCY-GH, scintillation from ATS-3 at
Legon, Ghana during the period
Sept. 71 to Dec. 75. Note that
the annual component (with a

Fig. 11. Frequency dependence of phase- minimum in the June solstice)
scintillation index during two has twice the amplitude of the
20-second periods of pass shown semi-annual component (after
in Figure 10, compared with an Koster, 1976).
f dependence arbitrarily
passed through the 413 MHz data
point (after Fremouw et al.,
1978).
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Fig. 16. The upper plot is a detrended

data stream obtained on the
bottomside of the F-peak during

equatorial spread-F. The lower

two plots are reconstructed
time domain samples using the

same data, but with the addi-

tion of a random phase in the

FFT before reconstruction

(after Costa and Kelley, 1978a).
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expressions (after Costa
and Kelley, 1978b).
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LARGE AND SMALL SCALE PROPERTIES OF NIGHTTIME EQUATORIAL IRREGULARITIES

FROM SCINTILLATIONS AND RADAR BACKSCATTER MEASUREMENTS

Santimay Basu

Emmanuel College
Boston, MA 02115

H. Whitney and J. Aarons
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hanscom AFB, MA 01731

J.P. McClure

University of Texas at Dallas
Richardson, TX 74080

INTRODUCTION

The nighttime F-region irregulari- by another without any irregularities
ties of electron density at equatorial within the detectable limit. The
latitudes have been studied for several question of co-existence of large and
decades by observing the spread-F small scale irregularities also remains
signature in ionograms and scintil- unexplored. Nevertheless, it has
lations in transionospheric communi- important implications in regard to the
cation links (Booker and Wells, 1938; irregularity power spectrum and hence
Aarons et al., 1971; Skinner and of importance in communications channel
Kelleher, 1971). In recent years, modelling and the development of
these studies have been supplemented by theories of irregularity generation.
a variety of new and powerful experi-
mental techniques, such as, in-situ In order to explore some of these
measurements by rockets and satellites, unresolved questions, we performed
HF forward scatter and VHF radar back- simultaneous VHF radar backscatter and
scatter measurements (Farley et al., scintillation measurements near the
1970; Dyson et al., 1974; Kelley et al., magnetic equator during October, 1976
1976; Rittger, 1976; Woodman and LaHoz, and March, 1977 (Basu and Aarons, 1977).
1976; McClure et al., 1977). These The 50 MHz radar backscatter measure-
experimental investigations have been ments were performed at Jicamarca, Peru
supported by computer simulations and (11.97'S, 76.86'W) and scintillation
analytic work on the formation of measurements were made at two nearby
equatorial irregularities (Scannapieco ground stations Ancon (11.7'S, 77.15'W)
and Ossakow, 1976; Haerendel, 1974; and Huancayo (11.97'S, 75.34*W). The
Hudson and Kennel, 1975). VHF-UHF scintillations are sensitive to

irregularities within the scale length
Basu and Kelley (1977) have range of about one kilometer to a

reviewed the recent advances in our hundred meter whereas the 50 MHz radar
knowledge of equatorial irregularities backscatter is caused by 3 meter
but point out that some of the basic irregularities. Thus simultaneous
questions remain unresolved. For radar and scintillation measurements
example, it has not been established if allowed a study of irregularity
the generation of nighttime irregular- development over a three decade range
ities is related to the passage of the of scale lengths. The scintillation
terminator (or sunset line) or to the measurements made at the two stations
existence of suitable conditions in with various geostationary satellites
certain spatial locations. The night- made it possible to track the ir-
time equatorial irregularities also regularity patches and thereby deter-
exhibit a marked day-to-day variability; mine their drift and lifetime.
a night indicating the presence of
strong irregularities may be followed
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS on October 16-17, 1976. The top panel
shows the 50 MHz radar backscattered

Figure 1 shows the results of power map. The second panel shows the
simultaneous 50 MHz radar backscatter temporal variation of scintillation
observations performed at Jicamarca and recorded at Ancon by receiving the 249
scintillation measurements made at MHz transmissions from LES-9 satellite.
Huancayo with the 137 and 360 MHz The 400-km intersection of Ancon scin-
transmissions from ATS-6 satellite on tillation observations was located at
October 29. 1976. During the October a distance of 350 km to the east of
period, the ATS-6 satellite was being Jicamarca radar observations. The
moved to its new location and on the third panel illustrates the results of
night of October 29, 1976, the 400 km 249 MHz scintillation measurements made
intersection point from the satellite at Huancayo. The 400 km intersection
to Huancayo was only 30 km to the east of Huancayo measurements was located
of the ionospheric volume illuminated 175 km to the east of the ionospheric
by the radar beam. The top panel of location probed by the Ancon measure-
Figure 1 exhibits the backscattered ments. In contrast to the measure-
power map. This iT) has been redrawn ments presented in Figure 1, the
from the original digital power map different panels of Figure 2 represent
which is difficult to reproduce. The observations at different locations.
radar map shows the temporal variation From Figure 2, it may be observed that
of the range of backscattering region the Jicamarca radar exploring the
and the strength of the echo power in westernmost location first detected the
decibels above the approximate maximum 3 meter irregularities as early as
incoherent scatter level. A description 19 LT but an extended irregularity
of the digital power mapping technique structure termed as 'plume' evolved
has been outlined in Woodman and LaHoz later at 1950 LT. The panel 2 of the
(1976). The second and third panels figure shows that the onset of scintil-
represent the temporal variation of lations at Ancon occurred at about
scintillation index, SI(dB), as 2050 LT. Considering that the plume
recorded at 360 and 137 MHz respec- structure drifted towards east and
tively. It may he noted that the radar traversed 350 km distance to cause tk.
backscatter and scintillation measure- onset of Ancon scintillation, an
ments are very well correlated. The eastward drift speed of 97 m/sec is
onset of scintillations at 20 LT is obtained. From panel 3, it is found
coincident with the radar detecting that the sharp onset of strong scintil-
moderately strong (18-30 dB) ir- lations at Huancayo was delayed from
regularities in a thin layer. Later, that at Ancon by about 25 minutes.
the intensity of 137 MHz scintillations This delay is again consistent with a
attained saturated levels when the 3 m drift speed of about 116 m/sec. Thus
irregularity layer thickened. The the results illustrated in Figure 2
measurements indicate that, in the shows that an irregularity structure
early evening period, the 3 meter evolved first in the west possibly due
irregularities detected by the radar to the existence of suitable background
co-existed with large scale irregular- conditions and the structure drifted
ities (1 km - 100 m) causing scintil- eastwards at a speed of approximately
lations over a nearly common iono- 100 m/sec to cause delayed onsets of
spheric volume. Woodman and Basu (1977) scintillations on two propagation paths
have made a quantitative comparison of (Aarons et al., 1977). Considering the
the backscattered power level and 360 onset time of plume structure at
MHz scintillation level indicated in Jicamarca and decay of scintillations
Figure I and found that a monotonic at Huancayo a total lifetime of at
power law form of the 3-dimensional least 3 hours for the irregularity
irregularity power spectrum with spec- structure is obtained.
tral index 4 cannot explain the back-
scatter observations. The in-situ ir- The results of October 16, 1976
regularity data suggested such a and October 29, 1976, indicated that
spectra between scale lengths of large scale irregularities (%1 km -
several kilometers to tens of meters. .1 km) co-existed with 3 m irregular-
These authors have indicated that a ities. The above fact did not, how-
sharper roll-off of the irregularity ever, hold in all cases. It was found
power spectrum at irregularity scale that scintillation measurements
lengths of several meters due to finite detected larger number of irregularity
ion gyro-radius can explain the patches than did the radar. In Figure
observations. 3, we illustrate the radar maps, in

schematic form, and results of scintil-

Figure 2 shows the radar and lation measurements performed at Ancon

scintillation measurements performed and Huancayo, on seven nights in
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October, 1976. It may be noted that the under temporal control on March 20,
irregularity patches detected in scin- 1977. It is to be noted that panels
tillation experiments were more prepon- 2-5 of Figure 5 exhibit two discrete
derant than 3 m plume structures, irregularity structures to which we
Based on the October measurements, a shall have occasion to discuss again.
definite conclusion regarding the above Figures 6 and 7 represent the results
fact could not be made because, except of simultaneous radar observations at
for October 29, 1976, the radar and Jicamarca and scintillation measure-
scintillation experiments were probing ments at Ancon with the GOES-l satellite
different ionospheric volumes with a which, as mentioned earlier, refer to
minimum separation of 350 km. The approximately a common ionospheric
problem of co-existence of large and volume. From Figure 6 we find that
small scale irregularities can only be during the early evening hours, the
investigated if the measurements refer onset of scintillations occurred
to a common volume, precisely when a plume evolved in the

radar map. However, later (after
During March, 1977, scintillation 2045 LT) when the radar backscatter

measurements with a host of geostation- became weak, the scintillations main-
ary satellites were so organized that tained a high level. This indicates
ionospheric locations to the west, the that the relative spectral powers of
east and in close proximity to the large scale and meter scale irregular-
volume illuminated by the radar back- ities varied considerably during a two
scatter observations could be probed. hour period (20 LT - 22 LT). In
As in October, the ground stations at Figure 7 we show that the scintillation
Ancon and Huancayo performed scintil- experiment detected another irregularity
lation measurements. The geostationary structure on this night between 23 LT -
satellites LES-8 (abbreviated as L-8), 01 LT (bottom panel) but virtually no
ATS-3 (A-3), GOES-l (G), LES-9 (L-9) radar backscatter was detected during
and MARISAT were used. The 400 km sub- this time (top panel). Referring to
ionospheric positions of all these Figure 5, it may be noted that this
measurements are shown in Figure 4, second irregularity structure having
each location being specified by the negligible spectral power at 3 m was
station name (A for Ancon, H for detected in panels 2 through 5, cor-
Huancayo) followed by the abbreviated responding to the longitude interval
name of the satellite. Owing to finite of 78

0
W - 74*W. The reason for the

orbital inclination, some of these vary absence of any signature of this event
considerably with time. The ground in panel I (79*W position) may be due
stations have been indicated by dotted to the evolution of the irregularity
circles. It may be noted that scintil- to the east of 79OW location. The
lation measurements performed at Ancon significant fact regarding the second
with the GOES-1 satellite probed an irregularity structure evolving an
ionospheric location which was only hour before midnight is a cut-off in
20 km to the east of the magnetic field the irregularity power spectrum at
line passing through the radar meter wavelengths. By performing
illuminated volume, power spectral analysis of amplitude

scintillations recorded in the post

We shall illustrate only one sunset and near midnight period, we
night's observation (March 20, 1977) to find no difference in the spectral
indicate the nature of co-existence of form over the frequency interval of
small and large scale irregularities. 0.2 - 2 Hz. The spaced receiver scin-
Figure 5 shows the results of all scin- tillation measurements made on this
tillation measurements on this night, night at Ancon with LES-9 indicated
the panels from top to bottom beink that the eastward drift speed was about
arranged in the order of increasing 75 m/sec at 1900 LT which increased
east longitude. The exact subiono- to about 125 m/sec around 2300 LT.
spheric locations corresponding to Considering an approximate drift speed
these different panels can be obtained of 100 m/sec, the frequency interval of
from Figure 4. It is found that the 0.2 - 2 Hz may be translated to
onset of scintillations on this night irregularity scale lengths of 2 km -
occurred between 00 UT - 01 UT. When 200 m. Thus the irregularity power
referred to the local time of these spectrum between the scale lengths 2 km
various subionospheric locations, the - 200 m remained unaltered between the
onset seems to have occurred within post sunset and near midnight periods
4 minutes of 19h 40m LT. Thus unlike although their associations with 3 m
the results of October 16-17, 1976, irregularities was markedly different.
when the irregularities evolved first
in the west and were localized spa-
tially, the irregularities seem to be
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CONCLUSIONS Basu, Santimay and J. Aarons, Equatorial

irregularity campaigns: Part 1.
We have shown that on certain Correlated scintillation and radar

nights the equatorial irregularities backscatter measurements in
are generated in particular spatial October, 1976, Air Force Geophysics
locations. On other nights, the it- Laboratory Scientific Report, 1977
regularity generation is predominantly (in press).
controlled by local time. The
measurements of October, 1976 and March, Booker, H.G., and H.W. Wells, Scattering
1977 indicate that between 1900 - 0100 of radio waves by the F-region of
LT the irregularity patches drift east- the ionosphere, J. Terres. Magn.,
wards at speeds ranging from 85 - 140 43, 249-256, 1938.
m/sec. By tracking the irregularity
patches with multisatellite scintil- Dyson, P.L., J.P. McClure, W.B. Hanson,
lation measurements, it is found that In-situ measurements of the spec-
the patches have typical lifetimes of tral characteristics of F-region
several hours. Thus the temporal ionospheric irregularities, J.
variation of scintillations recorded at Geophys. Res., 79, 1495-1502, 1974.
an equatorial station, is dictated by
spatial or temporal localization of Farley, D.T., B.B. Balsley, R.F.
irregularity generation, subsequent Woodman, and J.P. McClure,
drift and lifetime of irregularity Equatorial spread-F: Implications
patches. of VHF radar observations,

J. Geophys. Res., 75, 7199-7216.
The equatorial irregularities that 1970.

evolve in the post-sunset period are
found to have a wide scale length Haerendel, G., Theory of equatorial
range between several kilometers to a spread-F, Preprint, Max-Planck-
few meters. Such a scale length range Institut fUr Physik und Astro-
can give rise to both scintillations physik, Garching, West Germany,
and radar backscatter. The irregularity 1974.
structures that arise around midnight
are found to have little spectral Hanson, W.B. and S. Sanatani, Large
powers at meter scale lengths. Such Ni gradients below the equatorial
irregularity structures give rise to F-peak, J. Geophys. Res., 78,
scintillation but no radar backscatter. 1167-1173, 1973.
For both these types, the irregularity
power spectrum between a few kilometers Hudson, M.K., and C.F. Kennel, Linear
to several hundred meters remain theory of equatorial spread-F,
unaltered. Thus the major difference J. Geophys. Res., 80, 4581-4590,
between these two types of irregularity 1975.
power spectrum lies at scale lengths
of tens of meters. McClure, J.P., W.B. Hanson, and J.H.

Hoffman, Plasma bubbles and
irregularities in the equatorial
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ABSTRACT 250 1z signals from the LES-9 satellite

exhibit 6-1l dB scintillatins luring passage
During equatorial scintillation studies of the disturbance through the ray path. Geo-

carried out in March 1977 a new all-sky spectro- metrical considerations suggest that irregulari-
photometric imaging system and an ionospheric ties between 275 and 800 kin, collocated with the
sounder, both onboard a USAF research aircraft airgow depletion, are responsible for the ob-
and the Jicamarca Backscatter Radar were oper- served scintillations.
ated to monitor the development, structure and
motion of F region irregularities leading to A troughlike b~ttomside electron density
scintillations on satellite signals. The imag- depletion, extending fcr more than 1203 km in
ing system provided all-sky pictures of the N/S direction with an F/W width varyin" between
6300 ? I airglow emission, whish results from 100 and 200 km and with a base height of the F-
dissociative recombination of 02 in the Fregion layer around 3C- kin, collocated and moving with
This technique provided minute by minute images the 6 00 depletion, explains both the obIserved
of the large scale structure of the bottomside 6300 airglow structure and the sounder obser-
F-layer. Initial observations show the exis- vations. The backscatter and scintillation
tence of north-south aligned regions of airglow measurements indicate the simultaneous presence
depletion. These bands often extend more than of F-region irregularities of scale sizes rang-
1200 km in the north-south direction and from a in from 3 m to several km. We suggest that the
few km to several hundred km in the east-west- at times rapidly rising and at times stationary
direction. They drift eastward at -100 m sec . strong electron density biteouts (plasma bubb.es)
Their presence is detected by the ionospheric observed by satellites in the equatorial iono-
s.under as oblique echoes or spread F and they sphere are the topside signature of disturbances
correlate with scintillation events, such as the one we describe.

An isolated airglow depletion band was ob- INTRODIUCTION
served during aflight on 17 March 1977 and is
described here in detail. The depletion drifted An intensive experimental campaign was con-
east at 92 m sec-I and was observed for three ducted in March 197 in Peru to investigate the
hours during which time it moved from the development, dynamic behavior and lifetime of
western to the eastern observational horizon, equatorial nighttime F-layer irregularities and
The ionospheric sounder showed strong electron to determine their relation to scintillaticns
density gradients associated with the eastern observed on trans-ionospherically propagated rf-
and western edges of the airplow depletion. signals. Participating in this campaign were
Substantial raising of the bottom height of the two USAF research aircraft conducting communica-
F-layer and strong spread F characteristics tion and environmental studies, Air Force Co,-
were associated with the passage of the deple- physics lab )rat-,ry (AFI) ground statinis for
tion over the aircraft. The Jicamarca Back- satellite reception and the large VHF radar at
scatter radar observed a patch of irregularities Jicamarca.
in the 175 to 700 km height range, drifting
eartward over the radar, in gond correlation Out of a total of seven fliqhts, we have
with the passage of the airglow depletion. selected one, flown on 17 March 1977, during
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which an intense isolated scintillation event on the satellite-to-aircraft path were the re-
was observed on a 250 MHz signal transmitted sult of the formation or arrival of F-layer
from the LES 9 satellite. This event permitted irregularities belonging to the same event, at
the detailed correlation of various airborne the Jicamarca meridian.
and ground based geophysical and propagation
measurements for a unique description of the F- The aircraft carried satellite beacon radio
layer irregularities responsible for the observ- receivers, vertically looking spectrometers and
ed scintillations. From these investigations a new all-sky spectrophotometric imaging system
we obtained both a three-dimensional model of (Mende and Eather, 1976; Weber et al., 1977).
the irregularity region and a description of The ionospheric sounder used for these studies
its temporal behavior. Our results are repre- was a modified Granger 3905-I sounder (Gowell
sentative of other strong equatorial scintil- and Whidden, 1968), recording three ionograms
lation events. every five minutes. The satellite receive sys-

tem consisted of a Dorne-Margolin VHF/UHF wide

EXPERIMENTS band circularly polarized antenna, a Spectrum
International preamplifier converter and a modi-

Figure 1 shows the flight track flown on fied Collins R-390 HF receiver used as an IF
17 March 1977. The objective was to have the amplifier. The AGC was recorded on a strip
ray path from the LES 9 satellite to the AFGL chart recorder and magnetic tape, as a measure
Airborne Ionospheric Observatory intersect the of field strength with a post-detection band-
Jicamarca magnetic meridian at a height of 400 width of 20 Hz. For the purpose of this study,
km. During the flight the LES 9 satellite, the scintillation index, SI,in dB (Whitney et
stationed nominally at 40°W, moved from 17 °0'N al., 1969) was determined by measuring the dB
at 00:40 UT to 14

0
55'S at 06:10 UT (subsatellite difference between the third peak down from the

points) and the elevation/azimuth angles to the maximum and the third fade up from the minimum
satellite changed from 29 /520 East of North to in each 2 minute time interval.
51

0
/101OBast of North respectively. The inter-

section of the satellite-to-aircraft ray path Significant airborne measurements were made
with the Jicamarca magnetic meridional plane with the all-sky photometer, a new spectrophoto-
was at all times within 250 km of the ground metric imaging system added to the instrumenta-
station. Considering the field alignment of F- tion of the Airborne Ionospheric Observatory.
layer irregularities, it was assumed that the The instrument is a wide field of view (155 ),
occurrence of backscatter over Jicamarca and narrow spectral bandwidth TV system designed to
the simultaneous observation of scintillations operate in a time exposure mode. All-sky images

of the equatorial airglow were made through

6300 a and 5577 narrow band (30 R) inter-
* ference filters, using alternate 2.5 sec expo-

sures to produce an image at each wavelength

MAGNETIC every 30 seconds. The resulting TV frames were
0558 UT MERIDIAN then recorded on video tape and by photographing

a TV monitor. An example of an all-sky ]hoto-
0433 Imeter 6300 image is shown in the left half of

0 LES 9 Figure 2. The grid lines are magnetic meridians
Sin 10 increients, assuming a 250 km emission

0303 I height. The 6300 R airglow emission originates
in the F-region primarily as a result of dissoc-

_iANCON iative recombination of molecular ionized oxygen
0132 *JICAMARCA m  This emission feature is a sensitive indicator

LIM HUAi.AYO LES9 of F-region height and electron density changes;
/ I. decreased intensity is associated with regions

/ I. of low density or increased height of F-layer
/ I ionization. The bright airglow filling the por-

/PE tion of the sky from overhead to the western
horizon and a second bright region extending

from 20 east of the aircraft to the eastern hor-
z /iron are indicative of substantial F-layer ioni-

/ I ' // "  zation below 300 km. The dark field aligned

0343 band or airglow depletion between these two
/ . bright regions is a phenomenon which was routine-

I11 SOUrH ly observed during these equatorial flights and

0040 PACIFIC is the result of decreased ionization below 300
km. The ground projection on the right side of
Figure 2 gives an indication of the size of the

Figure 1. Flight track of 17 March 1977. Arrows field of view, and the dimensions of this air-
labelled LES 9 are ground projections of ray glow depletion.
paths to the satellite at the beginning and at
the end of the measurements. Care must be exercised in the interpreta-

tion of features near the edge of the field of
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ALL SKY PHOTOMETER IMAGE GROUND PROJE TION

N PE'RU _

E W

20" -

0400 UT 17 MARCH 1977 1 1 1 0

Figure 2. Example of an All-Sky Photometer Image and Its Ground Projection Assuming a 250 km
Emission Height. The superimposed grid indicates the projection of corrected geomagnetic
longitudes, at one degree intervals.

view. The van Rhijn effect and vignetting act irregularities are sometimes but not always ob-
in opposition, but vingetting exceeds van Rhijn served in conjunction with the larger ones. Com-
enhancement at the edges, often resulting in a parison of the radar maps with scintillation and
per-eptable dark band around the image for the airglow data will permit us to further elucidate
weak airglow features under consideration. The the relation of the larger and smaller-scale
narrow north-south striations about o to the irregularities.
west of zenith are the ionosonde antennas which
stretch %bove the all-sky lens. OBSERVATIONS ON 17 MARCH 1977

The Jica:narca 50 MHz radar has been used All-Sky Photometer
for the study of equatorial irregularities for
several years. The observed "plumes" resulting Figure 3 presents a series of 6300 images
from backscatter due to 3 meter irregularities (photographs of the tape recorded video frames)
have been described in detail and tentatively obtained during the flight on 17 March 197', at
modelled elsewhere (Woodman and La Hoz, 1976). 15 minute intervals between 0100 and 0545 UT.
These plumes are thought to result from the de- For the discussions in this paper, only the
velopment and upward propagation of lowelectron 6300 images were considered. All images have
density bubbles in the equatorial F-region. been reoriented with magnetic north to the top
During these experiments the Jicamarca radarwas as shown in Figure 1.
operated to rec r] the development and structure
of the irregularities for subsequent correlation The images between 0100 UT and 0200 [T show
with the airborne and gr,,und based data obser- a low-level, unstructured glow with some enhanoe-
vatins. ment towards the South, probably enhanced emis-

sion from the maximum of the Appleton antomaly.
As discussed by Bau et al. (1977), VHF The Milky Way is visible in the 0100-0145 UTl

scintillatinns are the result of F-region irreg- images as a slight enhancement aligned in the
ularities with scale sizes -n the order of I km, southeast-northwest direction. The 0215 IT
while the radar measures I rreri gurit i-, ,t' i m image shows a prominent depletion in the 6100 X
scale size. Based on other measurements and airglow in the form of & dark hand which extends
theoretical calculations, Rasu et al. (and ref- from south tO north along much of the western
erences therein) established that the smaller horizn. The formation of this dark band can
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be seen as early as 0200 UT. Within the next lonosonde Measurements
2.5 hours, this band travels across the sky,
leaving the instrumental field of view on the Figure 5 presents results of the iono-
eastern horizon by approximately 0445 UT. Gen- spheric soundings conducted simultaneously
erally the images show that the eastern or lead- board the aircraft. The virtual height of the
ing edge of the airglow depletion is closely observed F layer and the virtual range of
aligned in the magnetic North/South direction, oblique F-layer echoes are shown as a function
(best seen in the 0330 UT image). The leading of time. The oblique echoes are first observed
edge displays a sharp intensity gradient in the at a virtual range of 800 km at 0157 UT, almost
east-west direction while the western edge of coincident with the initial observation of the
the depletion region shows a somewhat more airglow depletion on the western horizon. These
gradual, structured transition to the adjacent oblique returns decrease in range, consistent
bright airglow region. The width of the deple- with the approach of a reflecting or scattering
tion when directly overhead at 0330 UT isapprox- region, and merge with the overhead F-layer by
imately 150-200 km. In the north-south direc- 0317 UT.
tion, these regions extend across the entire
field of view to include a horizontal distance
of more th L 1200 kin, assuming a 250 km emission
height. 6 EAST EDGE

V= 87 /s '

Unstructured airglow covers (most of) the t ",
observable sky until 0515 UT and then rapidly a WEST EDGE
falls in intensity, leaving only minor enhance- 

S V92m/

ments t, wards the soutLern and western horizons. 0 10-
0

Drifts 0 12

DIFFUSE
The Corrected Geomagnetic (C.G.) longitudes

of the eastern and western edges of the airglow 14
depletion, measured on an east-west great circle - I7MARCH 977
through the aircraft zenith, are shown in Figure 6
4. The depletion drifted eastward with a rela- I I I I I L I I I I I I I
tively constant velocity of approximately 92 m/ 0300 0400 0500 UT
sec, while maintaining on almost constant est-
west size of approximately 165 km. Eastward Figure 4. The Corrected Geomagnetic Longitudes
drifts from 50 to 100 m/sec were observed for of the Eastern and Western Edges of the Airglow
similar depletions on other evenings. Depletion Shown in Figure 3.

700 I' km ..

S \OBLIQUE RETURNS

600-

VIRTUAL HEIGHTS/ RANGES
OBSERVED DURING PASSAGE

500 OF 6300 A DEPLETION.

17 MARCH 1977

400"

300"
Uu

0200 030 0400 IT . 0500

Figure 5. Virtual Heights/Ranges of Ionosonde Returns Observed DIring
Passage of 6300 Depletion. The shaded areas represent range spread
on backscatter returns or overhead spread F conditions.
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RANGE CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH PASSAGE OF Ne DEPLETION

MODEL

kni
600

500 bo. ,42

b

400- V. 92 M "C"

300

200 240 km 220 km

100 

220km

0200 0220 0240 0300 0320 0340 0400 0420 UT

Figure 6. Model of an eastward drifting, bottomside Ne depletion or
corrugation based on observed ionosonde and airglow parameters. The
measured ranges of oblique returns and the virtual height of the over-
head F-region are compared with range/height changes expected from
the passage of the model bottomside structure over the ionosonde.

By 0335 UT oblique echoes are seen to sep- aircraft located to the east of the structure,
arate from the lowest F-region trace and to in- returns are received vertically and via ray
crease in range to about 350 km by 035h UT. path b ; after passage of the structure to the
After this time they are obscured by other re- east oi the arcraft, returns are received
turns and cannot be further identified. Even vettically and ia ray path b2 . As mentioned
though the omnidirectional sounder antenna does above the width of the structure has been taken
not permit determination of the angle of arrival as 165 km and the velocity as 92 m sec

-1
. The

of the oblique echoes, the coinciding time his- time of passage of the eastern edge through the
tories of the airglow depletion movement and the aircraft zenith was determined as 0308 UT. The
backscatter range change suggest that the sound- virtual heights of the F-layer before and after
er observes the motion of ionospheric scattering the passage of the depletion were taken from
regions associated with the motion of the de- Figure 3 as 240 km and 220 km respectively.
pletion. To verify the identity of airglow de- Figure 6 shows the results of the model compu-
pletin edges and backscatter regions, the loca- tations with the relevant sections of the h'
tion of the backscattering irregularities was plot from Figure 3 superimposed.
superimposed on the all-sky images. Assuming a
height of 250 km for the scattering region, The fit is generally good, but additional
ranges of the approaching backscatter front strong returns associated with the trailing
were converted to ground distances. The esti- edge of the depletion at ranges larger than
mated locations of these approaching scattering derived from the simple model, and approaching
regions are shown as white dots in the respec- at a greater speed suggest a more complex
tive airglow images in Figure 3, to the west of structure of the trailing edge than assumed for
zenith. Ground ranges derived from the re- the model. Examination of the 16 mm all-sky
ceding backscatter branch, observed after the photometer photographic record, having 30 sec-
overhead passage of the leading edge of the de- ond time resolution, reveals diffuse structure
pletion, were entered as black dots to the east having turbulent motion at the western edge of
of the zenith of the respective images. As the depletion, in contrast to the smooth and
Figure 3 shows, best seen in the 0245 to 0315 stable features observed at the eastern edge.
UT images, the approaching backscatter is track- The east-west asymmetry is also visible in
ing the trailing (western) edge of the depletion, Figure 3. The 0300 UT image shows diffuse and
while the leading (eastern) edge is tracked by patchy structure at the trailing edge compared
the receding echoes observed after 0330 UT. to the well defined leading edge. Tn-situ

satellite observations of presumably similar
A model of an ionization depletion in the depletion regions (McClure et al., 1977) show

bottomside of the ionosphere, shown in the similar variations in the structure of the
upper right of Figire 6, produces a sequence of edges of the depletions. The structural dif-
approaching and receding echo traces (branch ferences may be responsible for the differences
b, nd b2 ) as well as a variation in h'F, which in the jonosonde backscatter associated with
c osely resemble the observations. With the the leading and trailing edge.
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S15- S INDE
SCINTILLATION INDEX

-10

5

0400 0500 UT 0600

600 km IRREGULARITIES VOLUME
ISOLATED 630O-DEPLETION /

I?7 MARCH 
7?

400 d.165 km, v -92mec

h.275 k M

200- 12 8~'00 Itm h

I -d

0 0553 0400 UT

Figure 7. Isolated Scintillation Event Observed on 17 March 1977 and
Estimated Irregularities Volume Cross-Section.

After the approaching trace merged with during the time when the previously described
the overhead trace, strong unstructured spread depletion moved through the LES 9 ray path.
F developed, and persisted for the period of The eastward drift in effect moved the ray
passage of the Oepletion. Throughout the path from lower to higher altitudes through the

evening, the F-layer had come down, from region. The scintillations observed during
initially 275 km (0000 UT) to 230 km (0300 UT) this last event are shown in the upper left of
just prior to the overhead arrival of the Figure 7. The scintillations start with SI
leading edge of the depletion. The layer showing a strong 14 dB peak; after that they
rapidly moved upwards by 35 kin, reaching a max- fluctuate for about one hour between 5 and 10
imum virtual height (h') of 265 km by 0319 UT, dB and decay towards the end to weak 2 dB scin-
the time of strongest spread F. After this, tillations.
the layer again rapidly m ,,d down to 215 Km
(0332 UT) and fluctuated around this level for If we assume, that the irregularities re-
the remainder of the observations. sponsible for the observed scintillations reside

in a volume coincident with and extending ver-
Determination of foF2 between 0100 and tically above the airglow depletion shown by

0500 UT is somewhat uncertain because of spread the all-sky photometer, we can determine a min-
conditions and high nighttime HF noise levels. imum and a maximum height for the volume con-
Sporadic ionograms from this time interval show- taining the irregularities. Using the width_?f
ing clear traces indicate that foF2 fluctuated 165 km and the eastward velocity of 92 m sec
between 8.5 and 9.5 MHz. After 0500 UT the determined from the all-sky photometer measure-
spread and noise conditions improved and a ments, the minimum height can be estimated as
clear decrease of the foF2 from 9.2 MHz (0503 275 km and the maximum height as 800 km. The
UT) to 8.0 MHz (0523 UT) and finally to 5.81MHz geometry of the ray paths at the start and the
(0549 UT) is observed, which follows the de- end of the isolated scintillation event and
crease of the overall brightness of the 0500 the cross-section of the volume defined by these
UT to 0545 UT all-sky photometer images. Since rays and the depletion is shown In the lower
h'F does not change appreciably (from 212 km at right of Figure 7. It has to be pointed out,
0503 to 226 km at 0549 UT) this change in air- however, that neither the all-sky photometer
glow level is directly attributable to the Ne nor the sounder measurements allow any infer-
decay. ence about the ionospheric structure above

300 km.
Scintillations

Jicamarca Backscatter Measurements
Three clearly separated scintillation

events were observed in the aircraft during The 50 MHz backscatter measurements (Fig-
this flight lasting from 0104 UT to 0242 UT, ure 8) show the time history of the develop-
from 0215 UT to 0317 UT and the last one from ment or drift of 3 m irregularities above
0400 UT to 0553 UT. Here we are concerned Jicamarca. The picture can be understood
only with the last event, since it occurred either as the time history of an eastward
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drifting irregularity regionl oboervel frm a scn thj- reati n w ,t-een '.- air,. w
fixec location or, assuming a riid i, n L Nsphere, del! eti an.At t:ne 'l rxir.Ft- v 1 ,, ir r
as an east-west cross-seeti.n ,f such a rewi,,t rie re iti i A t.t.- :.

han an, the , bserve'l taksratter tr. ,tter,
Some irregularities are seen it, the l.-wer the v 1ume cress-sect r: show7. in -. re "' -;

F-region from the beginning of the ,bservti nt~s sul'erimp Ee,l in ha 1 ed i nes r: th,- barksatter
until 0 00 17. Starting at 035( IT:' the first p.wer map (Figure M). Usin. spee f - r.
echoes from an extended region of irre-ularities sec

-
1 the arrival tie )f tie air., w epl ti .

are observed at 500 to 600 km height. This dis- at the licamarca aeriatr, was estiratei t be
turbance eventually involves the whole F-regikn 0- -1. At a vel 'City C m/sec the (,5 kr.
between 175 and 670 km. lrrekularities in the wiAe airg-.w depleti- - rassed .ver Jicamarca ir

F-region below 500 km disappear between 0430 IT' exactly 2r note: h Tis Jeteorr.]nec: ti, h -ri -
(500 km leve. ) and 0150 UT (200 km level), while zttal extent f the v,' ume cr s-i,:ieat .sn
some very weak irregularities above 500 km are Figure 8. As the figure sh ws, t:,e esti.ated
observed until 0535 U"'. The relatively uniform volume is in genera. agreement witi, the bserv-
diffuse background appearing at the first digital ed lackscatter ci(ud, -here is a discrepancy
level (0 to 6 dB above threshold) was caused by between the shape )f the simple rectarnge base'
a computer tialfunction, and does n, t indicate "n the local ai rglw and sc i til lati-,n , Iserva-
the existence of a diffuse backg-ound of weak ti ns and the envelope ,f the i-m irreu. arlt 105
irregularities. sh,wn in the fig-ure. This may be indisati.e

HEIGHT
(kin)
800-

700 -
dB

48 11
600- 42 11

36 11
30m500 - 241 i

18 I
12 I

400- 6 ~ I

300 -PI

200

100-

0300 0400 0500 UT

17 MARCH 1977

Figure 8. Range time-intensity map of isolated F-region disturbance passing over the ticamarca
radar. The dashed lines represent the irregularity volume determined from airglow
and scintillation measurements. P1 and P; denote the trans-on spherir ray path,
through the disturbed regin at the beginning and end of the asso(iated scintiliation
event.
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1) changes with altitude of the eastward drift J.B. Waaramaa and J. W.F. Lloyd, logistics sup-
of the ionosphere and/or 2) changes with time port by R. Carnevale, and airborne support from
and altitude of the upward and relative west- the 4950th Test Wing, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
ward drift velocity of plasma depletion regions
(plasma bubbles) with respect to the background This research was supported, in part, by
ionosphere, as discussed by McClure et al. (1977). the Air Force Laboratory Independent Research
Airglow observations, made near the intersec- Fund of the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Air
tion with the 250 km altitude surface, of these Force Systems Command.
middle and upper F-region geomagnetic field
lines which cross over Jicamarca, would be use- REFERENCES
ful for comparison with the detailed shape of
the region of echoes above Jicamarca. Basu, S., J. Aarons, J.P. McClure, C. LaHoz,

A. Bushby and R.F. Woodman, Preliminary

In Figure 8 we have also shown the positicn Comparison of VHF Radar Maps of F-region
of the ray path from the aircraft to the LES 9 Irregularities with Scintillations in the
satellite at two selected Universal Times. Pl Equatorial Region, to appear in J. Atmos.
is the ray path at 0400 UT, the start, and P2 Terr. Phys., Sept. 1977.
the ray path at 0553 UT, the end of scintilla-
tion event. The figure now shows that the Gowell, R.W. and R.W. Whidden, Ionospheric
crossing of 3m irregularities into the ray path Sounders in Aircraft, AFCRL-68-0369,
at heights between 175 and 275 km coincides with Instrumentation Papers, No. 144, 1968.
the onset of the scintillations. The strong
l db scintillation event coincides approximate- McClure, J.P., W.B. Hanson and J.H. Hoffman,
ly with the movement of intense irregularities Plasma Bubbles and Irregularities in the
in the 300-400 km height range into the ray Equatorial Ionosphere, J. Geophys. Res.,
path. And finally, the weak scintillations ob- 82, 2650, 1977.
served after 0520 UT (see Figure 6) appear to
result from the trailing irregularities associ- Mende, S.B. and N.H. Eather, Monochromatic All
ated with the weak backscatter seen for about Sky Observations and Auroral Precipitation
one hour at heights between 500 and 600 km, Patterns, J. Geophys. Res., 81, 3771, 1976.
after the major cloud has passed.

Weber, E.J., J. Buchau, R.H. Eather and S.B.
CONCLUSIONS Mende, North/South Aligned Equatorial Air-

glow Depletions, J. Geophys. Res., (in

A new technique of monochromatic, all-sky press) 1977.
imaging used onboard an aircraft has revealed
the existence of magnetically North-South aligned Whitney, H.E., C. Malkk and J. Aarons, A Proposed
regions of airglow depletions with E/W dimen- Index for Measuring Ionospheric Scintilla-
sions of 50 to 200 km and a North/South extent tions, Planet. Space Sci., 17, 1069, 1969.
larger than the 1200 km field of view of the
all-sky photometer. Woodman, R.F. and C. LaHoz, Radar Observations

of F Region Equatorial Irregularities, J.
Airglow images, ionosonde and 50 MHz back- Geophys. Res., 81, 5b7, 1976.

scatter data have been analyzed to describe the
airglow depletion and its relation to the F-
region plumes observed at Jicamarca, using a
well defined airglow depletion observed on
17 March 1977.

It is concluded that the airglow deple-
tions, the oblique echo/range variations and
h'F changes seen by the ionosonde and the 50 MHz
backscatter plumes, can all be understood as
different aspects of the same phenomenon, a
volume of reduced electron density, containing
meter to kilometer size irregularities, extend-
ing from the lower to the upper F-region causing
scintillations on ray paths transiting this
volume.
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ABSTRACT simulation output of Scannapieco and Ossakow

The nonlinear evolution of the [1976]. Significant S4 indices (as a

collisional Rayleigh-Taylor instability in function of time) resulted from these

the nighttime equatorial F region ionosphere calculations.

has been investigated by using a two-dimen- These previous studies show the
sional (perpendicular to the magnetic field) importance of being able to predict the
numerical simulation. The peak of the F nighttime equatorial Spread F/scintillation
region is taken to be at 430 km. Irregu- environment. It is well known that this
larities (plasma density depletions) produced environment has deleterious effects on C

3

by the instability on the bottomside grow and systems. In the present paper we extend our
nonlinearly bubble through to the topside previous studies [Scannapieco and Ossakow,
with vertical rise speeds % 160 m/sec and 1976] by raising the altitude of the F region
85% depletions. The one-dimensional peak to 430 km [Kelley et al., 1976] and find
(altitude) power spectral density for the important new simulation results (compared
irregularities is -k-

2
.
3
, with our previous ones) associated with

bubble information.
I. INTRODUCTION

II. THEORY AND NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS
Equatorial Spread F is now generally

believed to be initiated by the collisional We now wish to present the two dimen-
Rayleigh-Taylor instability occuring in the sional set of equations which will be used
evening bottomside equatorial F region to describe the nonlinear evolution of the
[_alsley et al., 1972; Haerendel, 1974; collisional Rayleigh-Taylor instability for
Scannapieco and Ossakow, 19761. Much of the equatorial nighttime F region conditions. The
recent experimental evidence supports this ambient geomagnetic field, B, is taken to be
postulate [Kelley et al., 1976; Woodman and constant and in the z direction, the y axis
LaHoz, 1976; McClure et al., 1977]. Asso- is vertically upward (gravity is in the
ciated with the generation of this instability negative y direction), and the x-axis points
on the bottomside is the formation of rising westward. The plasma two-fluid equations
plasma density depletions (or bubbles), describing the system are
These bubbles have been observed experi-
mentally [Kelley et al., 1976; Woodman and an
LaHoz, 1976; McClure et al., 1977] and by a- + V.(nV) -v (n -no)
numerical simulation studies [Scannapieco and n- R a no

Ossakow, 1976]. McClure et al. [1977] have - S E 1
observed the vertical rise speed of these Ye B E (2)
bubbles to range from several meters/sec (and -BI (2)

even zero) to several hundred meters/sec.
Costa and Kelley [1976] have attempted to show V (k_+ E). ^ + (A + S E) Vin (3)

-B _B-that these bubbles or plasma density deple- i "
tions have properties that could cause intense
VHF scintillations as well as scintillations
in the gigahertz range. McDonald et al. 11976] V.1 0 , I e(ntH i - n Ve ) (4)

have performed scintillation calculations 6sing
a parabolic equation solver) for 1 meter where the subscript a denotes species (e is

(300 M Hz) waves vopagating through the actual electron, i is ion), n is density; V is

bubble regions provided by the numerical velocity; vR is recombination rate
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(%o is the equilibrium value such that in 1976], here the entire Lottomside is linearly
equilibrium the right hand side of (1) is unstable. That is, between 332 km ano 432 km
zero); E the electric field; g is gravity, e the recombination term in eqa. (7) does not
is electronic charge; yin is ion-neutral balance the gradient term (in this rane yR
collision frequency; c is speed of light.; and goes from 1.3 x 10

-4 
to 6.4 x lO-

6
sec-

l 
while

Qi - eB/mic is the ion gyrofrequency. Eqns. the growth rate goes from 2.5 x 10-3 to
(2) and (3) are derived from the electran and 1.0 x l0-dsec-

1
; note exactly at the F peak

ion momentum equations. In particular, for ano/y - 0 and there is damping, i.e.,
the Ions we have neglected inertial effects Y - -vR).
(M/at + Vi.V terms) and taken Vin/Oi '<1 in
the momentum equation and this result3 in
eqn. (3). The temperature and neutrel wind
have been set to zero. The recombination
rate, vR, represents the rate limitIng
charge exchange, 0+ + 02 + 02+ + 0, and ion- N, I 0 CM
molecule reaction, 0+ + N2  NO+ + N, rates , o , r
[McFarland. et al., 1973].

300 5E \

Taking eqns. (1) - (4), assuming
ne - ni - n, and setting K - -Vt, we obtain N

412

an - (V0lx;)-Vn- -vR(n-n (5)
SB \

V (VinnV4 I) 1 ( x z).Vn (6) 4 2

where # - 40 + 1 V o - mig/e and we have - i
neglected any other ambient iero order
electric fields. Eqns. (5) and (6) are the
basic two dimensional (x,y; V refers to these 042 -

directions) set which we will solve numer-
ically. In our simulations no, Vj , and vR / "
have realistic altitude (y) dependences. /

Linear perturbation theory [ nm
exp (ikx + yt), n - no + 6n) applied to *q 0 2' 0 0 4
eqns. (5) and (6) yields IKMI

y . _ 1 - Vnn  -'R  (7)

Vin no Figure (1). Contour plot of 6n/n o at
t - 300 sec. The plus and minus signs

This exhibits positive values (growth) on Indicate enhancement and depletions over
the bottomside of the F region peak and ambient electron number density. The large
negative values (damping) on the topside, dashed curve represents a plot of ambient

election ninuber density (values on upper
The numerical simulation was performed horizontal axis), no, as a function of

over a two-dimensional mesh corresponding to altitude. The vertical axis (y) represents
an altitude (y) range between 332 km and altitude, the lower horizontal axis (x)
532 km and an East-West (x) extent of 8 km East-West range, and the ambient magnetic
(see Fig. 1). te mesh was such that there field is out of the figure (z). The contour
were 102 points in the y direction and 42 in level in this figure is -16% and +19%.
the x direction with periodic boundary
conditions (note: this corresponds to Figures 1-4 exhibit isodensity contour
AY - 21w' and Ax - 200 meters). The back- plots of On/no at t - 300,700, 1000 and
ground (zero order) ionospheric electron 1400 secs and each is overlayed with a plot
density, no, employed is depicted in Fig. 1 of no (dashed curve) as a function of
(The F peak is at 434 km). Superimposed on altitude. Figure 1 exhibits the early phase
this at t-0 was an initial cosinelike of growth of the collisional Rayleigh-Taylor
perturbation, 6n/n o - 5% in the x direction instability and shows the formation of plasma
with a wavelength - 3 km with a maximum in enhancement (+) and depletions (-). The
the center of the x direction. For the no depletion contour represents a 16% depletion;
used in the simulation the shortest bottom- whereas, the enhancement contour represents
side density gradient scale lengths, a 19% enhancement (note: Here and in
L - no (ano/Dy)-i, are 

~ 
10 km. The largest subsequent figures the contour plotting

linear growth rate, y - 6.07 x 10-
3
sec

-1 
and is such that the first (outer) depletion

occurs at an altitude of 378 km (at this contour n/no is 2-1/4 and each subsequent
altitude vR - 3.2 x 10-

5
sec-l). Unlike our one is 2-1/2 times the previous one. Then

previous simulation [Scannapieco and Ossakow, nne subtracts 1.0 to find 6n/n0 . For the

12 1
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depletion inside the innermost contour of
-85.2%. The enhancement contours range from

19% to 572% w!th a maximum of 674% inside the

innermost contour.

N, X 10 SCM I

sit . . .

700 SEC
N

N

fit N N, X to 5[H

N, 00 -- ------- - r y r . .. 1 -- -

,,1]400 Sf

0 22

/ ' -2 / A '4 - -

Figure (2). Same as figure I except t - 700
sec. The depletion contours in the central -
region range from -16% (outermost) to -79% M4 o
(innermost) with a maximum of -84% within the II
bubble. The enhancement contours range from
19% (outermost) to 138% (innermost) with a

maximum of 187% inside the innermost contour. Figure (4). Same as figure 1 except
t - 1400 sec, The central depletion contours
(bubble) now range from -16% to -58% with a
maximum inside of -70%. The depletions off

to the sid2 have an innermost contour of -96%.
The enhancement contours range from 19% to

No X O 100 
-  2600%.

',52 I S -- - 2 0 - 2 7

I0010 5C N enhancements, the first (outer) contour is
21/4 and the subsequent ones are Zi/

2 
times

the previous ones. Then, one substracts 1.0
to find Sn/n o for enhancements). The greatest

ItO \ depletion ins he depletion contour in

Fig. 1 is 26% da Lhis time; whereas, the
largest enhancement, inside the enhancement
contour, is 23%. Figure 2 depicts a clear
density depletion (bubble) in the center of

/ the x direction rising toward the F peak. At
this time (700 see), the innermost depletion
contour, in the center where the bubble is
forming, is 79% (with the maximum depletion

... -'within the bubble being 84%). Depletions in
the wings in the x di,-ction (16% contour) are
also in evidence. The innermost enhancement

., .. contour represents a 138% enhancement (thc
" .,maximum enhancement inside this contour is

, il I 73 43187%).

Figure 3 depicts the bubble rise at

1000 sec. as it crosses the F region peak. At

Figure (3). Same as figure 1 except t = 1000 this time the innermost contour in the bubble

see. The central region depletion contours corresponds to an 85% depletion (maximum

range from -16% to -852 with a maximum depletion 85.22 inside this contour). We
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notice that the depletions in the wings show
an innermost contour of 58% depletion. Also,
we note that the center bubble has not
completely broken from the lower altitude N0 X 10 f M

region and is forming a long trailing tail. - ,
This is unlike the previous numerical simu- 14U 0 !I"C
lation [see Fig. 3 of Scannapieco and Ossakow,
1976] performed for the altitude regime
250 km to 450 km 6$ithin this region recombi- ' - /
nation effects did not allow growth between 41 - - /
250 and 270 km, i.e., this was a damped -L, ""
region). The enhanced regions in Fig. 3 /
exhibit 572% as the innermost contour (a
maximum of 674% inside of this contour). In I'
this figure we also note that the enhancements /
encompass a large region in the x direction
though confined in altitudes < 390cm km
(basically enhancements move downward while
depletions move upward).

Figure 4 shows the evolution of
depletions and enhancements at 1400 sec. The
top of the mainhnbble (depletion) in the ..
central x region I at an altitude - 500 km C

which is beyond the F peak (434 km). More- P.m
over, it has a long trail connecting it to an
altitude of 357 km. The widest part of the
top outermost contour (16% depletion) of the
bubble is . 3 km; whereas, the innermost Figure (5). Contours of constant induced
contour is % 0.5 km wide. Consequently, we potential, 0I, over the mesh at t - 1400 sec.
have a long narrow bubble which extends Plus and minus denote positive and negative
'a 150 km in altitude and a few km in East-West values, with values decreasing in magnitude
dimension. Woodman and LaHoz [1976], on as one goes from the innermost to the outer-
occasion, have observed radar backscatter most contours.
"plumes" to extend over 100 1m in altitude.

They have identified these plumes with
depleted plasma regions. The innermost
contour in the central bubble region in
Fig. 4 represents a 58% depletion (with a T.4
maximum depletion within this contour of
70%). The innermost contour in the depleted 0-2

wings represents a 96% depletion (maximum
depletion within this contour is 97%). The "" -

innermost contour in the enhancement repre-
sents a 2600% enhancement (maximum enhancement
within this contour is 2640%). Also from
Fig. 3 to Fig. 4 the top most part of the 'o,0

bubble has moved 1- 65 km in 400 sec which
represents a rise velocity - 160 m/sec
(compared with '. 1 m/sec in Scannapieco and ' %-
Ossako, 1976). -A 20 - • (kn,

2 4 .0 20 so k.

Figure 5 displays contours of constant
induced potential, 01' from eqn. (6) over the
computational mesh at 1400 sec. This helps to
interpret Fig. 4. We note that the more FIgure (6). Log-log plot of irregularity
isolated high altitude part of the central amplitude squared vs the mode number (and
bubble Is acted on by an induced electric wavelength) in the altitude (y) direction.

fiell that points from West to East. This This is the one-dimensional power spectrum.
causes the bubble to rise with a velocity The points represent results from the numer-
-(c/B) V*l x i. However, the lower portion of ical simulation. The solid straight line is

the mesh is acted on by an induced electric a least squares fit of a power law to all of
field which points from East to West (also the points.
much weaker than the field pointing from West
to East) and causes the enhancements and captured by the enhancements. Basically
depletions to move down by -v7l x z. This isolated depletions and enhancements should
causes the depletions in the wIngs as well as move up and down, respectively, at the
the central portion of the bubble to be equator, However, depletions surrounded by
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large enhancements mitigates this view, At 1400 see, the bubble has an
Also, the central bubble does not break as altitude extension ' 150 km (with the top of
easily at low altitudes as our previous the bubble at 500 km altitude). The maximum
numerical simulation [Scannapieco and Ossakow, depletion within the bubble is . 70%, with
1976] because the plasma at the present other depletions n 97% in the wings away from
altitudes are more incompressible (vR was the main bubble remaining well below the peak,
more effective in the previous case), i.e., surrounded by large enhancements. Fourier
in eqn. (5) an/at - (c/B) (V 1 x z) Vn 0. analyzing these irregularities produces a one-

dimensional power spectral density, in the
Figure 6 depicts the power spectral altitude direction, - k

-2
.
3
.

density (fluctuation density squared vs wave-
number) in the vertical direction at 1400 sec. These numerical simulations correlate
This plot was obtained by two-dimensionally well with existing experimental (radar back-
Fourier analyzing 6n/no in Fig. 4 and then scatter and rocket and satellite in situ
integrating over kx . The numerical simulation measurements) data. The results we have
points were then least squares fitted with a presented indicate the state of the art in
power law power spectrum. This procedure obtaining a predictive capability for equa-
yields torial Spread F/scintillation phenomena. The

-2.3 predictive capability is one of understanding
(8n/n°)

2
(ky) _k the physical phenomena, deriving equations

which describe the mechanisms, performing

III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING RIARKS numerical simulations of those equations, and
then producing the irregularity environment.
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CHATANIKA MODEL OF THE HIGH-LATITUDE IONOSPHERE

R. Vondrak, R. Tsunoda, E. Hatfield, P. Perreault and G. Smith
Radio Physics Laboratory, SRI International

Menlo Park, CA 94025

ABSTRACT

Electron density measurements made with the incoherent-scatter radar at Chatanika, Alaska have

been used to obtain a synoptic model of the high-latitude ionosphere. This Clatanika model is a
modification of the ionospheric model developed by the USAF (RADC/ET, Hanscom AFB) for use in ray-
tracing codes for HF propagation prediction. The Chatanika radar has been used to map out the two-
dimensional (altitude, latitude) spatial variation of ionization. A region extending over a geo-

magnetic latitudinal range of 620 to 680 in the E-region and 560 to 730 in the F-region can be
surveyed with a spatial resolution of about 10 km and a temporal resolution of approximately 15

minutes. Characteristic features that are commonly observed include the trough, intense E layers
corresponding to the diffuse and discrete auroras, and the daytime E and F layers. Of particular

interest is the valley between the E and F layers because it may serve as an HF duct for transauroral

propagation. The spatial location of all these features and their dependence on magnetic activity,

local time, and season are being investigated by using a number of 24-hr observations made during the

last two years. In addition, an auroral absorption model that includes a magnetic-activity

dependence has been developed from previously compiled riometer data. Both the ionospheric morphology
model and the auroral absorption model are incorporated into a subroutine package compatible with

existing raytracing codes.
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MODELLING OF LOW LATITUDE IONOSPHERE

Y.V. Sonayajulu and A.B. Ghosh

Space Research Section, Radio Science Division A
National Physical Laboratory, New Delhi-i10012

Abstract

Ionospheric models are in demand for forecasting 'onospheric characteristics
for radio system applications and for evaluating and correcting for refraction
effects in position fixing. In order to correct for the refraction effects, one
has essentially to utilize a ray- tracing technique which requires a knowledge of
the electron density distribution along the ray path. The technique of building
up electron density profiles described in this paper is essentially based on the
method proposed by Somayajulu et a1 (1965). The region around hmF2 built by
assuming an alpha-Chapman layer extending to 1.5 scale height above huF2. The
bottonside profile from one scale height below hmF2 down to K-region is rep-
resented by an exponential fit and the D-region by Somayajulu-Mitra model(1977),
The topside region above (hmF21.5H) is divided into two exponentially decaying
regions, the lower one corresponding to heavy ion(O+) as The dominant constituent
and the upper one corresponding to lighter ions (He+ or H ) as the dominant
constituent. The two constraints put on the development of topside electron
density profiles are electron content obtained from satellite beacon experiment
and electron density at 1000 km obtained by satellite probes.

1. Introduction

Ionoepheric models are needed situation the inputs may be a combi-
for forecasting ionospheric charac-& nation of real time data and predic-
toristice for radio system applica- ted values. The problem then is one
tions and for evaluating and correc- of generating a family of model elec-
ting for refraction effects in posi- tron density profiles with sufficient
tion fixing. With increasing demand latitudinal and longitudinal reso-
on the accuracy of position fixing, lution and with local time dependence
there is need first to evaluate the Introducd. Several models have been
errors introduced by ionospheric developed to characterize the true
refraction and then to develop cor- height dependence of electron density
rection techniques so that from in the ionosphere. Models based on
measured values of range or range theoretical considerations of iono-
rate and elevation angles, the true spheyic processes such as photoloni-
values may be computed very quickly. zation processes, thexmal distribution,
Such methods employ the three-dimen- electric currents etc., in the iono-
sional ray-tracing technique which sphere, are useful for evaluating the
requires the specification of the effects of perturbations and in re-
refractive index profiles in the producing, transient events. One
ionosphere which is essentially one such iodel is the Penn State M1K-
of specifying the electron density model

1
. It is primarily a daytime mod-

distribution along the raypath. The el of N-h resulting from Solar pro-
primary ionospheric input could then duction and atmospheric lose. The
be either real time data, such as shape of the electron density profile
foF2, h'F and/or the total electron is found from the solution of the
content. If real time data are not equations of continuity. Such odels,
readily available the predicted although more accurate, have the dis-
values based on ionospheric models advantage of requiring large compu-
will have to be used. In a practical ter* and hence time consuming.
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On the other hand empirical or electron density corresponding to loft.
statistical models are simpler.lese A parabolic supplement is added to the
time consuming but have lower accuracy. F2 profile for the F1 region. For a
In a practical situation like fore- continuous transition to the upper
casting, position fixing by satellites limit of the valley region, a concave
or tracking where time is a constraint parabola was introduced. An analyti-
and other limitations like computer cal expression for the valley shape
capacity prevail and where a high to approach the typical profiles re-
degree of accuracy is not needed, a corded by incoherent scatter radar
semi-empirical model like the present from Malvern is used for midlatitudes.
one would be suitable. It is impor- At low latitudes near noon no valley
tent, however, that the ionospheric is usually noticed. The maximum
models represent the properties of electron density of layer 2 was taken
the ionosphere as accurately as possi- from NOAA-ITS mapping program. A
ble as functions of geophysical indi- parabolic transition is then used
ces, with some statistical description from NmE to NnD for daytime but an
of their v--iability. Some empirical exponential with parabolic argument
models or available. However, these is used for nighttime. The D region
models a - more suited for midlati- profiles ar& based upon Mechtly's
tude ionosphere. This paper is con- compilation.
cerned with development of a modelling
technique for building electron den- 3. Present Modelling Technique
city profiles for low latitude regions
such as the Indian subcontinent where The method described in this
the electron density profiles have paper is based oji the one proposed by
strong latitude dependence, parti- Somayajulu et a for building elec-
cularly, during daytime. tron density profiles upto 1000 km

by making use of the bottoside iono-
2. Currently Available Empirical Models grams and the electron content measur-

ements. Certain improvements are in-
2.1 AFCRL Model corporated in the present paper.

It makes use of the Penn State The technique of building the
model near the E and F1 regions with electron density profiles(Fig.1) is
a smoothing to fit F2 profile. The as follows$
thickness parameter is specified
internally with reference to neutral 3.1 Bottomside Profile
temperature model as a function of
space, time and solar flux. The 3.i.1 Height and Electron Den-
shape of 72 region is specified exter- sity of F2 Region Peak
naSiy fither by Chapman, parabolic or
Sin X, The first step is to choose appro-

priate values of hmF2 and NmF2 for a
2.2 BENT Model given set of solar activity conditions

3,4 to construct the bottomside profile.
Bent et al' developed electron The bottomside profile is developed

density models based on the analysis with the help of height of the F2
of many tens of thousands of topside region peak hmJF2 and its peak electron
and bottomside profiles. It essen- density NmF2. The height of the F2
tially makes use of the bottomside region peak, heir2 is obtained either

profile from ionosonde data with from ionograme or from the predicted
biparabolic layer at the F2 peak. values of M(3000)FX published in
The topside region is expressed standard ionospheric data. The
exponentially with three arbitrary M(3000)F2 factor itself is derived
height ranges having decay constants from the ionograms. Using M(3000)F2,
XL. K and KU . hmF2 is obtained by using the Apple-

ton-Seynon formula
2.3 IRI Model hmF2 - 1 3.6.92-526.14oMi39.82M2 '..

The IRI model' is based mainly

on empirical data. For the topside where N a M(3000)F2 factor
ionosphere, analytical expressions
are used based on topside profiles M Ft3OOO)F ; for2 the F2 regior

froe Millstone Hill and Arecibo, foF2

middle and low latitude stations critical frequency for a range of

respectively. Exponential relation latitudes and longitudes and over

is used for the bottomaide F2 region. several solar cycles are available

An empirical formula Is used for the from published ionospheric data.
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Making use of foF29 the peak electron The exponential fit given by
density N. rF2 is obtained as equation 4 between 110 km to the height

N F u.214X-
2  2 I__ .3(h.F2-Hu) agreee closely with the true

a2 . O foF2) -- (lis). (2) height profile derived from actual
ionogrems. Therefore, an

where foF2 is in Hz. exponential profile from 110 km. to
the height (bmF2-Hm) would be a valid
representation of bottomside region.
This would not require the time con-

3.1.2 Electron Density Distribution suming reduction of the ionograms to

Around F2 Region Peak true height profiles.

Martynaconcluded theoretically 3.1.6 Electron Content upto 1.5 H.
that part of the profile above F2 peak aEo hinP1

should be alpha-Chapman. Nisbet and above hmF2

Bohill's 9 results also support thisconclusion* Based on the rocket data, The value of electron content
Soddeno p sed o te rocket from the ground upto a height of 1..5Hm

Sedn0 proposed a model for quietabvhF2itenoaidbyntg
ionosphere according to which F2 region above hmF2 ion (3nobtained by integ-

can be represented by an alpha-Chapman rating Equation (3).
layer during daytime from one scale
height (Ha) below hiF2 to about 1.5 Ha 3#1.7 Scale Height Near the F2 Peak

above the peak and during nighttime
from two scat* height below hmF2 to Scale height near the F2 peak is
1.f scale height above hmF2. Thus, taken from CIPA 1972 for the neutral
we have, constituents according to Nisbet'. The

scale heights obtained from ionogrsme

NnF 2 . Ch(s) where -1(Z<S1.5 for day' at Delhi are found to show a reason-

-2,Z%1.5 for (3.) ably good agreement with those taken

night * from CIRA 1972 an shown in Fig.2

where Z. h-hm2 and Ch(z) is the Ch 3.2 Topside Profile
Hisman function given by exp(1/2(1-z-eZ).

The parameter Hi is taken from CRA1 1712 .  
In order to derive the electron

densities in the topside ionosphere
3.1.3 D and I Region Profiles the usual assumption is made that

diffusive equilibrium exists for the

From one scale height below hmF2 major ionic constituent above the
down to Z region, the profile for day- reference altitude which in our casetime In represented by is hmP2 + 1.5Hm. The major ionic

constituent in the topside region is

NiNm(E). e(h-110
)A  . 0 + 

upto at least 1000km during theday for maximum solar activity condi-
where Nm(E)IN~o.7 NmF2, 110h4(hmF2-Hm). tions. However, for low solar acti-

vity conditions the transition from

The parameter hot is taken to be 0+ to lighter ionic constituent,

110 km. The parameters Nm(E), and S usually H4, occurs below 1000 km. At

are functions of local time, latitude night, for all solar activity conditions

and solar activity. From the analysis the transition altitude lies below

of past data from several ionospheric 10 k. Tn the topside ionosphere,

observations, the values of NmE, and S the electron temperature(T) the ion

can be predicted for a given set of
condition

1  mass vary with height, thereby making
scale height vary with height. So the

3.1.4 D Region Profile upto Base of computation of electron density dis-

E Region tribution becomes quite complex and
cumbersome. Uence a simpler approach

The D region profile upto the base is adopted which yields reasonable

of Z region Is built by using model electron density distribution in the

based on electron density profiles topside ionosphere.

derived from a series of rocket flights The o ectron density in the top-

from Thumba
1 4 

covering a complete side abo fhe reference height is

range of Xfrom 6 to 860. assumed to fall off exponentially as

N.No e-kh ... ... (5)
3.1.5 Comparison of Bottosside, Profile where h is the height measured from the

Using Present Model with Actual reference height hmF2+1.SHm and No io
Profiles Reduced from C4 I'ono- the corresponding electron density
grams (NouO.7NmF2 ).
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In order to take into account the Bhatnagar et al 27, transition heights
transition from heavy-to-light ionic are evaluated for all the stations over
constituent in the topside, two decay India. It is found that the transition

constants XL and Ku are used in *qua- height during solar minimum daytime

tion (5) to derive the electron density conditions varie from 700-850 km.
distribution. Thus the electron den- Therefore a constant transition height
sity profile is built from (hmr2 l.5fm) of 750 km is used in the present pro-
to the transition height using an ex- file building. However the change in
ponent KL and using Ku above this transition altitude is .t1O%. The
height to 1000 km in equation(5). The corresponding change in decay constant
values of the exponents KL and Ku are in the upper region is very small since
chosen such that the topside electron the n(H ) value from 750 km to 850 km

content obtained from the model profile is nearly the same as well as the
matches the average electron content electron temperature more or less
data appropriate for the location and constant at that altitude range.
period. Thus the decay constants take

Into account the overall effect of the
values of To and Ti and the mean mole- 3.2.2 Matching the NmaXE , Bottom-

cular masses of the mixture of 0* and side and Topside of alpha-

light ion at the respective altitudes Chapman Layer

for the corresponding solar activity,
season and diurnal hour. In addition, The shapes near the NmaxE and
use is made of the electron density bottomside and topside of the alpha-
data at 1 1- km observed by satellite Chapman layer and exponential topside
probes for matching the model profiles are matched by using a
profile at 1000 km altitude. Electron cubic interpolation of electron den-
content contours 19-21 used in building sity as a function of height between
the profiles are shown in figures 3&4. profile points.

3.2.1. Choice of the Transition Height 4. Results and Discussion

The transition height in the top- 4*1 Computed Profiles
side ionosphere, i.e., where 0* andHe species have equal number density, Electron density profiles upto

depend upon the ionic temRjrsture and 1000 km. altitude are generated for
ratio of n(H ) and n(O

+
)* '. If low and high solar activity conditions,

no(H*) and no(O*) represent ion densi- to illustrate the profile building

ties at the reference level then technique described in the previous
sections. These profiles have been
built for the locations of Delhi,

j 0Ahmedabad, Calcutta, Hyderabad and
n . ge (mi(0)-m(H ) dz'..(6) Kodaikanal covering a geomagnetic

n o+ p KTI latitude range of 20°N to the equator.
These are shown in figs. 5 to 8. In

where Z'.geopotential altitude and figs. 9 and 10 the computed profiles

go. a',celeration due to gravity at are shown alongwith electron doitig
the reference height. If Ti Is conet- profiles derived from Alouette

ant with altitude, ths transition ionograms for similar solar activity
height is given by 2 conditions and latitudes. Due to

hg gnon-availability of published profiles

(I TO)XHo(0) + for Indian longitude range, profiles

Ze = Zo * Ti *In no(O 4 7 ) for Western hemispheric longitudes
no(H ) n--+)" are used. For this reason the NmF2

values are seen to differ widely.
1+ 1 Therefore, the Alouette profiles areno(H*) matched at the reference altitude to

1. -No in order to compare the shapes
nO( of the topside profiles. It should

be noted that there are day-to-day

For high solar activity conditions, irregular variations in the iono-
the transition altitude during day- sphere in NmF2, hmF2 as well as the

time lies above 1000 km. For low electron and ion temperatures. There-
solar activity conditions however fore one would expect a considerable
this lies below 1000 km. Using thp scatter in the shape of the topside
electron temperatures from Mahajan45 profiles. This Is shown by the sha-

and Iop 6  temperatures from Risal Singh ded area. It should also be roeme-
et al and number densities of bored that the model profiles gone-
electrons and hydrogen ions from rated are average quiet time profiles.
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In view of these consideration*, the Table V
agreement between the model profilel
and the Alouette profiles is conal- K Values for Solar Maximum Winter Day-
dared to be good. The K-values defi- time
ning the model profiles in the top-
side are tabulated in tables II to V. lA1AV

Delhi 6.76x1o
-

Ahmedabad 6.67x10
8

Station Geomagntic Geographic
Latiude Latitude Calcutta 6.5rxlO

-

Delhi 19011 N 280389N Hyderabad 6.47x10 8

Ahmedabad 1001 'N 230 01'N Kodaikanal 6.2Sx10
8

Calcutta 120151N 22081N 4.2 Comparison with Bent's Model

Hyderabad 07*39'N 170219N The principal difference bet-

Kodaikanal p°*4IN 1i 11N ween the present model and Bent's
model Is in the topside profile. Bent

Table I1 divides the topside exponential pro-
file into three arbitrary height

x Values for Solar Minimum Summer Day- ranges and adjust& the decay constant
time K to match the observed profile. In our

work, the topside region is divided,on
Station KL(cm) KU(cm) physical grounds, into two altitude

S8 ranges, the lower one corresponding to
Delhi 8.23X!0"  3.42x10 -  heavy ion (0+) as the dominant oonsti-

Ahmedabad 7.4IO
-8 ,39XI0-8 tuent and the upper one corresponding

-8 to lighter ions as the domisuant consti-
Hyderabad 6.58xI0 -8 3.36x0 -  tuento. The transition height bet-
Kdaikanal 7.3Ox10-8 3.4xi0-8 ween the lower and upper region is

chosen based on the experimental data
on the transition altitudes from 0 to
lighter ions as discussed earlier. In
addition to foF2 data, we also havet Values for Solar Minimum Winter Day- used electron content data as a con-time straint on the profile.

Station Y(cu) KU(cm) Another important difference is

Delhi 9.32x1008 3.45x1o- 8  that in Bent's model, he divides the
-8 whole latitude range into 3 groups, 00

Ahmedabad 8.1Ox10 " 8  3.4x10 8  to 300, 30° to 60o and 600 to 90. It
786108 3.38108 ip well known that in the 00 to 300

8x latitude range, there is a strong lati-
Kdaikana... 744xIO 8  3.35x10 - 8  tudinal dependence of ionosphere due

to the presence of equatorial anomaly.
In our model, the latitudinal depend-
ence at low latitudes is explicitly

X Values for Solar Maximum Summer Day- introduced in the profile building.
time

4.3 Comparison with International
Sta Reference Ionosphere(IRI) Model

Delhi 6"1x10"8 The IRI model gives only 18°N

Ahmedabad 6.33x108 (geomag.) latitude profile of Arecibo
-8 as reprosntative of low latitude pro-

Calcutta 7.73x10 files. Delhi latitude being 19011'N
Hyderabad .9x108 (goomog.) is compared with above pro-

Kodaikanal -I0-8 file. It is found that NmF2 values used-a in 1HZ model for the particular solar
activity conditions are substantially
lower than those typically observed
at Delhi. Therefore, for comparing
the shape of the profiles, the NmF2
given in IRI model are matched with the
Delhi values and the resulting profiles
are compared in Figs. 11-12. It may
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difference in the bottoaside profile
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assumed to be H+ throughout the range. 16. Chan, K.L., Colin, L(1969), Proc.
The presence of helium is deliberately Z7, 990.
ignored because when He + becomes the 17. Matuuara, N. and Ondoh, T(1969).
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of helium ions has very little effect on 19. Somayajulu, Y.V.. Tyagi, T.R.,
topside electron density profiles under Ghosh, A.B.(1972), Proc. Symp.
most conditions and results primarily in Future Applications of Beacon
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transitionT relative abund- 20. Tyagi, T.R., Ghosh, A.. Mitre,
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relationshipsn(O+)/n(H+).(9/8)In(OYn(I) 21. Ghosh, A.D(19765, Ph.D. thesis,
the relative abundance ratio n is esti- University of Delhi, Delhi.
mated from the neutral 0 and H densi- 22. Bauer, S.J(1966JGR, 71, 1508.
ties at the lowest altitude available 23. Bauer, S.J(1963), Nature, 1M7, 36.
in CIRA(1972) model. The error invol- 214. Goal, M.K., Rao, B.C.N., Chandra.S.
ved in this procedure cannot be esti- and Maier, N.J(1976), JATP, U,389.
mated easily but is considered to be 25. Mahajan, K.1(1977), JATP, U , 637.
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IJRSP, 3, 273.

The relative abundance ratio I 27. Bhatnsaar, V.P. and Mitre, A.P(1966),
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change the assumed transition altitude J. Geophy *R. 2, 5573.
only marginally. However, during day- 31. Titheridge. J.3J1972), Planet.
time under high solar activity Condi- Space Sci.F2- , 353.
tions the change in the transition 32. Booker. H.G.(1977),JATP,.n9619-623.
height is considered to produce about

10 to I% changes in electron densl-
tiese 7O For some ap1icationsaelica "Npr*entq ion of h entire
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ABSTRACT

The main trough in the topside ionosphere has been studied using the thermal
positive ion and electron densities measured over a three year period (1969-1972)
by means of spherical electrostatic analyzers aboard the ISIS I and INJUN V
satellites in the 560-3600 km altitude range. The trough is found to be a
persistent feature at night with an occurrence frequency of approximately
95%. The occurrence frequency decreases to approximately 60% near the dawn-dusk
meridian and to approximately 48% near local noon. At altitudes below about
1500 km during quiet to moderate conditions (Kp < 3) the trough equatorward
boundary is found at L = 3.5 1 0.5 near midnight and L = 12.5 + 1.0 near local
noon. The trough equatorward location on the nightside is in good agreement
with published plasmapause locations. Near local noon the trough occurs at the
equatorward edge of the magnetospheric cleft and is at significantly higher L
values than those reported for the dayside plasmapause. The seasonal variation
of the trough location at a given local time is negligible except near sunrise.

With increasing altitude between 1500 and 3600 km, the equatorial boundary
of the trough moves to continually lower latitudes during the night hours. The
equatorward trough wall becomes a dominant feature of the trough often extending
from 150 to 200 in width during quiet magnetic periods. The poleward edge of the
trough becomes less well marked with increasing altitude often being defined only
by a sharp spike in ionization extending over a few degrees within the auroral
zone. The amplitude of the dayside high latitude trough reduces gradually with
increasing altitude. However, a second region of dayside plasma depletion is
observed between L = 2 and 6 approximately 50% of the time. The equatorward wall
of this depletion region probably represents partial flux tube filling in the
outer plasmasphere.

INTRODUCTION

Mid-latitude troughs or depressions in the the plasmasphere (Thomas and Andrews, 1968,
F layer ionization were first reported by Tulunay and Sayers, 1971, and Grebowsky et al.
Muldrew (1965) and Sharp (1966). Further 1976), have shown that mid-latitude charge
studies of trough characteristics have been density depletions occur near the same L shell;
carried out by a number of workers including as the average plasmapause position on the
Miller and Brace (19h9), Rycroft and Thomas nightside. Rycroft and Thomas (1970) and
(1970), Tulunay arid Sayers (1971),Taylor et al. Tulunay and Sayers (1971) established that the
(1975) and Grebw::ky et al. (1976). !tatis- trough position varies with Kp in a manner
tical studies of the relation of the trough to similar to the plasmapause dependence upon
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magnetic activity. Taylor et al. (1974) have morphology of the trough, since its orbital
shown that the trough exists in the individual plane precessed nearly one hour of local time
ion species H+, He+ and 0

+
. per week, providing a complete 24 hour coverage

in about 3 months. Data obtained within 45
Studies of the diurnal, seasonal and alti- days of the equinox and solstice periods were

tude variation of the trough characteristics utilized for the seasonal study.
have led to confusing results (Wrenn and Raitt,
(1975). Miller (1974), for example, reported The statistical portion of the study re-
that dayside troughs persisted above 2500 km ported here utilizes thermal positive ion den-
while below they were seldom detectable. There sity measurements on about 12,000 ISIS I orbits
are several reasons for the differences in between Febraury 1969 and March 1972. The
trough results. These .nclude use of a limited measurements have a spatial resolution of 150
data base, widely varying altitude of the meters and are well suited for the study of
measurements, varying spatial resolutions of trough characteristics. in addition, thermal
the measurement from a few km to nearly 1000 km, ion and electron densities measured by similar
difficulties in detecting dayside features due instruments aboard the INJUN V satellite on
to photoelectrons as well as varying criteria about 3000 orbits between November 1968 and
used to define the trough location. Tulunay November 1970 were used to improve the data
and Sayers (1971) for example, used the trough be w e us o lo the
minimum, while Brace and Theis (1974) used a base within a few hours of local noon. The

density level of 103 electrons/cm
3 

along the data cover the altitude range 550-3600 km and

equatorial trough wall. all local times and seasons.

The present study seeks to contribute new For the diurnal studies of trough charac-

knowledge of the trough characteristics as a teristics about 20 to 25 clearly identifiable
function of local time, season and altitude, troughs were available in each hour of local
The trough occurrence frequency is also pre- time in each season. Seasonal variations were
sented as a function of local time. The study deduced utilizing deta collected in three
is based on the examination of thirty-seven successive years. Northern hemisphere data
months of ISIS I positive ion and INJUN V obtained during magnetically quiescent and
electron probe data. The relation of the trough slightly disturbed conditions i.e. Kp < 3 were
to the plasmapause is examined at all local used in the statistical portion of this £tudy.
times.

RESULTS BELOW 1500 km

THE EXPERIMENT
a. Definition of Trough Parameters

ISIS I thermal charged particle measure-
ments were obtained with a spherical electro-
static analyzer that measured the thermal ion 6r

density, the ion energy distribution from 0 to 5- -WIDTH--
- 4 -50 eV, the satellite potential, and the ratio of

the ion mass to the ion temperature. The sensor 3d
mounted on a 96 cm boom, consists of three con-
centric spherical electrodes with radii of F
1.90, 2.54 and 3.18 cm respectively. The opera-

tion of the probe is based on the motion of
charged particles in a central force field
(Sagalyn, et al., 1963, Sagalyn and Smiddy, 8,
1967, Smiddy and Stuart, 1969, Whitteker et al., 6

-4 51972). The sensitivity range of the instrument W 5
is 10-106 ions cm

- 3
, in sunlight, however, 4 1 1b C

photoelectrcn currents limit the lower sensiti- 
3x0?" 50 55 60 65 

vity to about 700 ions cm
- 3

. Ion densities IN'ARIANT LATITUDE (dog)
were sampled 60 times per second, corresponding
to a spatial resolution of 150 m. The ratio of
mass to temperature was sampled once per minute, Fig. 1. Example of low altitude trough (<is)O

and the energy distribution was samples once km) where points 'al and 'b' denote

every 2 min. The results in this report are the location of top and base of the

based on the ISIS I ion density mode of opera- equatoial edge respectively. Point!,

tion and also on measurements made with a two c and Id' denote the location of the

electrode spherical probe flown on INJIJN V with base and top of the puleward edge.

a spatial resolution of 2 km. A representative low altitude tro ugh is

DkTA BASE shown in Fig. I. Point 'a' denotes the 1r.Ca-
tion of the trough equatorward edge. It is the

The ISIS I satellite served as an ideal point marking the onset of a major decrease in

platform for the study of diurnal and seasonal ionization density with increasing latitude.
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'b' denotes the base of the equatorward wall,
'c the base of the trough poleward wall. The e

top of the poleward edge, point 'd' is the
intersection of lines drawn along the trough I

poleward wall and through the first ionization

maximum in the precipitation region. The ratio 0:
of the densities at points a/b and d/c repre- -,.. .

sent the trough amplitudes at the equatorward *0 Z2 L IN*lg~ '90 59

and poleward edges respectively.

While there is considerable variation in
the trough amplitude, width and gradient from > I
orbit to orbit as illustrated in Figs. 2, 3

and 4, points 'a' through 'd' can usually be ---- ---- ..

readily measured for altitudes below about - N2 ... 1. 1540
1500 km. The widths of the equatorward and ,0
poleward walls typically range from 10 to 40

.

The high latitude precipitation region extends
over several degrees and is highly structured Fig. 3. Examples of troughs between 1000 and

The trough width and amplitude are consistently 1600 km within 4 hours of midnight.

smaller on the dayside than on the nightside
as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 2, respectively. [ ,o'

The equaturward edge of the trough wall point ._ zo.
'a' of Fig. i, was taken as the trough locationMT5

for the study of results below 1500 km.
oo 0
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For each hour of local time, data from at least trough moves gradually equatorward to a value
3 months were utilized. For example, the re- of L = 5 near dusk. The summer trough location

suits at 19:00 LT includes data from March, profile is nearly elliptical in shape except for

August, September 1969, January and February the LT period, 04:00 to 07:00 LT.

1970 giving a total of 65 observations. The

results are based on data from all seasons 12oGL
and include about 830 clearly identifiable

trough observations.

In the nighttime hours, 19:00 to 05:00 LT

the trough occurrence frequency is very high,

approximately 96% as seen in Fig. 5. 
Near

05:00 LT a sharp decrease in the occurrence

frequency is observed. After 08:00 LT there is

a gradual decrease in occurrence frequency

with time reaching a minimum value of approxi

mately 48% near local noon. At about 13:00 LT

the occurrence frequency begins to increase

reaching the maximum nighttime value at 19:00

LT. It is seen that the afternoon increase in

the occurrence frequency is somewhat steeper

than the morning decrease.

The results of Fig. 5 represent the first FLL

quantitative determination of trough occurrence 02

frequency over a 24 hour period. These results 22

are in agreement with the findings of Tulunay ooo

and Sayers (1971) which show a broad maximum LOCAL TIME (h,.

during the night hours and a minimum within ± 3

hours of local noon in the northerm winter Fig. 6. Diurnal variation of trough location
hemisphere. Taylor et al. (1970) and Tulunay telow 1500 km for the four seasons.

(1973) have reported the existence of persis- The bars are the standard deviation
tent daytime troughs. Miller (1974) found no of the measurements.

daytime troughs below 2500 km from the ISIS I

electron probe measurements. Miller's ISIS I The winter trough location moves

sensor had a spatial resolution of 9 and gradually inward from L = 5.5 to 3.5 between
hence could not resolve the high latitude 18:00 and 04:00 LT. This equatorward movement

troughs with widths typically ranging from 2
°  

at night is consistent with the characteristic

to 6-. nighttime movement of the plasmapause in the

equatorial plane (Carpenter, 1966). In the

Brinton et al (1969 and 1970) have shown 04:00 to 07:00 LT sector, the winter profile
that the ion composition in the topside iono- shows a gradual movement toward higher L values

sphere at mid and high latitudes consists until 09:00 LT after which a rapid poleward

predominantly of 0
+ 

on the dayside. The midday movement is observed locating the trough at its

occurrence frequency of 48% shows that the pt~ak value of about L = 12.5 at noon. The

production of 0
+ 

by solar UV radiation frequent- rapid movement after 09:00 LT represents the

ly dominates over ion depletion mechanisms, effect of the onset of sunrise in the winter
hemisphere. In the noon-dusk sector, the

c. Trough Location winter trough profile moves gradually from

L = 12.5 to 5.5. The winter profile is also

Fig. 6 shows the mean location of the elliptical in form.

trough equatorward edge (point 'a' of Fig. I)

versus local time for each of the four seasons. The spring and fall trough profiles shown

Each of these four profiles is based upon at in Fig. 6 are similar in form to the summer and

least 400 well defined troughs. It is seen winter profiles and generally lie within the

that the summer profile is symmetrical within envelope defined by the summer and winter loca-
- 4 hours of midnight and is located between tions throughout a 24 hour period. The pro-

L = 3.3 and 4.0. In the morning between 04:00 files for all the four seasons approach their

and 07:00 LT, there is a sharp poleward move- highest L values near noon.

ment with an increase of 3 L units. In the

dawn-ncon sector, nie summer profile gradually The standard deviations of the measured
moves to higher L values reaching a maximum of trough locations are shown as bars in Fig. 6;

L = 12.5 - 1.0 around 11:30 LT. Within 4 hours they were deduced using all trough data avai-
of local noon, the trough is found to be loca- lable in a specific hour of LT in a given sea-

ted at the equatorward edge of the cusp preci- son. They are ,f the order of 1 i. unit
pitation region. In the afternoon sector, the
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during he daytime and 0.4 L near midnight. RESULTS ABOVE 1500 km

The standard deviation calculations show a. Nightside
that there is no significant seasonal variation

in the trough location except in the 04:00 to The region of significant nightside ioniza-
09:00 LT sector, where the effect of the onset tion depletion extends to lower latitudes with

of sunrise with season is large. increasing altitude. Above 2000 km the equato-
rial wall of the trough frequently extends 150

-

d. Comparison with Other Trough 200 in latitude with highly variable shapes.
Measurements Fig. 8 shows some typical examples of trough

density variations. It is seen that there may
Since the seasonal effects are small, the be a uniform decrease of density with increasing

mean trough location over all seasons was calcu- latitude or two or more changes in slope. The

lated for a comparison with published trough high latitude boundary becomes more difficult
data (Fig. 7). The trough location deduced by to define. The poleward edge of the depletion

Muldrew (1965) from foF 2 observations from the region is marked by one or several sharp spikes
Alouette I Topside Sounder from September 1962 in the ionization, each having a width of 10-20.
to March 1963 is also shown in Fig. 7. The nightside high altitude trough is found on

over 95% of the orbits examined.

IL T

20 0= 0 I U q.4 * 50 0

Fig. 7. Comparison of the diurnal variation
of the trough location averaged over
all seasons with the trough measure-
ments of Muldrew (1965) (<1500 km).

Between 14:00 and 18:00 LT the two profiles
have similar shapes although Muldrew's curve
is located 1 to 2 L units higher. From 18:00
to 05:00 LT, the two profiles follcw one ano-

ther very closely. It should be noted that 1,4 R E K
there is no "evening bulge" in the trough loca-
tion in the two results as has been observed

in the equatorial plasmapause location by Fig. 8. Examples of nighttime trough measure-
Carpenter (1966), Chappell (1972) and others. ments at altitudes greater than 2300km.

The results are also in agreement with the low
altitude trough studies of Tulunay and Sayers b. Dayside
(1971) and Tulunay and Grebowski (1975) on the
nightside. The last two investigations were Examples of thermal ion density observa-
confined to regions of L < 7 and hence the high tions near local noon at altitudes greater than
latitude daytime troughs would be outside the 1500 km are given in Figs. 9 and 10. The am-
range of these investigations. plitude of the high latitude trough (hereafter

referred tc as Tl), which was approximately 3

for altitudes less than 1500 (Fig. 4) gradually

reduces to values less than 2 for altitudes
greater than 2000 km (Fig. 9).
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existence of horizontal electric fields ard

RE 63KM49elevated electron and ion temperatures produce
.0 4 33 depletions of 0+, a major ion at high latitude!s,

i _ by increasing the ion loss rate, increasing the

ion scale height and by changes in chemical
composition. The present results together with,4 *4 ttIe INJUN measurements reported by Munch et al.

2W-i z ZI me 2.0 2z5 (1977) strongly support the conclusion of

-Schunk et al. (1975) that electric fields and
Z -enhanced charged particle temperatures make a

Sfv,337 significant contribution to the formation of
- ithe doyside high latitude trough.

Significant daytime gradients are also

S__ found to develop between L = 2 and 6 with in-

or TO :. Ir creasing altitude (Fig. 10). These lower lati-
,O 22,4 2423 .3 'O tude gradients or troughs which we will refer

to as T2 , are observed on 50% of the dayside

orbits. As on the nightside, the poleward
Fig. 9. Daytime high altitude trough examples edge of the daytime depletion region is uoually

of TI - the high latitude tr~ugh, marked by spikes in ionization. The transition
within 2 hours of noon. The low lati- from T1 only to T1 and T2 type dayside struc-
tude gradient T2 is also seen on Rev. tures occurs gradually in a transition region
1555. between 1300 and 2000 km. An example of a fully

developed T1 and T2 type ionospheric structure

is given in Fig. 11. Here the equatorward walls
of T1 and T2 are found at invariant latitudes

of 78.5 and 540, respectively.

1"33 1241 1252 1107 1334 1441 MLT
-,U N82 2501 2449 2376 2261 2159 ALT

A L 2.2 2.9 4.0 &0o Id5 2&.2 L
: ."r' ORBIT' 6325

Fig. 10. Daytime trough examples between -4 54 0 78

2300 and 3500 km showing T2 , the INVARIANT LATITUDE (d.W
low - mid latitude trough.

The frequent appearance of the smaller ampli Fig. 11. An observation of both high and ltw
tude high latitude trough T1 at altitudes latitude troughs, T1 and T2 respect-
above 1500 is consistent with the findings of
M(nch et al., (1977) based on INJUN V results. ively. Altitude 2100 to 2500 km.
Simultaneous comparison of the trough densi- The statistically derived location of the
ties with INJUN particles and electric fieldmesuremets howed hart s ad iloctec ateld top and base of the "equatorward trough wall" ofmeasurements showed that T1I is located at the T2, vs local time for altitudes above 2000 km
equatorial edge of the cusp where there are . s oca ime for atis ao 20k
found sharp electric field reversals which in-
dicate shifts in the plasma convection veloci- nightside the top of the trough wall is consis-
ty. Increases in the electron temperature by tently located close to L = 2.0 (invariant

latitude Z 450) and its base is found at L =4.4
factors of 2 to 3 and a shift from isotropichigh energyv particles to lower energy aniso- A % 610 ). On the dayside the base of the
tropic magynetosheat-like electrons and pro- ion depletion region, T2, is found at slightly
trons were also observed higher latitudes. At local noon it is located

at L = 6.5 ( A = 670). te equatorward wall i

Schunk et al. (1975) have shown that the the dominant feature of the high altitude
ionization depletion region.
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12 LT
- T uluoay (l197,2) and ITuluntay and h'rebow!lty (1 7,

14, 10 have all demonstrated a close rel atioi;i he-

tween the plasniapause arid the rid-lal lude

trough at nigh~t. However, theire are dis:agree-

16,08ments amongihp~ workers regarding. the_ detit-
o of this association. flishida and Thomai. and

Andrews, consider the eqUacorward t route, edge

to he the physically more significaril part. '.1
the trough an(: have shown it it lie e(rro: a' c-

OLT with the equato)rial plasmapause wi.t. tyr.I
and Thomas (19*70), Tulonay ilIsis) and Tfi ,nay

oand Gr'ebowsky (1975) have .A-wri the n-ug. ijt-

TOP0TflVGH mum location tobe correlated wi t.the -- ;list-

20 ~pause. lulonay and Hughes (13 73, h~avL shown
04that the location of hke trough mini i m i

partially influenced by the locat iot arino 001-

nent of the auroral precipitation regicr. a!

22 night, anid hence recommerd the use f 'tie r.or-c

precisely measurable trouigh f-qua'-rwar-] (dg-.

Fig. 12. Mean location of t~he top and base ul a nF.1 the o aiue trpo I tt eqot 1d rd
the high altitude trough wall (T 2 ) astruh walo ltitudel etde of0 th, e to
versus; local timo for altitudes he- truhwlfraiudsb) bb

tween 2000 anid 3600 km. compared with the plasmapause pc' itio 10oeduccI

by Chappell et a!. (197.?), Carpce*(Y I dli ) 303

As Illustrated in Figs. 8 anid 10 thre ion denosi- Taylo.r et al . (1970). At night the to ai-d

ty frequently changes by two orders of magi- pltumapaL1sc variat-ions are very -tn t ar, altiuii

tode between the top and the base of the wal. the ISIS I trough locations are slig' Y

This is much greater than the change in density torward of the plasm,.apause pos ition.T ro

below 1000 kin, either day or n -gh t( jigs. 4 and and Andrews (19(8) obtained similar i,_sutjs.

2). he ighlatiizi trughwallT ,of ig. ince the trough equat orward wall s ypically
2). Pt~ hgh attu trug wal 2, ofFg. 1 to 40 wide, the equatorial troupgi Ias is12 corresponds to the plasrnapause reported by locte aprxmtl'.so t> eIwr

brace and Theis (1974) fromtISI electron loae tt oimte l re0t hw .3t Ths L sunt p( rI ward

probe measurements above 2500 km. They identi- o h eut hw.Teersls. ,n

f'iel the location of an ionization level of 10 suggest that thre mid-p)oint of the trcugi wall

(electrosni/cm
3
along the trough wall as the is an exccllent indicator of tite plasmapa..sn

plasmapause, artI obtained a nearly circular during the night hours at low a) tiltude ;.

plasmapause boundary at about L =4. As would
be expected from ttte Brace and Theis plasma- ooe

pause criteria their results lie in the shaded
area of Fig. 12. T2 also corresponds to tthe . ,,Oi

high altitude ISIS I dayside trough reported , - ' 4-
by Miller (1974). The T2 type of ionization-

gradients were also observed by an electron I

sensor aboard the polar orbitinrg satellite /7 / '7
0V3-l in the 3000-5700 km altitude region be- -C

tween L =2 and 6 (lewersdorff and Sagalyn, i 'II0

1971 and 1d72). o.~ ./ ~ ~ t

We consider that ttie trough wall of Fig. 12 C-T1*

between abou,. 1. =2 and 6.5 is the result of .) S

partial filling and/or erosion of' the outer/ /
plasmasphere. Tthe combined effect of magnetic 000 /

suhstorms (Park and Banks, 1974 and 1975) and

of diurnal plsma depletions and replenish- --- y

ment.s prevent the outer shells of thre plasma- 4

spthere from reachtintg saturation density.

liltt~3101: TtltttGl LOCATION AND THE

PLA13MAPAUSCE Fig. 13. Comparison 01' ft mean lcit itti
the low al ti tuOde trough ('Cl 500 kir)

Nishida (1960I and 1967) first explained versus local tlime witll, t- plasma-
the formatil-in of tite p1 asmapatise in terms of a pause measurements of (in-rpent er ( Sr

magnetospheric convectio~n model. Thomas and Taylor e, al . (117(0 and Chap 1

Andrews (1468), Iycroft and Thomas (1970), 0, )1. (191,1).
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The daytime trough locntion below 1500 km 
deduced from ISIS I and INJUN V m~asurements 
shown in Fig. 13 i•; consic~erably dJ fferent 
from the reported plasmnpause rrofiles. The 
ISIS I low altitude troughs are found nt sub
stantially hicher latitudes (L = 12.5! 1°), 
ju~•t efjuntorward of the cm1p precipitation re
gion. The trough moves gradually to lower 
loti tudes townrd dusk while the plasmapause 
position lies between L = 4 and 7 from dawn to 
lCOO LT. The three sets of plasmnpnuse loca
tions in Fig. 13 do not show marked asymmetry 
between night ond day while it is quite pro
nounced in ~he ISIS I trough location. The 
results of Tulunay (1973) and Tulunay and 
Grebowsky (1975) indicate a similar assymetry. 

Examination of the loca+Lon of the high 
altitude equatorward trough wall, T2, (Fig. 
12) shows that it is the base which may be 
reasonably compnred with the plasmapause loca
tions shown in Fig. 13. The base located at 
L = 4.4 near midnight ond at L = 6.5 at noon is 
in good ngreement with the plasmapause measure
ments. However, it should be noted in agree
ment with the finding of Brace and Theis (1974) 
that the trough shows no afternoon bulge. 

Recent measurements by Gr:ngauz and 
Bezrukikh (1976) using !on traps aboard 
Prognoz and Prognoz 2 satellites led them to 
conclude "a considerably higher latitude for 
the plasmapause at noon compared to that at 
mic:Jnight as a typicnl feature of the quiet 
magnetosphere". Their noon-midnight measure
ments of May 8 and August 24, 1972, for exam
ple, show a difference of approx. 3.5 L in the 
noon-midnight plasmapause location. On the 
avernge, however, they find the plasmapause 
loc3tion to be 1.5 L higher at noon than at 
midnight. Lemaire'o (1976) theoretical studies 
of the oteady state plas~apause position de

·duced from Mcilwain's (1174) E3H convection 
electric field model for magnetically quiet 
co~ditions (Kp = 1 to 2) clearly show a noon
midnlght asymrr:etry with the plasmapaus·c at 
higher L values at noon than ~t midnight. 
Cnrpenter and Seely (1976) from recent quiet 
time Whistler drift path observations noted 
si£nificant noon-midnight asymmetry in the 
plosmapause location contrary to earlier 
mconurcmcntn (Carpenter, 1966). The whistler, 
uotclliLc mcoourcmcnts and theoretical deduc
tions of Wolf (197~) and Lemaire (1976) provide 
<;tron<> evidence for a noon-midnight asymmetry 
~f-th~ plasmapouse, with the noon plasmapause 
located at higher L values. The ISIS I high 
altitude measurements of T2 chow that the base 
of the high ol ti tude trough .. ,all is in good 
agreement with these recent plasmopausc 
rent.1lts. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Examination of thermal ion and electron 
troughs ln the topside Ionosphere obtained by 
means of inotrumenta flown on the ISIS-I and 
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INJUN V satellites over a 3 year period under 
conditions when Kp < 3 has led to the follow
ing rer;ul ts: 

1. The trough occurrence frequency is 
over 90% within 3 hours of midnight, it de
creases to GO% near dawn and dusk, and reacher 
a minimum value of 48% near local noon, 

2. At altitudes below 1500 km on the 
nightside, the midpoint of the equatorial 
trough wall at ab0ut L = 3.8 is found to he in 
good agreement with reported plEsmapause Posi
tions. At altitudes between 1500 and 3500 km, 
the top of the equatorward trough WAll moves to 
continually lower latitudes. At these higher 
altitudes, the equatorward wall becomes the 
dominant feature of the ionization distribution 
often extending 15° to 20° in latitude. The 
poleward edge of the trough becomes less well 
defined at high altitudes and is marked by 
ionization spikes 1° to 2° in width. 

3. On the dayside below 1500 km the mean 
location of the trough T1 at noon is L = 1~.5 
! l. 0, much higher than the -dey side plasma
pause location. T1 persists above 1500 km 
'-"i th decreasing amplitude above this level. 

4. The diurnal variation of the trough 
location was not found to vary with sea~cn 
exc~pt near sunrise. 

5. The ISIS I data and simultaneous 
INJUN V measurements of electron density, ion & 
electron temperature, horizontal electric 
fields and particle measurements show that the 
high latitude trough, T1, is located at the 
equatorward edge of the cusp. It is concluded 
that electric fields and enhanced thermal 
electron and ion temperature contribute to thP 
formation of T1 by increasing ion loss rates, 
ion scale height, and producing changes in the 
chemical composition of the region, in agree
ment with the theoretical analysis of Schunk 
et al. ( 1975). 

6. At all altitudes above !500 km a 
second ionization depletion region or trough 
T2, is observed between L = 2 and 6, 

7. The base of the high altitude trough 
wall (T2 on the dayside) is found to lie be
tween L = 4 and 6 in good agreement with 
plasmopause locations in the equatorial plane, 
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ATS-6 OBSERVATIONS OF IONOSPIiERIC/PROTONOSPHERIC

ELECTRON CONTENT AND FLUX

L. Kersley*, H. lHajeb-Hosseinieh and K.J. Edwards

University College of Wales

Aberystwyth, U.K.

Abstract Measurements of protono- measurements of what can now be termed
spheric content obtained at Aberystwyth Faraday electron content. The differ-
from observations of the ATS-6 satel- ence between these quantities thus
lite radio beacon are reported. The provides an estimate of the protono-
monthly median diurnal behavior shows spheric contribution to the columnar
protonospheric contributions of approx- electron content. In this paper we
imately 15 to 20% to the total content present results of ATS-6 observations
along the ray path by day, rising to a from a mid-latitude European station,
predawn maximum of 35% in summer and Aberystwyth, U.K. (52.4*N, 4.1*W), for
more than 40% in winter. The results the solar minimum period November 1975
are shown to be typical of those ex- to July 1976 when the geostationary
pected from other European stations and satellite was stationed above 35OE
differences from earlier American longitude.
measurements are explained in terms of
ionospheric interactions in the conju-
gate hemisphere. The temporal grad- EXPERIMENT
ients of protonospheric content provide
information on the net integrated The ATS-6 radio beacon experiment
ionospheric/protonospheric plasma has been described by DAVIES et al.
fluxes and the results obtained confirm (1972) and DAVIES et al. (1975). Two
the importance of plasma exchange with basic measurements are of concern here.
both local and conjugate ionospheres. First, the polarization rotation of a

VHF carrier and secondly the phase of a

modulation on the VHF transmission with
INTRODUCTION respect to that of an identical modu-

lation on a coherent UHF carrier.
For more than a decade observa-

tions of polarization rotation of VHF (a) Polarization Rotation and
transmissions from geostationary satel- Faraday Content
lites have provided measurements of the
so-called total electron content along Measurement of the phase difftr-
the ray path, a parameter of importance ence between the ordinary and extra-
in ionospheric group delay corrections, ordinary circular modes of the 140.056
In practice, the weighting effect of Mllz carrier allows the polarization
the geomagnetic field limits the rotation (0) to be determined. This
measurement to the ionospheric part of rotation can be related to ionosphere
the path below some arbitrary height quantities along the ray path (s) by
generally taken to be about 2500 km; K
however at times a significant fraction Q = ?2 fsNfLds 1.
of the total number of electrons may be
above this level. The ATS-6 satellite where f is the wave frequency, K a
radio beacon group delay transmitter constant, N electron density and fL
has enabled measurements to be made of longitudinal gyrofrequency. If a mean
the actual total electron content along value of fL can be determined represen-
the path in addition to polarization tative of conditions along the

At present: NRC/NAS Senior Resident Research Associate,
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom AFB, MA 01731, U.S.A.
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ionospheric path then the above that is
equation can be written 1 1 1

@fF Nds = -f2Y f L f4 L  ]N 6.
il = L o N TtLNF 2. 2 L L 4 L 3 L

where N is the total electron content
where NF is the so-called Faraday con- along te slant path from the satellite
tent along the ray path. Because of to the receiving antennas.
the weighting of the geomagnetic field
NF can be considered as a measure of Using fL = 0.817 MHz, corresponding
the ionospheric electron content up to to a mean ionospheric height of 40 km,
some arbitrary height (hF) which model the total electron content (in m- ) can
studies have shown to be generally be obtained from the modulation phase
between 2000 and 3000 km. 

delay (in degrees) 14The variation of fL along the N = -4.87 x 10 0 7.
Aberystwyth/ATS-6 path, plotted as a T
function of height, is shown in Fig. 1. (c) F-factor
It can be seen that the parameter maxi-
mizes at about 200 km and is relatively An additional experimental param-
insensitive to height below about 500 eter which can be obtained from the
km, a shape which has important con- ATS-6 angular data is the shape factor
sequences for the accuracy of the or F-factor which is a weighted average
Faraday and protonospheric content electron gyrofrequency along the path.
measurements. This has been defined by DAVIES et al.

-EL (1975) as
A fixed value of TL = 0.817 MHz

corresponding to a mean ionospheric = f N f ds / s N ds 8.
height of 420 km has been used in the s L
present work. Thus, from Equation 2, By substitution from Equations 1 and S
the relationship between the measured F can be related to the measuree
polarization rotation (in degrees) of parameters by
the 140.056 MHz carrier 2and the Faraday
electron content (in m ) becomes F = 0.832 - 9.

NF = 4.96 x 10"' l 3.
(d) Protonospheric content

(b) Modulation Phase and
Total Electron Content It can be seen that absolute

measurements of the total and Faraday
The other angular parameter contents to a sufficient accuracy will

measured by the Aberystwyth receiver is allow the electron contribution from
the phase of a 1 MHz modulation on the ,2500 km to the geostationary satellite
140 MHz carrier with respect to that of to be determined. The effective upper
an identical modulation on a coherent boundary is however the plasmapause
360 MHz carrier. The ionospheric modu- which is usually well below the geo-
lation phase delay, for ordinary wave stationary orbit height. The protono-
components, is given by spheric (some workers prefer the term

K 1 1 1 1 1 plasmaspheric) electron content (NP)
-s L-lffL-f-+fL+- L]Nds 4. can thus be found from

where the suffixes refer to the respec- Np = NT - NF 10.
tive signal frequencies, f, = 140.0560
MHz, f2 = 141.0564 MHz, f3 = 360.1440
MHz and f4 = 361.1444 MHz. RESULTS

The longitudinal gyrofrequency is
always less than 0.83 MHz for the ATS-6 Diurnal plots of median values of
to Aberystwyth geometry and is thus N, NF , Np N /NT% and F for each of
small compared to the signal frequen- twe nine m6nths under study are
cies. Hence if an average value FL is presented in Fig. 2. The diurnal
chosen for the path the above equation variations of N and N are essentially

can be rittenT P.
can be written similar in character indicating that

1 1 1 1 the ionospheric contribution dominates
4 = -K[ f2 -fl+*T-f4 +- ]fsNds 5. the total electron content at least

f2'L LL4L T L during daytime. By contrast N_

shows only a small diurnal variation
with minimum values in the predawn
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16 2
hours around 3 x 10 m

- 
for all a positive upwards flux is found some

months and a Iaftrnoon maximum of hours after sunrise. It should be noted
about 4 x 10 m i 6win er rising to that time constants of the order of
approximately 5 x 10 m in summer, hours are probably involved before
The protonospheric content expressed as ionospheric changes can be reflected
a percentage of the total has values in protonospheric content, allowing
by day typically in the range 15 to 20% for the 0-H transition barrier and
while the predawn maximum of about 35% the travel time of the plasma along
in summer exceeds 40% in winter. The the long flux tubes, Following the
diurnal variations of F show a predawn post sunrise period of upwards flux,
minimum about 0.5 MHz while the daytime for much of the summer day the fluxes
value is generally in the region of do not differ significantly from zero,
0.66 MHz. however after conjugate sunset a strong

downwards net flux is observed at a time
Some insight can be gained into when the still sunlit ionosphere in thethe physical processes responsible for local hemisphere is displaying the late

the observed variations in N by afternoon peak in both maximum density
considering the temporal rats of change and content. It would thus appear that
of the parameter. Protonospheric depletion at this time is essentially

content is a measure of the plasma to the conjugate ionosphere. In Dec-
content of a region of the high plasma- ember and January, upwards fluxes are
sphere above 12500 km altitude where found by day with a post sunset deple-
production and loss are unimportant tion. However, it is interesting to
and the dominant mechanism for content note that net upwards fluxes are also
changes is plasma diffusion up and found in the early morning hours appar-
down the field lines in response to ently associated with the much earlier
interaction with the underlying iono- sunrise in the conjugate summer hemi-
sphere. The temporal gradient of sphere.
protonospheric content thus provides a
near continuous estimate of the net
integrated protonospheric flux respon- DISCUSSION
sible for the filling and draining of
the region. It should be remembered
that the protonospheric content The protonospheric content varia-
measured in the ATS-6 experiment refers tions obtained at Aberystwyth when
to the slant path to the satellite the ATS-6 satellite was stationed at
intersecting flux tubes in the range 3S

° 
E differ significantly from those

L'u1.7 to LI"4 on average at the plasma- already reported from the earlier
pause. The protonospheric flux estim- American sector phase of ATS-6 opera-
ated from these measurements is thus tions. Two contrasting features of
an integrated parameter in contrast to note are the generally lower magnitudes
the more direct measurement essentially found in the American observations
along a particular field tube given particularly in summer and a diurnal
by the whistler technique (PARK, 1970). variation of the earlier data for

winter through equinox which minimizes
Protonospheric flux measurements by day (FRITZ, 1976; SOICHER, 1976;

(dNp/dt) estimated from three-hour JOHANSON and KLOBUCHAR, 1977). In
running mean smoothed hourly values interpreting these differences it must
of protonospheric content are presented be remembered that the measured proton-
in Fig. 3. This shows the mean diurnal ospheric content changes are la'gely
variation of protonospheric flux for consequent upon interaction with the
December 1975, January 1976 and June, ionosphere at the feet of the flux
July 1976 representing winter and tubes intersecting the ray path. Fig. 4
summer conditions respectively. In shows the ionospheric terminations at
interpreting these fluxes it must be 3S0 km altitude in both local and con-
remembered that a given field line jugate hemisphere of the field lines
interacts with the ionosphere at its crossing the ray path for the Aberystyth
terminations in both local and conju- observations while the ATS-6 satellite
gate hemispheres, so that the flux was at 35

° 
E. The important field lines

being measured represents the net for protonospheric content studies are
integrated filling or draining rate of those with intersections above "2500 km
the tubes of interest. To assist in up to the plasmapause at say L%4. It
interpretation, the times of sunrise can be inferred from Fig. 4 that because
and sunset in both local and conjugate of the convergence of the ray paths
hemispheres at 350 km at the ionospheric towards the satellite the geographic
base of the L-2 flux tube, which inter- locations of the ionospheric termina-
sects the ATS-6 ray path at 5000 km tions of the relevant field lines will
altitude, are marked. In June and July alter by only a relatively small amount
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for mid-latitude stations covering a CONCLUSIONS
wide range of longitudes. Thus, satel-
lite, rather than observing station, The monthly median protonospheric

longitude is an important factor in content shows diurnal variations which
the protonospheric content measurements. reflect the interactions with the
Hence, the present observations can be underlying ionosphere. The contribu-
taken as representative of mid-latitude tion from the protonosphere amounts to

observations from the European sector some 15-20% of the total content by
while the general concurrence of the day, rising by night to a predawn
earlier observations, already referred maximum of 35% in summer and more than
to, from several American stations is 40% in winter. It has been shown that

explained. The most apparent differ- observations reported here are expected
ence between the observing situation to be typical of those obtained from
from Europe presented here and that other mid-latitude European stations

from America with ATS-6 at 940 W and differences from earlier American

longitude lies in the geographic lati- measurements are explained in terms of

tudes of the field line terminations ionospheric interactions in the con-
in the conjugate hemisphere. While jugate hemisphere. The studies of

for the present study the ionospheric protonospheric flux support the conclu-
regions in the conjugate hemisphere, sion of the importance of the conjugate r
interacting to contribute towards region to the interpretation of the
the observed protonospheric changes, data. F

lie at mid-latitudes, for the earlier
American work the corresponding loca- AatosaeamuhhgegegahcAcknowledgement Thanks are expressed :
tions are at much higher geographic to Mr. J. M. Johanson for the compu-
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SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS FROM WITHIN IONOSPHERIC STRUCTURES

RESPONSIBLE FOR AURORAL ACCELERATION PROCESSES

R. D. Sharp, E. G. Shelley, and R. G. Johnson
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory

Palo Alto, California 94304

INTRODUCTION

Ionospheric disturbances at high latitudes (Shelley et al., 1972; Reed et al., 1969). The
associated with auroral precipitation events are energy ranges and geometric factors of the elec-
known to cause radio frequency interference prob- tron spectrometers are listed in Table 1. The
lems and so the physical causes of these disturb- ion mass spectrometers each acquire a 30-channel
ances are of direct relevance to the theme of mass-per-unit-charge spectrum at a single energy-
this symposium. One class of auroral electron per-unit-charge every second. The energy-per-
precipitations known as "inverted V' events are unit-charge setting is cycled through 4 values
thought to be caused by large-scale ionospheric every 64 seconds, remaining on each step for 16
structures containing dc electric fields, with seconds. Thus, a 12-point energy spectrum is
a component parallel to the geomagnetic field acquired from the 3 spectrometers every 64 sec-
resulting in the downward acceleration of the onds. These 12 measured energy-per-charge val-
precipitating electrons (Gurnett, 1972; Swift, ues are also listed in Table 1.
1975). Until recently, no direct measurements
within these structures have been reported al- OBSERVATIONS
though some of the properties of the auroral
acceleration process have been inferred from the Initial observations from the S3-3 ion mass
characteristics of the precipitating electrons spectrometer experiment showed intense beams of
(see review by Evans, 1976). upward-directed newly-accelerated ionospheric

ions as a persistent feature of auroral field
Recent measurements from within the struc- lines at altitudes of about 1 RE. Two distinct

tures have been acquired by means of directed classes of ion acceleration phenomena have been
barium jets (Haerendel, 1976) and from the S3-3 detected, one involving the parallel and one the
satellite which, because of its unique orbital perpendicular component of the ion velocity
characteristics, is traversing the structures (Shelley et al., 1976; Sharp et al., 1977).
at altitudes of 1 1 RE in the polar regions.
Office of Naval Research experiments on the S3-3 Figure I shows a segment of data from the
satellite are measuring the characteristics of low-energy mass spectrometer acquired in the
both the particles and fields within the struc- northern polar region at a local time of about
tures (Shelley et al., 1976; Mozer et al., 1977) 1430. The relative responses of the 0+ and H+
and in association with the other spacecraft ions are plotted versus time and can be compared
experiments (Mizera and Fennel, 1977) are pro- with the pitch angle determined from the on-
viding the first detailed determinations of board magnetometer shown in the upper panel.
their geometry. The energy-per-unit-charge of the measured ions

is also indicated. One sees sharply peaked
EXPERIMENT pitch-angle distributions for both 0+ and N

+

corresponding to ions streaming up the field
The S3-3 satellite was launched into an lines from the ionosphere. The lower panel

elliptical polar orbit with an initial apogee of shows the electron fluxes from the CMEB detector
8050 km and perigee of 260 km. The orbital in- (0.35 1 E 5 1.1 keY). The deep minima corres-
clination is 97.5*

. 
The satellite is spinning ponding to the atmospheric loss cone are clearly

at about 3 rpm with its spin axis perpendicular evident at the same locations as the ion peaks.
to the orbital plane. The measurements to be The narrow ion pitch-angle distributions evident
described In this report w--e acquired from an in Figure I (e.g., FWHM '100 for the proton
ion and electron spectrometer experiment mounted peaks) are indicative of an acceleration mechan-
with its view direction perpendicular to the ism which primarily energizes the parallel com-
spin axis. The experiment consists of 3 ion ponent of the ion velocity vector. A possible
mass spectrometers and 4 electron spectrometers mechanism of this type is a dc electric field
similar in design to those described previously with a component parallel to the geomagnetic
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field and, as we will see below, a detailed distribution form the borders. The central re-
analysis of the ion and electro, distribution gion is characterized by an enhanced flux level
functions in selected events shiows that such of , 1 keV electrons with dramatically enlarged
electric fields do occur on auroral geomagnetic loss cones and upstreaming ions (primarily pro-
field lines at high altitudes, tons in this example) evidencing a parallel elec-

tric potential drop below the satellite of about
An example of an observation of the second 1 kilovolt in magnitude. The presence of a par-

class of ion acceleration mechanism is shown in allel dc electric field above the satellite in
Fig. 2. These data were acquired in the polar the central portion of the structure Is indicated
cusp at an altiutde of 7600 km. One sees in by the reduced level of the CMEA fluxes and the
Figure 2 a latitudinally extended region of symmetry between the upward and downward moving
upward-flowing oxygen ions with a "conical" soft (E ^- 100 eV) electrons. In this Interpre-
pitch-angle distribution, i.e., having a mini- tation the primary electrons have been acceler-
mum along the direction of the geomagnetic ated out of the energy range of the DNEA detector
field. Pitch-angle distributions of this type by a potential difference above the spacecraft of
are expected if the ion acceleration mechanism magnitude OA > 0.24 kV. The upward moving sec-
acts primarily on the perpendicular component ondary electrons in the energy range of CMEA pro-
of the ion velocity, and at an altitude substan- duced in the atmosphere by the incident primary
tially below that at which the ions are ob- beam, are reflected by the parallel electric
served. The initial 900 peaked pitch-angle dis- field above the spacecraft giving rise to the
tribution then folds into the observed conical observed symmetry. Another important indicator
distribution under the action of the first adia- of a dc electric field above the pacecraft is 4

batic invariant. According to this model the the presence of minima at 90* in the pitch-angle
ions shown in Figure 2 were accelerated in the distributions of the primary (CMEB) electrons.
altitude region of 4000-5000 km. A possible The equation for the first adiabatic invariant
mechanism resulting in such angular distribu- for these particles is:
tions is acceleration by means of ion cyclotron
waves. B1  B 2

2 2
15 SEPTEMBER 1976 EVENTS E, sin 0,1 (l- eA)sin 0

Many of the auroral acceleration events de-
tected by the S3-3 satellite, especially those where B is the intensity of the geomagnetic
occurring during active times, are characterized field. E is the electron energy and a is their
by rapid temporal variations (determinable by local pitch angle. The subscript I refers to the
differences in the electric potential at alti- altitude at the upper edge of the parallel elec-
tudes below the satellite as measured by the tric field structure and the subscript 2 refers
rapidly moving electrons and the slowly moving to the satellite altitude. By setting al =900
ions) and by overlapping and complex spatial in this equation we have a relationship between
structures. In an initial attempt to determine the angular width of the observed 900 minimum in
some of the essential features of the structures, the pitch-angle distribution and the vertical
two events have been selected for detailed anal- extent of the parallel electric field structure
ysis which show evidence for a relative lack of above the spacecraft (through BI). The details
such complicating features and which have a of the calculations leading to the determination
latitudinal scale size suitable for repeated of this parameter are beyond the scope of this
pitch-angle scans by the relatively slowly brief report. The results for both the event
spinning S3-3 spacecraft. One of these events illustrated and the event analyzed by Clad is and
at 1058 UT on 15 September 1976 has been des- Sharp (1977a,b) are that this vertical dimension
cribed In detail by Cladis et al. (1977) and is inferred to be greiter than 1000 km.
Cladis and Sharp (1977a,b) and, in view of the
constraints on the length of this presentation, RELEVANCE TO SPACECRAFT CHARGING
will not be further discussed here. Survey
plots showing the overall characteristics of The presence of sharply peaked ion and elec-
the second of these events are presented in tron pitch-angle distributi~ns such as have been
Figure 3. described here have implications with respect to

the electrostatic charging of spacecraft systems
The top three panels show, on a logarithmic (Johnson et al., 1977). An observee source of

scale, the summed count rates from the 3 ion spacecraft malfunctions is the differential elec-
spectrometers from ions with the mass-per-charge trostatic charging of adjacent insulated surfaces
ratios indicated. The instrument pitch angle is leading to high-voltage discharges and accompany-
shown in the center panel and the lower four ing material damage and electromagnetic inter-
panels show the electron data (see Table 1 for ference (Rosen, 1975).
energy ranges). Along the abscissa are given
Universal Time (SYST) geographic longitude and If an anisotropic field-aligned ion flux is
latitude, altitude (kms), invariant latitude and incident on a spacecraft with a hole in the outer
magnetic local time. An examination of Figure skin, then a non-conducting surface on a compon-
2 shows an "event" with a relatively symmetric ent inside the skin and on the same magnetic
pattern of fluxes. Downward streaming ('- 100 field line as the hole will become positively
eV) electrons with a sharply peaked pitch angle charged providing the hole subtends an angle
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from the component surface equal to or less than REFERENCES
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Table 1

DETECTOR CHARACTERISTICS

Energy (E, in keV) or 2 GAE

Detector Particle Energy-Per-Unit-Charge (cm -sec-str)

CMEA Electrons 0.07 - 0.24 1.2 x 10
-6

CMEB Electrons 0.35 - 1.1 6.5 x 10
-6

CMEC Electrons 1.6 - 5.0 1.9 x 10
- 5

CMED Electrons 7.3 24 6.5 x 10
-

CXA! Ions 0.50, 0.68, 0.94, 1.28
Depends on

CXA2 Ions 1.76, 2.4, 3.3, 4.5 ion species

CXA3 Ions 6.2, 8.5, 11.6, 16.0
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Figure 1. Data from Revolution 67 on 17 July 1976.
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EFFECTS OF AURORAL CLUTTER ON SPACE-BORNE MICROWAVE TRANSMISSIONS

H.L. Groginsky, A.H. Katz, D.B. Odom and G.D. Thome
Raytheon Company

Wayland, Massachusetts 01778

ABSTRACT spectral characteristics. Aurora gives
rise to both scattering and dispersion

The effects of auroral clutter on of the radar signals. The former leads
space-borne microwave transmissions are to an additire clutter signal in the
likely to have a significant impact on radar while the latter behaves like
the design, operation and performance multiplicative noise inducing some at-
of space-borne surveillance and naviga- tenuation br't principally producing an
tion systems. System designers require alteration of the spectrum of the radar
knowledge of (1) the distribution in signal. The regions of backscatter
time and space of the occurrences of will occur principally where the radar
auroral clutter, (2) how the auroral line of sight is nearly normal to the
clutter will affect the microwave geomagnetic field lines, while disper-
transmission as a function of system sion can occur wherever sufficient
parameters (such as transmitted fre- ionization exists. In this paper we
quency and beamwidth of transmissions), have studied the problem of character-
and (3) how auroral clutter will affect izing the regions in a space-borne
the microwave system as a function of radar's field of view producing the
the location of the space-borne plat- backscattered portion of the auroral
form with respect to the spatial dis- induced clutter and the duration of
tribution of auroral clutter. Global these clutter echoes.
description of auroral clutter is re-
quired by space-borne systems in con- This paper represents an initial step
trast to ground-based systems which in establishing a model of the space-
require only a localized model. Based borne radar auroral interaction. Its
on available measurements, such a main objective is to illustrate the
global description of the auroral clut- scope of the effort required to identi-
ter has been generated for use in the fy features of the backscatter clutter
design of space-borne microwave sys- associated with space-borne systems.
tems. Further, this description has The analysis has been limited to the
been used in conjunction with a geomet- following conditions:
rical model relating the position of
the space-borne platform and the auro- 1. Irregularities which are modeled are
ral clutter to generate maps which associated with auroral clutter at
define where auroral clutter interac- E-layer heights. Further study is
tions are likely to occur, required to determine the effects of

both F-layer and equatorial irregu-
1. INTRODUCTION larities.

The design of space-based microwave 2. A single satellite height of 10,000
systems requires knowledge of the back- km was chosen for detail study.
scatter clutter from ionospheric irreg- However, where appropriate, the
ularities (such as auroral ionization, effects of satellite height are
sporadic E, and spread F). This in- described.
cludes the geographical, temporal and
height distribution of the ionized
regions as well as its amplitude and
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3. only backscatter from auroral clut- p'redicts the effects of auroral activ-
ter has been investigated. Spectral ity on a satellite based observer is
dispersion due to transmission based on two factors:
through the irregularity regions
will be the subject of a future 1. The radar transmissions are perpen- -

effort. dicula. to the earth's magnetic
field t a specified location (dis-

The key results of the analysis, de- cussed in this section).
scribed by this paper, are as follows:

2. Auroral ionization occurs at the

1. Regions where auroral clutter can be specified location.
observed can be very large rings,
spanning up to 12 hours of longi- Figure 1 shows the earth as viewed

tude. The size of the rings in- from a satellite. In the example

creases with the altitude of the chosen, namely a satellite in polar
satellite, orbit at an altitude of 10,000 km, the

radar commands a large view to the

2. The rings move with the satellite horizon (- ±67' latitude) and observes

and thus the intersection of the a large portion of the geomagnetic

rings with auroral events changes field. The analysis which locates the

rapidly in space-time. This results region of perpendicularity is based on

in a very rapid change in the dura- a dipole approximation to the geomag-

tion of the periods of observation netic field at the altitude of 100 km. *

of auroral clutter during a singleCosdraypnetouhheioe
satellite orbit.Cosdraypaetruhheiol

axis. The geomagnetic field must lie
3. The earth's rotation beneath the in this plane. If one draius a line of

satellite's orbital plane can result constant altitude in this plane and
in several local regions of perpen- then the line of sight from the satel-
dicularity that do not significantly lite to any point on this locus, one
change during an orbit. These re- may observe that the line perpendicular
gions in space-time will be suscep- to the line of sight and that which
tible to long duration auroral clut- lies in the defining plane is unique.

ter dependent, of course, on the In Figure I we have attempted to de-H
likelihood of the occurrence of pict the variation of this line asa
auroral clutter in these regions. function of position from horizon to

horizon, Clearly at the horizon, the
This paper is organized as follows: direction of this line is perpendicu-
Section 2 describes the unique geomet- lar to the earth's surface and in be-
rical factors associated with space- tween becomes tangent to the earth's
borne measurements and develops the surface at the point where the line of
unique loci of perpendicularity. Sec- sight is perpendicular to the constant
tion 3 discusses the amplitude, spatial altitude locus. For a dipole field,
and temporal distribution of the auro- it can be shown that the perpendicular
ral clutter and develops the extent and line defined above makes the angle * 1
duration of the perpendicular loci with respect to the local vertical at
which night be involved in an auroral a point defined by the geomagnetic
event, latitude P and longitude e, which is

given by
2. SATELLITE OBSERVABLE ECHO REGIONS tn Cos C - Cos CP Cos a C 1

Previous studies(1 -4 ) have shown that sin cP (k - cos a (1)
ground-based radar observations of
auroral clutter are geographically lim- *Cohen and Dwarkin(5 ) solved the ideal
ited because of the aspect sensitivity dipole case analytically using a meth-
of the backscatter. it is well known od based on earlier work of Chapman. (6)

that auroral backscatter clutter occurs The method used here allows measured
when the radar transmissions are per- earth models to be used to modify the
pendicular to the earth's magnetic dipole field model to determine the
field. Development of a model which regions of perpendicularity.
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where lar, ty within the radar coverage and
are coded to permit interpretation in

cos a. m direction cosine between time sequence (see Figure 3).
the earth centered magnetic
dipole axis and the The figures indicate that as the satel-
satellite lite traverses northward, the locus of

perpendicularity appears as an arc. It
Cos 0.p = direction cosine between then expands rapidly to a circle near

the satellite vector and a the radar horizon. It travels along
vector (from earth center) with the satellite as it traverses the
to the point in question in pole, and again the circle collapses *o
the dipole field (defined an arc as the atellite passes to lower
by cP and e altitv~des.

R + h,
k- e- ion It is important to note that, in gener-

R e + h al, the region traverses the earth at
R e= earth's radius the speed of the subsatellite point.

e In fact, if the effect is observable
h.io = height of the ionosphere only between ±1' of perpendicularity, a

point on the ground near the satellite

h s= height of the satellite in orbit plane might be masked by iono-
Scompatible units spheric induced clutter for only 106

seconds.
It is possible to invert (1) and solve
for the geomagnetic latitude cq along a Because of the satellite motion, e.g.
geomagnetic meridian at which the re- for satellites below geosynchronous
quired dip $~ is found. By joining such altitude, parts of the coverage in the
points for different meridians it is easterly direction can have much longer
possible to plot lines of constant re- persistence in the perpendicular condi-
quired dip. Figure 2 shows the loci of tion. This effect, called the zone of
constant required dip on a plot of ac- convergence, is shown in Figure 4.
tual geomagnetic dip for one location Clearly, ionospheric disturbances at
of the satellite. The earth surface such regions can have more serious
location of the magnetic pole has been effects on a radar than elsewhere.
used to establish the geomagnetic me-
ridians. Earth rotation is easily 3. CHARACTERISTICS OF AMRORAL
accounted for in this calculation by (IONOSPHERIC) IRREGULARITIES
suitably locating the satellite. The
overlay of the plots allows the match- This section deals with the character-
ing of the required and actual dips and istics of the auroral ionospheric ir-
tl~ereby permits a manual solution of regularities. This, together with the
the locations where required and actual geometrical model described above, de-
dips match. This procedure neglects termines where and how often auroral
the distortions to the field induced by clutter can be observed. Ground-based
geomagnetic storm activity but is measurements(1N4 ) have demonstrated the
thought to be fairly accurate at the following:
altitudes from~ which the bac1kscatter
originates. The heavy line on Figure 2 1. Aspect sensitivity appears indepen-
is the solution we have found. Regions dent of frequency with the clutter
of perpendicularity were determined for cross-section decreasing by approxi-
two satellite orbits illustrated in mately 10 dB per degre~e of perpen-
Figure 3. The regions of perpendicu- dicularity.
larity were calculated when subsatel-
lite points were at the number loca- 2. Doppler spectra at 1295 Miz varies
tions. from coherent signals displaced 2.5

kHz with 6.5 kHz spectral width to
Figures 4A and 48 show the results of spectral widths which are difficult
the two satellite passes on a polar to characterize and can be in ex-
projection map. The heavy lines on the cess of 20 kHz.
figures are the regions of perpendicu-
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3. Cross-section versus frequency volume scattering coefficient at L-band
varies as a function of storm condi- of 10- I I m2/m 3 is assumed instead, a
tions by X

7 in the 1000 to 3000 MHz clutter cross-section of order 100 m
2

region and X3 in the 100 to 1000 MHz would be expected.
regime.

Table I

3.1 Auroral Clutter Cross-Section Clutter Cross-Section Calculation

In order for an auroral clutter model Radar Parameters
to be useful for making system tradeoff Frequency: 1200 MHz
decisions the intensity of the clutter Aperture: 25 m
and its variation with operating fre- Range to Aurora: 10,000 km
quency must also be predictable, at Range Resolution: 10 km
least on a statistical basis. Unfortu- Auroral Parameters
nately, at frequencies above a few hun- Volume Scatterin
dred MHz, auroral clutter measurements Coefficient: 10-73 m2/m 3

are available from only a few isolated Scattering Layer Thickness: 10 km
spots on the earth and for only limited Resulting Clutter Cross-Section: 1 m2

periods of time. As might be expected
of a phenomenon which is highly aspect The sidelobes of the hypothesized anten-
sensitive and highly variable in time na may, of course, see a much larger
and space, measurements of volume scat- geographic zone of irregularities than
tering coefficient made at different the spot size illuminated by the main
places and at different times but at beam. These extended auroral scattering
the same frequency rarely agree to zones are expected to be similar to
within an order of magnitude and do not those described in Section 3.2. The
lead to a meaningful statistical model effect of the return from this larger
for system design purposes. For ex- volume scatterer will depend upon both
ample at L-band (1295 MHz), observa- the antenna sidelobe characteristics as
tions during 1970 using the Millstone well as the property of the scattering
Hill radar led to a volume scattering coefficient throughout this larger vol-
coefficient of about 10-13 m2/m 3 , ume. Values for the clutter cross-
whereas observations with the same radar section which may be in excess of 100 m

2

equipment the next year led to a value are possible for the viewing geometries
two orders of magnitude smaller. (2 ) On shown in Section 3.2 during large por-
the other hand, an L-band volume scat- tions of the day. An important sidelobe
tering coefficient two orders of magni- suppression requirement which the system
tude greater (10-11 m2/m 3 ) has been designer must address can thus be char-
reported based on measurements made in acterized by the statistical model which
Alaska. (3 ) would be developed.

The best way to develop a statistically 3.2 Geographical and Temporal
meaningful model of the auroral clutter Distribution of Auroral Clutter
environment for system design studies
of space-borne radars is to make synop- The times of maximum occurrence of the
tic measurements from space in the fre- E-layer irregularities are shown in
quency band of interest. Taking 10-13 Figures 5A and 5B.(7) The most probable
m2/m 3 as a typical volume scattering time of occurrence of this phenomenon is
coefficient at L-band and assuming that at night and is more likely to occur at
the scattering irregularities are con- earlier times as the latitude increases.
fined to a layer 10 km thick, Table I For instance, it varies from about 1000
illustrates that a scattering cross- LMT at Winnipeg to about 1500 LMT at
section of order 1 m2 can be expected Resolute Bay. The lines of constant
from the main beam for a radar in orbit local time (Figure 5B) are not concen-
at 10,000 km. For this example, an tric with geographic latitudes, but are
antenna aperture of 25 m and a range centered approximately on the geomag-
resolution of 10 km has been assumed. netic pole. The geomagnetic storm ac-
The corresponding "spot size" of the tivity producing these localized zones
radar beam (3 dB contour) at a range of of enhanced E-layer ionization is be-
10,000 km is 100 km in diameter. If a lieved to be caused by late arriving
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particles (at an energy level of I MeV history for the orbits in Figure 3 for
or less) that were ejected 20-40 hours 2000 UT and 0400 UT. The occurrence of i
earlier during the initiation of a auroral clutter from one satellite pass
major solar flare, (8,9) to another is highly dependent upon

both the characteristics of the orbit
The data shown in Figure 6 suggests a and the time at which the orbit occurs.
relationship between the observed E-
layer plasma enhancement in the north- Figure 8B shows a "zone of convergence"
ern latitudes and a similar ionospheric of the contours of perpendicularity
enhancement observed at F-region which occurs near the state of Utah.
heights in the mid-latitudes.(lO) This The 0400 UT clutter zone is near this
relationship is further supported by 'zone of convergence." Clutter which
the fact that the E-layer plasma irreg- falls within this "convergence zone"
ularities in the mid and equatorial will be seen for a large part of the
latitudes occur at the same time as the orbit. The location of these geograph-
F-region enhancement. (11) The magni- ic convergence areas and the position
tude of the maximum increase in plasma of the observed clutter zones is of
density during storm conditions in both considerable importance to the system
the E and the F-regions varies as a designer. For example, in Figure BA
function of geomagnetic latitude with the interaction of the 2000 UT clutter
the intensity of the plasma disturbance zone with the perpendicularity aspect
observed to increase significantly in contours does not include a zone of
both the auroral and equatorial zones, convergence. This means that for the

orbit at 2000 UT the occurrence of
In Figure 6 we see that the period auroral clutter will be restricted to
associated with the "storm-induced" one or two parts of the orbit and not
ionization enhancement is typically in to a large portion of the satellite ob-
excess of eight hours. Thus, condi- servation time as was the case in
tions leading to auroral echoes can Figure 8B.
persist for four (or more) hours on
either side of the maximum occurrence 4. SUM'MARY
"UT contours" shown in Figure 5. The
echoes may then be observed on several This study has demonstrated analytical-
orbits of a low altitude satellite or ly that the auroral backscatter clutter
for a large portion of a single orbit seen by a satellite radar observer can
of a medium to high altitude satellite, be spread over a large geographic area.

For low to medium altitude satellites,
Figures 5 and 6 are used to derive the a given location can be masked by auro-
geographic auroral clutter zones as a ral induced clutter for periods which
function of time. Two examples are are several seconds to many minutes in
shown in Figures 7A and 7B. In these duration. Earth rotation and satellite
figures, the contours of perpendicular- motion can combine on certain orbits to
ity observed from a space-borne plat- yield a "zone of convergence" producing
form are also shown. The intersection auroral induced clutter which can mask
of the clutter zones and regions of the satellite radar for nearly half an
perpendicularity identify where a orbit (up to several hours).
space-based radar can observe a'ircral
clutter. Depending on the area illumi- As a satellite orbits the earth the
nated by the radar the auroral clutter reqions of perpendicularity, if any.
will either be in the mainlobo or side- follow this motion. This is a conse-
lobe of the space-based radar antenna quence of (1) location of the platform
system. in high earth orbit and (2) the spatial

orientation of the earth's magnetic
The intersection which takes place be- field with respect to this platform.
tween the clutter zones shown in Figure The intersection of perpendicularity
7 and the regions of perpendicularity regions with auroral clutter is summa-
during a 2-hour orbit shown in Figure 4 rized in Figure 9 for the northern
can be used to provide a picture of the hemisphere satellite passes (see Figure
time-spatial history of the clutter 3). The longitudinal extent of the
during an orbit. Figure 8 shows this clutter for each subsatellite point
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(specified in UT hours) for each satel- will essentially sample an observable
lite orbit is shown in this figure. 2lutter event with a rapidly moving

spatial window. The satellite geometry
The orientation of the satellite radar restricts the sampling rate of these
with respect to the geomagnetic field events to the orbital period with the
and the auroral clutter zone changes as "optimum" event sampling being achieved
a function of Universal Time. The data only in restricted latitude regions due
displayed in Figures 9A and 9B show two to orbital coverage limitations.
such orientations illustrating the
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(to achieve perpendicularity) on Plot

Figure I Geometry of 10,00 km of Actual Geomagnetic Dip for One
Satellite and Earth's Magnetic Field Satellite Location
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Figure 3A Satellite Orbit Used to Figure 3B Satellite Orbit Used to
Calculate Regions of Perpendicularity Calculate Regions of Perpendicularity
for Pass 1 for Pass 2
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Figure 4A Regions of Perpendicularity Figure 4B Regions of Perpendicularity4
for Satellite orbits Shown in Figure 3A for Satellite orbits Shown in Figure 3B
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Figure .5A Universal Time or Maximum Figure 5B Local Mean Time of Maximum
Frequency of Occurrence of Storm- Frequency of Occurrence of Storm-
Induced E Layer Plasma Irregularities Induced E Layer Irregularities
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Figure 6 Observed Time of Maximum Occurrence of Storm-Induced Ionospheric
Plasma Enhancement as a Function of Geomagnetic Latitude (after Thomas,
1960; Matsushita, 1959; and Smith, 1957)
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Figure 7A Auroral Clutter Zone Present Figure 7B Aurorai Clutter Zone Present
at 2000 UT with Perpendicular Aspect at 0400 UT with Perpendicular Aspect
Concour Associated with Early Portion Contour Associated with Early Portion
of Satellite Pass 01 of Satellite Pass #2
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Figure 8A Auroral Clutter Zone Present Figure 8B Auroral Clutter Zone Present
at 2000 UT with Perpendicular Aspect at 0400 UT with Perpendicular Aspect
contours for Pass #1 Contours for Pass #2
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Figure 9A Auroral Clutter Occurrence Figure 9B Auroral Clutter Occurrence
for orbital Positions of Satellite for orbital Positions of Satellite
Track Shown in Figure 3A Track Shown in Figure 3B
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WORLDWIDE MINIMUM ENVIRONMENTAL RADIO NOISE LEVELS (0.1 Hz to 100 GHZ)

A. D. Spaulding* and G. H. Hagn**
*Office of Telecommunications, Boulder, Colorado

**SRI International, Arlington, Virginia

ABSTRACT

It is desirable to design receiving sys- equivalent lossless antenna having the same char-
tems so that the receiver will be close to being acteristics (except efficiency) as the actual an-
limited by external noise. Indeed, it is cost tenna (see CCIR Report 413). Consider the re-
ineffective to design radio receiving systems ceiving system shown in Fig. 1. The output of
with noise figures significantly less than the block (a) is this unique reference point. The
minimum values of the environmental radio noise, output of block (c) represents the actual (avail-
The best available estimates of the minimum able) antenna terminals to which one could attach
values of the environmental radio noise for ver- a meter or a transmission line. Let s represent
tically polarized antennas expected worldwide the signal power and n the average noise power in
(0.1 Hz to 100 GHz) preserted in this paper watts which would be observed at the output of
should facilitate cost-effective future receiver block (a) in an actual system (if the terminals
design. were accessible). We can define a receiving

system overall operating noise factor, f, such
PRE-DETECTION SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO AND that n fktob, where
RECEIVING SYSTEM OPERATING NOISE FACTOR k = Boltzmann's constant = 1.38 x 10

-2 3
J/K,

The pre-detection signal-to-noise ratio(S/N) to = The reference temperature in K taken as

is an important telecommunications system design 288K,is a imortnt eleommnletlos sste deignb =the noise power bandwidth of the re-

parameter. It is useful to refer (or trans- b e no se n ot r
late) the noise from all sources to one point ceiving system in Hz.
in the system for comparison with the signal We can also define a system overall operating
power (desired signal). A unique system refer- noise figure F = 10 logl0 f in dB. The ratio s/n
ence point exists: the terminals of an can be expressed:

Sh, f, and fa defined here
a

I physicaily accessible antenna terminals

LOSS FREE ANTENN
WITH AVAILABLE ANTENNA *TRANSM:SSIONn

rlT,,A ..0, RECEVER...E
SEXTERNAL NOISE , CIRCUIT *i LINE ]TOR

stN e) r)
Imeasured (RF + IF)

ere t

ta tc tt

foe talto f(;-l+ ( "c- )"tclto) ft= 1+ (A'-ll(ttl 1o)  fr

fzfa+(ec-I)(tc/to) + c(et - It1 /t 0)+ tc t(fr -I

Figure 1. The receiving system and its operating noise factor, f.
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10 LOG 1 0 (s/n) = S-N(i) Relation (3) can be written

where

S = the desired average signal power, in Pn 
= 

Fa 
+ 
B - 204 dB(IW) (7)

JB(1W)
= 10 logl0 s, and where Pn = 10 log Pn (Pn 

= 
available power at the

N = the average system noise power in output of block (a) in Fig. 1, in watts), B =
dB(lW) 10 log b, and - 204 = 10 log ktO . For a short

= 10 logl0 n. (h <A) grounded vertical monopole, the vertical

Let us now explore the components of n in component of the rms field strength is given by

greater detail, with emphasis on environmental E F + 20 log f + B - 95.5 dB(lWV/m)(8)
noise external to the system components. n a MHz

For receivers free from spurious responses, where En is the field strength in bandwidth b and
r rteeoiver far ifMH is the center frequency in MHz. Similar ex-

the system noise factor is given by pressions for En can be derived for other an-

clo/t\cItt tennas (Lauber, 1977). For example, for a half-

f = f + (X
- I )  

+ kc (it-1) wave dipole in free space,

a 9 to f -1)0) (2) En = Fa + 20 log fMHz + B - 89.9 dB(lIV/m). (9)
+ ZcZt (fr-l)

The external noise factor is also commonly
where, expressed as a temperature, ta, where, by defi-

fa the external noise factor defined as nition of fa

Pn taf = - (3) f _a,(0
a ktob ' a ftO  (10)

0 0

Fa = the external noise figure defined as and t is the reference temperature in K and ta
Fa =10 log fa is the antenna temperature due to external noise.

Pn = the available noise power from a loss-
less antenna (the output of block (a) More detailed definitions and discussions
in Fig. 1). (including the case with spurious responses) are

c = the antenna circuit loss (power avail- contained in CCIR Report 413 (1966), and supple-
able from lossless antenna/power mentary discussions on natural and man-made noise
available from actual antenna) are provided in CCIR Reports 322 (1963) and 258

tc = the actual temperature, in K, of the (1976) respectively.
antenna and nearby ground

Zt = the transmission line loss (available RELATICNSHIPS AMONt F., NOISE POWER, SPECTRAL
input power/available output power) DENSITY AND NOISE POWER BANDWIDTH

t = the actual temperature, in K, of the
transmission line Note that fa is a dimensionless quantity,

fr = the noise factor of the receiver (Fr = being the ratio of two powers. The quantity fa,
10 log fr = noise figure in dB). however, gives, numerically, the available power

spectral density in terms of kto and the avail-
Let us now define noise factors fc and ft, able power in terms of ktob. Tic relationship

where fc is the noise factor associated with the between the noise power, Pn, the noise power
antenna circuit losses, spectral density, Psd' and the noise power band-

width, b, are summarized in Fig. 2 (from

ft = + (9.-1) Spaulding, 1976 and Hagn, 1978). When Fa is
fc c - ) , known, then Pn or Psd can be determined by fol-

lowing the steps indicated in the figure. For

and ft is the noise factor associated with the example, if the minimum value of Fa = 40 dB and
transmission line losses, b = 10 kHz, then the minimum value of noise power

available from the equivalent lossless antenna is
( ) Pn = -64dB(lW). If Qt = 3, then the noise

ft 1+ t ) . power available from the receiving antenna trans-
mission line is - 172 dB(1W).

If t = t = to, (2) becomes* ESTIMATES OF MINIMUM ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE LEVELS

f = fa - 1 + fcf tfr . (6) The best available estimates of the minimum

expected values of Fa along with other external
noise levels of interest are summarized in this

section as a function of frequency. Pig. 3
t f covers thp frequency range 0.1 Hz to 10 kHz. The

*Note specifically, that when t = 1 (loss- solid curve is the minimum expected values of F.
less antenna and transmission line) then F at the earth's surface based on measurements
F + F

a r
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F. Fa

418 (kTob)dB(T)

i-204 d9 -*67 cS
-10 log b - 0 log bov ~ +14d

+60 dB
dBI(lW) :+j74d dB (111V) -10 loc b dB(lIIV/MH

.n b-0C9 b' (As (Acos 50SI-) r1 5 d l/f

' +30dB +107dB

(dB (imW) + *60Z3- 10 ;og 6 (lrIH

Power Bondwidth Power Spectrol
Conversion Censiry

Figure 2. Relationships between power, power spectral density, and bandwidth (rsms detector).

(taking into account all seasons and times of On Fig. 5, the frequency range 108 - l0
11

day for the entire earth) and the dasheO curve is covered, i.e., 100 MHz - 100 GHz. Again, the
gives the maximum expected values. Note that minimum noise is given by solid curves while
in this frequency range there is very little some other noises of interest are again given by
seasonal, diurnal, or geographic variation. The dashed curves.
larger variability in the 100-10,000 Hz range
is due to the variability of the earth- The majority of the results shown on the
ionosphere waveguide cutoff, three figures are for omni-directional verti-

cally polarized antennas (except as noted on the
Fig. 4 covers the frequency range 104 - figures). The average value of Fa for direc-

108 Hz, i.e., 10 kHz - 100 MHz. The minimum tional antennas will be the same if we assume
expected noise is shown via the solid curves random direction. Studies have indicated that
and other noises that could be of interest as at HF (for example), for atmospheric noise from
dashed curves. For atmospheric noise, (f>10

4  
lightning, there can be as much as 10 dB varia-

Hz) the minimum values expected are taken to be tion (5 dB above to 5 dB below the average Fa
those values exceeded 99.5% of the time and the value shown) with direction for very narrow-beam
maximum values are those exceeded 0.5% of the antennas.
time. For the atmospheric noise curves, all
times of day, seasons and the entire earth's For galactic noise, the average value (over
surface have been taken into account. More pre- the entire sky) is given by the solid curve
cise details (geographic and time variations) labled galactic noise (Figures 4 and 5). Meas-
can be obtained from CCIR Report 322 (1963). urements indicate a ± 2 dB variation about this
The man-made noise (quiet receiving site) is curve. The minimum galactic noise (narrow-beam
that noise measured at carefully selected, antenna towards galactic pole) is 3 dB below the
quiet sites worldwide as given in CCIR Report solid galactic noise curve shown on Figure 5.
322. The atmospheric noise below this man-made The maximum galactic noise for narrow-beam an-
noise level was, of course, not measured and the tennas is shown via a dashed curve on Figure 5.
levels shown are based on theoretical considera-
tions [CCIR, 1963, and references therein], and
engineering judgment (Crichlow, 1966). Also
shown is the median expected business area man-
made noise. Further details concerning man-
made noise and its variation can be obtained
from CCIR Report 258 (1976), Spaulding and
Disney (1974) and references therein, and Hagn
and Shepherd (1974).
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Figure 3. F , minimum and maximum, versus frequency (0.1 to 104 Hz).

A: Micropulsations
B: Atmospheric noise from lightning
C: Maximum expected
D: Minimum expected

EXAMPLE DETERMINATION OF In order to raise the F no more than 1 dB (to
REQUIRED RECEIVER NOISE FIGURE 147 dB) for the above situation, Fr can only be

as large as 100 dB.
We now want to consider a simple example to

show how to determine the required receiver CONCLUDING REMARKS
noise figure. At 10 kHz, for example, the min-
imum external noise is Fa = 145 dB (see Fig. 4). Throughout this paper we have considered
If we assume tc = tt = to, and Zc = Zt = 1 noise as a source of system degradation and in-
(that is, no antenna or transmission line terference as the degradation produced (see Hagn,
losses), then 1977 for a discussion of the basic definitions

and rationale). This is consistent with current
f = f - 1 + f (11) internationally accepted usage (CCIR, 1974).

a r Finally, it should be noted that many of the ex-
ternal noises (e.g., many forms of atmospheric

We can take fr to be that value which will in- and man-made noise) are impulsive in nature.
crease F by only 1 dB. This gives us a noise This means that the external noise can still
figure, Fr, of 140 dB, or an overall noise limit performance of a communications system,
figure, F, of 147 dB. Any smaller noise figure, even though the receiver noise is made as high
Fr, no matter how small, cannot decrease F below as possible so as not to increase the overall
146 dB. Consider now that kc = kt = 100, i.e., opera-ing noise factor f. That is, system per-
20 dB antenna looses and 20 dB transmission formanc, iepends not only on the level of the
losses. Then, interfering noise power (signal-to-noise ratio),

but also on the detailed statistical character-

f = f - 1 + 10000 f (12) istics of the noise.
a r
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HF Noise in Space

C. M. Rush, AFGL*, D. Nelson, Aerospace Corp.,
A. L. Snyder, AFGL; V. Patterson and T. Tascione, AFGUC;
E. Ziemba, Analytical Sciences and Engineering Corp.

ABSTRACT

Radio noise of ground-based origin can be Recently Rush and Buchau (1977) pointed
observed by a satellite-borne receiver orbiting out the feasibility of determining the critical
above the F2 region. The noise that is ob- frequency of the F2 region (foF2) using satel-
served is a function of receiver frequency, lite-borne noise measurements. Because the
satellite position and local time at the sub- ionosphere behaves as a high-pass filter with
satellite point. A recently launched Defense respect to radio energy propagated through it
Meteorological Satellite is equipped with a from the ground, the lowest frequency that a
swept-frequency HF noise receiver and currently satellite orbiting above the F2 region peak
is providing data on a routine basis all along electron density will see, will ideally corre-
the satellite orbit. The receiver provides spond to foF2. This would be the case if the
measurements of radio noise of terrestrial ionosphere were perfectly homogeneous in lati-
origin every 100 kHz in the frequency range tude and longitude and noise sources of all
1.2 to 13.9 MHz. In this paper, we point out frequencies were distributed uniformly over the
some of the prominent features of the noise en- surface of the Earth. Despite the fact that
vironment at the height of the satellite as the ionosphere is not homogeneous nor are noise
well as a brief discussion as to how the data sources distributed uniformly over the Earth'°
can be used to infer the value of the F2 region surface, Rush and Buchau (1977), using data ob-
critical frequency at the sub-satellite point. tained by the ISIS2 satellite, were able to

show that in regions of the globe where ground-
INTRODUCTION based HF noise is high and the ionospheric

structure does not display severe horizontal
Radio noise measurements have been made at gradients, satellite measurements of noise of

numerous ground-based locations for many years. terrestrial origin can be used to determine
These measurements were undertaken partly be- foF2 generally to within one megahertz. Rush
cause noise can be a limiting factor in the and Ziemba (1978) have expanded the study of
performance of electromagnetic propagation sys- Rush and Buchau (1977) by undertaking a
tems. Ground-based measurements obviously are detailed comparison between the value of foF2
confined to regions determined by political and observed by the ISIS2 satellite, the value of
geographical considerations. With the advent foF2 inferred from ISIS2 noise measurements,
of satellites, measurements of radio noise and the predicted values of foF2 for the
could be made within the ionosphere at all lo- appropriate time and location. Their results
cations along the satellite orbit. show a clear diurnal dependence in the useful-

ness of noise measurements in determining foF2.
Most of the measurements of radio noise at The night-time values of foF2 inferred from

satellite heights tend to deal with noise at noise measurements tend to be within 0.33 MHz
frequencies other than HF. Notable exceptions of the observed foF2. This compares to pre-
are the studies undertaken by Horner and Bent dicted values of foF2 being within 0.95 MHz of
(1969) utilizing observations recorded on- the observed values. During the daytime hours,
board the UK3 (Ariel 3) satellite and Herman however, the value of foF2 deduced from noise
et al. (1973) using data obtained by the Radio measurements tends to be on the order of 0.90
Astronomy Explorer (RAE-l) satellite. Further MHz away from the observed foF2. Predictions of
studies by Herman et al. (1975) attempted to daytime values of foF2 from the same data display
show the degree to which the CCIR makes of similar errors, being on the order of 1.0 MHz
ground-based atmospheric noise (CCIR, 1963) when compared to actual observations.
can be related to RAE-l observations.

Efforts are currently underway to determine
the degree to which noise measurements obtained

* Currently at the Office of Telecommunications, by the HF receiver operating on-board a recently
Institute for Telecommunication Sciences, launched Defense Meteorological Satellite (DMSP)
Boulder, CO compares to values of foF2 observed at a few
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ground-based ionosonde stations. Preliminary through the HF receiver that is centered between
results obtained from this study are the subject the channels with sufficient bandspread to over-
of this paper along with some discussion on the lap and couple paired channels. The source of
general behavior of the HF noise intensity at the resonance is thought to be outside of the
the height of the DMSP orbit. receiver itself. Although this coupling does

not cause the signal strength in a given chan-
DMSP NOISE RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS nel to be significantly enhanced, it does none-

theless render it difficult to determine the

The HF noise receiver currently operating frequency at which noise of ground-based origin
on-board the DMSP satellite provides values of is first detected by the receiver. In order to
the logarithm of field strength in 100 kHz determine this frequency, it was decided to

steps between the frequencies of 1.2 through subtract the counts in one of the coupled chan-

13.9 MHz. Characteristics of the receiver nels from those in the other channel. The
include: result of subtracting all the coupled channels

is shown in Figure 2 for the same data used in
Noise Level: 2vV Figure 1. The form of Figure 2 is more in con-
Dynamic Range: 60 db cert with expectation based on the results of
Gain Reduction: % 20 db the ISIS2 analysis of Rush and Buchau (1977).

Effective Antenna Length: Z 1 m However, by subtracting the coupled channels,- the sensitivity of the instrument is reduced,

The receiver continuously sweeps through the the effective channel separation becomes 200
128 frequency channels in 32 seconds. Thus, a kHz as opposed to 100 kHz and the subtracted
value of the radio noise in a 100 kHz bin is values do not reflect absolute counts (or

obtained once every 32 seconds. Because the signal strength). This, however, does not
satellite contains a recording system, data affect the usefulness of the instrument for de-
are obtained throughout the entire orbit. This termining a measure of foF2 at the sub-satel-
is in contrast to ISIS2 satellite data which lite point,
were obtained only when the satellite was in
the line-of-sight of a ground-based readout foF2 INFERRED FROM DMSP NOISE DATA

station. The DMSP satellite that is equipped with
HF NOISE DATA AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY the HF noise receiver is basically a morning-

evening constant local time orbit. This means
Figure 1 gives an example of the HF noise that twice a day, once in the morning and once

signal strength as a function of frequency. in the evening, the satellite passes above the
The signal strength has been deduced by using vicinity of a number of ground-based ionosonde
the equation stations. When the satellite was within the

vicinity of a ground-based station, a compar-
N -232.5 ison could be made between the value of foF2

determined by the increase in noise intensity
C- 10 at the satellite and the observed value of foF2

where determined by the ground-based ionosonde.
Although the s&tellite does not necessarily

E is the terminal voltage and pass over the exact location of the ionosonde
N is the number of counts in decimal. and at exactly the same time as the ionosonde

is operating, the comparison is illustrative of
It is readily apparent that at the highest the usefulness of determining foF2 under real-

end of the frequency scale, the data are more istic conditions.
erratic than that at the lower end. This is
characteristic of the behavior of radio noise Thus far we have been able to isolate 22

in the topside ionosphere--at lower frequencies cases where the satellite was close enough in
(below foF2) the receiver "sees" only back- time and space to a ground-based observation of
ground noise, whereas at the higher frequencies, foF2 to warrant a comparison between satellite
noise of terrestrial origin reaches the satel- and ground data. The results, obtained using
lite. The cause of the spikes in the signal data of the form given in Figure 2, are summar-
strength at the very low frequency end is not ized as follows:
certain at this time and instrumental problems
cannot be totally ruled out. Figure I is a fin - foF2 Cases %
typical example of the behavior of the signal
strength as a function of frequency as observed 0 < 0.2 8 36
by the DMSP noise receiver. <0.3 < 0.5 4 18

<0.6 < 1.0 6 27

Analysis of the DMSP noise data has indi- >1.0 4 18
cated that there is a coupling of adjacent fre-
quency channels (2.0 --- > 2.1, 2.2 *-> 2.3, where fin is defined as the value of foF2

etc.) but surrounding paired channels were un- deduced from the increased noise intensity at
coupled. It is believed that this coupling is the satellite height. A little more than one
due to a 200 kHz frequency resonance passing half of the cases indicate that fin is within
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0.5 MHz of foF2, and a little more than 30 per- CONCLUSION
cent (18) of the cases show fin to be within
1.0 MHz of foF2. These results are, in general, The HF noise receiver currently operating

consistent with those given by Rush and Buchau on-board a Defense Meteorological Satellite is
(1977). Although the analysis is still in the providing data that are being used to determine

preliminary stage, it appears that the HF noise the sub-satellite value of the F2 region criti-
receiver will be useful under certain conditions cal frequency along the satellite orbit. Cur-
in deducing sub-satellite values of foF2. rent efforts are underway in order to assess the

degree to which the value of the critical fre-
TOTAL NOISE INTENSITY AT SATELLITE HEIGHTS quency thus inferred, accurately corre-ponds to

foF2 observed by ground-based ionosonde tec:-

As was mentioned above, the satellite is niques. It is anticipated that above regions if

equipped with a recording system thereby en- the globe where the ionosphere does not displa,.
abling observations to be obtained over the severe horizontal gradients and where HF noise

entire orbit of the satellite. Also, since sources on the ground are rather densely dis-
the satellite is basically in a sun-synchronous tributed, the receiver will provide reasonable
morning-evening orbit, by analyzing data from estimates of foF2.

successive morning or evening passes, it is
possible to obtain global maps of the noise Data from the noise receiver are providing
intensity at the satellite altitude. For both the basis fo., maps of total noise intensity at

the morning and evening passes, the satellite the height of the DMSP orbit (roughly 500
returns to the same general orbital position nautical miles). The maps can be determined as

(apart from changes associated with orbit pre- a function of frequency from greater than 1.0
cession) every 24 hours. Thus, it is possible to almost 14.0 MHz. Although the receiver is
to obtain world maps of noise intensity every quite broadbanded (100 kHz), the data are
24 hours. These maps can be used to assess the useful in providing, for the first time, an
morphological behavior of the noise at satel- ability to routinely map the noise above the F2
lite altitudes as a function of frequency region peak as a continuous function of fre-
since the receiver on-board the DMSP satellite quency over the entire globe.
sweeps the frequency range 1.2 to 13.9 MHz in
100 kHz steps every 32 seconds. REFERENCES

Current studies of the morphological be- CCIR, 1963, International Radio Consultative
havior of the noise intensity are being under- Committee, Rpt 322, International Tele-
taken using data of the type shown in Figure 1 communications Union, Geneva.
for morning or evening passes observed over
five (5) and fifteen (15) days rather than Herman, J. R., J. A. Caruso, and R. G. Stone,
just one day. This is being done in order to 1973, Planet. Space Sci., 21, 443.
obtain maps that are more representative of the
average noise behavior and perhaps more in con- Herman, J. R., R. G. Stone, and J. A. Caruso,
cert with the maps given in CCIR Report 322 1975, J. Geophys. Res., 80, 665.
(CCIR, 1963). The results of these studies
thus far indicate a behavior that is in general Horner, F., and R. B. Bent, 1969, Proc. Roy.
in agreement with expectation. The noise Soc., A311, 527.
intensity is higher over land areas than over
the oceans, and the intensity of the higher Rush, C. M., and J. Buchau, 1977, J. Atmos.
frequencies is greater than that of the lower Terrest. Phys., 39, 277.
frequencies. Rush, C. M., and E. Ziemba, 1978, To appear.
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ELF PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS USING NATURAL SOURCES OF RADIATION

M. Ishoq and D. Llanwyn Jones
Wheatstone Physics Laboratory, King's College

London WC2R 2LS, England

ABSTRACT

Measurement of the frequency spectra of the transient ELF signals examined in the earlier work
radiation received from lightning flashes at global dis- and the Fourier frequency spectra of these ao ob ained
tances in the ELF bond of the electromagnetic spectrum by digitising the signal waveforms and perforn irg the
have been made in England and in Japan. T he iutio Fourier analysis using a CDC 6600 computer.
of the vertical electric field to the azimuthal magne- The propagational attenuation is deterrined by
tic field (the wave impedance) has been determined as
a function of wave frequency. Analysis of the wave of the received signals. Since the source of each seg-

impedance data enables the determination of the loca- nol is a current pulse it is possible to obtain propaga-

tion of the source of radiation on the Earth's surface tional information as a continuous function of frequency

and the determination of the propagational attenuation the characteristics of the source itself being eliminated

in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide, the latter being from the analysis by the wave impedance technique.

an important parameter for the design of ELF communi- The main difficulty in implementation o the technique

cation systems. The attenuation is found to vary as a is the fact that the attenuation at these frequencies is

function of the great-circle path taken by the propa- extremely low (0.1 to 1 db/Mm) so signals are received

gated signal, the attenuation for paths passing through simultaneously from the whole globe. It is necessary
high latitudes being considerably greater than that for smlaeul rmtewoegoe ti eesr
phh lattudsing onely grmidleatder. hA thaor- to select for analysis only the largest signals which,
paths extending only to middle latitudes. A theoreti- for a short period of time, swamp the rest of the global
cal explanation of the experimnental data presented activity. The characteristics of the sources of these
is suggested. largest signals are such that propagational information

I. INTRODUCTION cun be obtained only for frequencies below about 40
to 60 Hz.

The study reported here is an extension of previous 2. SOURCES AND THE LOCATION OF SOURCES
ELF electrrmognetic wave propagation investigations
undertaken at King's College, London within the The sources of the received signals were shown
Radiophysics Group. Here we report on an experi- earlier (Jones and Kemp, 1971; Kemp, 1971) to be
mental project designed to enable the determination of unusually intense lightning flashes which occur mainly
the propagation constant of the Earth-ionosphere duct in the tropics. This result has been confirmed by more
at frequencies in the band 5 Hz to 60 Hz. recent work (Ishaq, 1977).

The background to the present work has been re- The range of the sources from the observing
ported by Jones and Kemp (1970). In summary pro- station has been determined by two methods both of
pagation within the Earth-ionosphere duct is investi- which require the determination of the Fourier spectra
gated by recording on magnetic tape the vertical of the (complex) wave impedance Z of the signals in
electric and the north-south and east-west magnetic the frequency band 5 Hz to some 60 Hz. Here the
field components emitted by lightning discharges atglbl itacsfrom the observing field station, In wave impedance is defined as the ratio of the vertical
global distances electric field to the horizontal magnetic field. In the
this investigation we have employed the Chilbolton first method the frequencies at which the modulus of
Observatory of the S.R.C. Appleton Laboratory situat- the wave impedance I Z (w)l takes maximum and mini-
ed near Andover, Hampshire, England. Data were re-
corded in the period September 1975 to April 1976. mum values enables the determination of source range
The recorded data are searched for the large amplitude using the technique proposed by Kemp and Jones
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(1971). The second, related, method involves a simi- theoretical and empirical data. The initial estimate
lar analysis but using the argument of the wave of a (w ) is normally sufficiently accurate.
impedance- org Z (w) (Ishaq and Jones, 1977). Weclaim ta be able to determine the source range with an The propagational attenuation was thus determined
aca to ae t in tfor the two hundred signals which had been selected for
accuracy of + 200 km. analysis. At any one frequency considerable variability

The azimuth (or bearing) of the received signal has was found with attenuation values fluctuating over a
been determined by the usual "crossed loop" gonio- 2 : I range at the lowest frequencies with a smaller
metric direction finding technique which has here been variability at higher frequencies. This is perhaps not
applied in the frequency domain using the frequency too surprising when it is recalled that data were ob-
spectra of the orthogonal horizontal magnetic compo- tained over an 8 month period and that signals are
nents. This results in the apparent bearing of the received from various azimuths. Greater variability is
source being found as a function of frequency. How- found in the c.w. data presented by Bannister (1974) at
ever, there seems to be no systematic variation of bear- higher frequencies (45 and 75 Hz). Bannister found the
ing with frequency so the mean bearing in the band short path signal strength to fluctuate mainly at night.
5 Hz to 60 Hz was taken to be the true bearing of the Our signals being circum globar always propagate over
source. By this means we believe the bearing can be mixed day-night paths.
determined to within + 50.

Variations of the Attenuation with Azimuth
In a recent paper (Bezrodny et al, 1977) it is

suggested that these ELF signals do not propagate
around the globe via great circle paths but follow One of the principal reasons for undertaking the
paths which vary markedly with frequency. While present experimental study was to determine the azi-
more experimental work is clearly required here, the muthal variations of the attenuation constant.
results of the present study do not support these An initial grouping of the data showed that a
theoretical predictions. large number of the selected signals were received

Additionally, a series of simultaneous observations from near azimuth 1800 corresponding to the tropicalAfrica storm center. Sixty signals from the data set
have been made at our field station and at the Tottori

Sand Dune laboratory in Japan in association with were selected to cover as wide a range of azimuth

K. Sao's group. These observations also seem to show values as possible. Unfortunately no data were re-

[hot the ELF signals studied follow great circle paths ceived from geomagnetic west or from due (magnetic)
at leat tLF wiinal tded ofw teat srce locatin north. This is a result of there being no persistentat least to within the accuracy of the source location thunderstorm centers in the north Atlantic-south Pacific

oceans or in the arctic-south Atlantic regions respec-

3. DETERMINATION OF THE PROPAGATIONAL tively.
ATTENUATION The available data were plotted as functions of

arrival azimuth (00 to 3600) reckoned from magnetic
The attenuation of the circum globar propagation north with frequency as parameter. Data were

path, a (db/Mm), has been obtained as a function of sufficient to study the azimuthal variations at 5 Hz
frequency for a selection of 200 ELF signals, chosen intervals from 5 to 45 Hz. It was evident from these
on the basis of their waveforms as probably being plots that the attenuation of signals arriving from the
excited by a single source lightning discharge. south (azimuth 1800) was notably higher than that for

a (Ws) can be determined by analysis of the signals coming from the east (azimuth 900).

Fourier wave impedance spectrum using methods which Since the data must be periodic in azimuth a
have been detailed elsewhere [Kemp and Jones linear least squares Fourier series regression analysis
(1971); Ishaq and Jones (1977)] . was made of the data as follows. At each frequency

The wave impedance, viewed as a function of the functional dependence of a on azimuth P may
be expressed as

frequency, is of the form of a "damped oscillation" at
any selected range. The modulus and argument ex- a (0) = a + 1 an sin(n¢V/180)+ y bncos( (Tnco80)
hibit similar behaviour but are in 'quadrature". The 0 n n
attenuation constant can be determined by drawing where 0 is expressed in degrees and the an and bn
the envelopes of the maxima and minima of either the are the Fourier coefficients to be determined by the
modulus or the argument of Z for each individual least squares principle. This determination was carried
signal as explained in the two references cited above. out with (a) n =1 only and (b) with n = I and 2.
This process enables a first estimate of a versus An F-distribution test applied to each of these two
frequency to be made. The estimate can be checked analyses revealed that the regression analysis (b) was,
and refined if necessary by computing the wave im- as expected, of much greater significance. In this
pedance spectrum using the value of a (w) just analysis the paucity of data near 0 = 2700 was clearly
obtained and the full mode theory of wave propagation unfortunate though unavoidable.
in the Earth-ionosphere duct and comparing the
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Frequency (Hz) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
* (0 =1800 ) db/Mm 0.23 .32 .37 .44 .50 .56 .61 .66 .72
* (0 =900) db/Mm 0.15 .22 .28 .34 .41 .46 .52 .59 .65

Table (1). Variation of Attenuation with Frequency for Two Azimuths

The regression analysis confirmed the conclusion of using a "full wave" 2 x 2 matrix formulation which
visual analysis of the raw data, the phase of the Four- enables the effect of the Earth's magnetic field to be
ier regression curve being such that Q is a minimum fully included. The results of these initial calculations
at 0V =9g0 and a maximum at 0V 1800. are summarised below.

The values of these minima and maxima are shown Two points which can be made immediately are
in Table (I). From the results in Table (1) it can be (a) the heavy ion contribution is of great importance
seen that the fractional difference in the attenuation for without it the computed attenuation rates are for
values for 4) 1800 and 0P 900 decreases as too low and (b) the azimuthal dependence of the
frequency increases. The standard deviation of the attenuation is not produced by the azimuthal variation
figures given in the table also decreases fronm about of the modal roats at any selected latitude. The latter
+ 20% at 5 Hz to + I10%6 at 45 Hz. There is thus effect is very smallI at E LF. For the prof iles studied the
considerable variability in the propagation constant difference in the computed attenuation rate for north-
estimates even after removal of the azimuth depend- South and east-west paths is completely negligible at
en ce. 5 Hz and amounts to only a few percent at 100 Hz e.g.

The esuts f th prsen stuy cnfim an exend at 400 latitude the largest variation found was for the
The esuts f th prsen stuy cnfim an exend Bain and Harrison profile for which the computed

those of ea-l icr investigations (Jones 1967) where it attenuation rate at 100 Hz for east-west and west-eastt
was found that the average attenuation required to ex- propagation azimuths differed by only 45% from that
plain the Schumann resonances could be expressed by frnrhsuhpoaain
the following power law frnrhsuhpoaain

a=0. 063 f 0 .64 d/mFor both profiles studied, in the frequency band
db/Mmbelow 100 Hz the attenuation rate for north-south

where f is the wave frequency expressed in Hz. propagation at the equator is practically the same as
Attenuation values zalculated using this equation lie that computed with the Earth's magnetic field neglected.

Thereuls ls cnfrmthe qualitative conclusions over the equatorial value by some 20% for the night
The esuts lsoconirmprofile , the change for the day profile being much

of Etcheto et al (1966) who deduced that the attenua- smaller. The attenuation rate for the day profile over-
tion was considerably greater for paths crossing the l ies the experimental data for 0D = 900 in Table (0)
polar regions than for east-west paths on the basis of for mid and polar latitudes. Nighttime attenuation

a stdy f EF nise ntesitesvalues are comparable to those for 0V = 1800 in

4. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS Table (1) being greater by 20% at 5 Hz and smaller by
a similar amount at 45 Hz.

Preliminary calculations have been made in an The signals we analyse propagate along global
attempt to explain the data presented in section (3). paths, which encompass a range of latitudes varying
The calculations involve the determination of the from 00 to 520 for 0 = 900 to 00 to 900 for 0V = 1800.
attenuation of the zero order waveguide mode of the We can derive only an effective attenuation rate re-
Earth- ionosphere duct. No attempt willI be made here presenting an average of that found over the whole
to develop the relevant theory since this is well docu- path, half of which must be a day path and half a night
mented elsewhere (Wait 1970; Galeis 1972). Initial path.
calculations have been made far two representativeWhtireuedsaknwdgofhevitonf
ionospheric electron density profiles - those of Bain Whonshati ruie it nolegotevratitueadsa on of
and Harrison (1972) for day and Thomas and Harrisonthiospecprflswhlatuendesnad
(1970) for night. These profiles represent mid latitude dt eei eymar.Hwvr h ev o

condtios ad hve ben how topredct ow reqen- region which has a dominant influence on the ottenua-
cyoi ti adat aver een show nrdi lw frequen- tion rates must show a strong latitude dependence since

cand prpaain dat) luarthe n hFad LFfeencydefo the ionising agency is cosmic rays and the flux of these

bandtwofls (bain 1974) Ccuains wihve been adeitfo is a maximum at high latitudes ( >500) and is very

oftheeav o nst profiles bat wihan ihotcte addion small at the equator. The effect of this is to cause the

used in earlier calculations (see Jones 1967). The mascuraed valuesnairte eutor. uh oe ta h

heavy ion contribution is important only at lowmesrdvlsnartequo.
altitudes (below 60 kin). The computations were made
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5. CONCLUSION

It is concluded that the lack of information con- Bannister, P.R., IEEE Trans. Comm., 1974, 22, 468-
ceming the ionospheric electron and heavy ion profiles 473.
with their latitude and seasonal dependence does not Bezrodny, V.G., Nickoloenko, A.P. and Sin;tsin,
permit a comprehensive theoretical analysis of our
data. We have been able to make only an indicative V
study. In the bond 5 to 45 Hz the attenuation is Etcheto, J., Gendrin, R. and Karczewski, J.F.
larger by night and is greatly increased by the inclu- Ann. Geophys., 1966, 22, 646-648.
sion of the heavy ions at low altitude. The large Galejs, J., Terrestrial Propagation of Long Electro-
attenuation at night is a result of the penetration of magnetic Waves, Pergomon Press (NY), 1972.
the waves through the ionosphere. This penetration
can be anticipated to be facilitated by the fact that Ishaq, M., Univ. London Ph.D. Thesis, July 1977.
one of the polar regions will be in perpetual darkness Ishaq, M. and Jones, D.LI., Electron. Letters, 1977,
for several months around the solstice (when the obser- 13, 254-255.
vations were made). In summary the conclusion is that 1
lower effective attenuation rates are observed for Jones, D.LI., J. Atmos. Terr. Phys., 1967, 29,
signals a'r!ving from the east than for those arriving 1037-1044.
from the ;ouih because of the effects of two factors - Jones, D.LI. and Kemp, D.T., J. Atmos. Terr. Phys.
the variation of the cosmic ray heavy ion region with 1970, 3,5.
latitude (indicated by making calculations both with 1970, 32, 557-566.

and without this region) and because of leakage Kemp, D.T., J. Atmos. Terr. Phys., 1971, 33, 919-
through the winter polar ionosphere which, as yet, 927.
we have not been able to quantify. Kemp, D.T. and Jones, D.LI., J. Atmos. Terr. Phys.
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EFFECTS OF PRECIPITATING ENERGETIC PARTICLES ON AN ELF COMMUNICATION LINK

J. B. Reagan, W. L. lImhof, and E. E. Gaines
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory

T. R. LarsenI
Norwegian Defence Research Establishment

J. R. Davis
Naval Research Laboratory

W. R. Moler
Naval Oceani Systems Center

Abstract. Coordinated experiments in 1975 and 1976 have been conducted under Office of Naval
Research sponsorship to ascertain the effects of energetic particle precipitation from the earth's
radiation belts on a communication link operating at extremely-low -frequency (ELF). Data on
the intensity, spectra, and pitch-angie distribution of energetic electrons (> 160 keV) precipitating
into the atmosphere were obtained with the Lockheed payload on the polar-orbiting satellite 1972-
076B at the times that the U. S. Navy experimental ELF transmitter at the Wisconsin Test Facility
was operating to several receiving sites around the world. Based on the satellite data, altitude
profiles of ion production rates have been calculated and electron and ion density profiles in the

D- and E-region ionosphere have been determined using known effective electron loss rates.
The resulting electron and ion density profiles have been inputted to an ELF wave-guide-mode*
computer program developed at the Naval Ocean Systems Center to calculate the perturbations
on the signal strength at the receiving sites. The great-circle propagations to the receiving
sites have been segmented in the calculations to include the differences in ground conductivity

and ionospheric conditions along the path. The calculated signal strengths have been compared
with the measured signal strengths under quiescent conditions and during moderate-to-intense
precipitation events. A positive correlation between electron precipitation and signal strength
anomalies has been identified. The calculations indicate that the signal strength can be enhanced
or attenuated by several decibels depending upon where the disturbance occurs along the path.

Introduction. Over the last 4 to 5 years extremely 1971-089A and 1972-076B. During all 11 coordinated
low frequency (ELF) signal strength recordings at cases studied, significant fluxes of energetic elec-
frequencies in the 45 and 75 Hz bands have been trons having substantially different intensities and
made by the MIT Lincoln Laboratory, the Naval spectral shapes were observed to be precipitating
Research Laboratory (NRL) and the Naval Under- from the radiation belts into the atmosphere within
water Systems Center (NUSC) using transmissions the propagation path. Resulting ion-production
from the U.S. Navy Wisconsin Test Facility (WTF). rates in the upper D-reglon were calculated Lo be
ELF wave data have been collected over a number often comparable to those produced by intense solar-
of propagation paths including mid-latitude and particle-events. Corresponding enhanced electron
polar paths. The transmissions from the WTF to a density profiles were at times in excess of 10
receiving site in Connecticut are known to experi- electrons/cm3 at altitudes above -80 kmn. A positive
ence significant signal strength reductions of up to qualitative correlation was therefore established, but

S3 dB on approximately 60) to 80 nights per week, a detailed quantitative correlation between the se-
Transmissions to other stations in Maryland, verity of the anomalies and particle characteristics
Greenland, Norway and Italy display similar such as intensity and spectra was not firmly es-
anomalies. It was recognized (Davis, 1974; Davis tablished because of the limited data base used.
and Meyers, 1975; larsen, 1974) that at least some
of the anomalies might be due to enhanced lono- In a recent effort (Imhof et al. 1977), satellite
spheric ionization caused by the precipitation of data taken during special coordinated exercises in
energetic electrons and protons into the earth's 1975 and 1976 were analyzed and compared with
atmosphere. measured ELF transmission between the Wisconsin

Test Facility and receiving stations in Maryland
For the first time in 1976 a successful correlation Greenland, Norway and Italy. Significant fluxes of

was made between direct particle precipitation and electrons were measured to be precipitating into the
anomalous nighttime ELF signal strengths using the atmosphere in the propagation path on many of these
WTF transmitter (Imhof et al., 1976). In this study, coordinated cases and corresponding signal strength
energetic particle data were obtained with Lockheed anomalies were measured at the receiver sites.
payloads on the low-altitude polar-orbiting satellites
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Based on the measured fluxes, energy spectra, where intense fluxes of energetic electrons were
and pitch-angle distributions of the particles, ion- observed to be precipitating into the atmosphere. It
pair production profiles were calculated and electron should be noted that the transmitted signal along the
density profiles subsequently obtained with the appli- great circle path from WTR to the Thule, Greenland
cation of effective electron loss rates, Ion density and Tromso, Norway receiving sites must pass
profiles were derived based on the electron density through the precipitation oval once and twice, respec-
profiles and ambient boundary conditions. These data tively. The path from WTR to the Piea, Italy station
were incorporated into the ELF propagation computer can remain within the precipitation oval for consider-
program to calculate the predicted signal strength be- able distances. The path from WTR to the Connecti-
haviour for comparison with the measured signal cut and Maryland stations is lower In latitude than
strengths. The purpose of this comparison was to as- the typical precipitation oval but at the times of large
sess our ability to model such anomalous behaviour, geomagnetic storms Imhof et al. (1976) have shown
recognizing the capabilities and limitations of the that precipitation does occur within the path, at least
propagation program, our ability to define the large- near local midnight, and the signal strengths are af-
scale geometry of the disturbance region and to derive fected. The fluxes of electrons above 160 keV are
the details of the ionospheric conditions along the path. shown schematically in Figure 1. The energetic par-

ticle data were obtained by the Space Sciences Labor-

The waveguide computer program calculations atory at LPARL in two different ONR-sponsored satel-h
have indicated that energetic particle precipitation lite programs having the designations 197 1-089A and
events may cause a signal enhancement or degrada- 1972-076B. Each of these satellites has the advantage
tion, depending upon where the disturbance is occur- of being at low altitudes (750-800 kmn) and polar or-
ring along the path. The consistent occurrence dur- biting. Most of the coordinated data used in the anal-
ing electron precipitation events of signal strength yses reported here were taken with the satellite 1972-
anomalies In either direction is supported by the mea- 076B which is spinning and the instrumentation can
sured signal strengths. The data, procedures, as- therefore provide good pitch angle distribution mea-
sumptions, and results obtained in these coordinated surements. This satellite is still operational at the
exercises will be highlighted in this paper. For more time of this paper.
details the reader is referred to the report by lImhof,
et al. (1977). The exercise has also identified cress It Is Important to measure the particle fluxes si-
for improvement in future work including better defi- multaneously with conduction of the ELF transmis-
nition of the disturbance region and mrodifications to sions since the fluxes and energy spectra of precipi-
the computer propagation program. tating electrons are known often to be very dynamic in

time and space. Since variations with longitude also
Coordinated data. An example of a coordinated mea- occur, data from multiple satellite crossings were
surement is shown schemati ally in Figure 1. used whenever available. In both satellite experi-

ments high data coverage was achieved on a world-
wide basis through use of tape recorders. On each of

THULE -"--PRECIPITATING these satellites the LPARL payload contains an array .
L 89ELECTRONS of instruments measuring electrons, protons, and

alpha particles over a broad range of energies. Of
L = .6 TOMSO particular concern here are the data taken with the

WTF energetic electron spectrometers measuring the inten-
sities and energy spectra of electrons from -130 keV
to 2.5 MeV with 256-channel analysis. Two such

CONNECTICUT 3A,b identical electron spectrometers are located on the
LOG oriented satellite 1971l-089A at look angles of 90* and

PISA 200 with respect to the local zenith. On the spinning
satellite, 1972-076B, a single spectrometer provides

SATELLUTE PATH detailed pitch-angle distributions on the same time
-~~ scale as the satellite spin period. 5 seconds. Thei

MARYLANDLockheed group has obtained data on precipitating
electrons from one of these two low-altitude satellites
continuously since 1971 (Imhlof et al., 1973; 1974a,
1974b.

Figure 1. Schematic Illustration of the coordinated
experiment Involving particle measure- In March and April 1976 a special coordinated
ments on the polar-orbiting satellite and exercise was performed between the LPARL satellite
ELF propagation measurements from the payload and the EFL receiving stations at Maryland.
WTF transmitter to the Tromnso receiver. Greenland, Norway, and Italy. For this coordination
The electron preciptation region with re- the payload was operated at all practical times when
spect to the propagation path and the vari- the satellite passed through regions near the trans-
ous other receiver sites is also shown mission path and the transmitter and receivers were

in operation. The coordination with the ELF receivers
The propagation path from the transmitter' at the was performed by the Naval Research Laboratory.
Wisconsin Test Facility (WTF),to a receiver at
Tromso, Norway. io Illustrated. At the time of In- Precipitating electron data from the satellite
terest the satellite passed through the outer radiation passes during the March-April 1976 coordinations

belt/auroral zone region, shown as the shaded area, were surveyed, plats were made of the precipitating
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fluxes, and the energy spectra from the more inter- 10 April were rather intense. Departures from the
esting passes were obtained and subsequently pro- reference signal strengths, both increases and de-
ceased through the LMSC energy deposition program, creases, were observed at the various receiving sta-
AURORA (Walt, et al. 1968). Maximum precipitating tions. The reference was established by averaging
electron fluxes > 160 keV measured on each satellite the nighttime signal strengths at each station over the
pass at local midnight are plotted in Figure 2 as a period 23- 25 March just prior to the geomagnetic
function of time superposed on the ELF field strengths storm. One obvious fine scale feature was observed

0>0

-_10

Z T

4 GREENLAND GREEN D

-15 -

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
MARCH 1976 APRIL 1976 APRIL 1976

Figure 2. Plot of the peak precipitating electron flux > 160 keV as measured from the satellite and the ELF
signal strengths as received at the various stations during the coordination period in March -
April 1976. For comparison the Dst geomagnetic index is also plotted to indicate the general
occurrence of magnetic storms. The calculated reference signal strength at each station is shown
by a straight line. Local midnight is shown by arrows.

measured at the various receiving stations. The near local midnight at each station. During this time
ELF transmission data were obtained at a frequency the signal strength consistently decreased, at many
of 75 Hz predominantly during the pre- and post- times to levels up to 3 dB below the pre- and post-
midnight local time period. For reference, the time midnight values. Such a behaviour is consistent with
of local midnight at each station is marked with an the more intense precipitation of electrons that oc-
arrow and the calculated ambient nighttime field curs during storm times near local magnetic
strengths for the respective paths are shown as midnight.
straight lines. To provide an indication of the geo-
magnetic activity, plots of the storm-time ring A general slow peaking in the nighttime signal
current index, Dat, are also included, strength over this 23-day period is also seen, with

each night punctuated with the signal decrease near
Two major geomagnetic storms occurred during local midnight. This slow peaking, which is evident

the coordination period, on 26 March and 1 April. at all the stations, begins near 23 March, peaks near
The precipitating electron fluxes during the main 2 April, and returns to normal near 13 April. A peak
portion of these storms and also between 6 and signal strength increase of 4 dB over the reference
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occurred at the Norway site on 1 April. It should be taken. These include( a linear averaging of the
noted that of all the receiving stations, Tromso is the energy deposition profiles over the complete mag-
only one located continuously within the precipitation netic latitude interval between the transmitter and
oval. This location may result in an enhancement of the receiving station as well as other procedures
the excitation factor. The Maryland site exhibited the such as selecting the highest fluxes within an inter-
smallest signal strength reduction. Whether this slow val. For many of the analyses presented here,
peaking phenomena can be associated exclusively with maximum fluxes over a latitude interval of at least
the lectron precipitation or perhaps with changes in a few tenths of a degree were used.
the atmosphere/ionosphere constituents induced by
the precipitation is not known at this time. Examples of the more intense energy spectra

of precipitating electrons measured during the
Satellite data. For several coordinated satellite March-April 1976 coordinations are shown in
passes during the period March-April 1976, the mea- Figure 4. These measurements were all per-
sured fluxes of precipitating electrons > 160 keV are formed near local midnight, and in each case all or
plotted in Figure 3 as a function of invariant latitude. virtually all of the propagation path of interest was
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Figure 3. Measured fluxes of precipitating electrons > 160 keV plotted as a function of invariant latitude for
selected passes during the coordinated exercise in March-April 1976

The latter parameter is a geomagnetic coordinate in darkness. Overall, the precipitating electron in-
appropriate for study of energetic particle pre- tensities are quite high but somewhat lower than many
cipitation. For reference the invariant latitude of recorded during the 31 October-I November 1972
the WTF transmitter is at 590 and the receiving magnetic storm event when high fluxes of precipitating
stations at Connecticut, Maryland, Greenland, electrons were observed and when pronounced ELF
and Norway fre at 57% 54% 86% and 66, respec- transmission anomalies were recorded.
tively. Since the waveguide program provides for
segmenting the propagation path at different regions For each of the electron energy spectra pro-
but does not allow for variation of the guide cessed the ion-electron production rates in the atmos-
parameters perpendlular to the propagation path phere were calculated as a function of altitude, using
some type of latitude averaging must be invoked, the computer program AURORA (Walt, et al., 1968).
and thereforL several empirical approaches were The method consists of solving the time-independent
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energy deposition within specified altitude regions.
Examples of ion-electron production rate profiles

10 8 _are 
shown in Figure 5.
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. 103 Figure 5. Ion-pair production rates obtained from*the measurements of precipitating elec-
Itrons during selected satellite passes

"- in March-April 1976

102 - The ion-pair production rates shown in Figure 5
are several orders of magnitude larger than the
natural ionization rates. For example, at 70 km the
cosmic ray production rates are less than 0.1 ion

10 Ia pair/cm3 -second and the ambient nighttime ioniza-
tion at 90 km is only 0.2 ion pair/cm3 -sec (Potemra ,
1973). The ion pair production rates encountered in
the events of present interest are to be compared

0  with those obtained during the very intense solar
particle events in August 1972 (Reagan and Watt,

S. 1976). During the peak of the August 1972 event the
production rates over the Chatanika Alaska radar

10 10 1site were less than 105 ion pair/cm -sec at all alti-
10 100 1000 tudes below 90 km.' Of course, due to the high energy

ENERGY (KeV) protons in the PCA event the ion pair production
rates were much higher at the lower altitudes. For
example, at 40 km over Chatanika at 1508 UT on
4 August 1972 the production rate was about 3 x 104
ion-pair/cm 3 -sec. However, at an altitude of 90 km

Figure 4. Examples of the energy spectra of the production rate was only about 3 W 103 ion-pair/
precipitating electrons measured cm 3 -sec which is to be compared with the rates in
during the March-April 1976 Figure 5 that are higher by one to two orders of
coordinations magnitude. This difference largely reflects the

higher fluxes of electrons in the tens of keV energy
Fokker-Planck diffusion equation of electrons by range during the events covered in Figure 5.
use of finite difference techniques. The mirroring
effects of the converging magnetic field are in- In order to obtain electron densities from the ion
cluded. The program accepts an Input electron dif- pair production rates It is necessary to Invoke values
ferential energy spectrum of arbitrary shape along for the effective nighttime loss rate coefficients. The
with any pitch angle distribution. Energy-dependent effective loss rates are known to vary with the pro-
pitch angle distributions may also be applied. In duction rate at night in contrast to the daytime loss
such a case the program uses the input pitch angle rates (Swider and Keneshea, 1972). At the times of
distributions prescribed for selected energies to the ELF transmission anomalies of interest here,
obtain distributions at other energies through inter- the ion pair production rates are generally compa-
polation. In the calculations the electrons are al- rable to those at the times of PCA events. The loss
lowed to interact with the atmosphere below 300 km. rates obtained from PCA observations should there-
The program outputs include the electron pitch- fore be applicable. The loss rate coefficients
angle distribution between 0° and 1800 thus includ- measured for nighttime conditions (x = 98') during
lng backscattered and reflected electrons at pre- the PCA event in August 1972 (Reagan and Watt 1976)
selected energies and altitudes as well as the total and during nighttime events in 1968 and 1969 (Ulwick,
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1972) were used. At higher altitudes, data from The electron density profiles obtained by the
Watt et al., 1974 were also used. Based on the above procedures were then incorporated into the
published data a best-fit curve was selected. ELF propagation computer program. Since at any

given time the satellite measurements of the pre-
For analysis of these data we have assumed the cipitating electrons were performed at only one

existence of a steady-state condition in the D-region. longitude crossing it was necessary to make certain
Such an assumption simplifies the analysis, but re- assumptions regarding the spatial extent of the en-
quires that the energy input not change substantially hanced ionizaticn densities. The geometry of the
during typical recombination time periods which are transmitter, the satellite crossing, the electron
of the order of tens of seconds. From the data precipitation oval and the receiver were illustrated
acquired on a single satellite pass it is difficult to schenatically in Figure 1. The criteria used for
separate temporal and spatial events. The data calculation purposes were to assume that the maxi-
acquired on subsequent passes (about 100 minutes mum precipitating electron inputs measured over a
later) typically indicate substantially different elec- 4' wide latitude band could be averaged and applied
tron precipitation profiles but these differences may over the full longitude interval of concern. The
largely reflect longitude variations. From a large latitude dimension is consistent with the segmenta-
body of satellite data acquired by the LPARL group tion used in the ELF computer program.
on the rates of precipitation of energetic electrons
over a large area using the atmospheric brems- The ELF computer program for model waveguide
strahlung technique (Imhof et al., 1974) it has been calculations. The waveguide model computer pro-
found that the total electron influxes typically remain gram used in the present studies was developed at
rather constant during the time (- 5 minutes) for the Naval Electronics Laboratory (NELC) [now Naval
traversal of the satellite over a given region. The Ocean Systems Center (NOSC)] and is well docu-
conclusion drawn from the satellite bremsstrhlung mented (see e.g., Sheddy et al., 1968; Pappert,
measurements should be applicable to the present 1970; Pappert and Moler, 1974). The program is
analyses where we are primarily concerned with the based upon the formalism developed by Budden
ionization produced over a rather large area. For (1961) and Budden and Daniell (1965) for electro-
a steady-state condition in the D-region the relation magnetic wave propagation in the terrestrial wave-
between production and loss of electrons may be guide. Special emphasis has been given to its
written: applicability in the extremely low frequency (ELF)

Q = ON
2  range.

where Q = total ion pair production rate, 0 = The program allows for a terrestrial waveguide
effective electron loss rate and N = electron density, with the following characteristics:
Based on this relation and the values of Q and 0
discussed above, the electron densities were obtained 0 Arbitrary electron and ion density distri-
as a function of altitude. Examples of electron butions with height.
density profiles for the March-April 1976 coordinated 0 Variable electron and ion collision frequency
exercise are shown in Figure 6. height profiles.
110 0 The lower boundary of the waveguide is

100052 LIT -- assumed Lo be a smooth homogeneous earth002 UI 1with arbitrary conductivity and permittivity.
100 0602 UT 2 APRIL 9 Allowance is made for the anisotropy of the

T/ ionosphere; arbitv ry values for the strength
Vo - 26 MARCH 1976-\ / and direction of the earthIs magnetic field

\ may be applied.
-: 0 0518 UT 0 Horizontal inhomogeneities (along the propa-

27 MARCH 1976 gation path) may be taken into account by
70- 0111 UT segmenting the path into regions having706API

-- 122 UT 6APRI1 1976 different values for the waveguide character-
8 APRIL 1976 istics listed above.

1 2 10 104 10 The computer program is thus capable of treating
-3 waveguides that are reasonable model representa-ELECTRON DENSITY (CM) tions of the actual complex terrestrial waveguide.

Figure 6. Examples of electron density profiles The program does not allow for variation of the guide
obtained from the March- April 1976 parameters perpendicular to the propagation path.
coordinated satellite passes This simplification, acknowledged by Pappert and

Moler (1974) as the major assumption in the model,
At altitudes above - 80 km the positive ion should be recognized.

density profiles were taken to be equal to the elec-
tron densities. This altitude limit was somewhat For propagation from WTF to Tromso, Norway
arbitrarily selected, and may indeed be as high as with path length approximately 6 Megameters (Mm),
85-90 kin, but the computer runs with the propa- we have computed the radiowave fields as a function
gation code indicated a lack of sensitivity to the N+  of distance due to the direct wave only and rejected
densities in this altitude region. At altitudes below the contribution from the wave that propagates around
- 40 km ambient densities for the N+ profiles were the world through the antipode to Tromso. The dif-
used. In between these altitude limits a smooth ference in propagation length between the long and
curve interpolation was assumed, short path is approximately 34 Mm. Therefore,
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only small inaccuracies are introduced by neglecting The signal strengths may be either attenu-
the long path component to Tromso. ated or enhanced depending upon the

geometry and details of the ion pair pro-
The propagation characteristics of ELF waves duction profiles.

are dependent not only upon the ionospheric condi- 0 Sensitivity studies have been made to assess
tions along the path, but also upon changes in the the dependence of the ELF signal strengths
earth's conductivity and permittivity. The path to on such parameters as the electron and ion
Norway exhibits large changes in these ground pa- density profiles and their distribution along
rameters with segments of sea water as well as a the propagation path. The following effects

S1. 1 Mm segment over the Greenland ice cap, were discovered:
- The signal strengths tend to decrease

In order to take these changes into account, we with increasing electron density at
have divided the path into 8 segments which we feel altitudes of '- 60 km or lower.
is a realistic, yet practicable number of segments - The effect of a given ionization profile
to deal with. Appropriate values of the earth's con- depends strongly on its location along
ductivity and permittivity were used for each the propagation path.
segment. - The ELF signal strengths are most

sensitive to positive ion density pro-
Several runs of the ELF waveguide mode com- files at altitudes of - 45 km or lower.

puter program were made to study the effects on the Additional ion concentration and
field strength of electron density profiles measured mobility studies and measurements
during the March-April 1976 coordinated exercise, studies and measurements are re-
The results of these runs for a representative elec- quired to understand the sensitivities.
iron spectrum (0602 UT on 26 March 1976) are listed 0 The geometry for the effect of electron pre-
in Table 1 for transmission to each of the receiving cipitation is very complex and as a result

Table 1. CALCULATED FIELD STRENGTHS FOR ELECTRON PRECIPITATION EVENT 0602 FIR UT ON
26 MARCH 1976

Segment for Calculated Field Strengths (at 75 Hz) Measured Change in Field
Receiving Station Electron ______(in dB wrt 1 A/ M) Strength

Precipitation Ambient During Event Change Due (dB wrt 1 AIM)
(kin) to Event __ ______

Tromso, Norway 0 -800 -155. 6 -154.5 +1.1 +2.0

Thule, Greenland 0-200 -151.1 -148.7 +2.4 +0.5

Pisa, Italy 0-200
2400 -6200 -158.5 -157.0 +1.5 +3.2

Connecticut, USA 0 -300 -145.2 -144. 3 +0.9 9

Maryland, USA 0- 100 -144.6 j -143.7 +0.9 0.0

stations. One can see that signal enhancements are the following recommendations are made for
predicted by the computer program for the receivers future investigations:
at each of the stations. The measured signal -New techniques for mapping electron
strengths averaged over the period 0500-0700 UT on precipitation profiles simultaneously
26 March 1976 also show increases over ambient by over a broad spatial region should be
the values shown in Table 1. For the present pur- used in a coordinated measurement pro-
poses we consider it sufficient to have demonstrated gram. Optical and x-ray imaging are the
a general consistency between the measurements inosi viable methods of achieving these
and calculations as a baseline for evaluating the ef- goals.
fects of energetic particle precipitation. Additional -Existing ELF wavegulde-mode computer
refinements in both the measurement technique and programs should be modified to include
in the computer propagation code are required before treatment of variations in the electron and
a detailed quantitative comparison can be justified. ion density profiles along a direction per-

pendicular to the propagation path.
Sum T'he following major conclusions have
followed from this study effort-

0From both the satellite and ELF station
measurements it has been found that direct
particle precipitation into the atmosphere
can cause ELF transmission anomalies.
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A LOW-FREQUENCY EARTH-DETACHED COMMUNICATION

SYSTEM USING BALLOON-HOISTED TERMINALS

L.C. Humphrey and C.R. Roberts
General Electric Company, Electronics Laboratory

Syracuse, New York

ABSTRACT

The earth-detached propagation mode surface. The main disadvantage is the prob-
offers a means of overcoming the loss nor- lem of coupling into the mode, which is either
mally associated with the propagation of VLF- unreliable in the case of using fortuitous ionos-
LF waves in the earth ionosphere waveguide pheric "tilts", or high loss in the case of
when the earth boundary of the guide shows scattering from irregularities.
high loss, e.g., across the polar icecap. In
addition, the free-space spreading loss is de- The mechanism considered in this paper
creased for the surface-guided waves (whis- is the D-layer earth-detached or 'whispering
pering gallery effect) and the use of high- gallery' mode, in which VLF and LF waves
altitude terminals minimizes the earth's effect are ducted on the underside of the ionospheric
on antenna patterns in coupling into the mode. D-layer. This mode reduces spreading losses

and eliminates ground reflection losses that
One of the main parameters of interest pertain to the F-layer; also there is a possi-

for assessing the capabilities of the earth- bility of very rapid recovery in the event of a
detached modes is the reflection coefficient of natural or unnatural disturbance. This mode
the ionosphere as a function of incidence angle also has the advantage that it can be launched
for low grazing angle at the ionosphere. This from balloon-attainable altitudes. The primary
paper summarizes the results of measurements disadvantages involved here are the absorption
of the reflection coefficient for low grazing losses that may occur in the D-region, and the
angles in an experiment using high-altitude possibility of nulls that may occur due to mode
balloon terminals. These measurements indi- interference. Both of these considerations will
cate that the earth-detached mode should be be examined further.
a useful communications means for medium to
long ranges. RAY DESCRIPTION OF THE

WHISPERING GALLERY
A summary of theoretical calculations and

some of the unique characteristics of balloon- At very low frequencies a waveguide
hoisted antennas is presented. Suggestions characterization of the "whispering gallery"
for overcoming problems of mode interference mode proves most useful. However, at fre-
normally associated with VLF-LF long-dis- quencies above 50 kHz, an unwieldy number of
tance propagation are included, modes is required, so that a multihop ray

characterization becomes more efficient, and
INTRODUCT ION has the advantage of easier visualization.

Figure I delineates the ray concept of the D-
The concept of the ionospheric waveguide layer whispering gallory mode.

or earth-detached duct at F-layer altitudes and
HF (or higher) frequencies have been exten- The figure shows an elevated duct of width,
sively investigated and experimentally veri- wd, with three sets of rays. The first, indi-
fled 1 -5 . The advantages of the F-layer, earth- cated by a solid line, is the ray transmitted
detached modes include: the decrease in free- horizontally, which also represents the shortest
space spreading loss due to trapping, the chordal hop length and, therefore, the greatest
decrease in absorption in the D-layer, and the number of chordal hops for a given transmis-
elimination of reflection loss is at the earth's sion distance. The other iwo ray sets, shown
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by dotted lines, bracket the energy in a duct of
width, wd. The transmitter itself is shown a
distance, hti, below the reflecting D-layer,
and the ionospheric height is shown to be hi .
As shown in the figure, hti < wd < hi. I

Figure 1. Ray Picture of Whispering Gallery. Figure 2. Ray Geometry.

A number of simplifying assumptions are From Eq. 3 it can be seen that the smaller the
made in estimating the mode loss. The duct width the higher the gain. However, from
spreading loss is computed assuming that the the geometry of Figure 1, the minimum value
energy trapped in a duct of width, wd, origi- of wd for which the geometry is valid is
nates in the angle 20. The ionospheric absorp- wd < 2 hit. The maximum expected guidance
tion loss is obtained by multiplying the D-layer is then,
reflection coefficient by the number of hops
required for the horizontally transmitted ray to D3

reach the receiver. (The interference between 3/2 D (4)
multiple rays reaching the receiver is dis- a (2h sin (
cussed later).

To relate the ducted spreading loss to the The number of hops for a given ray set is
free-space loss, the area of an annulus at a obtained by dividing the total distance, D, by
distance, dw, from the transmitter to the full the chord length, 2dw.
duct width is used as a basis for comparison.
At a total distance, D, the ratio of the area N = D(5)
for free-space spreading to this basis is
(d/dw)2 . For waves trapped in the duct, the w

ratio is a/d w Sin D/a, where a is the earth For the special case of the horizontal ray, as
radius. The ducting gain is given by the ratio shown in Figure 3,
of these areas:

dw = d t = a cos4, (6)

D 22 where 4, is the incidence angle as the ionos-

w a D 2 D (1) phere. Substituting in Eq. 5,
f. s. - sin- ad sin- D

d w a w a N D (7)4w Nh = 2a cos %P(7

From the geometry shown in Figure 2 we see (The fact that the fraction may not be an integer
that is inconsequential for large values of D since

a neighboring ray at a slightly different angle
dw = aw . (2) may be selected). The ionospheric absorption

loss in dB is, then, the product of the number

Substitutin in Eq. 1 then yields of hops times the loss in dB per hop,

D 2 L T = Nsh * 20 log IR , (8)= D 2 1/2 ()MT

d1  ) where R is the reflection coefficient.
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Since the reflection coefficient at near grazing
angles approaches - 1, and since adjacent rays
have a hop number that differs by unity, rays
will interfere destructively to form severe
nulls. However, such nulls are localized in
altitude so that a long balloon-supported anten-
na will provide a space diversity effect to miti-
gate the effects of nulls. A series of receiving
antennas, spaced along such a long vertical
support and adaptively selected, should result
in much less severe interference effects.

MEASUREMENT OF REFLECTION
COEFFICIENT

Figure 3. Horizontal Ray Geometry. Equation 10 shows that the average mode
loss is a sensitive function of the D-layer scale

For near graz. "g angles (V t 900 )both experi- height, f . Reference 2 gives values of
mental and theo Atical analysis 6 - 8 show the ranging from 0.5 'o 3 ki. These are based on
loss per hop to be given by approximately experimental measurements from surface-

located stations. These ground-based meas-
20 log IRI , 0.57 f( cos 4, (9) urement8 are limited to 4i values of less than

about 80 and, for this reason, tend to miss
where f is the frequency in kHz, and C is the sharp gradient layers that ight reflect more
ionospheric scale neight in km. Substituting grazing rays. To determine reflection coeffi-
Eqs. (9) and (7) into (8) yields cients at higher grazing angles, an experimen-

tal program was done using high-altitude

L T = 0.285 f (kHz) ( (km) - D (km) dB. balloon supported terminals.
T 64006

(10) Experimental Measurements

MODE INTERFERENCE EFFECTS An experimental measurement program
was performed with two balloons launched

The mode characteristics described by between Holloman AFB and Chico, California,
Eqs. (10) and (4) do not include interference a distance of 1600 km. The program was con-
effects. Computer programs using mode ex- ducted under the sponsorship of the Air Force
pansions show 20 dB nulls due to mode inter- Cambridge Research Labs and utilized a 50
ference effects. The same effect can be watt, dual-frequency pulsed transmitter in the
expected for interference between rays espe- Chico balloon and a receiving system in the
cially at large distances, as shown in Figure 4. Holloman-launched balloon. The Chico balloon

was first launched and reached an altitude of
about 118, 000 feet before the Holloman balloon
was released. This allowed a complete pro-
file of measurements to be made as the Hollo-

- - man balloon rose to about the same height.
Measurements were made over about a 30-hour
period. Details of the program and the results
are summarized in References 9 and 10.

Figure 5 shows the average signal strength
of the ducted mode at the higher of the two fre-
quencies, 438 kHz. It is to be compared to
predicted values of signal strength with and
without focusing effects. These predictions
were provided by the Radio Physics Branch of
AFCRL using the profiles of Ferrano for night-

Figure 4. Ray Interference. time and Mechtly for daytime 10, 11, l1:
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Table I indicates the parameters used for - -

these calculations.
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form of reflection coefficients as a function of of Time of Day (GMT).
time. The very high reflection coefficient
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time periods indicates, perhaps, the formation will be made to ascertain practical uses for
of a lower C-layer as suggested by Tsedilina certain long-range communication circuits.
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USE OF OMEGA SIGNALS FOR DETERMINING
GROUP-VELOCITY CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE EARTH-IONOSPHERE
WAVEGU IDE

R. Grover Brown

Electrical Engineering Department and
Engineering Research Institute

Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa 50011

ABSTRACT ly, we need to know more about the basic limita-
tions imposed by the stability of the transmission

There is currently little experimental medium.
evidence relative to the stability of gtoup
velocity of terrestial waves in the VLF range. The Omega navigation system has recently be-
It is suggested that monitoring the particular come operational, and'it offers a unique oppor-
Omega signals that are closely spaced in fre- tunity for studying group-velocity characteris-
quency could add considerably to our knowledge tics of the earth-ionosphere waveguide in the
in this regard. Preliminary results indicate 10-14 kHz band. The technical description and
that group velocity is considerably less stable status of this system are adequately covered else-
than phase velocity, especially at frequencies where [31, so it will suffice here simply to men-
above 12 kHz. tion that each of the eight stations in the system

transmits bursts of 10.2, 11 1/3, and 13.6 kHz
signals in a prearranged time-sequenced pattern.

INTRODUCTION Each of the stations has its own highly-stable
cesium-beam reference, and all transmissions from

VLF wave propagation in the earth-iono- a given station are derived from the same source.
sphere waveguide has been studied extensively Thus, they are coherent. Also, the plan for the
during the past 40 years [1]. However, nearly near future is for all stations to insert an addi-
all the reported experimental work on velocity tional transmission at 11.05 kHz in one of the
of propagation relates to phase velocity in available tirre slots. Furthermore, each station
contrast to group velocity. This is not sur- is allocated a fifth frequency unique to that par-
prising because direct measurement of group ticular station. The net result of all this is a
velocity involves measurement of the envelope variety of coherent transmissions in the 10.2
delay of a modulated rf signal, and this is 13.6 kHz band. A modest experimental effort in
a difficult experiment to perform precisely, monitoring these signals at a few judiciously
The net result is that the scientific commaunity chosen locations could add considerably to our
has a wealth of information about the phase- knowledge about group-velocity characteristics of
velocity characteristics of the transmission the earth-ionosphere propagation medium. Before
medium and a dearth of corresponding informs- elaborating further, though, a few tutorial pre-
tion about group velocity. liminaries about wave propagation are in order.

Group velocity studies should be of inter- GUIDED WAVE PROPAGATION
est for a number of reasons. First, there is
virtually no current experimental evidence about It will be recalled from wave theory that
either the long or short term stability of the the phase and group velocities are defined as
transmission medium relative to group velocity.
It should be of scientific interest simply to Phase Velocity ()
know more about this phenomenon. A better under-
standing of the phenomenon should also be help- d
ful in connection with Omega lane resolution Group Velocity do (2)
techniques. Here, beat-frequency delay is the
key parameter rather than phase delay. Finally,
it has recently been suggested that a relatively where Lu is angular frequency in rad/sec and $ is
coarse VLF navigation system, similar to Omega phase shift / unit length. For a path length d,
but employing envelope timing, might be feasible the corresponding propagation delays are
[2!. However, before this can be pursued serious-
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Phiase dea d d if a long-range navigation system operating in

delay this frequency range were to use envelope timing,

in contrast to phase timing, there should be no
Total phase delay in radians (3) diurnal shift. There are many other problems

(2rr) x (Frequency in Hz) associated with such a hypothetical system, but
such a system does present some interesting pos-

Gru delayd) sibilities. One such problem is the stability ofGroupdelaythe propagation medium relative to group velocity.
0) For example, at night when higher-order modes

Diffrene inphae deayspropagate more readily, will the group delay be-
Diffrene inphae deayshave as well as phase delay? Some preliminary

2crr x (Frequency difference in Hz') results indicate the answer to this is "no."

However, before proceeding to limited experimen-
The approximation indicated in Eq. (4) is the tal results, a few coimments about experimental
usual one of differential calculus. The two ve- methods are in order.
locities have the following interpretation for
amplitude modulated waves. The carrier of the MEASUREMENT OF GROUP VELOCITY
wave, or fine structure, travels at the phase
velocity, and the modulation, or envelope, tray- As mentioned previously, group velocity is
els at the group velocity rate. The phase and the derivative of the x vs. curve and has a
group velocities are identical if the P vs. w physical interpretation as envelope velocity.
curve for the propagation mode is linear through Thus, if one wishes to measure it referenced to
the origin. This is the case for a plane wave a particular carrier frequency, he must either:
in free space. However, the twAo velocities are 1) observe the time delay of the envelope di-
not the same for waveguide modes, and one must rectly over a known path length, or 2) obtain
be careful to distinguish between the two in phase measurements at two closely-spaced fre-
this case. quencies and then approximate the derivative

1.004 1.000

1. 002 0.996

DAY

Vp 1.000 0.992 ,-

c DAY

0.998 -0.98

NIGHT

0.996 -0.984

0.994 0.980 1 1 1 1
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22

FREQUENCY KHz FREQUENCY kHz

(A) PHASE VELOCITY (B) GROUP VELOCITY

Fig. 1. Nominal phase and group velocities. (From Watt fi].)

The mechanism for terrestial VLF wave prop- with the slope of the chord connecting two points
agation is a waveguide mode with the earth and on the w vs. $curve. There are serious diffi-
ionosphere forming the boundaries of the guide. culties with either approach, and the problem is
Thus, the phase and group velocities are not the related to the general problem of empirical curve
sme. They have been calculated theoretically as fitting. Using noisy data, it is generally more
a function of frequency for nominal day and night difficult to determine the derivative of a curve
conditions, and curves given by Watt [I] are re- than the curve itself.
produced in Figs. l(a) and 1(b). The group ve-
locity curves are especially interesting because The omega system is not well-suited for pre-

of the crossover 
of the day and 

night curves 
in cise envelope 

timing, primarily because 
of the
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nllevel [1,41. This is not meant to disparage TV, T 2, T3 = measured phase delays on 10.2,
the system, though, because the system was not 11 1/3, and 13.6 kHz (i.e.,
designed to be used in a direct envelope-timing =et.

mode. The net result is that one must resort to T I 61 d/,t, T 2 = 2 d/L2 ,et.

the phase measurements on multiple frequencies Sample results for four reference frequen-
when using Omega for group-velocity determina- cies 11.7, 11.9, 12.2, and 12.4 kHz are shown
t ion, in Fig. 3. The four plots were obtained from 22

__________________________consecutive days of actual phase data for the
Trinidad-N. Dakota path. These curves appear to
verify that the average diurnal shift is nulli-
fied at around 12.4 kHz, which is what one would
expect from the theoretical curves of Fig. 1(b).
There is still a noticeable shift during the

833 morning and evening transition periods though.
a2 -Perhaps the most striking feature of the results

in Fig. 3, however, is the dramatic increase in
B1  the night time 'noisiness" of the group delay

within just the small span of 11.7 to 12.4 kHz.
______________ I IA similar phenomena does not appear in the indi-

CUT vidual phase-delay plots for 10.2, 11 1/3, and
UF W1 'W2 3 13.6 kllz (not shown); at least, if it is present

it is not at all conspicuous. This would seem
to indicate that the group-velocity stability

Fig. 2. Smooth-curve approximation of 8 vs w at night degrades rapidly with an increase in
curve, frequency in the 11.5 to 12.5 kHz range. This

might be explained hy an increase in the pres-
We shall consider now what might be called ence of higher order modes which are known to

the "smooth-curve" approach. If we assume that propagate better at higher frequencies. However,

the A vs. wL curve is smooth, as shown Fig. 2, an this is pure speculation at this point, and we
obvious approach is to make simultaneous phase shall leave it at that for now.
measurements (i.e., Pd) at various frequencies,
and then fit an appropriate polynomial through one should bear in mind in the preceding
the measured data. The polynomial can then be smooth-curve analysis that it was assumed that
differentiated and evaluated at any arbitrary a parabolic fit to the three data points repre-
frequency (within reason) to obtain group veloc- sents the true state of affairs between as well
ity (or delay) referenced to that frequency, as at those points. But is this really true?
This technique has been exploited by Brown and Suppose the wiggly solid curve shown in Fig. 4 is
Van Allen [51 in an attempt to develop an algo- the actual situation rather than the smooth dotted
rithm for on-line compensation of the diurnal curve. Then, our smooth-curve analyais would be
phase shift in the Omega system. Their work in- meaningless relative to group velocity. The only
volved only three phase measurements at 10.2, way to ascertain the truth of the matter is to
11 1/3, and 13.6 kHz, but the extension to four either observe the envelope delay directly or ob-
or more measurements is fairly obvious, the only serve phase shifts at two closely spaced frequen-
question being that of how one wishes to fit the cies. We have discarded the envelope approach as
phase data, not being feasible in the Omega case, so we will

look next at the nearby-frequency possibilities.
The three-frequency case will be used to

illustrate the "smooth-curve" approach. In this CLOSELY SPACED PHASE MEASUREMENTS
case, the total phase shift Od is approximated as
being quadratic in w and the coefficients chosen It would appear that the only way to study
such that the smooth curve goes through the mea- group velocity with a high degree of confidence
sured phase data. Omitting the details [51, the is to measure phase delays at two closely spaced
resulting expression for group delay is frequencies. As will be seen presently, this is

not without its problems. First, though, let us

g 2' (1 0 2+ cies with present and future omega transmissions.

/ We note first tl'at there is already a wealth

+ (40 38) T81
3 (5) of Omega phase data for each of the three primary

\ I 2  /3navigation frequencies, 10.2, 11 1/3, and 13.6 kHz.

However, these frequencies have the exact ratio

where 9:10:12, so it can be seen that they can hardly
be considered to be relatively closely spaced, the

W . ny rbirar reerece ar- differences being in the 10-20%, range. Thus, we

rie an fritrary reene car-a will ignore these data, because they would yield
rierfreqenc in he Oegatoo coarse an approximation to the derivative of

band the $ vs. ai curve. Next, we note that there was

"- 11 1/3 kHz a period of time prior to October 1977 when both
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Fig. 3. Group delay versus hour of day (GMT) for various values of reference

frequency. Propagation path: Trinidad-North Dakota (B-D). 10-31
March 1975. (From Brown and Van Allen [5].)

the Hawaii and North Dakota stations transmitted
a pair of unique frequencies that were separated
by 250 Hz. The frequency difference in this case

X is in the 2-3%. range, and phase differences of
w these signals should yield meaningful approxima-

tions for group delay referenced to the midfre-
B 3 -quency. However, both stations changed over to

the new format on 1 October 1977, so the 250 Hz

82 -difference transmissions no longer exist. (If
any "old" 250 h. data is gathering dust in the
archives, it certuinly would be interesting to

t 1 analyze it.) So, loking to the future, the

/ following possibilities oxist.

1) The eventual plan is for all stations to add
a fourth transmission at 11.05 kHz [7]. Thus,

1 all stations will have a relatively closely-spaced pair at 11.05 and 11 1/3 kHz, their differ-

FREQUENCY (RAD/SEC) ence being 283 1/3 Hz. This is in the 2-3%1 range,
so this pair should provide excellent information

Fig. 4. Two possible 8 vs w curves. Question: about group delay at about 11.2 kHz.

Which is correct, smooth or wiggly one? 2) In perusing the various proposed unique fre-

quencies for all eight stations, only those near

13.6 kHz appear to offer promise in group velocity

determination. The four "uniques" of interest

Z08
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are Argentina at 13.15, N. Dakota at 13.1, Japan where tI and t2 are the "time" readings obtained
at 13.05, and S. Pacific at 13.0 kHz. When these from the two receivers and are the seme as T1 and
are differenced with 13.6 kHz, the separations T2 within constants. The value of the constants
range from 450 to 600 kHz. These are in the 3-5% must be resolved by other means; or, if one is
range. So, even though the separation is some- only interested in the variations of group delay,
what larger than desired, the phase measurements the constant in Eq. (10) and (11) is immaterial.
should still yield meaningful results.

Note that timing errors in tI and t2 are
In passing, it might also be mentioned that amplified by the factors fl/Af and f2/af respec-

similar experimental studies might be possible in tively. For example, if we observe the 11.05 and
the VLF communication band using those stations 11 1/3 kHz Omega signals, the amplification fac-
that remain on FSK rather than mSK. The frequency tors are 39 and 40, respectively. Thus, a 0.1
difference between "mark" and "space" is only 1 sec timing error on either frequency would pro-
50 Hz, which is excellent from the derivative- duce about 4 4 sec error in the calculated group
approximation viewpoint. It will be seen present- delay--a sizable error indeed. Imagine the error
ly, though, that this presents very severe accu- amplification for a 50 Hz separation and a carrier
racy requirements in the phase measurements, at 20 kHz:
Some experimental work in the VLF commaunication
band was recently reported by Gibbs [6] in con-
nection with lane resolution, but no assessment
of accuracy was given in the paper. ON115 DATA O 11.55 00Hz0

The basic accuracy problem should be appar-

ent. We are trying to approximate the derivative LM
as a ratio of phase difference to frequency dif- " 110 1200
ference, so any error in phase measurement also

gets divided by frequency difference. Thus, the - CALCULATED GROUP DELAY
smaller the frequency separation, the larger the - 105 - 1250
final error in the calculated group delay. pur- Cn
suing this further, consider a typical general 4 o - 9 1
purpose VLF tracking receiver (e.g., Tracor 599K) 100 6 1300 -

which compares the phase of the received signal U +

with that of a stable reference provided locally. +
The output phase difference is usually prEiented 95 350LU
in microseconds plus an unknown cotiatant. Thus,
if one imagines two such receivers tracking two C3 90 PHASE ON 11.8 KHZ 1400 -

coherent signals from the same station, the mea- 9 DATA O1
sured group delay is approximated as follows: 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a

85 0
T - Pld 2 - 01 (6)
g 2 W 1 2 -W 80 I

19:33 20:13 20:53

But TIME OF DAY (GMT)

total phase time delay
Period Fig. 5. Sample group delay data. Hawaii-Ames,

(7) Ia. Path in daytime, May 13, 1977.

Therefore To illustrate the technique further, a sam-

ple of phase data obtained at Ames, Iowa, from
01 . 2rTI f (8) the Hawaii Omega station on 13 May 1977 is shown

in Fig. 5. Hawaii was still transmitting both
"uniques" at 11.55 and 11.8 kHz at that time, so

02 = 2rr 2f2  (9) Af is 250 Hz. The two-hour span of time shown
in the figure corresponds to a full daylight

Presumably, our two receivers provide a measure propagation path, so the phase data on both fre-
of T1 and T2 (within a constant). Therefore, quencies was relatively stable. Note, though,
the group delay is given by the calculated group delays indicated by the x's

are quite noisy due to the amplification factors
t2f2 - t I f just mentioned. Unfortunately, these data had

T * 1 + (constant) (10) to he obtained with a single tracking receiver
g 2 being switched back and forth between f and f2 ,

Thus, the receiver time constant had to be small,
or giving rise to somewhat noisier phase data than

necessary. Even so, noise amplification is in-

f2 f 1 herent in the differentiation process, and one
tg 2 1 tI f + (constant) (If) should expect it.
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and Potential as a Companion to Omega." Proc.

There is relatively little experimental evi- of the Institute of Navigation Aerospace
dence relative to the stability of group velocity Meeting, Denver, Colorado, April 13-14, 1977.
in the VL,? range. The group velocity (or delay)
is the key parameter in any navigation application 3. S. H. Laurila, Electronic Surveying and Navi-
where the envelope or beat-frequency timing inf or- gation, John Wiley and Sons, 1976.
mation is to be interpreted as distance. Thus, it
would behove the scientific commnunity to know more 4. E. R. Swanson and J. D. Adrian, "Omega En-
about this parameter. It appears that with only velope Capability for Lane Resolution and
amodest effort the Omega signals planned for the Timing," Naval Electronics Laboratory Center
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IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION EFFECTS ON HF BACKSCATTER RADAR MEASUREMENTS

George H. Millman
General Electric Company
Syracuse, New York 13221

introduction Theoretical Considerations

Line-of-sight radars are capable of determining Ionospheric Tilts
the geographic coordinates of a target by the meas-
urement of the time delay, i.e., radar range, and The presence of electron density gradients along
azimuth and elevation angles of the reflected signal, an HF transmission path can introduce deviations

both in azimuth and ground range.
However, in the case of an HF backscatter

radar, the target location is deduced from the signal In the derivation of the analytical expressions
time delay and bearing angle. This requires that an for the angular deviation from the great circle path
assumption be made with regard to the height of re- and for the ground range errors imposed by an ioni-
flection of the propagated wave. Since the (virtual) zation tilt, it is assumed that the ray undergoes a
height of ionospheric reflection of the radar signal plane mirror-type reflection in the ionosphere.
is, in general, not readily known, an error in the
estimation of the ground distance can be expected to The ionospheric tilt geometry employed in this
exist, analysis is illustrated in Figure 1.

The measurement of the location in space of an
over-the-horizon target utilizing HF backscatter 0
radar techniques can be in error due to the presence RET CIRCLE I K_ I
of ionospheric propagation anomalies such as an P I

ionospheric tilt, I.e., gradient of electron density, tuINAt m iand a traveling ionospheric disturbance (TriD), i. e. , SVIFACE FIT1 EF Tm

large-scale electron density perturbation in the F- St RFACE

region.

An ionospheric tilt can impose an error in the I
angular position and ground range of an HF radar ' '
target, A TID can also introduce an angular devia- \%
tion in addition to a variation in the Doppler fre- - -
quency shift and a perturbation in the Ionospheric S--- 1 I

reflection height of HF signals. The latter also re- I
suits in a ground range measurement inaccuracy. Il -IYN

In this paper, estimates are made of the HF \ <

radar-positional errors that can be encountered due r
to ionospheric tilts and imprecise knowledge of the
ionospheric height of reflection.

The characteristics of mid-latitude ionospheric
tilts deduced from the spatial distribution of elec-
tron density profiles recorded during the 1959 high
solar activity period are presented.

Techniques for reducing the adverse effects of
the propagation medium on target-coordinate regis- EARTH'S V''rER

tration for an HF backscatter radar are also
discussed. Figure 1. Ionospheric Tilt Geometry

Zil
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For a ray undergoing reflection in an untilted
ionosphere, the ground range, S, to the earth's sur-
face reflection point would be attained for propaga-
tion at an elevation angle, E, and a reflection height,
h. When the ray is reflected from an ionospheric II TILTEID St'RFAC

region containing a tilt. it is deviated in azimuth by - - -
an amount, AA, and, in addition, the ground distance 11
traversed becomes STL.

Utilizing the law of sines in spherical geometry, r

the azimuthal deviation of the ray can be written as h

sin TA s(ST
&A = sin 1  

0(1)

S TL

IE k HTH'S

where ro is the radius of the earth, and ST is the SURFAUF

transverse component of STL.

From the law of cosines, STL can be readily
determined from

STL r cos - [cos( ) cos (2)

EARTH'S CENTER

where S is the longitudinal component of STL (along
the great circle path). Figure 3. Transverse View of Ionospheric

Tilt Geometry
The longitudinal and transverse views of the

Ionospheric tilt geometry are shown in Figures 2 and It can be shown that SL can be expressed in
3, respectively, terms of

VEITTICXLI TI' EI) A -+ F i2 +~
TH.- .... D -E S ((3 + EL()

-s .C iL 2 oL2 L L]

where E is the elevation angle, in the longitudinal
plane, oh'the ray incident on the earth, I is the angle

TILTED S IWIACE - of incidence of the ray with respect to the vertical

I and eL is the longitudinal component of the tilt angle,
i . It is noted that the term, I + 20 is the angle of

reflection in the longitudinal plane.

E According to Figure 2, the elevation angle, EL,
can be determined from

11/2 -

=I "PC L- o sin (i + 2O L] (4)

The incidence angle with respect to the vertical
is simply

:~~ ~ = sfin - 2~ i ( )

'EI where Ru Is the slant range from the radar to the
Figure 2. Longitudinal View of Ionosphericrelcinpnt

Tilt Geometry
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It can be shown from the law of cosines that Ru  consider the time delay between the transmitted and
is obtainable from received signal which is a measure of the radar-

target slant range. As shown in Figure 1, the true
z slant range is composed of

R = r2+ (r. + h) 2  2ro(r ° + h) cos (_S ) a (- r R = R u + RD (11)

(6) where R is the slant-ray path distance from the

ionospheric reflection point to the ground reflectionFrom Figure 3, it is seen that the transverse point.
ground distance component, ST, is given by

r 1 The ground range error, AsTL' is obtained
ST = r e  (20T + ET)] (7) from

As TL = S A - S T L  (12)
where T is the transverse component of the tilt
angle an ET is the transverse elevation angle of the where SA, the apparent ground scatter distance, is
reflected ray incident on the ground. From the law given by
of sines, ET is simply

ET ffi +chs-2-o SA= o - 1 r+(r°+h)2_[(RD+Ru)/212

E T = cosI I.r0 sin 2TITo (8) SA 2 0 cos r 2r o(r ° + h) ]
The tilt angle components, b and 4r, are de- (13)

picted in Figure 4 which is a top vkew of the tilt
geometry. The parameter, 0, which is also indica- From simple geometric considerations, it can
ted, is the angle in the horizontal plane through be shown that
which the tilt angle is rotated away from the great
circle plane. R 2 + (r +h) 2  2r (r +h) co ) ] RD  0 0 0 - roroh)co

EA( CIRCLE PATH14)

VERTICAL where S' is the surface distance from the subiono-
spheric reflection point to the ground reflection
point.

OL By applying the law of cosines of spherical
trigonometry, S' can be determined from the

NOMAL TO 
relationship

TOILTEDSURFACE I - F (S/2)Cos -  
cos cos 0- (15)r~Cos I 

T)I

Reflection Height Inaccuracy

Inaccurate knowledge of the height of iono-
spheric reflection of an HF propagated wave results
in an error in the prediction of the geographic co-

Figure 4. Top View of Ionospheric Tilt Geometry ordinates of a radar-target. In the derivation of the
Illustrating the Angles 0 and 0 relationship expressing target ground range error in

terms of the reflection height variation, it is as-
As a first approximation, it Is assumed that the sumed that the target is located on the earth's

tilted reflecting surface is spherical. Thus, it surface.
follows from the law of sines that

The range to the reflection point, R1 , shown in

OL - sin- 1 ( sin 0 coo 0 1 (9) Figure 5, is given by

= sin s in e (10) R1  [r2 + (+h) 2  - 2ro (r +h) cos

(16)
In determining the error in the estimation of the where R1 is one-half the radar range, R, to the

ground range due to the ray being reflected from a target, h is the true reflection height and S is the
tilted Ionospheric surface, it is necessary to true ground distance.
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ASSUMIEDI)RFLFC*TION w:K~itr The azimuthal deviations for ionospheric tilt
'N l I . 'angles oriented at 450 and 1350 horizontal rotation

TR['E REFLECTON IEXHT angles at a reflection height of 250, and 350 km are
shown in Figure 6. It is seen ihat, for a given tilt
angle, the azimuthal deviation decreases with in-
creasing ground distance and increases with increas-
ing height of reflection. The lack of data points at

hA h € Rthe long distances is attributed to the ionospheric
reflected rays overshooting the earth's surface.

... 50-~fI F If ('TIIN Ht IGHT

I rILT ANG;LE * -

l1 Hf A--JIPT 6O'I 
G

4

C3-

Figure 5. Geometry for Reflection 4 r,. 01 00O U0, 0 l O. 141,' ,'

Height Inaccuracy GROUNLD ITSTANCE, (NMI,

The ground distance error, AS, is simply Figure 6. Azimuthal Deviation for Ionospheric

AS = SA - S (17) Tilt Angle Oriented at 450 and 135*
Horizontal Rotation Angle at a
Reflection Height of 250 km and

where SA Is the apparent ground distance defined by 350 km

It is of interest to note that, for the condition
S 2 0 0

° 
and 180, i.e., the ionospheric tilt is located

A r cos 1  
2r 0 (re + hA in the great circle plane, the ray path does not

undergo an angular deviation.

r + re + h R1A] An examination of Figures 6 and 7 reveals that

maximum azimuthal deviations occurs at e - 90' and
and where the parameter If is the apparent that, for a given horizontal rotation angle, reflection
reflection height and R A Ri t height and ground distance, the magnitude of the

azimuthal bending is approximately directly propor-

tional to the ionospheric tilt angle. According to
The apparent elevation angle, EA, Is given by Figure 7, the azimuthal deviation, for h = 350 kin,

the relationship 0 = 90' and ground range of 400 nmi is 0.950, 1.90,

E - cos r sin (-SA (1 9) respectively./ \]2. 850, 3.820 and 4.79' for ¢= 1°, 2', 30, 4' and 50,

A R A 2r 0  An interesting feature of the azimuthal deviation

data is the minor increase in the lateral displace-
The expression for the true reflection angle, E, ment of the ray paths from the great circle path

Is similar to Equation (19) except that hA and SA are with increasing ground range. As shown in Table 1,
replaced by h and S. for =5', 8=90* andh - 350km, the lateral

ground displacement only increases from 33. 4 nmi
Discussion to 35.3 nml for a ground range change of 400 to

2000 nmi, respectively. In this range interval, the
Errors Due to Ionospheric Tilts azimuthal deviation decreased from 4. 79' to 1. 01.

The orientation of an ionospheric tilt can be The ground range errors introduced by lono-
described in terms of the angles i which is the angle spheric tilts are depicted in Figures 8 through 10
between the vertical to the earth's surface and the for the various combinations of horizontal rotation
normal to the tilted surface and 0 which is the angle angles and reflection heights.
in the horizontal plane through which the tilt angle Is
rotated away from the great circle plane.
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350-, ! IF.FE(ItN HEI:GHT 
O

*3 S -I. HE I L

43 0 0 00-K _______311,0 M01 FI0ITII00 I20GII

GL 50-KM jF kCSTA N E HLt - T

TILT ANGLEd H TILT ANGIE

Roaio nlea RfecinHegt', o.,,,.,o 2o 4010, o. o

Fig.re C G5

-l, 4

CIRLE -AN FO ANIONSPHRICTIL

4"l 6010 400 1001) 1210 1400 10I0 ],O0l 201-03
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Figure 7. Azimuthal Deviation for IonosphericTilt Angle Oriented at 90 Horizontal
Rotation Angle at a Reflection Height 4 6, 1 ,0 1200 :400 1010 1000

of 250 km and 350 km G1) NO ISTANCE NMI)

Figure 10. Ground Range Error for Ionospheric

10 
Tilt Angle Oriented at 900 Horizontal

-350-KNHoFF CTION Hta IGT Rotation Angle at a Reflection Height
M-ight of 250 km and 350 kmn

___ TABLE 1

4. LATERAL DEVIATION OF RAY PATH OFF THE
Z

S" CIRCLE PLANE FOR AN IONOPHERIC TILT
3 TANGLE OF 50

-IReflection Horizontal Target Ground Lateral
Height Rotation Distance Deviation

(km) Angle (deg) (nno) (101100

400 600 800 1000 1200 140 100 1000 2000 250 45,235 400 16.8
GROUNDM IIIS1TANCI (NMI)

800 16.9

1400 --

Figure 8. Ground Range Error for an Ionospheric 2000 --

Tilt Angle Oriented at 0f and 180'
Horizontal Rotation Angle at a Reflection 90m400 23.9
Height of 250 km and 350 km 800 24.0

1400 24.4

2000 --

I I

350-KNM HEFLECTION HEIGHT 350 45, 135 400 23.5

- - - - 250-KM REFLFYfl11N HEIGHT Bo0 23.6

* TILT ANGLE 1400 24.2

2000 --

6 0 400 33.4

Z800 33. 7

400 34.2

2000 35.3

- It is noted that, for a given set of conditions,

400 60000 1000~ 1200 1400 1600 0R,00 'so i. e. , tilt angle, reflection height and ground dis-
GRitllND DIST ANCF (NMI) tance, the grc-,yd range error is a maximum at

0 = 00 and 1800 and a minimum at e = 900.

Figure 9. Ground Range Error for Ionospheric It Is seen that, for 0 00 and 1800 (Figure 8) and
Tilt Angle Oriented at 45* and 1350 0 -450 and 135" (Figure 9), the range error Is a
Horizontal Rotation Angle at a Reflection minimum at 400 nml and increases with increasing
Height of 250 km and 350 km ground distance. At 0 900 (Figure 10), however,
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the reverse takes place; that is, the range error
decreases with ground distance. . .

The horizontal orientation angle at which the .. - .

functional relationship is reversed is clearly evident . -. - ,,.
from Figure 11 which is a plot of ground range error
as a function of the angle 0 for a tilt angle of 5° and '4''

reflection height of 350 km. As 0 increases from
450 to 90', the location of minimum ground range
error is displaced towards increasing ground dis- ..
tance. For example, at 0 = 550, minimum ground
range error occurs at about a ground range of 550
nmi while, at 0 = 70, the minimum is shifted to
approxlmately 800 nmi.

HI¢' RW~tINTA L lR, rTA Th N L

NOT, LATIT 40 1404;*

Figure 12. Latitudinal Variation of Altitude and
90 Tilt Angles at Constant Plasma Fre-

F, "0, ' j( 0 12, 140,0 1,,. F,0,, 2,, quencies Along the 75 ° West Meridian,
RI t 'Ni ,[STANC INNIIF 0000 Hours Local Time,

September 1959

Figure 11. Ground Range Error as a Function of
Horizontal Rotation Angle for an ..
Ionospheric Tilt Angle of 50 at a I ...

Reflection Height of 350 km .... - *"- .

Utilizing the data illustrating the electron den- - - - - - -
sity variations in the mean quiet ionosphere between
latitudes 15°N and 50°N along the 75W meridian ,
(Wright and Fine, 1960; Wright, Wescott and Brown, , .... - -- - S U"i

1961, 1962, 1963), an analysis was conducted to de-
termine the magnitude of the tilts that are prevalent - , '

in the Ionosphere. Sample plots of the latitudinal
variation of ionospheric tilts at constant plasma
frequencies are presented in Figures 12 and 13.
The contours of constant plasma frequency in the
altitude versus latitude plane from which the tiltT.
angles were deduced are also presented together T

with hmaX, the mean altitude of the F-layer maxi- / I /
mum electron density. . _

Examples of the diurnal variation of the tilt <-._ -
angle are given in Figures 14 and 15. It was found I ' 'M4"
that, in general, east-west tilts are for the most - ! -
part less than 0. 5' except at sunrise and sunset I
where the tilts can va 'y from 2

° 
to 8' at all latitudes - I,0 ,I,40Fs

and all seasons. North-south tilts have a most prob- I
able value of about 2, although between 20*N and 0" SF

40'N latitude the tilts show wide variability with
angles as large as 8' to 10'. During the midday Figure 13. Latitudinal Variation of Altitude and
hours, the tilt angles are less than 4'. Tilt Angles at Constant Plasma

Frequencies Along the 75 ° West
Meridian, 1200 Hours Local Time,
September 1959
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4 Thus, according to Figures 6 and 7, the azi-
MARCH 1954 M muthal deviation during a major portion of the day

_ 5 MHz could be less than 0. 5 due to east-west tilts. At-isunrise and sunset, the deviation could range between
7 2 M1 1* and 5" at a ground distance of 400 ni and decrease

to about 0. 5* to 1.5* at 1400 uni ground distance.
-4 The azimuthal deviation for north-south tilts could

vary between 1* and 2* at 400 nml while, at 1400 nmi,
it could be about 0. 5 °.

0 u 16 2'0 24 It follows from Figures 8 and 9 that east-west
LOCAL TIME (HR) tilts could Impart a ground range error on the order

of 0. 05 nmi and 0. 25 nmi at ground distances of 400
nmi and 1400 nmi, respectively. At sunrise and
sunset, however, the errors could increase to about

6 3. 0 am and 9.5 mi, respectively. For a north-
4 JUNE 1959 south (or a south-north) path, the ground range

error due to tilts could have a most probable value
. of 0. 5 flnt and 2.0 nmi for ground ranges of 400 nmi

and 1400 nmi, respectively. When the ionospheric
- - ' reflection point is between 20' and 40*N latitude, the

FS - MH errors could be on the order of 2.0 nmi and 6.5 int,
F_1 1 

respectively.

N2z N PLASMA FREQUENCY Errors Due to Reflection Height Inaccuracy
" " iN a2 MHo

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 A perturbation in the reflection height of HF
LOCAL TIE (HR) signals could result from a traveling ionospheric

disturbance moving across the transmission path.Figure 14. Diurnal Variation of Tilt Angles at If there is an inaccuracy in the estimation of the
Constant Plasma Frequencies at height of ionospheric reflection, then an error is
30* North Latitude, March and injected in the measurement of the ground range.
June 1959

The ground range errors for various errors in
4 SEPTEMBER 1959 8 MHz the true reflection height of 250 and 350 km are
2 presented in Figure 16.

Q -2 ... 250-KM R FLECTI N HEIG T
. 12 h REFLECTION HEIGHT ERROR1-.

-4

-6 z =7 - 5K

0 12 16 20 24 -
LOCAL TIME (HR) 0

-4 - --8- -

12

121H DECEMBER 
1959+5 

I

400 600 g0 1000 1200 1400 1600 100 2000

I N PLASMA FREQUENCY GROUND DSTANCE (NM!)

0 4 A 12 is 2Figure 16. Ground Range Error for an Error in
LOCAL TIME (HR) the Estimation of the Reflection Height

Figure 15. Diurnal Variation of Tilt Angles at It is evident that an overestimation in the re-
Constant Plasma Frequencies at flection height imposes an underestimation in the
30' North Latitude, September ground range. For a given reflection height, the
and December 1959 error decreases with ground distance and increases
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with reflection height error. For a given distance For a tilt oriented in the plane of the great
and reflection height error, the ground range error circle path, the ground range error is a maximum.
increases with Increasing height of reflection. For this condition, angular deviation does not take

place.
Assuming an error In the reflection height of

+15 kmn, It follows from Figure 16 that, for a dis- When the tilted surface is orthogonal to the
tance of 1000 nmi, the error in the prediction of the great circle plane, the ground range error is a mini-
ground range evaluates to -5.6 and -7. 0 nmi for a mum while the azimuthal bending is a maximum.
reflection height of 250 and 350 km, respectively.

The azimuthal deviation increases with increas-
Techniques for Minimizing Errors ing height of reflection and decreases with increas-

ing ground distance. The ground range error, on the
HF ground based transponders located within other hand, increases with increasing reflection

the antenna beam coverage of an HF backacatter height and ground distance. However, for the case
radar can be employed to reduce the adverse effects in which the great circle plane is perpendicular to
of ionospheric tilts and travelling ionospheric dis- the Ionospheric tilt, the ground range error de-
turbances, i. e. , Ionospheric reflection height vari- creases with ground distance.
ations, on HF radar measurements.

Imprecise data on the height of ionospheric
The presence of Ionospheric tilts along the reflection of HF propagated signals induce a ground

propagation path and the azimuthal deviations result- range error which increases with increasing re-
ing from the tilts could be readily determined from flection height and reflection height error and de-
the angle-of-arrival measurements of the trans- creases with ground distance. The error brought
ponder's radiation. about by this source is larger than that caused by

ionospheric tilts.
Since the geographic location of the transponders

would be known, the virtual height of reflection in The detrimental effects of the propagation
the ionosphere of the propagated signals could be medium can be minimized by utilizing ground based
deduced from the time delay between the transmitted transponders and oblique incidence sweep frequency
and received signals, sounders.

This scheme necessitates that the mode of Acknowledgments
propagation between the radar and transponder be
known. I. e. , identification of the propagation paths Portions of the work reported in this paper were
such as single or multiple reflections or hops. HF sponsored by the Air Force Electronic Systems
sweep frequency oblique incidence soundings should Division under the C ONUS 0TH-B Prototype Radar
be able to provide the data for mode identification. System (PRS) Program, Contract No. F19628-75-

C -0128.
The presence of an ionospheric tilt can also be

inferred from oblique incidence soundings made at Rfrne
one or several select frequencies over the azimuthal Rfrne
coverage region. In the absence of tilts, the time WihJ . n .. Fn,"enEeto
delay to the leading edge of the ground backs catter WihJ , n .. Fn,"enEeto
should be approximately the same over the azimuth Density Variations of the Quiet Ionosphere,
spread. The existence of a tilt in the path would be March 1959", NBS Technical Note No. 40-1,
indicated by a variation in the time delay with bear- Februay 1960.
ing angle.

Wright, J. W. L. R. Wescott and D. J. Brown,
Conclusions "Mean Electron Density Variations of the Quiet

Ionosphere, June 1959", NBS Technical Note No.
HF radar transmissions reflected from iono- 40-4, May 1961.

spheric regions containing ionization tilts could ex-
perience both an azimuthal bending and an alteration Wright, J. W. , L. R. Wescott and D. J. Brown,
in the path length. The latter, in turn, would intro- "Mean Electron Density Variations of the Quiet
duce an error in the measurement of ground distance Ionosphere, September 1959", NBS Technical Note
traversed by HFP signals. No. 40-7, April 1962.

The magnitude of the azimuthal deviation and
the ground range error Is a function of the orienta- Wright, J. W. , L. R. Wescott and D. J. Brown,
tion of the tilt with respect to the HFP transmitted 'Mean Electron Density Variations of the Quiet
signal, the height of ionospheric reflection and the Ionosphere, December 1959", NBS Technical Note
ground distance. No. 40-10. March 1963.
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A MO)DEL FOR PULSE TRANSMISSION OVER THE FADING IONOSPHERIC REFLECTION CHANNEL

Alfonso Malaga
Robert E. McIntosh

Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT

This paper is concerned with the modeling of the by multiple scatter phenomena are related to
HF Ionospheric reflection comsmunications channel the stastical spatial characteristics of the
and its application to study the distortion suf- refractive index of the propagation medium.
fared by pulses used in digital data transmission. This is done by obtaining expressions which
The propagation medium is characterized by a time- relate the delay and Doppler power spectra of
variant transfer function. Results which illus- the HF link to the wave number spectrum of the
trate the dependence of the transfer function on refractive index fluctuations of the trans-
the spatial and temporal variations of the tropo- miasion medium.
spheric refractive index and the electron density
in the ionosphere, transmitter-receiver separa- The distortion of RE pulses is shown to be
tion, time of the day and operating frequency are related to the dispersion factor (deterministic
given. In addition, the frequency and time-selec- effect) and the multipath or delay spread (due
tive fading characteristics of the HF link caused to spatial variations in the refractive index)

of the channel. Enhanced signal reception Is
shown to be possible by transmitting frequency-
swept chirp pulses which compress at the re-
ceiver by as much as 40 dB.
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ROCKET OBSERVATIONS OF IONOSPHERIC E-REGION IRREGULARITIES:

IMPLICATIONS FOR HF MODELLING

E. P. Szuszczewicz, J. C. Holmes, and D. N. Walker

E. 0. Hulburt Center for Space Research
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C. 20375

I. INTRODUCTION

There hhs been considerable effort generation of irregularities depends
to establish global models of iono- not only on magnetic latitude but
spheric profiles to assess the utility also on local topography. A number
of communications channels operating of special publications (e.g., Refs.
over the electromagnetic frequency 1-3) and review articles (e.g.,
spectrum from ELF through SHF. To a Refs. 4-5) contain detailed treatments
large meas-;re, these models are intend- on morphology and geophysics as well
ed to represent mean ionospheric con- as critical commentary on theoretical
ditions; but this necessitates statis- models. The emphasis here is the
tical smoothing which can result in extent to which differences in irregu-
ionospheric segments with little lar E-region profiles can be ex-
vesemblance to reality. It is impor- plained through geophysical processes.
tant to recognize this restriction and
to work toward improved ionospheric Chemistry. E-region ion
profile specifications, composition measurements have been

made with rocket-borne mass spec-
The ionospheric domain with the trometers at equatorial, mid- and

largest data base is the F-region high-latitude sites (e.g., Refs. 6-9).
which is accessible to systematic A quiet (no sharp gradients of
global investigation by satellites, electron density) E-region is gen-
The E-region cannot be studied di- erally dominated by the molecular
rectly by satellites but must be ions NO+ and % 

+ with production and
probed with rockets and ground based loss processes that have been known
radar and HF sounding systems. This for some time. Although the quiet
situation has resulted in geograph- E-region may be the best understood
ically localized studies of E-region ionospheric domain (e.g., Ref. 5),
phenomena and, in our opinion, has not quiet conditions do not always prevail
contributed to understanding of hori- (especially at night), and the result
zontal variations and the associated is highly irregular structure
impact on signal channel modelling, generically described as sporadic E.
It is our objective to draw attention
to this point and show some of the Meteoric ions and winds. The
differences between ionospheric models presence of metallic ions (Mg+, Fe+,Si+,
and actual observations. We show some Na+, AI+, K+, being of major impor-
of our recent ionospheric rocket tance) at E-region altitudes is
results and compare them with models apparently a global feature which is
used for prediction of HF ducting. maintained to varyipg degrees by

ablating meteoroids . Because these
II. CONSIDERATIONS OF atomics htve recombination coeffi-
E-REGION GEOPHYSICS cients 10 times smal!er than the

molecular species 1- , they are
The sources of ionospheric E- subjected to long-lived transport

region irregularities can be identi- processes and will converge by wind
fied with a number of important geo- shear into intense layers' 4 -1 .

physical forces including neutral This mechanism is reasonably well
winds, electric fields and precipi- understood and can successfully
tating particles. The degree to which account for much of the observed data
these forces contribute to the (e.g., Refs. 1-3). The degree to
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convergence driven by neutral

winds 
0
- . The uncertainty in

metallic ion distributions, coupled
owith the unpredictability of wind
Mshears necessarily limit the predic-

tive capabilities of theoretical
models. In fact, the models often

nrequire parametric retrofitting to
achieve agreement with experimentally

0determined Lonization profiles.

10
Latittudinal variations and the

W'0 the Lorentz force q(Vwindx B)

N 3generated by the east-west component
SA Zof horizontal wind shears which

brings about ion convergence , it
nmight be expected that the occurence

TFMI and intensity of wind-driven sporadic
"0 E should be correlated with the
o_ magnitude of the horizontal component

of the geomagnetic field. There is
90 however a small zone centered at the
wt. magnetic equator (about 2-60 wide)

D V4 '0-4 XY where layer convergence is not ex-
PEA ECIrM OMaT.1N.) pected to take place because the

electrons are constrained ty move
FIGURE 1 along the geomagnetic field 1. The

result is a vertical polarization
Mid-latitude profiles of relative electron field which opposes the effects of
density determined by plasma probe collection strong windshear convergence. The
of electron saturation currents, Ie(V+). absence of mid-latitude type Es at
Conversion to absolute electron density pro- the equator however does not reduce
ceeds approximately as Ne(cm

-
') = 1011 Ie(V+). the E-region profile to conditions

Note the shifted current scales for the up- amenable to predictive modelling... for
and downleg portions of the flight, the polarization fields must be taken

intoi account as well as the equatorial

which convergence can take place is electrojet (e.g., Refs. 22 and 23).

indicated in Fig. 1 which shows To f%,cus on some of the problems at

ionospheric data collected aboard an the equator, we reference Fig. 2
Aerobee 150 rocket launched from a mid- which presents ionospheric profiles

latitude site at White Sands Missile collected by a rocket-borne probe

Range, N.M. on 29 June 1974 at 2031 launched from the Chilca Range

MST. The payload reached an altitude (Peru; 0.50 dip) on 23 May 1975 at
of 229.5 km, and up- and downleg 2000 hr (LT). On the up-and downleg
r -tions of the flight passed through portion of the trajectory, double E-

KetiLg sporadic-E layers centered region layers were observed with
106.7 and 106.1 km, respectively, thicknesses ranging from a few kilo-

The flight profiles of relative meters to 20 kilometers. (A similar
electron density are measured by peak observation was made during a post-
electron currents collected by an midnight launch on the same night.)
on-board plasma probe. The up- and The most popular explanation for the
downlegE s thicknesses at the formation of such layers ie tie wind-
0.1 Nemax point were 1.16 and .73 km shear mechanism which in its present
with corresponding peak electrct form does not operate successfully
densities of 3(10 ) and 7(lOB)/cmS, near the dip equator. However, the
respectively. (The details of the existence of such layers is well
measurement procedure and the roles established, - and the interaction
of chemistfy and winds are presented of associated ionization gradients
elsewhere' .) Temperate zone E- with the electrojet can establish an
layers are not always as simply unstable plasma state which, in turn,
structured as the profile in Figure 1. can generate smaller scale
At times layers of ionization are structure 27-30

observed to form out of the bottom
side of the F-refion and descend to Before discussing instability
lower altitudes . These layers often mechanisms that might be active in
form continuously with evidence that the electrojet it is important to
they are the result of ionization note the differences ill the up- and
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scale structure is evident on the
larger scale gradients. However, finer

3M resolution data to be published else-
! M -- M where shows irregularity scale sizes

LAUW-W !down to 1 meter.
IDA' 144 OWS NO 517)A7-0 *igh Ltitude Phenomena. E-

D0"E-__ region irregularities occurring at
high latitude sites are, to a large

ND extent, found to be correlated with
in 4 . charged particle precipitation
,4D 1 0-2-0__ .... 0 patterns. The convergence of the

140 N. *AMgeomagnetic field in addition to
lag-r large fluxes of energetic field'a aligned particles gives rise to charg-

ed particle interaction with neutral
W,*, W and ionized species at E-region

ASEUa5OSRMT W altitudes. (For a review of auroral

dynamics, ionospheric effects, and
FIGURE 2 variation in incident energy, see

Ref. 33.)
Relative electron density profiles near the
dip equator as measured by baseline current Because the patterns of pre-
IB collected by a pulsed plasma probe2a. cipitation are at different times
Ne(cm-3 ) - 1.3(012 )IB. spatially confined (horizontal range

5 km) or relatively widespread, the

downleg E-region layers which were resulting ionization is similarly
separated by a horizontal east-west variable. Auroral ionization can be

extent of 170 km. The profiles highly field-aligned, with dimensions

reveal significant horizontal gradients parallel and perpendicular to the
that are believed attributable to geomagnetic field having character-
major variations in the local E-region istic ratios of 5:13 . At other
winds" ... winds which are possibly times, the auroral ionization can be
unique to the topography of the Andes- sufficiently widespread to resemble
Pacific Ocean interface, a horizontally stratified layer.

Maximum E-region depsities can be
Small scale structure in the greater than 101scm - , but morf typically

equatotial electroet. The presence peak densities are in the 10 cm-
of smaller scale (1 InX 1 km) range3 4 . Characteristically the
irregularities at electrojet altitudes auroral E region has one major layer,
has been known for some time (e.g., ranging in thickness from approxi-
Ref. 28), with a number of mechanisms mately 10 to 30 km., a parameter
having been proposed to explain the controlled by the precipitating
observations (e.g., Refs. 29 and 30). energy distribution (e.g., Ref. 34).
Most recent attention has been given
to two classes of irregularities. gn example of auroral E-region
The first (type 1) is believed to be profiles is shown in Figure 4. As in
caused by the two-stream instability previous illu '-qtions the data was
while the second (type 2) is generally collected by 7ket-borne plasma
associated with the gradient drift probe, in this case launched from
instability. The generation of Poker Flat, Alaska 21 September 1976
gradient-drift irregularities requires at 2 h5 2

m (AST). From the data of
a vertical background gradient in the Figure 4 two distinctly different
ionospheric electron density (e.g., E-layer density profiles separated by
Fig. 2) and specific relationships a horizontal distance of approxi-
between the gradient and the direction mately 180km are apparent. Whereas the
of the electrojet currentag-. With upleg E-layer is well-formed showingthe appropriate conditions 4' sub- a 25 to 30 km depth at the .5 Nemax
structure can-be generated with scale points, the downleg profile is
sizes much smaller than a kilometer. evidence of a weak diffuse pattern
Evidence for this type of behavior is Preliminary results from on-board
shown in Fig. 3, a time profile of energetic particle detectors of
relative electron density collected Dr. R. A. Goldberg showed normalized
during a recent equatorial investiga- counting rates reading maximum
tion from #oi-Namur in the Kwajalein levels near 120 km altitude during
Atoll (4 N mag). Because the data the upleg portion of the flight.
shown in the Figure is averaged over The energetic particle detectors
1.5 see time elements, only medium covered the integrated energy ranges
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FIGURE 3
Relative electron density as a function of time after launch. 10-8 A-Ne A 5(104 )cm- . Data
collected over Marshall Islands in the equatorial Pacific (23 August 1977, 0 Hr 3 Min).

15-25 keV, 25-40 keY, and 40-100 keV
230. with the largest integral flux

220 contributions having occurred in
the 15-25 keV range. These particle

220. measurements support the basic con-

200 relation between precipation patterns
Sp3*I  and ionospheric plasma desities. De-

90 ,tailed correlation studies between
"e0 fluxes, desities and energy deposi

170 UPLEG tion rates is currently being conducted.
160 OXWNLEG / tnInitial estimates of relative
1"0 electron density at approximately 120

'50 km are indicated in the figure for
140 both upleg and downleg portions. These

NA3S ATAA 1 1 estimates were obtained from the plasma
LAUJIXOf probe I-V characteristic and should

1 O20 2651 - R52MOS(UT) , be taken as correct only within a
10 factor of 2. Additional details on

- .0 this flight and a similar investiga-
,o90 N.0170)¢ - tion conducted on 23 September 1976
90 / N .at ih3 7

m (AST) are available in
o 0 Ref. 35.

70.
RELATIV ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES 11I. E-REGIONS MODELS AND HF DUCTING

60 ( PLMINARY RESL.ATS)NaL PULED PLASMI P Over the years considerable effort

,,- .. has gone into rocket, satellite, and
I0 10 10 radar studies of ionospheric irregu-

Io,UASELINE CURRENT (A) larities. Irregularities cause fading
of radio waves, scintillation of

FIGURE 4 stellar radio sources, and fluctu-
Relative electron density profiles in the ations in transionospheric communi-
auroral zone. cation systems. In the previous

section it was shown that E-region
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irregularities were highly dependent Figures 5a, and 5b are iono-
upon geographic location and the pre- spheric profiles extracted from Figs.
vailing geophysical conditions. In 2, and 5, respectively, of Ref. 36.
some cases the origin of the irregu- The types of "no valley" profiles
larities is still uncertain, although (A' and D' in 5a) selected by Toman
several mechanisms have been postu- and Miller have no counterparts in
lated. The overview and data sample any of the data presented and discussed
were by no means intended to represent in the previous section. We suggest
an exhaustive review of E-region that a profile like Fig. 5a D' most
phenomena, but rather to note some closely approximates daytime mid-
problems in understanding the E-region latitude profiles when solar radiation
and the pitfalls that might attend the "fills-in" the ionization valley and
development of global models of the wind-shear convergence is less impor-
lower ionosphere. tant (egg., Narcisi6 and Goldberg and

Blumle ).
This section focusses on the

ionospheric models employed in the For purposes of ducting efficiency,
computational study of Toman and Toman and Miller 3 found that no rays
Miller-". They conducted theoretical (6-21 Mhz, 0-11 launch angle elevation)
analyses of HF propogation in were trapped in cases involving A'-
numerically specified ionospheres. type profiles. That D' profiles were
Their work introduced horizontal found more effective in their study
ionization gradients to provide favor- showed the controlling influence of
able conditions for wave injection peak E-region densities. While low
from the ground. It also considered densities in the E-region (type A')
ionospheric profiles with and without appear to hinder long-range HF ducting,
upper E-region ionization valleys. Of it is possible that the densities can
major consequence in determining be too high resulting in the return of
ducting probability were horizontal rays to the ground by single reflec-
ionization gradients and vertical tance s .
electron density profiles. The
authors used smoothed ionospheric The model with an ionization
profiles, noting that models represent- valley in the upper E-region (Fig. 5b)
Ing mean ionospheric conditions are is more representative of the
inherently restrictive. This re- experimental profiles presented in
striction can be lessened by continued the previous section. However, except
iterations between theory and experi- for the high-latitude profile, the
ment. We suggest that this paper is layers were always observed to be much
just one such iteration, more irregular than the model. The

400 400

MODEL WITHOUT IONIZATION VALLEY MODEL WITH IONIZATION VALLEY

300 300 di50 KM

g200 A 200- -
d"o

4Z 
41

100- 100

I I0IOO

104  O1 056 04 1 106
ELECTRON DENSITY (CM ELECTRON DENSITY (CM3 )

FIGURE 5

Numerically specified ionospheric profiles utilized in Ref. 36.
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mid-latitude data showed an intense global distribution.
narrow peak superimposed on a
broader, less-intense layer. The ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
equatorial data showed multiple, high-
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ANGLF OF ARRIVAL USTINC CONTINUOUS WAVE TRANSMISSIONS
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1. Introduction

The effect of the ionosphere on the angle of and sunset (Ross and Bramley, 1949). In all

arrival of ionospherically reflected radio waves these observations data was averaged over
is conveniently monitored by measuring the phase several seconds in order to remove rapid

difference between signals received on two fluctuations so that then results could be

orthogonal pairs of antennae which form a right interpreted by assuming a single ray
angled isosceles triangle. If the antenna at reflected from the ionosphere. Tilts have

the apex of the triangle is antenna 2 and if also been associated with Sporadic E (Es);
A 1 2 and A3 2 are the measured phase differences both non-blanketing and blanketing and Spread F
between antenna 1 and antenna 2 and between (Clarke, 1972). Since it is these tilts that

antenna 3 and antenna 2 respectively (I being effect the bearing or angle of arrival

north of 2 and 3 being west of 2) then measurements, it would seem approDriate to

2nd consider possible errors in these

612 =--- cos(6) sin(O) (I) measurements.

2 -2_d In this paper we discuss the problems of
X measuring the angle of arrival using a

where 0 is the azimuth angle (bearing), Is continuous wave transmission and, inwher 0 s th azmuthange (barig), isparticular, wave interference is considered

the zenith angle, d the separation between the whencmor ta onerireceiv such
when more than one ray is received. Such

antennae and A is the wavelength of the received interference may be caused by another
radio wave. However, in measuring these phase transmitter which has the same nominal

differences, two distinct classes of change frequency, ground wave or multiple hop

occur: propagation and it is shown that in such

circumstances the error in the angle of
(a) rapid fluctuations which are assumed to arrival may be reduced by integrating over a

be due to the ionosphere behaving as a rough suitable period. The method described may also

reflector (Bramley, 1951; Pfister, 1972) be applicable to pulse transmissions when two

(b) slow varying changes with periods of a or more echoes are received with time
separations less than the pulse width.

minute or more which are associated with changes

in 0 and 0 of the radio wave. For this case the Measurements of the angle of arrival were

angle of arrival is given by made on a CW 2.5 Mi? signal transmitted by

[__ (A2 + 2 Telecom Australia from Lyndhurst, Victoria
sin-

1  
2wd 1 2  32 );1 (3) (380 33' S, 1450 16' E (geographic)) at the La

Trobe University Field Station at Beveridge

= tan
- 
1(-.- ) (A) (370 28' S, 1440 56' F (geographic)) a ground

12 distance of 71.4 km. From Beverldge,

Changes In angle of arrival may be attributed Lyndhurst has an azimuth of 145.80

to changes in electron density gradients (geomagnetic). The transmission was only

(tilts) in the ionosphere (Bramley and Ross, transmitted from 09.00 to 18.00 (L.T.) and
1951; Bramley, 1953) and these may be therefore was mainly an F region reflection.

associated with the passage of internal

gravity waves (Reynolds and Morgan, 1975). 2. Interference Fffects
Tilts may be associated with other phenomena,

for example a solar zenith angle dependence in When one or more ray Is received at an
the F region has been observed (Morgan, 1972, antenna, then, because the signals differ in

1974) this being more predominant near sunrise phase and amplitude, they can be added
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vectorially. The phase difference is due to b - 10.60 and 8. - 0b - 1450) as a function of
both the difference in the angle of arrival of amplitude ratio for different integration
the rays and the difference in the Doppler shift periods. For n greater than 2, the errors are
in frequency of the radio waves. almost zero for an integrating period of 2r and

it is found that for a given n, the errors vary
Consider two rays of amplitude a and b whose in a damped oscillatory manner with the

angles of arrival are Oa, a and 
8
b, b integrating period. This is shown in Figure

respectively, and which have a phase difference 3(a) with n equal to 4. For values of n
a at antenna 2. The resultant amplitude and greater than four it is found that the errors
phase at each antenna may be found by in 8 and are less than one degree if the
considering the Argand diagrams in Figure I for integrating period Is greater than I/f
the phase differences between antenna 1 and (where Af is the difference in the Doppler
antenna 2 (antenna I is to the north of shift frequency between the two rays).
antenna 2). Obviously the larger n the shorter the

integration time needed for the same error in
From Figure l(a) the resultant at antenna 2 O and . The integration for a period

is: greater than I/Af removes the dependency of
errors in e and on the orientation of the

R2 exp(iA2) - a + b cos(a) + ib sin(a) (5) antennae. It also removes the errors due to
higher variations in the azimuth angle of the

or second hop (Bramley (1954)found that the
sin(a) azimuth variation of the second hop is likely

tanA 2  n +in(a) to be an order of magnitude greater than the
+ cos(O first hop). This is shown in Figures 3(b) and

and 3(c) where the error in the measured 8 and I

are shown for second hops with a 0 of 10.60 and
R2 = I (n

2 
+ 1 + 2n cos(a)) a 6 of 850 and 2050.

n

where n = a/b. Similarly for antenna 1 Figure for n between 1 and 2 the errors in e and
l(b) gives obtained from the integrated values of the

n sin(A 2a) + sin(5 12b) phase may be quite large as seen in Figure 2.
tanA I = (6) In this case averaging over a period greater

n cos(61 2a) + sin(A12b) than 1/6f does not reduce the errors to an

and acceptable level. In most practicle cases,
however, where the transmitter and receiver are

R1  (n
2 

+ 1 + 2n cos(A12 a - A12b)) separated by a distance of between 50 and 500
n 2a k such a small amplitude ratio for

where interference between the first hop and ground
wave or first hon and second hop from the F

A 12a = cos(6a) sin(Oa) region should not be expected. The exception
is when both non-deviative and deviative

6
12b 27dcos(0b) sin( b) + a ab4orptIons are very low and such a situation

may exist when there are strong Es reflections

Similar expressions may be obtained for A3 at night.
where A3 is the phase at antenna 3. The phase
differences are then 612 = Al - 62 and Hence in order to obtain the true angle of
632 - A3 - 62 and when substituted into arrival 612 and 632 must be integrated over a
equations (3) and (4) give the "apparent" period longer than i/Af. Typically for the F
azimuth and zenith angles. It is found that region Sf is 0.1 Hz so that the integration
for two interfering rays the instantaneous must he over a period greater than 10 seconds.
errors in 8 and 0 depend on the azimuth angle
of the signal with the largest amplitude (i.e. 3. Experimental Technique
the error is a function of Pntenna
orientation). This error is found to be a The signals from the three receiving
minimum at antennae were switched sequentially throuch a

sing receiver in order to measure the phase
6 = k = 0, 1. ..... 7 difference between the antennae. A phase lock

4 loop (PLL) oscillator was used as a phase
and a maximum at reference and the signal from antenna 2 (which

r ris at the apex of the triangle) controlled the
S + - 0, 1 ...... 7 frequency and phise of this oscillator. The4 8 PLL oscillator output was phase detected

A12 and 632 are usually integrated over a against the signals from the other antennae and
period of several seconds in order to reduce these phases had subtracted from them the phase
severe diversity effects. However, for two difference between the input and output of the
rays, errors in 0 and 0 may be still obtained PLL oscillator. A block diagram of the system
since the errors are a function of a which is a is shown in Figure 4. Such a system has the
function of time. Figure 2 shows the error in advantage that no errors in phase occur due to
8 and 0 for first and second hop ($a 21.60, any constant 1onnler shift between the
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received signals and our local standard to 1.6 gives a change of 100 in e. However,
oscillator. Only changes in the Doppler shift from Figure 2 much larger variations would be
that occurred during a switching cycle caused expected to be obtained in I for such an
errors and, because each antenna was sampled arplitude ratio change. It is also difficult
twelve times a second (this was the fastest to explain how such an amplitude ratio could be
switching rate allowed by the receiver), a sustained at this time over such a period.
change of 1.05 Hz per second gave an error of
less than half a degree in phase (which gives (2) A more feasible explanation was that the
less than half a degree in both 0 and s). Such Es layer had a real tilt along the path.
a sustained high rate of change in the frequency I'sing the equation for tilts along the path
is most unusual. tan ;(Jtan+e 1 tan(d))

- + tan
1

4. Experimental Results ani.e - tand

where tan(¢d) = tan(C) cos(O - 6e), -L is the
Experimental results were taken from late tilt along the path, 9 and ¢ the measured

June to late October, 1976 and in general it was azimuth and zenith angles, and ee and e Pre
found that azimuth (bearing) and zenith angles the exnected angles of arrival for a
were approximately what was expected from a horizontally stratified medium, a 40 tilt in
normal horizontally stratified medium. An yl is obtained for this Fs layer. The slight
example is the result obtained on the 6th of increase in t between 16.35 and 17.00 is
July and shown in Figure 5. It may be seen probably due to the group height of the Fs
that the record may be snlit into two distinct layer decreasing and as this occurs the tilt
periods - from 15.20 to 16.30 and from 16.30 to forms in the Es. However, greater variations
18.00 (L.T.). lonograms taken at the receiving in e are only partially explained by a cot(:)
site by a digitized ionosonde indicated that at dependence of e - 6e for the same tilt across
15.30 (L.T.) the equivalent vertical frequency the path (yc) since it may be shown that
of the 2.5 MHz (2.35 MHz) was being reflected
from the normal E region at 98.2 kms. At 16.30 sin(P -

9
e) = tan(Ty) cot(i)

(L.T.) the E region had decayed and reflection
was from an Es layer high on the E region cusp For small tilts across the path, changing
at 140 kms. By 18.00 (L.T.) the E region had from 200 to 190 would be expected to give an
completely decayed and the Es layer had increase of 1.4 in 9 -

8
e" Between 17.05 and

descended to a height of 100 kms where it had a 17.40 (L.T.) the variations in e - ee increased
critical frequency of 5.1 MHz. Using the by about this amount, but larger variations
theorem of Breit and Tuve (1926), were observed around 16.45 and 17.50 (L.T.).

D
tan(o) 2-h (7) It was shown that for CW radio waves

integrating the phase difference between the
where h' is the vertical group height and D is antennae reduced the errors in the angle of

the distance between the transmitt'er and arrival due to multiple hop propagation modes;
receiver. The zenith angle at 15.30 (200) and for interference between first and second hop,
at 16.30 (14.50) give a group height of 09 kms the maximum error for integration over a
and 139 kms respectively which are very close period greater than 1/6f being one degree for
to the group heights measured by the digitized an amplitude ratio of four and half a degree
ionosonde. For the Es laver at 18.00 (L.T.) for an amplitude ratio of ten. This is
however, there is an apparent error of 25 kims confirmed by the results obtained both in the
in h' using equation (7). There are two normal F region and in the Es layer, the latter
possible explanations for this: having a tilt comparable to those obtained by

Clarke (1972) who observed tilts of up to 40 in
(1) A mixture of first and second hop was blanketing Es.

being received from a flat Es layer Assuming
some Doppler shift in frequency did occur then Acknowledgements
from Figure 2 an amplitude ratio of 1.5 would
be needed for such an error in 0. Greater The assistance of Dr. P.P. Hammer in the
variations in 8 would then be explained by the construction of the equipment was appreciated.
amplitude ratio changing; for example, from
Figure 2 a change in amplitude ratio from 1.5
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HF SKY WAVE DIRECTION FINDING USING A FIXED CROSSED SPACED LOOP ANTENNA ARRAY

T. C. Green, J. E. Hipp, and W. G. Guion
Southwest Research Institute

San Antonio, Texas

INTRODUCTION wave (vertically polarized signals) direction
finder in applications to date. HF propaga-

Direction finding on HF radio signals tion, however, is predominately sky wave trans-
which have propagated through the ionosphere missions for signals originating from sources
(sky wave signals) has classically been accom- at relatively large distances. Sky wavea
plished using medium and wide aperture antenna present a much mare complex problem to direc-
arrays such as Adcocks, interferometers, tion finding antennas due to the changing, un-
Wullenwebers (CDAA). and Beverage antennas, predictable polarization and elevation angle.
There remains, however, a continuing require- They may be vertically, horizontally, circu-
ment for a direction finder which combines larly, or elliptically polarized and are
both small physical size and a passive con- seldom stable more than a few seconds.
figuration to provide high accuracy, automatic
DF operation againe sky wave multipolarized Recent work performed at SwRI under an
signals in the HF range. internal research project consisted of both a

theoretical and an experimental program to
In the HF range, loop antennas are typ~i- develop the fixed crossed spaced loop antenna

cally used for small aperture direction finding as an appropriate sky wave direction finder.
applications because of their Intrinsic re- The work described herein includes (1) the
ceiving efficiency compared to other antennas theoretical development of sky wave DF and
with similar dimensions. However, the conven- sense algorithms for the fixed crossed spaced
tional crossed simple loop or rotating simple loop antenna, (2) instrumentation of a crossed
loop direction finder is essentially useless spaced loop direction finder for validating the
against sky wave signals due to pattern changes DF and sense algorithm, (3) development of
with incident signal polarization, computer programs for both theory verification

end data acquisition/processing, and (4) data
A polarization independent direction measurement, analysis, and post-processing.

finding antenna can be obtained using indivi-
dual loop elements connected as a coaxial THEORY

spaced loop antenna. HF sky wave direction
finding with a coaxial spaced loop has typi- A coaxial spaced loop antenna can be
cally been accomplished by rotating the antenna formed by combining two simple loop antennas

and observing the analog display of the polari- into a simple two-element Interferometer array
zation independent nulls. With appropriate as shown in Figure Ia. The generalized res-

sense functions, the rotating spaced loop ponse of a single coaxial spaced loop is shown
direction finder provides an unambiguous below f or vertical and horizontal polarization:

accurate analog display of the incident sky
wave signal azimuth bearing. For modern DF ET -- EV sin 0 sin 2

applications, however, a fixred passive DF
antenna is desirable which can be remotely + EHeJOH sin 26 ein

2
o I

controlled and operated by computer integrated whr
systems.whr

The fixed crossed spaced loop antenna EV Amplitude of vertical component
developed and patented* at SwRI has been pri-
marily used as a computer controlled ground EH Amplitude of horizontal component

*Travers, D. N., Eight-Loop Antenna System 0 Incidence angle
and Method of Scanning Same, U.S. Patent No.
3,329,954, 4 July 1967.
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- Azimuth angle BZ = EV sin 0 cos 2I

OH = Relative phase between vertical EHeJOH sin 2e sin 20
and horizontal component. 2

The spaced loop response for rotation in Examination of Equation 2 shows that the
the azimuth plane is shown as follows: spaced loop pattern is band limited and the

E - -Ev sin 0 sin 2 (0 - a) second harmonic of the rotational angle is
the highest order component (for a fixed target

+ EeJPH sin 20 sin
2  

a) azimuth * and elevation angle 0). Therefore,
from the Nyquist sampling theorem only four

where a is the rotational azimuth angle. samples would be required to reproduce theoriginal function. However, with the crossed

Careful examination of the above equation spaced loop antenna arranged as shown in

shows that whenever the argument 0 - a is equal Figure lb, four independent samples can be

to 0* or 180, that is, whenever the azimuth obtained over 1800 of azimuth corresponding to
position of the spaced loop is aligned directly eight samples over 360* of azimuth (twice theposiionnumber required by the Nyquist theorem). From
with the azimuth angle of arrival of the inci-

dent signal or aligned in the opposite direc- the above, therefore, it is apparent that

tion (180"), the output voltage is 0. These sampling the fixed crossed spaced loop output

are the so-called interferometer nulls of the voltages should provide sufficient information

rotating spaced loop, and are independent of to synthesize a rotating spaced loop response

the polarization and elevation angle of the and determine *, the azimuth angle of arrival.

incident signal. Two types of technical approaches were inves-
tigated to calculate the azimuth angle of

Examples of the polarization and angle of arrival from the eight spaced loop samples.

elevation independence of coaxial spaced loop An obvious approach is to take the Fourier
patterns are shown in Figure 2 where three dif- An of tei val voltage sme o
ferent elevation angle conditions are compared transform of the individual voltage samples to

for polarization varying from vertical to hori- determine the Fourier coefficients A0 , A2 , and

zontal. The important feature of these pat- B2 of the sampled wave form. Once the coeffi-

terns is that the null placement at 0* and 1800 cients are determined there is a simple alge-

does not change for the target signal at 00 braic solution to the azimuth angle * with,
azimuth regardless of signal polarization or however, a four-way ambiguity. Another method

for obtaining the Fourier coefficients uses a
elevation angle. The polarization and eleva- direct algebraic solution of Equation 2 totion angle independence of the spaced loop slefrAAad8 ntrso h

interferometer nulls has been used success- solve for A0, A2, and B2 in terms of the

fully by SwRI in development of ground-based antenna output voltages (phasors).

rotating spaced loop sky wave direction
finders. As shown in Figure lb, four spaced The inherent four-way ambiguity in the

loop antennas can be arrayed in a symmetrical spaced loop response pattern (pattern null

configuration to form an eight-loop array with positions) is a result of the two-way ambi-

each loop spaced 45* in azimuth. The develop- quities in both the simple loop nulls and the

ment described herein is based upon the premise interferometer nulls which form the spacedloop pattern. By adding simple loop voltages
that the sky wave direction finding properties lpatrn. By ang simple loop
of the rotating spaced loop can be synthe- (phasors) to the analysis, the simple loop

sized by sampling the outputs from individual nulls can be readily identified and eliminated.

fixed spaced loops arranged appropriately. Furthermore, by comparing the spaced loop
voltages and simple loop voltages in both

By expanding Equation (1) and rearranging amplitude and phase, the correct interfer-
ometer null representing 0, can also be Iden-terms, the rotating spaced loop output voltage tied.

can be re-expressed as

E +2co 2 + B2 sin 2a (2) Both Fourier transform and direct alge-
A0 +A 2  braic solution for the Fourier coefficients

where perform equally well for computer simulated
data. Figure 3 shows examples of the com-

EHeJiH sin 20 puted Fourier Loefficients for three polari-

A- zation and elevation angle conditions from a
0 2 fixed azimuth target signal (e.g., 0 - 37.5*).

The important point to note is that although

A2  - EV sin 0 sin 20 the coefficients change in amplitude (and
phase), the target azimuth solution fr each

EHe JH sin 2e cos 2 of these sets is the same, namely 37.5*.

2
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Figure 3. Examples of Fourier Coefficients Sets for Fixed Target Signal

FIXED SPACED LOOP INSTRUMENTATION

To implement the sky wave DF concept using
a fixed spaced loop antenna, a crossed spaced
loop breadboard antenna was assembled and in-
stalled at one of the SwRI HF test ranges.
Figure 4 is a photograph of the breadboard DF
antenna insralled approximately 30 feet above
ground (on top of a building). The eight-loop
array, consisting of four spaced loop antennas,
is visible on the lower bay of the antenna.
Four simple loop antennas are shown at the

upper position 
on the antenna 

main mast 
pro-

ambiguities in the calculated bearing. The
required simple loop output voltages can also
be derived from the individual loops of the
spaced loop antennas, but for construction
simplicity separate simple loops were used.
Each spaced loop antenna in the array has
physical dimensions of 60 inches Wd x 40

4 inches (h) x 20 inches (W. The individual
spaced loop antenna patterns are created by
connecting the outputs of the diametrically
opposite simple loop antennas in parallel
opposition, while the two simple loop antenna
outputs are formed by connecting two dia-
metrically opposite simple loop antennas in
parallel assistance.

Figure 5 is a block diagram of the com-
plete equipment group assembled for the HF sky
wave DF measurements.

Varector diode tuning for the spaced loop
antennas and preamplifiers for each individual
antenna function (six total) are contained with-
in the antenna mast. Varactor diode tuning was
used for an expedient and low cost method of
obtaining improved OF antenna sensitivity.
Computer controlled digital tuning would he
used in an operational configuration. The
tuning voltages for the Individual spaced loop

Figure 4. Coaxial Spaced Loop Antenna antennas are provided at the operator's console.
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Six individual coavial cables carry the out- stations in the HF range were also used from
puts of the antennas inside the building to the time to time to check system performance.
RF sequencer and processor. A reference signal These stations were selected because of the
is provided by quadrature summing the amplified capability of obtaining station identification

output of the two simple loop antennas and thus and therefore the station coordinates. From
synthesizing an omni-directional antenna. The the station coordinates the true great circle
omni signal and the outputs of the six indivi- bearing from the SwRI laboratories to the sta-
dual DF antennas are connected to seven inputs tion and the range were computed.
of a solid state RF sequencer. The RF sequencer
can operate either under manual sequencer con- For each station, 500 acceptable frames of
trol or under computer sequencing control. The data were obtained. Acceptance criteria for
dual-channel receiver outputs are supplied to each frame of data was that all antenna ampli-

the phase meter and to a pair of IF detectors. tudes must be within a predetermined linear
range of the receiver and detector circuits.

Outputs from the two detectors and the The computer would then automatically terminate
phase meter are supplied to an analog multi- the data collection process and produce a histo-
plexer and to an A-to-D converter. A Honey- gram of the 500 bearings distributed over 0* to
well DDP-516 computer with 16 K word memory 360* in 5

° 
resolution cells. The operator then

supplies the controlling functions to perform performed post-processing on the bearing histo-
automatic data taking. The DDP-516 controller gram display to obtain the average bearing to
determines the RF sequencer state, the signal the target. Figure 6 shows an example of the
selected by the multiplexer, and the A-to-D 0 to 360* histograms obtained at the termina-
conversion timing. The sequencer is operated tion of the data collection process as well as
at a frame speed of 60 per second allowing the post-processing analysis performed by the
fixed spaced loop operation against high speed DF operator. The operator observes the domi-
ICW and FSK signals. nant bearing peak on the 0* to 360' histogram

and selects a reprocessing window (on the TTY
The SwRI developed fixed spaced loop DF terminal) for additional analysis. The average

and sense algorithms were used in a DDP-516 bearing is then recomputed for only the data
computer to calculate the azimuth angle of within the selected azimuth window excluding
arrival for each frame of data (six antenna all other data. In this manner an accurate
voltage measurements). Additional program refined bearing typically with bearing errors
development was also necessary in order to and standard deviations less than 5* can be
interface the DDP-516 computer to the high obtained on sky wave signals independent of

speed RF sequencer and fixed spaced loop RF target range, elevation angle, and polarization.
inputs. A Fortran callable subroutine was
written in assembly language to control the For the tests described herein, ninety-
RF switching, the multiplex switching, the A/D four 500 frame average bearings on sky wave
conversion, and timing of these events. In signals were obtained on signals over the 5 to
addition, this subroutine stores the results 16 MHz range and at target ranges from 835 to
in the 516 computer memory. 12,555 km. The average sky wave bearing

accuracy demonstrated by the fixed crossed

SKY WAVE DF MEASUREMENTS spaced loop antenna can be computed from this
data collection. Figure 7 shows a histogram

A series of ground wave measurements were of the bearing error distribution for the aver-
initially accomplished to validate both the DF aged bearings. The mean error for this data
antenna and the 'basic algorithms. Next, a group is 0.98* with a standard deviation of
series of sky wave DF measurements were per- 4.31*. The range and azimuth distribution of
formed using targets of opportunity. Test the target signals (with respect to the SwRI
objectives for the sky wave measurements in- laboratories in San Antonio, Texas) are also
cluded: shown in Figure 7.

(1) Demonstrate fixed spaced loop capa- In conclusion, the fixed spaced loop
bility to accurately determine antenna using the sky wave DF and sense algor-
azimuth angle of arrival for multi- ithms described herein provides a versatile
polarized sky wave signals at eleva- and accurate HF sky wave direction finder. The
tion angles from 0* to 60*. antenna is compatible with shipboard and ground-

based environments where anteuna size and
(2) Demonstrate DF algorithm capability weight must be constrained. The inherent use

to perform under high speed ICW, FSK of high speed computer processing for the sky
and similar modulations, wave DF algorithm provides additional capabil-

ities for using the fixed spaced loop sky wave
Comercial stations were typically used direction finder in both civilian and military

for the sky wave DF measurements and consisted intercept and DF requirements as well as radio
primarily of fixed shore-to-ship broadcast sta- propagation research and development.
tions operating in manual Morse (ICW) at speeds
of nominally 18 to 30 words per minute. WWV
in Fort Collins, Colorado and other known AM
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THE EFFECT OF SIGNAL MODULATION IN THE APPLICATION

OF A WAVE-FRONT LINEARITY TEST IN HF DIRECTION-FINDING

D. W. Rice, G. 0. Venier and G. Atkinson
Department of Communications

Communications Research Centre

Ottawa, Ontario. K2H 8S2

Abstract Wave interference arising from multiple propagation modes

constitutes a significant source of error to HF direction-finding systems,
particularly for apertures of a few wavelengths or less. Various workers
have attempted to circumvent this difficulty by taking bearing snap-shots
at times when propagation was believed, on the basis of a wave-front
linearity test, to be nearly unimodal. These short periods of quasi-

unimodal propagation have been postulated to result from the independent
amplitude fading of the various modes present. It is suggested here

that a factor contributing to the observation of apparently unimodal
propagation on short time scales is the presence of amplitude modulation

on the transmitted signal. Provided the reciprocal of the modulation

bandwidth is similar to or less than the mode transit-time differences,
the modulation will tend to shorten the time interval between events in
which a signal arrives via one mode with large amplitude, coincident with

low amplitudes of the other arrivals.
Measurements have been made over a one-hop path using a 6 element phase-

measuring interferometer of 663 metres aperture. Both unmodulated CW and
SSB-modulated test signals were transmitted. For the CW signal, it is

found that wave-front nonlinearities change on a time scale of a few

seconds, whereas for the modulated signal, wave-front nonlinearities
change on a much shorter time scale which is determined mainly by the

modulation.

INTRODUCTION

Wave interference arising from multiple pro- probability that the amplitude of one mode will
pagation modes constitutes a significant source be large, coincident with low amplitudes of the
of error in HF direction-finding, particularly other modes. If bearings are taken at these
for those systems with apertures of a few wave- instants of quasi-unimodal propagation, then
lengths or less. One suggested way to circum- the bearings will be relatively free from the
vent this difficulty is to take bearing measur- effects of wave interference.
ements only at times when propagation appears

to be nearly unimodal (i.e. dominated by one The measurements reported here support these
ionospheric mode). Probably the earliest notions. It is found that, for a CW signal,
attempt at this was the 'Dot-Lock' technique wave-front nonlinearities have a time-domain
(1), in which bearings were taken on the lead- behaviour on a time scale consistent with
Ing edge of an amplitude-keyed signal. This measured mode fading rates. It is also found
same technique was later extended to other that, for an amplitude-modulated signal propa-
types of modulation (2). It has also been gated over a time-spread, multi-path iono-
noted that it may be possible to take advantage spheric channel, the time scale of changes in
of mode amplitude fading or scintillation, wave-front nonlinearity is commensurate with

which provides periods of a basically plane- that of the modulation.
wave condition at the receiving array (2), (3).

THE TWO-MODE CASE
Ionospheric channel measurements (4) indi-

cate that the ionosphere is well represented Multi-mode interference can be very complex
for communications purposes as a summation of in its details; here we consider only the two-
statistically-independent Rayleigh-fading mode case which illustrates most of the pro-

components, one for each resolvable propagation perties of interest. Two-mode interference is
mode. On this basis, there is a significant most easily visualized as the weaker mode
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producing corrugations in the otherwise plane As a good approximat, n, it is seen from
equl-phase surface of the stronger mode (5). Figure 1 that

Of course, the mode which dominates may change, r,

but the picture remains the same, except that 2 r, 0 < r < 1 (4)

the average phase slope about which the corruga- 2/S

tions are measured changes from that correspond- that is, the rms phase deviation 0 is a linear
ing to one mode to that of the other, function of the mode amplitude ratio r. Thus

the ms phase deviation 0 should exhibit the

It can readily be shown that the deviation t s m pa st i asthe o ul d e rat he

from the nhase of the stronger wave is given by same statistics as the moie amplitude ratio r.

(6) If a CW signal is transmitted, the time-domain

tan rin t0 (1) behaviour of the rms phase deviation 0 should
tan =l+r cos e then correspond to that of the ionosphric chan-

nel. On the other hand, if there are rapid am-
where r is the ratio of mode amplitudes (r 1), plitude variations because of signal modulation,
and e is given by then r may be thought of as the ratio of the

t (2) magnitudes of the modulation envelopes as trans-
2 = kx(cos i - Cos .2 d mitted via the two modes, with the weaker mode

signal a time-shifted and amplitude-scaled ver-
Here k is the wave number (2m/wavelength), x sion of the other. In this case, provided the

is the distance along the array, 1 and 2 are time delay is at least of the order of the

the angles between the wave normals of the two reciprocal of the modulation bandwidth, the
signals and the axis of the array, w is the time-domain behaviour of the ratio r, and there-
radian frequency difference between the two fore of the rms phase deviation 0, depends
signals, and t is the e id is not zero in primarily on the modulation, with a slowly-vary-

general because of ionospherically-induced ing ionospheric component superimposed.

Doppler shift.

If there are more than two modes present, theA measure of wave-front nonlinearity is the dtisbcm oecmlctd ~wvr h
meansquredphae dviaiondetails become more complicated. Fowever, the

addition of more modes is not likely to signifi-

0* (r cantly alter the time scale of changes in wave-

a = [ = -r dO (3) front nonlinearity.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS

where P is given by Equation (1). The integra-
tion over 27 in 0 is equivalent to spatial The measurements reported here were made over
integration over one period of the interference a 911-km path between Sept Iles, Quebec, and
pattern. A numerical evaluation of Equation Ottawa, Ontario. Signals were received at
(3), for various values of the mode amplitude Ottawa on a 6-element linear-interferometer

ratio r, yields the curve shown in Figure 1. array aligned in a direction perpendicular to

the propagation path. (The array and associated

instrumentation were part of the HF Direction-
ID- Finding Research Facility at the Communications

Research Centre (7)). Inter-element spacings
Oof 15.2, 30.5, 68.6, 167.6 and 381.0 metres

were used, for a total aperture of 662.9 metres.

Z Each of the six elements in the array were
0
I-connected to separate, phase-matched receivers

> with quadrature product-detector outputs. The
Wreceiver outputs were scanned and digitized,

with an interval between scans of 610 micro-
05- seconds.

- The transmitted signal consisted of a 5-second

EXACT burst of CW, followed immediately by a 5-second
oburst of suppressed-carrier single-sideband

modulation in which the modulating waveform was

a multi-level pseudo-random sequence which
repeated every 64 milliseconds. (SSB was used
rather than AM in order to maximize the utili-

0 Ization of the rather restrictive 800 Hz band-
0 05 I0 width of the receiver system). The important

MOOE AMPLITUDE RATIO r statistical parameter of this signal was that

its amplitude had an essentially impulsive auto-

correlation function. The transmission of this
Figure 1. Root-mean-square phase deviation combination of signals was repeated once every

across an antenna aperture as a function of mode two minutes, except that the schedule was

armfitude ratio, interrupted every 20 minutes to make oblique
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ionograms over the path. view that, for mid-latitude circuits and aper-
tures of the size used here, mode amplitude

The frequency of operation was between 7.5 and fading is the dominant cause of phase front
8.0 MHz, and was chosen on the basis of the decorrelation, although undoubtedly drifts due
ionogram information to maximize the range of to differential Doppler shifts also contribute.
mode delays present over the path. The measure-
ments reported here were made on one day between
0900 and 2100 Eastern Standard Time. During
this time, the time delay spread amongst the E,
Fl, and F2 modes was in the range 0.8 to 1.5
milliseconds.

After measurement of the received signal phase
at the six element locations, it was necessary
to resolve the 2n ambiguities inherent in the
readings from the widely-spaced elements by
extrapolating outward and refining the phase D, ) .5 E

slope one element at a time, starting with the
unambiguous phase slope obtained from the two
most closely-spaced elements. Once the phases
were resolved in this way, a least-squares-best- -

fit straight line and the rms deviation of the
measurements from this straight line were
computed. Th:a latter computation corresponds
to one determination of the o of Equation (3), -
except that this experimentalomeasurement is
from a rather limited number of spatial points, -
and the total aperture may not be sufficient to 0 2

include a complete period of the interference T-SO

pattern. For these reasons, the experimentally-
measured 0 will be somewhat biased towards low Figure 2. Measured rms phase deviation as a
values. 4 the other hand, noise and other nction of time for a CW transmitted
measurement errors tend to add a fixed constant Timetof obrtion 1 ET 16ns ue .
to a 2. The minimum a observed was about 3
degres; this is belie ed to be the contribution
from instrumental errors.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The variation of the measured rms phase devia- 0&1 ,1 1 3 0 Es

tion 0 , over a 5-second period, is shown in
Figure 2 for a CW signal. The rms deviation
varies with a time scale of the order of one
second. This is commensurate with the rate to I
be expected from mode amplitude fading. The
normalized auto-covariance function (correlation
coefficient) for the data of Figure 2 is shown ----.

in Figure 3. The covariance function has the
general appearance of a damped cosinusoid, with
the first zero crossing at 1.7 seconds. This
means that low values of rms deviation, corres-
ponding to the dominance of one mode,should o3-I
persist, once present, for a few hundred milli- .T

seconds or more. Conversely, if one is observ- 2 -SCONDS
Ing a high rms phase deviation, it may be
necessary to wait a similar length of time for
a quasi-single-moded condition to reappear.

Figure 3. NormaZized auto-covariance function
It should be noted that in cases in which the for the data of Figure 2.

period of the interference pattern is larger
than the array aperture, another source of In sharp contrast to the result of Figure 2,
significant time variation in the observed rmsa the time variation of the rms deviation a for
phase deviation is the drift of the interference the modulated portion of the signal is shgwn In
pattern across the array. Drift of the inter- Figure 4. Note in particular that low values of
ference pattern is a manifestation of differ- rms deviation recur much more frequently, but
ential Doppler shift between modes. While the they do not persist. The normalized auto-
issue is not crucial to the conclusions reached covariance function for the data of Figure 4 is
here, other observations (6) do support the shown in Figure 5. The correlation is small
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almost everywhere, except for impulses recurring in time scale between the results for the CW and
at multiples of the basic period of the pseudo- modulated-signal cases is clearly illustrated.
random sequence used as the modulating signal.
The magnitude of the impulses diesaway at longer
times, corresponding to the decorrelation

produced by the ionospheric channel, as shown
in Figure 3.

,0 o

DAY 161 1r? WI00 Z.OC EST

D1 0* 14 (I'll1 5 IS

50

TIME - SECONDS

Figre 6. Normalized auto-covariance function
for alZ CW data obtained over the 12- our period

from 0900 - 2100 on 16 June 1977.

Figure 4. Measured rms phase deviation as a
function of time, for a modulated signal. Time
of observation 13:05 EST, 16 June 1977. 0°

05 0MY *7 ce,', 0O200.I EST

DAY*7 1?I,7? 1 305 EST

10-

005

r-,--- DE -L.--- -SEOD

0 'D E L A Y -5SE C O N D

S o .o2

S -A s Figure 7. Normalized auto-covarimce function

for all modulated-signal data obtained over the
12-hour period from 0900 - 2100 EST on 16 June
1977.

Figure .5. Normalized auto-covaricane function
for the data of Figure 4. DISCUSSION

As a summary of the entire 12 hours of measur- From the results presented here it is clear
ements, the normalized auto-covariance function that signal modulation can have a profound
obtained by averaging the corresponding power effect on the time-domain statistics of phase-
spectra for all of the CW data is shown in front observations. In fact, modulation may
Figure 6, while Figure 7 shows the corresponding impart a benefit to direction-finding by
auto-covariance function for the data from the shortening the waiting time between phase-linear
modulated signal. Again, the marked difference events. This benefit may be expected to be
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largest for signals which have significant 3. Sherrill, W.M. A Survey of Interferometry
amplitude modulation, with a bandwidt' of the for Ionospheric Propagation Research. Radio
order of or greater than the reciprocal of the Science, Vol. 6 #5, 549, (May 1971).
time delay between ionospheric modes. It could
best be exploited by a system which takes bear- 4. Watterson, C.C., J.R. Juroshek, and W.D.
ing measurements on a similarly short time Bensema. Experimental Confirmation of an HF
scale. Channel Model. IEEE Trans. Commun. Tech.

COM-18, 792 (Dec. 1970).
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MEASURED SEA PATH SKY WAVE/GROUND WAVE SIGNAL POWER RATIOS OVER THE 2-10 MHZ RLANGE

3. E. Hipp and T. C. Green
Southwest Research Institute

San Antonio, Texas

INTRODUCTION

In June of 1973, Southwest Research
Institute recorded a series of 230 oblique
ionospheric soundings over the Gulf of Mexico
as part of a Naval Electronic Systems Command
funded program. The result of these measure-
ments was an extensive set of sea path iono-
grams recorded under a wide variety of measure-
ment parameters, including signal frequency
(from 2 to 10 MHz), Greenwich Mean Time (essen-
tially around the clock for a period of five

days), range between the transmitter andV
receiver (50-1000 kmn), and several combinations
of transmit and receive antenna polarizations.
These recorded innograms allowed the relative
amplitudes of sky wave and ground wave propa-
gation modes to be analyzed as functions of
the measurement parameters. The objective of
measuring the relative ground wave and sky
wave energies was to qualitatively relate the
presence of ground wave to measurement param-
eters and to quantitatively relate the sky
wave/ground wave energy ratio to the measure- Figure 1. Transmit Antennas
ment parameters. A detailed description of
the analysis summarized in this discussion is
presented in the final report* for the Figure 2 is a partial map of the Gulf of
NAVELEX program. Mexico indicating the traversal path of the

transmitter equipped boat. The total path
DATA MEASUREMENT was traveled over a time period of five days

and allowed a wide distribution of propagation
The soundings were performed with an FM path length and time of day as shown in

CW ionospheric sounding receiver located at Figure 3. Once each hour, soundings were
Port Isabel about 100 meters from the shore, recorded for each of the four possible com-
and a similar FM CW ionospheric sounding trans- binations of the transmitter and receiver
mitter located on an SwRr boat traveling in polarization with sounder frequency varying
the Gulf of Mexico. Figure 1 is a photograph continuously from 2 MHz to 10 MHz. The range
of the Southwest Research Institute boat of the ship was determined by maintaining an
showing the vertical and horizontal trans- on-board Lnran-A navigation system. At the
mitting antennas. Selectable vertical and receive site, each received ionogram was
horizontal antennas were employed at both recorded and annotated on analog magnetic tape
the receive site and on the transmitting boat, for later processing.

___________DATA ANALYSIS

*Hipp, J. E. and T. C. Green, "Measured Sea
Path Sky Wave/Ground Wave Signal Power Ratios After completing the sea path ionogram
over the 2-10 MHz Range,' Southwest Research measurements, the individual recorded iono-
Institute, Task Summary Report XXXIII for grams and relevant measurement parameters
U. S. Navy Contract N00039-72-C-1275, were digitized. Each digitized ionogram was
23 January 1976.
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then processed using spectrum analysis to frequency ranges of sky wave and ground wave
separate ground wave and sky wave modes and existence. However, in contrast to the Lono-
to determine the relative energies of the gram photograph, the plot quantitatively pre-
ground wave mode and the sky wave modes as sents intensity of sky wave mode energy rela-
functions of the sounder frequency. All sky tive to ground wave energy. A total of about
wave modes were suamed to provide a total sky 230 ionograms were recorded, processed, and
wave energy value for comparison against the stored in this manner.
ground wave mode. The results for each iono-
gram were plotted and stored on a computer DATA SUMMARY
disc file for further processing. Figure 4
is a sample resulting plot of sky wave/ground To statistically summarize the data, it
wave energy ratio as a function of sounder was necessary to categorize the data into
frequency. For comparison, a photograph of groups of similar range and time of day.
the corresponding ionogram is also shown, The intervals chosen for time of day groups
indicating that the ground wave exists from were determined by examining photographs of
about 2 M1z to about 8 MHz, and that sky wave the ionograms and choosing as intervals for
modes exist from about 4 MHz through 9.5 MHz. typical daytime and nighttime those intervals
The computerized plot of sky wave energy rela- during which the sky wave modes were stable.
tive to ground wave energy verifies the The time intervals associated with sunset and

sunrise were identified by the extent of
rapidly changing propagation mode occurrences.
The resulting time intervals are shown in
Figure 5 superimposed on the original time/
range distribution shown in Figure 3. With
the time intervals thus established, the re-
sulting distribution can be subdivided into

.. a number of obvious range intervals for sta-
"- tistical analysis. The processed ionograms

were combined in this manner to provide sta-
tistical analyses of sky wave/ground wave

So.. propagation as functions of frequency and

combinations of transmit/receive polarization.

Figure 2. Route of Transmitter Equipped Boat
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Figure 4. Ionogram Photograph and the
Figure 3. Range/Time Distribution Corresponding Plot of

of Ionosphere Soundings Energy Ratio vs Sounder Frequency
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A nighttime data group and daytime data Daytime Data Set
group with similar range parameters are pre-
sented here as examples of the statistical Daytime propagation is characterized by a
summaries performed. Figure 6 is a set of high degree of ionospheric ionization, pro-
histograms summarizing the analysis of the ducing the familiar E and F modes as well as
200-400 km daytime data group and contains high level D region absorption. The daytime
four sets of histograms, one set for each ionosphere routinely supports sky wave propa-
combination of transmit/receive polarization. gation for paths up to 1000 km and frequencies
It should be emphasized that the polarization up to and above 10 MHz. However, the presence
descriptions apply only to the respective of high level D region absorption produces

antennas, end are not indicative of the polari- severe sky wave attenuation for frequencies
zation of the signal propagating through the below about 4.5 MHz.
ionosphere. Each histogram is displayed as a
function of sounding frequency in 200 klIz As seen in Figure 6, the ground wave
intervals from 2 MHz to 10 MHz. In addition, signal is predominant from 2 to 10 MHz for
each histogram is normalized to vary between vertical transmit/vertical receive. The
0 and 100% of the total number of ionograms analysis results of the terminal-to-terminal
that make up the data base for each histo- transmission characteristics for the two mixed
gram. Each set of histograms contains four receive/transmit polarizations are roughly
histograms describing occurrences of: equivalent. Any observable differences

between the two mixed polarization conditions
(1) Ground wave only (GW energy/ can be attributed to mechanical configuration

S4 energy > 10 dB) differences in the horizontal transmit antenna
and the horizontal receive antenna. For the

(2) Sky wave only (SW energy/ mixed antenna polarization case, the ground
GW energy > 10 dB) wave signal is predominant from 2 to 4.5 MHz

and again above 9 MHz, with sky wave and mixed
(3) Mixed sky wave and ground wave signals dominating for the intervening fre-

(i.e., sky wave energy within 10 dB quencies. In the horizontal transmit/horizontal
of the ground wave energy) receive data group, the received signal is pri-

marily ground wave from 2 to 4 MHz and sky
(4) No detectable signal wave from 4 to 10 MHz.

Nighttime Data Set

In contrast to the daytime ionosphere,
the nighttime ionosphere is characterized by
a slowly decaying ionization and a corres-
ponding decrease in the critical frequency of

M..9 O.Y 1'.. S..ft N4h, tthe F layer. The E layer, which is completely
dependent upon the sun's rays for replenish-

90 ment, is not present during the nighttime
period. Examination of individual nighttime

boo . ionogram photographs taken during this period

70 'reveals that the critical frequency varied
between 5 M4Hz and 7 MHz, depending on the time

500 [ \of night. Due to the absence of D region
absorption, the ionosphere will support sky

500 - wave propagation down to near 2 MHz, depending
on the antenna polarizations and the terminal-

400 to-terminal path range.

300 IFigure 7 is a set of nighttime summary

histograms that is analogous to the daytime
200 set of histograms. As shown in Figure 7, the

ground wave signal is predominant from 2 to 9
1MHz for vertical transmit/vertical receive

- .combinations. Ground wave signal is also pre-
SS0 0 0dominant from 2 to 4 MHz and from 6 to 9 MHza~ewc 0 1 46 e 20 10 1200, ,for the mixed antenna polarizations. During

HU Ioa mixed antenna polarizations, sky wave and
s. t mixed sky wave/ground wave signals are preva-

lent from 4 to 6 MHz. For the horizontal

transmit/horizontal receive combination, the
ground wave signal is predominant from 2 to 3

Figure 5. Ionogram Distribution for MHz and the sky wave signal is predominant

Time/Range Classification from about 4 MHz through 6 MHz. During the
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nighttime interval, a much higher incidence of signal significantly enhanced for hori-

no detectable signal was registered than was zontal-to-horizontal polarization com-
observed during the daytime interval. The binations. For the vertical-to-vertical
increase of no detectable signal is attri- polarization combination, for example,
buted largely to the increase in radio com- the ground wave signal is shown to be
munications traffic during the nighttime predominant over the complete 2-10 MHz
period and to the absence of D layer absorp- range for terminal-to-terminal distances
tion for distant unrelated transmissions, of less than 400 km. On the other hand,

horizontal-to-horizontal antenna polariza-
CONCLUSIONS tion combinations show ground wave propa-

gation predominance only in the 2-4 MHz
During the course of the NAVELEX program, range for the same distance ranges. The

all of the time/range data groups shown in cross polarization conditions for the
Figure 5 were statistically analyzed by the transmit and receive antennas (i.e., VH
procedure described above. The conclusions and MV) show similar propagation results
resulting from the entire set of analyses generally between the vertical-to-vertical
are given below, and horizontal-to-horizontal extremes.

1. Ground wave propagation is shown to be 5. In the 0-200 km range, ground wave propa-
generally predominant (greater than 10 dB gation is shown to be predominant over
above the sky wave signal) for the roughly the 2-5 MHz range independent of
majority of the measured data set in the antenna polarization combination and
the 2-4 MHz frequency range and for the time of day.
terminal-to-terminal path distance less
than 400 km. The ground wave predomina- 6. The sunrise and sunset periods often pro-
tion for the above frequency and range vide good support for 2-4 MHz sky wave
constraints is shown to be generally propagation, resulting in ground wave
true throughout the 24-hour diurnal contamination even at ranges less than
period. 400 km.

2. At ranges greater than 400 km, insuffi- 7. The computed sky wave/ground wave power
cient data were obtained to provide con- ratios from the measured ionograms agree
clusions over the complete 24-hour generally with theoretical predictions
diurnal period. However, the ionograms (Freres,* et al). The disagreement,
obtained in these longer ranges clearly when it occurred, always indicated a
show the pronounced effects of the sun higher relative level of sky wave inten-
on the ionosphere and the resulting pro- sity. This disagreement could arise from
nounced effects on HF sky wave propaga- two sources:
tion. For example, ground wave propaga-
tion predominance does not occur for fre- (a) The sunspot number of 80 used in the
quencies greater than approximately 4 theoretical model would result in
MHz for daytime conditions due to E layer higher relative sky wave intensity.
sky wave propagation. On the other hand,
for nighttime conditions, ground wave (b) The actual gain patterns of the
propagation will be predominant at fre- vertical receive and transmit
quencies above the F layer critical fre- antennas used during the series of
quency (fc); however, significant radiated measurements may have been signifi-
power must be applied due to the high cantly different from the theoretical
surface wave attenuation in the 6-10 MHz model, thus providing less relative
range. gain for the sky wave signal compo-

nents.
3. In the 4-10 MHz range mixed sky wave/

ground wave propagation as well as sky
wave only propagation can be anticipated
to occur over a large percentage of the
24-hour diurnal period.

4. Ground wave and sky wave signal inten- *Freres, C. H., D. B. Sailors, and T. L.
sities are greatly affected by the trans- Taylor, "Radio Propagation Over the Sea in
mitting and receiving antenna polariza- the 2-to-l0-MHz Range," NELC/Report 1526,
tions with the ground wave signal Naval Electronics Laboratory Center for Com-
enhanced by vertical-to-vertical polari- mand Control and Communications, San Diego,
zation combinations and the sky wave CA 92152, 21 November 1967.
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DIGITAL IONOSONDE STUDIES AT FORT MONMOUTH, NEW JERSEY

F.J. GORMAN, JR., AND H. SOICHER
COMMUNICATIONS/AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING LABORATORY

US ARMY ELECTRONICS COMM AND
FORT MONMOUTH, NJ

ABSTRACT

Recent developments in the area of digital Data processing within the ionosonde permits
ionosondes and computer technology have enabled the display of transit time with n accuracy
systems to be developed in which virtual heights of 1.5 kin LBibl, K., et al., 19711 and the
and echo amplitudes obtained may be translated echo amplitudes can be measured and displayed
directly into true height profiles, sky maps to an accuracy of I dB. These amplitudes can
and frequency management charts, be used for absorption measurements, and the

ionosonde can also operate at a fixed frequency
Real time ionogram evaluation will enable for special studies such as an interferometric

users to make highly accurate judgements as to system at which incidence angles can be meas-
the proper selection of frequencies for short ured as a function of time.
and long range HF communications. Libraries
of previous ionograms make ionospheric predic- An integral part of the ionosonde system
tions considerably more accurate. The spectral is a chassis which processes conventional iono-
analysis of data taken utilizing an array of grams. Raw lonograms are fed into what is
receiving antennas allows the user to spatially known as the Automatic Innogram Compression
locate traveling ionospheric disturbances. This and filtering unit. Each transmitted frequency
system gives the specific location of the echo's is evaluated and a unique reflecting layer
reflecting surface and its motion with respect height determined. The echo's amplitude at
to the user's position, that height is also displayed. This listing

of frequencies, heights and amplitudes is then
INTRODUCTION fed directly into the computer. It is also

displayed on a printer in a conventional iono-
Because of the complexity and variability gram format as well as structured in such a

of the ionosphere, extensive measurements and way that it can later be presented for frequency
the evaluation of many geophysical parameters management studies.
are necessary for the understanding of dynamic
effects. Much data analysis and classification The computer referenced here, is considered
must precede attempts to explain trends and var- to be a general purpose mini-computer and
iations. Gathering the multidimensional infor- an ideal choice for on-line real time analysis.
mation requires sophisticated, reliable measur- The program used in the computer utilizes the
ing instruments and systems. ThF Digisonde lamination technique devised by Jackson [19711
(Digital Ionospheric Sounding System consisting Each layer is divided into a series of lamina-
of an on-line computer, drift attachment and tions, each having its own set of parameters.
auxiliary equipment) determines overhead iono- The rate of change of slope is considered con-
spheric structure in real-time. It also has stant throughout each lamination. The profile
the capability of determining relative amplitude is a parabola in either plasma frequency or a
and phase information of its emitted signals. natural logarithm of plasma frequency.

The ionosonde has a single quartz crystal Frequency management charts are displayed by
oscillator as a source for all generated fre- playing back long term records of compressed and
quencies. Phase coding of the selected trans- reformatted ionograms that the Automatic Iono-
mitted pulse will unambiguously select ionospher- gram and Compression and filtering unit has
ically reflected echos. Variable height resolu- stored on magnetic tape. The E-layer and F-
tion, coherent detection, large dynamic range layer are evaluated independently and displayed
are programmable either locally or remotely by side by side on printer. In this type of dis-
a computer. play, echo amplitudes and frequencies are

plotted as a function of time. This record
yields a convenient display for frequency
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selection in the case of a user requesting as- The cleaned lonogram is then fed into
sistance for a choice of optimum transmitting the computer. The computer translates the vir-

frequency for his communication equipment. Thus, tual height information into the true height of
the least attenuated signal can be determined, each reflecting layer. Figure 2 is a copy of
The ionosphere is probed continuously at short the computer printout of an ionogram. There is
intervals and the optimum communication fre- a listing of virtual heights and frequencies at
quency is determined. The effects of gravity the beginning of the printout. The computer
waves and other phenomena on this optimum fre- then tablulates the frequencies, electron den-
quency is determined. sities and the true height of each reflecting

layer.
The installation of a drift attachment in-

troduces a new technique under which four Figures 3 and 4 are printouts of compressed
closely spaced antennas can be positioned such ionograms covering two separate time periods.
that inhomogeneities and motions in the iono- Figure 3 - March 22 through March 28, 1977, and
sphere can be measured. The main features of Figure 4 - September 21 through September 26, 77.
this development are the recording of phase as The E-layer and F-layers are displayed sepa-
well as the signal amplitude and the introduc- rately. The echo amplitudes and frequencies
tion of complex spectral analysis. It is now are displayed as a function of time. The di-
possible to describe the various components of urnal behavior of the ionosphere is clearly
a signal reflected by the ionosphere in terms projected. Critical frequencies in the F-layer
of their angle of arrival and Doppler Shift of varies from 2 to 8 MHz. Each vertical line is
individual components. In contrast to this, an a specially formatted ionogram, and a new iono-
ionogram pictures the average signal delay of gram is initiated every 15 minutes during this
the various components as a function of fre- period.
quency. It can be easily visualized that a
combination of the ionosonde with the updated By viewing these charts it is clear which
drift technique has significant advantages for frequencies would give optimum communication
research as well as for practical purposes, performance. Each echo is displayed with its
This type of program will yield the true height amplitude indicated by number whose signal
of each reflecting layer as well as its specific strength differs from an adjacent by I dB. It
location within the ionosphere. The picture is apparent that frequencies that yield the
will also be dynamic in the sense that it will strongest echo amplitude would be optimum for
be updated periodically. Thus, motions of re- communication channels. Predictions are pos-
flecting layer will be tracked as it passes sible by studying libraries of previous iono-
over the ionosonde sight. grams.

The drift attachment scans four antennas FUTURE EXPERIMENTS
and includes an on-line multichannel spectrum
analyzer. The complex spectrogram data of the The Drift System presently operates on an
four antennas reflection points for each spec- off-line basis. Spectral evaluation of echos
tral line window within which sufficient co- from the antenna array will be fed directly
herent energy has been reflected, into the on-line mini-computer. At the present

time, sky maps are generated off-line on a
DATA large computer. There is an active program

underway which will enable this evaluation to
The following figures graphically display take place in real time.

examples of data collected at Fort Monmouth.
These figures are typical of the data recorded A program for real-time ray tracing is also
over the last year of continuous operation at underway. Real time calculations of transmis-
our field site. sion paths through the ionosphere for various

elevation angles will be incorporated into the
An example of an ionogram as it is re- ionosonde facility.

corded by the ionosonde and then processed by
the Automatic lonogram Comparison and filtering REFERENCES
unit (AIC) is shown in Figure 1. This ionogram
was taken at 1430 EST on 23 Oct 77. The echo Bibl, K., et al., "Digital lonosondes for Mon-
amplitudes are displayed by numbers indicative Itoring the Ionosphere," AFCRL-71-0507, 1971.
a 1 dB difference in signal strength. Every
10 frequency steps a preface line indicates Jackson, John E., "The P'(f) to N(h) Inversion
time of day, day of year, frequency coverage Problem in Ionospheric Soundings," Goddard
and receiver settings. In this particular case, Space Flight Center," Greenbelt, Maryland, 1971.
the ionogram covers a range of frequencies from
2 to 8 MHz. In the raw ionogram, there are
echos at various altitudes. The most signifi-
cant feature of the cleaned lonograms is that
it assigns one unique altitude for each trans-
mitted frequency.
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ANALYSIS OF IONOGRAMS AT FT. MONMOUTH

INVERSE CUBE, PARABOLIC IN LOG (N)

INPUT DATA

YEAR 1977 MONTH 10 DAY 19 LOCAL STANDARD TIME 1240 DAY NO. 293

DEPTH OF E-VALLEY = 0.20 MHZ

0 TRACE
F HP F HP F HP F HP F HP

0.284 80.0 1.500 102.0 1.750 110.0 2.000 112.0 2.500 115.0
3.000 125.0 3.260 172.0 3.320 280.0 3.400 248.0 3.500 235.03.700 232.0 3.900 238.0 4.100 240.0 4.300 248.0 4.500 250.0

5.000 255.0 5.500 255.0 6.000 257.0 6.500 262.0 7.000 265.08.000 280.0 9.000 305.0 10.000 335.0 11.000 385.0 11.700 430.0

DIP AND FHS AT 80. KM COMPUTED FROM FIELD G.
DIP= 68.9839 FHS= 1.4968 DLAT= 40.2500 DLONG= -74.0600

F ELCC HEIGHT
0.2840 1000.1345 80.0000
1.50000 27900.0000 94.9975
1.75000 37975.0000 97.6356
2.00000 49600.0000 99.8549
2.50000 77500.0000 103.3947
3.00000 111600.0000 107.9155
3.26000 131782.2344 115.7691
3.32000 136677.7656 134.6002
3.40000 143344.0000 138.3937
3.50000 151900.0000 142.2444
3.70000 169756.0000 149.1712
3.90000 188604.0156 155.4240
4.10000 208444.0000 161.2370
4.30000 229276.0156 165.7542
4.50000 251100.0000 171.9912
5.00000 310000.0000 183.0253
5.50000 375100.0000 191.6675
6.00000 446400.0000 198.5058
6.50000 523900.0000 204.5660
7.00000 607600.0000 210.0488
8.00000 793600.0000 220.5818
9.00000 1004400.0000 232.5402
10.00000 1240000.0000 246.6302

11.00000 1500400.0000 264.5140
11.70000 1697436.0000 280.3761

CALCULATION OF HMAX AND NMAX ASSUMING PARABOLIC PEAK OF THE FORM
N = NMAX(1-(H-HMAX)(H-HMAX))/CONSTANT

H.MAX = 395.7 KM AND NNAX = 0.2370+07 EL/CC.
THE RATIO OF THE LAST TWO SLOPES IS 0.879

ALT. DENSITY ALT. DENSITY ALT. DENSITY ALT. DENSITY

290.0 0.181E+07 300.0 0.191E+07 310.0 0.200E+07 320.0 0.208E+07
330.0 0.215E+07 340.0 0.222E+07 350.0 0.227E+07 360.0 0.231E+07
370.0 0.234E+07 380.0 0.236E+07

STOP

Fig. 2

Computer Print-out of Computed N(h) Profile, 19 Oct 77, 1240 EST.
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STATE-OF-THE-ART FOR THE ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL
OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHARGING OF SPACECRAFT

Alan Rosen
TRW Defense and Space Systems Group

Redondo Beach, California

INTRODUCTION Table 1. Environmental Factors and Spacecraft
Configurational Factors Important in

During recent years, a large number of syn- Assessing the Hazard due to Spacecraft
chronous satellite programs have reported anom- Charging
alous behavior, degradation, and occasional
"burnout" or loss of spacecraft subsystems. It ENVIRMNIAL FACTORS
is now believed that a large fraction of the 6 ECECIRO R ,. ADI FLUE A " RM, RI'

anomalies are due to electrostatic charging of DISRIRUTIS
. ANGULAR DEPE U" NCE (0RIDIRRC * TIME D( ENR ER S P'IR

1 
, l&l

the various spacecraft surfaces to kilovolt po- TIoRAC. I _EL01- AIR. ,
tentials and their subsequent discharge. The
arc discharge and associated electromagnetic C FIGURTIfAL FACTORS
pulses then interact with various portions of S R CACE CON, I URD TIO A 1 -

the spacecraft electronic system to generate EXPos.D MTLIAREAS 'l-

"logic trips" or "burnout" of sensitive compo- - GROUDING OFEMTALLIC COM 1 AIR,

nents. APERTURES/CAV]TIES

Significant progress has been made in recent
years in understanding the plasma environment ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILIIY S OCILA, E'['pl Sp ft i actio that- Lo AToNS OF POS51BL AR, 'RUM A . ... ... .. .
and plasma-spacecraft interaction that charges DSC.AONsI RCC AR

up spacecraft to the multi ki lovol t levels. 1,2 oC I T O RD CARES1S CAFLES .. ..... o ..r' ..
EM COUIETRESURES CACUCYThis understanding is now being translated into -EM VERI,:CA7I,1 ,ESEC, SE'IN IF -- A.

spacecraft design guidelines, aimed at reducing N... D .......
or eliminating the susceptibility of spacecraft 11 SYSTEM A ,, A I..... .
to environmental ly induced arcing malfunctions. - ,ISSCCR RAUIRET ..A ..C.OLAG 0ONTROL TT C g( J F NThe purpose of this paper is to discuss the C .TIC CToA C E,,.C.

state-of-the-art in the area of spacecraft C[ETD CoR ,IR1' ., .C.. CCIO

charging and the degree to which this knowledge 1 zA. SRIC..D/-..EIAE

can be translated into spacecraft design guide-
lines. ______________________

ASSESSMENT OF THE DANGER shows some typical values of induced voltages
associated with radiated fields and arcs strik-

One of the most important questions facing ing cables directly. In general, arcs striking
spacecraft designers is whether charging repre- cables directly represent a more hazardous phe-
sents a significant hazard. Differential volt- nomena than induction by radiated fields.
ages in the multikilovolt range, generally do no
harm to a spacecraft. Most often the resulting It is extremely risky to design and build
vacuum arcs do not cause damage. Occasionally, spacecraft without undertaking a thorough assess-
the arc may cause an interruption of service ment of the spacecraft charging hazard, and the
or damage to a circuit; depending on the magni- design elements that are most likely to reduce
tude of the arc, the coupling coefficient be- that hazard.
tween the arc and the circuit and the suscept-
ibility of that particular circuit. The arc DESIGN FACTORS
characteristics depend on environmental factors
as well as spacecraft configurational factors. The design of spacecraft to operate correctly
Table I lists the environmental and spacecraft in a charging environment requires, as a minimum,
configurational factors that are important in adherence to a set of design guidelines similar
assessing the effects of charging on a spacecraft to those illustrated in Table 3.
system. Worst case arcing, in most cases, rep-
resents a significant hazard to a spacecraft, These design guidelines should become firm re-
and preventative actions on the part of the quirements whenever they impact the survival of
spacecraft designer are necessary. Table 2 the spacecraft. For example, the proper ground-
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Table 2. Arc Discharge Parameters and Typical time of the mission. Figure 1 shows a number
Voltages Induced into Spacecraft of TRW techniques used to ground vacuum deposit-
Cables ed aluminum (VDA) films on thermal blankets.

Questions such as the minimum size of ground
ARC DISCHARGE PARAMETERS strap, ratio of ground strap to area, exposed

METAL -TO-METAC DIELECTRIC-TO- edges, etc. should be part of the design re-
ARCS METAL ARCS quirements imposed on the spacecraft designer.

ASSUED ARCING ARIA 2000 _
2  

20.000 .N
2

CAPACITANCE (SO pRI N 1f I E There are five major elements to the design
STORED ENEAGY AT 10 XV S Joules 0 J52.S of spacecraft so that they survive and operate
STORED CHARGE AT 10 KV ,0-3 Cool O-? COlowl successfully in a charging environment:

PEAK CURRENT 1O0O hperS 10 RNe, I. Environmental Characteristics - gen-
erally defined by an environmental specifica-

CALCULATION OF INDUCED VOLTAGE BY ARCS STRIKING CABLES DIRECTLY tion. The environmental specification may be
used to set requirements on industrial space-

PEAK CURREMT 1000 Wemr craft fabricators to assure that the spacecraft
A 100 d (Io0:T ratio of .... ) operates successfully within the specified en-
iMD sNO TDTical vironment.
INDUCED VPLTAGE: V - IN - 1000 10

"

5 X 50GO - 5 Volt, Induced into C Ale 2. Analytical Models - translate the en-

CALCULATION OF INDUCED VOLTAGE BY RADIATED FIELDS vironmental parameters and spacecraft config-

S A .,7 urational parameters into a quantitative mea-
ELECTRIC DIP)LE MENT: p . od ".

3 
10 

4 
• I0

"
T ou~lob-NeNS sure of the hazard to the spacecraft.

ELECTRIC FIELDO: K D(.,/AT , .SS r 1 3. Design Guidelines and Procedures - de-

. 7/0. • IO
'° 

. . 900 ots/n sign guidelines are deduced from analytical
model calculations and environmental models

INDUCiO FIELD: Ass plane wave in sPace that predict the differential voltage stresses
H • E/Zo he Z. 377 h and the magnitude and location of environmen-

U R.IO9T 1 A tally induced arcs. The design guidelines are
8. - -- AE/7. 3"- aimed at reducing the amplitude of the arcs,

and adding sufficient shielding and filteringINDUCED VOLTAGE: AssuMe voltage pickup area, A. of 1 reter Ten0

by I ch.eight and a rFi-EiTW. T, Of 10-7 Seon to the circuits to assure that malfunctions do

V A 10 .2O10 . ,3 ..t, 
not occur.

4. Verification Testing - a spacecraft test-
verification program serves to test and verify
that the design guidelines have been effectively
applied and that the spacecraft is indeed imune

Table 3. General Design Requirements to environmentally induced arcs.
and Criteria

5. Spacecraft Charging Housekeeping Moni-
(ROIN CHARGE BALCE tors - are designed to yield engineering data

GROUND ALL BOXES TO PLATFORM. REDUCE VOLTAGE STRESS LEVELS AT directly applicable to the design and operation
SPECIFIC LOCATIONS AS DET-ERdINEn

GROUND CARLE SHIELOING AS FREQUENTLY Ny CIRC.UI SUSCE.P.TaITY BY SE_ of the spacecraft. Since in most cases, it is
AS POSSIBLE. LECTING THE PROPER SURFACE eA-lim ine on

TEIAC AN RATIO OF COROUCTOR TDO impossible to eliminate arcing on synchronous
PROVIDE GOOD GROUNDS TO STRUCTURE INSULATOR.

TOR ALL EALZE LYERS APTUS D SLITS spacecraft, the monitors perform routine house-ALARR(E T. __PRTU__SAD SLITS

GROTUED ALL ISULATEC O INSULATED CCOSE OFR ALL APERTURES AND SLITS keeping functions to verify and localize the
METAL STWRUtURES, E.G., TEE ALUMINUM TO REDUCE VOLTAGE STRESS LEVELS arcing mechanisms, measure the coupling of ra-
HONEYCOMB IN THE SOLAR CELL PANELS. A SPECIFIC LOCAT'rS .

rHIELDING GENERAL dio frequency interference (RFI) into space-
PROVIDE ADRUATE SHIEDING FOR EA- PEREORM VERIFICATION TESTING TO craft harnesses, and increase the efficiency
PECTED ELECTRIC FIELD LEVELS AND ASSURE THE INTEGRITY OF GROUNDS. and reduce the cost of the analysis of opera-
SPEcTNA. SHIELDS, CIRCUIT DESIGN, AND

" AEIAT I"IELDING OP CAR- CHARGE BALANCE tional problems.
LIMO AND CONNECTORS. INCLUDE RIGH-INTENSITT¥ HIG-RE

OURECT ARC D7 VTCUE STUACES IN
USE THISTED PAINR I..S . CONNDA- SACEC.A(,T El ANALYSES. ONCI The following sections present a discussion
MODE REJRCIN TECANIOUES TIERE TlS IS DONE PROPEELY, STANDARD
WER....R. EMl PROBUETESOILUINS IREIUNIOURSM BE BROUGHT O BEAR EACHUS of each of the five major design factors thatNAT BE AROUOT TOJ REAR ON lACE

CIUII DESIGN PROBLEM AREA. assure successful spacecraft operations.
EACH INTIIOX NIBE SHOULD BE GROUND- MINIRIZE EXPOSED NSULATEU SUE
ED At EAC BOX FOR ERAEUENCIRS HGH FACE ARRS TO REOCE ITE OCIU.
TB TEA TUE INTERDED PUAPOST FRR RENCF YE DIELECTIC TORETAL ARACS.,N OM NA PC IA INT'A WISP. tE.11, G.. O AD ,OU .... ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS

r.OATnrU, MO S POL CELLS AND oD A

TIOSD IC ENERA B ANRER CU- SPACECRAFT CHARGINGS:LE.l[W, CIRCUITS SHOULD :( I0 OE MCA T RfA A #IqJ

SIGNED TV MINIMIZR REQUINED BAND FACE;
'S DNS OfE MAIMIZ RERUIRED RISE

SNII o__,__. R___.,_ _ The environmental specification is a de-
tailed specification of the spacecraft plasma

Ing of metallic surfaces reduces the amplitude environment. It, rre than anything else, is
of the maximum arc that can occur on the space- the key document tnat determines the hazard to
craft. The grounding procedure should be care- the spacecraft and the design guidelines and
fully controlled to assure the integrity of the procedures. There are two preliminary versions
ground In the space environment, for the life- of an environmental specification for the go-
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777 (sscs-ij) FLTSATCOM 2368 PROPOSED METHODS

SINGLE BLANKET

TAPE (M y 11-03) 0

or 
4F

.001 ALUM FOIL 

ATUMEADE

X 1.00 WIDE GROUND

MULTIPLE 

B.ANK 

ETS

$UL KAMMPIONEER

nocmc~ALUM TAR
E CTUCiWE -ANTI-PIEELING

MORE PERIPHERAL AREA

4 1 

MY 1 1-03 fOT BEST

STITCHING .001 ALUM FOIL ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIALUM FOIL
.1.00 W IDE TAPE (M T 11-03) X 1.00 W ID E

BONDED WITH ECCOBOND 57C
(ELECTIICAL CONDUCTIVE ADHESIVE)

LEGEND: NOTES:

E E CTRICAL GROUND MIN. SIZE OF BLANKET?

777 STRUCTUIRE MIN. SIZE OF GROJND STRAP?

EE C I C A L- FIL E R TYPE O F G RO U N D STRA P?

CONDUCTIVE FACE SHIETS RATIO OF GROUND SYLAP TO ANA?

TAPE (AT I]-03) ALUM (CONDUCTIVIE) SUFACE EXPOSED EDGES?
RFSSURE SENSITIVE ALUM TAPE'* P SIZE OF BLANKET VERSUS N UMBER

OF GROUNINGI STRAPS PER KLANA1*M r I 1- 3 ELEC TRICALLY C O N D UCTIVE, PRESSU -SEN ST IVE A LUM TAPE O RUNDTIV N TAPE 1 S A 5 5Ir

ADVANTAGEOUS NAY TO G0.

Figure 1. Insulator Grounding Techniques

synchronous plasma environ mnt, one prepared for continuously during the lifetime of the satel-
the Defense Nuclear Agency,J the other by NASA lites. For purposes of charging analyses, it is
Lewis Research Center.4  These documents are im- convenient to characterize the plasma in terms
portant to spacecraft sponsor agencies as well of Maxwellian energy distributions, i.e., o mni-
as industrial spacecraft designers and fabrica- directional fluxes of ions and electrons and
tors. Spacecraft sponsor and user agencies gen- their equivalent temperatures. Frequently, a
erally impose the requirements on the spacecraft two component plasma consisting of cold and hot
fabricators-that the spacecraft shall be de- particles is a satisfactory representation; how-
signed to operate successfully within the en- ever, the possibility that a third higher energy
vironment specified by the environmental speci- component in the MeV range should be included
fication. Since there are cost implications has been discussed from the viewpoint that these
associated with this requirement, it is impor- particles have much greater penetration capabil-
tant that they be incorporated into the program ities. Figure 2 shows the variation of equiv-
at inception. One of the major problems associ- alent Maxwellian fluxes and temperatures of
ated with spacecraft charging immunization activ- electrons and protons for 2 January 1970. These
ities is that in the past,industrial fabricators fluxes may be used as a forcing function to com-
have not been required to design spacecraft to pute the potential induced onto a spacecraft.
withstand the plasma environment, and, there- Figure 3 shows the computed response of the DSCS
fore, have not included the cost of such under- II structure potential and two other surfaces
takings; they have, therefore, been extremely for this "forcing function."5
reluctant to undertake an immunization program
without additional funds. Other environmental features that should be

included in an environmental model are field

Substorm Models; The Basis for aligned fluxes, a "warm" plasmapause bulge and
Environmental Specifications possible longitudinal effects.

The ATS-5 and ATS-6* spacecraft provided the Intense field aligned fluxes of electrons and
most complete in situ data on the geosynchronous protons have been observed. These cause a charg-
orbit environment. Complete spectra of both ing pattern different from omnidirectional
negative and positive particles were generated fluxes. The time dependence associated with

these fluxes is important because different con-
*The ATS-6 plasma experiment has become inoper- figurations on spacecraft have chargeup time
ative as of May, 1977. constants that vary from a fraction of a second
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LOCALIIE(HOURS) of the failure of the DSCS II Flight I space-
IS 22 0 0 a 1, 14 16 craft with an extremely unusual environmental

.. condition.8

F i511 19r; A F

Q.6 J

0 .4 I
10 

I IT P 

0 2 4 6 S 10 12 14 B6 185 9 Z Z4

GMI IHOURSi A

Fig. 2. ATS-5 Environmental Data for 2 January
1970 (Maxwellian Distributions)

LOCAL 11AtE(HOIRS) c
4 13l 2D 22 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 )b

Fig. 4. All three components of the magnetic
2- vfield recorded at Fort Smith, N.W.T.,

Canada, during the first part of the
2V day on which the DSCS II Flight 1

2- spacecraft ceased operation, June 2,
-V 1973 (Day 153)

A number of programs for performing experi-
-1 ments in space are being planned to provide in-

0 2 4 6 s 10 12 14 16 IS 20 22 24 formation pertinent to the environmental speci-
GMT~MXJRS) fication. The Spacecraft Charging at High Al-

titudes (SCATHA) program is currently the most
relevant space experiment program. Its objec-

Fig. 3. Spacecraft Potentials in Response to tives are to provide engineering information
2 January 1970 Environment regarding materials responses and electromag-

netic interference (EMI) data as well as en-
to many minutes. vironmental data relevant to future improve-

ments of space systems.
The warm" plasmapause bulge in the evening

local time sector, has been identified as a Table 4 outlines the types of infomation re-
possible contributor to spacecraft charging ef- ceive fromtinb epe s nvironefects.6 ceived from in-orbit experiments. Environmental

measurements and actual in-flight verification

Geosynchronous orbit longitude effects have Table 4. Experimental Programs in Space
been observed in the sense that supposedly iden-
tical spacecraft do not have similar anomalies.
A geomagnetic latitude difference resulting from TYPE OF [NFORMTIOI. COMMENTS
the longitudenal displacement has been suggested ENVIRONMENT DFINITON ATS 5 AND AT-6 ARE URRE NTLY PRICVID

as a possible explanation. The complex geometry FLUXES AND ENERGY SPECTRA RN DATA, DATA REDUCTION, ANALYSIS

of the earth's tilted magnetic field with re- TEMFORALj,&NGU1AR AMID SPATIAL AND DISSEMINATION IS IMPERATIVE IOP
DIS, T1 1U1I0NS MORE COMPLETCLv INSTRUMENCTED PAYLOADS

spect to the solar wind during the yearly orbit SEASONAL AND SECULAR DEPENENCES (I.G., .THA). ALSO MUC ,tI SPAC-
period affects the shape of the magnetosphere _ CRAFT DATA IS NEEDED.

and must be considered in specifying the sub- ENGINEERING REA[ENTS
storm model. 7  The long tern variations of the M TERIALS PARAMETERS SATA IL FASCISt MUCH OF THIS

substorm model and the statistical description ,AIAL E OATITONS DA.ADDIIONAL DATA IS R.,dIATI

of its parameters are important in defining EMI ENVIRONMENT, COUPL:NG OF DATA. ADDITIONAL BAIA Ii uitr.

many of the spacecraft lifetime design require- CONTAMINATION EFFECTS

ments. ACTIVE PTENTIAL CDMTROL

Ground based magnetometer stations also pro- DESIG VRIFICAIION
vide an important environmental data base. The EEC [TARO IEESS ANOMALOUS SPAC((AFT MEMASIOR 1 OINky

Canadian magnetometer stations operated by G. OMTANMINATION COUNTERM ASURES DEATFICAT(of DATA. SEA THA -I PRO
THERMAL, OPTICAL, PARTICULATt) vIO(f MUCH GATA, RUI iN.O0PO-&TIIN If

Rostocker are an example of an experimental NECKE PICAL ATE IT T I OUFT lAT. ROUIOP ON OF1

data gathering array. Figure 4 Is a magneto- SYNCHROONIUI SPFAFCAFT 1 IMPORIANT
gram supplied by Rostocker which was an essen- THERMAL ES, N

tial element in establishing the correlation CON TE M ETFFCT
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of successful design are of course only per- environment, and this is the source of the com-
Formed in situ. In many cases, engineering data plexity of the analytical modeling problem. A
can be obtained in ground based tests. However, first order solution by G. T. Inouye5 assumed
test configurations cannot simulate conditions that the Langmuir Mott-Smith equations for the
exactly, and therefore require extrapolations sphere in a Maxwellian plasma apply. Since this
that need to be verified in space. Costs and treatment ignores emissions from the sphere it-
schedule considerations also enter into the self (secondaries and photoemission), these were
tradeoffs as to the types of tests to be per- accounted for separately.
formed in space or on the ground. For example,
long-term degradation data is needed now for de- Self-consistent solutions of the "external"
sign efforts currently under way. This informa- problem, the description of the plasma densities,
tion can be extrapolated from accelerated expo- and potentials surrounding the spacecraft must
sure tests, but should be verified in space, satisfy the collisionless Vlasov equations and
Ground based laboratory tests might not be the Poisson's equation:
most cost effective approach in some cases.
The costs of a multi-year vacuum chamber test v Vf + a - V f = O,
could be prohibitive.

and
ANALYTICAL MODELS n(2 f ,Y) d dv

Analytical modeling of spacecraft, together 
dv vy Z

with an environmental model, provides a method Many problems associated with the solution to
of predicting the location, magnitude and polar- these equations are currently being worked on by
ity of differential voltage stresses and predict- L. W. Parker 9 E C. Whipple,lO J. G.
ing the currents and voltages induced into wiring Laframboise,il ano by S3 Inc. for NASA LeRC.

12

harnesses from arc discharges that result from
the voltage stresses. Simplified analytical Elegant and costly computer programs are in-
models have been instrumental in leading to de- volved in even the simplest geometry, and a
sign modification of the external surfaces of cost-effective but adequately accurate approach
spacecraft.5  Modifications such as grounding of to analytical modeling must be developed that is
thermal blankets and other metallic components, usable by the spacecraft designer.
closure of apertures, redistribution of conduc-
tive and dielectric external surfaces, and re- Another area of analytical modeling that has
selection of dielectric surface materials have received relatively less attention so far is
been successfully applied to spacecraft programs that of prediction of currents and voltages in-
to reduce the occurrence and magnitude of envi- duced into wiring harnesses from arc discharges
ronmentally induced arcs. that result from spacecraft charging. Two proc-

esses and, therefore, two additional models are
An additional feature of the analytical model involved: the physics and characterization of

is its capability to perform parametric studies the arc discharge itself and the conductive or
of the effects of using different materials, electromagnetic coupling of the discharge energy
The importance of the materials parameters such to the wire within the spacecraft. The first of
as photoemission, secondary emission, and resis- these, the arc discharge analytical model, suf-
tivity on the spacecraft chargeup response are fers from a lack of directly applicable basic re-
clearly indicated by model analyses. search. Much research has gone into metal-to-

metal arcs since this information is crucial in
Figure 5 shows a simplified charging model of designing high-powered switches and circuit

a typical spacecraft that includes illuminated breakers, as well as long-life telephony type
and dark dielectric exterior surfaces. As an switches. The data base for the present appli-
electrical circuit, the current continuity equa- cation to dielectric-to-dielectric arcs seems to
tion requires that the summation of all incident be minimal.
currents be zero and thereby defines all of the
potentials on the spacecraft. These potentials For the modeling of the arc discharge coup-
must, of course, be consistent with the plasma ling to harness cables, there are a number of

electromagnetic coupling analysis programs. A
computer program developed at TRW for electro-

" . magnetic compatibility (EMC) has been modified
to include arc discharge sources for TRW pro-
grams as well as for the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory (JPL) Voyager spacecraft. The computer

.. .......... program developed for the Air Force, IEMCAP, is

. .. - another possible analysis tool. Figure 6 is an
"' 'example of an arc discharge model incorporated

into the Voyager analytical model.13

Further sources of analytical models, partic-
, ", ularly applicable to chargeup and discharge are

those developed for EMP (Electromagnetic Pulse)
Fig. 5. Spacecraft Charging Model and SGEMP (System Generated Electromagnetic
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CAPACITANCES Table 5. Properties of Materials Subjected to
ci Ythe Substorm Environment

;C1S ~ " BULK CONDUCTIVITY
BASE MATERIAL, REFERENCE CONDITION (NOT ILLUMINATED,

lo 1A9ECR30T NO CHARGED PART)CLES DEPOSITED, REDUCED LEVELS OF
EBODY LECTRIC STRESS).

BASE MATERIAL, ENHANCED BY PHOTOCONDUCTION EFFECTS.

BASE MATERIAL ENHANCED BY BOMBARDMENT INDUCED CON-
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Fig. 6. Boom Replacement Current Model for design. A number of material characterization
Voyager studies have recently been initiated. These

have generally been coupled with material de-
Pulse) purposes. These have generally been velopment programs aimed at finding suitable
funded by the Air Force Weapons Laboratories spacecraft materials that also alleviate the
(AFWL) and the Defnese Nuclear Agency (DNA). problems resulting from spacecraft charging. I4-17

The usefulness of the available analytical mod-
eling techniques depends on the cost effective- Figures 7, 8 and 9 are examples of the types
ness of the analysis in terms of direct rel- of materials testing data obtained at TRW.16,17
evance to the spacecraft design. For example, Figure 7 shows the results of a thermal blanket
extreme accuracy to a fraction of a percent is ground strap test for durability under surge
useless for most purposes. Inaccuracies of 50 currents. Figure 8 shows the nonlinear bulk re-
(3.5 db) to 100 percent (6 db) could be toler- sistivity of Kapton with voltage stress and also
able in terms of the countermeasures that might the lowering of resistivity with illumination
be incorporated in any case such as shielding with UV. Figure 9 shows nonlinear resistivity
and filtering. On the other hand, some scien- with voltage stress. In addition, it shows an
tific spacecraft missions would be totally in- apparently permanent hysteretic change in bulk
validated if the analytical predictions are off resistivity under irradiation with an electron
by 0.1 percent (1 volt out of 1000 volts), beam.
Therefore the usefulness of a given analytic
tool depends on the applications of the analyses Table 6 provides a representative list of ma-
as well as their accuracy and costs. terials that are presently under development to

avoid or to reduce spacecraft chargeup. Two
Material Characterization and different approaches to the problem have been
Development of New Materials considered. In the first, the exterior materi-

als of the spacecraft surface are made conduct-
The susceptibility of a spacecraft to the ing so that the deposited and created charge

space plasma environment depends, in part, on carriers are transported to another location on
the selection of spacecraft materials and their the spacecraft to prevent the occurrence of dis-
material characteristics. Table 5 lists some of charges. The stored electrical energy is min-
the properties of materials that are important imized so that discharges, even If they should
in the analytical modeling calculations. Un- occur, operate with a small energy content.
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TEST VERIFICATION The conceptual design of the tests performed
on the Voyager spacecraft demonstrates a cru-

Having followed the design quidelines, a cial role of analytical modeling in reducing
spacecraft test verification -ogram may be test costs in schedule time and manpower. The
undertaken to assure that the spacecraft cir- computerized EMC program modeled for the
cults are adequately shielded and filtered, Voyager spacecraft was modified to include arc
that the grounding of all conductive elements discharge sources located at various positions
are intact, and that capacitive configurations on the spacecraft. A preliminary analysis de-
have been minimized or eliminated. Tests for fined the most susceptible source locations as
spacecraft charging effects may be performed at well as the most susceptible victim harness
the material, component, subassembly, and in- cable wires. Test excitation location and dia-
tegrated spacecraft level, gnostic points were minimized to only those

locations crucial to the verification of the
At the material level the data are used for model predictions.

material selection and for analytical predic-
tion of charging effects. At the component and
spacecraft levels, testing is performed to ver- Another ci;rial concern in the verification
ify the design and also to verify that fabrica- testing of flight equipment is that none of the
tion is correct. Test data at these levels components are overstressed during the tests.
also serve as supportive and corroborative in- The danger exists that a marginal overstress
fornation for analytical model predictions of condition might not be revealed until after
subsystem and system performance in space. launch. An awareness of these concerns, the in-
These test objectives are shown in Fig. 10. corporation of adequate diagnostics, and the

concommitant use of analytical modeling are
techniques that must be implemented.

MATEIAL ESTS ARC DISCHARGE PARAMETERS
DEVELOP NEW rATERIALS Materials testing raises a number of questions

as to the nature of the tests being performed.
For example, "What are the implications of the

MATLS SELECIONfollowing?"OR DESIGN)I ANALYTICAL MODELSfo lw n ?

* Testing with monoenergetic electron unidi-
rectional beams

COMPONENT OR INTEGRATED * Absence of ions
SUBASSE hLY SPACECFRAFTVERIFICATION TESTS VERIFICATION TESTS

* Effects of vacuum walls, chamber size,
SUSCEPTIBILITY MODES * GROUNDING VERIFICATION
SUSCEPTI ILITY LEVELS * DISCHARGE COUILING tVOSES vacuum level
CHARGING/SI SCHARGING D SCHAR COUPLING LEVELS
CHARAC IEPISTICS * CHARGING DISCHAGING S

CHARACTERISTICS e Size and shape of test samples
Fig. 10. Test Objectives

* Cleanliness of test samples

Because of the importance of test data, test
specifications should be written to maximize the * Combined effects of plasma and UV irradi-
usefulness, quality and quantity or types of ation
data obtained. The efforts of the Test and Eval-
uation Working Group of the NASA/USAF spacecraft * Accelerated test levels.
charging investigation are channeled towards the
development of common test specifications that SPACECRAFT CHARGING HOUSEKEEPING MONITORS
are useful to the entire interested community.

18

MIL Standard 1541, Sec. 6.5.2.4.1 "Electrostatic It is impossible to completely eliminate the
Discharge," is the most applicable existing EMC occurrence of arcs on present day synchronous
specification dealing with arc discharge effects, altitude spacecraft systems. At best, the space-
but is totally inadequate. It does, however, craft system may be made immune to the effects
provide a framework to incorporate the present of environmentally generated arcs. Unfortunately
concerns, the plasma environment is not completely under-

stood and the long term effects of the space en-
At the present time, as can be expected for vironment on material characteristics are known

a relatively new area, the requirements and to a lesser degree tdan many of the material
techniques for testing spacecraft charging im- characteristics themselves.
munity are not clearly defined. Various organ-
izations are producing test specifications as Spacecraft charging housekeeping monitors
they deem appropriate. At TRW, tests have been would perform routine housekeeping functions to
performed at the material and component level monitor problem areas during flight. Simple
on five separate spacecraft programs and at the harness noise monitors may be used to verify and
integrated system level on two programs. Fur- localize the arcing mechanisw and measure the
ther, we were heavily involved as consultants coupling of RFI into the harness. Advantages of
on JPL's Voyager spacecraft immunization and such monitors are (1) problems on spacecraft will
verification test effort. be identified before they become sufficiently
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serious to cause component or spacecraft fail- 3) Models of susceptibility of sub-I
ures. (The low level threshold of the detector systems/components.
would permit correlation of smaller events with
minor changes in housekeeping data.) (2) Prob- c. Perform analyses in terms of worst
lems that are peculiar to a given spacecraft case waveforms.
could be identified and analyzed. C3) The data
base that is generated would be relevant to the The available data-characterizing arc dis-
study of the effects of substorms on spacecraft charges- is spotty, incomplete and not reliable.
and would permit a meaningful correlation with A definitive study in this area is essential if
ground station observations and observations of we are to understand the coupling sources and
other space systems. the techniques to make spacecraft impervious to

them. The immnediate tasks that must be performed
CONCLUSIONS in this area are experimental in nature. They

include
There has been much progress during the past

few years in understanding spacecraft charging 1. Evaluation of existing data
phenomena and in developing design procedures
and standards for successful operation of space- 2. Evaluate difference between test simula-
craft in the environment. There are, however, tion sources and actual 'inflight" arcs
serious gaps in our knowledge; gaps that have a
direct effect on our ability to design and fab- 3. Carefully define the experiments that
ricate spacecraft that are impervious to envi- should be performed
ronmentally generated arcs. At this time there
is not available a standard, simple and direct 4. Perform laboratory experiments using an
methodology for determining (1) approximate array of standard spacecraft materials
spacecraft voltage stresses, (2) expected arc
discharge characteriStiL,, (3) expected coupling 5. Generate tables or handbooks of data.
of arcs to spacecraft subsystems, and (4) a mea-

sure of the susceptibility of some standard A spacecraft design guideline specification
spacecraft subsystems/components. is now under development. There are two addi-

tional areas that require attention. The first
TeThD 1nioa Dynamical Study per- relates to methods of performing design verifi-

formed by S ' a very important contribution cation tests on spacecraft to assure they are
to the fieldi I is a particularly useful impervious to environmentally generated arc3 and
tool for scientific space systems such as the the second relates to the requirement for de-
SCATHA program. However, it is not useful to velopment of standard inflight housekeeping mon-
the designer of synchronous, operational space- itors to determine the susceptibility of opera-
craft systems. First of all, it is too compli- tional spacecraft to environmentally generated
cated; second, it is most likely more accurate arcs.
than required by spacecraft designers; and
thirdly, it is probably more costly to use than ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
most projects are willing to pay. In addition,
there are significant gaps in the development. The work reported here represents the various
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DIFFERENTIAL CHARGING OF NONCONDUCTING SPACECRAFT

Lee W. Parker
Lee W. Parker, Inc.

252 Lexington Road, Concord, Massachusetts 01742

ABSTRACT .. .same as on the front surface. For high veloci-
ties of relative motion compared with the mean

The differential charging of a nonconduct- ion thermal velocity, whether this occurs in
ing spacecraft is modeled numerically by follow- the ionosphere (due principally to spacecraft
ing charged-particle trajectories in a self- motion) or in the solar wind (due principally
consistent space-charge-less sheath. In the to plasma motion), there is a significant dif-
presence of a plasma flow, but independent of ferential in the ion fluxes, but a negligible
any photoelectric or secondary emission, a differential for the electrons. Since the net
potential difference between the front and wake current density must vanish locally at each
surfaces of the spacecraft is generated, result- surface point in the steady state, this plasma-
ing in an asymnetric sheath and in the creation flow effect leads to a larger negative equilib-
of a potential barrier for electrons. The rium potential on the wake surface than on the
potential difference can amount to volts in the front surface. If there is photoemission as
ionosphere, and kilovolts in the solar wind, well on the front surface (as in the solar
that is, large compared with the potentials wind), this diff-erential charging is enhanced.
typically generated by photoemission alone. As The present paper is concerned with these
in the more familiar case of photoelectric effects. As shown below, differences between
charging, the asynmetric sheath and potential the front and wake surface potentials amounting
barrier produced by the plasma flow can lead to to many kT/e (where T is the temperature, k is
erroneous interpretations of experiments measur- Boltzmann's constant, and e is the electron
ing space electric fields and low-energy parti- charge), together with a potential barrier for
cle spectra. In an example of photoelectric electrons, can be generated by the motion. The
emission, a sunlit area on an otherwise dark potential differential may be expected to be of
surface becomes positively charged by the emis- the order of volts (tens of kT) in the iono-
sion, and is found to acquire a potential more sphere, and of the order of a kilovolt (100 kT)
than twice the emitted energy relative to the in the solar wind. In the ionosphere and solar
dark surface. This effect is associated with wind, this differential can therefore be much
the physics of the "terminator" bounding the larger than that generated by photoemission
sunlit and dark areas, alone. In the magnetosphere, however, the

plasma-flow effect is relatively weak.

1. INTRODUCTION As of the mid-1960's there was already a
considerable literature on the subject of esti-

Differential spacecraft charging takes mating spacecraft potentials, using simplified
place when the spacecraft surface is partly or models without considering trajectories and
entirely insulating and the charged-particle assuming perfectly conducting spacecraft (see
fluxes vary from point to point over the sur- reviews by Brundin, 1963; Whipple, 1965; Samir
face. In the relatively familiar case of photo- and Willmore, T966). These relativ-ely crude
electric emission from a sunlit insulated a'.a models for estimating spacecraft potentials
(cf. Grard, 1973), due to electrons escaping assumed either (a) very thin sheaths such that
from it the su-nTit area tends to become posi- the "planar approximation" could be used, or
tively charged relative to the surrounding dark (b) very thick sheaths (for small objects in
areas. Another mechanism of differential charg- the ionosphere) but with radial symmetry so
ing, which is less familiar and appears to have that the simple Langmuir theory could be used.
been discussed little if at all in the litera- The crude estimates were not concerned with dif-
ture, is that due to the relative motion between ferential charging; they sufficed for treating
a nonconducting spacecraft and the external effects where the detailed structure and asym-
plasma (e.g., a spacecraft in the ionosphere or metry of the sheath (potential barriers, for
in the solar wind). The fluxes of ambiient ions example) were not considered important.
and electrons on the wake surface are not the
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From the mid-1960's onward, spacecraft have differential '6ic, (Whipple, 1976ab). A
increasingly sampled the magnetosphere and solar similar potential baiier due to-dlTRFr-ntial
wind, where the spacecraft conditions are charge is that produce artificially by an.
altered in several ways important for differen- attractive electron trap mounted on a repuisive
tial charging. First, there is an increase of spacecraft, which can cause secondary-eb&,ssiOn
sheath thickness to the order of the spacecraft currents to be incorrectly interpreted as.
dimensions, as opposed to the thin sheaths en- plasma currents (Whipple and Parker, 1969). In
countered in the ionosphere; this thickness is - the present paper, a potential different-ial ad
governed essentially by photoelectrons and a potential barrier are shown to be producible
secondaCy.itrons from the surface, the space by a plasma flow. This can lead to difficul-
plasma coi c relatively ties of interpretation of solar wind measure-
weak. A second , ments such as those of Rosenbauer (1973), and
spacecraft surfaces are partly or enty non- may be responsible for singularities observed
conducting (e.g., composed of glass-covere' by photoelectron detectors in the ionosphere
photocells or insulating thermal control blan- (W. K. Peterson, private communication, 1977).
kets). which becomes important when the sheath
is thick. A third circumstance is that non- The procedure for theoretically predicting
uniformlart-icl&.4Lu[ 9ccur over the space- sheath asymmetries and potential barriers is
craft surfaces, e.g., due- ohotoelectron and generally complicated in that it requires par-
secondary emission and to plasma flows. The ticle trajectory calculations as well as a
combination of the foregoing circumstances leads three-dimensional sheath description for a
to differential charging of the spacecraft sur- realistic treatment (Parker, 1970, 1973, 1976a,
faces, which can have deleterious effects as 1977, 1978; Parker an--ple--967, 970
follows.

In this paper we present results of sample
If the differential charging is severe calculations of differential charging due to

enough, spacecraft malfunctions can occur due both plasma flow and photoemission, primarily
to electrical discharges on the insulating sur- addressing the asymmetric sheath and potential
faces (Fredricks and Scarf, 1973; Rosen, 1976). barrier produced by the plasma flow. These
The appearance of hot magnetospheric asmas-in results may be considered preliminary, because
the kilovolt temperature range impacting on the the photoemission is considered separately
dark surface, combined with photoelectric emis- rather than simultaneously. However, the dif-
sion on the sunlit surface, make possible ferential charging is enhanced by photoelectric
intense differential charging such that tens- emission on the front sur-ace. Space charge is
of-kilovolts differentials can appear (see neglected compared with surface charges as
spacecraft charging symposia by Grard, 1973; sources of the field; this neglect has been
Rosen, 1976; Pike and Lovell, 1977- - shown to be justified (Soop , 1973). Hence,

while the predictions may not be quantitative
Even if the differential charging is not for an actual spacecraft, they are conservative

so strong, say no more than tens to hundreds of and indicate what may be expected: (a) in the
volts of differential, it can interfere with ionosphere for small insulated objects, small
measurements of, say, weak ambient electric meteoroids, or small parts of a spacecraft
fields or low-energy particle spectra (Grard, (e.g., a painted antenna) located within the
1973; Whipple and Parker, 1969). An interest- wake region of a moving spacecraft, and (b) in
ing feature of differential charging as it the solar wind for an entire spacecraft.
affects low-energy electron measurements is that
it can create electron potential barriers which In the example of photoelectric emission,
can return emitted photoelectrons or secondary a sunlit area on an otherwise dark surface
electrons to the surface and lead to erroneous becomes positively charged by emission, and is
interpretations of the data (Fahleson, 1973). found to acquire a potential more than twice
This type of electron potentia barerisdis- the emitted energy. This effect is associated
tinct from and should not be confused with the with the physics of the "terminator" bounding
more familiar space-charge potential minimum of the sunlit and dark areas.
the order of a volt which can be produced by
emitted-electron space charge and is not due to In Section 2 we indicate briefly the nature
differential charging. The space-charge poten- of the numerical methods used, which are pre-
tial minimum has been studied theoretically by sented in more detail by Parker (1978).
Soop (1972, 1973), Schroder (1973), Parker
(l976bTTWhippe (1976a), and Rothwell et al. Results are discussed in Section 3.
(1977); it can, however, be less important than
the barriers produced by differential charging
effects. Discussing a well-documented experi- 2. NUMERICAL APPROACH
ment on the ATS-6 geosynchronous satellite,
Whipple (1976b) infers that photoelectrons and The model chosen to represent a spacecraft
secondary electrons from the spacecraft sur- is a truncated cylinder of approximately equal
faces are reflected from a potential barrier height and diameter, as shown in Fig. 1 where
which is much too large to be due to space it is called (for brevity) a "pillbox." It is
charge but must be associated with some kind of assumed that the spacecraft surface charge and
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the electric field around the spacecraft are top (wake region) in Fig. 1. The plasma is
axially symmetric, and that the electric field taken to be ionized hydrogen and is assumed to
in space is given by the solution of Laplace's have a velocity of flow four times larger than
equation on a grid of points in r-z space (in- the most probable ion thermal velocity (ion
cluding the pillbox-shaped spacecraft). This "Mach number" = 4). Since the unperturbed ion
means that when the potential distribution on flux to the wake surface is about 9 orders of
the grid points has been computed (cf. Parker magnitude smaller than the corresponding ion
and Whipple, 1970), the potential and electric flux to the front surface, and since the elec-
field at any point in space may be obtained by tron fluxes are about the same to the front and
interpolation. This allows ion and electron wake surfaces, there will be a significant dif-
trajectories to be computed within the region ferential between the equilibrium potentials at
of space spanned by the grid. The outer boun- the f'ont and wake surfaces (see below). The
dary of the grid represents "infinity." The effects of photoemission for the pilibox geom-
method used for computing the field allows the etry are treated in the next section.
use of variable grid intervals (see Parker,
1976a, 1977, 1978; Parker and Whipple, 970). Figure 3 shows equipotential contours

around the spacecraft, obtained by numerical
The normal component of the ion or elec- solution, labeled by encircled numbers repre-

tron flux may be computed at any point on the senting dimensionless values of the potential
pillbox surface by evaluating a triple integral (in units of kT/e, where T is the plasma tem-
in velocity space, and following trajectories perature). The errors in the solution shown
backward in time to determine their origin and are estimated to be under 10 percent. These
therefore the value of the integrand. This potentials are obtained from Laplace's equation,
represents the "inside-out" method originated where the surface potentials are obtained by
by Parker (1964). Details are given by Parker the relaxation method discussed by Parker
and Whipple (T70), and more generally by (1978), under the requirement of zero net cur-
Parker (1976aT 77, 1978). An alternative rent density at all surface points.
approach is the outside-in method (Parker,
1978). For the calculations to be discussed, There are three regions of characteristic
the conditions at the spacecraft surface are behavior of the potential, the "top" or "wake",
represented by a discrete set of grid points the "side", and the "bottom" or "front". In
and associated surface areas, as illustrated the top region, the potentials are of the order
(by 12 points) in Fig. 2. of -lOkT/e. This large negative value (about

-17kT/e at the surface) is associated with the
For the present purposes, the differential reduction in ion flux due to the flow. In the

potential and charge distributions on the space- side region, the potentials are of the order of
craft surface may be determined by two differ- -3kT/e; this is essentially the order of the
ent approaches. In one approach we may deter- equilibrium potential when there is no flow
mine the potential at each local grid point by (--Inmi/me kT/e). In the bottom region, the
a relaxation process until the net current den- potentials are of the order of -kT/e, i.e.,
sity is zero. This involves "cutting-and- less negative than the side, because of the
trying", whereby the surface potentials (12 enhancement of the ion flux due to the flow.
values as illustrated in Fig. 2) are first (Adding photoemission here would make the front
given assumed values, and later successively potential still less negative.) The surface
corrected in accord with the signs and magni- points are thus not equipotential. Note that
tudes of the result4 ng set of net current den- there is a saddle-point in the front region,
sities. The surfact potentials represent the that is, a potential barrier for electrons.
"inner" boundary condition. In the other The barrier height is between 10 percent and
approach, a time-dependent method is used 20 percent higher than the potentials at the
whereby the surface charges at the surface grid nearest (front) surface points. This feature
points are updated ifter each time-step, during is caused by the interaction between the rela-
which the net current densities are calculated. t ively-large-magnitude wake potentials and the
The next potential distribution is computed relatively-low-magnitude front potentials. The
using the new surface charges as sources. In dashed part of the contour labeled "-3.0" near
the computations to be described next, a grid the side surface indicates that there is more
of about 400 points was used, of which 24 were complicated fine structure (variations of
used to represent the spacecraft surface points, potential along the side surface) than is shown
Further details are given by Parker (1978). in the figure. The potentials along the top

surface fall off to the right. The potentials
along the bottom surface first fall with radius,

3. SAMPLE SOLUTIONS then rise sharply as the corner is approached.
This may be a "corner effect."

A. Plasma Flow
On the basis of these results, one would

In one of the problems treated here, we expect a relatively small body in the iono-
assume the noncorducting spacecraft to be in a sphere, such as a thin antenna or boom painted
flowing plasma, with the plasma flow along the with nonconducting paint, or a painted or insu-
axis, from the bottom (front region) toward the lated object in the very near wake of a
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spacecraft (or the spacecraft surface itself if picoamp per cm2 . Thus, for a spacecraft radius
it is a dielectricS,to become highly negatively RQ=50 cm, photoemission current density Jo=1000
charged, to potentials of the order of volts in plcoamp/cm2, and emission energy Vo=l volt, the
the ionosphere, scale time is to=2.22 x 10-5 sec. (The ordi-

nate in Fig. 4 scales with the ejection energy.)
In the solar wind, the above calculation The potential along the bottom surface is not

could apply to an entire spacecraft since the uniform, but is maximum in the center and falls
Debye length is large. However, the ion Mach off with radius (see Fig. 5, which indicates an
numbers are of the order of 10 rather than 4, approximate drop of 30 percent over the illu-
which would lead to negative dimensionless wake minated area). The central potential rises to
potentials an order of magnitude larger than an approximate plateau of slightly over 2 volts
the wake potentials shown in Fig. 2. fIt is in about one characteristic time to, and, after
shown by Parker (1978) that the potential dif- an interval of approximately constant behavior
ference in units oTTT/e generated by the flow between to and 3t , continues to increase but
should be of the order of the square of the ion much more slowly than the initial rate.
Mach number of the flow.) This means that for
T=lOev in the solar wind, one may have kilovolt It is a curious fact that the potLntial
potential differences between the wake and front should rise to more than 2 times the ejected
surfaces. The electric fields due to this dif- energy potential-equivalent, rather than to
ferential charging may significantly disturb exactly the ejected energy as may be expected
measurements of low-energy plasma electrons, for purely on the basis of conservation of energy
example on the HELIOS sFacecraft (Rosenbauer, without consideration of the nature of the tra-
1973). jectories, surface, and potential distribution.

The computer results show a transfer of elec-
B. Pnotoemission trons from the illuminated areas to the small

dark area associated with the corner point;
In the second problem treated here, the that is, emitted electrons are pulled back, but

bottom surface of the pillbox is assumed to be cross the local terminator at R=0.95Ro and hit
illuminated by the sun (along the axial direc- the dark corner area rather than return to
tion) and to emit photoelectrons, while the other points on the emitting area. The charge
sides and top of the pillbox are dark and non- on this corner area continues to increase nega-
emitting. (The axial direction of illumination tively, while the illuminated-surface charge
is appropriate for maintaining axial symmetry. increases positively. No charges are deposited
In the solar wind the plasma flow and solar on the top and side dark surfaces. A similar
illumination are in the same direction.) The build-up to more than the ejection energy has
ambient plasma contributiots are not considered been observed in computer experiments performed
simultaneously with the pho~iemission. The by De and Criswell (1977) and by Pelizzari and
photoelectrons are assumed to be emitted iso- Criswell (1977) in studies of the photoelectric
tropically and monoenergetically, with I ev of charging of locally-sunlit areas in the dark
kinetic energy. All points and their associated lunar terminator region. A possible e,.x ' •
areas on the bottom surface are emitting except of this "excess" charqina phen w,' ''
for the corner point, for instance, Nos. 10, 11 here as follows.
ard 12 in Fig. 2. In the actual problem the
'terminator" was put at R=0.95Ro . (The termina- The ,.tf,.,. . .
tor is not put exactly at the corner ?-Ro , for of el., ! . ... . trd red of
numerical reasons.) The time-dependent method t, n... o h LO compensating
is used, together wi in the o.tside-in methul . external plasma. It also
discussed by Parker (1975) AZ ,r. t ,. tr, ,eturning electrons "sticking"
is no charqe on an sr,. -, tnev hit. After the initial potential
from i-ro. emitte,t *'!t . buildup, despite the deposition of negative
face of berlod Charge on the dark side of the terminator, the

l,w %urface surface potential falls off monotonically from
i As this poten- the central value but remains positive as one

i.,e of the order of a volt goes into the dark region. That is, the surface
ew,,yl. the photoelectrons no gradient (tangential electric field) remains

- , ii estape to infinity, but begin to finite and coitinuous across the terminator.
,rt~yn to the spacecraft. (It is of interest (If the emitting area were a conductor, the sur-
that the potential is found to rise signifi- face qradient would be discontinuous and singu-
cantly above one volt - see below.) lar across the terminator.) Thus, there is a

finite interval straddling the terminator, such
Figure 4 shows the time-behavior of the that within this interval electrons can cross

potential of the center point on the bottom sur- the terminator from a sunlit point (moving "up-
face (for instance, No. 12 in Fig. 2). The hill") to a dark point where they are held fast,
potential in volts is plotted against dimension- without using up their kineti. energy. A finite
less time, where the scale time to in seconds rate of transfer across the terminator from the
may be written as 1.11 Vo/(ROJO), where Vo is sunlit area to the dark area can thus occur as
the kinetic energy of emission in volts, Ro is long as the surface potential gradient is finite
the scale dimension of the emitting area in cm, at the position of the terminator, regardless of
and Jo is the emitted current density in how high the central potential of the suLiJiL
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area becomes. The transfer rate should approach Parker, L.W., Theory of the external sheath
zero as the gradient at the terminator approach- structure and ion collection characteris-
es infinity. Whether this process is self- tics of a rocket-borne mass spectrometer,
limiting, that is, whether the gradient at the Mt. Auburn Research Associates, Inc.
terminator becomes infinite within a finite time, Report AFCRL-71-005, 1970.
is presently unknown. The key point is probably Parker, L.W., Computer solutions in electro-
that the sunlit area cannot be strictly an equi- static probe theory, Mt. Auburn Research
potential surface. It may be approximately so Associates, Inc. Report AFAL-TR-72-222,
over most of its area, due to electron trans- 1973.
port tending to maintain equipotentiality (De Parker, L.W., Computation of collisionless
and Criswell, 1977; Pelizzari and Criswell, steady-state plasma flow past a charged
1977), but the potential should fall off in the disk, Lee W. Parker, Inc. Report NASA CR-
VicTnity of the terminator. 144159, 1976a.

Parker, L.W., Theory of electron emiu,,,,
Figure 5 shows a few equipotential contours effects in symmetric probe ar l ..t A

around the spacecraft. kinly half of the space- sheaths, Lee W. Parker.
craft is shown, since it is symmetric about the TR-76-02Q4. i,7ht,
axis.) The potential contours are taken from Parker. t d .
the solution of the foregoing problem, at the ,,. .
time t=2t0 . At this time the bottom-surface . *, .rcdinj
potential is approximately at its nlAteau ,ilue ."'enoloqy Cun-
(Fig. 4) of about 2 volts, and is under,,,. . P ike and R.R.
its smallest rate of change Th,. , . ., Joint Air Force-NASA
field is a nonuniforvi ,lis I .... t Af CL-TR-77-0051 and NASA TMX-73537,
bottom surfate, with . . 4/
loft side oI f', ?h .I.. Parker, L.W., Potential barriers and asymmetric

. .e,a,.l are sheaths due to differential charging of
t - t 1 ,sk since nonconducting spacecraft, Lee W. Parker,

tr, constant was assumed Inc. Report AFGL-TR-78-0045, 1978.
t.,. the tree-space value (no polari- Parker, L.W., and E.C. Whipple, Jr., Theory of

,efteits), a satellite electrostatic probe, Ann.
Phys., 44, 126, 1967.
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ON THE PERTURBED ENVIRONMENT OF METALLIC BODIES

IN SPACE PLASMAS

Jean - Pierre J. Lafon

Observatoire de Meudon

Department Recherches Spatiales
92190 - Meudon (France)

The exploration of the terrestrial plasmas and in this case the approxi-
environment (from the ionosphere to the mations used are rather crude'.
solar wind) requires an accurate theory
of the behaviour of a biased conductor The equations governing the sheath
in a collisionless plasma: a strongly structure are a VLasov equation for
self-consistent and non linear inhomo- the distribution function Fs of the
geneous sheath grows around the body. particles of each species s together
This sheath depends strongly on the with Poisson's equation which deter-
potential of the body, which is self- mines the electric potential in terms
consistent with the sheath structure of the Fs . Even in spherical or cylin-
when it is not fixed (floating poten- drical symmetry the solution of these
tial). In any case the sheath governs equations is a difficult problem be-
the collected currents and even, if cause they are strongly non linear and
the body is an antenna, it modifies self - consistent.
its characteristics of wave emission.
Indeed, ignoring these phenomena may Without crude approximations they
lead to erroneous interpretations of can be solved only using numerical
measurements in space. iteration in which the main problem is

always the classification of the par-
The structure of the sheath and ticle orbits. New we have found a

the collected currents have been in- formalism in which the problem appears
vestigated in a number of particular to be a particular case of a more
cases by various authors ( a review general problem which consists in the
is given if ref. 1) using different analysis of some systems satisfying
(physical or mathematical) approxima- continuous sets of conditions in some
tions depending on the cases investi- continuous sets of states , B. We
gated. For cylindrical and spherical have proved a general theorem and we
conductors in non magnetized plasmas have derived from it a systematic
the most elaborate (but also the most method for solving this problem.
complicated theories are those deve- The method is well fit for numerical
loped by Bernstein and Rabinowitz, 2  computations and even reduces them to
Moskalenko,3 and Laframboise4 . These the ainimum when they are necessary.
theories are concerned with plasmas In particular it is a powerful tool
with only two components (ions and for solving the sheath problem for con-
electrons); moreover it is assumed that ductors absorbing, emitting or parti-
the surface of the conductor absorbs ally reflecting charged particles, even
all particles striking it, i.e., the in some magnetized plasmas, for arbi-
surface effects are neglected. How- trary theoretical or experimental
ever a surface effect such as electron models of polyenergetic or menoener-
photoemission should not be neglected getic particle distribution functions.
in some cases; it may even be dominant.
Other effects such as the reflection Of course, strictly speaking
of some of the particles striking the absolute self - consistence requires
conductor or the emission of some complete radial (cylindrical or spheri-
particles by the conductor may also be cal) symmetry for exact solution. How-
important. Besides there are few works ever, as a property of Poisson's
concerning the case of magnetized equation (which smoothes the space
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charge irregularities), rather strong REFERENCES
asymmetries can be taken into account
with very good accuracy (see fig. 3 to LAFON J. - P. J. - Etude d'une classe

8 and ref. 8 for instance), provided de systems obeissant a un ensemble

that they do not disturb too much continu de conditions dans un en-

the symmetry of the potential (which semble continu d'etats. These de

is the only thii~j truly necessary). Doctorat d'Etat es Sciences. Univer-
site de Paris VII. 1976. Rpt. Obser-

Using our new method we have in- vatorire de Meudon DESPA 159 bis.

vestigated the behaviour of metallic
bodies reflecting some of the partic- BERNSTEIN I. B. and RABINOWITZ 1. N.

les striking them (rather different 1959, Phys. Fluids, 2, 112-121.

effects are produced depending on the th
polarization of the body)

6' " and that MOSKALENKO A.M. - 1064, XV Int.

of metallic bodies emitting photo- Astron. Cong., Warsaw, Poland, Sept.

electrons in space plasmas for which 7-12.

experimental data are now available
9
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We have also investigated the case of and Spherical Langmuir Probes in a

cylindrical bodies in some weakly Collisionless Maxwellian Plasma at
magnetized plasmas 1. Of course Rest. Rpt n0 100 of the Institute for
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sults here; however they are discussed of Toronto, Canada (UTIAS 100), 1966.

in detail in the above mentioned pub-
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shown hereafter illustrate some charac- Mathematical Physics, 18, 1178-1187.
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plasma sheath around metallic bodies.
In particular they can be used for in- LAFON J.-P.J. - 1976, Radio Science,

vestigating all plasma sheath problems 11, 483-493.
which can be stated under a similar
form (for instance those concerning GRARD R.J.L. - 1973, J. Geophys. Res.,

steady state double layers...). 78, 2885-2906.
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VOYAGER SPACECRAFT CHARGING MODEL CALCULATIONS

N. L. Sanders and G. T. Inouye
TRW Defense & Space Systems Group

Redondo Beach, California

INTRODUCTION An important aspect of the present work was
the examination of the effect of changes in sev-

The large fluxes of energetic electrons and eral of the parameters involved in the computa-
the possibility of a relatively low cold plasma tions. The results obtained using two different
density within 10 Rj of Jupiter imply that a Jupiter environmental models were compared.
spacecraft flying by the planet can charge up Furthermore the effect on the results caused by
to very high, multikilovolt, potentials. There varying some of the relevant material parameters
is some evidence that the Pioneer Jupiter space- over reasonable ranges of values were examined.
craft could have charged up significantly, par-
ticularly in the wake of the Jovian satellite, MODELING OF THE VOYAGER FOR
lo. In that case, several spacecraft anomalies SPACECRAFT CHARGING
such as false commands occurred near Jupiter.

A spacecraft charging model for Voyager was
The present study was undertaken as part of generated. The spacecraft charging model, shown

an effort by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Fig. 2, is an electrical circuit representa-
to immunize the Voyager spacecraft from deleter- tion of the spacecraft from which electrostatic
ious effects of large voltage stresses between stresses across individual components may be
different components that could result from dif- calculated. In the model various dielectric
ferential chargeup near Jupiter. In the part of
the study which will be discussed in this paper,
a spacecraft charging model for the Voyager
spacecraft was generated. Both the spacecraft REMOTE PLASMA POTENTIAL REFERENCE (=0)
potential and the electrostatic stress across
several different dielectrics in the Jupiter ra- +
diation belts were analyzed. Figure 1 shows the 1 +1 In

Voyager spacecraft and some of the components 1o+

discussed in this paper are identified.

BREWdSTER PLATE I______________________

V 0  SPACECRAFT GROUND POTENTIAL

Fig. 2. Spacecraft Charging Model

surfaces are represented by capacitances, Ci,
and leakage resistances, Ri. The spacecraft
ground potential, Vo, and the various dielectric
surface potentials, Vdi, are obtained by solving

owO the multinode network equations for current con-
CONNECTORS O 1tinuity. The charging and discharging current

LOW WN generators, Ii+ and Ii-, connected from the re-ANTENNA

SUPPORT mote zero potential reference to spacecraft
COE ground and to each dielectric surface, are de-

fined by the plasma parameters, by the surface
material properties, and the effective exposure

Fig. 1. Voyager Spacecraft areas of each surface to the plasma and to solar
UV. Each dielectric area which is expected to

The test program used to verify the immuniza- be charged uniformly and to form an equipoten-
tion of Voyager to charging effects at Jupiter tial surface must be considered as a separate
is described in a companion paper.l capacitor.
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Metallic Surfaces lated as:

For Voyager, because the metallic areas are C = 2E 0D(MKS) 186 pf.
an overwhelmingly large proportion of the total
surface, the spacecraft potential, Vo, is de- All Voyager thermal blankets were coated with
termined directly by Io+ and 1o" and is influ- a black Sheldahl conducting paint. In addition
enced negligibly by the remaining currents, to the black Shddahl coated thermal blankets,
Thus, each dielectric surface potential, Vdi, all painted surfaces were considered to be con-
may be computed directly once Vo is known, rath- ducting if over a conducting surface. A thin
er than by solving a set of simultaneous equa- paint layer over a conductor forms as good a
tions. The electrostatic stress across a given conducto" as Sheldahl over an insulator. The
dielectric is, then, resistance u' Sheldahl coating, measured to be

about 106 ohm per square, corresponds to a re-
vt = V - V sistivity of 103 ohm-cm if the coating thickness
stress d 0 is assumed to be 0.4 mil. A square meter ?f

The Voyager geometrical factors for current surface at 10-9 amps/cm2 would collect TO-
collection were generated from examination of amperes, and this current would give only a 10
the Proof Test Model (PTM) and Flight I Voyager volt drop across 106 ohm. Considering a square
spacecraft and reference to many photographs centimeter of 4 mil thickness of painted sur-
and discussions with JPL personnel. Table I is fa over a conoyctor, its bulk resistance is
a summary of the effective areas of metallic 10% ohm (p 00'z ohm-cm). A plasma charging
surfaces for plasma collection and for solar UV. current of 10-9 amperes, again, would cause only
The actual area of each individual component is a 10 volt drop across this resistance. Since
modified by a factor to account for its "accept- the graphite epoxy material of the large high
ance angle" or its "field-of-view" of the am- gain antenna dish has a resistivity in the order
bient plasma if it is less than 2ir steradians. of 1 ohm-cm as compared with 103 ohm-cm for
For irradiation by solar UV, the projection of Sheldahl, the white paint (less than 4 mil
each area onto the plane perpendicular to the thick) over it may be considered to be metallic
sun line was taken to be its effective area. for spacecraft charging purposes.

Table 1. Total Effective Area of Conducting Dielectric Surfaces
Surfaces for Exposure to UV and to
Omnidirectional Plasma For Voyager, with the elimination of solar

cells by the use of the Radioisotope Thermal
Generator (RTG) power sources and the extensive

-AEUU A1IIUi&LUOA-L . use of conductive Sheldahl-coated thermal blan-
,. ANTENNAS - - - kets, only an extremely small portion of the

. PLASM A oI ASOAONM MA) 32.6W 392 external surface area remained under the cate-
B. HIGH GAIN ANTENNA ASSEMBLY 1 0 gory of dielectrics.

TOTAL 198,200 109,400

2. OCIENCE BOON AND EXPERIMENTS Table 2 is a summary of Voyager dielectric
A. SCIENCE BOON 9,400 1,660 area parameters. Thirteen different items, some
. EXPERIENTS 16200 4040 multiple, are listed. For each, a capacitance,

TOTAL 25,600 5.700 to spacecraft ground, and a leakage resistance
3. MISSION MODULE AND ATTACHMENTS

A.. MSSIONOOULE 72,00 Table 2. Summary of Dielectric Area
B. SFPPORI STRUS 12,000 0 Parameters
C, SCIENCE CAIBRATION TARGET/

THERNAL RADIATOR 5 760 0

TOTAL 90.300 0

4. :TGS AND BOON, MAGNETOME BTEIRSTIN4A
NOON CANISTER

A. RTG UNITS 3) 24.200 6, M

91 FIG NOON 10.400 N_

C. PA NTOMETEI NOON CANISTER .,

0. .11NPlm RfllO P,,ONPE
OF LAMOARO.

N'' ''*dT' S ,{IXAR4 A4Q PLASM

( -, I', .1 1,1N,,ItNp that RACd OSSNNN IE A ATENNAS 8. 1421016 41 0

-1- £ -e . the Auv is 50% of 10, SEPARATION CONNECTORS (6; EACH) 4 05 6.6.1014 14 . 0
" Me e Imated values for Voy- 1. TELON AINGS ON LOI EAP1G I 20.9 1,27.1016 200 71;

4 "egr6
7 II ay between the disc and CHARGED PARICLES LECP

"e o1'ee Taking the diameter of the equiv- 12. E, JEFF BOOM SECTION 4,10 20 1.9

ilent spacecraft, i.e., a sphere with equp' 15. MAGWETO TER BO, ANR

Aplasma, its capacitance to space may be calcu- SECTION 9o; EACH) 1.87 2 8.A
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are estimated. In addition, effective areas discussed in the section on environment.

for plasma charging and solar UV irradiation,
are shown. These are corrected in the same Isolated Dielectrics
manner as for metallic surfaces, for field of
view and for solar exposure. On Voyager, the major portion of the space-

ralt e'terior surface is conductive and is at

SPACECRAFT CHARGING ANALYSV " 4f! potential. VO . Because of the
.. dielectric surface areas,

Spacecraft Potent',,' . s,uinq that Vo is known
rathtir tia( rie number of simul-

The equation used for wi, ' the space- taneous equat4itl ., ontinutiy

craft potential Vo. wa, it,, 1,ile node current equation for eaLr .,tric, then,

continuity equation is

(J e-Jbs", A UjAp JuvAu 0 (0 e- Jbs-Jse-Ji isi

The above equat,.,r defines the current sign C
convention such that the accumulation of neg- = + C 0 d
ative chare i positive. The term are de-
fined as follows: The term on the right side of the equation in-

J = plasma electron current collected per cludes the leakage current due to the bulk re-unit area sistance, R, and the displacement current due
to the capacitance, C, of the surface to space-

Jbs backscattered electron current density craft ground. Both of these terms depend on
the difference between the dielectric surface

s emitted secondary current density due potential, Vd, and Vo . All of the terms on the
se to impinging electrons left side of the equation depend on Vd rather

than on Vo .

Ji = plasma ion current collected per unit
area ENVIRONMI '

= emitted secondary electron current In order . .
density due to impinginq ions te .i'-''

sour ... ., it utions.

A = effective surface arp . ',haracterization of
P collectinq pl .'sma • " '" terms of Maxwellian

., reouired that three tem-

e t " '.'v'i' (.old eV), medium (keV) and
1w 4' hot V* ne used.

Thus each plasma current term in the current
continuity equation is composed of the sum of
three components, cold, medium, and hot for

ir •efined in which there are corresponding temperatures,
, . ea't .. ,'ta and iscussed i.e.,

'a 'euort for the JPL study. The
-jIa!1ons used were approximations to the cur- V
rent density to and from the spacecraft for a i JeT~od
plasma having a Maxwellian energy distribution. Je = Joe(cold - + oe(medium)
For example, the electron and ion current terms
used, V V

= oe eV/Te and J=i e V/Ti eTe(medium) + joe(hot) eTehot

in the "repulsive" case, are correct for any The plasma parameters for the cold plasma

shape probe in a thermal plasma regardless of distribution were derived from NASA JPL/ARC

the thickness of the plasma sheath. However, Document No. t60-24, "Jupiter Charged Particle

the terms Environment for Jupiter Orbiter Probe 1981/
1982 Mission." These parameters are primarily

S i and J = 1 +- based on Pioneer 10 and 11 plasma probe obser-
Ji = oJoi - e -oe 1 + vations.3 ,  These results have been difficult

to extract from the data due to penetration of

which were used in the attractive case are high energy particles into the instrument and

thick sheath approximations for a spherical also because of possible spacecraft-plasma in-

probe. Furthermore the real environment was teractions. As a result, the data leading to

approximated by multiple Maxwellian distribu- the NASA 660-24 cold plasma model has generated
tions. The validity of this approximation is a significant amount of controversy.

5,6  For
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this reason a second cold plasma model based qn -

plasma densities derive by Axford and Mendis'
was also included. In that case we have used , .
the assumptions of Scarf 8 that the ion and
electron temperatures are equal at 10 eV and
that the plasma density is reduced in the wake --
of lo by three orders of magnitude. A compari- ,I.
son of the two models is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. . -

**II A~T A-" Asu-mr,.j 4

IT NASA f'. it

lore N Z|
Is 2S

fig. 5. Jupiter Medium and High Energy
A .Electron Parameters

sl L is hi

ley I '---HIGH 
kT

Fig. 3. Jupiter Cold Plasma 6 --

Electron Parameters , -

. . . . - - MEDIUM kT

i NASA 660-24 i MEDIUM 6

io S _
IT A-"(ASSUMIED)

to L Is ;S

A A- Fig. 6. Jupiter Medium and High Energy
6,, A Proton Parameters

Fig. 4. Jupiter Cold Plasma
Ion Parameters .0

. .• i 1. 1.9

For the medium and hot ranges, we have fit
the Jupiter high energy particle fluxes as
given in NASA 660-24 with the sum of two
Maxwellian distributions. The resulting plasma _
parameters for the medium and high energy elec-
trons and ions are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The
adequacy of this approximation is shown in L. s 2.5

Figs. 7 and 8. In those figures, points com- 2.9 i L1

puted for the high energy flux using the double L 1-

Maxwellian approximation are superimposed on ° , o S °
the curves from NASA 660-24. .o ,.

Since the Voyager remains within +150 of the
magnetic equator, corrections to the currents Fig. 7. Equatorial Proton Energy Spectra.
used due to latitude effects were relatively Data Points show Double Maxwellian
small and were neglected. Approximation.
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Data Points show Double Maxwellian 
Approximation. 

COMPUT.A.TIONS 

Th 1 computations wer~ performed by means of 
a sma' I Hewlett Packard 9830 calculator pro
grammE i with an iterative technique using human 
Inter; ction. The details of each current ex
press· )n used in the computations are given in 
th?. fi 1a 1 study report to JPL.' 

' The' spacecraft grou:1d potential as well as 
the pcitential and stress on three different di
elect• · cs were comp11ted for the Voyager "near" 
appro< :h to Jupite1·. ~n these analyses, the 
VoyagE. · JST trajectory was used. The three 
dieler. :rics chosen were the Brewster Plate, the 
Separ;~ :ion Connector and the low Gain Antenna 
Suppo1 : Cone. These were selected because the 
first :wo are always in shadow and the other is 
always in sunlight. For the dielectric: stress 
compu1 ·itions, static, time independent worst 
cnse e 1alyses were performed. Furthennore, a 
parame er analysis was perfonned to indicate the 
effec'.: of the various parametP.rs involved in 
the cc •putations and to underscore the areas of 
uncert i nty in the results. The effects of the 
follow ng pa1·ameters were examined by changing 
the pa ameter values over the ranges indicated: 

1. 

2. 

The photoelectric currP.nt at Jupiter 
J 0 vv was varied from 11.1 to 111 pa/cm2. 
Th1s corresponds to 0.3 to 3 najcm2 at 

, the earth, corrected for distance by the 
1nverse square dropoff. These are rea
sonable values of photoelectron currents 
and are consistent with the range of 

1 
photoe 1 ectron currents measured in the 

' 1 a bora tory by Gra rd. 10 

The resistivity, p 1 ~of the Brewster Plate 
Nl!S varied from 10 o to 1ol8 ohm-em. 

3. The seconclary Jmission fe~ctor, S;, for 
incident ions, i.e., the seco~d~ry emis-
5ion current per unit of incider t ion 
:urrent, was vt.ried from 0.25 t: !. 

Furthe nore, a ccmpari son is made of t· ,. results 
obtain d using the cold plasma specified in 

?..89 

NASA 660-24 with those obtained using the 
Axford-Mendix (A-M) colJ plasma density pro
files .7 

RESULTS 

Spacecraft Ground Potential 

The potent~a1 on the conducting portion of 
the spacecraft is shown 1n Fig, 9. The results 
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Fig. 9. Voyager Charging for JST Trajectory 
Jupiter Approach 

shown are for J0uv • 37 pa/cm2 and Si • 4. The 
conducting area of the spacecraft is shown in 
TablP. 1. The area of the surface exposed to 
the sun, Auv• is 123,200 cm2 and the area ex
posed to the plasma, Aplasma• is 351.700 cm2. 
We note that for both NASA 660-24 and A-M cold 
plasma the spacecraft potential reaches a max
i~rum negative value at the L shells correspond
ing to the Io flux tube. In the case of the 
A-M model the spacecraft potential is estimated 
to be 24.000 volts negative, and in the NASA 
660-24 model we estimated a potential of 700 
volts negative. The details of the potential 
vs time (or l value) curve can be understood by 
examining the cold plasma electron parameters 
given in Fig. 3. In the A-M c~se J for elec
trons is greater than J~uv for all L values 
greater than l • 6 so that the spacecraft re
mains negative. This fs not the case in the 
NASA 660-24 model. The increase in spacecraft 
charge at the low l valueS-is due to the dom
inance of the medium energy electron current 
over the photoelectron current. The charging 
is more severe with A-M·since the medium energy 
electron plasm" dominates the cold plasma as 
well. 

Brewster Plate Stress 

The stress on the Brewster Plate. i.e •• the 
difference in pot~ntfal between the Brewster 
Plate and the spacecraft ground potential was 
computed (see Fig. 10). Since the Brewster 
Plate is always in shadow during Jupiter en
counter Auv • 0. The area exposed to the plasma 
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was determined to be Aplasma = 240 cm2 and, R, stress at L = 5.9 and t = -3 hr, i.e., the time
the resistance of the Brewster Plate was es- of encounter with the Io flux tube. Figure 11
timated to be 9.11 x 1011 ohm. The effect of shows that stress can vary by as much as two
resistance on the stress is examined in the orders of magnitude by var/ing the resistance
next section. over two orders and by almost one order of m.g-

nitude over the range of photoelectron currents
SIPESS ON BREWSTER PLATE studied. In Fig. 12 we note that the effect of

R= 9.11 X 10" oh- Si, the secondary emission factor for ions, on
the stress is less significant.

-14 J0' 37 pa 
P1

2
Stres n 0re,.ter Plate at { - "3 h, itS S)

= "--s

* 5 -10

_ 3 I \\ A-f1

0 -- 3= - plc2

-I0 NASA 660-24 56(1.24

2 NASA

-30 -, -s - -6 -S -4 -3 -2 -I 0

TIME FROM PERIAPSIS (MR)

Fig. 10. Brewster Plate Charging for JST .0'1 .91 s.l-RESISTANCE (wI, O- 12
Trajectory Jupiter Approach 1016 1o? tell -RESISTIVITY (1.- st

The NASA 660-24 model predicts the largest

stress at high L values reaching 2000 volts Fig. 11. Effect of Resistivity and Photoemis-
negative at t = -10 hr, whereas in the A-M sion Current on Brewster Plate Stress
model the stress is very small at high alti-
tudes. This is due to the fact that in the A-M
model, the cold electron current is almost an Sr -1 o Ara.,,, t-, -3 (L-5 9)

order of magnitude greater than the photoelec- Si _ - 37 ,1_2
tron current at these high L values, and there-
fore the photoelectron cutoff resulting from
the shadowing of the Brewster Plate has little
effect on the potential. In the case of NASA ,- o4 A-K
660-24 the presence of the photoelectron cur-
rent keeps the spacecraft ground clamped and ,,
its absence in the case of the shadowed di- -- NSA LA
electric results in a large negative chargeup. .- 1-,

At low L values the stress computed in both
models is qualitatively similar reaching a max- .25

imum of minus 2400 volts for A-M and minus 600 _1o2
volts for NASA 660-24.

In the case where Jouv = 37 pa/cm 2 and R =
9.11 x 1011 ohm the potential difference be- 1
tween the Brewster Plate and the spacecraft .omi .911 1.11 t RESISTANCE .. ,'*'
ground is never sufficiently large to produce
breakdown electric fields. This would require 351 i0l *'- RESISTIVITY ..
about 5000 volts across the 2 mil thick
Brewster Plate if we assume a breakdown elec- Fig. 12. Effect of Secondary Emission Factor
tric field of 100 volts/cm. for Ions on Brewster Plate Stress

Parameter Study of Brewster Plate Stress A summary of the results of the parameter
study is shown in Fig. 13. In that figure those

The results obtained in the previous section values of Brewster Plate stress sufficiently
are very sensitive to the choice of resistivity large to cause a breakdown are shown shaded. It
of the material as well as the choice of photo- is clear from the matrix that the A-M model pre-
electron current. We have examined the effects dicts that breakdowns are likely at t = -3 hr if
of these parameters on the Brewster Plate the resistivity of the Brewster Plate is about
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,, .. o.1 ,o, o. ,o, craft structure, the high potential differencesS ,. ,o,. N,-.,.I,,* predicted by the A-M model could be a source of

0o.25 1 4 0.25 1 4 0.25 1 discharges to cables which might come in close
\\N. ...- proximity to the LGASC.

73 78 170 740 750 70

180 170 54 380 30 170 720 480 210 R I on., o No-.,

260 2 60 1 ,0 2 ,. 2 ,4 0 0 L , 6. 4 02°1

240 230 190 1,300 1.100 590 2 ,500 1,7 850
2 -10,000 .7,200 4, 400

630 620 570 5 0 0l- S. CURRENT OF
111 SECONDARY

560 520 370 3,200 2.500 1.100 6 3,5 1,40 ELECTRONS -1,100 -730 -250PRODUCE D by
TME '06 CUR-
RENT J INCI--

-A-9 St.I DENT ON A
RNSA 660-RI Ste-s Sons1 - CURRENT OF SECONDIARY NEGATIVE +13,000 .12,000 9,000
All s6 ,,s, r. RIR .. i60N ELECTRONICS PRODUCED SURFACE

YTRE ION CURRENT
J1 INCIDENT ON A 37

Nls (
pe ¢ ze r s~e 
**98 * .0" (05 S) NEGATIVE SURFACE. Cur R PHOTOELECTRON

61/ k ) JU 8 UP TOELECTRON CUR- IT EAT DEN-SIT 500.--

Ul
d  

RESISTIVITY OF o . RESISTIVITY OF

A-R -old L.A U . - UREWSTER PLATE. LGA 00

dT * RESISTNCE OF Il
+5 +II '3

Fig. 13. Parameter Study of Brewster Plate
Stress (volts) at t = -3 Hours .- 4 ....

P ..S. . .... , .

1018 ohm-an, or if the photoelectron current is
sufficiently high and the resistivity is 1017
ohm-cm. The NASA 660-24 model only predicts a Fig. 14. Parameter Study of LGASC Stress
discharge under the most unfavorable set of (volts) at t = -3 Hours
circumstances, i.e., p = 1018 ohm-cm, Si = 0.25
and Jouv = Ill pa/cm2 . The Separation Connector, as the Brewster

Plate, is not illuminated by the sun during
Since it is very unlikely that the resistiv- Jupiter encounter. Its resistance, however,

ity of the Brewster Plate is greater than 1016 has been estimated to be relatively high, R =

ohm-cm both models indicate that no arc dis- 6.6 x 1014 ohm, for p = 1016 ohm-cm. There-
charges should be anticipated, fore, like the LGASC, the connector can attain

high potential differences with respect to the
Low Gain Antenna Support Cone spacecraft structure. The surface area to the

(LGASC) Stress plasma was estimated to be Aplasma = 14.5 cm
2 .

The low gain antenna support cone (LGASC) is The stress on the separation connector
located in the center of the main dish and a three hours before periapsis is shown in Fig.
significant fraction of its surface is exposed 15. The potentials with respect to ground are
to the sun. It is shown in Fig. 3 that its ef-
fective area for photoelectron current is Auv =
261 cm2 and for exposure tc the plasma is • .3. T I" ." ... ..

Aplasma = 540 cm2 . It is also shown that as a
result of its length, even for a resistivity as J- 0.25 1
low as 1016 ohm-cm, the resistance of the sup- -

port cone is 1.3 x 1016 ohms to the spacecraft .. CURRENT OF 16500 13000 ,50
structure. For this reason the support cone -SECONDARY 1

can charge up to relatively high voltages be- RODOM - 16THE l0OCUR- -2,600 -1,700 -60

fore leakage currents become significant. RENT J IN-
CIDENT ON A
NEGATIVE

The stress on the LGASC three hours before SURFACE. -38(000 -34,00 -24,00
periapsis is shown in the matrix in Fig. 14 for J "PTELECTRON DEN- _7S ITY IN -~ O 300 -,0
R A 1.3 x 1016 ohm. We note that in this case P.1-2 4700 -0 1,25

the stress is most sensitive to the cold plasma .RESISTIVITY OF

model and the amount of photnelectron current. SEARATION-CONNECTOR -62,000 -%,000 -45,000

For Jouv = 111 pa/cm2 (the highest "reasonable" N RESISTANCE OF

photoelectron current), both the spacecraft and SEPARATION 11 "
the LGASC are clamped regardless of the cold CONNECTUR -8250 -. 350 -1o900

plasma model used. However, for smaller photo- *M, ,6,.1S

electron currents, the stress can become as --ASA AN-OR 1.....

high as +13,000 volts in the case of A-M cold - (I-S )

plasma and as high as -1,100 volts for NASA
660-24. Although the electric field across the Fig. 15. Parameter Study of Separation Con-
length of the LGASC is not sufficiently large nector Stress (volts) at t = -3
to predict an arc discharge directly to space- Hours
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seen to be uncombortably high for all parameter as 8300 volts using NASA 660-24. Appropriate
values examined in the case of the A-M model countermeasures were implemented on the Voyager
and also quite high for the NASA 660-24 case. spacecraft to prevent deleterious effects due
Snap-in metallic covers have been installed to to the possible chargeup described above.
eliminate possible problems with the separation
connectors. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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any case, be limited by leakage currents 156, 1976.
through the relatively low leakage resistance
anticipated. Since the resistance of the LGASC 9. JPL IOM 312/77.1-13-PAP, to A. L. Lane
is relatively high (1.3 x 1016 ohm) the LGASC from P. A. Penzo, "Red Spot Location and
could be expected to chargeup to fairly high Magnetic Dipole Parameters for MJS77 JST
voltages relative to the structure. For the and JSX Trajectories," 9 Feb. 1977.
A-M cold plasma the stresses could be as high
as 13,000 volts. A similar situation occurs 10. Grard, R. J. L., "Properties of the Satel-
with the Separation Connectors. In this case lite Photoelectron Sheath Derived from
large stresses are predicted with both cold Photoemission Laboratory Measurements,"
plasma models. For A-M cold plasma the stress J. Geophys. Res., 28, 16, June 1, 1973,
can reach as much as 60,000 volts and as high p. 2885-2906.
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PREDICTIONS OF HIGH-VOLTAGE DIFFERENTIAL CHARGING ON GEOSTATIONARY SPACECRAFT

J.G. Lafrarboise and S.M.L. Prokopenko
Physics Department, York University

Toronto, Canada M3J 1P3

ABSTRACT

Two separate calculations are described, negative, because these bounds constitute "worst
The first is a numerical prediction of upper cases" for design purposes, and also because
bounds on negative floating potentials of unlike more exact calculations, they can be
shaded spacecraft surfaces, using a local- obtained from simple current-balance calculations.
current-balance formulation. Results include Furthermore, it is sufficient to consider local
the following: (a) by influencing the velocity- current balance only, because this corresponds
space cutoff boundaries for incident ion fluxes, to an electrically isolated surface element,
the spacecraft geometry and sheath potential which is also a "worst case" for differential
profile (particularly shaded-sunlit asymmetries charging. To calculate these bounds, we have
in the latterl have large influences on extended a calculation by Knott1

, 
of the float-

shaded-surface potentials, which may exceed ing potential of a spherically symmetric geo-
-20kV in certain circumstances (b) for elect- stationary-altitude satellite in eclipse. To
ricallv isolated surfaces in shaded cavities, investigate geometrical effects, we have
negative floating potentials may exceed those replaced Knott's use of the Mott-Smith and
on convex surfaces (c) in some conditions, two Langmuir

2 
orbit-limited current expression for

distinct floating potentials are predicted, collection ef Maxwellian ions by a unipotential
leading to the possibility of "bifurcation sphere, by the corresponding expression for an
phenomena" in which adjacent isolated surfaces infinite cylinder; both expressions have been
made of the same material may follow different shown

3 
to be upper bounds for collisionless ion

charging histories. The second calculation collection as a function of local surface pot-
described is a more elaborate two-dimensional ential, for three- and two-dimensional
simulation, presently under development, collectors, respectively, regardless of collec-

tor shape, sheath potential, or potential of
I. INTRODUCTION other parts of the collector. This replacement

causes a large decrease in ion collection and a
The performance of many satellites in corresp i large increase in n egtive

geostationary orbit has been degraded by correspondingly large increase in negative

anomalous events which include frequent shaded-side floating potentials (Sec. 3).
Another important ion-current restricti~n4 m y bespurious spacecraft cormmands and in some cases caused by "effective-potential barrier"' ' or

permanent damage. These events invariably "angular-momentum selection" effects, in which
appear to involve electrical discharges caused
by differential charging of spacecraft surfaces the presence of less-negative sunlit-side pot-to lrgereltiv poentils.Thelater on- entials produces dipnle and higher moments in
to large relative potentials. The latter con- the sheath potential

6
, causing steepening and

dition in turn is known to result from the contraction of the potential well surrounding
relatively large average energies (up to a few the shaded side (Fig.lY. A similar steepening
key) of the charged particle environment at effect will also occur if an isolated shaded
geostationary orbit altitude, particularly in surface element is surrounded by adjacent shaded
disturbed magnetospheric conditions. Since surfaces which for any reason have less negative
photoelectron emission from sunlit surfaces surfas (ih The mst have lessigaivtens t co~reaat fo inidet eectonpotentials (Fig.2). The most extreme possibility
feds, thcomerte olincunlitide strfe would be a potential profile which was equal to

space potential almost to the spacecraft surface,petentials close to space potential in most then fell discontinuously to surface potential.
cases, an estimate of differential charging This limit would correspond to a planar sheath"
magnitudes can be obtained by simply calculat- situation in which the ion collection on any
ing floating potentials of electrically shaded convex surface would be given by just the
isolated shaded surfaces, relative to space ion random flux. This amounts to a further ion
potential. In the present work, we have attem- current restriction which produces even larger
pted to obtain upper bounds on such potentials, increases in negative shaded-side floating
which in cases of interest are usually highly
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Figure 1: Steepening of shaded-side Figure 2: Conductive spacecraft with shaded
potential profile for a spacecraft with an isolated surface patch.
insulated surface, after Fahleson

6
.

potentials (Sec. 3). This situation corresponds 2. THEORY
to a velocity-space cutoff boundary for incident The ambient electron energy distributions
ions which is 'one-dimensional'; the cutoff used in the present work are a model quiet-time
boundaries corresponding to spherical and infin- spectrum (Knott

1
, Fig. I and a model disturbed

ite cylindrical collectors are, respectively, spectrum (Knott , Fig.2b) asd o measure

"three-dimensional" and "two-dimensional"
3  spectrum (Knott

, 
Fig.2b) based on measurements

(Sec. 2). by Shield and Frank
7 

and DeForest and Mcllwain
8 ,

respectively. Both of these distributions, and
We also show (Sec.3) that if shaded also the ambient ion distribution, are assumed

cavities containing isolated surfaces exist on a isotropic. The disturbed spectrum was chosen
spacecraft, negative potentials on such surfaces from the three used by Knott because it has a
may surpass even these predictions. In some higher average electron energy (-lOkeV) than
cases, more than one possible floating potential the others. In using it, we have changed it as
results from the calculation; this implies the follows: in the energy ranges 0.5 keV E lOkeV
possibility of "bifurcation phenomena" in which and l0keVS E5 40keV, wehave replacedKnottWs differential
adjacent isolated surfaces of the same material energy spectrum byf/2xlOeE- and Fx 109 E

-3
/2

may arrive at different floating potentials as a electrons/cri sec steradian keV, respectively,
result of differences in their charging histor- where E is energy. These relations are simpler
ies (Sec. 3). than those indicated by Knott, and they also

We have also modified Knott's calculation bring the model spectrum into closer agreement
with the data on which it is based. We there-

in another way, by including currents due to
electron backscattering (Sec.2). These currents fore believe that they may have been the ones
will tend to decrease net electron collection, actually used by Knott, and that the correspond-
thereby making floating potentials less negative ing parts of Fig. 2b in his paper may be
than otherwise (Sec. 3). A process not included incorrectly plotted. The resulting expressions

thanothrwis (Sc. ). Aproessnot nclded for orbit-limited fluxes (particle current

by either Knott or ourselves is secondary denit ted fluxs a c uaent

electron emission due to ion impacts; this will densites) Je, Ji Jsec and Jscat of ambient

also tend to make floating potentials less electrons, ambient ions, escaping secondary
negative. electrons and escaping backscattered electrons,

corresponding to three-, two-, and one-dimen-

We also describe (Sec. 4) a more elaborate sional cutoff boundaries, have been given by
two-dimensional numerical simulation which is Prokopenko and Laframboise

9
.

presently under development. In using these expressions we have made

further approximations as follows. We have int-
roduced a linear rise fromO to 1eV in both spectra,
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and an upper cutoff at 50keV in the quiet-time zero(s) of the function
spectrum, in order to avoid divergent integra- = , J&+ s + (
tions

9
. We have assumed

1 
that the ambient ions Jnet - i e Jsec scat

are Maxwellian with a temperature Ti = IkeV, and 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
that the random ion to electron flux ratio
Jlio/Jeo=O.

02
5. For the secondary electron Table I shows floating potential values

fractional veld 6(E), we have used following obtained by numerical solution of the equation
Knott

I
, the relation of SternglasslO: Jnet 0, where Jnet is given by Eq. (3). The

8(E)- 7.45 ax(E/Emx)exp[-2(E' ]. (I) most important feature of Table I is the very
mx x max () large floating potentials which are evident in

We have used values of 5max and Emax disturbed conditions in the presence of the
obtained from Gibbonsll, Hachenberg and Brauerl, two- and one-dimensional velocity-space cutoffs.
and Willis and Skinner

13
. The dramatic differences which exist among these

The process of electron backscattering, results are evidence that spacecraft geometryThe rocss o elctro bakacaterngand sheath potential shape are important
w h ich w a s n o t i n c lu d e d in K n o t t 's c a l c u la t i o n s , a n f l u e c e sh i no t t eria n nghfp o aa ng p o t nttans

becomes important at incident electron kinetic influences in determining floating potentials.

energies larger than those for which secondary ft is important to note that as floating

emission is dominant. For the backscattered potential becomes more negative, it also become

electron fractional yield '!, we have fitted the more sensitive to the presence of small amounts

results of Sternglass
14 

and Palluel15 with a of high-energy electrons. This means that if a

relation of the form: spacecraft should encounter conditions that are
"more disturbed" than those given by Knott's

'(E) = A- Bexp(-CE) (2) spectrum 2b, the values in Table I most likely
where the coefficients A,B, and C are functions to be significantly exceeded are those for the
ohe the oeicien Z andthe surface material. one-dimensional cutoff. This implies thst for

of te aomicnumer of he urfce mteral, design purposes in which worst-case information
We have evaluated A,B, and C for each surface is desiredpit i s im ortant to do calculations

material considered (Sec.3) by substituting i

Sternglass' and Palluel's values of at 0, 1 with the "most disturbed" electron spectra
available.

and 16 keV, into Eq,(2). In all cases, "i is a

very slowly varying function of E. For compound In obtaining these results, we have made no
surface materials, we have used an atomic number attempt to calculate the time needed to approach
given by a weighted average of those of each the steady-state conditions which they represert. "
constituent. In general, the most negative potentials

There exist more recent measure- correspond to a balance between the smallest
ments of 7116,17 which give generally larger currents, and will therefore involve the longest
values than those of Sternglass or Palluel, charging times.
especially for electrons having near-tangential
incidence. However, we have found these results Also evident in Table I are situations in

to be too fragmentary for our purposes, and we which the current-voltage characteristic of the
have therefore used Sternglass' results thr ough- surface has three roots. For these to occur, itout. Presumably we have therefore under- is necessary that fax be substantially greater

estimated , and our predicted floating than one, and that the incident spectrum

potentials in Sec. 3 will therefore be slightly contain a sufficient proportion of electrons in

more negative than more realistic corresponding the energy range where secondary emission is a

values, maximum. The centre root never represents a
possible floating potential, because it is

When surface potential cps>
0
, not all "unstable" in the sense that a small change in

secondary and backscattered electrons will surface potential would cause a net current
escape. To calculate flux escaping, we have collection of a sign which would drive the
assumed 14,18 for ease of calculation, that surface potential away from this root to one on
both secondary and backscattered electrons are either side. A further consequence of such a
emitted with Maxwellian velocity distributions situation is discussed below.having thermal energies Ese c = kT~p - 3 eV, and
haingthermsal enegie 2 o-az)'-kec r3set In comparison with the results of Knott
iveIy, regardless of the form of the incident Table I includes the further addition of back-
velocity distribution. Here, o is the average scattered electron flux (Sec. 2) and therefore
incident electron energy. We have further represents a more realistic physical situation.

assumed that escape of emitted electrons is In most cases, the net effect of backscatter is

orbit-limited i.e. that no barriers of effect- a moderate reduction of negative floating

ive potential
,4 ,5 

or negative barriers of potentials. In some cases, the reduction is

electric potential exist on the shaded side. large, as in the case of a gold surface exposed

Fahleson
6 
has pointed out that such barriers to the "quiet" spectrum. In several other cases,

are likely to exist on the sunlit side all associated with the quiet spectrum, back-

independently of any space-charge effects, if scattering changes a Wultiple-root to a

substantial shaded-sunlit differences exist in single-root situation . As indicated in Sec. 2,
we have probably underestimated backscattered

Va - fluxes, and we have also (Sec. 1) ignored

The floating potential(sa of an isolated secondary electron emission caused by ion
shaded surface element is(are)now given by the
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impacts. Both of these effects would tend to more negat ive. This effect will he strongest

further reduce negative potentials. tlowe,, r for backscattered electrons because their
such changes are likely to be sma!!. The higher emission energies will cause them to
results in Table 2 should probably be regardcu have straighter orbits. To draw firm
as consistent with observations of potentials contlusions will require detailed numerical
reaching -19kV on the ATS 6 spacecraft, as simulation. An additional feature of cavities

reported by Whipple". is their generally higher outgassing pressures,

Figures 3-7 show current -voltage charact- which will increase any tendencies for arcingto occur. More negative floating potentials
eristics for some of the situations in Table 1.

Figure 3 shows a "typical" single-root situat- ra' also result if the ambint electron

ion in which secondary and backscatter distribution contains beam-like constituents
2 0

contributions do not change the general shape which happen to be directed into a cavity.

of the net current curve. Figure 4 shows the Especially severe arcing problems are known

above-mentioned case of gold exposed to the to have occurred between electronic comp-

quiet spectrum, in which the backacatter onents mounted inside a cavity at one end of the

contribution changes a large predicted negative DSCS spacecraft.

floating potential to a much smaller value. Finally, we discuss some further implic-

Figure 5 shows a triple-root situation. ations of the multiple-root results shown in

Figure 6 shows the disappearance of a triple- Table I and Figure 5. Consider a situation
root situation because of backscatter. In involving two or more adjacent but isolated

Fig. 7, secondary electron current is suffici- spacecraft surfaces which are made of the same
ent by itself to prohibit a negative floating material, and whose external conditions change
potential, with time, as in the case of time-varying

We now examine situations which may arise ambient distributions, or a spacecraft rotation
inWthecseof painectatwis wha hay e which carries these surfaces from sunlight intoin the case of spacecraft which have shaded sao.Sc iuto ih nov h

cavities containing electrically isolated conuu evolution fgatsing oot toe

interior surfaces. Figure 8 shows an ideal- continuous evolution of a single-root into a

ization of such a spacecraft. We wish to show wulten ar io a tin phenomenon
thatthe ffets o sufaceconavit mywould then arise of a "bifurcation" phenomenonthat the effects of surface concavity may in which different surface elements followed

cause ion collection to be reduced more than different sre with forre-

net electron collection at an interior point different potential histories, with a corresp-
suchas , reatie t an xteior oin A ondingly large potential difference arising

such as B, relative to an exterior point A: between them. Again, detailed numerical
such a situation would result in floating simulations (Sec. 4) are necessary in order to
pTbetials emonegate than tose , of find out if such phenomena can actually occur.
Table 1. To demonstrate this possibility, we

first note that in the presence of an isotropic 4. TWO-DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL SIMULATION
ambient plasma, incident fluxes to anv surface

depend only
3 

on the locations, in velocity A numerical simulation program is being

space, of the cutoff boundaries inside of which developed
21

, having the following features:
the orbits of ambient particles can connect a) infinite circular cylindrical geometry

"from infinity" to the surface. Figure 8 shows with angle-dependence. Reasons for such a
a set of the associated "cutoff orbits". We choice include the following: A realistic

see from Fig. 8 that the included angle model must be at least two-dimensional because
between cutoff orbits has been reduced in going the asymmetry between sunlit and shaded

from A to B for ions but not for electrons, for surfaces is a key feature of the differential

which orbits tangential to the surface are charging problem. Cylindrical geometry is the
shown as reaching both A and B. Accordingly, simplest two-dimensional geometry, and it is
the incident ion current contribution for the also a useful approximation to many spacecraft

energy shown will also be reduced, but the shapes.
electron contribution will not. This picture b) ability to include effects of: velocity
is invalid for higher-energy electrons at B, distributions of incident particles, photo-

whose orbits are straighter and will have a electrons, secondary electrons, backscattered
greater tendency to connect back to the inter- electrons, and gun emissions: internal current

ior surfaces of the cavity. Even though such pathways including surface conductive layers.
higher-energy orbits wil enerally have lower c) quasistatic time-dependent iteration.

populations than lower-energy orbits, it is not In this procedure, sheath potential changes
clear whether the relative current reduction at during particle transit times are ignored.

B will be greater for ions or for electrons. This leads to the following iteration scheme:
However, this argument is intended to demon- An angle-dependent surface potential is chosen.

strate only the possibility that the bounds in Poisson's equation is then solved to provide a
Table 1 will be exceeded. On the other hand, radius- and angle-dependent static sheath
this possibility will be enhanced by the potential [see (d) below]. Particle orbits are

effects of secondary and backscattered elec- then followed numerically in this potential,
trons, which will tend to be recollected yielding surface charging rate as a function of
inside any cavity, rather than escaping into angle [orbit-following is, however, not used to

spare, th"i tending to increase net electron provide space-charge densities for Poisson's

collection and driving floating potentials equation: see (d) below'. These rates are then
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Figure 3. Current-voltage characteristic for aluminum in "quiet" conditions, with a
one-dimensional velocity-space cutoff. In Figs. 3-7, the zeros of the characteristics are
indicated by arrows.
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Figure 4: Current-voltage characteristic for gold In "quiet" conditions, with a one-dimensional
velocity-space cutoff.
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Figure 5: Current-voltage characteristic for aluminum oxide in 'quiet" conditions, with a
one-dimensional velocity-apace cutoff.
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Figure 6: Current-voltage characteristic for quartz in "quiet" conditions, with a two-dimensional
velocity-space cutoff.
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Figure 7: Current-voltage characteristic for activated beryllium-copper in "quiet" conditions,
with a one-dimensional velocity-space cutoff.

//

___ SPACECRAFT

SUNL IGHT

ION ORBITS
EL ECTRON ORBITS

Figure 8: Spacecraft with shaded isolated cavity, showing incident ion and electron orbits with
energies close to the lowest for which collection of each species is possible. The orbits shown

are cutoff orbits, defined as the most nearly tangential orbits for which incident particles of a
given energy are able to reach a given point on the spacecraft surface, having tangential velocity

component in a given direction.
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averaged over any conductive sector, and any of the plasma sheet and the magnetosphere,
currents transferred internally (including J. Geophys. Res. 75:5401-5414.
those through any surface layers having finite 8. DeForest, S.E., and Mcllwain, C.E. (1971)
conductivity) are subtracted off. The resulting Plasma clouds in the magnetosphere, J.
net charging rates are then used to carry for- Geophys. Res. 76:3587-3611.
ward one time-step, yielding new surface poten- 9. Prokopenko, S.M.L., and Laframboise, J.G.
tials. This procesA is then repeated until a (1977) Prediction of large negative shaded-
steady-state condition results, or, in a sit- side spacecraft potentials. In: Proceedings
uation in which external conditions vary with of the Spacecraft Charging Technology Conf-
time, is repeated to follow such time-dependence erence, C.P. Pike and R.R. Lovell, Editors,

d) use of simplified space-charge density Air Force Surveys in Geophysics, No.364,
expressions, rather than numerical orbit- Hanscom Air Force Base, Mass., Rep. AFGL-TR-
following, in solving Poisson's equation for 77-0051/NASA TMX-73537, pp. 369-387.
sheath potentials. This approximation is l0.Sternglass, E.J. (1950) Secondary electron
expected to yield large savings in computer emission and atomic shell structure, Pbys.
time. Furthermore, space-charge effects are Rev. 80:925-926.
likely to be small enough in most cases that any Il.Gibbons, D.J. (1966) Secondary electron
reasonable approximation for space-charge emission. In: Handbook of Vacuum Physics,
density will produce very little loss of A.H. Beck, Ed., Pergamon Press, Oxford,
accuracy. This statement is most valid for Vol.2, pp. 301-395.
ambient particles, since these have a typical 12.Hachenberg, 0., and Brauer, W. (1959) Second-
Febve length of order 10 meters. Some examples ary electron emission from solids, Adv.
of density approximations are described and Electronics Electron Phys. 11.413-499.
reviewed by Laframboise and Prokopenko

21
. Such 13.Willis, R.F., and Skinner, D,K. (1973)

approximations must ultimately be validated by Secondary electron emission yield behaviour
comparison with a few carefully chosen exact of polymers, Solid State Comm. 13:685-688.
calculations. A relatively small amount of nis- 14.Sternglass, E.J. (1954) Backscattering ofkil-
erical orbit-following is still used to calcul- ovolt electrons from solids, Phys. Rev. 95:345-358.
ate surface currents; see (c) above. IS.Palluel, P. (1947) Composante rediffusde

e) use of isotropic or beam-like (monokin- du rayonnement 6lectronique secondaire des
etic) ambient velocity distributions, or some m~taux, Compt. Rend. 224:1492-1494.
superposition of these, which can be used to 16.Thomas, S., and Pattinson, E.F. (1970)Range
approximate any ambient distribution as closely of electons and conLibution of backscattered
as desired. electrons in secondary production in aluminum,

J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 3:349-357.
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CHARGED-AREA EFFECTS ON SPACECRAFT DIELECTRIC ARC DISCHARGES

K.G. Balmain, P.C. Kremer and M. Cuchanski
Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Toronto
Toronto, Canada M5S IA4

INTRODUCTION MACRO-DISCHARGES

A great quantity of evidence exists in su- Large-scale dielectric specimens were moun-
port of the postulate that magnetic-substorm ted in a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
electrons cause arc discharges to occur on syn- which had been modified to produce an approxima-
chronous-orbit spacecraft [De Forest, 1972; tely uniform flood beam up to 10cm in diameter.
Fredricks and Scarf, 1973; Rosen, 1975, 1976a, In the experiments to be described, the acceler-
1976b, 1976c]. Extensive laboratory simulation ating voltage was 20kV and the beam current den-
studies [Adamo and Nanevicz, 1976; Balmain,1973; sity was 1 to 2 pA/cm

2 
incident on the die:Ict-

Balmain Orszag and Kremer, 1976; Hoffmaster rc surface. Shown in Fig. 1 is the exp~rimental
and Sellen, 1976; Stevens. Lovell and Gore, apparatus, including a 250 MHz bandwidt., osci1-
19761 have demonstrated the existence of strong loscope for display of the discharge -,rrent
and sometimes destructive arc discharges. These pulse.
range from tiny micro-discharges on dielectric atten.
specimens exposed to the focussed beam of a
scanning electron microscope, to destructive
lig1tning-like arcs up to 30cm in length trav-
ersing the surface of large, thin sheets of atten. splitter

metal-backed dielectric. The only existing
theory of the arc breakdown has been put forward
by Meulenberg [1976], a theory which has become T I
widely accepted and which describes the break- four
down between a buried layer of impacted elec- 50 XL
trons and the electron-depleted surface of the shunts
material. Because this theory is one-dimension-
al, its applicability is primarily to the coaxial
in~tial breakdown, while the propagation of the feedthrough specimenmounti

breakdown across the dielectric sheet very

likely proceeds in the manner described by Gross

[1957, 1958].

The main effect of discharge propagation %dielectric
apparently is to mobilize a large fraction of Ispecimen
the available embedded-electron charge into a etal % /
single arc which emits a burst of electrons mirror electro/
with an accompanying downward pulse of current beam I
into the metal backing. Therefore, it might
seem reasonable to expect that the dielectric %

specimen surface area would control the peak %
pulse current. The experiments to be described
involve variations in surface area at two very
different scales, one with specimens of varying
area (of the order of 1cm

2
) exposed to a fixed ctron

flood beam of electrons, and the other with gun

varying electron beam cross-sectional areas (of
the order of lO

4
cm

2
) incident on specimens Fig. 1 The discharge current -t vs-

with much larger areas. tem using the flood-1,,
modified SEM.
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The otho 
arc not 
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filt~mont: 
nrc ell.,, l 
ind1.cDtl.: 
~tronr.; r•. 
emiao !.or.·. 
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(a) Mylar specimen 48x26x0.12 
mm, showing central 
illuminated region and arc 
going to lower edge. 

(c) 100 A peak current pulses 
on a 10 cm 2 Mylar specimen 
().1 mm thick. Hor. scale 
50 ns/div. 

(L') S 1 J vercc!-Te flon discharg
es of 20~ peak on a 
specimen of 10 cm 2

• llor. 
,.;l'all• 50 ns/d!v. 

(b) Same specimen as at left, 
showing arc traversing 
illuminated region and 
going to upper edge. 

(d) Quartz fabric discharges 
of 1.6 A and 1.3 A peak 
on a specimen of 2 em:, 
Hor. scale 50 ns/div. 

(0 Aluminized-Kapton dis
charges on a 5 cm 2 

specimen, at IOOns/d!v. 
Large pulse: 9A peak. 

Examples of macro-discharges on various materials, for an incident-beam accelerating vol
tage of 20kV. 

picnl discharge arc can be seen in Fig. 
"lightning stroke" extending from the 

egion to the lower edge of the specimen. 
rays extending outward to the edges 

res but rather luminescent streaks 
ear for a short period after each dis
hen the reduced negative surface charge 
he incident electrons to reach the die
tl r face with appreciable energy. The 
right spot is illumination from the 
of the electron gun. In Fig. 2(b) an 
~ seen crossing the bright spot, thus 
g that the filament illumination is not 
Dugh to discharge tho specimen by photo-

~trongeAt di!lcharge currents measured 
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to date, 100 A peak, are shown in Fig. 2(c). 
Also shown in Fig. 2(d), (e) and (f) are typical 
discharges on quartz fabric, silvered-Teflon 
second-surface mirror, and aluminized-Kapton 
thermal blanket outer layer. 

One silvered-Teflon specimen (not shown) 
had its central region covered with an electri
cally conductive material. This produced the 
unexpected result of increased complexity in ap
pearance of the discharge arc, together with the 
occurrence of multiple-peaked current pulses. 

In order to study the anticipated specimen
area effects, experiments were conducted in 
which a specimen was sequentially halved in are, 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 



at each step being exposed to the flood beam of MICRO-DISCHARGES
electrons. For each step at least six discharge
current pulses were recorded and their peak cur- Defocusing of a staU.,ua'y (non-scanned)
rents averaged. The silvered-Teflon result of electron beam in an SEM was found to be an effec-
Fig. 3(a) for the first run (in which the speci- tive means of charging a very small, measurable
mens were alternately square and rectangular) area on a dielectric specimen. Measurement of
suggests the existence of a definite power-law the beam diameter was achieved by using the beam
relationship between peak current and area. A to implant a "stripe" of electrons across the
second run (square specimens only) was not sig- specimen. A secondary-electron image of the
nificantly different, charged stripe was made by using the photographic

scan mode of the SEM and examining the specimen
Similar experiments on copper-clad Mylar after a brief exposure to air in order to neu-

revealed the possibility of thickness dependen- tralize excess surface charge. Knowing the
ce. Fig. 3(b) shows that the thicker specimen magnification, it was straightforward to measure
exhibits by far the greater discharge current, the stripe width and hence the beam diameter.
The reasons for this are not clear although
conceivably they could involve occasional elec- The micro-discharge current pulses were
tron beam penetration of the thin specimen. measured using a sampling oscilloscope with a
100 4GHz bandwith, as shown in Fig. 4. A careful

(a) SILVERED TEFLON

-Zincident 1mm rexolite
electron copper-clad

C I beam on each side
a SI 

(1 cm sq.)

U 10
Slope =.57 e

aX x

X -@--*.- first run
= x second run

100 stage

(b) MYLAR ON COPPER coaxial cable feeds discharge

Slope 0.764

S10 0 tdB atten. delay s ignal0 sp itter

1 vacuumhi. b o trigger

mm t , rJ,, . " 9 1 **|

0.1 1 10 100

Area(cm
2
) Fig. 4 Arrangement of components in specimen

vacuum chamber of scanning electron
Fig. 3 The scaling of discharge peak cur- microscope, and instrumentation for

rent with specimen area for a 20kV measuring micro-discharge current pul-
beam. ses.

It was observed that the discharge pulse setting of the oscilloscope trigger threshold
duration is not simply related to the area. In made possible the selection of the strongest

the silvered-Tefion experiments the pulse dura- pulses, and the frequent discharge occurrence
tion (at half peak current) increased very er- made possible the recording of relatively smooth
ratically from 15ns to lOOns with increasing pulse envelopes (an example of which is shown in
area. However, for the 0.1mm Mylar, the dura- Fig. 5) by taking one sample per pulse and step-
tion increased from 15ns to 25ns, again errati- ping the sampling time through the duration of
cally. It is difficult to draw conclusions the pulse. The smoothness of the measured pulses
from these pulse duration observations although indicates that the discharge phenomenon is
it can be said that the dielectric arcs bear highly repeatable within a small region of the
little resemblance to capacitor discharges, dielectric surface. During each experiment the
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discharge In the figure the experimental points show a de-
waveform finite tendency for peak current to increase

with charged area, but the points exhibit no
A well-defined dependence on beam voltage. If

beam voltage effects exist, they are not so pro-

0.15 nounced as charged-area effects or the effects
of using different materials such as Mylar, as
indicated in Fig. 7.

peak
Teflon 0.1mm thick, current

0.10 beam voltage 20kV,
effective irradiated A

area 4.5 x 10-
8
m2. effective irradiated

0.35 area

---------------------------------1.1 x 10-
8 m 

20.05 IixO-8m2
0 0.30 - 4.5 x 10 m

0.25

Mylar
0 O.Imm thick

0 1 2 3 4 5 ns 0.20

time

Fig. 5 A sampled current-pulse envelope. 0.15 Teflon-,,
0.1mm thick/ Tflon

position of the beam was changed very slowly to 0.i0 0.8mm thick
avoid "fatiguing" any point on the specimen. 4

Because of the slow beam movement descri- 0.05 --
bed above, the effective charged area was esti-
mated to be larger than the beam cross-section,
and the area was computed as shown in Fig. 6. 01

peak current 10 15 20 25 30 kV
A beam voltage
1.0

eff-ctive irradiated area

A=---- Fig. 7 Micro-discharge peak current depen-
d r dence on material, specimen thickness,

charged area and beam voltage.

d - (1 + i/4)d
2  

The frequency of occurrence of discharge

pulses is strongly dependent on beam voltage, as
£ s shown in Fig. 8. The low frequency of occurr-

£ ence with Mylar is offset by high peak discharge
0.1 X currents, in terms of its potential as a source

The variations in pulse shape are summari-
zed in Figs. 9 and 10, in terms of rise time and

5pulse width. Rise time is defined as the time
beam voltage interval between the 10% and 90% points, and

o - 20kV pulse width is defined as the time interval be-

A - 25kV tween points at 1/3 the peak value. The rise
x - 30kV time appears to increase with beam voltage, in-

0.01 ,Teflon 0.8mm thick dependent of area, while the pulse width shows

0a tendency to increase with area. Otherwise it
10

-9  
10

-8  
10

-  
is clear that pulse shape is characterized main-

area m
2  

ly by a high degree of variability.

Fig. 6 Micro-discharge peak current as a
function of charged area, with beam
voltage as a parameter.
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pulses number of
per discharges Teflon 0.8mm thick

s condl z beam voltage 25kV

22 effective irradiated effective irradiated

area Teflon 20, area 4.5x10-8m
2

200-------1.1 x 10
8
m
2  I0.8mm2o /)thick is..

180 4.5xl1 m

# ns

160 / eflon 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 rise time
0.1mm thick

140, / Fig. 9b Typical rise time histogram, calcu-

120. /lated from 57 pulse envelopes.

100 - pulse width

80 ns effective irradiated area

, Mylar 2.2 ......- 1.1 x 10-8m
2

60 -0.1mm __ 5xl~
2 i

thick 4.5 x 10-8m
2

40 2.0
Teflon

20 1.8 0.1/mm
0 1.8 /thick

0

10 15 20 25 30 kV 1.6 /

beam voltage

Fig. 8 Micro-discharge frequency of occurr- l.- P
ence. .

Teflon -

1.2 0.8mm ,

riethick 
Mylar

rise tiOcm thlck

time o L -
kV

ns 10 15 20 25 3 0

0.8 beam voltage

Fig. 10a Micro-discharge average pulse width.
0.7 Mylar

O .1mm , "

0.6 thick /

Teflon /
O.mm number of

o 5 thick discharies

% Teflon 0.8mm thick,

0.4 Teflon beam voltage 25kV,

0.8 mm 20, effective irradia-

thick effective ted area 4.5xlO-m2.

0.3 Teflon 0.8mm irradiated area 10 f
thick .... 1. 1 x lo-

8 m
2

45x1 -8 m2
0.2 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 ns

10 15 20 25 30 kv pulse width

beam voltage
Fig. 10b Typical pulse width histogram, cal-

Fig. 9a Micro-discharge current pulse aver- culated from 57 pulse envelopes.

age rise time.
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104 , ,

Spacecraft designi
10 

3 
_region I

01000

Region of medium-scale experiments - - at Ira2
102 on Silvered Teflon second-surface

mirror 0 Slope of line-0.575

0 
I  

Region of micro-discharges on Teflon

in scanning electron microscope

2 5 -3 -2 - 2 3 4 5

10 10 10 10 10 1 10 10 10 10 10

Surface Area of Dielectric 
(cm

2

Fig. 11 Extrapolation of macro-discharge peak-current scaling law for Teflon (from Fig. 3a). The
dots indicate micro-discharge data for Teflon (from Fig. 6, without distinction as to
beam voltage).

CONCLUSIONS in general, it can be concluded that stan-
dard and modified scanning electron microscopes

A definite tendency for discharge peak cur- can provide discharge data over very wide ranges
rent tofinrease wtedncr n d charged reak u of parameters. Therefore, larger and more ex-

rent to increase with increasing charged areab
has been identified for both macro-discharges and pensive vacuum chambers appear to be unnecessary
micro-discharges. The experimental data from for much of the experimentation necessary to
both regimes is plotted on the same graph in gain an understanding of surtace discharge arcs
Fithg.11, i whiche the xtapoae marodis- and to develop new and better spacecraft mater-Fig. 1, in which the extrapolated macro-dis- ials.

charge straight-line characteristic can be seen
to pass close to the micro-discharge experimen-
tal points. The fit of this line to the micro- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
discharge points would be very close if the

effective charged area were larger by a factor

of about two, a realistic possibility. The The authors acknowledge with pleasure the
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A PROPOSED MECHANISM FOR THE INITIATION AND PROPAGATION

OF DIELECTRIC SURFACE DISCHARGES

G. T. Inouye and J. M. Sellen, Jr.
TRW Defense and Space Systems Group

Redondo Beach, California

INTRODUCTION the charge relocation transient and the peak
levels of charge relocation. These total

This technical brief will examine the pos- charges and maximum relocation currents can
sible mechanisms under which negatively charged affect the operation of spacecraft systems and,
dielectric surfaces may release the stored if sufficiently large, can degrade the conduc-
charge on trese surfaces. To be specifically tion properties of the ground straps from the
relevant to the problems of differentially spacecraft ground to the rear face metallized
charged spacecraft in space, attention here films.
will be restricted to the surface charge on
very thin (less than .1 mm) polymeric films INITIATION AND PROPAGATION OF THE
whose outer (space exposed) face is dielectric DIELECTRIC SURFACE DISCHARGE
material and whose rear face contains a metal-
lized layer which is electrically connected to It is cormmonly observed in laboratory exper-
the spacecraft ground. Such dielectric/metal iments of dielectric films under conditions of
films correspond, thus, to the thermal control severe differential chargeup (voltage across
blanket materials cormmonly used on spacecraft. the dielectric films in excess of 10 kilovolts

and electric stress levels in excess of 1 mega-
The specific concern of this technical brief volt per centimeter) that comparatively large

is that condition in which the outer face of areas of the film can be discharged. The ex-
the dielectric film is charged to large ne~a- planation of these dielectric "clean-offs" can
tive potentials (in excess of 10 kilovolts) be approached from either one of two widely di-
with respect to the rear face metal film. Such vergent viewpoints. In the first method of
conditions of severe differential chargeup are explanation, the discharge of the dielectric
believed to be present on many spacecraft at surface initiates at a single point and then
geosynchronous orbits during periods of mag- propagates across the dielectric surface with
netic substorm activity. The accumulation of the majority of the charge release at any given
negative charge on non-sunlit dielectric sur- point on the surface occurring as the discharge
faces can result in differential chargeup volt- wave propagates past the given point. Another
ages across the dielectric film in the range possible direction of explanation fo- the sur-
from 10 to 20 kilovolts if sufficient photo- face clean-off is that, while the discharge may
electron release from spacecraft conducting initiate at a single point, the charge release
surfaces can occur as a result of solar ultra- from the dielectric surface takes place at the
violet absorption on those conducting surfaces, same time over the bulk of the surface area be-

ing discharged. The explanation to be used in
If sufficient differential chargeup across this technical brief is that discharge initiates

the dielectric films is present, discharge of at a single point on the surface and then propa-
the stored charge and the stored energy across gates as a discharge wave. The principal areas
the dielectric surface can result. These dis- of interest relating to such postulated proces-
charges will be termed dielectric-to-metal arcs ses are the mechanism of propagation, the speeds
to distinguish the (dielectric) cathode source of propagation, the allowed extent of the pro-
of the discharge electrons. In space, the ac- pagation wave before extinction, and the effec-
tual course of the arc electron currents may be tiveness of the dielectric surface clean-off as
from the dielectric surface to spacecraft metal the wave progresses past any given point on the
surfaces (and thence to the rear face metal- surface.
lized film) or from the dielectric surface to
the space plasma (with the subsequent motion of Figure I illustrates the potential (as a
a space plas~ma electron from space to the ex- function of position) along the exterior of a
posed conducting portions of the spacecraft, dielectric surface for a surface at high level
and, again, to the rear face metallized films), negative chargeup, and indicates the sudden re-
The principal concerns of such surface dis- alteration of that potential under an assumed
charges will be the total charge contained in breakdown of the dielectric. The breakdown
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S-field, then the '6ischarge wave might be expected
to extinguish. Under many types of physical be-
havior, a point initiated disturbance which at-

V f-(E,% F ,1,Lt. J tempts to propagate into a broader spatial re-

(a) gion will suffer a diminution of its driving
force because of the continued increase in thevs Asize of the disturbance front and, hence, will

-E11- s ,.ECAR-FROE> have only limited propagation. For the surface
'dF, i - "IRF. ., .. discharge wave (which is assumed here to be

point initiated) to propagate over these broad
regions cf dielectric surface, will require some

(b _ . mechanism which somehow "steepens" the surface
-------- potential gradient wave and maintains steepness

of the wave above critical levels as the wave
REAR FACE FIV-,AFZED 1R. progre-ses.

5-1. R6RAkDOWN(CANNL FROM REAR FACE F
F.R suR R( F A . ,c Rc., 5uRACF, Figure 2 illustrates the required wave steep-

- EC'FNTAL. CRADIr.T RECI , -- ening action which allows the wave to continue
to propagate into ever broadening regions with-

S .-- out an extinction of its driving force. The ex-
, S j" L.//".- planation of the wave steepening is the secondary

(ci~_~-.............. electron multiplication gain which causes the
, surface potential at the trailing part of the

DIEER ERIC
REAR' wave to advance relative to the head of the wave

until the head of the wave is forced forward by
the steepening potential gradient along the sur-

Fig. 1. Dielectric bulk breakdown, formation face.
of a surface potential gradient region s
and secondary electron multiplication //
in the potential gradient region of a X

severely stressed dielectric film. X

assumed here is a point breakdown through the - / ,C . ,RF,,' C.

bulk of the dielectric, but, it should be em- A RCF' -. CE R ..... ..
phasized, that similar overall dielectric sur- /DIR" "

face potential gradients may be expected if the/ / CFSC CNFAF, F ECiEC

breakdown is a surface breakdown (of limited A/ FI ,TiPCF -A,,_A- A-

extent) at the edge of the dielectric. In V sC ED DR IC,.C( FA F "RIFE

either instance, the surface of the dielectric s CR ARE . . .. . .

now is the site of surface potential gradients PORE A A - INIF-K 1 11.F

which may range as high as the previously ex-
isting bulk potential gradients (i.e., at Fig. 2. Surface potential gradient steepening
levels in excess of 1 megavolt/cm). action as a result of secondary elec-

tron multiplication avalanching and in-
It is commonly known that dielectric sur- dicated propagation of the surface po-

faces cannot sustain surface potential gradi- tential wave structure.
ents significantly above levels of ,104 volts/
cm and Fig. I illustrates the action of a very ELECTRON CURRENT RELEASE LIMITATIONS IN
small element of such a stressed surface under DIELECTRIC SURFACE DISCHARGES
such levels of electric field. In the process
illustrated there, an electron leaving the sur- While the mechanisms illustrated in Fig. 2
face at point a is accelerated in the surface would allow the discharge to propagate (and to
potential gradTient field and strikes the sur- propagate indefinitely provided only that
face at point b. If the #lectron energy gain I
over the distance from a to b exceeds the level Es • X > VI, where Es
at which secondary electron emission is in ex-
cess of unity, then the charge release at point is the surface electric field, X is the electron
b will exceed the entering charge at that point hopping distance and VI is the required electron
and a growing quantity of charge will continue acceleration voltage for the secondary electron
across the surface from point b to point c, etc. emission ratio to exceed unity), there remain ma-
as illustrated in Fig. I. jor unanswered questions over the disposition of

the electron charge released from the surface
The basic mechanism in Fig. I can result in through the secondary electron multiplication

a propagating discharge wave if the action of wave process. Initially (i.e., at the discharge

the charge release is, somehow, to preserve the outset), such electrons would be attracted to
conditions that severe surface potential gra- space (assumed here to be at a positive poten-
dients continue to exist on the surface. If, tial with respect to the dielectric surface) or

on the other hand, the release of charge on the to the exposed conducting portions of the space-
surface causes a diminution of surface electric craft (also at positive potentials). It should
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be noted, however, that as the area of discharg- space charge limited, rather than emission lim-
ed surface increases that, ultimately, many re- ited.
gions of the previously charged dielectric sur-
face are now at positive potentials (as a re- Under the assumed process of space charge
sult of the discharge) with respect to the sur- limited flow from the dielectric surface to
face potentials at the site of the still propa- space and with the perveance limitations pre-
gating surface discharge wave and, hence, may sented there, it would appear that the electron
attract the electrons being released at the release currents from large area dielectric sur-
propagdting wave site to initiate a "re-charge" faces would not materially exceed those of small
process at the previously "cleaned-off" surface area dielectric surfaces but merely that the
locations. This discharge/recharge action, if discharge time of the large surfaces would be
it occurs, would tend to limit the extent of longer than those discharge times of smaller
final surface clean-off and it should not be areas. This conclusion does not agree with the
expected that total surface clean-off would recent ESTEC1 2 measurements in which both the
-esult. magnitude of the surface electron release cur-

rents and the duration of the current release
The experience of various investigators has pulse were observed to increase as the extent of

l.J many to conclude that the surface clean- the charged surface area increased. It should
offs were almost total. Experiments at TRW be noted, however, that the magnitudes of re-
have ranged from very high levels of clean-off leased electron currents did not scale linearly
(nearing 100% within the accuracy of the mea- with surface area but were at a somewhat reduced
surement) to values more nearly 30%. Using di- rate (increases by a factor of 7 in Idischarge
electric surfaces in which the rear face metal- were observed for surface area increases in the
lized film has been segmented and with separate order of 20) and it may be that the surface dis-
current leads to the separate rear face metal charge waves propagating out over the larger di-
segments, some evidence has been found it, the electric surface have, because of their greater
TRW measurements, that surface discharge clean- dispersion, a higher perveance with respect to
offs on one area of the dielectric may be re- space than the more compressed "cathode" loca-
depositing surface charge in other (previously tion sites of the smaller dielectric samples
discharged) areas of the dielectric. These used in these measurements.
particular measurements at TRW (which were
undertaken primarily to determine the propaga- Another possible limitation, in principle, in
tion speeds, if any, of surface discharge waves) the electron release current is the velocity of
did reveal some evidence of site-to-site charge the discharge wave propagation across the di-
relocation currents which can have implications electric surface. If it is assumed ti.at the
relative to current recirculation loops in the passage of the discharge wave over a dielectric
spacecraft frame and in the several grounding surface element causes a diminution of AV in the
loops which may be in place for a single, ex- chargeup voltage across the film, the total re-
tended area, dielectric film and rear facing lease current by a discharge wave moving across

metallized layer. a surface is

If electrons from the discharge surface, and Ie = A C LV (1)
upon being released from that surface, must be
drawn to space, then space charge limitations where A is the area of surface discharged per
between the areas of electron release and space unit time and C is the capacitance of the di-
can limit the total current transported to electric film/metallized film per unit area. If
space at any one instant. In the electron flow the discharge wave front is burning across a
to space the effective current carrying config- front width of W and if the wave propagation
uration is that of a spherical diode in which speed is vdw, then
the dielectric surface is the cathode and the
space is the anode. The perveance of such di- A = Vdw (2)
odes is typically of "unit" perveance levels
(i.e., at 10-6 amperes per volt to the three and
halves power), and, hence, for a 10 kilovolt
differential potential between the dielectric le = Wvdw C -V (3)
surface and space, electron release currents as
large as the ampere level might be expected to For capacitance values of 30 picofarads/cm 2 , a
flow before space charge limitations set in. differential voltage change of 10 kilovolts as
This assumes, of course, that the potential of a result of discharge wave passage (perhaps a
the underlying metallic spacecraft structure is high side estimate), then
unchanged during this emission process. If the 7
replacement or recollected plasma electron cur- Ie(amperes)=W(cm)vdw(cm/sec)(3xlO) (3')
rents to the underlying metallic surface are
insufficient to maintain its potential, the and for a wave front length of 10 centimeters
space charge limited currents will be even and a propagation wave velocity of 106 cm/sec,
smaller. It is also assumed that the secondary
electron multiplication process on the dielec- le - 3 amperes, (3")
tric surface is capable of releasing amperes of
electrons and that the overall flow process is a typical clean-off current release observed for
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small samrple dielectrics. If. on tAe other frame potential. If the released electrons move
hand, W ' 100 centimeters and vdw = cm/sec, into the space plasma, then the spacecraft frame
Ie rises to levels of several hundreeamperes, will move to positive potentials with respect to
as has been observed in the ESTEC extaoriments. the space plasma and will extract electrons from

that plasma to complete the current circuit.
In searching for possible limitations to the If, on the other hand, the electrons from the

electron release current, three such 1imitations dielectric outer surface move to exposed con-
may be noted. The first of these is that ductinq elements of the spacecraft frame, then

inly minor changes of the spacecraft frame po-
V< Vchrgeup (4) tential occurs.

and this limitation has been taken in p. account The degree to which these limitations are
in the calculations above. A second limitation firm and the degree to which such limitations
is that the width of the "burning' front of the may be lifted through configurational changes
discharge wave must be somehow related to the remains to be determined. However, the present
scale size of the sample and to the ability of evidence is that peak discharge currents observ-
the wave to propagate from an initially small ed in the larger sample ESTEC measurements ex-
discharge into the larger scale discharge. If ceeded levels of 100 amperes, and, because there
the dielectric sample is a square of length, L, may be even larger currents than those observed
along each side which can flow from dielectric cathodes to pos-

itive potential locations or regions if those
W < 4L (5) locations are more closely spaced to the dielec-

tric cathode location, the examination of such
by geometrical considerations alone. The final surface discharge currents remains as an impor-
limitation is in the velocity of the propagating tant (and presently uncompleted) task. What is
wave. Because the discharge in this postulated apparent at present is that the surface clean-
behavior is created by secondary electron multi- off mechanism can propagate over larger areas,
plication and, in the larger area propagation case, can

release large currents (in excess of 100 amperes)
Vdw < Vse (6) in these larger geometry situations. Charge-

- recharge currents of this order of magnitude can
where vseis the average velocity of a secondary also be postulated between various discharging
electron in the avalanche process. For secon- areas of dielectric and previously discharged
dary electron energies at an average value of areas of the dielectric.
several hundred electron volts, SUMMARY

vse -. 3x108 cm/sec (7) This technical brief has advanced a proposed

If all of these upper bound limitations are uti- mechanism for the initiation and propagation of
lized in Eq. (3) then a maximum release current dielectric surface discharges. The predicted
(neglecting space charge effects and the result- behavior of dielectric surfaces under the mech-
ant perveance limitations) is anisms proposed here would be consistr;it with

the presently known patterns of behavior of such
Ie < 3x10 4 amperes (8) surfaces. It should be emphasized, however,

that the experimental data base in this surface
for L = 100 cm and vse = 3 x 108 cm/sec. It is chargeup and discharge area is still compara-
obvious that such large currents do not, in tively limited and that considerably more com-
practice, take place so that other limiting plicated behavior may, in fact, be present than
mechanisms must be in effect. is contained in this simplified discharge model.

Because of the magnitudes of the peak discharge
The use of vdw < vse as a limitation is cer- currents thus far observed and because of the

tainly an upperbound to the discharge wave ve- comparatively large areas of dielectric which
locity. In point of fact, the pulse length for may (at least partially) clean off during such
discharge currents from both small and medium discharges, it would appear that a continued
sized dielectric samples tend to indicate that effort should be made to more thoroughly under-
discharge wavg propagation speeds must be in stand this discharge process.
range from 10 to 10' cm/sec and, hence, are
considerably less than vse. The limitation on REFERENCES
discharge wave propagation speed is probably
limited to the rate of charge extraction at the 1. Bogus, K. P., "Investigation of a CTS Solar
head of the discharge wave rather than to sec- Cell Test Patch Under Simulated Geometric
ondary electron velocity in the wave mid-point. Substorm Charging Conditions," Proceedings
The assumed potential configuration in which the of the Spacecraft Charging Technology Con-
dielectric surface is at negative potential and ference, AFGL-TR-77-0051, NASA TMX-73537,
the spacecraft frame is at the space plasma po- Feb. 24, 1977.
tential (infinity) is a valid starting point

configuration. The release of negative charqe 2. Private communication from K. P. Bogus,
from the outer face of the dielectric may or may July 8, 1977, material to be published.
not result in a positive excursion in spacecraft
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REDUCTION OF SPACECRAFT CHARGING

USING HIGHLY EMISSIVE SURFACE MATERIALS

A. G. Rubin, P. L. Rothwell and G. K. Yates
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hanscom AFB, MA 01731

ABSTRACT

Recently it has been found that electrical spacecraft charge. With the advent of
charging of spacecraft to high potentials takes computer simulation techniques and further
place on satellites at high altitudes, in par- measurements of the secondary emission
ticular at synchronous orbit. There is evi- coefficients of polymer materials, it is now
dence that arcing occurs, which degrades possible to carry out a more detailed study.
thermal control surfaces and damages elec- It is shown here, not only that secondary
tronics.* Spacecraft charginl is discussed by emission reduces the average spacecraft
S. DeForestl and A. Rosen. potential, but more precisely, this effect

comes about because of the interplay between

It is not at present possible to eliminate the distribution of incident particle energies
spacecraft charging by simple expedients and the secondary emission yield curve of
such as a metallic spacecraft surface, less the surface materials. This effect can be
complicated geometries or better Faraday used to advantage to reduce the magnitude of
cages because of constraints of weight, spacecraft charging.
thermal control and satellite operational
requirements. For materials with secondary emission

coefficient greater than unity, we show that
The purpose of the present paper is to charging is due only to the high-energy tail

examine the possibility of preventing space- of the distribution of incident particles.
craft from charging to high potentials by Given this result, we show that charging can
utilizing surface materials with a high second- be mitigated by employing materials whose
ary emission coefficient, such as teflon and secondary emission remains greater than

quartz. A plasma simulation code developed unity to high incident energies. The magni-
by the authors is run for representative cases. tude of charging is calculated for several
It is shown that spacecraft charging is pre- materials and for a range of incident energies
vented over a wider range of ambient plasma to show in detail what potentials can be
temperatures for more emissive materials, expected.

I. INTRODUCTION II. APPROACH

It is now well established that spacecraft The objective of the computer model is
can attain very high voltages relative to the to realistically simulate plasma- spacecraft
ambient environment. The design of space- interactions. 5, 6 It presently treats time-
craft in terms of geometries and surface dependent plasma phenomena in the limit of
materials properties determines the resulting spherical symmetry. Although future plans
differential charging between various loca- anticipate the incorporation of a realistic
tions on the spacecraft. For a more recent three-dimensional spacecraft geometry,
summary we refer the intere hted reader to understanding of the spherically symmetric
the Proceedings of the S acecraft Charging limit uniquely identifies plasma effects.
Technology Conference.

We use what is commonly called a
As Knott4 previously showed, materials 'particle pusher" model. That is, one

with high secondary emission yield tend to approximates the actual plasma by a number
reduce the maximum potentials to which of 'computer" particles whose charge,
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position, angular momentum and velocity are temperature. The points on the bottom curves
tracked in time. By properly weighting these were obtained by simulating the presence of
computer particles, reasonable statistics can the spacecraft in a neutral plasma at t = o.
be obtained near the spacecraft. 5 Appropriate The surface potential then changes in a time-
particle distributions are generated either by dependent manner until entering and exiting
a Monte Carlo technique or by a systematic surface fluxes are in equilibrium. This is
loading of the velocity and spatial intervals the steady-state condition and is represented
("quiet start').

6  
by the points shown. The number of points is

restricted by the length of computer time
For purposes of comparison we have needed to reach the steady-state.

initially restricted ourselves to Maxwellian
distributions. However, both methods (Monte Note from Figure 2 that an increase in
Carlo and Quiet Start) can easily be extended 8m from 1. 5 to 2. 5 increases the energy
to any distribution that can be numerically range for low spacecraft potentials by at least
integrated. Once the neutral plasma is a factor of two. The higher value of 

8
m is

created, the computer tracks the particles consistent with the emission properties of
and recalculates the potential at each time teflon. 8,9 Materials with lower secondary
step. Particles that hit or are emitted from emission1 0 

will have a dip in the surface
the spacecraft are taken into account as well voltage versus energy profile. (Note the
as those that enter and exit the sheath left-hand side of Figure 2). This dip arises
boundary. Thus, the computerized sheath because 8<< 1 at low energies and the
structure dynamically evolves in analogy with potential will be

5
- 2. 5 kTe depending on the

the physical situation, ratio Te/Ti. As more secondaries are

emitted at higher incident energies, they
This computer code treats secondaries eventually dominate over the ambient current

by emitting a properly weighted electron for and causes the spacecraft to go slightly
each electron incident on the surface. The positive. This creates the dip. The space-
energy of the emitted electron is consistent craft potential is restricted on the positive
with a Maxwellian distribution with a tem- side due to the low energy ( _Z. 5 eV) of the
perature of 2. 5 eV. Backscattering is taken emitted secondaries. Any positive increase
into account by also reemitting the incident in the floating potential increases the
electron with an energy consistent with that returning secondary current to the spacecraft
shown by Sternglass. The amount of back- and, hence, prevents further rise in the
scattering is determined by a random number potential.
generator that allows the total backscattering
to be in agreement with experimental data. Figure 2 is without photoemission and,

therefore, represents a spacecraft in the
The secondary emission yield is given eclipse when most charging events take place

by
7  

Previous simulation results with photoemis-
sion showed that photo currents that are much

8/6m= e2 E EXP F- 2 (E /Em  1/21 (1) less than the ambient current will cause large
mm E swings in the spacecraft surface potential as

where E is the incident energy and 8 is the the spacecraft comes into sunlight. The

secondary yield at E. The parameter e is same effect is seen here with secondary

Euler's constant and the parameter 
8

m is emission replacing the photo current. Small
increases in the secondary emission current
can cause large changes in the surface

Figure 1 shows the secondary emission potentials.

yield for various polymers. It is seen thatkaptn, or xampe, as lowyied wileThe right-hand side of Figure 2 is con-
teflon has a high yield (6w e sistent with the secondary emission

properties of quartz and teflon. Figure 1

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS shows that kapton, which is used for the
external coating of thermal lankets, has

Figure Z shows our results for two an especially low secondary mission yield.
The present results indicate that other more

different yield curves. The top curves are

the yields as calculated from equation (1). emissive materials should be considered as

The bottom curves represent the surface possible replacements in order to inhibit

potential as a function of the ambient electron spacecraft charging over a wider range of
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environmental conditions.
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A PLASMA BRIDGE NEUTRALIZER FOR THE NEUTRALIZATION 
OF DIFFERENTIALLY CHARGED SPACECRAFT SURFACES* 

G. K. Komatsu and J. M. Sellen, Jr. 

Systems Group Research Staff 
TRW Defense and Space Systems Group 

Redondo Beach, California 902 78 

INTJ10DUCTION 

cb:~rge-up of spacecraft surfaces in 
etic substorms and at geof'ynchronous 
(tuces ie now a generally accepted 
1 for the electrical equilibration of 

I 
dt ur;d~1· such conditions. A particu
'ere form of spacecraft charge-up, 
cifically, differential ~harge-up, 
1hen the metallic frame of the space
:)hO~:oemissively clamped to the ambient 

· 1sma potential, while the dielectric 
·daces of the spacecraft are charged 
ty to high potentials by the deposition 
~tic .;mbatorm electrons, 

sp11-.~ecraft which include an !ott 

in the system complement, it is of 
to examine the possibility that charged 
from the ion thruster can be nse:l to 

·-~effects of these differentia! cr..lrge
oace~~·aft surfaces. A specifically 
ng possibility is that ions from the 
>lume of the vlasma bridge cl[!l\.!ha·J<ge 
~er can be used to neutralize the de
•ubstorm electrons on spacecraft 
c (insulating) surfaces. 

not easily possible to duplicate, in 
,_- ... ~. . '.. . 

• __ ._ ... _._.., o.:....-.o..;. :....~ ..... ,;,.o,;.;..,• .4.i,i.V•A (.11!' 

Nhich occur for electrically lsnh· ·-" 
:ft in the very dllute, but very cnf'r
targed particle environments o! the 
; sub:o1orm!'l, It Is possible, how!'•:er, 
nc certain aspects of charged par1:c1l' 
n tho plume o! the plasma dlechnr;,t~ 
.cr to ne~tntlvoly charged llurfaceH, 
• th~~~ t:1raln!',g~ current measurements 
he charg11rl particle flow behav~or for 
in 11rnce. It nhould bo pointed out 
'Pe<'iflc emphuls h('Jre !a upon r.hn"rg«'cl 
d!Uulli(Jn In the~ Pl'O!:!cnco o£ very dilute 
plnl!mn, IJuch ns thou fou11d nt gco
l('ltts altlturlcs, l;-or tho compnrntlvely 

)'rl< aupportcd unrlcr Contract NAS 
( ;, i<'H' NASA-Lewis Rcnearch Gentt!r. 
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dense (and comparatively nonenergetlc) ambi
ent plasmas encountered in the lower regions of 
the ionosphere, spacecraft charge-up is not of 
concern and the diffusion of charged particles 
from the thruster to spacecraft surfaces is 
considered to be significantly reduced relative 
to those diffusion levels encountered in the 
very dilute, geosynchronous region, plasmas. 

This technical brief describes a series of 
measurements and the charged particle trans
port from the plasma discharge neutralizer of 
an ion thruster to various surfaces at differing 
distances and at varying potentials with yespect 
to the thruster, 

EXPEIUMENT SETUP 

In the initial planning of the experimental 
tests, the principal requirement of the experi
mental array was that. It ehould be capl\ble of 
detecting relatively small drainage currents of 
pos itlvely charged ions to various surfaces at 
variable ncgattve bias potentials, The notion 
that the positive ion current flow would be at 
omall levels follows gen.,rally from the apace 
cJlin "'o "'"' "'~.,:. ~ - ~- .. limitations on euch 
J.iuw... :--~ "'harll:e limitations in cur·-·· 
rent flO\VS ~H ~~,:';~~~ ""-Ua-..,_ .·. "'--flo, .. f'lerUa(ty 
to diminish &I the Inverse aqua.rc .::.~ ~~- ., __ 
tto"lce from the particle source to the particle 
cotlector, Bocauee these distances can be 
comparatively large Cor spacecraft with ton 
thru stora, the experimental apparatus might 
anticipate that the currentl over these larae 
acparatlon distances would be greatly reduced. 
A ScCC~::! me.jc!' ~!'~tor In the redu~lon or the 
currant 11 the high man oc tho liJ1 · iuiis !~ 
the dltu~hug~:~ neutrallaer plume {notlnl that 
tho spaca charge llnllt.ad current It lnveraely 
prnport1on11.l to the equat•e root of the charged 
particle man). Another requirement of th~ 
experimental array I• that It ahould be capable 
of detecting charged partlclo flowa to uverat 
dlCCerent aur!acea which, If poulbh!, ahould 
hn nt various dllltanetll from the thruater and 
lttt neutral111er. 

,;::sT AVAILABLE COPY 



Figure I illustrates features of the experi- Measurement of Drainage Current to
mental array in these current drainage tests, the Cylinder
The ion thruster was installed in the 5 by 10 foot
test chamber as illustrated. The ion thruster When a negative bias potential is applied
sputter shield was in place in view of anticipated to the cylinder, a current of ions can be

future spacecraft operation of the thruster with observed at this electrode. Figure 2 illus -

such a sputter shield in place. In the present trates the ion current arriving at this electrode
experimental array the sputter shield was elec- as , function of bias potential.
trically isolatei from the thruster and could be
separately biased for charged particle extrac - There are several features of the data in
tion with appropriate measurement of that Figure 2 which are important. The first of
drainage current. tl-ese is the surprisingly high value of ion

drainage current. For only small levels of
Also present in the experimental array in bias (-10 volts), ion currents at the 40 micro-

Fig. I was an electrically isolated cylindrical ampere level can be observed. Such currents

electrode, the upper shroud, the lower shroud, are clearly not consistent with a model of the
and thrust beam collector. The upper shroud is ion current flow in which a physically small
electrically isolated for drainage current mea- plasma cloud is the source of ions which
surements as is the combined lower shroud and emerge from this cloud to traverse the bulk of
thrust beam collector, the separation distance from the thruster

DRAINAGF CURRENT MEASUREMENTS ne-tralizer to the electrode in a unipolar flok.
The large values of ion current at low bias

During test, drainage currents were meas- potentials, rather, indicate that the source of

ured as a function of bias potential to: the the ions is an extensive and dilute plasma
cylinder, the upper shroud, and the thruster clcud whose dimentions greatly exceed the
sputter shield. The thruster neutralizer dis- dinensions of the thruster neutralizer proper

charge was established at nominal current and and that ions moving from the neutralizer to

voltage on the discharge keeper electrode, the cylindrical electrode have the major

UPPIR SHROUD
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Figure 1, Overall Test Configuration for the Neutralization of Differentially
Charged Surface Tests
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0.3 -the cylinder bias is carried to more negative
potentials, ion extraction current increases.
At some upper bound limit on ion current, how-
ever, the plasma cloud is dissipated, collaps-
ing to a much smaller physical size. In this

0.2 -more compact plasma cloud condition, the ions
must move large distances without accompany-
ing electrons and would appear at very low cur-
rent levels as was originally anticipated. After
the collapse of the plasma cloud volume, relax-

0_1 ations of the bias voltage do not act to restore
the ambipolar diffusion until considerable relax-
ation of this bias has been exercised. At this
lower bias point the ambipolar diffusion is once
again active and the plasma volume once again
enlarges so that significant ion current trans-

0 100 port to the cylinder can take place at even

VCYL (VOLTS) modest cylinder bias voltages.
Figure 2. Ion Drainage Current to The hypothesized behavior above does not

the Cylinder explain the method by which the plasma cloud
collapse is initiated. One possible line of

portion of their traverse in plasma so that the explanation could be an ion-electron insta-
space charge limitations of unipolar flow are bility which destabilizes the plasma at some
not present. uipper end ion Current passage. A second

line of explanation can be that only a limited
The continued growth of the ion drainage cur- ion generation rate exists in the plasma

rent to levels of several hundred microamperes plume and that the extraction of the entirety
is also considered as an important feature. Be- of this generated current to the cylinder
cause the deposition current densities in mag- causes the dissipation and collapse of the
netic substorms are only at levels of a few nano- plasma. Either method of explanation
amperes per square centimeter, even spacecraft remains speculative, however, in view of
surface areas as large as 1 square meter may the present comparatively limited experimental
have electron deposition currents of only a few evidence.
tens of microamperes. Ion drainage currents of
several hundred microamperes, thus (as observed As a final treatment of the data in Fig -
at -300 volts of negative bias potential on the cyl- tire 2,. the I - V curve is restated in Figure 3
inder), could act to discharge differentially in log-log form and using, as the voltage
charged spacecraft surfaces of many square variable, the term VK - VCYL where VK is
meters in area. the potential of the neutralizer keeper (which

is, presumably, the potential at which the
A third feature of importance in the data in 1-

Figure 2 is the abrupt cutoff in the ion drainage
current to the cylinder for bias voltages more
negative than 300 volts. As noted, the ion cur-
rent falls abruptly to zero and remains at this
low level for either positive or negative voltage
motion of the extraction electrode. For more
negative bias voltages, drainage currents re-
main small, even for bias potentials at several
kilovolts (approximately -5 kV) of bias potential.
For less negative bias voltages, drainage cur-
rents remain small until the cylinder potential 51-

approaches approximately - 100 volts at which
point the drainage current abruptly rises to the
levels originally observed (for the I - V curve
for the 0 < VCYL <-300 volt regime initially
described.

The observed behavior suggests several
possible processes described in the following
hypothesized interaction. In the first regime, a
dilute and extensive plasma cloud is hypothe- 05
sized and ions diffusing outward in this cloud 10 10210

eventually move to the cylinder at only com- (VK -VCYL) (VOLTS)

paratively modest extraction potentials because
most of the ion traversal is carried out in Figure 3. Ion Drainage Current to the
plasma (in the presence of electrons which Cylinder, Logarithmic
imi-tlgite the effects of ion space charge). As Presentation
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dilute plasma cloud forms) and VCYL is the move from the thruster neutralizer to this down-
cylinder bias. Over the larger part of the stream electrode. If the ion transport is, in-
I - V characteristic, the relationship is deed, the result of the formation of a large and

'drinage iak (VK - VCYL). The implications dilute plasma cloud emanating at the thruster
of teedata are not completely understood neutralizer, then the dimensions of this cloud,
at present. from the standpoint of effective ion transport,

must be of the order of 1 or more meters.
Measurements of Drainage Current to

the Upper Shroud The abrupt cutoff of the ion drainage at
-240 microamperes is similar to the current

The upper shroud of the testing array is level at cutoff for ion flow to the cylinder.
illustrated in Figure 1 and is a liquid nitrogen In the above discussions of mechanisms for
cooled liner for the 5 by 10 foot system, It an implied plasma cloud collapse, it was
is electrically isolated from the remaining considered that ion extraction beyond some
shroud and the thrust beam collector and can level could exhaust the total ion production
be separately biased for ion current drainage rate of the thruster neutralizer causing the
from the neutralizer plasma plume. plasma cloud to dissipate. If this mechan-

ism is, indeed, present, the similarity of the
In the measurements discussed above, this cutoff levels in the two cases of ion flow

shroud was held at V = 0 while the electrical would tend to be indicative of such a process.
bias of the cylinder was varied. In the measure-
ments described here, the cylinder is main- Measurements of Drainage Current to
tained at V =0 while the shroud bias voltage is the Thruster Sputter Shield
varied. For both this and the preceding data,
the thruster sputter shield was held at V = 0. Figure 5 illustrates the ion current to the

sputter shield as a function of sputter shield
Figure 4 illustrates the ion current to the bias voltage. The behavior exhibited there

upper shroud as the shroud bias is varied. The is strongly similar to that behavior shown for
general behavior of the drainage current to this ion flow to the cylinder and is relatively
element is similar to that observed for ion flow similar to the ion flow observed at the shroud.
to the cylinder. For comparatively small The hysteresis-loop aspects of the ion flow
voltages, the shroud ion drainage reaches levels are present, and cutoff drainage level for
of -200 microamperes. Further increases in hypothesized plasma cloud collapse is, again,
shroud voltage, beyond -300 volts, cause an at -300 microamperes. As noted earlier,
abrupt collapse of the observed ion flow which this similarity in ion current cutoff levels
remains small, even for subsequent relaxations tends to support an exhaustion hypothesis for
of the bias voltage, until the bias approaches a plasma cloud collapse.
-100 volts at which point the ion flow is re -

established at the several hundied microampere 0.3
level, The slope of the I - V curve is less than
for the biased cylinder case.

The data in Figure 4 may be considered even
more surprising in some respects than for the 0.2
observed ion flow to the cylinder, in view of the el
generally larger distances of ion transport to

0.1

0.2

0 100 200 300
V(SS) (VOLTS)

0.1 -Figure 5. Ion Drainage Current to
Sputter Shield

The thruster sputter shield was also
01 biased positively to cause an extraction of

000 200 3005 400 electrons. Figure 6 illustrates these data.
VUS (VOLTS) Electron current cutoff and plasma cloud

collapse would not be expected for this condi-
Figure 4. Ion Drainage Current to tion and this level of current drainage and

Upper Shroud was not observed,
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S0 ion currents, at levels from tens to hundreds
of microamperes, can be drawn from the

g0 thruster neutralizer plasma plume to relatively
remote surface locations. If similar circum-

70- stances are present in space, then the flow ofions to negatively charged spacecraft surfaces

should proceed at sufficient rates to match,
so essentially, the electron deposition levels on

those surfaces. It is not positively determined,
So however, that all of the electrical equilibration

Efeatures for spacecraft in energetic dilute
-40 charged particle environments in space can be

simulated in laboratory facilities, and circum-
30 stances can be envisioned in which the various

electric fields to and from various spacecraft
20 surfaces could act to inhibit as well as to en-

courage the ion flow from the thruster neutralizer.

The observed phenomena of ion flow cutoff
for extraction currents above a particular level

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 (-300 microamperes) should not restrict possi-
VSS (VOLTS) ble applications of the plasma discharge neu-

tralizer as a differential surface-charge neu-
Figure 6. Electron Drainage Current to tralizer, at least for geosynchronous substorm

Sputter Shield conditions. As noted earlier, the electron de-
positions in such storms are at -10-9 A/cm2

levels, and the 300 PA ion current production
IMPLICATIONS OF THE OBSERVED ION rate would represent a substorm electron de-

CURRENT DRAINAGE BEHAVIOR position over an approximate area of 105 cm 2

(10 m 2
). It vuld also appear possible to in-

The principal feature of the data in Figures crease this ion current cutoff limit by suitable
2 through 5 is the comparative ease in which modification of the neutralizer.
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SPACECRAFT CHARGING ON ATS-6

B. Johnson, J. Quinn, and S. DeForest

Physics Department, University of California, San Diego

La Jolla, California 92093

ABSTRACT DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT AND DATA

The UCSD Auroral Particles Experiment on The UCSD Auroral Particles Experiment con-
the geosynchronous ATS-6 satellite has been sists of five particle detectors. There are
used in a statistical study of spacecraft two rotating heads each containing a positive
charging. Charging events and ambient plasma ion and electron detector. One head rotates in
characteristics were studied for six 10-day the north-south plane, while the other rotates
periods during the first year of operation. in the east-west plane. The fifth particle

detector is a fixed ion detector pointed east-
Events of several hundred volts negative ward in the direction of the spacecraft motion.

occurred in the local nightside region on ap- The rotating heads have a 2200 range. Each de-
proximately half the days studied. On the tector can collect particles at 64 energy
majority of the days for which the spacecraft steps, ranging from 0 eV to 81 KeV, with the
was eclipsed, potentials in excess of negative capability of dwelling at one particular energy
one thousand volts were observed. Effects due step or scanning through all 64 steps in 16
to differential charging were also observed, seconds. The resolution of the particle ana-
A correlative :tudy has been undertaken to lyzers is such that AE/E is approximately 20%.
determine relationships between the plasma The angular resolution is approximately 2.50
properties and the occurrence of charging, by 6.40 for a flat spectrum. (A more detailed

description of this instrument package is
INTRODUCTION given in Mauk and Mcllwain, 1975.) The data

base was derived from 47 days of ATS-6 data,
Since the launch of the ATS-6 satellite chosen f'r the quality and time of year. The

into a geostationary orbit in June of 1974, days consist of a 20-day period from July 5 to
the UCSD Auroral Particles Experiment has col- July 24, 1974, a 10-day period from October 23
lected an enormous wealth of data. Over 40 to November 1, 1974 and an 8-day period from
days of data were analyzed in an effort to ob- February 10 to February 17, 1976. In addition,
tain a reduced set of plasma parameters that a 9-day period from September 23 to October 1,
would in some sense describe the environment 1974 during which eclipse occurred was studied.
at geostationary orbit. On these 9 days, the satellite is eclipsed by

the earth at local midnight, and charging
It has been well established that space- events on the order of -1,000 volts are common.

craft of varying configurations can frequently Data presented in this paper was taken in 1974
charge negatively to hundreds and sometimes at 940 W. longitude.
thousands of volts (Pike and Lovell 1977,
DeForest 1972, 1973; Reasoner et al 1975). Data from the north-south particle
The details of this charging are not totally detector was studied with two purposes. The
understood, but are certainly related to the first purpose was to determine the potential
surrounding plasma. Thus, the plasma param- of the spacecraft relative to the ambient
eters were used to study the correlations plasma. The second purpose was to determine
between the plasma characteristics they rep- plasma parameters that would describe in some
resent and spacecraft charging. simplified sense the ambient plasma. A dis-

tribution function can be found from the data
The resulting data base can be made which when integrated from 0 to 81 KeV gives

available to anyone interested. This paper the four plasma parameters density, particle
will outline the contents of this data base and flux, energy density, and energy flux for the
present the initial results of the study. ions and electrons over this energy range.
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Several points must be made concerning Maxwellians. However, nl, n2, Tl , and T2 may
these integrals. The plasma parameters were closely represent the ambient plasma under
obtained by integrating moments of the distri- certain conditions, and a study of this is in
bution function over velocity space, d

3
v _ progress.

v2std~dO. The angular dependence of the dis-
tribution function was assumed to be iso- DATA AND RESULTS
tropic. This assumption is thought to be good
for detector look directions making angles Data taken from hours 0-12 UT of July 22,
greater than 400 with the local magnetic field 1974 is shown in spectrogram form in Figure 1.
(Mauk and Mcllwain, 1975). The detected parti- The upper half of the figure is electron data
cles were assumed to be protons and electrons, and the lower half is ion data. Intensity of
It is known that other ions are present, but the image varies logarithmically with particle
they are usually of lower abundance. Further- count rate. A light region indicates high
more, to study the effects of the plasma on flux. Note that the energy scale for the ions
spacecraft charging, the effects of the space- is inverted. (For further description of
craft must be removed in doing the integrals, the spectrogram, see DeForest and Mcllwain,
The plasma energies detected by the analyzers 1971.)
must be corrected to represent the true
ambient plasma. For the ions, a negative A typical charging event is shown between
spacecraft potential makes the particles ar- 8:00 and 10:30. An injection of hot electrons
rive at the detector with a higher energy, can be seen at 7:35. As the spacecraft
Likewise, the electrons' energies are lowered, charges negatively, low energy ions are accel-
After correcting for the potential, the ion erated to its surface, leaving an absence of
integral ranges from 0 eV to 81 KeV - eO, detected ions with energy below the spacecraft
where 0 is the magnitude of the potential and potential. This is seen as a dark region in
e is the fundamental unit of charge. This the spectrogram between 8:00 and 10:30, with
does not strongly affect the ions, but for a maximum potential of -340 volts being
electrons the corrected integrals range from reached at 8:47. The bright rim around the
eO to 81 KeV + eO. Since most of the particle charging region is due to cold ions being ac-
density is concentrated in the lower energies, celerated into the detector.

the density integral may not be as representa-
tive of the plasma as the other three parame- Effects of differential charging are mani-
ters which are weighted by higher powers of fested in the enhancement of the detected
energy. For electrons, an additional correc- electron fluxes at energies somewhat below
tion must be made for secondaries and photo- the spacecraft potential. These fluxes are
electrons which are returned to the detector, secondary electrons which are returned to the
Since these electrons are not representative spacecraft by an electric potential which is
of the ambient plasma, they must be excluded not radially monotonic (Whipple 1976).
to prevent large densities from being incor-
rectly inferred. (For more details concerning Figure 2 shows the probability of negative
the return of secondary electrons see Whipple, charging events of magnitude greater than 10
1976.) After removal of the returned second- volts (dark line) and greater than 100 volts
aries, the electron integrals range from (light line) at different local times, for 20
eO + ER to 81 KeV + eO, where ER is the maximum non-eclipse days. The occurrence of charging
energy of the returned secondaries. No at- is seen to be localized in the nightside
tempt was made to extrapolate the distribution region. Two reasons for this localization are
function to energy ranges outside of the that substorms provide high electron fluxes in
regime covered by the UCSD instrument, this region and that the plasma density tends

to be low.
Having the plasma parameters of

density, particle flux, energy density, Figure 3 shows the frequency of occurrence
and energy flux, a procedure for relating of electron fluxes above 1.5 x 109 (cm

2
-sec)-l

these values to Maxwellian densities versus local time.
and temperatures was developed. The pro-
cedure is to find the two Maxwellian distri- Unfortunately it is very difficult to ob-
bution functions which when integrated from tain density measurements of an ion population
zero to infinity yield the same four plasma with a temperature on the order of a few
parameters. The two Maxwellians are specified electron volts. When the spacecraft is not
by densities n1 and n2 , and temperatures T1  charged (or worse yet slightly positively
and T2 . The values nl, n2, T1 , and T2 are charged), the detected flux from such a popula-
equivalent to the original parameters, but tion is very small (or nonexistent), making
there is no guarantee that the Maxwellian dis- density measurements inaccurate (or impos-
tribution functions accurately represent the sible). When the spacecraft is negatively
actual plasma distribution function. The charged the cold ions provide a high particle
reasons for this are that the Maxwellians were flux at the energy of the spacecraft potential,
integrated to infinity instead of 81 KeV, and accounting for the bright rim seen on the
that the actual distribution function is not spectrogram. However, the ions in this spike
always well approximated by a sum of two are detected at the energy.of the spacecraft
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Figure 1. Data from July 22, 1974 in spectrogram form.

potential (hundreds of electron volts) while instrument scans corresponding to a time

the necessary resolution for a density meas- period of approximately 5 minutes. The ,

urement is on the order of the particle was taken when the detector look direction was

temperature (around one electron volt), within 20 degrees of perpendicular to the

spacecraft. The content of this plot is clari-
Figure 4 shows the frequency of ocsur- fied by recalling that for a Maxwellian dis-

rence of ion density greater than 1 cm
" 
. The tribution with density n and temperature T, the

probabilities were calculated using data taken electron energy density is given by:
when the spacecraft was uncharged within about

10 volts. It should be emphasized that the 3
density measurements were made over an energy EED = - nkT (1)

range of 0-81 KeV at the detector. A slightly
positive spacecraft charge would eliminate

detection of a cold ion plasma, and lead to an Notice that for a given electron energy

underestimate of the density, density there is a maximum potential to which

the spacecraft will charge. It should be kept

Figure 5 is a plot of spacecraft potential in mind that this plot contains sany charging
versus electron energy density for a 20-day events, each with a different set of ambient

period. Each point is an average of 10 plasma characteristics. A more orderly picture
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flux in local time. Figure 5. Correlation of spacecraft

charging and electron

energy density.

can be seen by studying a single event in any current generated by the spacecraft, for

greater detail, example by firing an ion gun. For a discussion
of controlling spacecraft charging by active

The equilibrium potential of a spacecraft means, see Olsen, Purvis, and Whipple (this

in the magnetospheric plasma is determined by a conference). The dominant currents to an un-

balance of several current sources, charged body are the plasma electron flux to the
surface, and the photoelectron and secondary

Je + Jpe + Jse + Ji + is = 0 (2) electron fluxes away from the surface. The

plasma ion flux is relatively unimportant be-

J and Ji are the plasma electron and ion cur- cause of the slow thermal speed of ions com-

ntd t a e spacecraft. Js and Jpe are the pared to electrons. If a body develops a neg-

secondary and photoelectron currents and J. is ative charge, cold ions which normally provide
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a very small flux are drawn to the surad- a:. ti-ie, allowing the spa-.rai a
provide a current which acts to reduLV th, rise. Even in cases for W;' .,I - trn
charge. fluxes dominate, the spat- ral, .arat in ex-

,-.ted to depend strongly -i t-%. - ai Is A the
Whipple (1965) has shown for a wide vari- spec trum. Figure 7 (Whlppl s., sows the

ety of conditions that the spacecraft potentLa. t,,tal electron backscatter asd 4- ,uarv vield
is proportional to the electron temperature as a function of primary ener-,
times a logarithmic function. Thus, it in -.-
ful to study the variation of potential as a
function of electron temperature. /

The temperature of a Maxwellian distri- /-

bution is given by:

kT = EF/2PF V
where EF is the energy flux and PF is the par-
ticle flux. This same ratio may be used t,\
derive a temperature for the non-Maxwellian /
electrons detected by ATS-6. Figure 6 is a ...
plot of spacecraft potential versus this tem-
perature for a 2-hour period of the charging -.
event seen in Figure 1. The closed circles rssYiG.

denote data from 8:00-9:00 UT, while the op:1
circles are from 9:00-10:00 UT. During the :..r. '. Total secondary ele ,r ... ,.

first hour the potential rose to -340 volts at
constant electron temperature, while in the
course of the second hour the charge on the
spacecraft fell approximately linearly with
temperature.

-500 -- -

DAY 203 }974

-400

o

u- I O© . ai

-100

0 1.5 3.0 45 60 75 90
(EL EN FLUX) / 2(EL FLUX) (keV)

Figure 6. Dependence of spacecraft
potential on electron
"temperature".

A study of this and other charging events
is proceeding with the goal of investigating
several details of the charging process. The '4 4 8
fact that the electron temperature was constant ME
during the first hour of the charging event
suggests that cold ion currents may be impor-
tant. This behaviour seems consistent with a
high density ion plasma providing a return cur- FiKgr- s ,.'t riot of spacecraft
rent to the spacecraft and limiting the charge. ai . , local time for
The cold ion density presumably decreased with .... .-. days.
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It is clear that for a given value of DeForest, S. E., Electrostaic potentials de-
electron "temperature" defined by equation (3), veloped by ATS-5, Photon and Particle Inter-
a Maxwellian distribution would have a com- actions with Surfaces in Space, Grard,R.J.L,
pletely different net current (composed of the
difference between primary and secondary Pike, C. P., and R. R. Lovell, eds., Proc.
fluxes) to the spacecraft than an electron dis- Spacecraft Charging Technology Conference,
tribution with two components, one hot and one NASA TMX-73537, AFGL-TR-77-0051, 1977.
cold. This effect may be quite important for
charging at synchronous orbit. Reasoner, D. L., Lennartsson, Walter, and

Chappell, C. R., Relationship between
The largest charging events occur when ATS-6 spacecraft-charging occurrences and

the spacecraft is eclipsed, removing the photo- warm plasma encounters, Spacecraft Charging
electron current. Figure 8 shows the probabil- by Magnetospheric Plasmas, Rosen, A., ed.
ity for charging events larger than -500 volts AIAA, New York, N.Y.
for 9 days during which the spacecraft was
eclipsed. Mauk, B. H. and McIlwain, C. E., ATS-6 UCSD

Auroral Particles Experiments, IEEE Trans.
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ACTIVE MODIFICATION OF ATS-5 AND ATS-6 SPACECRAFT POTENTIALS

R. C. Olsen and E. C. Whipple

University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, California 92093

Carolyn K. Purvis
NASA/Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio 44135

ABSTRACT appear to be particularly severe at synchronous
orbit. Because of the importance of the syn-

Instruments on ATS-5 and ATS-6 have chronous altitude for a wide variety of space-
been operated to study the phenomena of space- craft missions, this phenomenon has become a
craft charging. The ion engine neutralizers matter of concern to the aerospace community.
were operated in attempts to modify the space-
craft potentials. The neutralizer on ATS-5 is For example, McPherson et al. (1976)
a hot filament emitting electrons, while the have shown that the occurrence of anomalies in
neutralizer on ATS-6 is a low energy plasma synchronous spacecraft behavior correlates
bridge. The diagnostics used were the UCSD with local time and is most likely between local

particle detectors, counting electrons and midnight and 0600. Reasoner et al. (1976) have
protons as a function of energy. Operations shown that charging events on ATS-6 where the
were conducted in daylight and eclipse, spacecraft potential goes more negative than

-50 volts has the same correlation with local

Preliminary analysis of some of these time. The failure of an entire Air Force satel-
data has been carried out with the following lite has been attributed to a spacecraft charging
results: (1) electron emission (E 4 10 volts) event.
does not perturb the status of a low potential

( 101 - 50 volts) satellite by more than 50 volts Large spacecraft potentials have been ob-
(the ATS-5 low energy limit); (2) emission of a served on both ATS-5 and ATS-6. The largest
low energy plasma (E < 10 volts) does not potentials have occurred during eclipse condi-
change low potentials ( [¢1 s 5 volts) by more tions when photoelectrons are no longer emitted
than a few volts (ATS-6 low energy resolution); by the spacecraft, and during magnetic storms
(3) when ATS-6 enters eclipse in the presence when the cool ambient plasma has disappeared.
of a high energy plasma (10 kilovolt), the neu- The largest potential observed so far was
tralizer suppresses any rise in l1 (within a -19, 000 volts on ATS-6 during an eclipse, but
few volts resolution); (4) when the electron potentials as large as -2, 200 volts have been
emitter on ATS-5 is operated, it serves to re- observed in sunlight.
duce negative potentials from thousands to
hundreds of volts. The recent analysis of low energy par-

ticle data on ATS-6 has shown that the local

potential distribution about the satellite is dom-

INTRODUCTION inated by the presence of differential charging
of the spacecraft (Whipple, 1976a, b). Different

A considerable amount of evidence has portions of the spacecraft surface which are
been accumulating over the last few years that insulated from the main body can charge to
anomalous behavior of spacecraft instrumenta- very different potentials because of shadowing
tion is associated with electrostatic charging of effects, anisotropic particle distributions, and
spacecraft (Rosen, 1976). Charging effects non-homogeneous surface properties. As a re-

sult, large electrostatic fields can exist in the

spacecraft vicinity. Possible consequences

This work was performed by UCSD for could be discharges across surfaces with asso-
NASA/Lewis Research Center and GSFV under ciated material damage and electromagnetic
contract NAS5-23481. interference. The UCSD experiment on ATS-6
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has observed large spikes of accelerated elec- (t 10 volts) cesium plasma. Figures 3 and 4
trons whose origin has been definitely traced to display the two ion engines.
differentially charged portions of the space-
c raft.

The packages of experiments on ATS-5 UCSD PLASMA
and ATS-6 have the capability not only of study- OAG TETOMETERVIEWING CONE
ing these effects, but also of performing active (BOOM IN Z AXIS)
experiments by operating the ion engine instru-
ments. These instruments have been operated
in a coordinated program. Preliminary analy-
sis indicated that during at least some of these SOLAR PRESSURE
operations the electrostatic configuration of BALANCE RING

the spacecraft was changed (Goldstein and
DeForest, 1976). SOLAR PANELS :4.

THERMAL_- -

Applied Technology Satellites 5 and 6 are CONTROL UCSD AURORAL
both in geo-synchronous orbits, and carry EXPERIMENT - J PARTICLES

particle detectors capable of measuring elec- EQUIPMENT I EXPERIMENT

tron and proton fluxes as functions of energy B
and time (also angle on ATS-6). The space- ION ENGINE 1

EXPERIMENTcraft and detectors are compared in Table 1. SECOND ION > SO(SCN ION ' J- SOLAR

There is a major qualitative difference be- ENGINE ON PANEL
tween the two spacecraft in that ATS- OPPOSITE SIDE-5 is basi- NOT SHOWN) UCSD PLASMA
cally a homogeneous cylinder, while ATS-6 is LENGTH • 72.5 IN. VIEWING CONF

a large umbrella-like structure with widely DIAMETER -57.6 IN.
varying materials. See figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1. ATS-5: Detectors and Ion Engines

Table 1. Comparison of Spacecraft and
Systems

ATS-5 ATS-6 'f NS Sr., head

Characteristic 2 10 s0' Out Parabo l ¢t ic Rnefleec toer

Stabil.ation Spin a..is parallel 3-Ax,.
to earths)

Outer surface Mostly quartz Quartz. kapton. paint.
(good insulator) alu inumtn (mixed

insulator and conductor)
rSolo Pinel

Ion engine Thernal emission Discharge plasma ow Engi 2 South Face, Hidden)
neutralizer electrons only)

Neutralizer Recessed: 2. 5 cmt Outboard: 17 cm
placement iot Engine I (North Ftce)

UCSD detectors Body mounted Rotating (I eV - 80 keV) 4(50 eV - 50 Its, ,.

)tO e,.,SO.......__,.

Figure 2. ATS-6: Detectors and Ion Engines
Both spacecraft carry cesium ion thrust-

ers. The thruster on ATS-6 was operated sev-
eral times in 1974, and some results from In this paper we will show a typical
these operations will be presented. Due to the eclipse charging event on the ATS-6 satellite.
spin-up of ATS-5, the thruster has not been This will be followed by the results of operat-
used. More importantly for purposes of elec- ing the ion engines on ATS-6 in daylight, and
trostatic control, each thruster carries a sep- the results of operating the plasma bridge
arate neutralizer. On ATS-5, this consists of neutralizer in daylight. Moving back into
a hot wire filament operating at less than eclipse conditions, we will give the results of
10 volts. The ATS-6 neutralizer is a small operating the ATS-5 electron-emitting filament
plasma bridge which emits a low energy and the ATS-6 plasma bridge.
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Figure 4. ATS-6: Thruster 

Spectrogram 1, ATS-6: Eclipse with Injectio!'l of Hot Plasma; 10/2/75 

ECLIPSE CJIARGING 

The primary qualitative means of data 
presentation ia the spectrogram. Spectrogram 
I uiaplaya a typicaL charging event in 
ecl!pfle, and will serve ali an int:\"oduction to 
O\tr data formal. Both spectra are plots uf 
cunPt rate, wh!r,h ia proportional to the gray 
ucale of tlw spt.H:lrogram. Tho olhor two axes 
nre limo uncl energy, 'l'ime is lincnr along the 
hor!:wntnl nxlll, while lh<! energy scale is a 
coml.innl!on of u linf!nr scale nl low energies 
and a log 11cnlo at hip,hcr energies. The elec
tron HfWCI.ra ia "n lop, and tho ion spectra on 
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the botto:n, usually with an inverted energy 
scale. In this spectrogram, the spacecraft is 
initially in sunlight, with an absolute potential 
below 10 volts. Upon entering eclipse at 20:5<;, 
the lm.v energy band of electrons disappears, 
and a low energy band of ions appears. This 
may br~ ir.terpreted as the disap~arance of the 
photoelectrons and a small negative shift in 
poter:':ial. At 21:22, an injection of high cner~y 
plao;:ma occurs. This plnsmn is the normal 
ma6netosphcre injection, not a result of any 
thruster operation. It shows up in our detect
ors as a large increase in particle cn\lllt rntl.'&, 
particularly at high en~ies, This is c!isplnycd 



"" 

>er:trogram as a much lighter shade of in th., 
gray. 
abom · 

1
', 
., u «Lddltion, the spacecraft charges up to 
~ 000 volts. This can be seen by the 

absen< .~ of ions at energies below that value, 
and ~}" ~· ,J,Jdden transition to high count rate 11 

(alm~·. : 'Y.'hite shade). The dark band marking 
the ho• .. dary is an overflow of the gray scale 
indic:~.· ,J 1g: very high count rates compared to 
adjacl.l t! . rJnergy channels. The spacecraft 
leaver ·~ ·dipse at 22:00, and drops in potential 
to 80,, 

1
:,; ·::h.er.e between 0 and -40 volts. 

! 
· ION ENGINE OPERATIONS 

m 
' ~ :1ore were two successful operations of 

the A':: ·~ -·G ion engines. The initial operation of 
the iOJ ; t:hrustcr occurred on July 18, 1974, The 
rcscl! <He displayed in Spectrogram 2. In a 
hricf , c .ration, the spacecraft was apparently 
taken • a slightly negative potential, with any 
dif!e '!:• .tial charging of the spacecraft greatly 
reduc• This can be seen in the great reduc-
tion ir '.ntensity of the broad band of secondary 
electr 1.s (0-100 volts) at 3:10 when the neu-
traliz( · goes into full operation for 5 minutes, 
and ag .in from 3:31 to 4:03 and from 4:10 to 
4:35 w Len the thruster was on. The great num-
ber of low energy ions could either be due to a 
differt nt potential on the spacecraft or to the 

abunci, nee of cesium ions. 

... . I 

0 2 
. :s~.r.-s-s :::Rr !99 

The second test ran for approximately 
92 hours, It is displayed in Spectrogram 3, 
This spe-ctrogram shows data from hour zero 
on day 292 to hour 12 on day 296. The engine 
ignited at 8:01 UT on day 292 and a low ene:rgy 
band of ions immediately appeaus. This band 
continues with small variations throughout the 
test, (The white indentations occurring between 
hours 12 and 24 of the first three days are tem
perature dependent effects and may be ignored.) 
This low energy band of ions may be attributed 
to cesium ions from the engine or ambient ions 
brought in by a shift in the potential. A nega
tive drop of a few volts in the potential is con
sistent with both of these explanations. 

I 

There are two large injections of ener
getic particles, the first beginning at approxi
mately 3:00 UT on day 293, the second at about 
6:00 UT on day 295. Two injections of slightly 
lower energy particles occur on days 294 and 
296. Charged particle injections have caused 
ATS-6 to !all to potentials of several hundred 
volts below ground in daylight. The engine 
may therefore be compensating for the change 
in the particle flux. It does hold the satellite 
within a few volts of ground throughout the 
test. 

" '• •- _ .......... 
I I 

3 '! 5 
OF :97'! ..... .a. 

Spectrogram Z. ATS-6: Ion Engine Operation; 7/18/74 
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Spectrogram 3. ATS-6: Ion Engine Ope ration; 100 Hours; 10/19/7 4

NEUTRALIZER OPERATIONS: DAYLIGHT year. In the great bulk of ATS-5 spectrograms,
it is apparent that switching on the neutralizer

Two sequences of dayhght operations of (the electron emitting filament) does drive a
the plasma bridge neutralizer occurred on negatively charged satellite back towards lower
ATS-6. Spectrogram 4 shows two of the neu- potential. (See Figure 5. ) (Taken from Purvis,
tralizer operations from August 20, 1976. The 1976.) How well it succeeds is not clear,
effects of particle emission can be seen at partly because of the lack of data in the 0-50
hours 8 and 10 in the low energy bands of ions volt region.
appearing at these times. If these low energy
bands are ambient ions, we are probably see- A data printout for a neutralizer opera-
ing a slight negative shift in the potential, tion on September 20, 1974, was reduced to
bringing into view previously unseen particles, graphical form in Figure 6. Spectrogram 6
If so, we are seeing the same behavior as in displays the same data. The transitions at
some eclipses. Another possibility is that we 6:31:30 and 6:36 correspond to neutralizer on
are detecting particles from the neutralizer, and off commands. There is an immediate
Comparison of these data to similar eclipse data drop in the magnitude of the potential when the
may help resolve the question of ions returning neutralizer is switched on. The speed of the
to the spacecraft. transition is beyond the time resolution of

ATS-5 (the energy scan takes about 20 seconds);

On November 14, 1976, the operations at therefore it is not known how close to zero
11:35 and 13:35 seem to have taken the space- volts (or the detectors' 50 volt lower limit) the
craft from -100 volts to within a few volts of spacecraft is driven. The potential then rises
ground. This effect is displayed in Spectro- to an equilibrium with an apparent exponential
gram 5. The reduction in secondary electrons behavior.
implies the differential charge on the satellite
has been reduced. ATS-6

Finally, neutralizer operations have been

NEUTRALIZER OPERATIONS: ECLIPSE conducted on ATS-6 in eclipse, In the first
ATS-5 tests, the neutralizer was ignited before the

spacecraft entered eclipse. This ignition was

The hot filament neutralizer on ATS-5 difficult to observe in the spectrograms. Gen-
was operated regularly in eclipse for several erally, ignition happened at low potentials and
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ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE TO SATELLITE SUBSYSTEMS
RESULTING FROM SPACECRAFT CHARGING

Robert R. Shaw
Department of Physics and Astronomy

The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

INTRODUCTION testing.
4 '

5
'6  

Such anomalies, believed to be
correlated with periods of enhanced substorm

Advanced electronics technology has been activity, have been observed on numerous space-
extensively used in synchronous orbiting satel- craft from several uifferent missions flown at
lites for both research and practical applica- synchronous altitudes. One satellite failure
tions such as weather forecasting and communi- was associated with unusual magnetospheric acti-
cations. It is necessary that such spacecraft vity at synchronous altitudes. 0,7 In addition,
operate reliaoly in the state environment, ground-based laboratory tests have shown that

discharges cause physical damage to thermal-
Recently, an aspect of the environment at control materials that are charged to voltageg

synchronous altitude that can lead to serious sufficient to generate electrical breakdowns.
operational problems has been identified. Satellite charging can also cause the re-attrac-
DeForest has reported that ATS-5 and ATS-6 ticn of ionized contaminants that are emitted
charge to voltages as great as several thousand from a spacecraft.

9 
As a consequence, satellite

volts during magnetospheric substorms.
1,2  

Sat- charging may contribute to deterioration of
ellite charging is caused by charged-particle dielectric surfaces used for passive thermal
currents from the surrounding plasma collected control causing parts of the spacecraft to
by the satellite (thermal electrons and ions) operate at undesirable temperatures.

0

and charged-particle currents emitted by the
satellite to the surrounding plasma (photoelec- Recently, an experiment was flown on a
trons, secondary electrons, and backscattered synchronous orbiter to detect the presence of
electrons). satellite charging, to detect the occurrence of

electrical discharges caused by differential
It is believed that satellite surfaces charging of the dielectric surfaces, and to

charge to the highest voltages during magneto- detect coincidences between electrical dis-
spheric substorms. The magnitude of the voltage charges and the anomalous responses of several
to which a satellite charges is roughly equal to other spacecraft subsystems, which had been ob-
the thermal energy of the dominant current con- served on previous missions of the same type of
stituent. During substorms, the dominant con- spacecraft. An example of data collected from
stituent is energetic plasma sheet electrons this experiment is shown in Figure 1.
that are injected from the geomagnetic tail to
synchronous orbit altitudes.

3 
These electrons The interpretation of data from this ex-

have thermal energies of several thousand elec- periment has been discussed in detail elsewhere;
tron volts, and, accordingly, satellite sur- therefore, the major findings of this investi-
faces may charge negatively to voltages as great gation will only be summarized briefly in this
as ten thousand volts, report.

1 0 
Data collected by the current probe,

shown in Figure 1, shows a spacecraft charging
If a satellite has dielectric surfaces, event (presumably caused by the injection of

those surfaces can charge to voltages that are energetic plasma to synchronous altitudes during
large with respect to the frame of --e satel- a magnetospheric substorm) beginning at approxi-
lite. If this voltage exceeds the .reakdown mately 23.7 hours local time when the spacecraft
voltage of the dielectric, an electrical dis- is eclipsed by the earth. The charging event
charge occurs, is indicated by a small decrease in the total

current density (measured across the probe area)
It has been suggested that electromagnetic during eclipse. Following eclipse the current

fields radiated from discharges, or direct- density is decreased significantly from the
current surges from the discharges, may cause a value of 10 to 20 aamps m-

2 
typical of photo-

spacecraft to operate with unexpected behavior electron emission from the probe usually obser-
that may be difficult to anticipate from ground ved at these orbital locations. This indicates
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- A SPACECRAFT CHARGING EVENT
6

PROBE

CURRENT DENSITYECIS>

(y AMPS M 2 ) 2...
0 1 1 - '- _

23.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

10

8
DISCHARGES
PER MINUTE 6

4

2
"V V77l

23.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

ANOMALOUS I IIIp II I II 11111
DETECTOR 7 I 1

RESPONSES 23.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

LOCAL TIME (HRS)

Figure I. Satellite-charging experiment data collected during a period with twenty-five anomalous
responses of a detector on another spacecraft subsystem. Each of these anomalous responses occurred
coincidently wit1 a discharge observed by the charging experiment.

that the spacecraft is immersed in energetic data collected from this experiment were that
plasma electrons that can cause charging of discharges occur at rates averaging about 20
spacecraft dielectric surfaces. per hour, and that two different types of ano-

malous beha:ior of the spacecraft's electronics
Near the beginning of the charging event subsystems do occur coincidently with discharges

the pulse counter begins to detect electrical detected by the instrumentation and are, there-
discharges occurring on these dielectric sur- fore presumed to be caused by these dischar-
faces as previously described by Cauffman and ges.i

0  
These anomalies occur infrequently in

Shaw.
11  

Rates of four to ten per minute are ob- orbit; hence, it takes a specific discharge at
served during this event, and an anomalous re- a specific location on the spacecraft to gener-
sponse of a detector is also observed on another ate such an anomaly because many discharges
subsystem during this event. Twenty-five ano- occur for which no anomalies are observed.
malous detector responses were observed on this
pass, and each of the twenty-five responses This paper reports some results of a study
was observed coincidently with the detection carried out to explain how the energy from el-

of a discharge by the pulse counter experiment. ectrical discharges generated by satellite
(The pulse counter is sampled once per second charging couples into spacecraft electronics
and the detector is sampled more rapidly so that systems. Particular emphasis was placed on dev-
this coincidence is definitely not caused by eloping an understanding of the specific types
overlapping data storage in the spacecraft data of coupling mechanisms causing the anomalies on
system.) the type of spacecraft on which the charging

experiment was flown, for example, the ansmalous
The principal findings from analysis of &atector responses shown i U.Jgure 1. This paper
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reviews briefly tne relatively simple coupling schematically in Figure 2. The structural
mechanism that was proposed to explain how dis- member is grounded tc the fran& of the space-
charges couple energy to this detector located craft through the shield of the coaxial calle.

well within the structure of the spacecraft.

The- following sections describe this mechanism This subsystem has been observed tc have7
and the engineering tests that were conducted responses 7n orbit that cannot re due to a
to verify it. normal stimulus of tne aetector, necause the

characteristics of the response differ signifi-
cantly from the response to its usual stimulus.

DESCRIPTION OF ANOMALOUS DETECTOR RESFONISF These responses are, therefore, easily iie:.ti-

t'ied and ignored ty ground processing equipriert.
One type of orbital anomaly investigated These anomalous responses have leen oserved t,

ix this study is the anomalous response of a occur in coincid- nce with disuharges observed
detector located well within the structure of ty the satellite-charging experiment flown cn
the spacecraft. Figure 2 schematically shows ti!' -pacecraftL

3  
see also Figure 1 , t.ols

the configuration , f this detector, the space- paper).

craft structure, and the associated signal pro-
cessing electronics. When an anomalous response is observed,

the preamplifier is observed to have an output

The detector is .mounted on a structural waveform similar to that shown schematically in
member the rsuntings of which are electrically the lower panel of Fieure 2. The preamplifier

isolated from the frame of the spacecraft for is observed to "ring" near the center frequ ney

thermal purposes. This structural member pass- of its band pass and the resultant oscillation
es through the spacecraft skin and is attached is damped as shown in Figure 2. The anomalous

to a passive thermal radiator that is covered response is character-zed by the ratio between

with dielectric surfaces. The detector is the first and second peas.s in this oscillation,
mounted on this structural member inside the Pl/ r and the time interval, AT, between the
spacecraft, and it is connected to a preampli- times at which these peaks occurred.
fier through a long coaxial cable as shown

A-G78-20-i

PASSIVE
THERMAL "4

RADIATOR

STRUCTURAL MEMBER (GROUNDED THROUGH CABLE SHIELD)

a PREAMPLIFIER
DISCHARGE AND CCABLE SIGNAL LEAD " O P

CURRENT FLOW T ,

TO SPACECRAFT D!

FRAME

DETECTOR GROUND RETURN _

PREAMPLIFIER
INPUT

VOLTAGE

PI TYPE N TYPE P

PREAMPLIFIER P P ! . -- I

OUTPUT P2  P2
VOLTAGE \ Tq AT-6 DATA FRAMES AT-4 DATA FRAMES

Figure 2. Mechanism for generating anomalous detector responses from discharge generated currents.
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The anomalous responses fall into two dis
tinct groups, or types, based on their observed 
characteristics as shown in Figure 3· Respons
es that ·..re call 1'ype P anomalies have values of 
P1/P2 equal to about 1.15 and 6T equal to about 
3.75 data frames. (1 data frame is equal to 
one complete sample of the detector.) The sec
ond category of anomalous responses, which we 
call Type N anomal:tes, have values of P1/P2 equal to 5·90 and 6T equal to 5.75 data frames. 
(The separation between the three apparent sub
groups of Type N responses shown in Figure 3 __ 
is caused by the digitizing step size in the 
data processing equipment.) 

Any mechanism that uses electrical dis
charges as an energy source to generate these 
anomalies must couple sufficient ~nergy into 
the electronics to !'.~count for the amplitude, 
P1, and also for the spectral characteristics, 
Pi/F2 and 6T, that are observed in orbit. This 
study has identified auch a mechanism. 

Figure 2 shows how a Type N anomaly is 
generateJ. An electrical discharge can occur 
from the charged surface of the passive thermal 
radiator. to the supporting structural member if 
the voltage between the dielectric surface and 
the metallic support exceeds the breakdown 
voltage of the dielectric. The discharge rep
resents an injection of electrons to the struc
tural member, and these electrons constitute a 
current that flows through the cable shield, 
through the ground clamp at the preamplifier, 
and into the spacecraft frame. (The assembly 
is electrically insulated from the frame, ex
cept through the cable shield clamped to the 
signal processing electronics housing.) 

Because the cable shield and the connect
ion at the ground clamp has a finite de resis
tance, a voltage pulse exists on the supporting 
structure and the cable shield. This voltage 
pulse is coupled into the detector signal lead 
because of the capacitance of the signal lead 
t.o the cable chield. Thus, a voltage pulse 
existc nt the preamplifier irput and the re
sulting output is observed as an anomalous 
response of the subsystem. 

This mechanism accounts for all observed 
features ol' the anomalous detector responses. 
Also, the characteristics of both Type N and 
T:rpe P anomalies can be explained by this gen
eratirg mechanism as shown in Figure 4. Volt
age pulses of both positive and negative polar
i~y can be produced at the preamplifier input 
for discharges occurring either on·or next to 
the thermal radiator. A discharge occurring on 
t1e assembly produces a negative voltage pulse 
at the preamplifier, and a discharge occurring 
next to the radiator produces a positive volt
age pulse because of ground return currents 
that are induced by the discharge. (see Fig
ure I+, ) For this caoe 1 the radiator acts like 
a nhort-range antenna, and the coupling streng
th oh011ld decrcaoe roughly ao the inverse cube 
or tho dl.otnncc o!: the discharge from the ass-
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embly.ll This behavior is observed in orbit. 
The Type N responses have amplitudes that are 
constant to within a factor of 2 or 3· 'nle 
amplitudes of Type P anomalies vary aever&l or• 
ders of magnitude, however, because of the 
variation in coupling strength with the locatu•n 
of the discharge. 

An engineering simulation was carried out 
to experimentally determine the response of thia 
system to the currents injected by the discharg
es. The purpose of this simulation was to ccm
pare the responses generated in the test with 
the anomalous orbital responses to check the va
lidity of this gene1~tion mechanism. The re
mainder of this paper consists of a description 
of these tests and the results obtained. 

ENGINEERmG TESTS 

Because the bandpass of the preamplifiers 
is at low frequencies an equivalent circuit of 
the configuration shown in Figure 2 can be 
drawn as shown in the upper half of Figure 5. 
This circuit contains the essential parameters 
that determine the amplitude of the signal that 
is coupled into the preamplifier by the dis
charge current injected from the dielectric sur
faces to the supporting structural member. 

The di~charge current was represented by a 
double exponential current source with a near 
zero rise time and a long decay time. Labora
tory experiments with several types of dielec
tric materials sugg~st that the rise times of 
these currents are probably near l0-7 seconds 
and that the decay times may vary from l0-7 
seconds to lo-4 seconds depending on the type 
of material and the physical configuration 
used.12 Some theoretical considerations sug
gest that rise timSs of vac~~ breakdowns may 
be as short at 10- seconds.LJ 

The other factors influencing the amplitude 
of the signal coupled into the preamplifier are 
the resistance between the structural member 
and the spacecraft frame (labeled RsH in Figure 
5), the cable capacitance (CcABLE), and the 
parallel combination of the detector resistance 
(Rn) and the preamplifier input resistance (RrN~ 

This equivalent circuit was modeled in the 
laboratory as shown in the low~r half of Figure 
5· An exponentially decaying current source 
was generated by a differentiating the output cf 
a pulse generator wi§h a variable pulse rise 
time as short as 10· seconds. To simulate the 
~able capacity, a cable of the type and length 
used on the spacecraft ~s used to couple the 
signal to a preamplifier. A resistor, Rn, wap 
used to simulate the detector resistance. 

Several pul~e deuay times were selected, 
and a comparison was made between the laboratory 
model and the spacecraft configuration on a 
development test model of the spacecraft, The 
results of this canparison indicated that the 

' \ 
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35 - (P2 ) V!
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:gre 3. Anomalous detector responses occur in two distinct groups, which we call Type N and Type P.

Appare,,t separation of Type N anomalies is caused by digitizing step size in signal processing elec-

A- 07 -22-1

TYPE N (NEGATIVE) TYPE P (POSITIVE)

POSITIVE "IMAGE CHARGES"

I CURRENT JRSH IICURRENT I RSH
FLOW II FLOW

DISCHARGE DIRECTLY ON DISCHARGES NEAR THE

ISOLATED RADIATOR IS AN ISOLATED RADIATOR CAUSE

INJECTION OF ELECTRONS GROUND RETURN CURRENTS

(NEGATIVE PULSE) CAUSING (POSITIVE PULSE) CAUSING

TYPE N ANOMALY TYPE P ANOMALY

;._,' vnltage pulses (causing Type N anomalies) are caused by direct injection of
.. A.ic support for the passive thermal radiator. Type P anomalies are caused by

A. r-s siting from ground return currents caused by discharges occurring near the
. Ali external surfaces shown are dielectric surfaces.
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PULSE RR
GENERATOR JLS

R>>RSH

Figure 5. Equivalent circuit model and laboratory test configuratiorn frir modelirg the detector
subsystem response to discharges.

model was an accurate representation of the the amplitude by a factr cf te:. generated
system response to within about twenty percent. the same response as the 10-microsecond-wide
This accuracy was judged to be adequate for the pulse.
purposes of this test.

The right hard panels of Figure 6 show
The results of the pulse injection tests the test results for P1/P2 and AT for a posi-

are sumarized in Figure 6. The left hand tive pulse. These results are also in agree-
panels of Figure 6 show the amplitude ratio ment with the corresponding values for P11P2
Pt/P 2 and time delay AT for a negative pulse and AT for the Type P anomalies.
with five different pulse decay times between
10-5 seconds and l0 -  

seconds. The horizontal These tests have shown that the generating
straight lines show the average value of Pt/P 2  mechanism described herein produces the spec-
and AT for the Type N anomaly. tral characteristics observed in orbit for

these anomalies. In addition, this mechanism
Two features of Figure 6 are worth noting. must predict reasonable values for the

First, the test results are in agreement with intensity of the preamplifier response.
the values of Pt/P 2 and AT recorded on orbit
for the Type N anomaly. (The precision of the The intensity cannot be calculated exactly
test measurements is denoted by the vertical because there is an important parameter that
error bars.) Second, the system has the same is not known. The total amount of charge parti-
response for any pulse shorter than about 1 cipating in the discharges in flight hes not
millisecond. This occurs because the pulse is been measured. Knowledge of the total charge is
short enough so that its frequency content is necessary to calculate the peak voltage of the
nearly flat in the bandpass of the preamplifier preamplifier response. The observed peak volt-
filter. The response observed for this pulse age can be used, however, to calculate the total
(or any shorter pulse) is the impulse response charge required to produce the anomalous respon-
of the system, and it is independent of the se. This value can then be compared with other
exact shape of the pulse. measurements made in laboratory experiments.

To experimentally check this a square Table I lists typical discharge parameters
pulse 10 microseconds in width was used as an that have been measured in laboratory experi-
injected -urrent to the simulated detector ments with similar dielectric surfaces at the
assembly. The response to the square pulse, Stanford Research Institute-u and the parameters
labeled "impulse" response in Figure 6, was in- required to produce the anomalous detector re-
distinguishable from those of the shorter expo- sponses. Approximately 6 ocoul of charge must
nentially decaying current pulses. Decreasing participate in a discharge to produce the values
the width -f the square pulse and increasing of P1 for these anomalous responses.
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TABLE 1 COMPARISON OF CALCULATED DISCHARGE PARAMETERS 
WITH LABORA'roRY MEASUHlliENTS 

Charsc teris tic Probable Value 

~ 6 J.LCOul 

To tal Charge 
0.2 • 2,0 I.ICOul 

Less than - 1 

Pulse Length 
<1 j.LS - 40 J.LS 

This value is reasonable when compared with 
laboratory measurements, as shown in Table 1. 
It is possible that slightly greater amounts of 
charge narticipate in a typical discharge in 
the orbital environment. This may be caused by 
contaminant films that could be present on the 
dielectric surfaces. Such films might increase 
the charge mobility parallel to the surface, 
resulting in slight.ly larger dischargec. In any 
case, the amount of charge needed to cause th~ 
anomnloua responses is 3.n agreement with that 
typically measured in laboratory experiments. 

SUMMARY 

A physically reasonable mechanism for ex
plaining the coupling between one type of 
opacecraft electronics subsystem and electricdl 
::llnchargcs has been presented. A laboratory 
simulation of the coupling to the signa: pro
cessing electronics has shown quantitative a
greement between the test results and the ano
malous detector response.s that have been obser
ved in orbit.. The results of this study and 
experimentQl flight data collected by a satel
lite-charging experiment flown on this space
craft confirm that these anomalies are likely 
generated by direct current surges from arc 
dischargee. 
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VOYAGER SPACECRAFT ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE IMMUNITY

VERIFICATION TESTSt

G. T. Inouye,* A. C. Whittlesey,** S. R. Ponamgi,**
B. D. Cooperstein,* and A. K. Thomas*

*TRW Defense and Space Systems Group, Redondo Beach, California
**Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California

INTRODUCTION Jupiter. As a result of these tests and anal-
yses, the following program was implemented to

Current models of the Jovian magnetosphere assess the magnitude of the problem and to car-
indicate that the Voyager spacecraft will en- rect those problems which presented a hazard to
counter a high energy plasma environment which the spacecraft:
may cause spacecraft charging problems. Anom-
olous behavior attributed to spacecraft charging # Identify ESD sources.
have been observed on many geosynchronous satel-
lites.l, 2 An accompanying paper 3 presents some * Analytically model the spacecraft to high-
calculations in which Voyager spacecraft poten- light possible problem areas.
tials ano differential potentials are estimated
on the basl of several Jovian environmental e Test and analytically study materials for
modeis and a charging model of the spacecraft. ESD characteristics.

In view of the possible hazards to the Voy- * Identify circuitry and locations on the
ager mission a thorough examination of the spacecraft sensitive to ESD's.
spacecraft configuration from the viewpoint of
spacecraft charging was instituted and many mod- * Identify areas in which shielding and
ifications were implemented: grounding improvements may be made.

* Comparison of Voyager grounding system e Investigate alternate materials less prone
with Pioneer 70 and 11 and other space- to generate ESD's.
craft, and tests of alternate grounding
techniques. A number of grounding changes * Establish test methods and equipment to
were incorporated. validate the analytical assessment of

hazards.
* Examination of all exterior surfaces for

possible rhargeup. * Make changes to the spacecraft as needed.

* Elimination of nearly all dielectric ex- At the present time, analysis of spacecraft
terior surfaces. charging and arc discharging, and also tech-

niques for immunity verification testing as
e Modification of circuits to eliminate well, are not as well established when compared

susceptibility to arc discharges. to other aspects of spacecraft design such as
for thermal or mechanical design. This paper

As a final measure, a spacecraft charginq im- emphasizes the test considerations and inter-
munity verification test was performed, and ap- actions with the analytic modeling, with some
propriate actions were taken to remedy the re- results presented in conclusion.
maining problem areas indicated by the test re-
sults. TEST APPROACH

Initially, the Voyager project performed some The basic test philosophy adopted for the
simple tests and analyses which indicated that Voyager I flight spacecraft tests was that all
the then current design could pose electrostatic of the tests would be performed in a manner
discharge (ESD) problems in the vicinity of such that none of the on-board equipment would

be exposed to test stimulus levels which could
Tisperpreseniit-st- results of one phase of be considered hazardous to its in-flight per-
research carried out at the Jet Propulsion Labo- formance, while the maximum immunity verifica-
ratory, California Institute of Technology, tion information was obtained. The purpose of
under Contract NAS7-lO0, sponsored by the the test program was to determine if a problem
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. existed and then verify the value of any space-
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craft design changes. Test requirements in- for each box. The interaction of signals on
cluded: 1) how to develop test methods (need to each wire with every other wire is computed in
know source characteristics and then determine terms of the physical configuration and termi-
how to apply an equivalent stimulus to the nating impedances. The multi-node set of elec-
spacecraft) and 2) how to monitor the space- trical circuit equations are solved, and the
craft performance (with maximum test visibility computer program provides as outputs, the in-
but with minimum disturbance of the system due terference voltage levels on each interface
to grounding and additional test wire harnes- wire integrated over the bandwidth of that cir-
es). Many other facets of the real-life situa- cuit. In a typical EMC program the validity of
tion had to be considered such as the unavail- SEMCAP is established on a statistical basis by
ability of developed test equipment, the re- checking only a selected fraction of all of the
alities of possible spacecraft test configure- interfaces by tests.
tions in view of schedule and manpower limita-
tions, and the paucity of applicable informa- A SEMCAP model which has been generated for
tion and prior experience within the scientific EMC purposes for Voyager earlier in the program
and engineering community in testing for the was modified to include arc discharge sources.
phenomena at hand. The schedule restrictions, Among the functions provided by the modified
in general, were the most limiting as may be SEMCAP for the Voyager ESD immunity verifica-
deduced from the fact that the immunization ef- tion program were:
fort was begun at the first of the year and the
successful launch of both Voyager spacecraft * Selection of diagnostic points and stim-
occurred near the end of August, 1977. ulus location

Figure 1 shows the logic flow diagram for * Prediction of spacecraft responses to
the Voyager electrostatic discharge immunity test stimuli
verification program. It was recognized that
the actual spacecraft ESD tests were essential, 9 Limitation of stimuli to benign levels
but could comprise only a small part of a cost
effective verification program. A significant e Extrapolation of responses to those ex-
portion of the effort depended on analytical pected at other locations
work supported by available information and
subsidiary tests. The analytic model used to # Prediction of spacecraft responses to in-
consolidate subsidiary test data and studies flight arcs.
was the Specification and Electromagnetic Com-
patibility Program (SEMCAP), a computerized ARC DISCHARGE SIMULATION SOURCES
model of the Voyager spacecraft already in use
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). The two types of arc discharge simulation

sources used in the Voyager tests are shown in
Fig. 2. The radiated field arc source shown at
the top of Fig. 2 was conceptually derived from
Section 6.5.2.4.1, Electrostatic Discharge of
MIL-STD-1541 (USAF). The coil used was a
Transpark 400:1 automotive ignition coil. It

T .was operated in parallel with a 2 lif capacitor
which was discharged by a relay about once per
second. Although radiated fields are not ex-
pected to occur in flight, this type of test
stimulus was carried over from preceeding Proof
Test Model (PTM) spacecraft tests to the flight
spacecraft test to provide comparative data on

-......... ,11 the immunity improvements implemented. Tests
Iwith this type of stimulus also provided some

of the data essential to establishing a measure
of the accuracy of the SEMCAP model. The sur-

.... .6 '1 face arc simulation source is shown in the low-
er part of Fig. 2. The aluminum foil is in-
sulated from the surface to be tested with a 3-
mil sheet of mylar. Its capacitance, determin-
ed by the test area, is charged to a predeterm-

Fig. 1. Logic-Flow Diagram for Voyager ESD ined voltage by manually adjusting the high
Immunity Verification voltage power supply through 500 megohm isola-

tion resistors. For safety, the maximum ap-
As implied by its name, SEMCAP was developed plied potential was limited by preadjusted arc

as an analytical tool to be used in the task of gaps in parallel with the power supply. It was
assuring the circuit-to-circuit electromagnetic recognized that unintentional coupling from the
compatibility (EMC) of all of the on-board elec- source to "target" circuits, including diagnos-
trical subsystems on a spacecraft. Basically, tic equipment, could generate false data. For
SEMCAP models all of the interbox harness cab- this reason the sources were battery operated
ling and all of the input and output interfaces in order to eliminate coupling into power lines.
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In addltion, the radiation and coupling from the
supporting equipment, batteries and power sup- Fig. 3. Arc Simulation Source Calibration
plies were minimized as best as permitted by
available time constraints. tors at the proper locations. Four generator

Figure 3 shows the calibration data for the models were developed to simulate radiated and
sources. The spark coil arcing voltage is ad- conducted coupling effects of the electrostatic

justed by means of the gap adjusting screw discharges. Due to time constraints, the sim-

shown in Fig. 2. The relation between gap width plest models that would provide approximate
and arcing voltage turned out to be nearly lin- simulation to within about ± 10 db were devel-
ear at about 1 kV/mm (actually 18 kV for 16 mm). oped.
The spark coil pulse shape as shown in Fig. 3
was approximately 20 ns in duration irrespective The coil excited spark gap creates radiated
of arc breakdown voltage. The gap-width to peak electric and magnetic fields as shown in Fig. 4.
current relation, a function of the coil self- These radiated fields were approximated by two
capacitance (35 pf) and the external circuit in- models:
ductance, was in the order of 50 amperes peak at
14 mm or 15 kV. The surface arc source was A. An induction field model consisting of
triggered at 5 kV for the test data shown in quasi-static electric and magnetic fields
Fig. 3. The approximately 35 ns risetime ob- proportional to the voltage and current
served was determined by the associated circuit of the source, respectively. These fields
inductance, and the 100-2.30 ns fall time in- are short range and decay with distance
creased as the area of aluminum foil used. As as approximately r

- 3.
an aside, this simple test indicates that pulse B. A radiated field model representing the
duration scales with discharge area, contrasting far field electromagnetic radiation of
with the hypothesis that pulse amplitude scales the loop antenna formed by the source.
with area. These fields are loger ranged and decay

with distance as r-
MODELING OF ARC DISCHARGES FOR SEMCAP The local electric field representation ap-

To modify SEMCAP to include arc discharge proximates the quasi-static electric fields
sources, it was necessary to model these in radiated from the dipole formed by ':he two elec-

terms of equivalent voltage and current genera- trodes. It has a frequency independent antenna
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factor that is multiplied by the electrode vol- CAPACITANCES

tage spectrum to obtain the local E-field spec- C1 RAY

trum. The other three antenna factors for these --- ___- 2

two models are taken from the near and far field
terms for the radiation of a small magnetic di- C 12

pole. It should be noted that the radiated E- W s'OOM
field term is proportional to the arc current Box SPACECRAFT

so that it utilizes the current parameters of LB MAIN BODY

the arc instead of its voltage parameters.
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Fig. 4. Models for Radiated Fields Cq = CFC/ICFC X)

Fig. 5. ?odel for Boom Replacement Current

Arc discharges of dielectric or insulated TEST CONFIGURATION AND TEST PROCEDURES
conductor surfaces create remote structure re-
placement currents as well as producing local As noted previously, the possible test con-
capacitive and inductive coupling. Two surface figurations were severely limited by schedule
discharge source models were required to simu- considerations as well as other considerations
late these effects. The structure replacement such as the unavailability of the radioisotope
current effect is shown in Fig. 5 for a surface thermal generator (RTG) power source for this
discharge on a box situated on one of the pay- test. The most severe constraint was the desire
load booms. The replacement current flows to to minimize test wire attachments to the space-
restore potential equilibrium in the structure craft (to an oscilloscope) since testing indi-
as the surface is discharged. The boom current cated the extra wiring itself can act as an an-
will be a small fraction of the arc current and tenna and cause erroneous results. Also as
can be modeled as a filter which has a current noted previously, an objective of the test plan
transfer ratio equal to the ratio of impedances was to obtain the most crucial data in the most
of the two paths. These impedances were approxi- "efficient" manner. That is, to minimize the
mated by a much simplified electrically equiva- number of test locations and dia'- "c points
lent model of the structure. The necessary and to depend to a major extent 3 " nalyti-
equations are also shown in Fig. 5. The induced cal capabilities inherent ir :ic f the
voltage on the boom was modeled as a second fil- SEMCAP model.
ter function multiplying the boom current. This
filter has a gain equal to the impedance of the Figure 7 shows the diagtiost*c setup used for
boom ground strap. The localized capacitive and the flight spacecraft tests as well as for the
inductive coupling effects of the surface ESO is initial tests performed on the PTM spacecraft.
most easily modeled by translating the surface As indicated in Fig. 7, four diagnostic test
into an approximately equivalent large diameter points were selected. These test points, made
wire as shown in Fig. 6. This equivalent wire accessible with breakout connectors, were moni-
capacitive coupling is driven directly by the tored differentially with high impedance probes
step voltage change of the discharged surface and on two oscilloscopes. Instead of bringing wires
the arc current drives the inductive coupling, out from the spacecraft, long oscilloscope
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probes/leads were attached as close as possible
to the desired monitor point, routed close to
spacecraft structure for shielding from radiated
fields and then brought out to the oscilloscopes
which were located adjacent to the spacecraft.
We had hoped to use battery and inverter power 4. ' J
for the oscilloscopes but the oscilloscopes did
not work on the inverters; ultra isolation
transformers were used instead. The full-up Fig. 8. Voyager I ESD Immunity Verifi-
spacecraft with the science boom deployed, as cation Test
shown in the photograph of Fig. 8, was insulated
from the floor to minimize unreal coupling ef- of oscillographic traces for each diagnostic
fects. Power was brought in on cables from an point were observed to assure that a representa-
external power supply, but the spacecraft was tive photographic record was taken at each step.
otherwise completely isolated electrically. The
spacecraft systems were monitored via "air" us- TEST RESULTS AND EXTRAPOLATIONS
ing the spacecraft radio and telemetry link. TO IN-FLIGHT RESPONSES

At each test location, after setting up the The first ESD test of the PTM spacecraft
arc simulation source, the test data acquisition (performed before ESO changes) demonstrated
procedure was planned to increase the stimula- that the spacecraft was susceptible to arc dis-
tion level from "very low" to a maximum of 3 db charges and showed susceptible areas. It also
lower than benign and safe levels as determined demonstrated the need for better source simu-
from the earlier PTM spacecraft tests and from lation, a more isolated spacecraft, and diag-
SEMCAP analyses. At each level, sufficient time nostic monitors on some circuits. The second
was allowed monitoring personnel for each space- PTM ESD test (performed after many ESO fixes)
craft subsystem as well as for each diagnostic showed great improvements in the spacecraft con-
point to verify that hazardous levels were not figuration, source simulation, refined our know-
being approached, before going on to the next ledge of susceptible spacecraft circuitry, and
higher stimulation level. A sufficient number how to monitor spacecraft functional response.
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The ESD test of the flight spacecraft (after instrument and replacing it with a conductive
further fixes) went very smoothly. The test surface blanket material. The predictions also
results are shown in Table I along with the permitted the retention of the Brewster plate
levels predicted by SEMCAP. The source parame- (a large dielectric area) on the basis that it
ters used in predicting the test results are created few if any significant transients on
shown in Table 2 (reflecting the arc parameters spacecraft circuitry.
of the simulation source) and those for predic-
ting in-flight responses are shown in Table 3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
(reflecting test data and worst-case analytic
scaling to spacecraft dimensions). A partial The test philosophy, test simulation sources,
listing of the peak interference voltages are test configuration and test results for the
shown in Table 4 (sampled from a 12-source vs Voyager spacecraft arc discharge immunity veri-
68 victim interaction matrix compiled during the fication have been presented. A major effort to
activity). As noted at the bottom of Table 1
the mean error between predicted and measured Table 1. Voyager ESD Test Results vs
results is -6 dB and the standard deviation was SEMCAP Predictions
23 dB. These values are considerably different
from those determined by previous error analy- VOLTS DURING RADIATED TES7S

ses of SEMCAP predictions for intra-system in- L .... OF ARC o _ ___ "N

terference coupling. These other analyses re- _A__ ____ - __ S, -

sulted in a mean error of +g dB, and the stand- 0 .2 0.8 ",

ard deviation was 10 dB. With more experience j. ;t

in modeling ESD's, it is expected that these oN ,.CF ,, n.8, 1 C 0 94S 30 . , 1;

errors will become smaller. Assuming that the R. 94 1 - ,). 9 .* 0.C 4 .9

above accuracy parameters also apply to the pre- ,.9 4 . 1. ).97 2.

dicted in-flight responses, the spacecraft may 2.'N'A" 2 :. 1 4 (1 q 37 t.,"

be considered to be immune to arc discharges, FE RAD _

since these were generally below 20 millivolts. VOLTS DURING SURFACE TEST

'.E7 ' . C S. 15A 1 C'1 4 0 I'1

The predictions shown in Table 4 and similar ,.ESNoT ,I I' i. .0.37 q.E 0.F 09 >.

computer runs were used to initiate numerous de- F ;9.0 1o.0 0.09 4.2 0.2 11 ,.9)01
sign changes, such as removing the Kapton (di- .SAC-.RORSE. M-1 M ,o -,,o,,CT

electric) thermal blanket on the MIRIS science MEAN ERROR -6.3 d8 UND[:PRED[CTING) NO, INILUDINO
STANDARD DEVIT;ON - 23.4

i 
d. "IS RRED) NR[

'11T RECEPTOR NODRLT .1OI /0 M1, BANDNIDT
FREIC RONS , ROM RUN OF 1129/77

Table 2. Parameters of Test Arc Discharge Source Models

3r orc r 4.A tr p. L ~ h) >. (m h.c .2

R 0 n N N / / /

Su es R itd1 V6 ns 20 ns / .o/A. N/A N/ N/ 0/ N/ N/A N

*S Uiae Z V6 a.9. .... n9N/A N/A 9/A 4/A 9/ / / /A /A.

~~0~ o0R o9.~9 o~,~o

Type of
Arc Source Arc V I () t r t TO L ( ) Cx C f G, 1 11 1hI r

IRIS/lSS Radiated 12 kV 60 2 ns 20 no N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Sun Sensor Radiated 12 kV 60 2 no 20 no NA N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

MA(; Canister Radiated 12 IkV 60 2 no 20 no N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

F759 Radiated 12kV 60 2 no 20 no N/A N/A N/A N/A N'/ A N/A NA N/A N/A

Brewster Plate Contact 12 kV 60 2 n ZO nos N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N IA N/A

LECP Surface 5kV 25 10ns 10no 1.8 56p" 7 pf 0.12 I.9E4 35MHz 0.3 0.15 0.07

Brewster Plate Surface 5 kV 37.5 10 no 20 ns 0.Z5 150 pf 12 pf 74E.3 1. 5E3 95 Mitt 0.25 0. 15 0.07

FSS fare 5 1kV1 IZ 10 ns I0 n 2.0 12 p
8  

13 pf 0.5 1.25E4 45 MHz 0.3 0.15 0.07
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Table 3. Parameters of In-Flight Surface Arc Models

Assums Arc Discharge Current G;reatEr Than Measured "Repl-Inment" Current by Fator -t test setup)

Arc Source L I tr G' L C.. t

Wh . C, C'! h AB eV 1 tr tp (ub) 0

MAC Cable kV 20 A 10 nl 1.7 s 2.3 0.05 Lf 30 pf 5.0 E-4 82 E3 8 MH O 0.6 m 6 E-5 2.5 E-4

HGA Paint (OB) I kV 1S0 A 5 rs S us 0.4 0.4 Uf 500 pf 1.25 E-3 1.25 E1 15.9 1.8 . 2 F-4 5 E-5

Plume Shield (Sep Conn) I kV 16 A 20 ns 285 Ms 1.5 4500 pf 0.2 pf 4 E-5 9.4 E3 290 M 0.2 I 5 E-5 2.5 E-5

FSS 7 kV 80 A 8 ns 80 .. 1.9 14 pf 53 pf 1.0 12 E3 34 M51 0.35 m 0.025 5 E-5

HGA Paint (3) 1IkV 50 O A 5 n 2.4 us 0.4 0.3 uf 70 pf 2.3 E-4 1.25 E3 42 Ml 1.0 m 2 E-4 5 E-5

Plume Shield (RTC) 1 kV 16 A 20 rs 330 s 0.8 5200 pf 2.5 pf 2.5 E-4 9.5 E3 83 MHl 0.17 I 5 E-5 2.5 E-5

RTC Oxide 3.SkV 925 A 20 ns 3.7 Us 2.8 0.34 Uf 90 pf 2.5 E-4 1.1 E4 12 MH 0.85 T 7.6 E-5 3.8 E-5

MIRIS KAPTON I kV 150 A 5 ns 26 ns A 40 pf 0.032 pf 1.0 2.5 E4 12 KTI 0.24 N 5 E-5 2.5 E-5

G'
I 

= Replacement Curr/Arc Cure

(,I, - Repl Line Voltage/Arc Curr

Table 4. Revised SEMCAP Predictions of led to innovations in the test philosophy and
Interference (Volts) on Inter- the test implementation described in this paper.
face with RC Filters Due to The approach of using analytical techniques to
In-Flight Arcs support and supplement the tests is very cost

effective and leads to an efficient usage of
A A CoUcE in-line schedule time which is extremely expen-

PLUME i e
GA SHIE D sive.

RECPTO NAMEAR INBOARD ON RTG RIT RAP TON
testsE rote ess ;rAe STOUT 00105 05 ellIS
elu.ao FS FACE STRUT - XI -E Much further work is required in developing

CS5 NO --- --- 0,044 techniques for spacecraft design as well as for
INS A B,, S-C 0.01 --- 0.001 --- arc discharge immunity verification testing. A
PRA , COM_-- -- ----- way to simulate all of the arc discharge parame-
C COMONORDA --- -. o4 ters of space during ground based testing is

PPS COM ORD- --- 3.0 needed as well as improved analytical models.
W MODE C..OL - . --- 3.0 In addition to defining the environment, the
UNS SCIENCE tAos .I...... .. .0 characterization of spacecraft materials, how
. SAMPLE .--- --- --- -they charge and discharge, and how the arcs
-OIL'.SENRo. , 01. o - -................ couple into spacecraft subsystems are the sort
I ..-WAAMS,, ---..... .. s of basic information needed in order to achieve
,s-eA AM VA is more cost effective spacecraft designs and to
NAG Tore SEsoR ,t, 0.02 0.004 ............. perform more realistic tests and analyses.
IRIS FRAM START ---.. .. 3.46

riC CUISE s/sI Posh ... ... . ... The Spacecraft Charging at High Altitudes
NsA s-,ees I st --- 0.23 --- (SCATHA) program4 and the joint USAF/NASA Space-
Rts roSE ,, - 10-30 1. 1__.__ 3 1_--- I craft Charging Investigation Program efforts are
--- seACtS oSe ei AILIOL, PREDICToNS FROM RUN Or 06177 major undertakings which are currently funded.

UP E pas ALThe work presented here underscores the urgency
of the need for the results of these kinds of
investigations.

achieve this immunity was implemented and the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
test results verify that it was achieved.

The work reported here involved extensive
Testing of a spacecraft to verify its immuni- support and guidance from many areas of the

ty to environmental charging and the resulting Voyager team. Among those at JPL to whom we are
arc discharges is not an established procedure. indebted are J. B. Barengolta, A. J. Beck, W. F.
The paucity of prior experience within the en- Peer, and T. E. Gindorf of the Environmental
gineering as well as scientific community in Qualification Section, G. Cunningham and T. Risa
understanding and in dealing with the phenomena, of the System Design and Integration Section,
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and W. S. Shipley of the Voyager Project Office. 2. Inouye, G. T., "Spacecraft Charging Anom-
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ABSTRACT 

A study has been made of the pffpct upon 
thP ionosphere of microwave bpams with inten
sitips which would be produced by a satellite 
powc•r syHtrm {SPS). Thr SPS capturc>s enPrgy 
ft·om th!' Bun and trnn~:m,~t·l thP pnrrgy back to 
parth in a cvllimatpd mic·i'owavp bpam at 2. 45 
GHz for conv('rsion to high voltagP AC power 
for injection into the elpctrical powpr grid. 
Thl' microwavr fidd accelerates free f'lpctrons 
: .. ' .... ':.:· .. ~~nh.-.r.~ which ::>.r(' thn'1 l'<"'l"llnr~ hy 
:~:.::.. .• ~ ....,,u inplastic collisions with neutral 
~oleculrs and also by tiH' rlrctron tl1f'rmal 
conductivity along the maenrtic field at high 
altitudes. 

Thp risr in elpctron tempprature, which 
clr>pends not only upon the> altitude> and ihe intr>n
sity of thp microwave beam but also upon the 
angle bet•.veen the microwave beam and the 
m ;JfrnPtir fiold, can be several thou!:mnd degrees 
in tlw immr·diatr! vicinity of the bpam. Nev('r
thplpss, the change, in the tPmperature of the 
n 0 utral gas<'s is negligible· and no dfect on 
che:-nicztl reactions has been identified, except 
that the highpr el!'ccron trmpPratur!' may re
ducp thP recombination rate and increasf' the 
;>..6300 optical pmissions (nightglow). These 
rff0cts wrrP obs0rvNl und0r comparablf' cir
cumstnncps ln thf' HF' ionospheric modification. 
!'Xprrimrnts carripd out at Platteville, Colo. 
In thr> mieruwavr Cl'if>C', the Pfff'cts will be local
izf'd in thP vicinity of the bpam so that therf' 
should not bf' a largP f'ffect upon the electro
maanC'tic B,YStpmS (communication/ COntrol/ 
navlgnt ion; pos ltioning/ direct ion- finding/ rndaty 
r·tc.) which involv!' thr> prop!'rties of the ionos
pher0. 

INTHODUCTION 

A nntf'llit1• poWt"r syRtem whlr.h collr>cts 
~QL~r:. !:!1~ II'S. ~'2~ _tr.Jl!l!l.ffi lt_s ~Lt. ~f!.s.l<_ tq, .!' .Jl.r!b -~_a 
.:Part A of thiA worl< Wl'l'l' supportr>d by NASA, 

MSPC, under Contr~ct NAS8-3130B. 
·•· l't'NH•nt uddrr>IH1: Unit pd Trchnnloglps 

Hrofli'Ot'ch C!'!llrr•, I~al:lt. ilur1.J'ord, Conn. 06100 

microwave powpr transmission e~·r.tem (MPTS) 
could be a major practical application of space 
technology in the future, since it would gener
atP !'l!'Ctrical pOWPr On a largp SCalP [ 1-4), 

A Sf'ries of investigations havp been car
ried out to analyze critical aspects of the SPS, 
One area which must be thoroughly studiPd is 
thP possibility of an environmf'ntal impact duP 
to th0 microwave transmis:'lion thruugl1 Lhe 
ionospherP [ 4). Based on tl1eorPtical models of 
ohmic lleatin~,;, thP magnitude of thp ionospheric 
pffects in both the F-laypr and the D-layer has 
been calculated at 20, 80 and 320 mW/ cm2 
pOWf'r densities at 2. 45 GHz for both a south
west and a northeast U.S, site. These densi
tif'S are representative of densities to be asso
ciated with a 5, 10 and 20 GW output SPS, 

The study [ 4] of the ionospheric t>ffects 
consisted of: {1) calculating thf' ionospheric 
changes that result from heating as a function 
of powcr density and timP of day; and (2) iden
tifying thf' pffects of thf' heating on thf' ·power 
bf'am and on communications, navigation and 
other usprs of the ionospherf'. 

Thf· analysis was carriPd out by dividing 
thr ionosphl:'rr Into low and- high alt!tud(' r('
gimi:'B, At low altitudes (D- and E-regions), 
thf' Plect rons are cooled locally by int>lastic 
collisions with thf' nPutral atmosphf're whilp, 
abovc- 150 km, thc- most important rffpct is 
f'l!'ctron thermal conduction along thf' mag
n!'tlc fiC>ld, 

Onf\ £•ff~>ct in thp D rpgion which, pprhaps, 
might not havt" bf'pn antictpatpd is a sharp risf' 
in "lr>ctron tpmpero.turP which occurs dur to 
nonllnf'o.r pff<'cts Wht"n thr intrnsity of thr 2. 45 
Gll;r. r·o.dio.tion incrptlsrs from about 10 mW/cm2 
to about 20 mW/ cm2, Normally tht' mlljor 
cooling t"ff!'ct fot'.f'l!'ctrons in th" D rPgion is 
aRIHtm('d to b<' thP f\Xcitation of rotational modps 
of c>nC>rgy In d\at(lmic oxyftt'll and nltroQt'n. 
Whil!' thiR nssumptlon is tr\11' for thl' "normal" 
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pcl\'IPr fluxr>s due to radar or radio transmis
.Yions 1 at the fluxes and electron temperatures 
that I'll' are now considering I this cooling mode 
b0comes "saturated". In fact I if only the 
rotational cooling were considPrE'd 1 the elec-
t ron tempera~ure would become unstable. 
lnstpadl a new cooling mechanism- the exci-
" at ion of vibrational modes - becomes impor-
• ;mt and limits the electron tE>mperature rise. 
:'he Aame E>ffect has been described for the HF 
i<~nospheric modification experiments [5-7), 
1·, ilf'rp it would be expected to occur at much 
L Wf'r powpr fluxes (625J..!W/m2 at 5 MHz). 
1 :,,,sp HF ionospheric modification experi
T'l••nts I car:cied ~ut at Platteville, Colorado 
! ·:;,have an S/ f ratio similar to the MPTS, 
w1t,•rp S is the power (Poynting) flux and f is 
til.-• frr>quency. Since radio heating effects 
sLoe~l<~ be comparable when the ohmic loss is 
com parabl0 1 these experiments may provide 
impud:unt cluf'S to the C'ff0cts that thP MPTS 
miglr. have on the ionosphere. 

D-REGION HEATING 

At 2450 MHz, the microwave frequency 
is so h,gh that only u minute fraction of the 
bC'am 1 s power is absorbed in traversing the 
lonosplwrf'. However, the ohmic heating per 
unit volume is 

2 
Q:: £:-T < E2 > 

mw 
(1) 

where n is the electron density, v is elec
tron collis:on frequency with n~utral mole
culc>s and with ions 1 m and e are the mass 
and c!w.rgf' of t~e c>lectron, and the brackets 
indicate that E is averaged over an RF cycle. 
Since the ratio of S/ w2 for the SPS is com- .... 
parable to that produced in the ionospheric 
modification experiments at Platteville and 
Apricc>bo [ 8-0), the large body of information 
eathered in the modification experiments 
provides n gootl deal of insight intc the effects 
whi.ch might be expected for the SPS. 

In the daytime when there is considerable 
ionization in the D-region 1 the maximum 
absorption occurs at the altitude where nv is 
largest, near 70 km. At these all itudes the 
effect of thermal conduction and motion of 
the plasma is nt'gll~iblc, and the rate of 
chang" of th, electron temperature is 

aT 2 r " AS - :J' (U1 + u2 + u3 + U4) (2) 

WhPre th0 first tr>rm on the right hand side is 
derlvrd from Eq, (1) und1 for 2450 MHz 
transmission fn thf' D-region 1 

A" 5.:JBX10-t:ln,,T (3) 
~ e 

wherr· n 2 is thP rwm of N., und O~densitips 
3 I ,.,, 

in em- 1 S !H In rnW r'tn"'1 and e is in °K. 
Tllr> Ui tr>rmll ut'l' r~onUnl!, rnf:pfl; for WPnk 
r·adlo wavNI1 only t1 1 , which Is dttf' to the 
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excitation of rotational modes of PnPrgy in 02 
and N2 , is important. This ratP is givPn by 
[ 5) 

U ., 3.15 Xl0- 10 n T - 1/ 2 6T (4) 
1 2 P e 

where 6T e = Te -TN where TN is the ambipnt 
neutral gas tempPrature. For thesp weak 
intensities, Te is close to Tn and Gurevich's 
linearization is valid, i. p, , T e. can be re
placpd by Tn in Eqs. (3) and (4/, in which case 
6T e is proportional to S, However, when 
T P >> T n, thE' linearization is obviously 
invalid. If only U1 was considerpd, a solution 
of this nonlinear equation would indicate a 
temperature increasing unboundedly with timp. 
Actually, according to a criterion formulated 
during an inVf'Stigation of the HF case r 5], 
the energy loss rate U3 will control the cool
ing ratf" as soon as electromagnetic flux 
exceE>ds a critical power df'nsity, which is on 
the ordPr of 15 mW/ cm2 for 2450 MHz fre
quency used by the MPTS. By numerically 
fitting a formula to Dalgarno 1 s tabulated loss 
rntf' [ 11), Wf' f'xprf'ssed this ratf' as 

u
3 

= 1. 25 Xl0-21 n 2 (T!- T~) (5) 

over the tempf'rature range from 1500-3500 °K. 

The loss rate U 2, which describes fine-
structure t·ACl~~L~;~;; ~~. · ~.ih.~.i· ·f\ ... ~ .... ,., ~Jt-P 

comes important above 90 km. In principlf', 
the loss rate U4, due to elastic collisions, 
would be capable of controlling the runaway 
E'lectron temperature in the abSE>nCe of U3, 
but. in fact' u4 has a negligible pffpct upon 
the computations described in this paper. 

The steady-state electron temperatures 
at 60, 100 and 110 km altitude arE' shown in 
Fig. 1 as a function of power flux. These 
electron tPmperatures were calculated from 
Eq. (2), with the formulas for U1 and U3 
givPn by Eqs. (4) and (5) while the formulas 
for U2 and U4 are given elsewhere [ 5). 
ThP dashed line shows thf' linear Gurevich 
approximation at 60 km; we see that the cor
rect electron temperature is much higher 
than this approximation for fluxps greater 
than 10-15 mW/cm2. Between 60 and 90 km, 
the steady-state temperature is almost indp
pPndent of altitude; however, above 90 km, 
the fine-structure cooling ratE>, Uz, bE"comes 
important. Thf' effect of u2 is to rf'duce thf' 
tPmperature and increase the critical powf'r, 
as is indicated by the curvf'S for 100 and 110 
km, This effect, due to thf' finp•structurp 
cooling can bP Sf'E>n more dramatlcally in 
Fig. 2 whE"rP thf' stPady-state tempf'raturPs 
art" plottpd as a function of altitudp for sppci
fipd valups of the power flux. 

The higher electron tt'mpE"rature in
crr>ases the absorption by incrE"asing the 
collision frequ!'ncy, Although the absorption 
is still nPgligiblf' for the m!crowavt's thE'm
selv<'s 1 Fig, 3 shc.ws the incrE"IlSf'd 
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BSORT.ON (TrEMPERATURE EFFECTS)%

(DAYTIME. -

AFTER 20 MINUTES
(ELECTRON DENSITY

I. CHANCE)

,- :i,- \ /

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
60 10 MN. ABSORPTION (DRO/M)

-- Fig. 3. Absorption coefficient per km for a 10
. .*.... MHz ordinary wave passing through a

region heated by a 20 mWfcm 2 MPTS.
1 o • , The dashed line includes only increased

-. . collision frequency due to increased
temperature. The dot-dash line includes

Fig. 1. Electrtun t.nIp.raturr- at specified an increased electron density caused by
altitudes as a fun,tiorn of th# incident the reduced recombination described by
energy flux. Eq. (6).

larger increase, requiring about 20 minutes todevelop, which is due to an increase in electron

density. This density increases slowly because
the recombination coefficient decreases as the

N electron temperature rises. The recombina-
\ \tion coefficient in these calculations was taken

to be

2 " = 5X10 - 6 (180/T e ) cm 3 / sec (6)

which is consistent with published recombina-
tion coefficients involving water cluster ions
[7]. Although this value for the effective
recombination coefficient gives a time-scale
comparable to that observed at Platteville, the.... .--1 " . . . . ion chemistry in the D-region is complex and

...... requires further study.

Fig. 2. Electron temperature for specified HEATING EFFECTS IN THE F-REGION
energy fluxes as a function of altitude.
Intermediate fluxes, which exceed the For altitudes above about 115 km where
critical flux at lower altitudes where the the ion-neutral collision frequency, vin- is
energy loss to atomic oxygen is negli- less than the (angular) ion cyclo'tron frequency
gible, are below the critical flux at WBi, plast a motion is directed along the mag-
altitudes where this cooling effect is netic field (except for the f XI/B2 drift).
important. Therefore, the plasma behavior can be treated

as a one-dimensional problem along each mag-
absorption that a 10 MHz radio wave would netic flux tube; the segment of the flux tube
experience in passing through the disturbed which is heated will have a length equal to
volume. The solid curve shows the ambient D/ sin a where D is the effective diameter of
absorption which, as shown by the dashed the beam and a is the angle between the flux
curve, is greatly increased after the elec- line and the microwave beam. The geometry
tron temperature rises (which only requires for a Southwest site (near White Sands, New
times of the order of ms after the MPTS is Mexico) is shown in Fig. 4 where, assuming
turned on). The dot-dash curve shows a still the satellite is directly above the equator, a
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Fig. 4. A near-grazing angle between the
power beam and the magnetic field at a
Southwest site near White Sands, New
Mexico.

is 7. 6 . Results will also be given for a
Northeast site near Bedford, Mass. where
e = 31. 50

. 
The calculations reported in this

paper treat 3 system designs in which energy 0 0 3 40 s

fluxes of 20, 80 and 320 mW/ cm 2 
were paired TIE 1oNW

with beam diameters of 10, 7. 1 and 5 km res-
pectively. Fig. 5. Electron temperature as a function of

time after turn-on at the peak of theThe electron temperature is calculated by F-region at the Northeast site.

a computer program which solves one-dimen-
sional plasma hydrodynamic equations which -
are described by Meltz and LeLevier [ 11].- ...-
The most important cooling effect is the
thermal conduction in the electron gas which
depends on the 5/ 2th power of the electron
temperature. The coupled hydrodynamic U
equations also include pressure gradients and
motion of the plasma, elastic energy transfer 'Ibetween electrons, ions and neutrals and '

inelastic transfer of the electron energy due
to the rotational excitation of diatomic mole-
cules and to fine-structure excitation in atomic L
oxygen. Although some energy is transferred
to ions and neutral particles at high altitudes, .
much of the heat is conducted down to lower . ..
altitudes near 200 km where collisions with
neutral particles are frequent enough to cool Fig. 6. Changes in electron density and tem-
the electrons. perature at night when the heating

continued for longer times. Southwest
The electron temperatures are shown for site for 20 mW/ cm 2 system. Actually

the Northeast site at the peak of the F-region the plasma will drift out of the beam
in Fig. 5, as a function of time after the MPTS after about 200 seconds.
is turned on, using a nighttime profile. These
temperatures increase from their ambient the thermal expansion forces the plasma up
value of 12000

K until they reach a steady- the lines of force. These calculations over-
state after 20-30 seconds of heating. estimate the decrease in density because they

ignore the X1 drift, which would cause a
The effect of continuing the heating for a particular flux line to move out of the beam in

longer time on the electron temperature and about 200 seconds. After 200 seconds, Fig. 6
plasma density can be seen in Fig. 6. shows the plasma density is only about 8 per-
Although the temperature reaches a steady cent below ambient, and a "wake" may be
state in about 30 seconds, the density con- expected outside the beam since it will take
tinues to decrease for a much longer time as time comparable to 200 seconds for ions to
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drift back into the "hole". The plasma density 
changes shown here are due only to expansio:1s 
and compressions and do not include alterations 
of the recombination coefficient due to elec
tron temperature changes such as were inclu
dt;>d in our D-region calculations and which r.1ay 
also modify the high-altitude density changes. 

Thf' curves in Fig. 7 show the electron 
trmpf'rnture as a function of altitude at both 
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Fig. 7. Steady-state temperature at night as 
a function or altitude for the Northe.ast 
and Southw~st. sites in the ambient ion
ospht>re and f"'lr the three system designs. 
Slashes indicate th£< altitude over which 
tr.P. HnP. of force is heated. 

the Northeast and Southwest sites for the 3 
systems under design consideration. These 
temppralures were calculated at t = 200 
seconds after turning on the beams, which 
corresponds to the length of time a given flux 
line remains in the beam and is sufficient 
time for the electr.on temperature to reacl; a 
steady st.ate. Most of the heat is deposited 
near 300 km and much of it is then conducted 
downward to altitudes near 200 km whPre 
n?utral particles are sufficiently numerous to 
cool the plasma. In these high altitude caL:u
lation.'>, the loss of energy to vibrational 
lf'Vels in N2 has br>P.n neglectr>d although they 
urp tur[{n.r than rotational loss~s when the 
temp('rature rxcceds 20C0°K. How ever, 
although these losses may become noticeable 
for tb·' hfghcst power fluxes under considera
tion, (:he relatively low concentration of dia
tomic molecul~B in thf'! F-rpgion diminishes 
thf" fm[JI)t'tnncp of thpS(' losses compared to 
f:hf'T'lntll conduct:ivfty losses, llS pointed out 
r·urlll'l' by MI'HZ and L!'Levil."r [ ll). 

Th!' boundary conditions for the hydro
dynamic f'qllationA hO.VI' bt•rn diSCUSSed in [ 5) 
but wr 1/,Nl<'rnlly t ''Y to movr the boundary 
conditlom~ fnr ,..nough nwny from the dissipa
t:lon rf'glon that the precise boundtlry condl
tf.onA nr" unimportant, For f'Xample, the 
f'lf'ctrnn tl'mpcrnture In ll'fg. 7 wo.s aRsumC'rl 
to ,quo.l thl' rnnt,!,nt t .. mpr!rature at thf' 
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bottom boundary taken at 170 km. This boun
dary condition is only approximate; yet it 
causes little error in the ~lectron temperaturf'B 
above 200 km because most or the energy is 
absorbed by the neutral gases before lt can bt
conducted down to the bottom boundary. 

The electron temppraturP as it would be 
affected by the operation of the solar satelllte 
in the daytimP at th~? Northeast sit«> ls shown ln 
Fig. 8. A comparison with Fig. 7 shows that 
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Fig. 8. Steady-state electron temperatures as 
they are affected at the Northeast site 
during the daytime. Calculations are for 
the magnetic field line undergoing maxi• · 
mum heating. The actual microwave 
irradiation for this linE' of forcP. occurs 
npar 300 km, over the narrow altltudp 
range indicated by the slash marks. 

t ht- an:bient elect ron tempeorV:urE' is consider
ably higller in the daytime than the nighttim«>, 
in part due to the fact that photoelectrons are 
born at relatively high energies. The addi· 
tional incrP.aRe caused by thP. microwave 
radiation is considerably smallE-r in the day· 
tim!', ber.ause the increased el.-ctron densi
ties and higher electron temperatur"s 
increase the thermal conductlon so that the 
thHmal resistance bt"tWeE-n thp dissipation 
region and the lower ionosphert> is reducf'd, 

These calculations havP indicated large 
chan gas in E-lect ron tempf'rature in thf' part or 
th,. ionosphere irradiated by the MPTS, lfow
evPr, th!'l!lr temperaturt> <'~1anges ar .. localhtl'd 
and invol Vt> only those rno.gnt>tic linea of fore .. 
which intf'rt'st tht' hf'am. The calculations In 
this paprr glv(' the t .. mpf'raturt' ris(' al01:;: 
thOSf' ltnell or force Which inh•I'SPCt th«' b('am 
nrar thto prllk or tht' F"l'eJllOn bt'C&UI(' thto 
tPmp!'r&tUI'!' rll!lf' l& grf'llt{'St A.long thf'l't' nf'ld 
Jln!'l!l, 
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The large increase in electron tempera
predicted for power fluxes of 80 mW/cm2 

. greater is likely to cause a significant 
· · lg'e in the rates of several important 
'., c react ions, For example, an important 
· ct of microwave heating of the ionosphere 
~, occur as a result of the vibrational and 

· ~tronic excitation of the neutral compo-
:s. It is known that the excitation of reac

,. 1 s will increase chemical activity through
the atmosphere. In particular, impact 
.tation of the vibrational modes in mole-

.· .:c· nitrogeu by hot thermal electrons can 

.. 2lprate the production of NO+ ions through 
important reaction 

(7) 

:1e N2 vibratio'1al temperature TviB 
eeds 1200°K, then a rapid increaseoccurs 
he rate of Eq. (7), raising its

0 
value by an 

er of magnitude betweP.n 1000 K and 
0°K. The increased production of NO+ 

. s supplants the usual slow creation of 0 2 +_
•i.cl~ procpeds through the charge-exchange 

0+ + 0 -0 + + 0 
2 2 

result, electr.ms now recombine with 
ions as well, r ::c:elerating ionization 

;s by the reaction 

NO++ e-N+ 0 

(8) 

(9) 

If the concentration of NO+ increases due 
electron heating, a density depletion will 

'cur. The effects may extend far beyond 
.'?beam, since the vibrational states of N2 

'·e metastable with very long lifetimes. At 
· r heights, the princiP,al loss of vibra

ly excited nitrogen N2'' is diffusion. 
low 200 km the atomic oxygen ~oncentra
n is large enough to quench N2 at a rate 

, at equals or r>xcceds the diffusion loss pro
·ss. High velocity winds will transport the 
.brationnlly excited species, N2 and possi
iY 0 2 , far from the region of microwave 
··ntirt~, leaving a wake of depletion ion 
.•nceritration. Schunk and Banks [ 12] estim
:p the effl~ctive lifetime of N2'~ to be 5000 
··c. at altitUd!'S above 200 km. If thp wind is 
'.'order 100m sec- 1 , then the excited N2 
tOlP.cules will travel approximately 40 of 
ct!tud(' before beillg qu(mched by atomic 
xyg~n - !l dir;tance of nparly 450 km. This 
H•r.hnnism has beEn put fol'th as one of the 
UUHNl of thl' trough in electr0n concentration 
N.•n near thl' ,.quatorwnrd pdge of the auroral 
vul. 

1·'-IU::GJON HEATING AT PLATTEVILLE 

A typicnl power from a 5 MHz tram~
nit.l:f'J:' at Plattf'VIllf' l fl] was 2 MW with an 
,.ntf'lnna gain of 17 qn. Such a transmitter 
, rodttcf'f.l 00 1J. W / m2 at 300 km which dissi
HII.Ml uR mueh hPnt lVI 2.2 mW/cm2 at 24!'\0 
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MHz. Near the reflection height, the Airy 
"swelling" effect increases the power of the HF 
beam by more than an order of magnitude over 
a narrow height interval on the order cf 1-2 km, 
giving power densitie-s e~uivalent to power den
sities of 20-100 mW/ em at 2450 MHz. There
fore, it seems reasonable to pxpect that power 
densities exceeding 20 mW/ cm2 of 2450 MHz 
radiation will produce effects comparablE' to 
the ionospheric modification experiments 
although some of the instabilities, such as the 
parametric decay instability, will not be excited 
when the heating frequency is far above the 
plasma frequency. The HF modification ~xper
iments caused enhanced airglow at 6300 A, 
triggered instabilities and produced field
aligned structures which scattered radiation in 
the UHF and VHF bands. Many effects were 
observed which were not anticipated theo
retically, in large part because plasma 
instabilities involving nonlinpar interactions 
which arp more difficult to predict than the 
Ohmic heating results • 

In the Platteville experiments, the self
focusing instability explained by Perkins and 
Valeo [ 13] produced field-aligned irrE>gulari
ties which scattered VHF and UHF signals 
propagating within the disturbed area with a 
direction perpendicular to the magnetic field, 
When a similar analysis was applied to the 
MPTS in [ 3] (Appendix B - "Self-Focusing 
Plasma Instabilities"), no instability modes 
were found for the crucial wavelengths less 
than 50 meters which could disrupt the MPTS 
control system. However, the threshold 
power decreas~s as thE' inverse fourth power 
of the instability wavelength. If infinitesimal 
modes exist in the ionosphere, with wave 
vectors within·one degree of perpendicularity 
to both the beam direction and the magnetic 
field, the instability criterion indicated that 
they could be amplified for wavelengths 
greater than 200 meters with a 20 mW i cm2 
power flux, Self-focusing instabilities for 
plasma modes with effective wavelengths on 
the order of a kilometer have also been des
cribed by Drummond [ i4), However, the
instability theoriE'S are not fully bc>licvable 
because they assume infinitPSimal pprturba
ti~ms, i.e. , that electron temperattlre changes 
are much smaller than the ambient. This 
approach is not valid when Ohmic heating 
increases the electron temperature sevE>ral 
times as we have found here. Some difficult 
analyses should be carrif"d out whir.h: comp to 
grips with the enormous temp!"rature rises 
and the finitE' radius of the b~am which allows 
thf' plasma to be partially pushl"rJ out of th!' 
beam by thP P.xpan~ion forc.-1'1. Other compll
cntions Include the f'lectrodyn!llmic drl ft which, 
b~cause its intensity is a funrtlon oi altitud(>, 
will tpnd to prevpnt thP peaks and troughs of 
the plasma density in a potPntlally unstabl~> 
mod!" from lining-up with th.- minima and 
maxima of thf' bpam intPnaity ovt>r a largr
altitudf' r:mgr, as is nrcpoe"'ary for amplifying 
a S('lC·focusing mod!'. A thorough l'ltudy iH 



necessary to assure us that any irregularities
are large enough to be compensated for by the
retrodirective phase-control system, that the
disturbances are localized within the volume of
the beam and the electron temperature excur-
sions are comparable to those described in
this paper.

EFFECTS OF IONOSPHERIC MODIFICATION
ON OTHER USERS

The number of individual communication
systems which potentially can be affected by
ionospheric changes is too large to be ad. -
quately described here. A study was made by
choosing specific examples which span the RF
domain from 10 kHz to 6 GHz in generic sys- Fig. 9. F-layer and D-layer interaction
tems such as navigation, communication and region.
DoD radars [ 4]. For example, Table I lists
three of the systems studied and shows the potential for user interference will increase
potential power beam ionospheric effects. If significantly.
an experimental program for evaluating ion-
ospheric effects is undertaken (and the large Ionospheric irregularities (in particular
number of users which are likely to be affected spread-F) could be caused by the self-focusing
by the ionospheric modification seem to indi- instability generated from the effects of
cate the advisability of an experimental veri- Ohmic heating. During the Platteville heating
fication program), a critical element will be experiment [ 8], ionospheric irregularities
the design and implementation of experiments were observed in the 100 meter wavelength
which will quantitatively determine the risk regime. The results of the Platteville heating
that the MPTS ionospheric effects pose to are not directly related to microwave power
other users, beam effects because the Platteville heating

is done at a frequency near the plasma fre-
TABLE I quency of the ionosphere. This increases the

effective heating by at least an order of mag-
Example of Effects of Ionosphere Modification nitude. However, the results did indicate the

on Other Users occurrence of irregularities It power densi-
ties equivalent to 20 mW/cm at 2.45 GHz.

POWER BEAM Further, the occurrence of these irregulari-
SYSTEM EFFECTS ties was unexpected (i. e. , not predicted) and

OmegaNavigation Ionospheric changes it is risky at this stage of our understanding
System (10.2 kHz) produce sudden phase to predict the occurrence or non-occurrence

anomaly which de- of irregularities as a result of power beam
creases range accu- heating at 2.45 GHz. This uncertainty pro-
racy of Omega. vides a strong argument for undertaking an

experimental program to determine if and to
HF Communications Disruption of HF what extent ionospheric irregularities are
(3 to 30 MHz) communication likely produced.

which affects many DISCUSSION
users.

AF SATCOM; VHF Generation of ionos- The calculations reported in this paper
Satollite-to-Aircraft pheric irregularities indicate major changes in electron tempera-
Communication could produce scin- ture in the vicinity of the power beam and
System tillations and/or moderate changes in electron density. While

multipath conditions, no serious effect upon potential users of the
ionosphere has been identified due to this

The effects in Table I, even if they occur in a increase in the mean electron thermal energy.
region localized with respect to the power it is important to have experimental measure-
beam, can potentially affect users at ranges ments of the effects produced by the power
upward to 2000 km from the interaction region. beam. In this regard, the Platteville and
Another way of viewing this is that a user is Aerecibo HF modification experiments are
potentially affected by the power beam in a useful, but they were conducted at frequencies
region defined by the intersection of his local below or near the reflection frequencies.
horizon and the ionosphere as shown in Fig. 9. Therefore, one could come significantly
For one power beam the prolxbility of inter- closer to duplicating MPTS conditions by con-
action might be small. However, with a ducting modification experiments at 15-30
large number of power beams, all located MHz, as discussed elsewhere i 4. 15-161. As
within the F-layer interaction region. the the MPTS concept is further developed, it
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will be important to study possible ionospheric 8. Special Issue of Radio Science on Ionos-

effects both experimentally and theoretically. pheric Modification, November 1974.
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SOLAR POWER SATELLITE AND ITS INTERACTIONS

WITH PLASMA AND THE IONOSPHERE

Henry Oman
Boeing Aerospace Company

Seattle, Washington

INTRODUCTION In geosynchronous orbit, where there
are only about 100 electrons per cm

3
, the

A solar power satellite is the energy- leakage current through the plasma will be
converting portion of a system which in- insignificant, even when voltages up to 100
jects into Earth-surface public utilities kV are generated in the solar array. How-
power generated from sunlight in a geosyn- ever, ion engines used to control attitude
chronous orbit, 35,693 km altitude. Other and station location will generate charge-
elements of the system are the microwave exchinge plasma which can provide a path
beam that transmits the power to Earth, and for leakage-current flow out of the solar
the receiving station with its array of cell array. The amount of power lost in
antenna elements, rectifiers, and equipment this leakage current will depend on the
for converting the collected power to high- ion-engine power and the engine-to-array
voltage 60 Hz alternating current that is spacing. Insulating the solar cells and
delivered to distributing utilities. A their Interconnectors may be necessary.
solar power satellite having solar cells in
simple trough-type concentrators is shown The microwave beam carrying power to
in Figure i, along with the other major the Earth receiving station may interact
system elements and their power losses, with the ionosphere. The extent of interac-

tion will depend on the power transmission
To be practical, a solar power satel- frequency and the power density in the

lite must be large, in the order of 100 beam. Power densities of 20 to 30 milli-
km

2
. This is because the microwave beam watts per cm

2 
are being considered. Most of

should be sharp enough to focus its energy the past work has been based on a 2.45 GHz
on a reasonable size receiving station, say frequency, but our latest analysis suggests
60 km

2 
in area. An antenna generating such that significant savings would result from

a beam would have to be about a kilometer the use of a higher frequency. For example
in diameter. It can then transmit enough a 10 6W receiving station might cost as
power to support on Earth a receiving eta- much as $2.8 billion less if 5.8 GHz were
tion that delivers from 5 to 10 gigawatts substituted for 2.45 GHz.
(GW) of power. For reference, the larger
nuclear power plants in operation in 1977 SPACE ENVIRONMENT
deliver about one GW.

The environment for the solar power
Constructing a solar power satellite satellite is summarized in Figure 2 where

in low-Earth orbit, followed by self- altitude is plotted in Earth radii, nauti-
powered electrically-thrusted transfer to cal miles, and kilometers horizontally on a
its geosynchronous operating station seems logarithmic scale, but with the center of
to be the best approach. The alternate of the Earth brought from minus infinity to
assembly in geosynchronous orbit involves the edge of the illustration.
hoisting into low-Earth orbit huge
quantities of propellants for hauling the The Earth's magnetic field does not
satellite components into geosynchronous directly affect the high voltage solar
orbit. However, self-powered orbit transfer array of a solar power satellite, but it
requires the generation of high voltage controls other phenomena that do affect the
directly from the solar-cell array. About array. These phenomena vary by orders of
1800 volts is the limit because at higher magnitude in intensity as a result of solar
voltages current leaking through the plasma activity induced changes in the Earth'a
In low Earth orbit would steal too much magnetic field and particle arrival rates.
power from the solar array. For example, the ionospheric layers, of
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which the Fl and F2 are in the 100 nautical of the same order of magnitude as the ran-I

mile (NM) to synchronous-altitude operating dom electron current density calculated

regime, are affected not only by the magne- from Langmuir probe data. The relatively

tic fields, but also by the time of day and low plasma current density collected by the
season of the year. During the day the 0.015-inch diameter hole may be an insula-
ultraviolet in the sunlight ionizes the tion shielding effect; the hole diameter
oxygen and nitrogen neutral stoma of the and depth, being nearly equal, make it a
air, producing over 10

6 
electrons per cm

3  
relatively "deep" hole whose walls limit

(Figure 3). At night the recombination of the ability of the applied voltage to
electrons with ionized oxygen produces the collect plasma electrons.
air-glow. At synchronous altitude the nor-
mal electron count falls to 100 per cm

3
, At intermediate voltages (+60 volts to

and 60 cubic kilometers must be swept to +100 volts) the collected plasma currents
find a coulomb of charge. The thermal flux start rising rapidly with increasing vol-
of electrons and the flux of ions swept out tage while the effect of defect size dimin-
by the spacecraft are plotted as a furiction ishes. At high voltages (+1,000 volts to
of altitude In Figure 4. 20,000 volts) the currents for all three

hole sizes are roughly equal and do not
Solar cell degradation is most severe inci*a~e appreciably as voltage is

in the Van Allen trapped electron and increased.
proton belts, where up to 106 protons of
greater than 4 MeV energy bombard every The observed current saturation at
square centimeter of cell area each second, high voltage was a surprise and at first
The energetic protons are particularly was thought to be a limitation of the
damaging because each proton of energy over facility; e.g., perhaps the plasma soarce
4 MeV can penetrate a 6-mil quartz cover could provide no more current, or perhaps
and produce thousands of crystal defects the limited size of the chamber walls
before coming to rest. Compared with restricted the ability of the holes' plasma
trapped protons the galactic cosmic rays sheath to collect current. To check these
(108 per sq cm per year) produce trivial possibilities, the current collecting
damage in solar cells, behavior of a 1.2l-cm diameter sphere was

measured under nearly the same plasma con-
PINHOLE CURRENT COLLECTION ditions with the sphere located close to

where the pinhole had been. The result was
Current flow through pinholes in insulation that the sphere current never saturated and
is an important mechanism in the escape of behaved according to theory, even though
power from high-voltage solar arrays this current exceeded the pinhole satura-
through a plasma path. Kennerud measured tion currents by a factor of 50. Thus it
the current flowing from plasma through appears that the observed pinhole satura-
pinholes while varying pinhole size, tion is not a basic limitation of the
insulation type, area of electrode and plasma source or of the chamber size. This
surrounding insulation, shape of pinhole, saturation is a repeatable phenomenon whose
and type of insulation adhesive (Reference level depends primarily upon plasma density
1). Environmental and electrical parameters and area of insulation surrounding the
that were varied are: plasma denaity, vol- pinhole.
tage level and polarity, length of plasma
exposure, and background pressure. Another surprise was the high level of the

collected current at voltages above about
In one of his tests he used 0.0127 cm 500 volts. Figure 6 shows that at high vol-

Kapton-insulation and measured current flow tage the measured current for the smallest
through the pinholes having hole diameters pinhole was several orders of magnitude
of 0.038-cm, 0.152-cm, and 0.381-cm. The larger than that calculated for a sphere
Kapton was bonded to a stainless steel disc having the same surface area as the pin-
with conductive epoxy and mounted In a hole. There Is some evidence that this
Teflon holder. This test holder exposed a enhancement over what a sphere would
3.5-cm diameter disc (9.6 cm

2 
area) of the collect is due to the presence of the insu-

Kapton surface with the hole in the center lation surface surrounding the pinhole. It
facing the ion beam, had been suggested that one reason for this

is that the voltage from portions of the
The measured leakage current with the electrode covered by Kapton is felt by

electrode positive is shown in Figure 5. At plasma electrons and thereby enhance the
low voltages (< 40 volts) the collected pinhole current collection. To test this
plasma current strongly depends upon hole possibility the above tests were repeated
size and Is nearly Independent of voltage, with a Kapton-covered electrode in the same
In this voltage range the collected plasma test holder without any pinhole. The region
current density of the largest two holes is In front of the specimen was investigated
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with a hot wire probe. With the probe cell panels correlated well with his pre-

within 0.635-cm of the Kapton surface, no dictions. With a negatively charged panel
potential could be sensed. This result which collected ions, his experimental
makes it seem unlikely that the electrode measurements did not correlate well with

area under the insulation surrounding a theoretical predictions, perhaps because
pinhole contributes to the electron- the ion sheath extended to the chamber
collecting capability of the defect by walls.

virtue of electric fields extending through
the insulation into the plasma. Using Langmuir's equations, we deter-

mined that at 500 km the electron sheath
POWER LOSS BY LEAKAGE THROUGH PLASMA extends to a few meters above the plane of

the solar cells, in the range of electron
The space between 400 km altitude and concentrations, electron temperatures, and

the orbits of geosynchronous satellites array voltages of interest. The calculation

contains neutral atoms, free electrons, of leakage current then simplifies into
positive ions, and high-energy charged analyzing the rate at which electrons drift

particles. The high-energy particles, into an electron sheath having essentially
although damaging to solar cells and opti- the same area as the solar array. This
cal surfaces, are not numerous enough to electron current (Jr) is simply:

carry a significant current. The free
electrons, generated each morning when ir = N._ E (in A/cm

2
)

ultraviolet photons ionize neutral atoms, 3.7 x 101]

have energies of around one to two electron
volts. This energy is dissipated in react- where Ne = electron density, in electrons
ions with neutral atoms and ions increasing per cm

3

the temperature of the medium to the region Ee = electron energy in eV

of 5000 to 20000 K. The temperature of an

electron is related to its energy by The calculated leakage currents from a
Boltzmann's constant, 8.6171 x io

5 
eV per 1500-volt array for several altitudes are

*K. shown in Table 1. The calculatlons were

based on the electron densitie in Figure 3
An electrically neutral gas containing and the electron temperatures in Reference

free electrons and ions in equal numbers is 3.

called a plasma. A positively charged
spherical electrode, say one cm in A flow of electrons from the ilasma to

diameter, will collect electrons when the solar power satellite must be matched to
inserted into a plasma. The volume in which an equivalent flow of electrons out of the

electrons are influenced by the electrode, solar power satellite. Otherwise the satel-
called a sheath, is much larger than the lite will become negatively charged with
sphere. Some of the electrons will orbit respect to the plasma, and will cease

around the electrode and escape back out of attracting electrons. This flow of elec-
the sheath. Current collection is then said trons away from the satellite is provided
to be orbit-limited and is affected in a during orbit transfer by electron emitters

complex manner by the radius of the elec- which are installed for neutralizing the
trode, the voltage of the electrode, and ions emitted by the thrusters. In geosynch-
the temperature and density of the free ronous orbit, where the satellite would be

electrons, generating power, the electric thrusters

would not always be in operation. Further-
The high-voltage solar-cell array for more, in geosynchronous orbit the electron

a solar power satellite looks more like a density is only about 100 per cm
3
, so the

sheet electrode than like a spherical power lost through plasma leakage, even at

probe. For example, let us assume that 10 44 kV, would be trivial.
km

2 
of a solar power satellite array is

deployed to supply 1500-volt power for A negatively charged s,)lar array would
electric propulsion thrusters for raising attract ions rather than electrons. How-
the satellite from low-Earth orbit, say 500 ever, ions are less mobile than electrons,
km, to geosynchronous orbit. K.L. Kennerud and the ion current would be much smaller
has developed a method of analyzing the than the electron current observed with a

leakage current from such arrays (Reference positively charged solar array. Thus, the

1) based on fundamental equations developed positively charged array is the worst case.

by I. Langmuir (Reference 2). Kennerud's

technique converts the planar array into a
sphere having the same area, and then he

calculated the radius of the electron
sheath surrounding the array. His experi-

ments with small positively charged solar-
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EFFECT OF VOLTAGE, ELECTRON TEMPERATURE, CHARGE EXCHANGE PLASMA GENERATION RATE
AND ELECTRON DENSITY

Kaufman and I'aacson in Reference 5

It is interesting to note that in give the charge-exchange ion generation
large solar arrays the voltage of the array rate (Nce) as

does not significantly affect the leakage 7.62 x 1033 jb2 (I -A) e

current. The array voltage affects only the Nce =

thickness of the electron sheath which is rol u

small compared with its other dimensions.

For example, with a 1500-volt, 10 km
2 

array where the symbols represent the following

the sheath is only 2.6 m thick at 500 km quantities, with the values shown being
altitude. Increasing the array voltage to those which might be applicable to our
44 KV would increase the sheath thickness solar power satellite:

by only a few meters.
Possihle Value,

Sheath thickness is affected by elec- Symbol Meaning SPS

tron density and temperature. For example,
in geosynchronous orbit the electron Jb Beam current, 64 kA per corner

density is only about 100 electrons per amperes

cm
3
. A 44 KV solar array operating in

geosynchronous orbit would have a sheath Ivu Propellant utili- 0.892

radius 15 percent larger than the radius of zation factor

q sphere having the same area as the array.

Contributing to this large ro are the array 
0
ce Charge-exchange 2.5 x 10-19 m

2

voltage, the low electron density and hot cross section, m
2  

for argon

electron temperature. However, the plasma

leakage current in a solar array of a power A Atomic weight of 39.94 for argon

satellite in geosynchronous orbit is propellant

limited, not by the electron supply, but by
the inability of the heavy ions to move to ro  Beam radius, 16.97

the satellite to neutralize the charge meters

deposited by collected electrons. If the
electric propulsion thrusters are not oper- The values for the solar power satel-

ating, the leakage electron current would lite were derived as follows. Each argon

no longer be neutralized by the emitters thruster has an 80-ampere beam current, so

used with the ion thrusters, and hence the 800 thrusters at each corner would
would be trivial. produce 64 kA of beam current. The argon

propellant has an atomic weight of 39.94
SOLAR ARRAY POWER LOSS THROUGH atomic mass units and a charge-exchange

CHARGE-EXCHANGE PLASMA cross section of 2.5 x 10
-
19 m

2 
at 10

°

meters per second. The effective beam radius
Charge-exchange plasma is generated in was assumed to be that of a circle having

and downstream of an electric ttruster when the same area as the total of 800 thrusters,

the beam ions interact with neutral atoms each 120 cm in diameter.

escaping from the thruster (Figu-e 7). The
charge exchange plasma was first discovered Kaufman's equation gives a charge

to be a conducting medium in the path of exchange generation rate of 3.52 x 1023 ions

electrons going from the thruster to the per second, the equivalent of 56.4 kA. How-

solar array during tests of the ArS-6 ever, if we assume that each of the neutral

spacecraft in a large vacuum chamier argon atoms is ionized only once, then the
(Reference 4). The spacecraft was biased at limiting rate of generation of ions for the
+15 volts relative to the thruste- charge-exchange plasma should correspond to

neutralizer, and substantial eleciron the rate of release of neutral atoms by the

currents were observed flowing to the thruster. The limiting charge-exchange
spacecraft. current (Ice) would then be

1 i 6 A - 0 . 8 9 2 7
The ions in the charge exchan,,e plasma Ice - lb (W.d) = 64 kA ( 0892 =

will be propelled by electric fields away u kA

from the ion beam and toward the back of

the thruster (Figure 8). The positive ions The difference between the 56.4 kA

in this plasma, not being readily absorbed predicted with Kaufman's equation and the
by the solar array, constitute a minor part 7.75 kA of neutral atoms coming out of the

of the leakage current. The electrons, on thrusters might be explained as follows:

the other hand, can funnel through holes in Within the current-flow path extending from
any solar array insulating surface, and can the thruster area to the solar array, the

rob significant power from the solar array. heavy argon ions might he considered as
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TABLE 1. LEAKAGE CURRENT FROM POSITIVELY CHARGED

SOLAR ARRAY

Array Electron Electron Leakage Current Power Loss,
Alttue. DnstyN Tenperature Amperes-pe-r Percent of

Km Electrons/cm3 nA/cm 
2  

1500 V String* Generated

500 6 x 10 5 3.000 824.5 0.8494 7.72

700 2 x 105 3,000 274.8 0.2831 2.57

1.000 7 x 1043,000 96.19 0.0990 0.90

2,000 2 x 10 3.200 28.38 0.0292 0.265

5,000 1X 10O
4  

4,400 16.64 0.0171 0.156

10.000 8 x 103 5,400 14.75 0.0152 0.138

20,000 2 x 1039,000 4.76 0.0049 0.044

30.000 1 X 10 2 13,600 0.29 0.0003 0

*The string is 0.404 m by 255 m, with an area of 133.02 m

Figure 7. Charge Exchange Plasma isCAREEC NOIN
Generated When Beam Ions Ionize Neutral CHARGE-EXCHANGE
Propellant Atoms Drifting Out of Thruster. ELECTRON

SHIELD ION BEAM

ELECTROMAGNET

CATHODE ............................ $.

PROPELLANT- -
INLET-0

PERMANENT
MAGNET NEUTRAL ATOM OF PROPELLANT

Sb 0. 65 A

0.85,

I., Plasma Potential,
Figure S. lan Flow in Beam Generates Electric / jVolts
Field That Proapels Charge Exchange Ions.

Radial *-
Distance, Thruster ,
cm . .

Radial Distance, cm
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standing still relative to the much lighter the collecting plate will carry only 7.75I
electrons. There is always a one-to-one kA, which at 20 volts represents 155 kW or
ratio of ions to electrons in this current- 0.3 percent of the power supplied to the
flow path, thus preserving the neutral thrusters. The anode could be a thin sheet
character of plasma. However, the electrons of metal connected to the thruster Structure
are flowing at high velocity from the through a 20-volt power supply.
neutralizers to the solar array, and each
electron doesn't stay long in the plasma. If nothing else works, then the ion
This is analagous to the action in a therm- thrusters could be spaced away from the
ionic power-generating diode, where solar array. We have not yet calculated how
relatively few cesium ions neutralize the far this spacing must be.
space charge around the cathode to promote a
copious flow of electrons to the anode. In a CONCLUSIONS
sense, the argon ions form a conduit for
expeditious transfer of electrons from the Generation of power at high voltage,
neutralizers at the thrusters to the solar around 40 kV, is advantageous on a solar
array, power satellite. For example, power for the

rf amplifiers would be carried by buses from
LIMITING POWER LOSS THROUGH CHARGE- solar cells as far as 10 km away, and even

EXCHANGE PLASMA at 40 kV the current at the rotary joint
between the array and antenna will be around

Methods of avoiding the solar array 200 kA. Bus weight is reduced as voltage is
loss in output caused by charge-exchange raised. Also, generating power at 40 kV, a
plasma conduction are shown in Figure 9. good input voltage for high-power klystron
Using the cone shield does not reduce rf power amplifiers, avoids the need for
losses, according to Reference 5. The cone heavy power conversion equipment.
does move the apparent source of plasma
generation downstream and further from the Leakage of current through plasma can
solar array. However, it also increases the constitute a significant power loss from a
density of the neutral atoms, and the net high-voltage solar array. For example, at
result is an increase in the leakage current 300 km altitude a 2 kV array can barely
from the solar array. generate enough power to feed the plasma

losses. We believe that 477 km is a good
Insulating the solar array would altitude for assembling the solar power

eliminate the leakage-current loss were it satellites, and that supplying power at 1.8
not for the pinholes. Kennerud showed that kV to the thrusters for orbit transfer is
within the plasma sheath surrounding the appropriate. Even at this voltage the 1

2
R

solar array electrons will funnel into a losses in the power buses will be signifi- !

pinhole from a large volume of the plasma cant, but we need only about one-fourth of
(Reference I). If the electron current is the satellite solar array for powering the
great enough, the pinholes will enlarge as thrusters.
the surrounding insulation sublimates away.

In geosynchronous orbit where the
A third method of controlling leakage satellite generates power and delivers it to

current going through the charge-exchange Earth with a microwave beam, and the
plasma Is to collect the electrons with an electron density is only around 100 per cm

3
,

anode before they can get into the solar plasma leakage current will he trivial if
array. Kaufman dismisses this approach with ion thrusters are not operating.
the note that is consumes too much power.
However, most of the electrons can be Leakage current through charge-exchange
collected on a 20-volt anode. Using plasma, which is generated whenever ion
Kaufman's generation rate of charge-exchange engines are operated for orbit transfer or
plasma gives a current of 56.4 kA, which at station keeping, Is a phenomenon that is
20 volts represents 1.13 MW or 2.2 percent real but not yet fully understood. Leakage
of the 52 MW consumed by the 800 thrusters, current through clarge-exchange plasma might

be reduced by shields, spacing, or ion
If the charge-exchange plasma geneia- collection at low voltage, but much more

tion is limited by the supply of neutral work needs to be done before we can be sure.
argon atoms released by the thrusters, then
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RADIO PROPAGATION AND SOLAR CYCLE 21

Paul E. Argo and Jay R. Hill
EM Propagation Division. Naval Ocean Systems Center

San Diego CA 92152

a reversed average solar magnetic field. Since the ampli-
INTRODUCTION tude and frequency of the cycle varies slowly with time,

it has become a point of interest to determine if sunspot
In Otobr 157,the moohedsunpot umbr (SN) activity variation is regular and constant over extendedIn Otobr 157,the moohedsunpot umbr (SN periods of time. If in fact it is regular, then it should bereached 209, the highest value in recorded history. Several s sible to make predictions based upon historical obser-

months earlier, the FCC had to wamn all 2-50 MHz users that taions.
they should expect signal disruption, after it was learned that
U.S. Highway Patrol vehicles were responding to European The sunspot record from 1 749 to 1 975 has been ana-
Police orders and South American taxi cabs were unable to lyzed (Hill. 1977) using a high resolution spectral analysis
tiecipher instructions from Florida dispatchers (George to determine not only the frequencies of the periodicities,
Jacobs, CQ Editor, private communication). but also the amplitude and phase of each line. Since a

number of closely spaced lines are resolved, it is possible
Although this was 1957 and solar cycle 19, there are to project backwards in time and form a comparison with

indications that similar effects will occur in 1981 during the extended record as determined by Eddy. The anialysis
cycle 21. Since 1961 most predictions have indicated abnor- shows that discrete lines do exist in the sunspot record and
mally low solar activity for the remainder of this century. a beat between several closely spaced lines produces a long
Initial predictions based on unsophisticated techniques to fit (1000 year) period fluctuation in solar activity. The analysis
to the sunspot record (Figure 1) were shown incorrect when is performed with 2724 monthly sunspot values given by

cycl 20reahed126 moe tan afacor f to aovethe Vitinskii (1956) and by Solar Geophysical Data. The alge-
cycl 20reahed126 moe tan afacor f to aovethe braic sign of alternate cycles is negative to conform to an

predicted upper limit of S0. More sophisticated techniques assumed 22 year magnetic reversal cycle.
still predicted that the sunspot cycle will not rise above SO.
However, using the most up to date spectral analysis method Several methods for analyzing spectra have been applied
available (Paul, 1972), Hill (1977) determined that the next to the sunspot record by the authors already mentioned.
cycle might climb above even the 1957 high. The cycle Cole used fast Fourier transform (FF1') to analyze the ~
began close to the December 1976 prediction of Hill (rather autororrelation function and the solar cycle phase data
than the September 1977 prediction of the others) and is of Schove and obtained the power spectral density as a
rising even faster than the Hill prediction (Figure 2). smooth continuous function of frequency. Also both Cohen

etal. and Currie used the maximum entropy method (MEM)
Because the ionosphere undergoes long term variations to find the smooth continuous power density function.

that follow the solar cycle and these variations cause corre- Both the FFT and MEM methods estimate the frequency
sponding changes in IIF/VHF propagation, it is important of a suspected spectral line at the point power. The mct1.M'
that the communication system community recognize that developed by A. Paul (1972) is a very accurate and sen-
the emerging solar cycle may behave differently then pre- sitive method for determining frequencies, amplitudes an'
viously expected. Thus, the impact these differences can phases of unknown lines in a spectrum consisting of both
have on their systems must be evaluated, If cycle 21 reaches broadband noise and discrete lines. Hill (1977) has used the
Hill's prediction then subsequent ionospheric effects (i.e. Paul method to determine a Fourier Series fit to sunspot

data. (See also the paper by Hill included in these pro-increased sporadic E, etc.) could cause compromising of mili- ceedings.)
tary communication system by the opening of unexpected
propagation paths (Crepeau, 1974). This paper, therefore, The summed Fourier Series corresponding to the sun-
covers the ionospheric effects of both solar cycles 19 (SSN spot model is plotted along with monthly data record in
206) and 20 (SSN 126) and how systems can be affected. Figure 1. The series is evaluate'd beyond the data record

at both ends to provide a forecast of future and an aft
SOLAR ACTIVITY VARIATIONS cast of past solar cycles. Note the striking agreement be-

tween the model and observations between 1720 and 1975.
Solar activity, as measured by sunspot number, has The fact that the summed series fails to fit the data as ac-

been occasionally observed telescopically since 1610 and curately in the first and last cycles as in the central cycles
carefully observed since 1749. It appears to have an eleven may be an artifact of the mathematical method or it may
year cycle which has been recently identified as a 22 year indicate changes in the physical processes of the sun, e.g..
magnetic peniod with every other eleven year cycle having changes in the oscillation mode excitations.
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The fit, Figures I, 2 to the sunspot record between designer) because he should be including in his calculations
1750 and 1975 is good enough to forecast a few years into the "best" predictions of solar cycle variations.
the future. Using the zero crossing as an indicator, the
model predicted this solar cycle would begin December One of the problems involved in comparing solar
1976. lactual date was August 19761. Several authors activity to ionospheric variations is that SSN is probably
t(ole. 1973, Jose, 19 05, Cohen and Lintz, 19741 have pre- not a good measure of the solar eftects on the ionosphere.
dicted a low sunspot activity level during the next cycle The reason is that the chief ionizing agent for the F-region
(number 21) with a peak near 50 to 60. [fill's analysis of the ionosphere is the solar extreme ultraviolet 0-[1V)
predicted a laige peak between 130 and 200 during 1981 radiation. EUV has not been measured accurately and con-
or 1982. tinuously for long periods of time. mainly because the

measuring instruments must be satellite rmounted Solar
Although the present solar cycle has just begun, the physicists believe that the [UV flux varies in much the

SSN values are showing a cycle rise rate that is even faster same manner as the sunspot number during a solar (ycle.
than that predicted by Hill (Figure 2). but the exact relatiohips hase not been determined In

fact, the ionospheric measurements may lead to a more
exact understanding of the solar process.

SOLAR CYCLF [EFIECTS ON HIF/VIF PROPAGATION
The oblique propagation of ItF signals is aftecled by

The ionosphere under long term variations that follow factors other than just the foF2 value. Ilowever. a useful
the solar sunspot activity (Figures 3, 4). The ionospheric measure of the propagation conditions is the highest ire-
variations cause corresponding changes in HF/VHF pro- quency that can propagate over a given path. which is usually
pagation. In this section, the cycle to cycle variations in called the Maximum Observable Frequency (MOF. ihe
ionospheric response to solar variation are examined and MOF depends mainly upon the foF2. path length and the
some of the pitfalls that the HF/VIIF user can avoid are F layer reflection height. The relationship between MOl-
presented. It will be shown that commonly used ionos- and foF2 is linear, while that with the F layer reflection
pheric indices may not adequately describe the ionospheric height (being due to propagation geometry considerationso
variations unless used with care and that the effects are is less straight forward. In general, a lower reflection height
very dependent upon user and frequency. The 50-70 MHz yields a higher MOF while an increased reflection height
band. which is usually groundwave or sporadic E supported, has a decreased MOF. Also. a longer path length will have
opens up to F-region mid latitude propagation during ex- a higher MOF. For a given path length, the ration of the
tremely high solar activity (SSN 190). The low VHF band MOF to the foF2 is called the M-factor (i.e. MOF foF2
(30-50 MHz) will be open to F-region mid-latitude propa- x M-factor). Because it is a function of the F-layer height
gation during medium to high solar activity during non- the M-factor for a path of 3000 kn (called an M3000) is
summer months. The top of the HF band (25-30 MHz) often used to characterize the layer height.
will also be open almost year round during the medium to
high solar activity period. Incidentally, the 27 MHz citizens For a plane (flat) ionosphere. the M-factor increases
band channels will undergo much interference from sky- as the path length increases and so at an infinitely long
wave signals in a 4000 km radius during even a low solar path length, the MOF would be infinite. In the curved
cycle maxima (SSN 50). earth case, there is a geometric limit on the M-factor for any

specified distance.
A common method for quantizing the ionosphere is

with the critical frequency of the F2 peak (foF2). Figure During solar cycle variations. the F-layer height (')
4 shows the monthly mean noon foF2 values for Slough, varies, being lowest low sunspot cycle and rising with son-
England covering three solar cycles (1932-1962). The spot number (see Figure 3). From the previous paragraph,
short period variations in Figure 4 are the seasonal vari- we see the effect on the MOF of this height variation is in
ations indicated in Figure 3. Using the Slough data, one the opposite direction as that of increasing foF2. Since
can see that the maximum foF2 value does vary from solar i' increases with SSN, we see that M3000 decreases, can-
cycle peak to solar cycle peak (e.g.. 13-15 MHz). When celing some of the increase in MOF due to the increase in
the monthly mean values of winter foF2 are plotted as foF2. In fact, White Sands. N. M. data (foF2. M3000)
function of the twelve month running average of sunspot indicates that the differences between different solar cycle
number, a definite relationship can be seen (Figure 5). peak for MOF (3000) are small (5-25'?;) compared to the
The usual interpretation (Davies, 1965) is that a "flatten- large minimum to maximum solar cycle SSN variations
ing" of the curve exists for SSN greater than 130 indicat- (80%). Figure 7 shows the variations in the maximum
ing saturation effects. If, however, the different cycles MOF supportable during the different solar conditions.
are separated (as suggested by 1. W. Wright) (Figure 6). The maximum MOF can be derived from the foF2 and
one sees immediately that each cycle has a linear (and (M3000) by following the M-factor curve from the 3000
different) foF2 vs. SSN relationship, kin distance to the 00 elevation (launch) angle. This max-

imum MOF is the geometrically limited MOF. The Mi1:
Notice that a SSN of 50. in a low cycle, does not give (3000) relates to tihe user working medium distances (across

the same ionospheric response as a SSN of 50 in a very the U. S., for example). The MOF (miax) is most relevant
high cycle, In other words, the ionospheric response to to transoceanic propagation with path lengths greater than
SSN variations is predictable within each cycle and yet 4500 ki. In fact, during November 1958 while the peak
cannot be directly compared from cycle to cycle. This MOF (3000) is -43 MIl/. Time peak MOF tnax) is -47 MIll.
is important to the propagation forecaster kand system
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These MOF values are monthly medians, indicating Ti-E SOLAR (Y'LI 21 AND IliE USER
that for half the ',vs of the month, a frequency greater
than 47 MHz was piopagating. In fact, for 25'.1 of the The MOF variations, as discussed, have different in.-
days in the month of November 1958, freu;aenrie greater 1pacts on different type of user. The Navy, who usually
than 50 MHz were propagating over the long distance paths. tratismits to distances less thai', 3000 ki, will be basically
This indicates that mid latitude 50 Mihz propagation is not unaffected by solar cycle peak values. However, the covert
"standard" even during the peak of a high solar cycle systems using frequencies of 25-30 Mltz (expecting this

to be above the maximum MOFI may find that for large
Figure 7 shows trik wcasonal variations in the MOF foi portions of the day. they are compromising their covert-

two solar cycle peaks and minima between. The seasonal ness. Marine and Army users, in the lower VHF band (30-
variations indicated in Figures 3. 4 are evident and the 100 MIIz), will have a large number of long skip propagation
solar cycle effects on HIF propagation are c,-ar. 50 MIL, occurrances during high SSN.
is available only on the best days in the winter during ex-
tremely high solar cycle (SSN 190) while 30 MIli is avail- All the above may never be aware of the problem,
able for most of the year (excluding summer) for solar however, because their bands are minimally filled and in-
conditions other than the sunspot minima. During the terference won't be a factor; rather, they will be compro-
summer even 20 MHz became unusable. raising security.

These Propagation assessments are strictly for mid- ('lrs, because of the large number of users in the
latitude propagation paths. For paths crossing the equator. bands (C7 Mlz), will have severe interference problems
the results must be modified. Specifically. the ionos, heric uuring the winter of an) medium to high solar cycle. This ,
tilts in the equatorial region cause the signal to travel iiuch interference will be of helterodyning nature - not individual
further (Figure 8) with an M factor that is increased by a signal receptions. I-ven a low solar cycle is likely to cause
factor of 1.5. This means during conditions when a 45 ('B to go skywave often during the winter months.
MHz signal propagates at mid-latitudes, o8 Mlit will be
propagating transequatorially. In addition, the ionospheric
responses to the solar cycle variations are distin tly !atitude CONCLUSION
dependent (Figure 9). The high latitude variations (Kiruna,
Sweden and Akita. Japan) are similar to the mid-latitude We have reviewed the effects of solar activity on the
variations. The equatorial variations ( Rarolunga "rd Kinshasa ) ionosphere and HIFVIF propagation. The peaks of solar
show no such simple pattern and propagation prediction cycles allow much different propagation characteistics
through the equator would prove extrem'ely ditticultly. than lfi. low of a solar cycle and the peak to peak variations

may be significant under certain conditions. For example.
Measurements of scintillation activitv (250 MII/) at in 1957. mid-latitude propagation at 50 Mliz was fairly

Guam were taken (by NEI-(') over lour y.ars of declining common while in 1908. the occurrances were rare. Pre-
sunspot numbers IPaulson and Iopkins. I 47? . Figure 20 vious eslinnatev of the upcoming solar cycle have been that
shows their finding of a direct dependence between SSN it will be much lower than the last cycle (1968). If this
and scintillation activity. If the prediction of nmaximuni is true. 50 MIi, will not propagate skywave and even 30
SSN of 2P0 is realized, then a direct extrapolation indicates Mil/ may remaimn ground wave dominated for large parts
that six hours of intense scintillation every night might of the year Our analysis, on the other hand, indicates
ve e.xpected. Note, however. that there may be cycle to that the next cycle of solar activity may soar ahoic the
cycle variations in this dependence. as we f'ound in the 1957 high, in whlci case, the 50+ Mlz frequencies will
foF2 vs. SSN relationshi,. be skywave for a rcord period of time. A more cautious

estimate still places the next level of activity well above
1he 196M peak and so frequent skywave propagation periods
at 50+ MI', should be expected.
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Figure 5, 6 Plotting foF2 versus SSN from
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stantially straight lines

Figure 4 Monthly mean noon critical
frequencies (foF2) at Slough,
England for solar cycles 17-19.
(from Davies, 1965)
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REAL TIME PROPAGATION ASSES:;MENT: INITIAL TEST RESULTS

Ilan .1. Rothmuller
Naval Ocean S-stems Center

San Di~go, CA 92152

INTRODUCTION illustrating the concept of regionalized
tailored assessments. The graphic display shows

The operational effectiveness of a wide the area of concern for the coimmunications
variety of Navy electromagnetic systems depends controller. For the Naval Communilcation Station
on the state of the propagation channel or (NAVCONMSTA) at Stockton, CA (near San
environment. Here, th oopeei osdrd Francisco, CA) this is the eastern Pacific
the propagation environment. Real-time Ocean. The map shows the current positino
propagation assessment is a technique which can ships and (on the left) the maximm useable
be used to optimize system performance and frequency (MUT), lowest useable frequency (LUF),
minimize detrimental effects of an unknown or and frequency of optimum transmission (FOT) for
disturbed environment. Optimization may be
achieved, for example, by choice of an optimum
frequency to communicate in a specific geometric
configuration. Real-time propagation assessment *__" ~ ~ ~~,, ** .
also provides warning of environmental :.*A '!~~c

disturbances which can interrupt communications, ________
render surveillance systems useless, and cause ,s- 4
gross Inaccuracies in navigation systems.. .S.--

A real-time environmental prediction and K I I -
assessment system (EPAS) is en integration of -

three elements. These are: (1) a variety of
solar/geophysical data sources; (2) a facility -
which collects, processes and selectively
disseminates these data to; (3) a propagation . .-

assessment terminal where real-time, -- ..-

regionalized and tailored "products" are Issued.

This paper describes an assessment .6 . d*6 *,.'ba-

terminal, the model development, and the results
of testing the terminal in an operational Figure 1. PROPHET display showing HF
environment, propagation characteristics between the Naval

Communication Station (aste- -sk at 121 0 W, 38 0
N)

PROPHET: A REAL TIME ASSESSMENT TERMINAL and the ships Durham, Enterprise, Tatawa and
Ranger.

The Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC) has
developed a real-time propagation assessment each ship. The communications controller uses
terminal called PROPHET (a pseudo-acronym for this information to guide his frequency
"propagation forecasting terminal"). Th selection. The current and past hour satellite
objective of the NOSC effort was to develop a measured solar x-ray flux, a measure of solar
terminal to be used by operational personnel, activity, is also displayed. When the x-ray
PROPHET products ware designed to be easily flux rises to levels such that propagation is
understood and applied. To achieve this affected, PROPHET warns the circuit control
objective, models ware developed which translate officer and produces updated frequency advice.
solartgeophysical effects into specific system Such a warning not only alerts communication
effects. The PROPHET terminal consists of a personnel that it is an environmental
stand alone minicomputer with an interactive disturbance causing an outage rather than
graphic display and herd copy unit. An example equipment failure. but also allows some
of a PROPHET product is shown in Figure I flexibility to alleviate problems.
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A very important PROPHET capability is the For the systems considered, the sun is assumed
ability to produce ray traces which depict the to be the primal environmental driver.
path of the electromagnetic wave fronts. Figure
2 is an example of a 3000 km path. A number of Three approaches can be taken to develop
important propagation features are evident from models assessing the propagation environment:

phenomenological, statistical, and semi
empirical. The phenomenological is based on an

.. 349 ,, " understanding of the physical processes relating
" -*9uv. " L .1 _" cause and effect. The statistical approach is

--b a ,, a -- * based on synoptic studies and assumes that
predictions can be made based on historic data.
The semi-empirical method (presently used most
often by the NOSC modeling group) combines
knowledge of the basic physical causes with
observational data to generate simplified models
which obviate modeling the complicated processes
between the basic driving cause and final
effect.

An example of such a model is the effect of
-• -- a solar x-ray flare on HF systems. The physics
% W . .of the process is that x-rays from a solar flare

Figure 2. PROPHET raytrace display. create excess ionization causing increased
absorption to signals in the lower portion of

the HF spectrum. If severe enough no
this presentation. No communication is possible communication is possible and a short wave fade
for ranges out to approximately 1200 km. This (SWF) results. To show this effect the flare
so-called skip 2one may be of advantage if an case will be contrasted with the normal case.
unwanted receiver is located within this range.
Focusing, i.e. several rays concentrating in a Figure 3 illustrates the diurnal
small area, occurs between 1230-1330 km and, propagation characteristics for the HF band for
because of different wave travel times along the a path from Guam to Hawaii under undisturbed
rays, signal degradation through interference ionospheric conditions. Frequency is plotted
may be expected. A similar interference must be versus a 24 hour time period. Vertical
expected at larger ranges (2500-2700 km) where deflections for the traces in the frequency-time
rays reflected once from the ionosphere and plane indicate that communications over this
waves reflected twice (after being reflected path are possible; no deflections signify the
from the ocean's surface) are superimposed, contrary. The lowest observed frequency (LOF)
Another application of the ray trace picture is follows very closely the secant of the midpath
the selection of specific antennas having launch solar zenith angle. During the daylight hours,
angles favoring desired rays and suppressing increased ionization in the D-region (50-90 km
undesired rays for a particular optimum coverage altitude) results in increased absorption for
situation, the HF band. Frequencies above the maximum

observed frequency (MOF) penetrate the
PROPHET MODEL DEVELOPMENT ionosphere and are not reflected back to the

desired receiver. Figure 4 shows propagation
An important aspect of the models developed conditions for the same path during a period

for use in PROPHET is that they are tailored to
a specific system application and that the
"output" is in easily used terms (e.g. LUF). UNIMSTURBED POPAGAT0
The NOSC model development approach is 2930 JULY 1972
illustrated by the following chart: /.. ,,

GUs TO eAW . '4'
Cause 4

Solar .
Effluents

Environment

Ionospheric .-

Reaction X, - <. *" "" . .

System Effects -,

HF: Comm. Outage - SWF
VLF: Nay. Error - PCA. SPA Figure 3. Diurnal HF propagation

VHF: Comm. Outage - Scintill. characteristics for the path from Guam to
Hawaii.
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when the sun emitted two bursts of x-ray * hC:.U6 ACIOI. If SEP ,-i 11 On
radiation. The 1-8R solar x-ray flux ' SO ,S ACTIVITY ODITUM.
(ergs/- /sec) peaks at 1840 and 2100 GMT making 77 -. - o
the entire HF spectrum unusable causing a SWF. & .,, .

HF SHORTWAVE FADE DISTUMAKIE -- I
2 AUGUST 1972

. . . .. . . . .. .. .

. .. . . . . . .

GUAM TO TO, ..... Fiure 6 PROPHET display predicting time to
C% ,recovery from a solar flare for the ship Durham.

Figures 5 and 6 show how this flare or fade
Figure 4. Propagation characteristics for the duration forecast model is realized in PROPHET.
HF band during a solar flare. Subsequent to a solar flare PROPHET issues a

warning and displays a list of all active
Using the observed relationship between circuits with predicted recovery times (under

x-ray flux and LOF a model was developed which columns headed "RCVR MIN") (Figure 5). This
translates, in real-time, satellite obtained prediction can be examined on a circuit by
x-ray data directly into LOF, thus informing a circuit basis as shown in Figure 6. In this
communications officer of the available HF example, the MUF is 15 MHz where the predicted
spectrum. To assure that propagation fade is only 10 minutes. This type of display
assessments are useful, this kind of tailoring shows not only how to shorten the effect of a
to systems is mandatory. SWF but also allows the recognition that the SWF

was caused by a solar flare rather than an
This semi-empirical approach has yielded equipment malfunction.

several other models relating space
environmental data to systems effects. In The effects of other solar/geophysical
addition to calculating the LOF as a function of disturbances have also been modeled. Errors in
x-ray flux, a model has been developed that the Omega VLF navigation system can be caused by
predicts the duration of a flare (thus SWF) once solar proton events (SPE) and also by x-ray
the peak has been reached. This model uses the flares. To account for the navigation errors
flare risetime and peak amplitude to estimate caused by an SPE (these also cause polar cap
the decay rate. The model adjusts itself in absorption or PCA at HF), Argo (1975) has
case of multiple flare events and updates the developed a model that converts satellite
decay estimate by tracking the actual decay measured proton flux (E>10 Me') into correction
rate. factors used with normal Omega correction

tables. Absorption models for transpolar HF and
polar region VHF/UHF satellite communications
during PCAs have also been developed (Argo and
Hill, 1976).

*SOLAR ACIUINVI~$ APR 10-1 1CU'
I"LA-- A ,siO o$,,LoDuaIV1 0 To perform predictions of HF propagationI- -- L. *O D characteristics on a daily basis a model

developed by the Air Force is used. This is an
of MI" 1Fil X 1 R IN I l

0 0 . I'll ,,(z t .*.. . hourly update to a statistically based model -
the updating done by refitting to data obtained

&AURA 184 t11tie71 "Ino 4 1 O1 4 110O 8 0 from an HF ionospheric sounder network. To makecoTiP14 28 Ill 419 384 4I80 . .. 60 4 I I... 174 1

10lmli I? Ill 1S1 114 11014 I S10 I 1 longer range predictions, MOSt has developed a3014I, 
Jll 

I~lIl 
II? 

l 8443 
110 

II 20 
2 3 

2 110 I 

2IOI I~llsl

01M 46 Ill? I NSII 246 2 *400 11 II01 * 4830 2 model also based on a statistical model.4CNI14 40 141 11 18 146 0 120l0 81184 2 1t084
IASAI0 3i .. .0 ..4 IS7II . 116f I 1n8 3 Il4016 ! Another statistical model adapted for Navy

use, is the scintillation depth of fading model
(LaBahn, 1974). This is an adaptation of the
model developed by Fremouw and Rino (1973) andmodified by Pope (1974).

Figure 5. PROPHET display of circuits affected
by a solar flare.
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Present work is aimed at modeling the Astrogeophysical Observatory (LPAO) where the
effects of geomagnetic storms on a variety of data were sorted and combined with local data.
systems and a phenomenological basis for a Selected dat4 were sent on to the PROPHET
scintillation model, terminal. Data sources included SOLRAD liB,

SMS-1, GOES-2, NOAA-5, as well as other data
TEST RESULTS from SELDADS (Williams, 1976) and the Air Force

Global Weather Central (AFGWC).
NOSC conducted a field test of the PROPHET

assessment terminal at the Naval Communication The field test was evaluated by analyzing
Station, Stockton, CA. The general test the log tapes (which contain useage information
objectives were to test the utility (end as well as commentary by COHMSTA personnel) and
reliability) of real-time, tailored and questionnaires filled out by the users. Thus
regionalized propagation assessments in an both qualitative and quantitative results were
operational environment and to specify the needs obtained.
and uses of various components of an
environmental prediction and assessment system Analysis to date has shown that: (1)
(EPAS). Figure 7 illustrates the conceptual CrOMMSTA personnel made frequency use of PROPHET
information flow in an EPAS as described - terminal access averaged once per nine minutes
earlier. Figure 8 shows the information flow (during each 24 hour period); (2) using PROPHET
for the NOSC field test. A variety of predictions, QSYs (number of frequency shifts)
solar/geophysical data flow into La Posts and outages due to propagation were reduced by

15% with duration of outages reduced by 15%-20%;
(3) COMMSTA personnel gave a qualitative general
"usefulness" rating to PROPHET of eight on a
scale of ten.

The ray tracing capability provided some
-- , - unexpected returns. It not only was useful to

give personnel an added (and previously unused)
flexibility to perform antenna selection, but
also was an educational tool providing insight

to the operstional personnel into the process of
HF propagation. For example, according to
records, a 6 MHz transmission from Stockton was
not heard by a ship despite the fact that this
frequency was within the UF/LUF envelope. A
PROPHET ray trace was called and showed the ship
to be in the skip zone for the antenna in use.
The ray trace was redone using an antenna with a
different take off angle so that rays would

Figure 7. Environmental Prediction and reach the ship. The transmitting antenna was
Assessment System concept. shifted and the frequency/antenna combination

provided six hours of solid communications.

CONCLUSIONS

The initial field test in an operational
environment of a propagation assessment terminal

• ..... t.. has shown that such information can be useful
and will be used if it is tailored to the users

_ needs. Feedback from Naval Communications

Station users indicated that PROPHET has
properly filled a need which had existed for a
long time.

Further, this test has shown that a
terminal such as PROPHET provides a useful
vehicle for developers of models which account
for the effects of the propagation environment
on systems. Present capabilities are limited
only by a lack of methods to reliably forecast
ionospheric disturbances. Future work is aimed
at removing those limitations.

Figure 8. NOSC PROPHET field test information
flow.
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IONOSPHERIC FORECASTING AT

AIR FORCE GLOBAL WEATHER CENTRAL

Charles S. von Flotow, Captain, U.S. Air Force

Headquarters Air Force Global Weather Central

Offutt AFB, NE. 68113

ABSTRACT to support and satisfy routine operational
requirements. These requirements are genera-

AFGWC uses worldwide data sources coupled with ted by systems that depend on the ionosphere,
computer processing to generate data displays or are affected by its irregularities. This
used for ionospheric forecasting. Several report will describe the products and tech-
operational products fall into this area of niques used to generate these forecasts, as
forecasting: Radio propagation forecasts,radar well as future needs. The first section out-
propagation forecasts, and ionospheric specifi- lines the data sources. High frequency (HF)
cation. High frequency radio propagation fore- radio forecasting methods are covered in
casting is a two part process: the generation section two. Section three will discuss iono-
of monthly mean forecasts based on ITS-78 and spheric forecasting and the models used.
preparation of real time updates to these Section four will provide an update on the
monthly forecasts every six hours. Radar development of the four dimensional ionosphere
propagation forecasts are tailored for specific at AFGWC, and finally, in section five, a brief
systems and are based on foF2 forecasts which outline of problem areas and future require-
are used to generate electron density profiles ments of the operational ionospheric forecaster
using the Damon-Hartranft ionospheric model, will be presented.
A four dimensional specification model is in
limited use and is capable of using varied data
inputs. Future areas of research for direct 1 DATA SOURCES
operational ise would include dynamic iono-
spheric models with prediction capabilities, Ionospheric forecasting involves specifying the
ionospheric storm behavior algorithms, the existing ionosphere and then forecasting the
reaction of the ionosphere to geomagnetic future state. Inputs from 40 to 50 worldwide
disturbances, and improved ray tracing ionosondes are used to specify the existing
techniques. state (Table 1). Additional input is provided

by 11 real-time polarimeters (Table 2). The
ordering of these observations allows the

INTRODUCTION analyst to detect changes ir the mean field

that will affect climatological forecasts.
The Air Weather Service Space Environmental Specific uses will be described later, but some

Support System (SESS) has the mission of pro- samples are shown in Figs. 1 & 2. One data
viding environmental support to all Department source used for subjective input is the High
of Defense agencies that operate in or use the Latitude Monitoring Stations (HLMS) which is a
space environment. Ionospheric forecasting computerized network of riometers, magneto-
and specification is a major effort of the meters, and auroral radar in Alaska and Green-
Space Environmental Support Branch of Air land. Other data sources include trapped
Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC), Offutt radiation particle flux measurements by geo-
AFB NE. One of the more important functions, stationary satellites, personal contact with
and most time critical, is event alerts to communicators, and the solar activity observa-
systems that rely on, or are affected by, the tions. This real-time observing network of the
ionosphere. This function is not forecasting, Space Environmental Support System (SESS) was
per se, but relies on observing some signifi- described by Snyder (1974) and remains essen-
cant solar event and then forecasting the tially the same today.
effects of that event. This is an important
area but will not be discussed. This report
will deal with another area of ionospheric II. HF FORECASTING
forecasting, one of routine day-to-day
interest. The first step in supporting HF frequency

managers is to generate the monthly climato-
Ionoqpheric forecasting has been developed logical forecast which can be modified by
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TABLE 1. IONOSPHERIC SOUNDERS TABLE 2. POLARIMETER SITES (Continued)

OBSERVATORY LOCATION LOCATION LATITUDE LONGITUDE BEACON

NORTH LA POSTA N30 WII5 SMS1

NAME LATITUDE LONGITUDE TAIWAN N23 E122 ETS2
PALEHUA N20 W157 ATS6

MANILA 14" 121 E SHEMYA N49 W179 ATSl
DJIBOUTI 12 43 E
OUGADOUGOU 12 1 W
TAIPEI 25 121 E real-time updates. All support requests are
DAKAR 15 17 W sent to the Air Force Communications Service

MAUI 21 156 W Frequency Management Office at Scott AFB where

KADENA 27 127 E requests are tailored to specific user
KOKOBUNJI 36 193 E requirements. The current model used at AFGWC
ASHKHABAD 38 58 E is the updated ITS-78 described by Barghausen
VANDENBERG 35 121 W (1967). This model (HFMUF) has been further
ALMA ATA 43 77 E modified by AFGWC for free format input and to
AKITA 40 140 E accept additional data cards. These additional

PATRICK 29 80 W data cards are used to generate output products
POITIERS 46 00 W that are transmitted directly to the customer
LANNION 48 03 E via AUTODIN (Automated Digital Network). The
KHABAROVSK 48 136 E output allows the user to immediately determine
WAKANAI 45 142 E maximum usable frequency, optimum frequency,
BOULDER 40 105 W and other parameters of interest to the HF
PETROPAVLVSK 53 158 E communicator. Fig. 3 is a sample of a typical
WALLOPS 37 75 W product and is tailored for a specific path
KIEV 51 31 E and transmitter. The most significant improve-
IRKUTSK 52 104 E ment to HFMUF is the semi-automated method of
MOSCOW 55 37 E processing these requirements. Cards are
DOURBES 50 5 E prepared by the Frequency Management Office of
LINDAU 51 10 E Air Force Communications Service (AFCS/DOYF)
SLOUGH 51 1 W and sent via AUTODIN from AFCS at Scott direct-
MAGADAN 59 151 E ly to the AFGWC computer. The card images are
OTTAWA 45 76 w stored on the computer where the forecaster
ST JOHNS 47 52 W edits and corrects any input errors by using
SVERDLOVSK 56 61 E demand CRT terminals. The modified ITS-78 pro-
KENORA 50 97 w gram is run and the forecast generated and
TOMSK 56 85 E transmitted. AFGWC can receive, edit, and
GOOSE BAY 53 60 W process these requests in less than one hour.
YAKUTSK 62 130 E However, since these request are generally for
COLLEGE 65 147 W months or years in the future, they are
CP SCHMIDT 69 179 W routinely processed in a day or so.
KIRUNA 68 20 E
MURMANSK 69 33 E Once the product is in the hands of the

TUNGUSKA 61 90 E frequency manager, it is only useful for the
TROMSO 70 19 E mean ionsphere. Average errors on the order
CHRCHL 58 19 w of 2 to 5 Mhz will result and this error will

often exceed the usable frequency window duringNARSSARSUAK 61 45 W disturbed conditions (Rush, 1973). The fre-

SAI.EKHARD 66 66 E quency manager needs a real-time update to his
DIXON 73 80 E monthly mean forecast and this is provided by
KRENKEL 80 58 E AFGWC every 6 hours on a routine basis
GODHAVEN 69 54 W (Fig 4). This second step of HF forecasting
RESOLUTE BAY 75 95 W is a complex problem depending on worldwide
QANAQ 76 68 W communication contacts and varied ordering of

ionospheri,: sounder data for a solution.

TABLE 2. POLAPIMETER SITES The communicator contacts provide a val-

uable qualitative assessment on the state of
LOCATION LATITUDE LONGITUDE BEACON the ionosphere that can be used for post

analysis and forecasting. For example, obser-
ATHENS N34 E015 NONE ved two hour sunrise transition difficulties

GOOSE BAY N48 W062 ATS5 over long east-west equatorial paths in the
OSAN N35 E128 ETS2 eastern hemisphere would be used for forecast-
PATRICK N27 W080 ATS5 inq similar problems in the western hemisphere
RAMEY AFB N17 W070 SMSI later in the day. At other times, especially
SAG HILL N39 W071 ATS5 during disturbed conditions, polar c.mmunica-
BOULDER N37 W105 SMSI
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FIG. 1

Percentage difference between observed Maximum Usable Frequency (MUF) and ITS-78 MUF for different

ionospheric stations. These MUF deviations are for a 4000 Km path and are calculated from the M-

factor and foF2 observations. Only last half of local day is shown.
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FIG. 2

Graphical representation of the sam data used in figure 1. Here all UF? deviations greater than

25 percent are indicated by a "+" or "-- . This display serves to filter out non-essential informa-

tion and identify areas of significant deviations.
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FIG. 3

Simple output of a MUF-FOT-LUF forecast for a given propagation path.

MUF - Maximum Usable Frequency FO - Frequency of Optimum Transmission

LUF - Lowest Usable Frequency

tors may provide the only useful information compensate for this deficiency and enhance the

because of the lack of other usable observa- data base, five-day means are used as a pre-
tions. liminary forecast and compared with the obser-

ved data from real-time sites. A variety of

Objective data is required to make a displays available to the forecaster allow the
numerical forecast and this is where the iono- comparison of these data. Another example is

spheric sounder data plays an important role. shown in Fig 5. The key ingredients are the

Real-time updates to any model ionosphere will displays showing the difference between any
improve its accuracy; however, the limiting observed parameter and the ITS-78 climato-

factor has always been the sparse data network, logical value (Figs. 2,5). From these

In fact, hourly observations are needed every displays, one can generate an objective and

10-20 degrees of longitude and latitude to quantitative forecast product that the com-
accurately specify the undisturbed ionosphere municator can use to adjust his climatological
(Rush, 1972). AFGWC routinely receives real- forecast. This system allows effective fre-
time data from only 30 percent of the available quency management to a wide variety of users.
stations. The remaining data are received from To satisfy the needs of special users, specific
several hours to several days later. To tailor made products must be generated.
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FIG. 4

Sample HF propagation forecast for first six hours of 10 Oct 1977. Forecasts are made for 20 geo-
graphic areas. The letter indicates average observed propagation during past six hours in the
indicated region.

W - Poor U - Fair N- Normal

The first number indicates forecast conditions for the next six hours.

1 - Worst (none) 5 - Fair 9 - Best (excellent)

The number after the solidus is the MUF deviation forecast for the next. six hours.
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FIG. 5

Graph of 5-day means of observed MUF deviations which are averaged for all stations within a giver
geographic area. This is used as the first guess at forecast MUF deviations. These values are
modified using the real-time displays like those in Figs I and 2.

III. IONOSPHERIC FORECASTING errors is to use a forecast electron density
profile or its equivalent and a suitable ray

Some specialized transionospheric radar tracing program. This will correct errors in

systems need detailed profiles of the iono- elevation and range, but will not affect
sphere to correct returns for deviations azimuth appreciably unless horizontal gradients
induced by the ionosphere. Generally speaking, are accounted for. However, for most mid-
azimuth angles are affected by horizontal latitude applications, horizontal gradients and
gradients, elevation angles by vertical gradi- azimuth errors can be neglected.
ients, and range by number of electrons along
the ray path. One way to compensate for these One current ionospheric model in use at
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AFGWC meshes work by several people and pro- input the average RMS error is reduced to near
duces tailored output depending on the desired 0.5 Mhz.
use. This model uses the spectral analysis
technique developed by Flattery (1974) coupled
with the ITS-78 model ionosphere to qenerate IV. USE OF THF 4-D IONSPHERIC MODEL
gridded fields of the ionospheric parameters
foF2 and M-factor which are then fed to the The four dimensional ionospheric model
Damon-lartranft Model (1970) to derive electron (4-D) was developed to overcome several
density profiles. These profiles are inte- deficiencies in the current production model.
grated over altitude to get Total Electron The Damon-Hartranft model is tied to foF2
Content (TEC). Two improvements were made in observations, but new satellite data can
1975 which have not been previously reported, provide much more information than ground-based
One improvement iterates on the sun spot sensors, especially on the structure of the
number until the difference between the ITS-78 topside ionosphere. Recognizing that future
values of foF2 and observed foF2 are minimized, data sources may provide other inputs, the 4-D
It is then assumed that the differences are was designed to specify an accurate ionosphere
also minimized over data sparse areas and the based on many varied parameters. All data are
resulting field is more representative of reduced to plasma frequency and the ionosphere
existing conditions than one generated by the is represented as a set of coefficients that
actual sun spot number. The second improve- operate on a set of orthogonal functions. Each
ment incorporates empirically derived functions successive orthogonal function adds more and
based on latitude, season, and time of day to more detail to the plasma frequency profile.
increase or decrease the topside scale height The 4-D can accurately specify an existing set
of the electron density profile so that the of observations scattered in space and time and
derived TEC will match the average TEC observa- errors are reduced by increasing the number of
tions. The major forecaster input is modifica- input observations. The next step is to
tions to the 24 hour foF2 forecast generated by develop techniques to provide forecast fields
the modified ITS-78 model. The initial guess as input to the 4-D.
is five day means which will beat persistence
more than 50 percent of the time. The fore- Currently, techniques are under develop-
caster will adjust the five day means to get ment that will display fields of any mission
the best profile for the intended use. -he tailored parameters of interest. The fore-
manual input reduces the R1'AS error signifi- caster adjusts these fields by delineating
cantly. For example, typical RMS errors for quadrilaterals and applying a multiplication
daily foF2 values generated by ITS are between factor to the "box". These boxes can be moved
1.0 and 1.5 Mhz. The 5 day mean can reduce the in the ionosphere so they remain over a fixed
error to less than 1.0 Mhz. With forecaster geographic location; or they are moved across

SATELLITE DATA

IONOSONDE DATA [""'"""'1I , FIELDSPECIFICATION
POLARIMETER DATA 4'- D FIELD MODIFI-

_____________________ -j.......j CATION
ITS OR PREVIOUS b MODEL

AFIELD COEFFICIENTS 
m FILI,FORECAST FI

COEFFICIENTS

OUTPUT To 4
CUSTOMER

FIG. 6

Schematic Diagram showing the use of the four dimensional ionospheric model for pen"rating
forecast products.
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the grid so they remain fixed in the ionosphere. storms. Simple rules of thumb, based onI

Before the multiplying factors are applied to available real-time observations, would be an
the forecast field they are smoothed in space enormous aid because the 5-day means could be
and time with the rate of smoothing determined adjusted accordinq to the rule of thumb. Fore-
by the forecaster. This smoothing is done to casts are dependent on a reasonable specifica-
eliminate sharp gradients that could be in- tion of different ionospheric parameters. A
duced. The end result is that a series of en- model now exists that can integrate these
hancements or depressions of the mean field are different observations. Techniques need to be
generated that approximate the forecast developed that will specify the future state of
conditions, these ionospheric parameters.

Displays that order the available data in Any dynamic model development must satisfy
different sets are an important factor in the known user requirements. Currently, products
forecastinq process. By carefully monitoring are required to specify electron density
the past behavior of the ionosphere over a profiles, total electron content, and HF
particular site, some estimate can be made propagation reliability. obviously, develop-
about potential behavior. These estimates are ment in this area must be an improvement over
the forecast field that can be fed back to the the current techniques. One of the most needed
4-D for generating other parameters. Fig. 6 is techniques is to forecast the behavior of the
a schematic of the entire process that is being electron density profile and TEC after geo-
developed. Note the ability to make recursive magnetic storm commencement. AFCWC has a
changes. This allows one to use the previous limited real-time (every qO minutes) magneto-
forecast as the first guess and update it with meter network which can help pin-point storm
current observations or make additional minor onmset. Additionally, geosynchronous satellites
changes, can indicate some substorms and major storm on-

sets by measuring differences in trapped radia-
Testing and evaluation of the 4-D is still tion particle fluxes (Study in proaress at

in progress. Some satellite data which was AFGWC). The missing link is what parameter or
expected to be available (topside passive observation can indicate when there is going to
sounder and electron density measurements at be a strong positive or negative phase and for
800 Km) has not materialized due to data re- how long and severe will these phases last.
duction difficulties. Further testing and These are difficult questions and the answers
implementation of satellite data into the 4-0 are needed to satisfy operational requirements.
will have to wait until the problems are
corrected. When this testing is complete a The lamoest area of concern is future
flexible model will exist that can specify requirements levied on the space environmental
fairly accurately the observed state of the forecaster. One of these that is directly re-
ionosphere. Now efforts must be directed at lated to the ionosphere is scintillations of
improving the forecasting abilities. VH1F, VHF, and higher frequencies. The current

state of the art is best described by Aarrons
(1975) . There is a need for an operational

V. IONOSPHFRIC FORECASTING IMPROVEMENTS forecast capability than can specify location,
magnitude, and duration of scintillations.

This section will discuss several areas This will allow communications manacers to
where improvements in forecasting ability are circumvent outage periods caused by scintilla-
desired. This does not mean that there has not tions.
been any work in these areas, or that the work
already done is not usable. Tnvestigators Finally, as transionospheric radar systems
should consider operational applications of oecome more accurate, the errors induced by the
their work during development if they want to ionosphere become more significant. Three
aid the forecaster. An elegant numerical model dimensional ray-tracing models exists, but use
that takes excessive computer time is not excessive amounts of computer time. AFGWC has
operationally useful. The operational fore- ray-tracing programs but they are not rout inely
caster needs improved techniques in the area used because of the excessive computations
of ionospheric storm forecasting, scintillation required. one of the requirements for the
forecasting, and ray tracing, future would be a system that could use the 4-P

coefficients for determining the path an
The techniques for specifying the iono- electromagnetic ray would take through the

sphere have been developed and can match the ionosphere. Unfortunately, the constraints of
observed values. The development of dynamic time, accuracy, and reliability may be
models has just barely begun. For example, the difficult to overcome.
best overall model for total electron content
forecasting, as far statistics are concerned,
is 5-day means. The only time the forecaster SUMMARY
can consistently beat 5-day means is during
ionospheric storms. Even then he has no better AFGWC uses a variety of real-time and near
than an even chance because existing models real-time data sources to satisfy operational
can't match the observed behavior for all needs with alerts forecasts, and specifica-
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tions of the near-earth space environment.

Limited ionospheric observations are coupled 4. Flattery, T.W. and Davenport, G.R. (1977),

with climatological data from ITS-78 and are "Four Dimensional Ionosphere Model", Paper

used to provide mission tailored products for presented at meeting of the U.S. National

HF frequency managers, radar operators and Committee of the Interational Union of

analysts, and Command and Control authorities. Radio Science, Stanford University, 22-24

The four dimensional ionospheric model has put June 1977.

the state-of-the-art for ionospheric specifica-

tion ahead of the forecasting ability. Future 5. Flattery, T.W. and A.C. Ramsay (1975),

research directed at solving operational fore- "Derivation of Total Flectron Content for

casting problems will have immediate benefits Real-Time Global Applications", Effect of

if the techniques are operational useful. the Ionosphere on Space Systems and
Communications. Edited by Goodman, J.M.
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Prediction of Solar proton Events at the Air Force Global Weather Central's
Space Environmental Forecasting Facility

Edward W. Cliver, James A. Secan, Edward D. Beard, and James A. Manley

Headquarters Air Force Global Weather Central
Offutt AFB, NE 68113

ABSTRACT. tons in the earth environment. By exploiting
the time differential between the observation

Large, favorably located, solar flares can of the flare and the arrival of particles, the
emit low energy ( 5 Mev) protons which solar forecaster is able to sift real time fidre
produce enhanced ionization in the earth's data reported over the Astrogeophysical Tele-
polar ionosphere. This enhanced ionization is type Network (ATN), run quantitative prediction
responsible for the Polar Cap Absorption (PCA) models, and notify customers in advance of all
phenomenon. Higher energy particles can ad- save the most energetic events. In 'ection 2
versely affect DOD satellite systems and pose of the paper the various features of flares

a problem for astronauts engaged in extra- which are indicative of proton production will
vehicular activity. Predicting the occurrence be discussed with the emphasis on those "yes-no"
and intensity of proton events after a candid- predictors which are best suited to the facil-

ate particle flare has occurred is a priority ity's real-time mission. Section 3 will deal
concern of the Air Weather Service's space with the proton prediction program developed by
environmental forecasting facility. This paper Smart and Shea (1977 a,b). This is the primary
discusses the evolving data sources, proced- tool currently in use for predicting the size
ures, and techniques currently used for this of events. In Section 4 the recent (September
purpose at the facility and their application 7-24) energetic activity from McMath region
to the recent energetic activity from Mclath 14943 will be discussed in terms of its proton
region 14943 (7-24 Sep 77). We suggest areas emission; in this respect it was the most inter-
for further study and improvement. esting and prolific region to appear on the sun

since September of 1974. Based on this first
1. IITRODUCTION extended operational test of the facility's

proton prediction capability, during solar cycle

Energetic protons emitted by intense solar 21, we offer some comments and suggestions in

flares with energy - a few Mevs can disrupt 7ection 5.
'iigh frequency command and control communica-
tions in the earth's polar regions for periods 2. YES-NO PREDICTOPS

of days. Higher energy particles impinging on
satellite sensors can render them temporarily With few exceptions, flares which produce
inoperative. With the advent of the Space protons at earth are sionificant flares but the
Shuttle in the late 1970's, our attention will converse is certainly not true. Other factors
once again focus on the problem of protecting coric into play. One of the first to be recoq-
men in space from hazardous solar flare radia- nized (McCracken, 1959) was the longitudinal

tions. Forecasting the occurrence and inten- asymmetry in the location of particle producina
sity of solar flare particle events for these (parent) flares on the sun, with the majority
diverse activities is an important facet of the occurring in the western hemisphere. This is
mission of the Air Weather Service's space due to the well known "garden hose" effect of
environmental forecasting facility located in the interplanetary magnetic field. Because of
the Air Force Global Weather Central at offutt the geometry of the interplanetary medium, no

AFB, Nebraska. observable characteristic of large solar flares
With flare prediction still in its infan- can be regarded as a sufficient condition for

cy, it is virtually impossible to forewarn particles to Arrive at earth. Over the years,
customers of the sudden ionospheric disturban- however, statistical studies have identified
ces (e.g. Short Wave Fade, Sudden Phase Anomaly, several observables as necessary, "almost
etc.) caused by flare soft x-radiation which necessary", or, at least, favorable conditions
arrives at earth concurrently with the visual for the production of high energy protons in
light and radio emissions through which we solar flares, even though the actual mechan-
normally "observe" the flare. Happily, this isms are not well understood. Ellison et al. 196)
is not the case for the effects of flare pro-
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pointed out that all flares which produce radlometr!, oporati:g at 245 MH1Z, 41') MHZ,

oroued level effects (OI.E) are double ribbi.;i uo, MHZ, 1415 MHZ, 2t95 MHZ, 49,5 MHZ, 80Wff MHZ,

tares, with the ribbons embeddei in large 154,1 MHZ and a 2 -7' MHZ swept frequercy ralio

sunspots. This also applies for the ma)ority telescope. Thei ai;ts.innas arid receivers are

of proton flares, especially those which pro- linked to a minl-computer which mo,1tors tle

duce strong polar cap absoption evtents (PCA) instaitaieous solar emission and transmits ATh

The formtion of loop prominences, after the rieorts of burst activity as it occurs. At

flare, has also been suggested as evidence of present only the Saqamore Hill and Mani la

the acceleration of protons to hi1h energies observatories monitor enough discrete frequei.-

(Bruzek, 1964). In terms ot the facility's cies to indepeident ly detect the occurrence of

real-time mlsslol, the most useful proton "gl'4- a 7-shaped peak flux dens!ity spectrum. WI.: cn

nature" has been the U-shaped peak flux density the comliied coverage of the !;ui. by these two

radio spectrum (Castelli et al. 1967; Castelli LLervatories is nearly comp1lele throughout

and luidice, 1)71). O'Brien (1470) analyzed the year, events occasionally "fall through

54 visible hemisphere flares responsible for the cracks" as we shall see in Section 4.

principal (Z 2.0 db) PCA events between 1352 Also Saqamorte Hill and Manila are the oily

and 1968 and concluded that the radio emission observatories cu rently capable ,f detecting

from 49 of them satisfied the "modified" ard reportirq the )ccurrence of Type II busts.

U-shaped spectral criterion consisting of: Note addd iQjL2roof: The l-alehua observatory's

high flux density burst at meter wavelengths, RIMS became operational in the fall ot 1977.

pronounced dip in the centimeter wavelengths,

intensities approaching or 1000 solar flux 3. [REDICTING THE SIZE OF EVENTS.

units in the frequency ranges from 200 to 1000

MHZ and 8500 to lO000 MHZ, and a rise time Once a large, favorably located, flare has

t 4 mill in either frequency interval, occurred ind the observatory reports indicate it

A parent flare feature which offers pro- was accompanied by intense meter and microwave

mise for the future as a yes-no predictor to be emission with a U-shaped spectrum and/or a

used in conjunction with the Castelli criterion strong Type II burst, the solar forecaster must

is the Type Ii burst. vestkh and Fritzovl- predict the magnitude of the impending event.

gvestkov& (1974) point out that previous poor This can be done in a matter of minutes using

correlations obtained between proton events the Smart-Shea prediction program which can be
and Type II bursts based on data from the 19th run on either of the two demand terminals in,
solar cycle were due to the low sensitivity of the facility. The minimum inputs to the program
observation of both the phenomena under con- are the flare start time and heliographic posi-
sideration. Figure 1, based on data compiled tion and an x-Ray or microwave burst energy used
in the Catalog of Solar Particle Events, 1955- to predict the peak proton flux in a given
1969 (9vestka and Simon, 1975), shows how the energy channel (usually s 5.2 Mev). To more
correlation has improved with observing tech- completely specify an event, solar wind speeds
nology and expanded patrol hours. may be input when available and a prediction

The observability of both the Castelli U of the proton spectral slope based on radio
and the Type II burst proton signatures should data for events with a U-shaped peak flux den-
improve significantly with the implementation sity spectrum (Bakshi and Barron, 1974, 1975)
of the Radio Interference Measuring Set (RIMS) may also be entered. The output consists of
at three circum-global Space Environmental predictions for riometer absorption and particle
Support System (SESS) observatories between 1977 fluxes in energy ranges directly comparable to
and 1980. The RIMS consists of a fully auto- those observed by a number of different satel-
mated system of eight discrete frequency solar lites such as SMS/GOES, VELA, or SOLRAD. The

1956-
1958

Events (10)

1966-
1969

41 YSO
Events( (9)

25% 50% 75%

Figure 1 A comparison of the association between Type II bursts and polar cap absorption events
for peak years during the 19th and 20th solar cycles. The associations in doubt are mainly due to
a lack of dynamic spectrograph coverage during the parent flare.
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progr,\m was designed to handle multiple flare 
events or overlapping particle injections and 
predictions are given for hourly intervals over 
tho duration of the event(s). Since the pre
dictions cover the entire spectral range of the 
accelerated protons, a wide variety of support 
requirements can be met. 

While a discussion of the inner workings 
of the Smart-Shea program is beyond the scope 
and intent of this paper, a few words on the 
various electro-magnetic specifications of the 
peak proton f.lux (the "front-and" of tho pro
gram) are in order before we discuss its actual 
application in Section 4. Historically, the 
algorithms relating x-Ray or microwave burst 
integrated or semi-integrated (rise) energy to 
proton fluxes have been derived using either 
(earth orbiting) satellite flux observations or 
riometer measurements since the earth system, 
after all, is the primary area of concern. In 
the SMart-Shea program, however, the front-end 
flux prediction is for the flux at 1 a.u. out 
on the Archimedes spiral connecting to the 
flare site. The flux predicted to arrive at 
earth is this value reduced by a coronal grad
ient of e30 where 8 is the a·•gle in radians 
between the heliographic lo~jitude of the flare 
and the longitude of the fou~.~int of the 
earth Archimedes spiral, both taklln at the tirne 
of peak low energy flux at earth. Thus it has 
been necessary to modi'y the various prediction 
equations to establish relationships between 
the size of the x-Ray or microwave burst and 
the peak proton flux at 1 a.u. out on the 
spiral originating at the flare site. The 
result of this process for the various algo
rithms is given in Table 1. Note thnt the 
improvement in the correlation coefficient that 
one would hope to see following this normaliza
tion process (as affirmation of the validity of 
the particle prop~gation correction) is not 
apparent. In fact, most of the correlation 
coefficients have decreased slightlYI those 
which were seriously degraded have been ex
cluded from the program. 

To completely determine the particle spec
trum, it is necessary to specify a particle 
spectral slope as well as the pe~k flux in a 
given energy range in the front-end of the pro
gram. In the absence of an external specifica
tion of this slope by the forecaster, using the 
B3kshi-Barron algorithm, a default valuo (Van 
llollcbr3kc et al. 1975) is used. 

4. MCf.'.ATH 14943 

Now that we have had an overview of the 
tools and techniques at the forecaster's dis·· 
posal, let us see how they worked in their 
first extended operational test of this Bola~ 
cycle, tho energetic activity occurring between 
september 7-24 in McMath region 14943, The 
culgoora Oboorvatory report on tho morning of 
OB Sop is worth repeating in its entirety as it 
appeared on the ATN because of the invigorating 
nffcct it had on those of us who had weathered 
the unuoually long solar minimum, 

Good observing condition•, Spectacular 
limb activity has occurred all morning 
at NElO, On opening at 2124Z Burge• 
and thin suspended material were observed. 
At 2141Z, a large BSL (bright •urge at 
the ~imb) occurred at SE25, reaching about 
0.25 (solar) radius. The flare was cer
tainly of brilliant intensity and was clas
sified as a lB. A surge occurred at 2239Z 
at NElO, followed at 2252Z by what appeared 
to be a second, and larger flare, This 
second event reached maximum intensity 
at about 2308Z but increased in size, 
eventually developing into a classical 
system of bright flare loops. Large short 
wave fades accompanied the flare activity. 
At meter wavelengths, a very strong Typo II 
burst began at 2227Z, along with strong 
Type III activity. The Type II event was 
localized near the east limb near the 
equator and contained multiple fast chang
ing lobes at 43, 80, and 160 MHZ. Flux at 
43 MHZ was greater than 50,000 flux units 
and greater than 10,000 FU at 80 MHZ. 
A weak type IV event also began at 2340Z. 

Thus region 14943 first made its presence known 
on the wun, The flare on the 7th was the first 
of four (possibly six) energetic events from the 
region which likely produced particles. Even 
though this flare was located slightly behind 
the limb, the proton signatures - Castelli U, 
'l'ype II burst, and post flare loops plus ample 
soft x-Ray (class X2) and microwave (3100 Sfu 
at 4995 ~1Z reported by Manila) emission - were 
all present. However, the extreme eastern posi
tion of the flare strongly mitigates against the 
arrival of protons at the earth and this is 
borne out by the observations of low and high 
energy protons at the earth given in Table 2a 
along with the Smart-Shea program predictions. 

The 2B flare on 09 Sep at N09E76 (1600UT 
maximum) was accompanied by strong (4700 Sfu at 
8800 MHZ reported by Sagamore Hill) centimeter 
wavelength emission satisfying the Castelli 
criterion, an X2 l-8A0 x-Ray burst and a major 
( ~ 500 Sfu) Type II radio burst. Again, as 
seen in Table 2b, the eastern position or the 
flare ruled against the interception of signif
icant numbers of flare particles at the earth, 

The 2B flare (N07W21) on 16 Sep at 2228UT 
did not havo the classic U-shaped peak flux 
density radio spectrum associated with sig
nificant particle producing flares, Manila 
reported a burst maximum of 2400 stu at 
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606 MHZ and 1415 MHZ (2308UT maximum) with 
peak fluxes decreasing toward higher frequen• 
cies to 920 Sfu at 8800 MHZ, However, a class 
M6 soft x·Ray event was observed in addition to 
a Bignificant ( < 500 Sfu) Type II radio burst. 
In addition region 14943 had already produced 
two events which had all the earmarks of proton 
production, This in itself ia a favorable 
indicator of a lar9e flare'• potential tor pro• 
ducing particles, (Of the 221 confirmed par· 
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ticle events listed in the Catalog of Solar for the event on 19 Sep, the peak flux density

Particle Events, 1955-1969 which have definite spectrum information is lost when either of the

or probable solar flare associations, 82 (37 primary SESS radio observatories at Sagamore
percent) originated in regions which had Hill or Manila is not observing. (For these

already produced a particle event.) Finally, events, even if other "yes-no" predictors

and equally as important, the region had by indicate that a proton event is imminent, the

now rotated to the western hemisphere. The particle spectral slope prediction based on

comparison of predictions and observations in the width of the U-shaped radio spectrum is

Table 2c reveals large overprediction by all lost and the default value of this important

of the radio predictors for the low energy parameter must be used.) At lower frequencies,
proton flux as measured by riometer absorption, the 24 hour sweep frequency meter and dekameter

At higher energies the results are somewhat wavelength burst patrol should prove a valuable

better although the spread in the predictions supplement to the discrete frequency microwav-
is considerable. The initial increase in > patrol.
25 Mev protons was detected only 37 minutes (2) While there is a good deal of scatter
after the peak of the microwave burst, in the predictions of event size obtained from

Early morning power problems at Sagamore the Smart-Shea program depending on which
Hill prevented the observation of all of the "front-end" is used, the totality of inputs for
radio burst associated with the 3B flare each event from McMath 14943 generally gives a
(NO8W58) at 1038UT on 19 Sep. An X2 I-8A

°  
consensus answer in fair agreement with observa-

event was observed by the SMS/GOES satellites tion (Table 2). Operationally, however, suf-

and the partial microwave burst observations ficient time is not available to run the pro-
indicated large proton fluxes (Table 2d). gram using all inputs before the initial noti-
For this event the time delay between the 5000 fication of customers is required. The protons

MHZ burst maximum (1036UT reported by Athens) simply arrive too fast. One of the prime

and the onset of higher energy particles was challenges facing the facility during the com-

39 minutes. A 3N flare (N09W66) observed by ing cycle is the identification of those pre-

Culgoora beginning at 0257UT on the 20th may diction algorithms which consistently give

have been a contributing source of particles results that are in the ball park and the
for the later stages of this event. A Type II eliminatior of those which do not. At this

burst was associated with this flare but other point it is too early to comment.
proton indicators were unimpressive. Manila (3) The prediction of the maximum times of

reported "50 Sfu peak flux densities at the proton fluxes in the various energy channels

higher microwave frequencies and an M4 event obtained from the Smart-Shea program appears to

was observed by SMS/GOES in the l-8A
° 
band. be quite reasonable considering the complexity

As an interesting historical footnote, the of the problem and the uncertainties involved.

first of these two flares occurred three years (4) As can be seen from the events on the 4

to the day after, and in almost the same posi- 16th and 19th for favorably located flares, the

tion as, the proton flare of 19 Sep 1974. onset of the high energy particle event at

At 0615UT on 24 Sep a > 25 Mev proton earth may occur before the microwave burst is

enhancement was detected by the Vela neutron terminated. For this reason the x-Ray rise

monitor. These particles almost certainly energy or semi-integrated radio flux density

emanated from region 14943 which was then two should be used for the initial prediction of

days behind the western limb. Culgoora re- proton event size. For the semi-integrated

ported a very energetic Type II/III burst radio flux algorithms the approximation

combination with peak times at 0210UT and

0556UT, respectively, occurring in association Erise = 1/3 SpTr (1)

with an importance 3 bright surge at the limb where

at about NWIO. Manila reported a weak micro- Erise = burst rise energy

wave burst ( 20 Sfu at the higher frequencies) Sp = burst flux density

peaking at 0555UT and the 1-BA
0 

x-Rays did not and Tr = time from start to max,

rise above class C level. It is likely that
limb shielding was significant at these higher based on the assumption that the burst flux
limbueshie g Assign at t ptes her density increases parabolically, is used.
frequencies. Assuming that the protons were This assump' ion breaks down for bursts with

accelerated at the time of the Type II burst long rise times and equation (i) will give

(Svestkl and Fritzov,-1vestkovi, 
1974), the

transit time to earth of the >25 Mev protons too large a value for the rise energy. This
tasi ti to. ein turn results in an over prediction of the

proton flux as can be seen in Table 2c for
the event on 16 Sep. One of the advantages of

5. COMMEN'TS AND SUGGESTIONS the RIMS will be that the rise energy can be

Based on the experience gained from the accurately measured and reported directly.

activity in region 14943 we offer the following In addition, measurements of the total burst
energy will also be automated and it will no

suggestions and coimments: longer be necessary to use rule of thumb approx-

(I) Our "yes-no" prediction capability imations to determine this parameter.
bthe imple- (5) Finally, as we saw for the event onshould be significantly improved by th ml- the 24th, forecasting behind-the-limb proton

mentation of the RIMS. At present, as we saw
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events remains beyond the state of the art and Ellison, M.A., McKenna, S.M.P., and Reid, J.H.:
will continue to present a challenge in the 1961, Dunsink Obs. Publ. ,
21st solar cycle. Since limb shielding of the
x-Ray, optical, and microwave emissions from Kuck, G.A.: 1969, Predictions of Polar Cap
these events can be severe, the longer fre- Absorption Events, AFWL TN WLRTH 69-8.
quency radiation offers the best chance of
observation. Specifically, detection of Kuck, G.A., Davis, S.R., and Krause, G.J.:
strong Type II emission from a region beyond 1971, Prediction of Polar Cap Absorption
the western limb which had produced protons Events, AFWL TR 21-1.
while on the disk should alert the forecaster
to the possibility of the occurrence of a McCracken, K.G.: 1959, Nuovo Cim. (series 10),
proton event. 13, 1081.
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ABSTRACT turbances can be determined from these
characteristics. To aid in the inter-

A program for the development of pretation of the characteristics,
automatic real-time monitoring of the ionograms are reconstituted from the
ionosphere at a remote observing loca- ionospheric data messages. These with
tion is described. The Digisonde 128, displays of the other geophysical and
a digital sounder in routine operation ionospheric data create a comprehen-
since 1970, provides digital data suit- sive display for evaluation by the
able for online computer processing. observer.
Analytical methods for the detection of
ionospheric echoes and the determina- INTRODUCTION
tion of their virtual height, ampli-
tude, and range spread have been de- The high latitude ionosphere,
veloped. For real time application, strongly controlled by auroral parti-
these methods have been implemented in cle precipitation and especially dis-
hardware using microprocessors. The turbed during auroral substorms,
Geomonitor and Geomonitor Display Sys- affects a variety of USAF and DOD sys-
tem (GDS) provide the capacility to tems, as well as military and commer-
perform Lhe monitoring at any desired cial communications links operating in
site separated from the remote observ- this environment. To advise the var-
ing location. The Geomonitor, in addi- ious military users of prevailing con-
tion to analyzing vertical and back- ditions, the AF Air Weather Service
scatter digital ionograms, digitizes (AWS) has monitored routinely the
magnetometer, riometer, radio polarim- state of the local arctic ionosphere
eter, and satellite scintillation data and the onset of disturbances from
for transmission to the using site. various ground sites as among others
Compression of the digital ionogram Goose Bay, Labrador, Eielson AFB,
data and the other geophysical and Alaska, Tromso, Norway. The reports
ionospheric data permits transmission are collected and evaluated by the AF
over a 600-1200 baud telecommunica- Global Weather Central (AFGWC) and ad-
tions link to the GDS. The GDS for- visories and warnings are being dis-
mats and displays the data for the re- seminated routinely or on special re-
mote observer and analyzes the data to quest through the Space Environment
call attention to disturbances. For Support System (SESS).
each ionogram, lines are printed sum-
marizing the frequency extent of the The monitoring of this environment
observed echoes and the variation with has for a long time been accomplished
height or range of the echo amplitudes, by trained personnel through hourly re-
As further data arrive, lines are added ports from the various sites, using a
to the printouts, resulting in time limited selection of geophysical param-
histories, so-called "ionospheric char- eters. To automate the process of data
acteristics" of layer heights, back- analysis and data transmission espe-
scatter ranges and critical or top fre- cially at remote sites, we have devel-
quencies. In addition to showing r-egu- oped the Geomonitor (Reinisch and
lar diurnal variations, the onset, Smith, 1976). This system extracts the
type, and severity of ionospheric dis- essential information from the digital
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ionograms, supplied by the Digisonde the oval belt, d. Auroral E, a parti-
(Bibl et al, 1970; Bibl and Reinisch, cle produced thick E-layer belt coin-
1978), a digital ionosonde used for ciding with the oval in the night sec-
vertical incidence and backscatter tor and found just south of the oval in
soundings. Together with properly the noon sectors, and e. D region en-
formatted digitized data from other hancements, ducing substorms witnin the
geophysical sensors messages are formed night sector, of the oval, and travel-
that can be sent to Air Force Global ing through sunrise around the oval
Weather Central or to other user sites into the noon sector of the oval, where
as a final step to remotely monitor the they arrive in a region between 600 and
environment of interest. This remote 700 corrected geomagnetic (CG) latitude
monitoring capability is of special in- within .5 to 2 hours after the onset of
terest at high latitudes, since a.) the the substorm (Driatskiy, 1968; Elkins,
auroral effects routinely and severely 1972) and f. The polar cap ionosphere
disturb the ionospheric environment within the oval belt, with auroral, E-
naking 24 hour coverage and fast issue layer and F-region phenomena different
of warnings essential, b.) rapdily from those in the adjacent oval. The
rising manpower costs and the diffi- diameter of the auroral oval and the
culty to find qualified personnel auroral activity within the oval belt
willing to work for extended periods at and the polar cap are under strong
these remote, high latitude stations control of the interplanetary and the
require automation as a cost effective earth magnetic field. The equatorward
solution. edge of the midnight sector of the oval

is found at 700 (CG) latitude under
GOOSE BAY OVAL MONITOR STATION quiet (Q=O) conditions and at 590 CG

latitude under very disturbed (Q=6)
Requirements for better specifica- conditions. All the described iono-

tions of the high latitude ionospheric spheric regimes and phenomena change
and auroral environment surfaced in the their locations and/or their intensi-
mid- to late sixties, as AF surveil- ties as the oval expands or contracts.
lance systems increased their accuracy
requirements, the use of an Over-the-
Horizon Backscatter System in these
disturbed regions began to be contem- GOOSE BAY
plated and effects on trans-ionospheric
propagation started to become a major
concern. AFGL started a large air- 00
borne program to improve the under- so.
standing of the structure and dynamics
of the high latitude ionosphere.
Flights between 1967 and 1971 indi-
cated that the auroral oval concept a
(Feldstein and Starkov, 1967) provided
a good ordering frame for various
ionospheric phenomena. Airborne inves-
tigations of initially the noon sector
of the oval (Whalen et al, 1971) and 2

then the more disturbed and complicated 20
night sector (Buchau et al, 1972;
Wagner and Pike, 1972) led to a unified
picture of the structure of the high 22

latitude environment (Gassmann, 1972) 0.3 OVA
and suggested the feasibility of moni-
toring this environment from a few Figure I shows the auroral oval in
selected points. To illustrate the a CG latitude-local time coordinateconcept, we show in Figure 1 the system. Goose Bay, located at 650 CG
auroral oval (shaded area) for average latitude, becomes an auroral oval sta-
magnetic conditions and the location of tion from 22:30 to 03:30 CGLT. During
Goose Bay in relation to the oval in the other hours of darkness it is an
hourly increments. Large scale iono- F-layer trough station while in daytimespheric entities ordered by the auroral it is between 500 to 1000 km to the
oval are: a. The FLIZ (F-layer ir- south of the equatorward edge of the
regularity zone, Pike, 1972) generally oval. While under the auroral oval,
colocated with the oval belt, b. The vertical incidence soundings, and
midlatitude F-layer trough (Muldrew, riometer and magnetometer measurements
1965) found south of the equatorward allow the assessment of the state of
boundary of the night sector of the the auroral ionosphere and the deter-
oval, c. Auroral Es, colocated with mination of the onset time and severity
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of auroral disturbances. In the after- line has been accomplished requiring
noon and evening hours, backscatter 2 seconds per frequency for a total of
soundings directed towards the oval 3 minutes 20 seconds for the ionogram
edge show strong irregularities which shown.
are associated with the aurora (Wagner
and Pike, 1972) and thus permit the de- THL GEOMONITOk
termination of the oval diameter many
hours prior to the time, the oval moves In order to reduce the require-
over the station. In the early morning ments for tape, prepare the data for
and pre-midday hours, Goose Bay is automatic analysis and limit the amount
under the influence of the previously of data to be transferred by data links
mentioned eastward drifting D-region to remote users, digital techniques of
enhancements associated with auroral echo recognition were developed and im-
substorms and monitoring of the exist- plemented in the Geomonitor. Micro-
ence of auroral disturbances in the processor controlled special electronic
midnight sector is possible for many circuits achieve the high speed re-
hours. quired for the simultaneous processing

and display of the digital ionograms
Based on the evolving monitoring and the continuous data strea m from

concepts the Air Force Geophysics Lab- various geophysical sensors.
oratory (AFGL) established in 1971 the
Goose Bay lonosphtric Observatory. The For the processing of the iono-
station was equipped with riometers, grams initially the noise level on each
magnetometers, satellite receivers for frequency is established. Strong
total electron content measurements, spread F or auroral Es echoes could
and a Digisonde 128 alternatingly con- lead to an overestimate of the noise
nected to two separate transmitting level, thus suppressing weaker echoes.
antennas for vertical incidence and To circumvent this problem the noise
backscatter soundings. The Digisonde level is determined separately for the
is a step frequency sounder with a 0.25 lower and the upper 64 height bins by
to 16 MHz frequency range. Phase calculating the amplitude distributions
coding and coherent integration are for both ranges; the distribution which
used to increase the signal-to-noise peaks at a lower amplitude is used to
ratio. Envelope detection, i.e. power determine the noise level. The noise
integration, is applied for backscatter threshold is set at the positive half
soundings, since scatter type reflec- point of the distribution and only am-
tions or reflections from moving ion- plitudes larger than this level are
ization fronts result in random or con- considered as possible echoes. The
tinuous (Doppler shift) phase changes, noise threshold itself is recorded for
respectively, incompatible with a co- reference.
herent integration scheme.

The echo detection algorithm scans
The two logarithmically compressed the 128 height bins on each frequency

quadrature samples are integrated in and detects up to six echoes, two from
128 equidistantly spaced range bins the E-region (<156 km) and four from
(with selectable AZ) determining the the F-region. The selection of echoes
amplitude with 6 bit resolution and the is by average pulse amplitude, sepa-
phase with 3 bits. The data are re- rately for the two regions. For two
corded on digital magnetic tape and, different echoes to be recognized as
using an optically weighted font, are such they must be separated by a dip
printed out on paper. Using available in amplitude down to the noise thresh-
telecopier techniques the digital iono- old. The echo spread is an important
grams can be transmitted via telephone parameter in the assessment of the
line to any other location for real degree of disturbances, and it strongly
time assessment of ionospheric condi- influences the determination of iono-
tions at Goose Bay. spheric parameters such as foE and

foF2. The Geomonitor determines and
Figure 2 shows in its left part a records, therefore, the spread of the

typical daytime ionogram obtained by main E and the main F echo.
the Goose Bay Digisonde. For each 1
MHz frequency band, shown between two The accurate heights of the lead-
frequency marks, 2160 characters of ing edges of all six echoes is deter-
amplitude,phase and housekeeping mined by sliding a standard pulse along
(date-time-frequency, etc.) information an array of amplitudes with twice the
is recorded on magnetic tape. The resolution of the initial height steps.
presently standardizee 0 '0 MHz iono- The exact virtual height of the echo is
gram requires the storage of 21600 found at the position, where the aver-
Tharacters. Transmission via telephone age deviation (Bevington, 1969) between
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GEOMONITOR IONOGRAM PROCESSING
Goose Bay, Canada, 77-282

COMPLETE IONOGRAM RECONSTITUTED IONOGRAM
(Noise Removed)

1100 AST i107 AST

600-
E

400

I >1 I I I I I I *1 1 I | [.

05 10 0 5 10
FREQUENCY, MHz

Figure 2. Geomonitor tonogram Processing .

standard pulse and (normalized) data is these parameters can be determined us-,!

a minimum. The double-resolution array ing minimum computational effort. The
is generated by linear amplitude inter- development of the techniques to be ap-
polation between two adjacent original plied is underway and will be concluded
height bins, within the near future.

Finally, to investigate the dy- For verification of proper per-
namic height variations of the iono- formance of the algorithms the collated
spheric layers, the Geomonitor calcu- ionograms described above are recast
lares the so-called integrated into the format of a regular Digisonde
heights. For each of the 128 height- ionogram and presented on various dis-
bins the amplitudes are summed over all plays. Shown in the right sectirn of
frequencies and normalized. This pre- Figure 2 is such a "reconstituted'
sentation was especially developed for ionogram, taken 7 minutes after the one
use in the presentation of ionospheric on the left, which is an unprocessed i
characteristics to be discussed later. "cleaned" ionogram with amplitudes I

smaller than the noise level Csee
The complement of data, with the above) removed. The example is typical

addition of the gain setting on each for the performance of the presently
frequency and the housekeeping informa- used algorithms. The high quality of
tion, for a standardized total of 128 the reconstituted ionogram is evident, I
frequencies, is collated or formatted minor problems as raggedness of the i
into one digital record of 2340 charac- spread width will be corrected by re-|
ters, a reduction to about 10% of the fining the respective algorithms.
original data. Evaluations have shown,
that the cnosen parameters and the num- Sandwiched between the collated

> A

ber of echoes adequately depict an or- ionograms are the so-called "Georhysi-iginal ionogram for all routine and cal Data", also packaged in a 23
most special investigation pu daposes character long record representing s
even under very disturbed conditions. minutes of data. Analog signals from
The data are in a format perfectly the three magnetometer channels, two
suited for further processing, as the riometers, satellite signals for Total
online determination of critical fre- Electron Content (TEC) and amplitude
quencies, the minimum frequency, layer scintillation measurements are digi-
heights end true height analysis. All tized and recorded. Additional analog
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data up to a total of 15 can be added dence ionograms. Each ionogram pro-
as required. Digitization rates pres- duces une line in each characteristic.
ently used are 2 Hz for two scintilla-
tion channels and 0.1 Hz for the re- The height or range characteristic
maining 13 channels, is produced by simply printing out the

128 characters available in each iono-
In its present operation the Geo- gram record, which result from the sum-

monitor produces every five minutes mation of amplitudes over all frequen-
one record of geophysical data and two cies for each height bin separately.
records for two ionograms of various Since the ionogram traces are almost
types (vertical, backscatter, coherent horizontal at the minimum heights of
or power integration) as selected at the respective layers, the summation
the Digisonde. Reduced operation as, results in large numbers at these
for example, quarter hourly ionograms heights. Similar properties of ob-
only is readily possible. The data lique, oval associated backscatter
load of 3 x 2340 or 7020 characters/5 echoes, result in strong integrated
min can be handled by available L0O- amplitudes at the range of these
1200 baud telecommunications links, echoes. Range or height changes with

time are thus visible at a glance in

DATA PRESENTATION this characteristic.

An important requirement for the The F-layer characteristic is :b-
analysis ot multi-dimensional data tained by sequentially printing the
under all conditions, but especially largest of the four F-echoes amplitudes
important for real time applications, into the respective frequency bin. The
is intelligent presentation that re- presentation thus obtained is an ampli-
veals the characteristics of the data tude and frequency vs. time history
set. in the case of ionogram observa- and, as time progresses, reflects the
tion, it is the original ionogram it- changes of upper and lower limit of the
self that gives the scientist the most frequency band reflected from the F-
detailed answer in regard to the momen- layer. The lower limit is generally a
tary conditions of the ionosphere. it function of occulation by the lower E-
does not show, however, the time devel- layer or of enhanced absorption. The
opment of the ionospheric parameters, upper limit and its time variation is
i.e. the diurnal variations and dis- in daytime a direct measure of the foF2
turbances, unless a sequence of iono- (the Digisonde uses circularly polar-
grams is studied simultaneously. ized antennas that suppress the extra-
Analog methods to present characteris- ordinary component). Spread-F condi-
tic ionospheric parameters as a func- tions routinely observed at night at
tion of time, like the critical fre- Goose Bay make the upper limit a more
quencies of E and F-region and the complicated parameter of the degree of
layer heights, were developed in the F-region disturbance.
fifties (Nakata et al. 1953; Bibl,
1956). Since 1969 Digisondes have pro- The E-layer characteristic shown
duced digital ionograms and we have de- in the lowest panel is obtained in an
veloped computerized techniques to gen- identical fashion by printing the
crate digital characteristics. Use of larger amplitude of the two E-echoes
microprocessor technology in the Geo- into the respective frequency bin. The
monitor has made it possible in Goose upper limit of the band of strong am-
Bay to print out digital ionospheric plitudes is equal to foE in those time
characteristics in real time. To ex- sectors, where the cosinusoida' time
tend the usefulness of the display variation shows the solar zenith angle
techniques to other users, a Geomoni- control of the E-ionization. At other
tor Display System which is close to times, sharp spikes or deviations from
completion, can take the Geomonitcr a smooth daytime E-ionization indicate
data stream, as arriving via any .uit- the presence of Es with ftEs > foE.
able data link, and present these data
in the form of characteristics, and as The daily variations of foF2, foE,
reconstituted ionograms at any remote h'F and backscatter characteristics for
site. the Goose Bay ionosphere are evident on

these hard copy time histories. Com-
Figure 3 is a typical example of parison with variations of the previous

three selected characteristics. Shown days and with easily produced average
on top are the integrated heights and curves allows the assessment of current
ranges derived from backscatter iono- trends as for example enhanced or de-
grams, below, the F-region characteris- pressed foF2. The range of auroral
tic and at the very bottom the E-region backscatter at a given hour in the
characteristic of the vertical inci- afternoon or evening can be converted
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Figure 3. Goose Bay Ionospheric Characteristics

into a specific Q-value. Well estab- lack of ionospheric echoes. Under
lished knowledge of oval continuity these conditions the measurements most
(Buchau et al, 1970) and the prediction important to the preparation of advi-
of the circumpolar location of discrete sories are the riometer and the mag-
auroral forms (Meng, 1977) from a 10- netometer measurements.
cally established Q-value makes these
backscatter range determinations a pow- The following discussion of the
erful measurement. The "anchor point" possible real time use of the Geomoni-
technique of using a one-point measure- tor and Display System in support of
ment to predict the whole oval has been an Over-the-Horizon Backscatter Radar
developed by Gassmann (1973) and is at (OTH) System operating in this environ-
present successfully used at AFCWC with ment demonstrates the approach. The
satellite auroral images providing the discussion also shows on examples the
input parameter Qy, the equatorward signatures of specific events and the
oval boundary. Of special importance value of the data compression and char-
is the ability, to interpret various acteristic presentation to the investi-
types of signatures in the charateris- gation of ionospheric phenomena in
tics as evidence of auroral oval and general.
ionospheric disturbances. Examples of
such signatures are increased minimum Let us consider the OTH radar lo-
frequency resulting from an increase in cated at a midlatitude location with
D-region electron density, the time Goose Bay within the surveillance area.
history of such an increase, the exist- (This is actually the situation of the
ence of total absorption, sporadic E planned 414L CONUS OTH-B Experimental
events, strong spread F occurrence, the Radar System, which is scheduled to
sudden depression of foF2, and the start tests in 1980 and which will re-
early appearance or the rapid advance ceive Goose Bay Ionospheric Data.)
of backscatter fronts. The latitude dependent ionospheric fea-

tures associated with the auroral iono-
The parallel display of properly sphere such as the F-layer trough and

formatted Geophysical Data provides in- the trough wall location, and the time
sight into the nature of the disturb- dependent disturbances, such as ab-
ance from different points of view and sorption and sporadic E all have strong
has to be made an integral part of the impacts on the propagation situation.
assessment of the event prior to issu- Limitation of coverage, multipath to
ing of an event report. As the dis- one target and azimuth/range errors due
turbance grows in intensity, iono- to the large gradients are but a few of
spheric characteristics become more the related problems.
difficult to interpret either due to
the general lack of clear patterns Assume a station like GBIO with a
found especially during magnetic Geomonitor connected by a communication
storms or due to the strong increase in link to the Geomonitor Display System
auroral absorption resulting in total located in the radar system operations
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center. The GDS then provides a com-
prehensive ionospheric and geophysical
data display for use by the radar's GEOMONITOR
ionospheric forecaster. The forecaster RECONSTITUTED IONOGRAM
assists the radar operators in the fre- 77-286 1307 AST

quency management and in determining 600 -
whether and how the radar is being af- E
fected by natural disturbances over I
part or all of the surveillance area. |
He also estir-tes the probability of 400 1
the disturbance subsiding or continu-
ing. Figure 4 shows a vertical inci-
dence reconstituted ionogram from GBIO
at 1000 local time on day 286. An ab- 200 -
sorption condition exists and only 5
fragments of echoes from the usual day-
time lowers are seen. More information
is available from the characteristics
in Figure 3. They show no absorption RE1C

on this day prior to the event onset FREQUENCY, MHz
and durirg the previous night. Such Figure 5. Geomonitor
time hi. ory is indicative of a local- Reconstituted Ionogram
ized absorption event drifting around 77-286 1307 AST
from a nightside auroral substorm, and
it is likely to be of short duration. in the rapid changes in the Es top fre-
The ionospheric forecaster would advise quency. This suggests that disturbed
the operators to this effect. Looking conditions will continue with the re-
at the characteristics at later ti'Tes sulting disturbing effects on the radar
that day, we see that the absorption system. The ionospheric forecaster
did indeed diminish, disaplearing com- would advise the operator on expected
pletely in 2 or 3 hours. The ionogram future problems. This would permit en-
(Figure 5) shortly afterward at 1307 hancement of other available means of
local time on day 286 shows the ex- surveillance if extended outages could
pected daytime ionospheric layers indi- not be tolerated. The characteristics
cating normal radar system operation. later in the day continue to show com-

plete absorption as was inferred above.

GEOMONITOR During short periods, when the absorp-
tion subsides, foF2 can be determined

RECONSTITUTED IONOGRAM as 5.5 MHz, compared to 6.8 MHz on day
77-286 1000 AST 286 at the same time. This depression

600 I  supports the assessment of a continuing
I I disturbance, and aids the frequency

. , 1; , management during times when propaga-

~400 Ition is possible.

typical late afternoon ionosphere at

I '1637 AST on day 287 with an foF2 of
200-1' I I, 8.7 MHz. HF propagation would be by

i F-layer modes. Examination of the
Sbackscatter ionogram range characteris-I Itic shows that echoes which are associ-

5 10 Oated with the auroral oval have been
MHz present as early as 1530 AST with de-

FREQUENCY, Mcreasing range throughout the next
Figure 4. Geomonitor hours. This indicates that the auroral
Reconstituted Ionogram oval was expanded and that the observa-

77-286 1000 AST tory and thus the OTH coverage area

would rotate under the oval early in
The vertical incidence ionogram at the evening. The ionogram at 1800 AST

0930 local time on day 292 is quite in Figure 8 verifies the prediction.
similar to Figure 4, showing complete The Es layer is well developed, the

absorption. The characteristics in presence of an Es multiple indicates
that absorption is not strong. ThusFigure 6 show that the E layer echoes for selected azimuths, HF propagation

had been absorbed throughout the morn- would be by E layer modes only. Knowl-

ing, and that absorption had occurred
periodically during the previous night; edge that the propagation has changed

a high level of disturbance is evident from F-layer to E-layer modes is impor-
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Figure 6. Goose Bay Ionospheric Characteristics, disturbed period

tant in interpreting the range of tar-
GEOMONITOR gets in the surveillance area. The

characteristics show that the Es event
77-87 1637 AST continued for several hours. Figure 9

shows that the Es reached 10 MHz at
600 2052 AST allowing for the use of rather
S'high surveillance frequencies but pro-

viding only short (<2200 km) range
coverage in the general direction of

4 lOGoose Bay.

;20,GEOMONITOR200 i '

>A I RECONSTITUTED IONOGRAM

I I i ,77-287 2052 AST

5 10
FREQUENCY, MHz 600

Figure 7. Geomonitor WL.J
Reconstituted Ionogram .. . . . . .

77-287 1637 AST
200

GEOMONITOR , A0
RECONSTITUTED IONOGRAM ___________

777. 287 1800 AST 5 10

600- FREQUENCY, MHz

C Figure 9. Geomonitor

Reconstituted lonogram
77-287 2052 AST

0400-
... ... Another type of behavior of the

< 2 ... . .. . ionospheric features associated with
the auroral ovals occurred on the night

>" : L i of day 286. The backscatter range
characteristic showed that the ovalt I stayed well poleward of GBIO throughout

the night. The ionogram at 2345 AST in10 figure 10 showed the off-vertical

FREQUENCV, MHz echoes from the oval appearing in the
vertical ionogram display. The foF2 at

Figure 8. Geomonitor this time was approximately 2 MHz, in-
Reconstituted Ionogram dicating GBIO and thus a large part of

77-287 1800 AST the coverage area was in the midlati-
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tude ionospheric trough. Knowledge interpretation by an observer. The
that the auroral oval stayed poleward usefulness to an OTH system has beer,
ot Goose Bay and thb- GBIO was under- shown oi selected samples. Quiet day
neath the trough is informative in curves for the various geophysical sdt-
evaluating the ionosphere effecting the and thresholds for minimum frequency
radar surveillance area equatorward of and Es-events can Le used in the Geo-
Goose Bay. The reconstituted ionogram monitor and the Display System to ini-
at this time would be very important tiate alarms when deviations of pre-
input to the coordinate conversion con- determined magnitude occur.
ducted by the radar to convert azimuth
and range information into target
ground coordinates, dependent on the
reflecting height of the ray path. AURORAL OVAL AND IONOSPHERIC SUBSTORM MONITORING

GEOMONITOR
RECONSTITUTED IONOGRAM IOmNOSPHERIC

77-286 2345 AST ONOSONDE CHARACTERISTICS

6 0 0 j 1 ' MAGNETOMETER GEOMONITOR RECONSTITUTED
E~~~ I IPA IONOGRAMS

RIOMETER O--THER DATA

,Wj I SCINTILLATIONS - ATTENTION

; TOTAL ELECTRON- LDIGITAL

200-: -00,TO USER SYSTEM

~~TO.

5 10
FREOUENCY,MHz Figure 11. Schematic presentation of

data requirements, data flow and dis-
Figure i0. Geomonitor play for remote oval monitoring.
Reconstituted lonogram

77-286 2345 AST The addition of two more monitor
sites, one in the European Arctic and

Notice the contrast in the size of one in Alaska could provide inputs into
the auroral oval on days 286 and 287. AWS-SESS resulting in a 24 hour contin-
On 286 it remained poleward of GBIO all uous coverage of all high latitude dis-
night, indicating a Q index value of u. turbances and the continuous determina-
On 287 it arrived overhead at 1800, tion of the location of the boundary
consistent with a Q index of 8. between F-layer trough and auroral

oval. Together with the sporadic DMSP
SUMMARY satellite auroral images, complete and

continuous understanding of the state
We have described an approach to of this important section of our en-

the remote monitoring of the high lati- vironment can be achieved. The U. S.
tude ionosphere, which is summrnarized in Army employs an instrument (Automatic
Figure 11. Digital vertical incidence Ion)giam Colator) similar to the Geo-
and backscatter ionograms are reduced muritor for their Digisonde operation
in the Geomonitor by extracting ampli- in Fort Monmouth, N.J. (F. Corman, pri-
tude, height and spread of the ionu- vate communiction). "his system could
spheric echoes. The algorithm works cfler thecsibilitv of a mid-latitude
remarkably well even under, disturbed xjansI '', : t:.e il Ctic network.
conditions during an auroral event.
Properly formatted digitized magnetom- A, W:.WL 1: :LM LNTS
eter, riometer and satellite propaga-
tion data and the processed ionospheric 1he t ,:, i ,. . pot :.v Me sl ". J . B.
data are stored on tape, or for real W e i, w:. 1. w 1n' Ile
time use, are transmitted over a suit- e taLiist td *' . " bay oVai
able medium capacity data link to any Mi" r thIl fily st-
desired user site. Here a Geomonitor w>,.
Display System separates the data, pre-
sents them as characteristics or time
histories of various ionospheric param-
eters and of the geophysical data for
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ATTEMPTS TO PREDICT TROUGH/PLASMAPAUSE BOUNDARIES IN REAL TIME
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1. INTRODUCTION A second scheme tested involves
computer modelling of equatorial

The nighttime ionospheric trough plasmapause dynamics, initially in an
found near L=4 marks the transition attempt to reproduce satellite probe
region between the mid-latitude and determinations of the trough/plasma-
auroral ionospheres. The latitudinal pause location in the topside F-region
gradients associated with the trough (h 800-3200 km). A magnetospheric
(particularly on the poleward side) are electric field model keyed to the Kp
severe plasma boundaries which impact index is used to compute plasmapause
F-region supported communications sys- dynamics in the night sector as a way
tems. Past statistical relations have of specifying temporal changes in the
suggested a close connection between L-value of the plasmapause during
the trough's position (LT) and the periods of increasing geomagnetic ac-
equatorial plasmapause location (Lpp). tivity.
While these relationships generally
use local time and the geomagnetic 2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE
index Kp to specify conditions describ- AURORA AND THE TROUGH
ed, the relatively large uncertainties
associated with the correlations have The first part of this paper con-
never really suggested that the regres- cerns an examination of the detailed
sion equations could be used as pre- relationships between the poleward wall
dictors of actual boundary locations, of the F-region trough and the equator-

ward edge of the continuous (or diffuse
This paper describes two new ap- aurora). Energetic particle precipita-

proaches for specifying trough and tions are known to cause both features,
plasmapause locations using satellite- and thus the question arises of whether
borne auroral photographs and computer- or not detailed knowledge of the lati-
simulated magnetospheric convection- tudinal pattern of one can be used to
patterns. The availability of USAF/ predict the detailed structure of the
DMSP auroral photographs in near real other. The notion of specifying opti-
time suggests the possibility of 1o- cal auroral features from ionospheric
cating the poleward wall of the trough data is not nearly as appealing as the
over an extensive geographic area by reverse possibility, i.e., using a sin-
observing the equatorward edge of the gle optical photograph (obtained during
continuous (diffuse) aurora. The con- a conventional DMSP or ISIS satellite
cept is tested with case study events pass) to specify the location of an
employing simultaneous DMSP and ISIS-2 important F-region structure over the
satellite passes in conjunction with a extensive geographic area covered in
ground-based ionosonde network and a the photograph. Since topside sounders
meridianal chain of electron content or single-height, in-situ satellite
observatories, probes provide the only routine way of
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specifying trough features (along a sub-satellite location, we were inter-
given satellite track), the concept of ested in determining the longitudinal
using "optical diagnostics" from a sin- (or local time) consistency of the
gle satellite pass to infer F-region separation over the region covered by
structure over a region much more ex- the DMSP photograph, and indeed beyond.
tensive than the sub-satellite track This is not a simple question to answer
implies a capability broadly equivalent since no F-region monitoring technique
to the unrealistic scheme of having can provide ISIS-type latitude resolu-
many simultaneous ionospheric sounding tion at points to the east and west of
satellites pass through a given world a given ISIS pass. We turned to the
region (see Figure 1). ground-based network of ionosonde sites

(via WDC-A) and to the AFGL chain of
In examining trough morphology, total electron content (TEC) observing

the poleward wall is generally found to stations (courtesy of J. A. Klobuchar)
be the best-defined feature of all for supporting data to estimate the
trough characteristics (Pike 1976, spatial consistency of the trough's
Mendillo and Chacko, 1977). Thus, if a location away from the ISIS longitude.
consistent relationship exists between Figure 2 shows the network of 24
the auroral boundary aind the poleward ionosondes and the 4 TEC sites used in
wall, and DMSP-type satellites can fix the study.
the latitude of the wall over an exten-
sive region, this key reference point Two of the case studies are pre-
can be used to anchor trough models sented in Figures 3 and 4. For the
giving latitudinal and height-dependent 06UT period on 9 December 1971 (Figure
structure (Rycroft and Thomas, 1970; 3), the ISIS pas8 crosses the DMSP
Feinblum and Horan, 1973; Halcrow, image at *a = 68 CGL, with the foot of
1976; Mendillo and Chacko, 1977). the trough's poleward wall in foF2 at

Wew = 620 CGL. The ionosonde stations
We tested this scheme by carrying immediately to the east show foF2 =

out ten "case study" investigations 5MHz to the north of Oa and foF2 = 2MHz
using ISIS-2 topside sounder passes in equatorward of Opw- Looking further to
December 1971 for which DMSP auroral the east, ionosondes poleward of Oa
photographs were available in near give foF2 in the 5-6 MHz, again typical
simultaneity. For all ten cases, the of poleward wall values, while sites
temporal separation between the ISIS equatorward of w show foF2 values
and DMSP satellite passes fell within more typical of ?he trough minimum
the 8 to 40 minute range. The ISIS (i.e., foF2 = 2-3 MHz). The TEC net-
data were used to determine the Ne lat- work covers North Americgn, 4tlantic
itude gradients (in CGL) at hmax near Coast longitudes from 73 -53 CGL. T~e
the midnight meridian. Since each ISIS trough in TEC has its minimum near 60
pass crossed (or came very close to) with 3 x 1012 el/cm 2 consistent with
the equatorward edge 4a) of the con- a 2MHz peak. In fixing tte trough
tinuou6 aurora, the latitude separation minimum at = 2MHz near 60 , no incon-
(AO) between the poleward wall (at w) sistency is found within the DMSP field
and the aurora could be determined a of view, and indeed as far to the east
the longitude or local time (2230- as the western European foF2 stations
2400 MLT) of the ISIS pass. For pw in the pre-dawn sector.
corresponding to the foot 0 of the pole-
ward wall, Ad = 4.70± 1.2 , while for In Figure 4, the case of O600UT
fpw corresponding to thS top Rf the on 21 December 1971 is depicted. The
poleward wall, Ae = 2.4 ± 1.1 . Apart ISIS pass occurs several degrees to the
from the observation that the auroral west of the DMSP field of view. Once
boundary (via DMSP) is always found again, te foot of the poleward wall is
poleward of the trough boundary, no nearly 5 equatorward of Oa. In the
systematic relationship between A0 and North American sector, the ionosonde
magnetic activity (using Kp or AE, for and TEC data suppoEt a local time con-
example) could be found. The number of sistency of A 

= 5 within (and several
cases examined (ten) was of course hours to the east of) the DMSP field
small, and the spectral range of the of view. A trough minimum of foF2 =
DMSP detector is not ideally suited for 2MHz near 60 CGL may again be inferred
high resolution studies. We do, how- from the satellite track to the west
ever, believe that the separations ob- European sector.
served between the diffuse aurora (as
monitored by DMSP) and the poleward In summary, a limited set of "case
wall of the main electron density study" investigations points to the
trough are physically significant quan- possibility of inferring real-time
tities. F-region trough morphology from DMSP

auroral images, at least over the lon-
Given the observed A0 at the ISIS gitude span covered by a photograph,
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and probably to several hours beyond field, a unique plasmapause exists
it. (Kavanagh et al., 1968; Chpn; 1970); it

defines the boundary between plabma
3. SIMULATION OF particles which share in the co-rota-

PLASMAPAUSE DYNAMICS tional field associated with the Earth
and those which are lost due to mag-

Most of the fundamental theoreti- netospheric convection. The shape of
cal studies of the origin and behavior the resultant plasmapause for such a
of the equatorial plasmapause (e.g., case is the familiar "tear-drop" de-
Nishida, 1966; Brice, 1967; Kavanagh et scribed by Chen (1970). Thus, our
al., 1968) deal with the application of initial circular distribution of parti-
magnetospheric convection patterns cles becomes distorted into a "tear-
originally suggested by Axford and drop" configuration due to the EDD
Hines (1961) to the now classic plasma- field (see Figure 5b). It typically
pause geometry reported by Carpenter takes about 30 hours of simulation time
(1966). The notion of a contracting for a completely stable configuration
plasmapause due to enhanced convection to develop, i.e., of the original 864 I
patterns during periods of increased test particles 50-75% are trapped in
geomagnetic activity is now a widely motion about the Earth in a region de-
accepted view, and is, in fact, the fined by the appropriate theoretical
scheme generally said to explain why "tear-drop" plasmapause associated with
statistical results for the plasma- EDD. Given this equilibrium plasma-
pause location (Lpp) vs. an index like pause, we are interested in subsequent
Kp seem to provide reasnnable descrip- transformations caused by a stronger
tions of average behavior (Rycroft and EDD field.
Thomas, 1970; Kohnlein and Raitt, 1977).
Yet, these simple statistical patterns If EDD is increased, the new
of Lp vs. Kp are not expected to pro- equilibrium plasmapause position is
vide Zn actual description of the time known in advance since it depends only
dependence of plasmapause changes dur- on the new field strength (Chen, 1970).
ing a specific storm's Kp-scenario. Our calculations show that it can take
The real plasmapause cannot adjust in- typically 8 hours for the new plasma-
stantaneously to a new configuration pause to become stable on the night-
for each Kp step, and within a given Kp side. Since geomagnetic activity
interval, the L position must be a changes occur on a much smaller time
function of pre~ious magnetic history. scale, a storm-time scenario for Lpp

In an attempt to overcome these cannot be pictured as a collection of
two limitations, we decided to use a equiliarium configurations.
very simple model for magnetospheric
convection keyed to magnetic activity We decided to by-pass the equilib-
to see if a time-dependent representa- rium configuration problem by using a
tion for plasmapause distortions in the dynamic calculation scheme in which
night sector could be obtained. The the fluid of convecting particles ex-
convection model is limited to E x B periences a time-dependent EDD field,
motions in the equatorial plane, using and instantaneous Lpp (LT,t) locations
a centered dipole magnetic field and a are obtained by graphical inspection
spatially uniform dawn-dusk magneto- of the fluid's boundary. In an earlier
spheric electric field. For any given work (Mendillo and Papagiannis, 1971),
particle in the equatorial plane (spec- we developed a model for EDD which
ified by a LT and L-value), the instan- showed a quadratic dependence upon Kp.
taneous motion is given by W = (ExB)/Bj We normalized this model to the "tear-
where E is the resultant electric field drop plasmapause" which gave Lpp(OOLT)=
arising from co-rotation (ER, directed 5 for Kp = 2 (for which EDD = D.14mv/m).
radially inward) and convection (EDD, Using our quadratic relation between
directed from dawn to dusk), and B is EDD and Kp, a set of "best estimate"
the dipole field strength. A "fluid" EDDvalues were now available to de-
of particles is then followed by keep- scribe magnetospheric convection/
ing track of all the individual motions plasmapause scenarios keyed to observ-
using a 10-minute time step. The ini- ed Kp variations.
tial distribution of particles was
taken to be circular, with a particle To illustrate the procedure, con-
at each L-value from L = 1.5 to 5.5, sider the storn period of 21-22 April,
and spaced every 15 minutes of local 1971. Prior to 1200 UT, magnetic
time. A total of 864 individual points activity was steady for nearly 9 hours,
were therefore available to define sub- with Kp = 2. From 1200 UT on, Kp (a
sequent transformations (see Figure 5a). 3-hour index) varied as follows: 3, 4,

5, 7, 5, 3, 2, . To follow the night-
For a given dawn-dusk electric side Lpp variations associated with
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this scenario, we first used our simu- cal model for a convection-dominated
lation program to generate the equi- plasmapause can be used to simulate
librium ("tear-drop") particle distri- nightside dynamics effects in near
bution appropriate to the t=0 point of real-time.
the scenario. Thus, the initial circu-
lar distribution of particles was al- Acknowledgements
lowed to evolve to the case: 12:00 UT
on 21 April 1971, Kp = 2 (Figure 5b). We wish to thank the World Data
The electric field model was then used Center A in Boulder for providing the
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FIGURE 2. Polar view of northern hemisphere with geographic
coordinates plotted in Corrected Geomagnetic
Coordinates. Ionosonde stations (0) and TiC1_
observing sites (A) used in "case study" events
are indicated. Corrected Geomagnetic Latitudes

(CGL) appear as concentric circles on subseguent
figures.
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network shown in Figure 2 are presented using
integer values.
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FIGURE 4. North polar view in CGL showing the location ofI

near simultaneous ISIS and DM4SP satellite data
for 0600 UT on 21 December 1971. Ground-based
foF2 values and TEC data at 0600 UT from the
network shown in Figure 2 are presented using
integer values.
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FIGURE 7. Overall Model Results for the K_ scenario of 21-22
April 1971, shown in comparisonpto ISIS probe data

giving the equatorward edge of the F-region trough,
and statistical results of Rycroft and Thomas (1970).
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DIGITAL DATA TRANSMISSION OVER HF SKYWAVE CIRCUITS: PREDICTION AND EXPERIMENT

GERALD A. CLAPP
NAVAL OCEAN SYSTEMS CENTER L

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

INTRODUCTION

In most areas of communications there is an selection guidance than provided by long-term
increasing trend toward digital systems, and computer predictions then the alternative is to
this is especially true for HF radio circuits, adopt real-time information such as provided
The traditional measure of HF circuit quality by ionospheric sounders. Sounders provide
is signal-to-noise ratios. However, for digi- real-time information about propagation over
tal systems the circuit bit error rate (BER) the path. A common stepped-fre ency sounder
is often observed to be poorly correlated with will yield signal strength an multipath con-
signal-to-noise ratios because of the wide ditions for 1/20 octave fre ency steps over
variety of noise and fading characteristics the HF band once each minute.
seen on HF channels.

Frequency prediction schemes such as DNC-14/
One goal of this effort is to establish a NTP-6, Supp.l, will be compared with the HF

base of information about the hourly and daily digital data taken for this report. Measures
characteristics of multifrequency HF radio of expected improvement by employing a sounder
digital data links. The major characteristic will be determined. Circuit availability using
of interest is the channel BER and its variation prediction techniques and sounding techniques
in time and frequency. The proper selection of will then be calculated and compared. Of sig-
HF frequencies is crucial if low error rates n~ficance for this analysis is that measured
are to be provided to a communicator on a con- digital bit error rates will be used to charac-
tinuous basis. The second goal of this effort terize the quality of a frequency. This
is to determine circuit performance when fre- differs from other analysis which have usually
quency selection is made by long-term frequency used measured signal-to-noise ratios. The re-
predictions. This information is then to be sults are especially useful to the user since
compared to the actual observed performance they do not require conversion from signal-to-
and any difference will be the result lack of noise ratios to bit error rates.
real-time HF channel information. If the two
goals are achieved then systems planners can DATA
estimate data throughput for proposed systems
depending on the frequency management technique The baseline data consists of bit error
selected. rate (BER) measurements taken simultaneously on

five frequencies. There are 528 hours of five-
Many HF users routinely depend on frequency frequency BER data taken from

prediction techniques for guidance in selection December 1973 through 9 January 1974. The data
present and future operating frequencies. consists of hourly values of the median BER and
Various computer programs are used to determine 90-percentile BER for each of the five fre-
maximum usable frequencies (MUF) and optimums quencies. The 90-percentile number is the BED
frequencies for traffic (YOT) as a function of that is exceeded during 10% of the hourly
path length, location, season, time of day, etc. sample; or equivalently, for 90% of the hour
Some predictions include expected signal-to- sample the measured BER is less than the given
noise ratios (SNR) and circuit reliability or 'ue of the BER.
service probability for a specified grade of
service. It is well established that these From years of analyzing Naval ship/shore HF
prediction techniques provide good forecasts of links, it has been determined that a median bit
usable frequencies for monthly or bi-monthly error rate of 10-2 corresponds to a TTY cha-
averages. racter error rate (CER) of from 3 to 4 percent.

At 3 - 4% CER a teletype circuit is only mar-
The day-to-day HF user is well aware of ginally usable. A 90-percentile BER of 10-2

varying propagation conditions on any time corresponds to a median bit error rate of about
scale. If the user requires better frequency 2.5 x 10-3 and at this error rate teletype copy
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would be rated as good-to-excellent.

The HF circuit was between Vallejo, CA,
and San Diego, CA, a distance of 750 km or ,o-
470 miles. Transmitter power was 10 kw and
both transmitting and receiving antennas were - , -

omni-directional and vertically polarized,,
which resulted in about a 2 dB antenna pattern e -

loss for the path length under 
test. The five 

IL

simultaneously used frequencies were 2.7, 4.9, IT - I
6.4, 9.1 and 12.0 MHz. Bit error rates were s.
measured on one narrow-band (110 Hz) fre-
quency shift keyed (FSK) channel. There were --

generally from eight to twelve FSK channels
in use in the transmitter tone package thus -.,
yieldinS a transmit power of approximately
one kw for the data channel used for the test. -

Bit errors on the HF path were determined by I N
comparison of the HF data stream with the -

original data stream that was provided over
a trunk phone line. Phone line outage caused
the loss of about six hours of data over the -

test period.

Little or no interference was present on
any of the frequencies as each had been in N,,500, O'0,S5OnA ,,, FDIAN BIT ERROR RATE

Best frequency used
continuous use several months before the San Francisco-San Diego
beginning of the test period. 12 Dec 1973-9 Jan 1974

RESULTS FIGURE 1

The basis for determining HF circuit per-
formance will be results of the analysis of the
five-frequency data. A request for frequencies
for a tactical exercise, experiment, or other
purpose is likely to result in the assignment
of on the order of five usable frequencies.
More may have been assigned but may be only
marginally usable due to interference from
other users on the authorized frequency. marginal. For fifty percent of the test period
Additional authorized frequencies may be un- the median bit error rate was 6 x 10-4 or
usable because they are too far above or be- better. At this error rate only about 2 charac-
low the range of propagating frequencies for ter errors per thousand or less would occur on
daytime or nighttime use. a TTY channel. As can be seen, given a selec-

tion of five frequencies that are relatively
The ultimate performance of a five-avail- free of interference excellent HF circuit

able-frequency circuit will be measured by quality was maintained. The problem for the HF
selecting the best frequency out of the five communicator is to: (1) obtain a set of fre-
frequencies at each hourly interval. The quency allocations that are optimized for his
five frequencies were selected based on an- path; and (2) know when to change frequencies
ticipated propagation conditions for the 470 and what frequency to change to.
mile path and should provide good 24-hour
coverage for the path. This section presents To aid the HF communicator with his probleims
the results that would be attained on the test a number of computer propagation prediction pro-
path if the frequency were optimally selected grams have been written. Included in these is
each hour. Included in this section will be ESSA/ITS 78 which is the basis for DNC-14 (now
statistics of bit error rates, availability of superceded by NTP-6, Supp. 1) and the U.S. Army
grades of service, day/night differences in Skywave Propagatio Predictions. These progranm
propagation, and the number of frequency are very successful for the problem of speci-
changes required. Figure 1 shows the hourly fying the range of frequency allocations that
median bit error rate for the entire test are optimum for specified path for a specified
period. Every hour the error rate on each time. They also outline the diirnal frequency
frequency was looked at and the frequency with changes required to remain in operation as near
the lowest error rate was selected. For only to the predicted optimum working frequency (FOT)
3% of the entire test period was the hourly as possible. These propagation predictions are
median BER at 10-2 or worse and at no time was monthly averages and the expected statistical
it poorer than 2 x 10-2. Thus there were no deviations from average; they cannot predict
complete circuit outages and only three per- hour-to-hour or day-to-day variations. The
cent of the time would TTY traffic be rates as significance of not being able to predict day-
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to-day variations is shown in the following
tables. Table 1 gives the number of days during
the test period of 12 December 1973 - 9 January ?AU 1Z

1974, that each of the five frequencies had the Fr,,otoo or c,s th, 1 .. ,,,
lowest BER. This data is given for each hour N&a &-P-Cet.19 t 1rror at 

"4

of the day. For instance, the ESSA/ITS pre- TiW requency (mF.z)
diction for the circuit says that at 0000 GMT Ost 2.7 4.9 6.3 9.I IZ.0
the predicted best frequency out of the five . . . . .0000 .59 1.00 .95 .27 .09
frequencies is 6.3 MVz. The test data shows 0100 .67 .91 .30 .22 .17
that 6.3 MHz had the lowest error rate on only 0200 .96 .96 .39 .26 .13

11 days out of 29 days. On 9 occasions 4.9 MHz
was the best frequency. As observed, at 0000 0400 1.00 .74 .3n .26 .17

0500 .95 .S2 .17 .26 .22
GMT, any of the five frequencies had a prob- 0600 .07 .61 .17 .30 .22
ability of being the best. The normal diurnal 0700 .83 .70 .17 .22 .17
variation in propagation is clear from table 1; 0800 .70 .78 .26 .09 .04
low frequencies are preferred during night and 0900 .52 .70 .09

1000 .52 .78 .09higher frequencies during the day. However, 1100 .61 .70 .04
there clearly is no predictable frequency that 1200 .74 .52 .09 .04 .04
is going to be best at any given hour of the 1300 .83 .48 .09 .04 .04
day. 1400 .07 .7 .17

1500 .82 1.50 .91

TABLF 1 1600 .29 .86 .95 .40
1700 .11 .69 1.00 .79

Number of Days Given Freuency has Lowest it Prror Rate 1900 .81 .86 .76
3900 .95 1.00 .90 .14

Time Frequency (mHz) 2000 .00 .91 .91 .91 .27
L 2.7 4.9 6.3 I.1 12.0 2100 .09 .96 1.00 .96 .27

2200 .0 .87 .91 .83 .13

0000 4 9 11 3 2 2300 .26 .96 .96 .78 .13
0100 6 14 4 3 2
0200 1 17 1 3 2
0300 5 17 1 1

0400 9 10 4 2
000 13 5 4 3
0600 8 10 4 3
0700 7 14 3 1

0800 6 18 2 1 10900 6 171

1000 6 18
1100 7 17 Frequency or time diversity used at these times

1200 11 12 1 would have put the observed HER to better than
1300 13 10 1 10-2. For 109 hours of the test period, only
14 00 1* 17 2
1500 4 0 19 one frequency was available; for the balance

1400 1 10 of the test period (76.1% of the time) two or
1700 1 2 9 ii more frequencies exceed the 90-percentile BE?
1900 2 2 17 limit of 10-2. Figure 2 sumnarizes these re-

sults for the median and 90-percentile bit

2000 1 4 1 19 3 error rates.
2100 4 3 17 4
2200 4 4 17 2
2300 1 10 13 1 Sunrise/sunset propagation difficulties were

not evident from the test data. The data in
table III shows that the periods of difficulty

A comuunications requirement may not occurred primarily at or shortly after midnight
necessitate finding the best frequency but one local time. During the sunset hour, 0100 local
that meets a particular requirement. Table II time, usually two or more good frequencies were
illustrates the occurrence of meeting a require- available. During the path's sunset hour, 1500
ment of the 90-percentile BEP being better than PST, there was always at least two frequencies
10

-
2. Recall that this error rate would provide available with BER better than 10-2. The

good-to-excellent teletype copy. It is evi-
dent from the table that there will generally
be little problem finding a frequency that meets
the requirement during the daytime hours. How-
ever, from 0800-1300, GMT (0000-0500 local)
there is only at best a .78 probability that a
given frequency will meet the 10

-
2 BEE require-

ment. For only 17 hours out of the 528-hour
test period (3.2% of the time) no frequency
could meet the 10-2 requirement. However, all
17 hour had 90-percentile error rates of about
2 x 10

- 
and would have provided at least mar-

ginal communications.
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problem that occurs at sunrise/sunset tran-

TABUr 11t sitions is an example of a HF communications
problem; the problem to find the frequencies

umnb.r of 1ay that are propagating. Within the one-hop sky-

Tim :Number of Frequencies wLth 97-o*rc., lb Sp 4 10-2 wave range, communications problem on HF is
Got 0.. 1seldom due to the fact that there are no fre-

0000 7 11 1 1 quencies propagating.
0100 2 11 3 1 4
0200 2 11 1 3 3
0300 5 10 5 1 2 The frequency change question is crucial;
0400 6 I 4 ! 4 when to change frequencies and what frequency to
o000 11 1 4I change to. For the test path, computerized path
0400 1 1 a 2 2
0700 11 6 3 predictions would indicate four to five fre-

S 1 3 13 3l 1 quency changes per day, occurring primarily at
0500 4 9 1 sunrise and sunset transitions. The test data

1000 3 9 1 1 shows a different pattern of frequency changes
1100 4 9 in required to remain on the best frequency. At

1200 1 13 7 1 1 the end of each hour the five frequency test
1400 1 2 data was looked at to see if a better frequency

1500 6 14 could be found. A better frequency could be

1400 a 4 . found 33.0% of the time, 67.0% of the time no
100 13 1 frequency change was needed. If a frequency1600 3 1

1000 2 16 2 change was required, 73% of the time it was to

2000 2 13 | the next adjacent available frequency, and 27%
2100 3 11 | of the time the change was to at least two fre-
2200 3 if 1 2
2300 4 1 3 4 1 quencies higher or lower than the current fre-
30 Hours 19 12 2 2 quency. The average for the test period was 8

fetal ,or, 1.7 10o9 171 142 41 3 frequency changes per day, however, there was

a large day-to-day variation in the number of
required frequency changes as can be seen in
table IV.

100
TABLE IV

No. of Freg. Changes Per Day No. of Days

0

so0- 3
4 2
5 1
6

7 6
8 3

60 ,9 2
r9 10 1

11 1
12 1
13 1

10 14
40

0 Of perhaps more importance is the time of day
Sthat a frequency change would be required.

Table V illustrates this for the test data.
The result is that frequency changes may be
necessary at any time of the day with only a

20 slight preference for sunrise/sunset frequency
changes. It is this type of day-to-day and
hour-to-hour propagation variations that fre-
quency predictions can not make an allowance for.

PERFORMANCE OF FREQUENCY
I I ISELECTION TECHNIQUES

0i or more 2or more 3 or more 4 or more

In this section the accuracy of a number of
NUMBER OF FREQUECIES AVAILALBE frequency prediction techniques will be calcu-

WITH BEE -10-2 lated from the test data. Each predictiou
method will be applied to the test data and the

resulting circuit quality will be determined.
FIGURE 2 These techniques are:
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TABLE V quency with the lowest bit error rate. The bit
error rate distributions that result from using

Time of Day No. of Days a Freq. Change this technique is the upper limit that comput-

-(GMT) was Required at Given Time erized frequency predictions will be able to
achieve. Because of the large number of vari-

0000 10 ables in a prediction program, many of which
0100 8 are imperfectly known or understood, it is un-
0200 5 likely that the Idealized Computer Prediction
0300 5 scheme can ever be written.
0400 8
0500 6 Idealized Computer Prediction

0600 The calculated nighttime MUF was nearly
0700 6 identical with one of five assigned frequencies.
0800 8 This frequency was generally the best, but on
0900 h occasions it was above the observed MUF; the
1000 7 modification consists of using the next lowest
1100 3 frequency during times of depressed nighttime

MUF's.
1200 8
1300 7 ESSA/ITS 78 HF Frequency Prediction
1400 6 Program
1500 .4
1600 11 "Predicting Long-Term Operational Parameters
1700 9 of High-Frequency Skywave Telecommunication

Systems," is the title of the report that des-
1800 9 cribes the use of the 'standard' computerized
1900 2 HF frequency selection program. This program
2000 5 in some form is used almost universally for
2100 7 HF frequency predictions.
2200 8
2300 7 DNC-14/NTP-6, Supp. 1

These techniques are: A condensation of the above computer prcgram
(1) Sounder into tabular and chart form for use by the Eavy.
(2) Idealized Computer Prediction Designed as a bi-monthly publication for future
(3) Idealized Prediction with Modification frequency prediction for the Navy user.
(4) ESSA/ITS 78 HF Prediction Program
(5) DNC-14/NTP-6, Supp. 1 U.S. Army Skyways Charts
(6) U.S. Army Skywave Propagation Charts

A second condensation of the ESSA computer
Sounder prediction program for Army use. The perfor-

mance of each of the frequency selection tech-
The results by using this technique are niques is given in table VI.

obtained by selecting the best frequency each
hour throughout the test period. The re- From the table VI data we see that the ESSA/
sulting observed bit error rates then sets the ITS HF prediction program predicted the best
standard as the absolutely best performance frequency for digital data transmission only
available from the circuit. It is against this 45.6% of the time. However a frequency with a
standard that other frequency prediction tech- 90-percentile less than 10

-  
was predicted 83.9%

niques will be comapred. An actual HF sounding of the time. The two tabular condensations of
system differs from the technique just des- the ESSA/ITS program for military use are DNC-14
cribed in that: (1) a sounder attempts to and the U.S. Army Skywave Prediction; both of
select the best frequency for current use these were observed to predict frequencies
rather than takes the best frequency for the poorly. DNC-14/NTP-6, Supp.1 predicted use of
previous hour; and (2) a sounder system can a frequency that would have been unusable 39.2%
indicate that a better frequency is available of the time; and the Army book would have pre-
at any time rather than at just the end of each dicted an unusable frequency an astounding
hour. These two factors will tend to cancel 53.4% of the time. For this analysis a usable
and the resulting performance of a circuit being frequency is defined as providing good teletype
guided by a sounder system should be nearly as copy which occurs when 90 percentile bit error
indicated in this section. rates are about 10-2 or better.

Idealized Computer Prediction Figure 3 shows the distribution of bit error
rates that would have resulted had each of the

The test data was analyzed to determine for six frequency prediction methods been used.
each given hour of the day the frequency that Again, the very poor performance of DNC-14 and
had the highest probability of being the fre- the Army method is obvious.
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TABLE VI

PERFORMANCE OF FREQUENCY PREDICTION4 TECHNIQUES

% of time selected frequency % of time selected frequency
was best observed frequency had 90%-tile BERworse than

10-2

1. Sounder (100) 3.2
2. 'Ideal' Computer Prediction 57.8 18.3
3. 'Ideal' Prediction with MUF mod 71.9 5.8
4. ESSA/ITS Prediction Program 45.6 16.1
5. DNC-14/NTP-6, Supp. 1 39.9 39.2
6. U.S. Army Skywave Propagation Charts 31.9 53.4

The poor performance of the prediction
methods cannot be related to unusual path The data given here is for a system that

location or abnormal propagation conditions, employed FSK keying on narrow-shift channel at

The geomagnetic index Kp during the month test a rate of 75 baud. Sixteen such channels can be

period ranged from 5 to 35 an averaged about 20. be placed in a normal 3 kHz voice sideband. If

No correlation was found to exist between the the power per data channel is kept constant the

daily Kp and daily average BEN. Sporadic-E data here should represent performance of a

days phenomena was observed during the early 1200 baud FSK or PSK circuit. The digital error

evening hours on four of the test days and was error performance of a 4-phase PSK, 2400 baud,

a minor source of test data variation. The modulation is anticipated to be only slightly

poor performance of the predictions seems to be less. If care is taken, a reasonable extra-
the result of hour-to-hour and day-to-day vari- polation to systems employing other power

ations in propagation not accounted for in pre- levels or antenna gains can be expected. Like-

diction techniques. wise, sufficient data exists to estimate per-
formance if frequency or spaced-antenna diver-

Other observations from the data show that 4ity is employed. A future report will address

the daily average BER ranged from 1.5 x 10-3 to these areas.
5.5 x lO

- 3 
if the best frequency was selected

each hour. These bit error rates were ob-
served to be uncorrelated with tae geomagnetic
Kp index.

The hourly frequency with the lowest BER
was compared with the predicted optimum fre-
quency (FOT) for each hour of the test period.
It was found that the POT was the best estimate
for the nighttime portion of the data and a
value of 0.75 of the predicted FOT was best
frequency for digital transmission during day-
time hours. However, the standard deviation
about the predicted FOT was 0.2 of the FOT.
Twelve hours daily were labled nighttime and
daytime; for this midwinter test period both
the sunrise and sunset transition period was
included in the daytime data. For the entire
test period the nighttime BER was twice the day-
time measured BER.
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ENVIRONMENTAL FORECASTING BY USING IONOSPHERE OBSERVATIONS ON ACOUSTIC-GRAVITY
WAVES ASSOCIATED WITH SEVERE STORMS

R. J. Hung
The University of Alabama in Huntsville

Huntsville, Alabama 35807

and

R. E. Smith
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama 35812

ABSTRACT ten~dency of winter and summer convective storms
in Western Japan. Recently, Uccellini (1975)

Atmospheric acoustic-gravity waves associ- proposed that atmospheric acoustic-gravity waves
ated with severe local thunderstorms, tornadoes are an important mechanism for triggering severe
and hurricanes have been extensively studied, convective storms. He also suggested that the
Group ray tracing computations, based on atudy of atmospheric acoustic-gravity waves
acoustic-gravity waves observed by an iono- could reveal much about the development of
spheric Doppler sounder array, indicate they thunderstorms.
are associated with severe storms. The study
of wave-wave resonant interaction also suggests In recent years, experimental observations
a possibility that tornadic storms are dynamical from CW Doppler soundings of the upper atmo-
evolutions from thunderstorms. This study sphere show that there are ionospheric disturb-
reveals the possibility of the development of ances apparently associated with severe weather
an environmental forecasting system based on and thunderstorms (Baker and Davies, 1969;
ionosphere observations of atmospheric acoustic- Davies and Jones, 1972; Prasad et al., 1975;
gravity waves associated with severe storms. Smith and Hung, 1975; Georges and Greene, 1975;

Georges, 1976; Jones and Georges, 1976; Hung
et al., 1978, etc.). These studies reveal that

I. INTRODUCTION quasi-sinusoidal oscillations, with two
harmonics of wave periods, 3 to 5 minutes and

The ionosphere is capable of sustaining a 6 to 9 minutes, are observed when thunderstorms
large number of wave phenomena, waves props- with cloud tops (radar heights) in excess of
gating downward from the magnetosphere, waves about 12 Km are present within a radius of
propagating upward from the neutral lower several hundred kilometers of the ionospheric
atmosphere, etc. Ionospheric-tropospheric reflection points.
interactions can also be studied using
ionospheric observations of atmospheric waves During the extreme tornado outbreak of
propagating upward from the troposphere. These April 3, 1974, Hung et al. (1978) detected
atmospheric waves are observed on ground-based another two harmonics of wave periods, 11 to 15
ionospheric sounding records as perturbations minutes and 26 to 30 minutes in the CW Doppler
in electron density, array observational data. On this particular

day, two hundred and thirty-six tornadoes
Atmospheric acoustic-gravity waves studies occurred in the U.S. Among these tornadoes, 41

can help to understand severe weather activity, tornado touchdowns were identified by the
The correlation between atmospheric acoustic- National Severe Storms Forecast Center (here-
gravity waves and severe storms has been after NSSFC) within a 8OO Km radius from
investigated during the past twenty years. Huntsville, Alabama during the time period
Tepper (1950, 1954) proposed that the pressure 1700-2200 UT. These tornadoes were divided into
jump lines effectively lifted the lowest layers five groups depending upon the touchdown times
of the atmosphere and appeared to initiate and geographical locations. A group ray pathi
squall line development in convectively unstable computation was used to trace the atmospheric
air. Matsumoto and Akiyama (1969), Matsumoto gravity waves observed at ionospheric height
and Tsuneoka (1969), and Matsumoto et al. (1967a, in an effort to locate this probable source.
1967b) contended that atmospheric acoustic- Fix ray tracing computations which covered the
gravity waves were responsible for the pulsating 41 tornado touchdowns within a BOO Km radius
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from Huntsville, Alabama, showed that the The ionospheric Doppler sounder array system
acoustic-gravity waves were excited 1 to 3 employed in this study consists of three sites
hours before the touchdown times (Hung et al., with nine field transmitters operating at
1978). 4.0125, 4.759 and 5.734MHz. These sites are

located in the Tennessee Valley area. Adetailed
From the analysis of the extreme tornado description of the array system hzs been given by

outbreak of April 3, 1974, it appears as if the Hung et al. (1978).
waves observed are a precursor phenomena due
to the integrated effect of a group of tornadic The observed data were subjected to both
storms which occurred approximately at the same power spectral density analysis and cross correla-
time and in the same region. Atmospheric tion analysis. In some severe storm active days,
acoustic-gravity waves associated with isolated the power spectral density analysis revealed
tornadic storms have also been analyzed with more than one peak. When this occurred, Butter-
similar results. worth's digital filter (Otness, 1968) was applied

to band pass the peaks. After using this digital
Analyses have shown that atmospheric filter, each peak corresponds toa wave excited

acoustic-gravity waves with wave periods of by an individual source. Thus, we are able to
20 to ?4 minutes were detected when Hurricane detect different wave patterns associated with
Eloise was in the Gulf of Mexico (Hung and different sources during the same time period.
Smith, 1977a; 1977b). The computed location The horizontal wave vectors and horizontal phase
of the source of the waves was roughly where velocities of the disturbances are calculated
the hurricane would be located three hours from cross correlograms.
after the waves were excited.

The azimuthal angle of wave propagation
The transformation of atmospheric acoustic- can be determined to an accuracy of ± 50, and

gravity waves with wave periods, 3 to 5 minutes, the horizontal phase velocity to ± 10percent.
associated with thunderstorm activity, to wave
periods, 11 to 15 minutes, associated with In the six cases during the extreme tornado
tornadic storm activity, can be studied through outbreak of April 3, 1974, gravity waves with two
wave-wave resonant interactions. The harmonics of wave periods, 11 to 15 minutes and
mechanism of development of tornadic storms 26 to 30 minutes, horizontal wavelengths in the
from thunderstorms can be further studied by range 100 to 220 Kin, and horizontal phase speeds
means of the resonant interaction, in the range 90 to 220 m/sec were detected as

being closely associated with tornadic storms

II. ANALYSIS OF IONOSPHERE OBSERVATIONS (Hung et al., 1978 for details).

Results for the five isolated storms, two ontehnue gunsesradionosphivere lobtervatiNovember 20, 1973 and three on January 13, 1976
technique uses radio receivers located at a

central site to monitor signals transmitted are shown in Table 1. A summary of these results

from three independent remote sites and reflected shows that gravity waves with two harmonics of

off the ionosphere approximately half way be- wave periods, 10 to 15 minutes and 25 to 30

tween the transmitter and receiver sites. When a minutes, horizontal wavelengths in the range 100

wave perturbs the electron density profile in to 290 Km, and horizontal phase speeds in the

the ionosphere, the total phase path of the ranges 100 to 220 m/sec were apparently associ-

radio signal changes resulting in an instan- ated with these isolated tornadic storms.

taneous frequency shift in the radio signal.

TABLE 1. PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OBSERVED GRAVITY WAVES ASSOCIATED
WITH ISOLATED TORNADIC STORMS

Hori- Azimuthal
zontal Angle of Horizontal

Observation Wave Wave- Wave Phase
Time Period length Arrival Speed
(UT) (Min.) (Km) (deg) (misec)

1900-1945, November 20, 1973 10.7 120 85 186.9

1945-2045, November 20, 1973 11.8 125 37 176.5

1930-2130, January 13, 1976 25.7 234 165 152

2030-2230, January 13, 1976 28.3 287 179.7 169.4

2100-2300, January 13, 1976 26.3 234 179.9 148.8
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Two events during the time period of computed sources are then compared with the
Hurricane Eloise, 0200-0340 UT and 0500-0730 actual observations from the computer printout
UT, September 23, 1975, indicate that gravity of locations and times of tornado touchdowns
waves with wave periods of 20 to 24 minutes, supplied by NSSFC and/or the storm track of the
wavelengths from 220 to 300 Km, and horizontal hurricane supplied by the National Climatic
phase speeds from 150 to 200 rn/sec were present. Center.

Ill. RAY TRACING COMPUTATIONS AND WAVE SOURCES Results of this comparison for the six
events of April 3, 1974 indicate that the

Theoretical discussions of atmospheric computed wave sources are near the locations
acoustic-gravity waves have been carried out by where tornadoes touchdown from 1 to 3 hours
Bretherton (1966), Jones (1969), Cowling et al. later.
(1971) and Bertin et al. (1975). These discus-
sions indicate that the geometrical optics Results of computed probable sources of
approximation is valid for the conditions waves for the five isolated tornadic storms are
discussed. The wave propagation is assumed to given in Table 2. In summary, the waves appear
be locally plane so that the local dispersion to be excited near the location where tornadoes
relation of atmospheric acoustic-gravity waves, touchdown more than one hour later. The
proposed by Hines (1960), is satisfied. Ray computed wave sources are within the ±50
tracing, thus, can be carried out by following accuracy of the azimuthal angle of wave arrival.
the group velocity direction in a wind- Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 show the geographical
stratified model atmosphere. locations of computed sources of waves which

were detected at ionospheric heights with the
The propagation of wave energy in a loss- receivers at Huntsville, Alabama, at 1900-1945,

less transparent medium follows the direction November 20, 1973; 1945-2045 UT, November 20,
of the group velocity (e.g., Yeh and Liu, 1972). 1973; 1930-2130 UT, January 13, 1976; 2030-
This direction is termed the ray direction. In 2230 UT, January 13, 1976; and 2100-2300 UT,
general, in an anisotropic medium the ray January 13, 1976, respectively.
direction is different from that of the wave
vector. The reverse ray tracing computation In the case of gravity waves associated
is the integration of the group velocity with with hurricanes, analysis of two cases from
respect to the time domain from the ionospheric Hurricane Eloise during the time periods, 0200-
reflection point back down to the tropopause 0340 UT and 0500-0730 UT, September 23, 1975
using the wave period, wavelength, and indicate that the computed sources were
azimuthal direction of wave propagation located roughly along the track of the storm,
obtained from the observational data, the and more than three hours in advance of the
initial vertical wave vector computed from location of the storm (Hung and Smith, 1977a;
the dispersion relation, and appropriate 1977b).
atmospheric parameters. The effect of wind is
taken into account by considering the time-
space transformation given by the Galilean IV. MECHANISM OF RESONANT INTERACTIONS OF
transformations of the displacement vector, WAVES ASSOCIATED WITH STORM'S
time, Doppler-shifted wave frequency, and wave
vector. The detailed description of the group It is known that tornadoes are closely
ray tracing computation has been given in associated with severe thunderstorms (Davies-
another article (Hung et al., 1978). Jones and Kessler, 1974). our observations

of atmospheric acoustic-gravity waves associated
In this study, the neutral wind is with tornadoes indicate that waves are observed

treated as a constant in each slab of the more than one hour before touchdown times. These
atmosphere considered. The values of atmo- results are apparently similar to the conclusion
spheric parameters for each altitude are reached by Uccellini (1975) that in the case of
calculated from the U. S. Standard Atmosphere severe convection, the acoustic-gravity waves
(1962), and profiles of the neutral wind are are a precursor to the thunderstorms.
established by fairing in winds computed from
the Kohl and King (1967) model above 100 Kmn It has been shown by Georges (1973),
altitude, with meteorological rocketsonde data Frasad et al. (1975), etc., that the iono-
from Cape Kennedy, Florida below 90 Km. spheric wave-like disturbances associated with
Detailed treatment of wind profiles are given thunderstorms were observed when thunderstorms
in Hung et al. (1978) with tops were in excess of about 12 Km, or when

intense updrafts of convection had penetrated
The reverse ray tracing is started at the the tropopause. A similar idea was also

ionospheric reflection height for the radio proposed by Malkus (1960) and Saunders (1962),
frequency wave used in this study and continued that the convective regions imbedded In the
as long as the calculation is possible to a stratifcorm anvil of the thunderstorms are
lower limit of 12 Km, an altitude equivalent to clearly the overshooting convective cells
the tropopause. For the purpose of this study which penetrate the tropopause. By taking
the geographic location of the point at which photographs from a U-2 airplane flying over the
the calculation is terminated is referred to as thunderstorms, Vonnegut et al. (1966) showed
the probable source of gravity waves. These that convective overshooting turrets rose
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above the anvil c loud. The top of the observed
stratifonn thundercloud anvil was above the
tropopause (Vonnegut et al., 1966). Observations
made by Shenk (1974) further strengthen these
resul ts.

TABLE 2. COMPARISON BETWEEN COMPUTED PROBABLE SOURCES OF WAVES ASSOCIATED WITH ISOLATED
TORNADIC STORMS AND ACTUAL TOUCHDOWNS OF TORNADOES

[Wave
Excited
Earlier

Wave Tornado Than
Observation Traveling Touchdown Tornado

Time Time Time Touchdown

1900-1945, November 20, 1973 66 1935 2

1945-2045, November 20, 1973 65 2100 2

1930-2130, January 13, 1976 53 2015 2

2030-2230, January 13, 1976 1 55 2114 1

2100-2300, January 13, 1976 57 2150 1
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Figure 1. Geographical map of the computed group Figure 3. Geographical map of the computed group
ray path of the waves during 1900-1945 UTT, November ray path of the waves during 1930-2130 UT, January
20, 1973, and the location of actual tornado 13, 1976, and the location of actual tornado
touchdown,.ochon
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ray path of the waves during 1945-2045 UT, November ray path of the waves during 2030-2230 UT, January
20, 1973, and the location of actual tornado 13, 1976, and the location of actual tornado
touchdown. touchdown.
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& L:TIaV ¥ which is the relation beLween the two waves

T OV N LOFATVTLA5 TOU01- associated with thunderstorms, T1 and T2 , inter-

o acting resonantly which appears as the T3

CRIPMt NAVE SMUlOF 05- A Attlm Y*OWANIIAL detected at ionospheric height. For example,
IT / h RPATH

O  
thunderstorm-induced waves, with a wave period

TlE
.  

A PATI of 3 minutes, interacting resonantly with

"S.C. another thunderstorm-induced wave with a wave
/ 1D, 200, 0 400_ period of 2 3.896 minutes generates a wave

ISS. ALA. . S ) k, (L with a period of 13 minutes identical to those
detected at ionospheric heights during periods

Y_ with tornadoes (Davies and Jones, 1972; Hung

Figure 5. Geographical map of the computed and Smith, 19
7 7a; Hung et al., 1978).

group ray Pat5 of the waves during 21 0-2300 UT,

January 13, 1976, and the location of actual Again by definition 1ki) 21/X,, where
tornado touchdown. A is the wavelength of species i) Equation (3)

leads to

The dynamical evolution of tornadoes from - -1
thunderstorms could be based on the wave-wave 2 1 I (5)
resonant interaction of two thunderstorm- A A2  3 k-
induced waves becoming the tornado associated 3
waves detected in the ionosphere. If the
gravity waves associated with tornadoes are which is another relationship between two
the results of the wave-wave resonant inter- thunderstorm-induced waves that can result in
action of-two waves associated with thunder- tornado-associated waves through wave-wave
storms, the following conditions must be resonant interaction. To give a numerical
satisfied (Sagdeev and Galeev, 1969) example, let us consider thunderstom-induced

waves with a wavelength of 100 Km, resonantly
lk( () interacting with another thunderstorm-induced
W1 ( I) 22 %) = w3(k3) wave with a wavelength X2 = 133 km.

where wl, and w denote the wave-frequencies If (aw/lk) = 500 m/sec, a wave with a

2 3 period of 13 minutes can be generated. This is

of thunderstorm 1, thunderstorm 2, and waves- a typical group velocity of the waves associated
associated with tornadoes, respectively; and with thunderstorms. The wavelength of 133 Km is

l' 2 and k 3 are the wave-vectors of thunder- also within the range of our observations, 100

storm 1, thunderstorm 2, and waves-associated to 300 (Davies and Jones, 1972; Hung and

with tornadoes, respectively. For the Smith, 1977a; Hung et al., 1978).

resonant-interaction to be valid,
("l- 2)/Wlj << 1, and the Taylor expansion Equations (4) and (5) give two criteria for

any two thunderstorm-induced waves to generate
is applicable to Equation (1). This leads to the waves associated with tornadoes through

resonant interaction. The two numerical

W( (k Ak (2) examples seem reasonable based on our obser-
11l w22) \klw - vations.

The wave-wave interaction condition,
where Equation (1), applies to a homogeneous medium.

Ak - k-k When the medium is inhomogeneous like the
-atmosphere, it requires additional conditions.

If u - w (k; t, x) for a wave propagating in an
If we choose the negative sign in Equation inhomogeneous medium, the following conditions

(1), substitution of Equations (1) into (2) must be satisfied (Whitham, 1974)
leads to:

- k - x3 (30) at +Ig ax x (6)
3 -- n

By definition, w, . 2Tr/Ti' where Ti is the and

wave period of species i, and Equation (1) 3ka  1k
becomes _ 0 (7)
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LAGOPEDO - TWO F-REGION IONOSPHERIC DEPLETION EXPERIMENTS

Morris B. Pongratz, Gordon M. Smith,
C. Dexter Sutherland and John Zinn

University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico

I. Introduction

At this Symposium on the effects of the The answers to these questions were func-
ionosphere we would like to report on a very tions of the characteristics of the expansion
recent experiment wherein we turned the tables of the molecular vapors and the chemistry.
and produced an effect upon the ionosphere. To model the chemistry we needed to know the
The effect produced was a significant depletion velocity and spatial distribution of the
of ionospheric plasma within a roughly spheri- vapors as a function of time. We also needed
cal volume of approximately 100 km diameter. to know whether or not the released gases
In cooperation with Sandia Laboratories, clustered and froze, and if they did, what
Albuquerque, Group J-lO of the Los Alamos was the characteristic time for sublimation
Scientific Laboratory conducted two chemical back to the vapor state?
release experiments into the F-layer ionosphere
over the Hawaiian Islands in early September The experiment was an excellent test of
1977. These experiments, codenamed Lagopedo the techniques used in computer programs to
(Spanish for ptarmigan), were directed to an model the chemical kinetics of the atmosphere,
investigation of the chemical kinetics which both during the natural, near equilibrium,
follow an injection of certain molecular variations and after perturbations of varying
species (H20, C02) into the F-layer. Previous magnitudes. Before the experiment the
work by Mendillo et al (1975) and Bernhardt emphasis in the chemical modeling was upon
(1976) had suggested that such an injection features which lent themselves to experimental
would greatly enhance the 0+ loss rate observation such as airglow emission. Model
because molecular charge exchange with these predictions were also used as input for
artificial species proceeds at rates several operational decisions such as release height
orders of magnitude larger than the ambient, and necessary ionospheric conditions for launch.
natural loss rates. Enhanced electron
depletion would follow via the rapid dis- II. Theory of Plasma Depletions
sociative recombination of electrons and
molecular ions. Because the loss rates are We used the diffusive model of Bernhardt
much larger than production rates the net to characterize the expansion of the molecular
effect would be plasma depletion and a hole vapors-H20 and C02. In our theoretical
in the ionospheric plasma. calculations we assumed that none of the

vapor, clustered and froze.
The questions about the hole we sought to

answer were: In the F-region the dominant chemical

1. Would a plasma depletion hole form? reactions should be 0+ charge exchange0 + +HOkl H2+ O(1

2. What are the spatial characteristics 0 + H20 -. H20 + 0 (1)
of the hole? k, , 2.3 x lO-9 cm- 3s-1

3. How long does it take to make the k2  +(2)

hole and how long does it persist? 0+ + C02 . 02 +CO

4. What airglow emissions result from k2 - 1.1 x lO-9 cm-
3s-1

the hole formation? followed rapidly by dissociative recombination.

5. Are the sides of the hole smooth or H20 +  + e t3 OH + H (3)
irregular? k3  1.7 x 10-7 cm- 3s- I

6. What are the effects of a hole in the 02+ + e t4 0 + D(OD) (4)
ionosphere? k4 ' 1.89 x lO"7 cm- 3s-1
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These reactions and species, as well as We are quite impressed by the fact that
many others, were included in our 78-species, the calculated temporal and spatial concentra-
1484-reaction chemistry code (Sutherland and tion profiles are very sensitive to the charac-
Zinn, 1975). Our theoretical effort has not teristics of the expansion of the molecular
yet included charged pirti-le transport along vapors. Consequently significant improvement
magnetic field lines, in the theory will come from better definition

of the expansion characteristics.
The model calculations begin by selecting

an altitude and starting the code off with Ill. Experiment Description
CIRA 1965 values for the concentrations of the
dominant neutral species for that altitude. The two Lagopedo experiment payloads were
Initially the ion and electron concentrations lofted to altitude above the Kauai Test Facil-
are zero. The model does include the effects ity, Hawaii, by Terrier-Sandhawk rocket systems.
of solar photons, Consequently as the model The total scientific payload mass was 200 kg,
proceeds forward in time and the sun rises of which 88 kg was a mixture of the high
and sets an ionosphere forms self-consistent explosives nitromethane and ammonium nitrate
with the solar input and the 78-species and which yield only H20, C02 and N2 in an ideal
1484-reactions. After several model days of detonation. About 2500 moles of H20 and 500
self-consistently calculating an ionosphere we moles of C02 were produced and dispersed by the
introduce the artificial Lagopedo release high explosive detonation.
vapors. The model then calculates the
temporal variations of the neutral, ionic and On board the Sandhawk second stage (but
electron concentrations at various distances spring separated from the high explosive
from the release point, package after motor burnout and prior to

detonation) were four experiments designed to
The calculations indicate a rapid quantitatively measure the effects of the

depletion of 0+ and electrons. The concen- release. These instruments passed through the
trations of H20+, H30+ and 02+ rise following volume surrounding the detonation seconds
the release. By integrating along a column after the event.
in space we were able to determine 0 (1D) and
0 (IS) column densities, and the 630.0 nm A thermal ion detector (TID), similar to
and 557.7 nm photon emission rates from these that which detected ion dropout on the Buaro
01 metastable states. We did not calculate shaped charge barium injection experiment,
expected levels of other airglow features such was provided by Brian Whalen of the Canadian
as OH band emissions which might result from National Research Council at Ottawa. The TID
reaction (3). We suspect that the excess measured ion flux with good directional but
energy resulting from reaction (3) could modest (I in 16) mass resolution. To comple-
appear as hydrogen atoms with kinetic energy ment the TID measurements, Charlie Johnson
in excess of 5eV. and Gary Sjolander from Ed Szuszczewicz's

group at NRL provided Bennett-type ion mass
We have also compared the predictions of spectrometers with sensitivity in the 9-40

the many species, many reactions model with AMU range.
the predictions of a model with very simple
chemistry. In the complex chemistry model The two additional experiments contained
reactions (1) and (3) are the dominant reac- in the Sandhawk section were designed to
tions, and because of the rapid rate constant measure electron properties. Langmuir probes
for dissociative recombination in our simple were flown by Dave Winningham of the Univer-
model we assume that electrons are removed at sity of Texas, Dallas, and measured electron
a rate given by concentration and temperature in situ. A. V.

d e da Rosa and Paul Bernhardt of Stanford
it---= -kl Ee][H20) University flew dual frequency (137.35 and

where [e] is the electron concentration and 412.05 MHZ), phase coherent beacon transmitters.
[H20 ] is the water vapor concentration. Using ground based receivers and differential

Doppler techniques, electron column densities
With this one equation chemistry and were measured.

Bernhardt's solution to the diffusion
equation we can rapidly calculate the temporal Because of the dynamic nature of the
and spatial effects of the release. Compar- F-layer ionosphere, it was necessary to
ison of the results of the simple model shows monitor electron concentration as a function
that, although at early times the simple model of altitude in real time. Bill Wright of NOAA
predicts more electron removal, after about Boulder installed a Dynasonde on the island
100 s the two models agree in their electron of Kauai. The Dynasonde is a state-of-the-art
concentration predictions. The simple model ionospheric sounder with computer control and
is useful for generating two dimensional data processing. During the countdown the
pictures of the electron hole at many differ- Dynasonde provided minute by minute values of
ent times, but the complex model can be used three parameters ([e]max, hmax and thickness)
to check theory with experiment on details used to describe the ionosphere. A necessary
such as airglow intensity or H30+ concentration. condition for launch was that calculations
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indicate that a threshold number of electrons with the theory of hole formation via the
would be removed by the release effects. This charge exchange-dissociative recombination

number required that hmax not be far beyond mechanism proposed by Bernhardt.

rocket apogee, that the thickness parameter,

or scale height, be greater than about 25 km,
and that [emax not be too low. The Dynasonde Table I

was also used to detect the hole created by the
releases. It was able to monitor the late time uno Co

existence and motion of the hole. Release Paramter,

Event Tim (UTI 0554:00 9,2/ 2 4 604 9/lJI/

Jim Clynch of the University of Texas at Eent Altitude 261.22 k. 282.60 k.
Austin and AFGL personnel monitored total
electron content between French Frigate Shoals, Event Lonitude (geodetic) 22.2290 N 22.b ° 

W
small islands northwest of Kauai, and the syn- (vent tode Ihg.98

o w I6u.3sI

chronous satellites ATS-3 and SMS-l by Released in S nlght Yes NO

observing the Faraday rotation of the VHF Ionospheric Paramters

transmitter signals from these satellites. By Peak Electron Density 1.0 x 16 e/ce
3  

3.4 . 105 elcv
3

fortunate coincidence the island ground sta- Height of Peak 275 kn 323 k.

tion, the two ionospheric holes and the F2 Layer Scaim height 42 m 6 k.

satellites were colinear. The effects of the
depletions were variations of the amplitude and stabit Stable Weak SpreadF
phase of the electromagnetic waves transmitted
from satellites. On Lagopedo Uno the expanding cloud of

ice crystals was observed with instrumentation

Walt Chesnut of SRI International operated atop Mt. Haleakala on Maui. For Lagopedo Dos
a HF-radar on the island of Hawaii. The radar which was not released in sunlight no ice
probed the release region in a geometry such cloud was observed. The early time
that the radar line of sight was perpendicular (t < E + 30s) spectrograph data is dominated
to the geomagnetic field lines through the by the solar continuum spectrum reflected by
hole. With this geometry the radar could the cloud. Intensified imaging cameras were
observe scattering from field aligned irreg- equipped with 455.4 nm interference filters

ularities that were predicted by theories to measure the scattered sunlight. No natural
which treated the hole as a "negative barium airglow emission lines are in this region of
cloud" which would be subject to the gradient the spectrum. The ice cloud was observed
drift instability because of the motion of above background for about 100 s. The shape
neutrals across the electron density gradient. was generally spherical. The apparent

(optical) diameter of the ice cloud as a

Optical ground stations instrumented to function of time has been fit by a power law
observe the airglow resulting from the chem- formula
istry, and the expansion of the sunlit ice
cloud were on the islands of Kauai and Maui. diameter = (37 km) t

0 4 2  (t < 30s)
These ground stations were operated by LASL
and EG&G personnel. The details of the The ice cloud diameter was over 100 km in less
instrumentation and results of the experiments than 30 s!
will be discussed in the next section.

Assuming that the ice cloud expands
IV. Lagopedo Results diffusively in a CIRA 1965 neutral atmosphere

we find that the diffusion constant needed to
Necessary conditions regarding clear weather, explain the observations is
the parameters of the ionosphere, functioning
instrumentation and communications complicated D = 7.7 x 10lO cm 2/s
the operational decisions. In satisfying the
minimum requirements of all participating This value of D is five times larger than the
experimenters we had to make compromises with diffusion coefficient for water vapor
the ideal conditions for some experimenters, calculated using Bernhardt's formula and a
Nevertheless we were able to complete two 1965 CIRA atmosphere.
(of two) quite succesful launches and releases.
The release and ionospheric parameters of the Because ice cloud brightness decreased
Lagopedo Uno and Dos experiments are given in in time faster than the l/t decrease in
table I. column density given by diffusion we assume

that the ice clusters sublimated, and the

Although investigators from other molecules returned to the vapor state. We
institutions cooperated in providing a wide let the number of molecules per cluster, g,
variety of diagnostics for Lagopedo vary as
experiments, in this report we shall limit
the presentation of results to our own g = g et/T
optical observations. However, we think it is
appropriate to note that the observations our where go is the number in a cluster of initial
colleagues have reported to us are consistent radius, r.. As the molecules sublimate the
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cluster radius gets smaller and the cross- radiance. The actual measured 630.0 nm
section for scattering sunlight, a a 7r2 ,  radiance from both stations for both experi-
decreases, and the ice cloud brightness ments does reach a maximum value some 90-120 s
decreases faster than the column density n. after the release. Naturally the signal to
The value of T necessary to fit the data is noise and the confidence level is quite high
= 16.5s. The absolute value of the bright- when one detonates the explosive and then

ness requires the relationship observes peak signal some 90-120 s later!

a x '_ 0.1/micron The spatial profile and peak radiance of
r. the airglow emission at 630.0 nm also support

where x. is the fraction of the H20 molecules the temporal profile evidence that an
which form clusters and freeze. ionospheric hole was formed by chemical effects.

The emitting region expanded to overfill the
We infer that r. < .3 microns because the fields-of-view of all the imaging instruments.

spectral measurements indicate increasing This region was at least 125 km in diameter.
spectral radiance with decreasing wavelength. The shape was generally spherical. The
Because cnl we conclude that less than 3% of Lagopedo Uno peak radiance was about a
the vapor clustered and froze. kilorayleigh above background. The Lagopedo

Dos peak radiance was about 300 Rayleighs
The airglow measurements are also con- above background.

sistent with a large hole diameter. The
spectrographic measurements indicate enhance- V. Conclusions
ment of the 01 emission lines at 557.7 nm and
630.0 nm. OH band emissions were not observed Even though the experiments were performed
by either of two spectrographs or two only last September we are able to give
intensified imaging cameras equipped with preliminary answers to our questions. A
OH near IR interference filters. plasma depletion hole in the ionosphere

was formed via the predicted chemical
The O(1D) emission to the ground state processes. The hole is nearly isotropic and

of 01 provided dramatic confirmation of the Gaussian in profile with a thickness at half
predictionj of the complex chemistry code. depletion of 60 km. The hole is formed in
Because 0('D) is a metastable state its less than 5 minutes and persists for nearly a
radiative lifetime is longer than 100 s. half hour. Only atomic oxygen airglow was
This, coupled with the fact that not all the observed. No irregularities were observed
0(0) states are produced promptly at event, along the sides of the hole. In the near
gives a theoretical temporal profile for future we anticipate publishing more complete
630.0 nm emission with a s'ow rise to a and more detailed results of this first suc-
maximum level some 90 s after the release and cessful experiment directed towards producing
then a similar decay back to pre-release a hole in the ionosphere.
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INTRODUCTION

On the evenings of 1 and 11 Sep- density in the 9 to 50 amu range
tember 1977 a Terrier-Sandhawk rocket (Johnson, 1960). Figure 1 shows the
was launched from the Kauai Test BIMS at the top of the instrument pay-
Facility, Barking Sands, Hawaii. The load, looking forward, and mounted off
launches were part of Project Lagopedo center. Separation of the explosive
which was directed by the Los Alamos payload uncovered the spectrometer to
Scientific Laboratory to test iono- ambient ions.
spheric response to chemical injection.
Each rocket carried a dual payload that
consisted of a diagnostic instrument
package and a nitromethane - ammonium
nitrate explosive package.

The rockets were launched at
1950:54 HST, 1 Sept 1977 and 2000:09
HST, 11 Sept 1977. At an altitude of A
90 km the explosive payload was spring
separated from the rocket and moved
ahead of the instrument section about
0.6 km prior to detonation (the event)
in the F. region maximum. The event
explosively released 53 kg H 20, 27 kg
N 2 , and 11 kg CO . into the ionosphere.
The instrument package then passed
through the event region. The Naval
Research Laboratory provided an ion
mass spectrometer for each instrument
section. It is the mass spectrometer
results and a discussion of the modi-
fication chemistry that are the sub-
jects of this initial report.

INSTRUMENTATION AND FLIGHT PATH FIGURE 1

The NRL instrument was a 7-5 cycle Bennett Ion Mass Spectrometer
Bennett Ion Mass Spectrometer (BIMS) in instrument payload.
that measured relative positive ion

Figure 2 shows the flight trajec-
tories of the two instrument sections
relative to their positions at event
time. The dashed line represents the
33 km radius from the event position.
All times are referenced to launch.
"Event"on figure 2 is to be interpreted

*Physics Department as location of instrument package at

Johns Hopkins University event time.
Baltimore, MD 21218
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IONOSPHERIC MODIFICATION CHEMISTRY

LAG6PEDo The depletion of the Fa region
30 -250 SEC I FLIGHT PATHS charged particles is mainly through a

two stage reaction process where 0+ is
converted to a molecular ion which, in

20 turn, dissociatively recombines with an
electron removing an ion-electron pair
from the ionosphere. In an undisturbed

332 km Fa ionosphere 0+ is naturally reduced by
0 -200 SEC RADIUS FROM reactions with atmospheric Oa and N...... \ EVENT

EVENT (stage one) whose reafiop ratps are
250 E2 x 10 -

1 and 1 x 10- cm sec-
3 respectively. By using model values

E 306 for ?4 and a densities and the above
reaction rates the 0

+ 
lifetime in the

EVENT Fg region above 260 km is in the order
0 of hours. Since dissociative recombina-

I tion rates (stag two refction) are in
the order of 10 cm sec- , it is the

/ first stage, 0
+ 

depletion, that limits
-20- the speed by which the natural iono-

/ sphere loses charge. The key to
modifying the ionosphere is to change

-30 350 the rate by which 0* is converted to a

molecular ion.

FLIGHT EVENT EVENT The Lagopedo event changed the
-40 TIME ALTITUDE lifetime of a localized portion of the

1 IB6SEC 261KM ionosphere. As the result of the in-
fI 241SEC 283KM 400 SEC jected gases the 0+ lifetime was reduced

-5 I to milliseconds within 2 km of the
0 20 30 40 so event, and for distances tens of kilo-

RANGE (kW) meters away the 0 + 
lifetime was reduced

to minutes. Dissociative recombination,
a fast reaction compared to normal

FIGURE 2 ionospheric 0
+ 

decay, became the rate
limiting reaction in the modified

Instrument payload trajectories relative ionosphere. The shortest electron life-
to coordinates at event time. The time time possible in the near event region
between indicated position is 10 seconds. (less than 3 km) was 5 seconds; however,

50 to 100 second electron lifetimes were
The first rocket had a flight more typical for most of the region pro-

characteristic that allowed a time bed by the BIMS.
behavior study of the data apart from
its spatial dependence. Notice, that Figure 3 outlines the first orler
as the payload moved away from the event chemistry between the ionospheric 0
point its trajectory maintained a radial and the injected gases. In the upper
distance of 33 * 3 km from 240 to 360 lefthand corner atomic 0

+ 
is depicted as

seconds. Theoretical studies of an interacting with Cch , N 3 , or H 0
expanding gas into a tenuous atmosphere releaied at the evqnt to produce(CO,a+),
(Bernhardt, 1976) indicate that the gas (N,NO ), or (O,0e- ) respectively. The
cloud should be spherically symmetric for formation of HaO+ is second order
radial distances less than one scale reaction of importance where H90 density
height (50 km at event altitude) and is high. The newly formed molecular
that the expanding gas peaked in density ions then dissociatively recombine with
and remained stable during the 240-360 electrons.
second time period. This flight path
and assumed cloud model form the basis FLIGHT RESULTS
for neutral density calculations of Ha0
and Co and for "first look" calcula- Figures 4-6 show the BIMS relative
tions of relative ion densities, ion densities in arbitrary units as a

function of time after launch for the
Flight II had no stationary radial two flights. Radial distance from the

position as did flight I. The second event is shown on a separate scale at
flight moved directly away from the the top of each figure. For flight I
event, and the resulting data are time- only, a scale factor of 1.2 x l0e was
space variable throughout the entire used to convert relative ion densitiesto
trajectory.
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absolute densities for model calcula-
tions. No such scale factor has been
worked out for the second flight; how- EVENT RADIAL DISTANCE FROM EVENT (kin)

ever, pre-event electron densities were 20 33.9 34. 305 43.6
determined to be 3 x l0ecm

- 3 (Bernhardt, 1LA00EDOI

1977). Pre-event measurements of

ambient ions were made above 205 km for 5
the first flight and above 101 km on the- 0.
second flight. Vehicle outgassing of
the unpressurized instrument section is 20
believed responsible for the delay in
starting ambient ion measurements on the
first flight. Vehicle outgassing of %o0 t
was seen in the mass spectra as EO+that
resulted from % O charge exchange with .

5.0- H2D+ambient 0+ . For both flights the pre-
event H0 + ion current was at 8% of the 0

0+ value. This observation was used to
correct HaO + data shown in figures 4 and IA20 X
5. A similar correction has not been 

4,,w.x-
x ' H30+

applied to flight II data shown in Z
figure 6. to-

. 1.1 t-9-7 0.5 -
22 02

16 32 L
NZ " 1(-12) 0 -N+,

H420
K.2 3-I N N .41(-7)

30 NO IO 22 260 300 340 30
0 TIME AFTER LIFT OFF (sec)

/ *,= 1.71-71

"20 K.. -I FIGURE 4
OH,. o 61-el Flight I Bennett Ion Mass Spectrometer

H-H20 data for the Fa region and post-event
ionosphere as sampled in time after
lift-off and distance from the event.

FIGURE 3 Barking Sands, Hawaii 1950:54 HST,
Major ion-neutral chemistry for 0+  1 Sept 1977. % O+ data has been cor-
reacting with HO, ci, and COr rected for vehicle outgassing. The

(Bernhardt, 1976) produced by NH4 NO - event occurred at 186 sec after launch
CeNcb detonation. The reactions at 261 km.
0+1 +I O+ + 0 followed by HgO+ +
e- t H"+ OH represent the primary channel
for the loss of ionization in the
chemically modified Fa region. Flight I. Figure 4 shows the pre-

and post-event ion composition observa-
Near event dynamics. Detonation of tions during the first flight (Lagopedo

the explosive packages occurred at cal- I). The most striking feature in these
culated distances of 0.55 and 0.79 km data is the exponential decrease of 0+

respectively from the let and 2nd in the 240-360 second time period.
scientific paylaods. Thirty and sixty (Recall that this period is the near
milliseconds later, respectively, the constant radius portion of the flight
BINS output signals went off scale as if described above.) This exponential
a high pressure was encountered. This behavior of 0+ indicates that the % 0
arrival time suggests that some material and C04 densities were basically con-
from the event moved past the rocket stant and that no measurable 0+ sources
payloads at velocities in the order of were present. The 0h+ level in this
15 km sec" . Ion spectra reappeared time period was constant. By using
1.87 and 4.19 sec after the respective reaction rates shown in Figure 3, the
events. Short periods of zero ion neutral COadensity at 33 km radius was
current indicate that the near event determined to be 5 x 10 cm-3. The
regions were swept free of ions by neutral density pf % 0 was determined
material from the events, to be 4 x lo cm- by using the observed

0+ decay time constant of 99 seconds
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and the assumptions discussed above.
The N. injected by the event was less
than 10% of the ambient N,, and it does RADIAL DISTANCE FROM EVENT .,m)
not contribute in a measurable way to 10o 1i0 10 .0

0+ loss nor to NO+ enhancement at the
33 km radius. The neutral density LAG6PEDO I
values calculated for H20 and CO. at
33 km agree within 30% of event yield
estimates (Pongratz, et al., 1977;
Bernhardt, 1976). 20

The dissociation recombination
rate constant for H30

+ (Fig. 3) deter- 10 x

mined from these results is a factor of 3 1 0n-__
22 slower than the value of 1.3 x 10

-o -2

cm
3
sec

-2 
at 300 K listed in DNA, (1972). '..H30+

Initial studies of the data siowed that
the values for K,, K2 and a2(Fig. 3)
are consistent with the BIMS observa- 2 /

tions; however, the relative H30+ den-
sity was greater than predicted by the
listed 01 value. By assuming no addi-
tional H30+ sources our current under-
standing of H30

+ data for flight I 05 -
suggests O2 = 6 x 10~cm3sec- 2.

Details of ion composition near 02
the event for flight I are shown in

Figure 5. The pre-event level of 0+
was reduced to 0.3% at 4 sec after and Oi0 9 9 8

3 km away from the eyent to produce 190 192 194 19 198 200
+O , HCO anTI (The ME AFTER LIFT OFF (sec)

secondary OH charge exchange with 0+ is
not outlined in Fig. 3.) The formation
of HCO+ was not an expected result, and FIGURE 5
it suggests a coupling between H20 and
CO2 which leads to the exothermic Flight I "near event" data showing the
reaction ion composition 3 to 10 km from and 4

to 16 seconds after the event.H20 + + CO - HCO+ + OH.

The reaction rate is not known
(Ferguson, 1977). region depleted by the injection of

chemically reactive gases. The BIMS
Flight II. The ion composition results showed that the depletion rate

results for the Lagopedo II flight are of the F2 ionosphere was enhanced by a
shown in Figure 6. These are raw data factor of 50 to 100 over normal deple-
and no attempt has been made to study tion processes. In these tests inject-
flight II at this writing. These data ed H2 0 played the most important role.
are shown only for completeness in this
initial report and to demonstrate to The BIMS observations revealed un-
the reader that there are observational expectvd results as well. The presence
differences between the two Lagopedo of HCO indicates that the reaction
experiments, between H20+ and CO shotld be investi-

gated, and the measur " vels of H30+
CONCLUSIONS suggests that its dis, tlve recom-

bination rate m'- iq" additional
Project Lagopedo was the first study.

in situ investigation of an ionospheric
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00

.00
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.02 -x
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FIGURE 6

Flight II Bennett Ion Mass Spectrometer data for the pre- and post-event
ionosphere. The event occurred at 241 seconds after launch at 283 km.
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Determination of Minimum Scale Sizes in Plasma Cloud Striations

B. E. McDonald, S. L. Ossakow, S. T. Zalesak, and
N. J. Zabusky*

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375
*University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Penn. 15260

ABSTRACT The mechanism by which striations are
produced has been fairly well established to

We propose a fluid model for investi- be the gradient drift instability (Linson and
gating the possibility that a small scale Workman, 1970; Zabusky et. al., 1973;
cut-off is present in plasma cloud striations Scannapieco et. al., 1976). This is an
due to particle diffusion. The model is two electrostatic fluid process analogous to the
dimensional and perpendicular to the magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The results of
field, and assumes parameters applicable to the model are in need of correction for kinetic
the F region. The nondimenslonalized equa- effects below scale sizes approximating the
tions for the model show that the plasma ion gyro radius. For a barium ion in the
motion is determined by initial plasma daytime F region, the gyro radius is approxi-
distribution and the value of an effective mately 7 meters. Before carrying out the
Reynolds number. Numerical simulations kinetic corrections (to be reported elsewhere),
carried out for random phase initial condi- one should ascertain whether or not the fluid
tions and maximum to minimum Pedersen model tends to generate structures on such a
conductivity ratio of 11 to 1 suggest that small scale.
striation formation stops when the Reynolds
number drops below about 400. We calculate II. THE ONE LEVEL, TWO DIMENSIONAL FLUID MODEL
a diffusion constant including electron-ion
collisions, which can be dominant in high For barium clouds released at altitudes
altitude releases. We then scale the results of approximately 200 km or greater, electron
of the numerical simulation and conclude that and ion collision frequencies are small
the fluid model (without kinetic corrections) compared to their gyrofrequencies. As a
predicts a minimum scale size in the range result (Volk and Haerendel, 1971) the elec-
2.4-24 m for a typical choice of ionospheric trical conductivity of the plasma is dominated
parameters, by the scalar (Pedersen) component,

1. INTRODUCTION r nc - (1)

Artificial plasma clouds deposited in B 0

the ionosphere typically develop visible
striations over periods of a few minutes to where n, e, c, B, vin, and Qi are resp,.ctively

approximately one hour. Propagation studies the ion number density, electronic charge,

carried out simultaneously with plasma cloud speed of light, magnetic field strength, ion-

experiments have shown that line-of-sight neutral collision frequency, and ion gyro-

radio communication through a striated region frequency. As:;tming all parameters in (1) to

may be subject to attenuations of 10-30 db le constant except n, Z obeys a continuity

(Prettie et. al., 1977). Thus local enhance- equation,

ments in the ionospheric plasma density can
have a great impact on propagation when small E= - V. 2 (2)

scale structuring occurs. The resolution of at Z) + K V E(

the optical data from barium cloud experiments where V is the plasma drift velocity, and K is
is insufficient to reveal structures smaller model the effects

than about 100 meters (Davis et. al., 1974). affeton co ns . the vle offecil

However, recent in situ rocket measurements of electronic collisions. The value of K will

(Baker et. al., 1977) suggest that structure be estimated later. Let us adopt Cartesian to-

down to meter sizes may be present, We wish ordinates (xy,z), with z in the direction of

to address theoretically the question of what the (constant) magnetic field. We assume that

determines the smallest structures to be found aI variables depend only on x and y. We

in a striated plasma, express the electric field as
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E (x,y) = a - V6 (x,y) (3)2o~~) 9-8_ y z= -V.(Vl) + K'V
2
X ( )

where E, is the constant ambient electric

field and 0 is the potential due to the V 0 (9)
presence of the cloud. It is convenient to
use a frame moving with the ambient plasma V.(uV) = y-VZ (10)
drift velocity, Eo c/B x. In this frame, we
have a net plasma drift velocity where K' K

T(11)
V =-c/B V -U (4) 00

The equation can be viewed as a solution of Note that K' is just the inverse of an
the electron momentum equation in which effective Reynolds number, with the diffusion
inertia and collision terms have been constant K in place of the usual kinematic
neglected. The collisional correction has viscosity. The fact that all quantities in
been included in an approximate way in the (8)-(10) are dimensionless means that physical
diffusion term in (2). The set of fluid systems of different sizes will evolve in the
equations is closed in this simple model by same way, providing initial conditions and
quasineutrality; i.e., the constraint that the boundary conditions are analogous, and K' has
electric current be divergenceless: the same value.

V. (EV4) = E .VZ (5) Thus the model (8)-(10) can be used to

answer the following crucial quetion: What
The more sophisticated two layer model criterion determines whether or not structures
Scannapieco et. al (1976) allows polarization in a striated plasma cloud will develop into
currents generated by the cloud to flow along structures of smaller scale? It becomes clear
the magnetic field direction and close in the from (8) and (11) that as the length scale
lower ionosphere, where cross-field conduc- becomes smaller, diffusion becomes more
tivities are high. However, the lower layer important. For sufficiently small scales, we
becomes unimportant when the cloud's conduc- expect an equilibrium to be reached between
tivity is high enough to let current loops the tendency toward finer structuring and the
close in the cloud itself. Some of the batium smoothing out effect of diffusion. Our
releases at altitudes of approximately 200 km approach to finding this scale will be to
are known to hav,- integrated conductivities as carry out a set of numerical simulations based
high as 15 times that of the ionosphere. For on (2)-(5) or equivalently (8)-(10) and hope-
such large clouds, the one-level model should fully to identify an approximate value for K'
be adequate. The one-level model is simple at which diffusion is just able to halt further
enough to allow a convenient scaling law to structuring of previously formed striations.
emerge. The small number of variables also Knowledge of a critical value of K' combined
expedites numerical solution of the equations with estimates for the drift speed and diffu-
of motion. sion coefficient allow calculation of a

minimum length scale from (11). Drift speeds
III. SCALING THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION are fairly well known to be of order 100 m/sec.

However, there are no direct measurements of
Equations (2), (4), and (5) can be put the diffusion constant, so it must be

into dimensionless form as follows. Let calculated.

L L x' IV. CALCULATION OF THE DIFFUSION CONSTANT

ttt Neglecting ion and electron inertia, the0

Z - E 0' momentum equations for electrons and ions are

V - V V'
S -

6, ) = izVi x - V ii + Vie(-e - Vi)
0 0 kT

where Lo is an arbitrary scale, length, and +_E--- Vn/n (12)
mi - mi

V° cE C/8,
V o O--hV vzV V + (Vi - Ve)
t - Lo/Vo e-e en-e ei (V

kT

In (6) quantities with zero subscript are - e E - e Vn/n (13)
dimensional constants and all primed variables m - m
are dimensionless. Upon expressing (2), (4), e e
and (5) in tprms of the dimensionless primed
variables and dropping primes from x', t', E',
V',and 4', we have
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For the purposes of this derivation we have We use the convenient approximations
adopted a coordinate system at rest with the (Banks and Kockerts, 1973),
neutral atmosphere. In (12) and (13), the
V's are fluid velocities, with subscripts I
and e referring to ions and electrons. ve 1 (34 + 4.18 lOgl(Te ne)) ne e-3/2 (24)
Similarly, v stands for momentum transfer
collision frequency, T for temperature, and v Z 1.8 x 10 Pn (25)
m for particle mass. The gyrofrequencies
are vin _ 4 x 10

-1
0 n, (26)

eB (14)
mic where p and n are the neutral pressure and,t n 0
eB number gensty, T is in 

0
K and all other

e mc (15) quantities are in cgs un1 s. For typical
e daytime conditions at 200 m, we have T =9500,

T,= 700
0
K, p - 8.64 x 10-erg cm-,n =7.0 X

Note that we have retained the electron-ion l(fcm-
'qOe =n9 x Iop sec

-
, and 0i (singly

collision frequency vei in (13). For condi- ionized Ba) = 36 s- . We know that for typical
tions typical of a 200 km release, Yen is of barium releases i0P 1 ne 16' cm

"  
(Baker et

order 102 sec
-1

, and Vei is of order a]., 1977; Zabusky et al., 1973). thus K is
103 sec

-1
. This is because the ions, although expected to lie between 0.6 and 6 m I/sec. When

less numerous than the neutrals, interact the calculation is repeated using data appro-
with electrons via a Coulomb cross section. priate to 170 km and 150 km, K changes by less
However the vie term in (12) is typically than a factor of 2. This is because ve is
much smaller than the vin term because of the dominated by ionic collisions, and is insensi-
low mass of the electron. Neglecting vie, we tive to moderate changes in the neutral back-
find from (12) and (13) ground.

i-l£ e _ Vn) (16) V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONi Vn

In order to estLimate a critical value
MeiMeinV (for K', we have solved numerically equations

nVe= Me nE 4- m n) + (17) (2)-(5) using diffusion constants K deter-e e mined so as to give one of four desired K'
values. The results to be presented here

where were obtained using a mesh of 162 x 42 gria
i I = V / ((2 +in

2
)  (18)points with constant grid spacing in both12 +n vin /2 (18) directions of 310 meters and doubly periodic

boundary conditions. Equation (2) was=(vin -]eie/ ( e  
advanced in time using a flux-corrected

Me
-

. (e e / (2 + ve
2
), (19) leapfrog-trapezoid scheme, which is basicallye Q~ e e esecond order in time, fourth order in space.

Second order centered differences were used
and in (4) and (5). The elliptic potential

equation (5) was solved iteratively using :fe

v e v + v (20) Chebychev method (Varga, 1962; McDonald, 1977).
en ei The initial condition (t=O) was Z = 1 +

10 e -(x/8km)
2 

(G + r(x,y)),where c was
Let us invoke quasineutrality in the form generated from a k

- 4 
power spectrum and random

phases. The root mean square value of c was
V.(VI) = V.(nVe), (21) 0.03. (The dimensionality of E may be scaled

out of (2) and (5) with no consequence). B i

and take the divergence of (16) and (17). We taken to be 0.5 gauss and Vo- cEo/B
assume all parameters except n, Vi, Ye, and E 100 m/sec.

to be constant. ilso assume all vectors We are not concerned here with details
have only x and ponents. We may then
eliminate V'nE beLwen (16) an d (17), and of relating an initial condition to a final
find, to lowest order in Ve/12e, state achieved after a long period of

development. Rather we wish to determine
whether or not a given configuration tends

-(n% B (nE-z) + KV n, (22) toward spontaneous generation of structure
smaller than that which is present. Thus we
view the time evolution to be presented here

k(Te + Ti)/me as a continuous sequences of initial condi-
S 4 7(23) tions, hopefully at some point descriptive

e "enn of structure in a striated cloud. We seek a
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particular set of initial conditions consid-
value of the Reynold's number just low enough ered, minimum length scales of 2.4-24 meters
that a long finger-like striation will not for large barium clouds near 200 km altitude.
evolve into new and smaller scale structures. These scales are small enough tnat kinetic

effects may be important. The kinetic
Since we hope to identify a critical corrections have not yet been calculated, and

value of the Reynold's number, will be reported elsewhere. however, tne
tendency of the fluid mechanism to generate

V L structures this small is in apparent aeree-
Re  K 0 ment with recent rocket measurements (baker

et. al., 1977) and with the attenuation
1/K' (27) (probably due to strong scattering or

diffraction) observed in propagation experi-
we have carried out numerical simulations so ments (Prettie et. al., 1977). Further work
we have carRi coustt numrcal t siation sneeds to be done to determine the sensitivity
as to keep R constant throughout a given of the results to initial conditions. Une
computer run. Throughout each run presented should also investigate the effects of ion
here, Vo is constant, and Lo is determined inertia (which may be important at aigner
self-consistently from the conductivity altitudes), and electrostatic coupling to the
profile: lower ionosphere in the case of small clouds.

Lo(t) - ix (E(x,y,t) 2/(VE(x,y,t))2}1 /2  
(28) ALKiOWLEDGAEAT

where Z without the argument (x,y,t) refers This work was supported by the Defense
to summation over all grid points. This Nuclear A,,ency.
definition of Lo is somewhat arbitrary, but it
does have the desirable feature of being REFEPLNCES
sensitive to small scale structure. Since Lo
changes in time, K must change if Re is to be Baker, K. D., L. C. Howlett, J. C. Ulwick,
held constant. Thus during a computer run, we D. Delorey, and 4. Grossbard, Measure-
evaluate Lo at each timestep and determine K ments of Electron Density Structure in
from (27). It may be more conventional to Barium Clouds - Project STRESS, Utan
keep K fixed and let Re vary with L,, but our State Univ. Report, May 5, 1977.
approach allows a more direct identification
of a critical R e. Banks, P. M., and G. Kockarts, Aeronom

(Part A), Academic Press, New YorK,

The results of four computer runs 1973.
(Re = =, 800, 400, and 300) are shown at five
times (t = 0, 240, 360, 480, and 720 sec) in Davis, T. N., G. J. Romick, E. M. Wescott,
Figures 1-5. All four cases show the breakup R. A. Jeffries, J). 14. &err, and h. M.
of the initial slab geometry into structure Peek, Observations of tne development
elongated in the x direction. However, only of striations in large barium ion clouds,
the top two cases Re = w and 800 show a clear Planet. Space Sci., 22, 67, 1974.
tendency toward further structuring. The
Re = 400 case appears marginal, and the Linson, L. M., and J. b. Workman, Formation

Re = 300 case is clearly held back by diffu- of striations in ionospheric plasma
sion. Therefore we tentatively propose that clouds, J. Geophys. Res. 75, 3211, 1970.
the critical Reynold's number for the initial
condition presented here (Emax/Emin * 11) is McDonald, B. E., Explicit Chebycnev-iterative
approximately 400. We intend to carry out solution of nonself-adjoint elliptic
several more simulations using finer resolution equations on a vector computer, NRL Memo
and different initial conditions to determine Report 3541, June, 1977.

if Re - 400 is in fact universal to the short
scale limit of the striation prc~ess. Using Prettie, C., A. Johnson, J. Marshall,

Re = 400, and Vo - 100 m/sec. in (27), we find T. Grizinski, and R. Swanson, Project
the following range for L.: STRESS satellite communication test

6 7 -3 results, AFAL Technical Report 77-15d,
For n: 10 - 10 cm (29) July, 1977.

and K: 0.6 - 6 m 2/sec. Scannapieco, A. J., b. L. Ossakow, S. R.
Goldman, and J. M. Pierre, Plasma cloud

L : 2.4 - 24 m late time spectra, J. Geopnys. Res. i,
0 6037, 197o.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS Varga, R. S., Matrix Iterative Analysis,
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model presented here predicts, for the
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EFFECTS OF THE IONOSPHERE ON NAVIGATIONAL AND POSITIONING SYSTEMS
FULL WAVE SOLUTIONS

E. Bahar and B. S. Agrawal
Electrical Engineering Department

University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska 68588

ABSTRACT

Full wave,numerical and analytical solu- electric and magnetic fields into a set of
tions are obtained for LORAN C signals reflected loosely coupled first order differential equa-
or transmitted through an inhomogeneous aniso- tions for the wave equations. When the four
tropic layer such as the ionosphere. The trans- ro'ts of the Booker equation that charac-
fer functions used in these solutions are ob- terize the inhomogeneous anisotropic media are
tained by using a nonsingular transformation sufficiently distinct, the solutions for the
matrix to convert Maxwell's equations (for the wave amplitudes are the familiar WKB solutions
transverse electromagnetic field components) (Budden 1962). However these WKB solutions
into a set of loosely coupled first order dif- fail in critical coupling regions where the
ferential equations for the forward and backward characteristic roots tend to merge. For these
traveling ordinary and extraordinary wave ampli- regions, numerous analytic and numerical tech-
tudes. These transformation matrices which are niques employing several special functions
also suitable for critical coupling regions have been used to obtain suitable solutions
(characterized by strong reflections or coupl- for the fields. The generalized WKB approach
ing between the ordinary and extraordinary used here, does not use these special mathe-
waves) are constructed through the use of gen- matical functions for the critical coupling
eralized characteristic vectors, regions. Instead, a suitable set of linearly

independent wave amplitudes are introduced
Analytical and numerical techniques are through the use of generalized characteristic

used to obtain the field distortions and instan- vectors (Bahar 1976).
taneous phase anomalies due to the medium. These
are used to determine the time of the third zero An approximate analytic expression for
crossing which is generally regarded as the effec- the transient response is obtained through a
tive arrival time of the signal. suitable expansion of the transfer function

about the carrier frequency. This analytical
1. INTRODUCTION solution does not account for the singulari-

ties of the transfer function. However, since
Numerical and analytical expressions are the third zero crossing of the response is re-

obtained for the transient reflected and trans- garded as the effective arrival time of the
mitted horizontally and vertically polarized received signal, the analytical solutions can
waves excited by a vertically or a horizontally be used to determine the signal delay as well
polarized LORAN C wave incident upon an inhomo- as the time of the third zero crossing. The
geneous anisotropic layer, such as the iono- fast Fourier transform techniques are also
sphere. To this end it is necessary to deter- used to determine the transient response, the
mine the transfer functions, (the reflection amplitude distortion (due !o the singulari-
and transmission coefficients) as a function of ties of the transfer function) as well as the
frequency and to apply Fourier transform tech- phase anomaly which determines the effective
niques. arrival time of the response.

Full wave solutions for the (steady-state) In Section 5 several illustrative ex-
transfer functions are used. These full wave amples are presented for the transfer func-
solutions are based on a generalized WKB method tions (as functions of frequency) which
that employs generalized characteristic vec- satisfy the adjoint reciprocity relation-
tors to determine the elements of a nonsingular ships (Kerns 1976). These transfer functions
transformation matrix (Bahar 1976). This trans- are used to obtain the transient response fe,-
formation matrix is used to convert Maxwell's LORAN C excitations.
equations for the transverse components of the
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2. STEADY-STATE SOLUTIONS FOR THE
WAVE AMPLITUDES

Maxwell's equations for the transverse Ex

electromagnetic field components in horizon- -E
tally stratified anisotropic media, such as u - -ik(z-z)

the ionosphere, can be expressed in separable e H 
1
o (2.2)

form as follows (Budden 1962):

e de I de Te (2.1) y
du ik dz

in which

aM sM c
2 
+ M

zxzy 0 zz
I + M 1 + M I + M

Zr ZZ ZZ

0 0 1 0

MM 2 M M sM
T= 1+ Mz - M c + M - 0 1 (2.3)

zz zz zz
1 M M M -aM

1+ M - __- xzzy M 0 xz

xx 1+M I+M xy I+M
zz zz z
x-Z

The matrix transformation S- TS yields a

and k = u(wj o is the free space wave number, diagonal matrix, A, whose elements are the
00 characteristic values of the matrix T. These

The z axis is normal to the horizontally strati- characteristic values of are solutions to the

fied media and the direction of the incident c

wave normal in free space is Booker quartic (Budden 1962).

n = (sax + caz ) (2.4) det(T-q I) = JT-q iIl = 0 (2.8)

where a and c are the sine and cosine of the in which I is the identity matrix of rank n-4.
angle of incidence 6 for propagating waves. The columns of the 4 x 4 matrix S are the
Thus the fields are independent of y and assum- four characteristic vectors that satisfy
ing time harmonic excitations, the factor i 1 2.

exp(-ikax)exp(iwt) is suppressed throughout Ts i = (.
this work. The transverse electric field
components are Ex and Ey while Hx and Hy are Since the medium is varying, T, q, and S are

the transverse components of the normalized functions of z in (2.6). To numerically solve

magnetic field nf where n =( Po/Eo) is the (2.6) for the region

free space wave number and i is the magnetic Az < z - z < zit is convenient
field. The elements of the susceptibility 2 - c - 2
matrix M for the ionosphere are M to evaluate S

I 
using (2.9) at z-zc for the

MLO entire partition of width dz. Thus for each
(a,8-x,y,z) (Budden, 1962). partition Iz-zcl < z (2.6) is replaced by

2

When the parameters of the susceptibil- 1 -
ity matrix M (the plasma, collusion and gyro- f' - S-ITsf R S- (Tc + T )Sf
frequencies as well as the direction of the
earth's magnetic field) are slowly varying
functions of z and the medium is devoid of Ac + Y)f H Cf (2.10)

critical coupling regions, the matrix trans- in which
formation i hc

e - Sf (2.5) Tc-T(zc), Ac-A(z.) and y - SIT 6s (2.11)

can be used to convert Maxwell's equations (2.1) The elements, Yn, of the coupling matrix y
into a set of loosely coupled equations for the vanish at z=zc since T6-T-Tc vanishes at the
upward and downward propagating ordinary and
extraordinary wave amplitudes f (il,2,3,4) center of the partition of width Az. When the

i fourth order Runge-Kutta method (Abramowitz

V Af + rf (2.6) and Stegun 1964) is used to solve (2.10), the
partition size must be chosen such that

in which |Cm kAzl<< 1, where Cmn are the elements of

A S_ TS~r - - s (2.7) the matrix C.
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For critical coupling regions where the in which the elements of the diagonal matrix L
characteristic values qi tend to merge, the are gven by (2.15). Thus for critical coupling

transformation matrix S obtained by using regions, where the characteristic values q,
(2.9) becomes near singular and the coupling tend to merge (2.1) can be transformed to the

coefficients Ymn become very large. In these following matrix equation

regions, the interaction between the charac- _1 - i r -

teristic waves fi constitute large reflec- f'S(TS-S')fS (To+T6)S-S'jf-(A+Y)f Cf

tions or strong coupling between the ordinary in which (2.17)
and extraordinary waves traveling in the same S-1
direction. Thus the transformation based on T = T-T and y = S 6(2.18)
(2.9) is not suitable for critical coupling Hence, at a critical coupling point where
,-egions. For these regions it has been shown T-To, the elements of the coupling matrix Y
recently that it is possible to construct a non- vanish.
singular transformation matrix S by using gener-
alized characteristic vectors APi of rank P Since the transverse components of the
(Bahar 1976). Thus for instance if for the elec rc-magnetic fields are continuous for
matrix T-T the characteristic equations sourceless regions, at the interface z-zT
T0 -qi - 8 has a root qi of multiplicity m, it between two adjacent partitions the continuity

has been shown that there exists m linearly condition is
independent generalized characteristic vectors
Aki,of rank k < 14 < m. The integer A is called e(z S-f(z) S+f(z+) (2.19)
the index of the characteristic value qi; it -T T T
is the 7allest intevr such that the rank of where S and S

+ 
are the transformation matrices

(To0-qi) = r(To-qilI = n-m (Friedman 1956, for z-z T and z=z+ respectively and z± = z_
Bronson 1969, Brogan 1974). The rank of the T T T 6-o t

system of equations for the problem con- (6>0).
sidered here (2.1) is n-4. The number of
linearly independent generalized characteristic 3. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE TRANSFER
vectors of rank k is given by 

6
k' where FUNCTIONS

6kfr(To-qi1)k-l - r(To-qI)k k-1,2 The transfer functions for an inhomo-k i geneous anisotropic dielectric layer are the

and (2.12) horizontally and vertically polarized reflected
r(To-qil) -r() - n and transmitted wave amplitudes excited by a

horizontally polarized or a vertically
For the characteristic value qi of multi- polarized incident wave of unit amplitude.

plicity m,N chains of generalized character- Thus for instance, the reflection and trans-
istic vectors Aqi of length 2i < < m mission coefficients RV (w) and TVH(w) are

ElZ can be found such that the vertically polarize reflecte and trans-
j-1iI mitted wave amplitudes due to an incident

= i horizontally polarized wave of unit ampli-(To-I )Ali. O,(To-lqi)A Aq -  
(2.13a) tude. For a dielectric layer of width L0T i (0 < z < L) there are eight transfer func-

and ZXi tions R Q(w) and TpQ (w)(P,Q-V or H) for waves

(To-lq ) A - 0 (2.13b) incident from below the layer (z < 0) and eight
transfer functions for waves incident from

Corresponding to one such chain of length Z. above (z > L). They are related through the
we can construct Z columns of the transformation adjoint reciprocity relationship in electro-
matrix S; magnetic theory (Kerns 1976). To obtain these

i i+l i+. -1 transfer functions it is necessary to numer-
S ,S ....S 1j such that ically solve the first order coupled differ-

i+p- u p-1,2,.... (2.14) ential equations (2.10) or (2.17)
qZI (p-q)!uq 

f, - Cf (3.1)

The I generalized characteristic values in conjunction with the continuity condition
associated with the chain of generalized char- (2.19) at the interface between two adjacent
acteristic values are partitions with Az. For free space above and

below the anisotropic dielectric layer the
q+ p-1,2 ... k (2.15) transformation matrix S can be written asAi 

- I  
ql u '

in this case even though To and A i(2.13) are (aa 96 _0 0 C -
indepnden of , th ~ qi(Bahar 1976)

independent of z, the transformation matrix S 0 0 C
is z dependent. It caa be shown that the 1 1 0 0

singular matrix S satisfies the equation S (3.2)
(Bahar 1976)

S- (ToS - S') (2.16) 0 1
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Thus for an incident horizontally polarized Similarly equating (3.7) for z = 0- and z - L-
wave of amplitude fiH at z - 0 the value of to (3.4a) and (3.4b) respectively we get
the wave amplitudes a z = 0- and z = L+ are
fiN and fTH respectively, where a' - I f gh 3 (.= -lgl f o " g3 + h3  (3.10)

f f (3.3a) fT - fi 0 (3.3b) R TVvI ii) 0 (3.11)
i0) iiVHJ Li f IV 1

Similarly for an incident vertically polarized For low frequencies where the width of the
wave of amplitude fov at z-0, the values for anisotropic dielectric considered L is of the

the wave amplitudes at z=O- and z-L+ are f iv order of several wavelengths, the numerical

and fTV respectively, where solutions to (3.1) can be obtained using a
0T fourth order Runge-Kutta method (Abramowitz and

0 (TV Stegun 1964). Typically the number of parti-

ivf iv R, and fTVf iv 0tions needed is 20L/X > N > 1OL/A. For high
fiv f v__ andf- (3.4) frequencies where L/A >> I the Runge-Kutta0 1v 1 0 method is not suitable, and it is more conven-

RvV (0 ient to solve for the modified wave amplitudes

Since the values of the wave amplitudes f are Fi(z) = fi(z)exp(+fCifdz)

unknown initially at either boundary z =-

or z - L
+
, we first solve (3.1) subject to the

two separate boundary conditions at z - L+.

g T 1 and h 
T  0(3.5)

0 and h(4. TRANSIENT RESPONSE FOR LORAN C EXCITATIONS

010 In this paper both numerical as well as

Denoting these solutions as g(z) and h(z) analytical techniques are used to determineDg) an h the transient response to LORAN C excitations.
respectively and setting g(O) - g , For convenience the excitation f(t) is ex-

h(O-) = hi, the wave amplitudes f(z) can be pressed in terms of the complex function
expressed as a superposition of these two fs(t) as follows (Johler and Horowitz 1973)
independent solutions. Thus 2

H H f(t)-Re fs(t)=Re i exp(-ct)sin w Pt exp(-iw ct)fH(z) - g(z) + ciHh(z) (3.6) 23

fV(z) - OV(z) + h(z) (3.7) -exp(-ct)sin wpt sin w t= A~ exp(-r t)u(t)

Equating (3.6) for z - 0- and z = L- to (3.3a) n which u(t) is the unit step function and
(4
.1

a )

and (3.3b) respectively we get

H i fiH i +H i A 
= 

1/2 r I - C + i
C= -g/h3 ' o - gl + h1  (3.8) c

\ '1 / 2 - W2 W2 c W wp

R0 A 3 = -1/4 r3 - C + 3  W3 w -2w (4.b)1 i + H h o H (3.9) Thus the Fourier Transform of fs(t) is 4

0V 0

2 iw
2

S/(+ ) 2 (4.1c)
F -A [i(W+tc) + cI[4w + {i(iyHtc) + c2]

where the symbol (*) denotes the complex conjugate. The transfer functions R.Q(w) and T pQ(w)
Thus it can be shown that the full wave expression satisfy the relationihips
for the transient response is the real part of R5(d) R,, = and T (w) TA (-
the inverse Fourier Transform Q(-) PQ PQ
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Re es(t) - Re F-I [F()R()I - Re F(w)R()exp(iwt)dw , 21
s 27T f

- Re[e,(t) + iel(t)] = eR t)

in which R(w) is any one ot the eight transfer Since an analytical expression for R(w) is not

functions RP,(w) and TP9 (). To obtain an known for arbitrary anisotropic media both

approximate analytical solution for e(t) we (4.1) and (4.7) can only be evaluated numeri-

express the transform R(w) as follows cally. The fast Fourie- transform techniques
are found suitable to evaluate these integrals.

The instantaneous phase of the transient response

R(w) - JR(w)1exp[i( ()] = (-w c)exp[-i(W+ c)T R1 (4.1) is given by

(4.3a)
(3aO ) 

= 
tan- leI (t')/eR(t')] 

(4.8)

in which Thus the phase anomaly of the instantaneous

R(- c) fiR(-w c )je
i ( -
1

c ) 
- R*(wc (4.3b) response is

is the value of Rpo at w = -wc and the time A (t') = (t') + c(t' + T R ) + 0(wc) (4.9)

delay TR is Provided that Ae(t') and AP(t') vanish for
R3

d (4.4) t > t3  the shift in the third zero cross-
R daI ± c  c

ing due to the effects of the medium can be

Thus on substitutir (4.2) into (4.1) we get predicted accurately. (The third zero crossing
is r.egarded as the effective arrival time of

the response.) Thus for instance if R(a) is
e(t) 2 i rct-R]i2pTV (w), the effect of the medium is to intro-

R tR duce a total delay in the third ero crossing

equal to
exp(-i(at- (-i) ] u(t-TR) (4.) At = f (N - (w)/2Tr) (4.10)

CC
f

Noting that 0(-wc) = - (wc) and setting in which N is an integer such that

t' - t-T , (4.5) can also be written as 2.5< (At-1R)fc < 3.5,Similarly if R(w) is R HV(W)

(the reflection coefficient with respect to
2 the reference height z - 0) the expression for

es(t') - Re exp(-ct')sin Wpt'exp{-i[wc(t'+T R At (4.10) is the delay in the third zero cross-
ing relative to a signal reflected by a perfect

+ (wc )]}u(t') (4.6) conductor at z = 0.

Thus in the above analytical expression the envel- 5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

ope of the response with respect to the shifted
time t' is the same as the envelope of the For the illustrative examples presented in

incident LORAN C pulse, however the instantane- this section, the carrier frequency
ous phase is a(t'+TR) + $(c

)
. The approximate fc = 105 Hz, f - f /40 and C lOf . ThecR c csp c p

analytical expression (4.6) for (4.1) only inhomogeneous anisotropic ionosphere is

accounts for the residues at the poles of the characterized by the plasma, collision and
transform F(w). However the expression (4.1) gyro-frequencies w , v and wN respectively. The

accounts for singularities of both F(w) and gpr

R(w). The singularities of R(w) account for the inhomogeneous plasma frequency f is assumed to

distortion of the transient response which is be given by

expressed as follows: 2XI
X(z) -2- [l-cos(Trz/L)], 0<z<L- /2

e(t') Re i F()[R(w)exp(iwR) - R*(ac) where (5.1)

27J ~ R 2 2
= X(L) - ( p(L)/a) = (X/\ (L)) (5.2)

exp(-icTR )]exp(iat)da n

As R(t') + iAe (t') (4.7) X p(L) = 3.5 103 m c /f p(L), Xc  C /f c(5.3)
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respectively. Note 'hat A4(t') vanishes near
The colluaion frequency V is given by the peak of the pulse.

Z(z) = v(z)/W = Z1 exp(- z), 0 < z < L (5.4) In addition, the phase anomaly for the inverse

fast Fourier transform of F(w) is given in

where these figures. This phase anomaly, which is

V( =) due to the finite spectrum used in the fast
= Z(O) = = /A (0) Fourier transform allorithm is negligible

and except where le N(t) << i.
anda

4 -4 -1
(0) = c2To/v - 3.10 m, y = 2.10 m (5.6) In Figures 9 and 10 the normalized values

0 of e N(t') and its envelope esN (t)j are given

The gyro frequency fH is given by for the transfer functions R.NH(w) (Fig. 1) and

f and R,(w) (Fig. 2). These functions are eval-

Y(z) = H /X (5.7) uated using the fast Fourier transform (FFT)

algorithm as well as the analytic expression

where (4.5). The difference between the numerical

X - Co/f = 3.102 m (5.8) (FFT) results and the analytical results
( 8e(t') (4.7) is negligible for t > 3/f

H oo
0

The direction of the earth's magnetic field The effect of the medium is to cause the delay

aH is given by Tand the shift in the third zero crossing of

approximately half the period 1/f . The delay

(0.5ax+ n.5 a + 0.5az)Y = aH
Y  

(5.9) TR is not shown in the figures since eRN is

Y plotted as a function of the shifted time scale

In Figures 1 through 4 the transfer functions t' - t-T R . For the cases considered in Figs. 9

RNH(w),RVH(w),THH(w) and TW( ) are given for -6

waves incident from below the anisotropic and 10, TR is 6.666x10
6
sec and 6.660x10-sec

layer at an angle e = 450, thus the direction respectively. There is excellent agreement
of the wave normal is n = (a + a )/ T between the values for TR obtained from (4.4)

x y )/ V2. R r

The value of the transfer functions atand the numerical results obtained by using

w = wc/2, w = v and w = 2wc are indicated by the fast Fourier transform algorithm as
c c c indicated in Figc.. 5 and 6 where

symbols C, A and * respectively. 
In these

figures 12Af < f < f max. For the purpose of le N(t')' 
= 

lfsN(t)I "

the fast Fourier transform algorithm used

(Brigham, 1974) f = 3.2f and

Af = 2f IN = fcr 4, thus N - 256.
max c

in Figs. 5 and 6 eR(t') and the envelope

Jes(t')I together with the enve-ope of the 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

incident pulse if (t) are giver for the trans-
fer functions R.... a) Fig. 1 and IVH(a) The effects of anisotropic inhomogeneous

f fn VH Mmedium (such as the ionosphere) on the reflection

(Fig. 2) respectively. In these figures and transmission of signals used for naviga-

fs(t) and es(t') have been normaized to unity tional and positioning systems have been investi-

at t - t 1(peak alue). Thus gated. A full wave generalized WKB approach,

p a which accounts for the depolarization of the
P incident wave, is used to obtain the eight tran.-

(t') e (t')+ i e t) fer functions RPQ(a) and TpQ () (P,Q = H,V) for

N RN IN waves incident from below the ionosphere. Both
fast Fourier transform techniques and analytical

= e(t')/Ies(tp)1 (5.10) methods are used to determine the transient

response e (t'), the amplitude and phase

Note that Net')l f (t)j, however anomalies e(t') and A (t') as functions of the

shifted time scale t' = t-i . Since the third

RN RN fs(t)/ 1ftp zero crossing is generally regarded as the

the third zero crossing of eRN(t') does not effective time of arrival of the signal,

coincide with the third zero crossing for analytical expressions (which are in good

(t) which is shown in the figures by the agreement with the FFT results) are given forf RN the effective delay of the signal (4.10) in
first A symbol on the t' axis. The second A tee c l of (4.10 interms of TR (4.4) and $(w ) (4.3).

symbol is showtr at t - t c

In Figures 7 and 8, the phase anomalies

A (t') (4.9) are given for the transfer func-

tions RHH() (Fig. 1) and R, V(w) (Fig. 2),
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Fig. 5 Normalized transient response e RN W) and its envelope, je, (O)j corresponding to the

transfer function, RHH( M in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 6 Normalized transient response, e.(t') and its envelope, le N(t')I corresponding to the

transfer function, RVH (w) in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 7 Phase anomalies, A4(t') for the transient response (*) corresponding to the transfer

function, R.H(w) in Fig. 1 and for the inverse fast Fourier transfer of F(w) (a).
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Fig. 8 Phase anomalies, A (t') for the transient response (*) Lorresponding to the transfer

function, RVH(w) in Fig. 2 and for the inverse fast Fourier transform of R(w) (o).
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MEAN ARRIVAL TIME AND MEAN PULSE WIDTH OF SIGNALS PROPAGATING

THROUGH AN INHOMOGENEOUS IONOSPHERE WITH RANDOM IRREGULARITIES

Y. K. Wong, K. C. Yeh and C. H. liu

Ionosphere Radio Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Urbana, Illinois 61801

ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

It has been known for some time that as a As a radio signal propagates through the
dispersive medium the ionosphere will distort ionosphere, the signal is being distorted due
any radio signal propagating through it. In to dispersion and scattering. The amount of
particular, the signal will propagate wtth a distortion and its dependence on medium param-
group velocity which is smaller than the free eters have been studied by various authors
space velocity of light and the pulse shape [Liu and Yeh, 1975; Liu and Wernik, 1975; Liu
will be degraded by being smeared and stretched. et al., 1974; Ulaszek, 19741. Their approach
Recent studies of random medium propagation is adapted from the theory of wave propagation
have demonstrated that scattering from random In a turbulent atmosphere (for a review see
electron density irregularities can give rise Tatarski, 1971). Central in this approach is
to further degradation on signals of the kind the solution of the transport equation for the
just described. The purpose of this paper is two-frequency mutual coherence function. At
to investigate the combined dispersive and the same time Mark (19741 has suggested a new
scattering effects on radio signals in an in- method of studying the characteristics of sto-
homogeneous ionosphere. chastic transients and transmission media by

using power-moments spectra which characterize
The ionosphere is modeled as a slab of the temporal behavior of signals. Temporal

random irregularities imbedded in an inhomoge- moments of the stochastic wave can be derived
neous background. The background electron den- and have also been studied by different authors
sity is assumed to be vertically distributed [Yeh and Liu, 1977a; Yeh and Liu, 1977b; Yeh
with an arbitrary profile, although in actual and Yang, 1977] under various conditions.

nu-erical computations a Chapman profile is The objective of this paper is to investi-
used. For almost all space communication ap- gate the combined effects of dispersion and
plicatiot,% the wave length is very small when random scattering on the mean arrival time and
compared with the scale height. In this case the mean pulse width of a signal propagating
an electromagnetic pulse can be described by through an inhomogeneous ionosphere with random
using the WKB solution. In many applications irregularities. These quantities have close
the precise shape of the pulse is not of great relationship with the problems of time delay
interest. Instead, a hierarchy of coarse and pulse distortion. We first investigate the
scale descriptions will suffice. This suggests parabolic equation of quasi-optics [Liu et al.,
the use of temporal moments, for which the 1974] from which we obtain the two-frequency
first moment is related to the mean arrival two-positlon mutual coherence functions gen-
time, the second moment is related to the mean eralized for a horizontally stratified inhomo-
pulse width, the third moment is related to geneous background medium. The forward scatter
the skewness, etc. In solving for these approximation is used to simplify the problem.
moments the one-position two-frequency mutual The irregularity spectrum discussed here is
coherence function appears naturally. The assumed to follow a power-law as suggested by
mutual coherence function in an inhomogeneous various experimental results. Equations for
ionosphere is derived and solved approximately the mean arrival time and mean pulse width are
by the WKB method. The results are applied to then derived. For specific evaluation of the
propagation of transionospheric signals. Some expressions, the background electron density
numerical values will be given. They show that is assumed to have a Chapman's profile. Using
scattering from random irregularities can have typical ionospheric parameters, some numerical
non-negligible contribution to the arrival time results are obtained and shown In a later sec-
and can have dominant contribution to pulse tion.
lengthening.
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TWO-FREQUENCY TWO-POSITION MUTUAL V2E+k2<c()>(l+p())E - 0 (5)

COHERENCE FUNCTION
Let u( ) denot_ the complex amplitude of

The geometry of the problem of interest is the scalar field E(r) by writing
shown in Fig. 1. A uniform plane wave is trans- z
mitted at z-z, and incident normally on top of E(r) = u( ) exp{-jk f <ct(;)>dd} (6)
a slab of ranom irregularities at z-0. Owing o
to the orientation of the coordinate axes zS
is actually negative. The slab of irregular- Substituting (6) into (5) gives
ities has a thickness of zB . The wave is re-
ceived, after emerging out of the slab at ZB, V

2
u-2jk/<e> au - Jk -u + k<c u - 0

by a receiver located at z-zR. The background az
electron density is not shown in the diagram (7)
but it is assumed to have a Chapman's profile
with the peak at zo. Since the medium is the If we assume the field is scattered into a
communication channel that is of interest, the small angular cone centered about z-axis, the
effects of the transmitting and receiving an- forward scatter approximation can be applied
tennas will not be considered. [Tatarskii, 1971]. Actually, in deriving (7),

The random electron density irregularities the validit of the WKB solution is implicity
in the ionosphere can be mathematically char- assumed. Vu in (7) can be replaced by the
acterized by taking the dielectric permittivity transverse Laplacian V2u since u is assumed to
to be random in time and space. But to sim- have a negligible variation in z as compared to
plify the problem, the variation of the permit- one wavelength. Thus the complex amplitude of
tivity is assumed to be very slow comparing to the time harmonic field component satisfies
the time that the signal will take to pass the so-called parabolic differential equation
through the medium. Thus, the dielectric per- u _k <_>u k

2
<>iu = 0

mittivity can be written as c(r) which is a V
2
u - 2jk/c 2u - jk u+ k

random function of position only. The perme- T
ability is taken to be uniform throughout the (8)
region of interest and equal to that in free
space. The characteristic of the dielectric where V

2  
2 +

permittivity is described as T ax
2  

ay
2

(r)= E0 <C(r)>(l+P(r)) (1) In order to study the statistical prop-
erties of the signal, such as the temporal

where moments, rms intensity fluctuation, etc., one
needs to first investigate the statistical

< -(r)> -I-
2
/w

2  
(2) characteristics of the complex amplitude u.

In particular, the two-frequency two-position

02/i2 Nmutual coherence function r will be under in-
_ - - (3) vertigation. It is defined as follows

r(z(-0-21,w1,w2) -_ <u(zvertiug2(z,tion)>

Here w is the angular electron plasma fre- 2

quency &hich is a function of z in our case. (9)
to is the vacuum permittivity and N(z) denotes
the backgriund electron density which is a where < > denotes the ensemble average operator
function of height with a typical scale height and an asterisk * represents the complex conju-
H. The percentage electron density fluctuation gate operation. This function has a unit value
AN(r)/N (z) is assumed to be a homogeneous ran- for z<O since in this region the slab of random
dom field with a typical scale size to. irregularities is absent. On the other hand,

though the random irregularity is absent be-
Starting with Maipwell's equations, assum- tween zB to the receiver, the function r does

ing time dependence eJlt, we can write the wave not equal to unity. This is due to the after
equation (Ulaszek, 1974; Yeh and Liu, 1972] for effect as the signal passes through the slab
the electric field in the form of irregularities. This will be investigated

V2' -V<VC'n>+(1+,] later in the session.2E+k2 r()>(I t( - -V[E'V[tn(l+4(,r))l]

The mutual coherence function r has been
(4) derived by some authors (Liu and Wernik, 1975;

Ulaszek, 1974] but only for the homogeneous
where k-w/c. If the irregularities are large case. It is a bit more complicated when the
compared to the signal wavelength, the right background is inhomogeneous. From (9) we
hand side of equation (4) can be ignored [Tatar- know that r depends only on th$ distance between
skii, 1971]. This assumption implies that we the two points 1-(x1,yl) and P2=(x2,Y2) instead
neglect the depolarization effects of the wave. of their individual position vectors owing to
Therefore equation (4), after decoupling the the assumption that the fluctuation of the elec-
cartesian components, reduces to the scalar tron density is a homogeneous random process
wave equation
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and the incident wave is unif~rm and plane. where yo'myz-0" Here we have assumed Q is
Let u1-u(z, o, w) and u2 u(z,p 2 ,w2) be the sig- Guassian with zero mean. Further, we assume
nials at angulir'frequencies wl and w2 and at that the random medium is "delta-function"
positions (z,oI) and z,02) respectively. From correlated along the direction of propagation
(8) we write the parabolic equations for u, and so that Markov's assumption can be used
u2* as [Tatarskii, 1971], i.e. using the approximation

Bl_ + '-",0) = AN(O) 6( -a") (14)

3z where B ( ) is the correlation function of
AN/N whtch has a spectrum N(K) such that

+ --- ,-- -"T +)

2 + 0 AN( BN(Pz)dz - 2n i N(T,)e d K T4 az)

(10) (15)

u, 2u2* 3 K e
az 2k2.'<2> T2 2T%(02

+ =-k2Ae. P2I lnt 2 * 0 (16)
2 4 3z 1

(11) and K-(Kc Z). Thus, differentiating (13) with

respect 2o z and letting r-<y> and assuming the
If we multiply (10) by u2* and (11) by u1 and wave is incident normally on the slab, we
add them together, it becomes obtain

_IPyZLy2 2 p

21 + P 
=

2 LT (12) E- + .1 [k 
2
-k 2) 2 - (k 

2
-k 2) jv1 raz 2 z 2 p2 p T

where
+ - [n(1-k p

2
k C

2
)(1-k P

2
k 2-2)]

Y u u2 (12a) 4 z

2 2 ' f k
2
)k2 

2
-k2)

L T - VT2 (12b) 8 (k2 -p
2 )(k 2 p-k p2)

S kI k2 
1<p 2 p

2 (kl <c u,- k2 <E2>1 2 ) (12c) - 2 [(k 
2
-kp

2
)(k 

2
-k 2)] A

2

P E Q + E- (n[<C 1 ><C2>)) (12d)
4 3z where p-Pj-P2l and kp=tp(z)/c. To solve for

r in (17), let us put r In the following form
The formal solution for (12), after taking the z
ensemble average, is given as r k

4  
. (k1

2
4k2

2
-2kpA

I f 8 (k1 
2
_k 

2
)(k 

2
-k 2)

= Y l(O <C2(0)j - p 2 p

L<Ej(z)><C2(z)>J + ! in[(l-k 
2k,-2)(1-kp2k2-

2
)] + €(p,z)]

z z p18
1 f Q(;')Q(V")>d;'dC" (8

e 2 f When we put r given in (18) back to (17), it
0 0 will give a different equation in terms of *

which looks like the following

1

2 L<,j(z)><c2(z)> az 2 2 pT T

= (k 2k2) (k2
2
k

2
)- .A()

0 1

ZZ 4

2 <f Q(')Q(4") >dC 'dc' (19)

For weak random irregularities, the non-linear
term (V T)2 in (19) may be ignored. The re-
sulting approximate solution is known as the

LT<Y>d (13) Rytov's solution. With this assumption, (19)
becomes
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1 1 This is the two-frequency two-position mutual+ ((k1
2
-k 2) ( -kp)- V - coherence function for a horizontally strati-

z 2 p 2 fied background ionosphere under the combined

-- 2 _ 2 1 WKB and Rytov approximations. This solution
[(k12- k-)(k2

2
_k 

2
) Y AN(p) is valid for an observer inside the slab of

random irregularities. If the observer is
(20) outside the slab as shown in Fig. 1, the solu-

tion (25) evaluated at the base of the slab
To solve (20), we introduce a new two-dimen- (z~zB) will serve as the initial condition for
sional Fourier transform diffraction of waves below it. Using the same

approach as shown and putting AN(P)=- in (20)
JK T-P 2for the absence of irregularities, r is oh-

('T,Z) 0 2 U (p,z) e d
2
0 tained. It has the exact form as in (25) ex-

2r j cept the limits in 0 are changed and is given

(21a) as follows
-JKT B 1

f(fz) - f (_1,Z) e d2K (21b) - C d[(k1
2
-kp

2
)(k 2

2  
2 kp

TT 22

Using (21b) and (15), (20) becomes " -"

KT
2  - lD(TO ex(JJT P

az 2- [(ki 2-k p2)- (k2 2-k p2)- Z
]

Texp(J [([(2kk
2  

2 ( -k) 7]
2z k 4 p2 2 pl.

r [(k,2-k 2)(k2 NTO'Z ) (26)

2 p NT

(22) where zR~zj. The first two factors given in
(25) are a~so changed. Instead of the variable

Let us assume has a form z, it is replaced by zB. The first factor is
approximately equal to unity under high fre-

-2 1  
quency approximation and it is assumed in our

J Wexp(j 
T2  

((k1
2
-kp

2
) (k22-k 2) 1}dC discussion.

I p0
(23)

It is useful to expand the mutual coher-
From (22) and (23), W and * can be obtained and ence function in a series
thus 4 which is found to be

z Ir = r0 + rFn + r2n
2+ ..... (27)

[kI -kp
2
)(k 2 -kp

2
)] 2 d where n-(kl-k 2)/k and all the rl (10,1,2.

6 are functions of i only. The first three
terms are obtained using the result in (25) and

N (26) and are given as follows
N exp(-JKT .p)

-= NT 0 = 1 (28a)

KT2  _ _ V 2k(O)
(2- (k2-kp2) 7_(k2- 2 ) 

[ZdN'}d2KT  r, j -T - k p.(zR- ) dC (28b)

p (24) 8k1
3  

0

initial condition r(z-0) - i, we obtain finally, r= T _JVk k 
4
'(Z

0( 2 -A (0) B

r(Zp='=w1 2 ) +J()> 2 (0) 4 kP dL
<C W-Ce (z)> 2 4k1

1 
41 2

exp( d + kpO) JB k . -) 2dI
6(k2
-kp

2
)(k2

2
-kp

2
) 16k 1

6  0 P R

jVT2AN(0) 
B 4

Ae5 (25) +f------- 10 k p-(zR-4)d¢) (28c)
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The first term in (28c) will be neglected for MEAN ARRIVAL TIME OF SIGNALS
its value is very small comparing to other
terms in the expression under high frequency Let us assume the signal be a real pulse
approximation. p is put equal to zero because P(z,t) which is a superposition of plane waves,
the receiver is assumed to be a point. i.e. z

P(z,t) f f(w)u(z,w) exp{jw(t- I Y/T>/c dC)}dw

IRREGULARITY SPECTRUM S S (32)

It is shown in the previous section that
the propagation of an EM-wave in a random where f(w) is the amplitude spectrum and u is
medium is closely related to the correlation, the complex amplitude with boundary condition
or the spectrum, of the random field AN/N. In U(Z ,w)- and satisfies approximately the par-
the ionosphere, through many measurements they abolic differential equation (11). The pulse
all seem to suggest the irregularity spectrum has enters the slab normally at z-0 and propagates

the spatial wave number dependence c~P, through the random medium. It is received at
commonly referred to as a power-law spectrum. a point Z=Zg after emerging out of the slab at
But there are a few difficulties for a 3-dimen- Z.ZB. For a real pulse, f(w) and u(z,w) must
sional power spectrum of the form K-P. Firstly, be even in w for an isotropic medium which is
for p>2, its associated correlation will not assumed here. The pulse is assumed to have a
exist. Secondly, for any finite value of p narrow bandwidth, i.e. if w=wc+Q where wc is

some spectral moments will always fail to exist. the carrier angular frequency, then Q-wc"
Fortunately, Shkarosky [1968] introduced an Hence, the pulse can then be expressed as
inner scale ro along with the outer scale o,
introduced by Tatarskii [1971] to remove the P(z,t) = A(z,t)exp(j(wct-kc  / 7T d ))+c.c.

difficulties by writing the spectrum as Z

[Koro
]
(p-

3
)/2 - r 3

[N (Ko where c.c. denotes the complex conjugate of the

(2T)'/2 K (Koro) first term and the subscript c represents the
(p-3)/2  corresponding parameters at the carrier fre-

quency. The complex envelope A(z,t) is given
as

K 2r.4 2+r2)ON 
2

Kp/2 (r0
2
+r 0 

2
P/N (29) A(z,t) = dQ g(l) V(z,0)

(ro.K 2
+2) pz z

where Ko-I/to and K is a Hankel function of Zs zS
imaginery argument. ON

2 
is the variance of S S (34)

the fluctuation function AN/N. It has an ad-
vantage in using (29) for all the related cor- where g(Q)-f(wc+f2) and V(z,Q)-u(z,wc+C).

relation functions can be evaluated analyti- Since we have assumed that the bandwidth of

cally. the pulse is small, thus the function g(0) is
sharply peaked at 2=0. Therefore the limits of

The 2-dimensional correlation AN(p) de- the integral in (34) can be extended from - to

fined by (15) for an isotropic random field as shown.

can be expressed in the form [Yeh and Liu,
1977a] Now, let us define the nth temporal moment

by the equation
AN(P ) = A + A2 0

2 
+ A o + .... (30)

Thus, using (15) and (29), the coefficients in M(n)(z) f <A*(z,t) tn A(z,t)>dt

(30) are obtained and are given as follows -( (35)
A /2o K (gNr)/K (, rS 0 2 (p-

2
) (p-3)/2 °  

where n-0,1,2..... This definition has been
used in computations of quantum mechanical

(31a) packets [Baird, 1972], in studies of wave dis-
persion [Anderson and Askne, 1974] and in cal-

A2 - _ 2 oN2 (Kor)/k ( oro) culating the spatial fluctuations of a lightA0 -,/ ON p-4)2 ( p-
3 
2 00 beam [Kon et al., 1974]. The ensemble average

(31b) operator is present in (35) because A is ran-
dom. When the expression (34) for A is sub-

/ N2 2(Koro)/K ON_32 stituted in (35) one can tell that the mutual/25r a p-6 /2 (p- ) coherence function will appear naturally.

(31c) We qote from (35) that the zeroth temporal
moment M(

0
) (z) is Just the energy in the pulse.
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Under the forward scatter approximation it can irregularity slab. The numerical value of A2
be shown that M(

0
)(z) equals to constant, i.e. in (37c) is negative and all the integrals In

the total energy in the pulse is conserved. (37a,b,c) have positive values. Thus all these
In this case it is convenient to let M(O)(z)=l. terms tend to increase the mean time of arrival
For the time reference, it is convenient to set of the signal.
M(1)(Zs)-0 which means that a pulse is emitted
at the sending end z when t=O. In general,
M(1)(z S) is not equai to zero but only if the MEAN SQUARE PULSE WIDTH
impressed signal has a real symmetric envelope,
i.e. A(z ,t)= A(zs,-t)=A*(zs,t). This implies The mean square pulse width is defined as
that g(R5 must be real and even in 0. For sim- 2
plification, such a symmetric([velope is as- M(

2
)(zR) FM(l)(ZR)O

sumed. For general pulses, M (zs) must be 2 _R) - (39)
subtracted out in order to establish the time L. .4

origin.

Having all these assumptions, the mean 2 *
arrival time is given by where M(2)(z)=J <A*(z,t) t

2 
A(z,t)>dt and both

fA t M(1)(zR) and M(O)(zR) have obtained previously.
ta(zR,zS) = M(1)(zR) f <A*(zR,t) t A (zRR'>dt Tne final expression for T2 is given by

(36) T 0 2 + T 12 + T 2 + T 32 (40)

Putting A(z,t) given by (34) into (36) and where
using the results from last section, we obtain

t2 = MR2)(z(40a)

ta(ZRz S ) -(C + At + tI +t 2  (37) 
2  

A (1+10 Q7) B (
4c kC ____ f l 1 - - k p d C (40b )

0
where

At (+ 2 )dc (37a) = (1+21 ) kp(zR-)d
2ckc 2 kp 2 c•kc kC R)

S (40c)

z ZR 2

ti 2 22 Jkpy Tk
2  

2 1 . F 2 kp2d (40d)
4
ckc c 

2  
(2+5. #- 2 d, 3 ~c.~

c (37b) S

-A2  zB 4 In (40), T02 is actually the mean square
t2 k (ZR-C)dC (37c) pulse width of the signal at the sending end

Zckc. 0 i.e. the original pulse width of signal. T3
is a correction term which is contributed by

07 is called the mean square bandwidth of the the dispersive characteristics of the medium
signal and is defined as only. T12 and T22 are the terms that come

about because of scattering from the random
irregularities. There is no A2-term in (40)

T 2n g(Q) g
5
6l) 02 dQ (38) because it is negligible compared to all other

- terms under high frequency approximation. If

we assume the signal has a Guassian frequency
If the receiver is inside the random spectrum where

medium, (37) is modified to have different 1
limits. The contributions to the mean arrival
time in (37) are contained in four terms. The g() = (2; 

/  
2 exp(-0

2
/2o 2) (41)

first term represents the time required for the
signal to propagate a distance ZR-ZS in free = _il
space. The second term At is a correction fac- then To .(4 Out of these four terms in
tor to the first term due to the dispersive (40), with typical ionospheric parameters, T22
characteristics of the medium. The third term and T2 are the dominant terms. At low fre-

t1 is a higher order correction to the first quency, T2
2 

is the largest.As the frequency in-
two terms and is caused by the finite bandwidth creases, these two terms will have comparable
in the signal. This tI is proportional to values until at a much higher frequency, T 2
and the dispersive characteristics of the dominants. Some numerical computations arg
medium and can be called a term of higher order shown in the next section.
dispersion. For a non-dispersive medium, t1
vanishes. The fourth term t2 accounts for the
random scattering and diffraction in the random
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NUMERICAL RESULTS follows

In this section, we are going to compute 2 - 6.333x10-17 + 2.74410
16 

+ 2.518-10
-
l1

some numerical values of the mean arrival time
and the mean pulse width for some typical ion- + 1.287x10

-14 
s2 (44)

ospheric !onditions. The background electron
density is assumed to have a Chapman's profile.
With the geometry shown in Fig. I the z-axis is For frequency below 1000 MHz, 22 given by (4(k)
pointing downward instead of the usual upward dominates the mean pulse width of the signal.
direction, the square of the plasma wave number When frequency is above 4000 MHz, t0

2
-6.333"

for a Chapman layer is expressed as 10-1
7 

s2 dominates over all the others, i.e.
the pulse is not being distorted much. It is

2 N q
2  

e (C-zo) C-z found that the frequency range in which the
kp ( e - - expf(l+ exp(--L))' pulse is not distorted is very sensitive -the

0  mean square bandwid c . If instead of Q-2 =

(42) 27vxl0 MHz. we use O.--2rvl MHz, T02 will become
6.333.10

-15 
s2 and the undistorted signal fre-

where N is the maximum electron density; q-- quency range will be 1500 MHz and above.0
the charge of an electron; m--the mass of an Furthermore, T2

2 
given in (40c) is very sensi-

electron; c--the velocity of light; H--the tive to the choice of the inner scale ro . In
scaled height and Zo--the location of the peak Fig. 3, the mean pulse width is plotted in log-
of the electron density. The integrals in (37) log scale with three different values of ro
and (40) can be obtained by making use of num- and remaining other parameters same as those
erical analysis and a digital computer. They used in (44). For ro0.1 m, it is still a
can also be worked out analytically, question as to the validity of the forward

scatter approximation in the parabolic equation
Let us consider some typical ionospneric method when the inner scle is so small. But

parameters where N =l012 m
-
, H=80 km, p-4, even when ro10 m, at 100 MHz, the pulse width

Ko=10-
4 
m
-1

, ro=l0-1 m and ONf0.
2
. The peak of is lengthened by more than two orders of magni-

the inhomogeneous electron density is assumed tude.
to be at zo-O. The distance between the satel-
lite and receiver is usually 35,000 km and the
top of the irregularity slab is about 500 km CONCLUSION
from ground having a thickness of about 100 km.
Assuming the signal has a carrier frequency of In this paper, the expressions for the
250 MHz and having , ?=2wxl0 MHz, the mean ar- mean arrival time (37) and the mean square
rival time is evaluated according to (37) which pulse width about the mean (40) for an EM pulse
gives passing through a random irregularities slab

t7 z .9 with an inhomogeneous background electron den-

ta(ZR S ) = 0.117 + 7.O95xi
- 

+ 3.411x10
9  

sity are derived. The model that is used is
more realistic in characterizing the ionosphere.

+ 4.278xl0
-9 

s. (43) For example, the random irregularity spectrum
has a power-law profile instead of a Gaussian

The time taken for the signal to travel that profile used by Yeh and Yang 119771 and the
distance in free space is 0.117s. Out of the background electron density is allowed to be
rest three correction terms, At-7.095xlO

-7 
s. inhomogeneous instead of homogeneous. For some

which is proportional to the total electron typical ionospheric parameters, the greatest
content is the dominant term. For the given contribution to the correction in time delay is
values that are used in here, t2i4.278xlO

-9 
S. At which is proportional to the total electron

which is due to random scattering and diffrac- content in the medium and is given in (37a).
tion in the random irregularities slab has a Nevertheless, the random scattering factor
higher va~ue than that correction factor ti= brings an addition of 10 to 100 ns to the time
3.411ix0- s. For different set of parameter delay. Actually, the importance of the thick-
values, tj can be greater than t2 where they ness of the irregularities slab is also being
are given in (37b) and (37c) respectively, investigated. It only affects the values t2
These three correction terms are plotted in given in (37c) and it is shown in Fig. 4, using
log-log scale in Fig. 2 with carrier frequency the same parameters as in (43). When zB>lS0 kr4
ranging from 102 to 104 MHz. They formed three t2 does remain the same. It is reasonable be-
straight lines and their values decrease as the cause we have assumed a Chapman profile for
carrier frequency increases. This is true be- the electron density. For some other sets of
cause as t~e frequency increases, the factor ionospheric parameters, the correction factor
(l-wp2/w

2
) 12 is closer to unity. Thus, the t1  and t2 can be larger and this shows that

signal seems to propagate in a medium more the results due to random scattering and higher
nearly approaching free space. But for fre- order dispersion have important implications
quencies between 100 and 200 MHz, the scatter- for accurate satellite based navigational and
ing can increase the time delay by 10 to 100 ns. communication systems.

Using the same set of parameter values, The pulse lengthening effect depends on
the mean square pulse width is obtained as the carrier frequency being used. With a
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higher carrier frequency, the signal is less channel," IRL Tech. Rep. #54, University
distorted. It is also sensitive to the inner of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, II., USA,
scale value that is being assumed. Here, it 1974.
should be cautioned that if the inner scale is
too small, the forward scatter approximation Yeh, K. C. and C. H. Liu, "Theory of ionos-
may not be valid. Further, the mean square pheric waves," New York, USA, Academic
bandwidth of the pulse also has a great effect Press, 1972.
on the range of frequency where the signal is
less distorted. Yeh, K. C. and C. H. Liu, "An investigation of

temporal moments of stochastic wave,"
Radio Sci., Vol. 12, USA, 1977a, pp.671-680L
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1-6 Fig. 2. Excess time delay as a function of

5 frequency for parameters used in (43).
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INTRODUCTION direct two frequency time delay measure-
ment as compared with monthly average

Modern satellite navigation and time delay models used without updating.
satellite detection radar systems can
be limited in accuracy due to the time THE DATA BASE
delay caused by the ionosphere through
which their RF signals must pass. The Since the total number of electrons
prrion alhei tom thelyi numb rofectron along the path from satellite to systemproprtinal o te nuberof eectons user is directly proportional to the
encountered along the path from sat- ionospheric time delay it is this
ellite to user and is inversely propor- parameter which was studied from a I
tional to the square of the system number of stations to determine the
operating frequency. Some systems, variability of time delay. This total
for example the NAVSTAR/Global Position- nme feetos aldTC a

idvng ytem ofS re ableha te take determined from Faraday rotation mes-
advatageof he fct tat he ino-surem~nts of linearly polarized

sphere is a dispersive medium, by VHF radio waves transmitted from
measuring the ionospheric time delay geostationary satellites. Since the
at two widely spaced frequencies and TCi eeal raetdrn h
thus are able to directly correct for mCid-afteron perod, s adurn the

thiseffet. therprecsio raningcorresponding ionospheric time delays
systems do not have the two frequency will be greatest during that period
capability, however, and must instead also, the deivations from average
rely upon models of ionospheric time behavior are psrticualrly important
delay to make corrections to increase during this part of the day. Further,
System accuracy. Such models generally since these systems must operate
do a good job of predicting the monthly during all conditions of solar and
average behavior but, unless they aregemnti acvtywmde oatmp
updated with a nearby measurementgemg tiacvtyw mdenatmp
within a few hours of their use, do here to separate magnetically quiet

litte topredct he dy todayperiods from disturbed times. Data
littles towrict thedautoda for solar maximum years of 1968 and 1969

changs whch ocurwere reduced separately from the near

The purpose of this paper is to solar minimum periods.
outline the errors which result when The Total Electron Content pars-
only monthly average time delay values, meter is capable of describing many
without updating, are available for features of ionospheric behavior. The
corrections to precise ranging systems. variability of this parameter may
With these results systems design be easily described in terms of the
engineers will be able to determine how departure from the monthly mean behavior
much improvement can be expected bybycntu igth sadrd ev to,
near-real-time updating or by using abycntuigth sadrd evto,
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0. The percentage standard deviation s~x stations during the period April
may then be obtained via: 1974 through March 1975, a period not

a()=100 o/3 far from solar minimum. Figures 3 and
4 indicate lowest c (%) values during

where x ia the monthly mean value. From the midday period where the curves are
the large quantity of data available, fairly flat, ranging from IS to 25 per-
the diurnal, seasonal, solar cycle, and cent. One must be careful when compar-
geographic variations of the percentage ing Figures 3 and 4 for solar cycle
standard deviations of monthly mean TEC effects because data from only one
have been determined, station, namely Hamilton, Massachusetts.

was included in both figures. It may
Total Electron Content data from be concluded, however, that no obvious

eleven northern mid-latitude monitoring solar cycle dependence of a (%) is

stations whose world-wide distribution evident. There is also no evidence of
is shown in Figure 1 was used in this a geographical dependence except for
study of ionospheric time delay. The the winter nighttime period under solar
TEC data base contains solar maximum minimum conditions where a strong
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada; ALerystwyth,
Wales; Hamilton, Massachusetts; The data in the two figures
Stanford, California; Honolulu, Hawaii; seem to fall into one of two categories,
and Hong Kong. Solar minimum data was the first being those periods exhibit-
collected from the following stations: ing regular day-to-day variability of
Narssarssuaq, Greenland; Goose Bay, approximately 25 percent. The second
Labrador; Hamilton, Massachusetts; includes those periods where the ex-
Kennedy Space Flight Center, Florida; tremely high variability can be related
Athens, Greece; and Osan, Korea. Many to auroral and magnetic storm effects.
people were responsible for the data The Narssarssuaq and Goose Bay night-
used in this paper and they are each time data fall into this second group.
noted in the acknowledgements section. At Narssarssuaq, the satellite to

station raypath traverses thL auroral

DIURNAL VARIATION oval during nighttime and at Goose Bay,
the raypath intersects the auroral
oval during magnetic storms. We un-

Typical monthly mean diurnal TEC fortunately have no explanation for the
curves are shown in Figure 2 where data large variability in the Honolulu data,
from Hamilton, Massachusetts is plotted observed especially during the night-
for the solar maximum month of March time period in the equinox and winter
1969 and for the solar minimum month of months.
M4arch 1975 along with their standard
deviations. It is clear in Figure 2
that as the FEC decreases, so does the MONTHLY VARIATIONS
absolute value of the variability with
the result that changes in percentage An alternative way of examining
standard deviation are small. Figure 2 the seasonal dependence of a (%) for
also points out the fact that when the two sets of stations is given in
operating at a frequency of 1.2GHz, one Figure S. Here the average daytime
TEC unit corresponds to approximately (12 to 16 hours local time) TEC vari-
one nanosecond of time delay. it ability is plotted as a function of
should be noted that while Figure 2 month for both the solar maximum and
represents a typical monthly mean solar minimum periods. Again, we see
diurnal TEC curve for a mid-latitude no evidence of a solar cycle depend-
station, a near-equatorial station may ence. There is, however, a tendency
have monthly mean TEC values which are for the curves to maximize in the
2 or 3 times greater than those shown equinoctial months. This may be due
in Figure 2. The corresponding magni- to the fairly rapid seasonal change
tude of o will also be greater for between summer and winter diurnal
near-equatorial stations. patterns which occurs during those

months.
Figure 3 shows diurnal curves of

a (%) for TEC from six stations during
the solar maximum year 1969, except for DISTRIBUTION OF PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCES
Hong Kong, for which 1968 data was FROM MONTHLY MEAN TEC
used. Separate curves for winter
(November - February) , summer (May - Histograms giving the frequency
August), and equinox (March, April, distribution of percentage differences
September, October) are given. Figure from the monthly mean daytime values of
4 shows similar curves for data from TEC are given in Figures 6 and 7.
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Daytime TEC values from Hamilton, June We have shown that the distribution
1971 are plotted in Figure 6 along with of time delays about the monthly mean
a Gaussian curve computed from the is nearly Gaussian for the cases exa-
standard deviation of the frequency mined.
distribution and normalized to the area
under the histogram. One can see that
the normal curve gives an excellent fit ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
to the data.

Several experimenters were re-
Figure 7 shows percentage dif- sponsible for the data collection from

ferences during the daytime period for various stations. The authors wish to
Hamilton, December 1971. This month express their appreciation for use of
includes a massive magnetic storm and the data by acknowledging the following:
may be considered as an example of TEC data from Stanford and Edmonton was
worst case errors. The December 1971 provided by A.V. da Rosa; from
data was chosen because it includes the Aberystwyth by L. Kersley; from
greatest absolute deviations from Hong Kong by G.O. Walker; from Hawaii
monthly average values ever observed by H.T. Roelofs; from Narssarssuaq by
in ten years of observations made at I. Mikkelsen; and from Athens by
Hamilton. In Figure 7, it can be seen D. Matsoukas.
that the normal curve (solid line),
calculated in the same way as in Figure
6, is not representative of the data.
If we eliminate the three hourly values

of December 17, 1971 due to the storm,
the standard deviation of the remaining
data is greatly reduced, and the result-
ing normal fit (dashed line) is a bet-
ter indication of the shape of the re-
siduals.

In the months that we examined,
the distribution of exrors resulting
from use of the m-nthly mean model were
found to be approximately Gaussian.
The December 1971 distribution was in-
c!ided only as a worst case example and
even here it can be seen that by ne-
glecting 3 hourly values, or 2 percent
of the daytime values, the fit is also
nearly Gaussian.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented typical errors
that a user of a single frequency
system can expect when using monthly
mean models, without updating, to cor-
rect for ionospheric time delays. If
one number were to be chosen as the
overall standard deviation of monthly
mean time delay, one can assume approxi-
mately a 2S percent variability, al-
though slightly higher values can be
expected during the nighttime period
when absolute time delay values are
generally much lower.

There is no evidence of a solar
cycle dependence of the percentage
standard deviation and only a slight
geographic dependence as one approaches
the auroral zone. The daytime varia-
bility exhibits a peak during the
equinox and is much more well behaved
than the nighttime variability.
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Fig. 3. Diurnal percentage tandard Fig. 4. Diurnal percentage standard
deviation TEC curves for six deviation TEC curves for six
stations during solar stations during solar minimum.
maximum.
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INTRODUCTION AVAILABLE PLASMASPIIERIC ELECTRON

CONTENT DATA
The Total Columnar Electron Con-

tent (TEC) of the earth's ionosphere There are approximately 1000
produces group delay of modulation of station-months of TEC data obtained
radio frequency waves which traverse the from the Faraday effect available from
ionosphere. This group delay can pro- representative stations arnund the
duce significant range errors in world, covering both solar maximum and
advanced systems which require accu- minimum conditions. Until the launch
racies of a few feet in measured of the geostationary satellite ATS-6 in
range. The NAVSTAR-Global Positioning mid-1974, there were no simultaneous
System1 (GPS) is an example of a pre- Faraday and group delay measurements
cise ranging system currently under from which the additional contribution
development by the Department of to TEC not measureable from the avail-
Defense which will undergo significant able Faraday TEC data could be deter-
ionospheric group delay. Fortunately, mined. The ionospheric beacon trans-
the GPS will have two, widely spaced mitter carri-d on the ATS-6 geosta-
frequencies available from which the tionary satellite, Davies, et a12, was
group delay of the ionosphere can be designed to enable the measurement of
directly measured and subtracted from simultaneous Faraday rotation and true
the apparent range to yield the true group delay from its multi-frequency
range from satellite to user. Some beacon transmissions. This is the
users may not choose the sophistication first satellite to carry a beacon
of the two frequency version of the transmitter specifically designed for
system, however, and may instead choose simultaneous Faraday and group delay
to use an analytic model representation measurements.
of the ionospheric time delay. To
construct and to test such models and The difference between the group
to enable advanced ranging system delay measurement of slant TEC, minus
designers to obtain estimates of the the Faraday electron content, defined
magnitude of the ionospheric group here as a measure of the electrons in
delay error, use has been made of the the region up to approximately 2,500
available Faraday rotation data which kilometers in vertical height, is called
is a measure of the TEC to a height of the plasmaspheric electron content, Np.
approximately 2,500 kilometers. Since The currently available published
advanced satellite ranging systems will monthly mean values of Np are relatively
be at orbital heights considerably few and consist of approximately 11
greater than 2,500 kilometers, 20,000 months of data from Boulder, Colorado,
kilometers in the case of the GPS, it is Fritz 3 , a few months from Ft. Monmouth
of interest to determine the additional New Jersey, Soicher 4 , one month each
contribution to ionospheric time delay from Natal, Brazil and from Kiruna,
not measureable from the available Sweden, Soicher5 , and nine months of
Faraday TEC data. Np monthly median values from
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Aberystwyth. Wales, Hajeb-Hosseinieh
6
. US. Kersley and Klobuchar

12 
have

In addition, Soicher
7
, Webb and attributed the difference between the

LanzerottiS, Poletti-Liuzzi
9
, et al and Np values in the American and European

Hajeb-Hosseinieh
6 

have published sectors as being due to the lower geo-
studies of the behavior of Np during a magnetic latitudes reached by the
few magnetic storms, and Klobuchar and Aberystwyth ray path to ATS-6 as
Johanson

10 
presented a comparison of opposed to the ray from Hamilton, Mass.

the monthly average Np results at to ATS-6. At the lower geomagnetic
Boulder with those from Hamilton, Mass. latitudes the scale height at the base
Since all the available Np data is from of the plasmasphere is predominantly
the period later than May 1974 it is controlled by H" ions, with consequent
representative of solar minimum condi- greater scale heights, as opposed to
tions only. the higher magnetic latitudes where

more 0* ions yield smaller scale
Kersley

l l 
has recently pointed out heights. The Wales ray path reaches a

that plasmaspheric electron content minimum L shell of 1.7 as opposed to
measurements taken from stations at 2.2 for the Hamilton ray path.
nearly the same latitude, but differing
in longitude, while viewing the ATS-6 While the differences in the
satellite at the same satellite diurnal behavior of the two sets of
location, actually probe nearly the data shown in Figure I can be explained
same plasmaspheric region even though by their different minimum geomagnetic
the stations may have relatively large latitudes, for the systems engineer it
longitudinal differences. This is is of more interest to point out that
simply because the ray paths from the the day-to-night variation for both
ground stations all converge at the sets of data is less than the dif-
satellite at 36,000 kilometers and in ference between the two data sets. The
the plasmasphere they are also not absolute value of the time delay is
significantly different. Klobuchar and small in terms of present system
Johanson indeed showed that the dif- accuracy requirements. In view of the
ference in monthly behavior between small absolute values of time delay no
data sets taken at Hamilton, Mass. and attempts were made to fit diurnally
Boulder, Col. was small. In view of changing functions to the monthly
this we shall take the Hamilton, Mass. average data from the station. Simple
data as being typical of the US region constant values of 2 nanoseconds for
and the data from Aberystwyth, Wales the Wales data and 1 nanosecond for the
as typical of the European sector. US representative data are probably

sufficient to account for the monthly
average values of plasmaspheric elec-

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS tron content.

With a substantial amount of data
available only from Wales from the PLASMASPHERIC GROUP DELAY DURING
European sector and with the Hamilton, MAGNETIC STORMS
Mass. data representative of the US
data it is of interest to compare the Major magnetic storms produce
absolute values of the monthly average electrodynamical effects which cause
Np values versus local time. Data from the emptying of the plasmasphere into
Hamilton are from July 1974 through the ionosphere and/or the
May 1975, taken when ATS-6 was at 94*W peeling off of the plasmasphere away
longitude, while data from Aberystwyth from the near-earth region. The time
are from November 1975 through July for refilling of the plasmasphere has
1976 during which time ATS-6 was been studied by use of whistler
located at 350E longitude. The scale measurements by Park

1 3 
and recently

on the left in F~gure 1 is in TEC for the Np data by Soicher
7
, Poletti-

units of m-2xl0o, while the right hand Liuzzi
9
, et al, Webb and Lanzerotti

8
,

scale is in nanoseconds of group delay and by Hajeb-Hosseinieh
6
. The time for

at a system operational frequency of refilling of the plasmasphere as
1.6 GHz, the single frequency mode GPS viewed from the mid-latitudes is on the
system operational frequency. Also order of several days. These results
plotted in Figure 1 is the one month's from a few representative magnetic
available N data from Sao Paulo, storms illustrate that from 3 to 8
Brazil for gay 197S and the one month's days are required for Np to return to
available Np data from Kiruna, Sweden its approximate average value.
for October 1975.

It is immediately obvious from CONCLUSIONS

Figure I that the Wales data is signif- With the limited plasmaspheric
icantly higher than the values from the
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data available thus far the additional 2. Davies, K., R.B. Fritz, R.N. Grubb,
contribution to ionospheric group delay and J.E. Jones, "Some Early
not previously available from Faraday Results from the ATS-6 Radio
rotation measurements of TEC is of the Beacon Experiment", Radio
order of 1 to 2 nanoseconds at 1.6 GHz. Science, Vol. 10, No. 8 and 9,
This value is certainly small compared pp 185-799, 1975.
to the present system operational
requirements, but it is an additional 3. Fritz, R.N., "ATS-6 Radio Beacon
amount which can be added to existing Electron Content Measurements at
models of time delay. The difference Boulder, July 1974-May 1975",
between the European and US data is Report UAG-58, World Data Center
significant and perhaps represents the A for Solar-Terrestrial Physics,
two limiting cases of Np from the mid- Boulder, Colorado, September
latitudes as the US longitudes have the 1976.
highest magnetic latitudes compared to
geographic latitudes, while the 4. Soicher, H. "Diurnal, Day-to-Day,
European magnetic latitudes are lower and Seasonal Variability of Nf,
than their geographic latitudes. In- Nt, and Np at Fort Monmouth, New
sufficient data are presently available Jersey", Cospar Satellite Beacon
from higher latitudes or from near Symposium, Boston, Ma., Boston
equatorial latitudes to determine University, Ed by M. Mendillo,
whether either of these regions will June 1976.
have values of Np significantly dif-
ferent from those in the mid-latitudes. 5. Soicher, H., "Comparative Iono-
The one month of data available from spheric and Plasmaspheric
Kiruna, Sweden compares well with the Electron Contents from the Three
Aberystwyth data. The Sao Paulo data World Regions", Nature, Vol. 264,
is at a much lower latitude than any of pp 46-48, Nov. 4, 1976.
the other stations, yet it is con-
sistent with the other data sets. 6. Hajeb-Hosseinieh, H., "Ionospheric

Studies Using Geostationary
During magnetic storms Np drops to Satellites", Thesis submitted to

very small values and takes from 3 to 8 the University of Wales,
days to recover to the average value. Aberystwyth, Wales, June 1977.
If information on occurrence of
magnetic storms is available the model 7. Soicher, H., "Response of Electrons
value of Np can be modified accordingly. in Ionosphere and Plasmasphere
Of course, during magnetic storms much to Mangetic Storms", Nature,
greater changes occur in the TEC of the Vol. 259, pp 33-35, Jan. I & 8,
ionosphere and the Np depletions will 1976.
be generally insignificant compared to
the greater changes from average con- 8. Webb, D.C. and L.J. Lanzerotti,
ditions which occur in the ionosphere. "Temporal Variations in Total
Thus, any TEC model must be capable of Equatorial Plasmasphere Content
representing the ionospheric changes and their Relationships to the
from average conditions, before the Ring Current Intensity and the
much smaller Np values need be of Plasmapause", presented at
concern. Spring meeting of Americal Geo-

physical Union, Washington, D.C.
All available Np data are for solar June, 1977.

minimum conditions and are from only
two representative mid-latitude regions 9. Poletti-Liuzzi, D.A., K.C. Yeh, and
of the world, with small exception. It C.H. Liu, "Radio Beacon Studies
is expected that the electron content of of the Plasmasphere", Journ. of
the plasmasphere will increase with Geophysical Res., Vol. 82, No.
increasing solar activity as does the 7, pp 1106-1114, March, 1977.
electron content of the ionosphere.
Measurements of Np using signals from 10. Klobuchar, J.A. and J.M. Johanson,
ATS-6 are continuing. "A Comparison of Average Plasma-

spheric Electron Content at Two
REFERENCES Mid-Latitude Stations", presented

at Spring meeting of American

I. Lassiter, E.M., and B. Parkinson, Geophysical Union, Washington,

"The Status of the Development D.C., June 1977.

of the NAVSTAR-Global Positioning 11. Keraley, L., private communication.
System", Navigation, Volume XXV,
No. 97, pp 13-26, January 1977.
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12. Kersley, L. and J.A. Klobuchar, 13. Park, C.G., "Some Features of
"Comparison of Protonospheric Plasma Distribution in the
Electron Content Measurements Plasmasphere Deduced from
from the American and European Antarctic Whistlers", Journ. of
Sectors", in preparation. Geophys. Res., Vol. 79, No. 1,

pp 169-173, January 1, 1974.
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Fig. 1. Monthly average plasmaspheric electron content versus local

time for Aberystwyth, Wales (dashed line) and for Hamilton,

Mass. (solid line). Also plotted are values from Kiruna,

Sweden for October 1975 and from Sao Paulo, Brazil for May

1975. The right hand axis is the equivalent time delay in

nanoseconds at 1.6 GHz.
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rNarrIN ness of the updating technique.

Precision radar and navigation systems
now require corrections which consider cur- EFFrtM1FIMSS OF AN UPDATING T3HNIQUE
rent ionospheric conditions over their field
of view. Techniques are being developed The potential for reduction of residual
usina measurements from calibration satel- error while using an updating technique is
lites to adapt the numerical maps which demonstrated in Figure 1 for March, 1972,
provide monthly median corrections. These with data from Hamilton, Mass. The heavy
basic maps are derived from a world-wide solid line represents the expected residual
climatology of ionospheric parameters; their error, 6Rm. when only the predicted median
use alone reduces the residual error in was used for correction. The light lines
range or time delay measurements to 20 to 25 depict the time-decay in residual error when
percent of the median correction in daytime a calibration measurement was used. At each
and to 30 to 35 percent at night, reflectinq calibration time a scaling factor was de-
the day-to-day variability of the ionosphere ternined from the ratio of the calibration
about its monthly median values. 7b reduce measurement and the predicted median. This
this residual, several techniques have been factor was then used to scale the predicted
proposed which would scale the maps up or median of the subsequent 12 hours, in 15-
dac by a constant percentage, change gra- minute intervals. There was a 0-error at
dients, and reproduce large local features, the time of calibration, shown at every se-
This presentation examines the potential cond hour. .nd these curves show the increase
effectiveness of such techniques, in error ,ith time, as well as the length of

time required for the error to approach 6Rm.
Since the refraction corrections are

directly proportional to the electron con- The dashed lines represent the diurnal
tent along the slant path through the variation in the residual rms error using a
ionosphere, measurerents of total electron scaling factor determined 30-minutes previous-
content fran Hamilton, Mass. and Goose Bay, ly, R 3 , and 1-hour p, eviously, 6Rh. After
Labrador, 30.7'N, 70.7 0 W, and 47.5 0 N, 62.2 0 W 30 minus the maximum error increase to a-
'eogranhic, respectively, can be used as bout 3 meters and after 1 hour it increased to
calibration measurements for updating median 5 meters. These residual errors are signif-
estimates of refraction correction. The data icantly below the expected residual error of
ware obtained from meazurements of the Farady 18 meters for this time of day. This 70-80
rotation of the VHF beacon on the ATS-3 percent reduction occurs when refractive ef-
geostationary satellite and were reduced to fects are greatest and the need for improved
equivalent vertical electron content (TE). accuracy is most critical. Note that a scal-
The years 1970 and 1976 at Hamilton, Mass., ing factor should not be used to project an
taken as representative of solar nmaximun update across either the sunrise or sunset
and mnimum, respectively, were used to terminator as this may increase error, part-
determine solar cycle and seasonal variations. icularly near sunrise. Unless calibration
The data for 1972 fram Hamilton, mass. and measurements can be made at these times in 15-
Goose Bay, Labrador were used for an initial 30 minute intervals it would be preferable to
study of spatial variation in the effective- simply use the climatological prediction.
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This applies at any time in wtich steep grad- simply using a median correction for iono-
ients in TEC are expected to occur, such as spheric effects. This is possible for both
during magnetic disturbances. A "worst case" solar maximum and solar minimum conditions,
example of this is noted in Figure 2. On March and at all seasons. A further reduction,
8, 1970, a severe magnetic storm occurred, and through use of local measurements in an up-
the effects observed in the Tir data at dating procedure, showed less consistent
Hamilton, Mass. were the largest for the total results. At solar maximum, in daytime, even
9 years examined from 1968 through 1976, both an update that is 3 hours old will provide a
for the extremes and rapid changes in TFC. significant reduction in residual error. But

at solar minimum, a measurement much more than
The ordinate of the upper scale is range 1 hour old will provide no significantly

correction in meters at 425 Nz. The predict- greater accuracy than using only the expected
ed median range correction for March, 1970, AR, median. Whereas the monthly median, AR, and
was the range correction the radar would have the day-to-day variability, 6Ein, are a factor
Lsed on this particular day if no updating pro- of 4 greater at solar maximum than at solar

cedure existed. The actual range correction minimum, the residual error using an updating
that should have been made, ARd, shows that a procedure, as shown by 6R15m, 6R30m, 6Rlh, and
correction of nearly 195 meters was required at 5R3h, varies by only a factor of 2 over the
about 1500 hours on that day, more than twice solar cycle. Thus it appears that at solar
the maximum of 95 meters for AR. If an updat- maximum there are longer pericd variations
ing technique, such as the one previously de- that are readily corrected with the updating
scribed had been used, the range correction procedure. The shorter period fluctuations
made using calibration measurements after 30 which are superimposed on these long-term
minutes would have been AR and after 3 variations exist at both solar maximum and
hours, .3 solar minirum and impose a limit on the ef-

fectiveness of updating techniques.

The ordinate of the lower scale is the
absolute error, in meters, that would have Seasonally, summer is the time of least
been experienced with the corrections present- day-to-day variability and least residual
ed for this day. The error between- the obser- error after an lmdating procedure. The
vations on that day, lRd, arx] the onthly greatest residual error appears at the equi-
median, AR, is 6Rm; between ARd and the 30 noxes and can be considerably reduced with
minute update, AR30 m, is 6RI30m; and betwen frequent updating, as shown by 6R15, and 6R3,, .

APd and the 3 hour update, AR3h, is 6 R3 h. It is in winter that updating is least ef-
tlning the 30 minute update resulted in a max- fective. At solar maximum, the residual error
imun error of less than 50 meters compared to can be reduced to a maximum of 25 meters with
the maximum of nearly 110 meters if only the 15-minute updating, and to 40 meters with 30-
median had been used. On the other hand, the minute updating. The maxima occur in winter
3 hour update produced errors on the order of and at the equinoxes. This becomes even more
6Pm or greater during this disturbance. The apparent at solar minimum, where 6R1 5m and
salient feature of this result occurred near 6R30 m show a definite maximum in winter and
1800 hours when the 3-hour delay caused a minimum in summer.
large error during the time when a negative
gradient was observed. It follows that The same updating procedure was used with
whenever steep and variable gradients are data from 1972 for Hamilton, Mass. and Goose
likely to occur, calibration measurements Bay, Labrador. The results from both stations
should be made in intervals no greater than are compared in Figure 4, using the same para-
30 minutes, not only to achieve significant meters as in Figure 3. It is seen that at both
accuracy, but also to avoid introducing errors, stations the curves for each parameter are

comparable; the fact that Goose Bay is a
The effectiveness of an updating technique higher latitude station does not appear to be

varies seasonally and over solar cycle as well significant. The general results are similar
as diurnally. The principal features of to those described for 1970, at Hamilton in
these variations are sumarized in Figure 3 Figure 3, which may be attributed to the fact
for the years 1970 and 1976 representing solar that the year 1972 was one of increased solar
maximum and minimum, respectively, at Hamilton, activity. Therefore it is not surprising
Mass. Included are the maximum values each that the results resemble solar maximum
month for: the predicted median range correction, conditions rather than a median which is more
AR; the residual error when the median is used representative of the descending phase of the
for correction, 6Rm, which represents the day- solar cycle.
to-day variability of the ionosphere; the re-
duction in residual error when calibration
measurements are used in updating techniques CCNCISION
each 15 minutes, 6Rr,30 minues, 6R3an; This study has shown that reduction in

residual error due to the day-to-day vari-

Comparison of AR and 6 m shoed the 75 ability of the ionosphere is possible through
percent reduction that can be achieved by use of an updating technique coupling local
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measurements with climatological predictions The temporal decay in effective up-
of median ionostheric behavior. Reductions dating is dependent on the period of the T
of 70 to 80 percent are possible in daytime, variations. Inng period fluctuations, which
particularly during periods of increased so- are readily corrected, are a consistent
lar activity. It has been shown that while feature at any site. These include day or
the residual error varied by a factor of 4 nighttime periods that are enhanced or de-
between solar maximum and minimum, use of the pressed with respect to the median behavior.
updating procedure reduced this variation to These periods must be longer than the time in-
a factor of 2. Therefore, this technique was terval between calikrative measurements for
more effective when the residual error in updating to be effective. Shorter period
range correction was greatest. fluctuations are generally present and the

percentage amplitude of these variations is
It has also been shown that caution is the minimum percentage residual error achiev-

required in choosing the length of time a able.
particular scaling factor is used. For an
average day, the onstraint on this time is By considering these results with the
set by the sunrise-sunset terminators. A following factors: range correction is in-
scaling factor may be used for any length of versely proportional to the radio frequency
time within the day or nighttime period in squared and directly proportional to the to-
which it is determined, bt it must not be tal electron content (ThC) along the wave
projected across the terminator, path; TEC, to a first approximation, varies

linearly with 12-omnth running mean, sunspot
The large, variable gradients of the number and solar flux at 2800 Mhz, it is

sunrise and sunset periods can be equated with possible to estimate performance for any sys-
those occurring in periods of severe magnetic- tem, at any location, at any time.
disturbance. The interpretation of these
gradients provided by a median prediction can
be isprved upon by an updating procedure ACKNOLEDGENTS
using calibration intervals of less than 30
minutes. Longer intervals are likely to The authors would like to thank Mr. J.
introduce errors of larger magnitude than the Klobuchar of the Air Force Geqhysics Labo-
variation from the predicted median. ratory for use of the TEC data from Hamilton,

Mass. and Goose Bay, Labrador. This work
was performed under Air Force Contract
F19628-76-C-0255.
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IONOSPHERIC RANGE-RATE EFFECTS

IN
SATELLITE-TO-SATELLITE TRACKING

Rodney B. Bent, Judy R. Lipofsky, Sigrid K. Llewellyn

Atlantic Science Corporation

and
Paul E. Schmid-NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Abstract

Investigations of ionospheric range and possibly account for the complex interaction
range-rate corrections in satellite-to-satellite of the many variables. The findings provide
tracking have pointed out major problems and a basis from which the residual errors can be
defined the magnitude of errors that have to be estimated after ionospheric modeling has been
zonsidered for communications between satel- incorporated in the reduction.
lites and related experiments.

Simulations were performed for satellites

The two major causes of the sudden and at various heights: Apollo, Geos, and Nimbus
sometimes large variations apparent in the tracked by ATS-6; and in two different geo-
ionospheric range and range-rate corrections metric configurations: coplanar and perpen-
along the satellite arc are the geometric effects dicular orbits.
of the raypath and the curved ionosphere, and
the localized perturbations in electron density INTRODUCTION
along the satellite-to-satellite line of sight. The need for this study was indicated by
The raypath may follow along the region of the results of a NASA/GSFC experimenpt
maximum electron density for a considerable detect gravity anomalies using the Apollo-
distance, it may pierce the ionosphere at two Soyuz /ATS-6 satellite configuration. This
separated locations, pass throuFh it once, r-ronlypariall, o remin boveitalloingexperiment was intended to improve the know-
only partially, or remain above it, allowing ledge of the earth's gravitational field in
for a great range in the magnitude of the
effect. Significant gradients in the electron localized areas by measuring local gravity

variations by detecting small velocity changesdensity, as occur in the equatorial anomaly, o h o riigsaerf.Too h
reslt n vry arg peturatins.of the low orbiting spacecraft. Two of the

gravity anomalies 'detected" in this experi-

Ionospheric tracking errors are greatly ment are shown in Figure lb. The corres-

effected by the following pararieters, w~iose ponding Apollo-Soyuz orbits are shown in

influence was thoroughly investigated: satel- Figure Ia. The Indian Ocean anomaly as well

lite height, height of maximum electron as an anomalous region in the Himalayas are

density, localized ionospheric perturbations indicated by the relatively large variations in

and gradients, and electron density variations range-rate residuals.

with diurnal, day-to-day, seasonal and solar
cycle patterns. Changes in these parameters Earlier analysing)of satellite-to-satellite
can produce large variations in the magnitude ionospheric range-rate corrections for the
of errors as well as time shifts of the peak ATS-6 to Apollo-Soyuz geometrical configu-
oferrors asng whel sastlie shs fration indicated values that were of significant
errors along the satellite arc, magnitude compared to the gravitational ef-

fects. Such results are illustrated in
The results point to the need of using a figrs lb andlc a illutat m o

sophisticated modeling approach incorpo- Figures b and c and impl that most of the

rating daily solar data, and where possible suggested gravitational anomaly may, in fact,

actual ionospheric measurements as update be due to ionospheric effects. The geometric

information, as a simple median model cannot configurations of the high (ATS-6) and the low
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(Apollo-Soyuz) satellite are shown in Fig. Id. Ionospheric effects, therefore, lead to
The low satellite is shown at three different errors in the gravitational data unless they can
positions in its orbit which, in this case, is be- be adequately removed by modeling. The pur-
low the height of maximum electron density, pose of this study is to investigate these effects
In Figure le it can be seen that ionospheric and understand their origin and characteristics
range corrections (AR) reach a peak at point B so that a better approach to gravitational ex-
and are greater at C than at A. This is be- periments can be organized. In order to inder
cause the line of sight between the high and lou stand the basic ionospheric range-rate errors,
satellite passes through a greater portion of the a simple uniform ionospheric model was in-
ionosphere at B than at A or C. Range-rate vestigated with certain orbits; the simple
corrections (AAk) will pan through zero at B. model was then varied in height, and pertur-

- bations were added in discreet places. Season
al and solar cycle variations were examined as
well as actual orbits of varying inclination and

"a EFFECTS OF A SIMPLE UNIFORM
IONOSPHERE ON COPLANAR

- SATELLITE ORBITS

ASTP Satelitte to-Sate1t, Range-Rate Residuals In satellite-to- satellite tracking the ef-

R~v i"predict because of complex orbit configurations

A .. with changing ionospheric conditions. Evalu-

ab sting the effects of a simple uniform ionos- '

SIAphere on coplanar satellite orbits at various
AOOMAAOA *RO,0A r altitudes clarified the size and duration of re-

MY FL MY fraction errors incurred purely by the geome-
N A Z IVou try of the slanted raypath through the curved

ionosphere. Modification of the ionospheric

Ionospheric 5ateUNt-Vo-SteIhte SAgj-RatS correIto, characteristics of the maximum electron den-

sity and the corresponding height illustrated
R-o ts 5 z8 the variations that refraction errors will un-

dergo for changing conditions. The height of
the ionosphere often changes by 

- 
50 kn per

day, and differences of 5 to 10 MHz in critical
frequency can easily be caused by localized

F.I -perturbations, diurnal variations, day-to-day

, RS u~ AZ MI ,?.~UV SfOM, .flI~ VN , , changes, by seasonal effects and solar cycle

patterns. To further investigate the effects of
local perturbations, steep ionospheric gradi-
ents were injected into the otherwise uniform

ionosphere, as they are observed in the equa-
, torial anomaly region, the sunrise region and

during irregular occurring ionospheric dis-
turbances.

In the following analysis, the high
so satellite was considered stationary at a height

of about 36. 000 km. the low satellite height is
varied, and the orbits are coplanar. A track-

A ing frequency of 1 GHz is used and one-way

corrections are computed. Each arc was

A started where the high and low satellites were
aligned with the earth's center, and ter-

minated when the low satellite disappeared
from the view of the high satellite. The

simple model used was based on the Bent Iono-

spheric ModelP! This is an empericai world-
Frg. f. Comt.sos of VoSlOlSoS*-S otts a Io.op.r wide model capable of accurately estimating

oilec. on Apo~lo-5oyet orfht4.
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the electron density profile and the assoc-

iated delay and directional changes of a wave
due to refraction. The model computes an

electron density versus height profile with
five exponential topside layers, a bi-para-
bolic bottomside layer, and an interconnect-
ing parabola. The simplified model used in

this study does not incluc'e any horizontal .

gradients as it was held constant world-wide
and in time. Different conditions were simu-
lated by varying the critical frequency, fOF2, -.

and the height of maximum electron density,
hi" .

Effects of Satellite Height

The ionospheric range-rate corrections h. 250 km, fOF2 15 MHz and a tracking

due to a geometric effect along the satellite frequency of 1. 0 GHz the maximum cor-
arc are illustrated in Figure 2 for different r,-ctions are 1. 5 i/sec, 3. 5 m/sec, 4. 3
altitude satellites. The low satellite passes m/sec for Apollo, Geos and Nimbus res-
over the horizon and becomes invisible to the pectively.
high satellite. The very large range-rate

corrections immediately before the invisible Effects of Ionospheric Height
region are caused by the changing geometric
conditions of the satellite raypath through the Changes in the height of the ionosphere

curved ionosphere as it disappears (see which are typically t 25 kin, produce very

Figure 1). The higher the low satellite orbit significant effects on the range-rate cor-

is, the larger are the range-rate corrections rections, as shown in Figure 3. Time shifts

caused by this effect. The reason for this is of the peak values along the arc are experi-
that for a low satellite at a relatively high enced; for a 50 km shift in h. they are of the

altitude the tracking raypath remains above order of 0. 9 minutes for Apollo and 0. 35
most of the ionosphere over large segments minutes for Geos and Nimbus. Such time

of its orbit and penetrates significant electron changes are significant when attempting to de-
density layers only when the satellite is near rive localized gravitational effects. In
the point of disappearance. The higher the addition, for the Apollo spacecraft which

satellite is, the faster it passes from the re- always remains below h., large changes in

gion where the satellite raypath pierces the the maximum correction values are apparent.

ionosphere to the point of invisibility. This Increases of about 0. 3m/sec in the peak value

faster rate of change produces larger ampli- occur for each 25 km drop in h. at f0 F2 15MHz.

tudes in the range-rate corrections. The Such changes in peak values are, however, not

lower the satellite orbit is, the shorter is its apparent from the higher satellite data from

period of visibility from the high tracking Geos and Nimbus.

satellite, and the longer is the time period
over which ionospheric corrections are orders Effects of Electron Density
of magnitude larger than in ground-to- satel-
lite tracking. Considering coplanar orbits, Changes in electron density effect the

for Apollo-Soyuz at 200 km the last 13 amplitude of the range-rate corrections such

minutes of its arc show such large cor- that the peak correction values for each

-ections, for Geos at 850 km the last 7. 5 satellite are approximately in the same ratios

minutes, and for Nimbus at l100 km the last as the squares of the [oF2's. Time shifts of

5. 5 minutes. However, if low and high satel- the peak corrections along the satellite arc

lites are moving at right angles to each other are not associated wvith changes in fF2. See
and are close to the point of disappearance, Figure 4.

then such large effects can be observed for

extended periods of time. Effects of Ionospheric Perturbations

Range-rate correction curves as a Ionospheric perturbations with associ-

function of time along the arc have steeper ated steer gradients in electron density can

slopes and larger positive and negative peaks greatly modify the smooth range-rate cor-

the higher the satellite altitude is. At rection curves as predictable from geometric
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For different size disturbances under

otherwise fixed conditions the range-rate cor-

. rections show similar patterns. However, the

greater the amplitude of the electron density

perturbation and the steeper the slopes of the

........ gradients, the more severe are the deviations
... '"....... from the smooth unperturbed correction

curve. See Figure 6.

I --

effects in satellite -to- satellite tracking. The
peak values may experience drastic increases Shifting the location of the perturbation

or decreases in amplitude as well as shifts in center to different latitudes close to the

time, and additional maxima and minima can Apollo-Soyuz arc manifested itself mainly in

occur along the arc. Stich effects were a large time shift, of the order of minutes, of

simulated by injecting into the previously uni- the additional single or double peak ex -

form ionosphere variations in electron density, tremum. The earlier the perturbation center

which have maximum effect at the perturbation appears along the arc, the earlier dues the

center and gradually decrease with increasing extra peak occur.

distance from the center. An exponential
weighting function was used, w~e -(dID) 2, with SPACIAL AND TEMPORAL EFFECTS

D =400 NM; d is the distance from the center

of perturbation. As shown in Figure 5, the In this section the effects of actual vani-

effects of the perturbations on the Geos cur- ations and gradients in the ionosphere on

rections are of larger amplitude, but the satellite -to- satellite range- rate corrections

effects on the Apollo arc are of greater re- are investigated. These gradients occur

lative severity persisting over a longer period along the arc of a low satellite being tracked

of time. by a high satellite. For this purpose the
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3-diiensional world-wid, Bent ionospheric line of sight with the region of maximum

prediction model was used to show the effects electron density establishes the ionospheric
of steep spacial gradients as well as of short pierce point. When the low satellite is at an
and long term temporal gradients, such as altitude above the height of maximum density,
diurnal variations, day-to-day deviations as is the case for Geos and Nimbus, two dis-
from the monthly mean, seasonal and solar tinct pierce points may occur.

cycle variations.
Spacial Gradients

Simulated Orbits
To examine the effect of the low satellite

To capture the ionospheric variations, altitude on the range-rate corrections along
the orbit configuration was chosen quite the arc, the geometric conditions were fixed,
different from the coplanar orbits used for such as the high satellite position and the
the simple model investigations. The satel- ionospheric pierce point location location at
lite orbits were simulated perpendicular to the equator crossing and with that also the

each other, the stationary high satellite in an satellite line of sight, and only the height of

equatorial orbit, and the low satellites at the orbit was varied. The range-rate correc-
various heights in polar orbits both prograde tions for the orbit depicted in Figure 7 and for
and retrograde. The angular separation be- four additional orbits are correlated in Fig. 8.

tween the satellites was chosen in the prox- The low satellite is in a polar orbit and

inity of the disappearance points, and under crosses the equator at 6 LIT, April 1, 1968.
such circumstances significant range-rate The orbits corresponding to Figure 8a are
corrections exist along most of the orbit. prograde, in 8b they are retrograde.
Tracking frequencies of 1GHz were used in
the simulations. The range-rate corrections In Figure 8a there is an invisible portion

are presented as the one-way values, for all satellite orbits, but at b UT they be-

come visible again as they cross the equator.
In Figure 7 one of the orbit configurations The 200, 300 and 850 km satellites all lie

is shown. The low satellite in a prograde along the same line of sight from the high
orbit disappears from the sight of the high satellite. The very large deviations to both k
satellite for a portion of its orbit and becomes sides of the invisible region are caused by the

visible again as it crosses the equator. Three changing geometric conditions of the satellite

such cases were considered for low altitude raypath through the curved ionosphere as it
satellites at 200, 300 and 850 km and the high disappears, which is illustrated in Figure 1.

tracking satellite at about 36, 000 km. Figure
7 shows the 300 km orbit superimposed on a Superimposed on these geometric effects
world map of the ionospheric characteristic in Figure 8 a are the ionospheric gradient
of fxF2. Where the f5 F2 equal value lines are effects, because the ionospheric density and
concentrated, large ionospheric gradients ex- height along the line of sight changes as the

ist, and it is indicated where the ionospheric low satellite travels along its orbit.
pierce point curve crosses these gradients.
The intersection of the satellite-to-satellite The geometric effects are minimized in

" Figure 8b by decreasing the high to low satel-
lite separation angle by about 3 degrees at the

equator crossing and maintaining visibility
throughout the half-orbits. The difference
between the range-rate corrections along the
300 and 850 km orbits are now mainly due to

the gradients in ionospheric density and
height. Again the higher altitude orbit dis-

_______ - plays the larger amplitude refractive effects,

- caused by the geometric conditions in Fig. 8a./ tthe ar-ony aou haf a lage\s tosrV
.- - - r - l-- To better understand how the variations

in the refraction corrections along the satel-

. . lite path are caused by the ionospheric con-
ditions, two Io" satellite orbits, the iono-
pheric densities depicted in the f, F2 world

map, the ionospheric heights and the satellite
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extrema in electron density and range cor-

rections, hence zero crossings in range-rate
1 correction. The range-rate corrections give

a very clear picture of the gradients en-

... countered as the satellite connecting beam
sweeps the equatorial anomaly.

the-Not just the electron density, but also
-.. ... the height at the maximum undergoes steep

gradients in the anomaly region. In Figure 9
it is shown that the height of the pierce point

,I has a definite maximum at the magnetic

equator alound which the equatorial anomaly
is centered, and its values vary between 314
and 456 km over the arc. The smaller
variations in the range-rate corrections

. . .toward the ends of the arc in Figure 9b might
S. -. ... be influenced by the ionospheric height

. , , O..... changes.

angular separation shown in Figure 9 were ex- - - ,
amined in detail and were correlated to the ' - .
range-rate corrections also shown in Fig. 9. i

In the orbit corresponding to Figure 9a '":
the low satellite, at 300 km, passes east of ,.
the high satellite and remains visible through-
out the simulated half-orbit. A retrograde ...

orbit was used to provide better geometric ..... .
conditions, keeping the satellite distance .
fairly constant over the equatorial anomaly .. , ',
region, assisted by the slight longitude shift
due to the earth rotation.

Figure 9b corresponds to another retro-
grade orbit, this time crossing the equatorial
anomaly west of the high satellite over some
very dense regions. . "." -

From the curve giving the angular sep- It should be noted that different vertical
aration between the satellites it is apparent scales are employed in Figure 9. Maximum
that while this separation varies somewhat at absolute amplitudes in b) are about seven
the beginning and end of the arc, it is fairly times as large as in a). The major reason
constant over the central region of the equa- for this lies in the satellite configurations.
torial anomaly where most of the large range- The satellite with range-rate results in a) re-
rate deviations occur. Hence, in the region mains barely above the horizon when crossing
of interest the corrections are mostly due to the equator, 970 away from the high satellite,
ionospheric gradients, because the geometric and the line of sight pierces the ionosphere at
configuration remains nearly fixed, a slanted angle. The satellite with results in

b), however, is closer to the high satellite
The marked zero crossings of the range- separated by 810 at the equator. The 300 km

rate corrections (Figure 9) correspond very satellite used in both these examples is below
clearly to the maxima or minima of fF2 the height of maximum density which varies
shown on the world map (Figure 7). This is in b) between 350 and 456 km in the equatorial
to be expected since extrema in fxF2 cause region, and the line of sight between the
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satellites pierces the ionosphere at extremely

slanted angles, remaining in the vicinity of

the maximum electron density over very long

distances, hence the very large refraction ef-

feets. In addition, slightly steeper gradients

exist in ion'~spheric height and density for b)

than exist for a) which also contributes to the

larger range-rate corrections in b). The

maximum pierce po~int of f,)Y2 in b) was 14. 2

MHz. in a) 12. -) MHz.

In using the April 11)68 data, the spacial

gradient investigations were performed for -

average solar maximum conditions; the

smoothed sunspot number was 1 07. It should.......................
be recognized, however, that during a more

severe solar cycle the range-rate corrections Saoa fet
could be significantly larger than the 0. 8 m/ Saoa fet

sec in Figure 9. During the maximum cycle Rnert orcin eecmae
recorded in 1958, the smoothed sunspot for April 1968 and July 1968 to examine the
number went as high as 201 in March. effect of seasonal variations on range-rate

Tempral radintscorrections. The solar activity did not in-
Tempral radintsfluence the result significantly, because the

The ffecs o shot ad log trm ino-smoothed sunspot numbers were very similar,

spheric temporal gradients on satellite-to- orbit at in kmri and 50 km anJltiud welre

satellite range-rate corrections was investi-orisa30kmnd80maltueweex
gated by comparing the corrections along the amined, both having the equator crossing

orbits, which were obtained for ionospheric fixed at 6 hours UT. Range-rate corrections
situtios whre ll ondiion, ecepttheone c orresponding to the 300 km orbit are pre-

tstdationsewer aerl conditionsxtatheon sented in Figure 11. In each case, maximum
testd pramter wer hed cnstntionospheric effects occur in April and mini-

Diural Efectmumn effects in July. For other months the
Diural Efecteffects woald be expected to be of inter -

Tedunleffect on range-rate cor- mediate amplitude. Significant changes in

rthen dial xmndbcmuigcr peak amplitudes are apparent, as well as tinre

rections for satellites crossinp the equator at shfsotepakcrcinvlu.

6 hours and at 14 hours universal time to pro-

vide information with high and low gradients,

and the results show large differences in
amplitude. In Figure l0a the ionospheric

pierce point occurs at longitude 222* or 21
hours local time. At this time very rapid

changes in electron density are encountered I
as the satellite connecting ray sweeps across

the equatorial anomaly while following the low -

satellite orbit. The steep gradients are ap- y
parent along the pierce point curve in Fig. 7,
and the resulting range-rate corrections are

large. In Figure l0b the satellite crosses the

equator at 14 hours UT. Here the ionospheric
pierce point occurs at 5 hours local time,
when the ionospheric gradients along the

pierce point curve and hence, the corres- Solar Cycle Effects
ponding range-rate corrections are about as

small as they can get for such an orbit con- The effect of the solar cycle on range-

figurtion.rate corrections was also considered. Three
years were chosen to represent the extremes
of solar activity, and in all cases the month
of April was selected to eliminate seasonal
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effects, activity. The monthly mean of the solar flux

was 173, and corrections were computed for

Year Smoothed Sunspot Number February 1st when solar fix was at a
monthly maximum 262, and for February 18th

1958 196.8 when the flux was at the minimum of 138. As

1968 107.2 shown in Figure 13, the increased solar flux

1975 18.t causes a sharp increase in peak ionospheric
range-rate corrections by a factor of 1. 1 to

The 1958 solar cycle was the all-time max- 1.8, while the same pattern is maintained for

imum recorded. During 1068 and 1975, the the variations along the arc. This points to

maximum and minimum activity occurred for the necessity to adjust the monthly mean iono-

the last solar cycle. Figure 12 shows the spheric correction model for daily variations

results for a 300 km orbit. The 1958 cor- as is done in the Bent model.

rections are in all cases significantly larger
than the 1968 results by factors of 1.5 to 2.5.
The l168 results in turn exceed the 1975 re-

suilts by similar amounts. Shifts in the time
of the peak range-rate correction occur for
several peaks but without a simple pattern.

I/ f.i
.... ... .. .

I -.. .... ....

Temporal Gradient Tests %kith
Apollo-Soyuz Orbits

The effect of day-to-day variations in the

ionospheric density and height on the range-

usd and .the

rate corrections along the satellite link wereinvestigated using an or bit of the Apollo-
Soyuz data. Revolution 8 on 16 July 1975,
with the tracking frequency of 2. 16 GHz was

used, and the ionospheric conditions of inter-
est were simulated.

To examine the influence of the deviations

in f0F2 from the monthly mean due to daily ..... . . ... .................
variations of solar flux, the month of Feb-
ruary 1968 was chosen for the simulations; i' T,

1968 was the year of average maximum solar p,,, 5., ,1,,t
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The height of maximum electron density
was computed using the ionospheric model,

and then it was raised and lowered by 50 km
during the simulations. Such variations re-
present the possible day-to-day changes in
the ionospheric height, and result in changes
in the amplitude of the range-rate corrections
as well as in a time shift of the peaks, see
Figure 14. Lowering the ionosphere by 50 km
causes an increase in the amplitude by a
factor of 1.4 and a shift of the peak in in-
creasing time along the arc. Raising the
ionosphere by 50 kn causes a decrease in
amplitude and a 40 second shift of the peak in
decreasing time along the arc.
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PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF A NEWLY DEVELOPED
SATELLITE-TO-SATELLITE IONOSPHERIC

REFRACTION CORRECTION MODEL

John A. Behuncik
NASA-GSFC

Greenbelt, Maryland

INTRODUCTION DISCUSSION

With the decision of NASA to implement in the Satellite-to-Satellite Refraction Model
near future the Tracking Data Relay Satellite System

(TDRSS), one of many questions raised by the user The satellite-to-satellite refraction model is es-
in general and the orbit computation engineer in sentially a generalization of a previously developed
particular is the following. What is the effect upon and verified model that produced tropospheric and
the tracking signal and consequently upon the space- ionospheric refraction corrections for measurements
craft orbital state of the ionospheric traverse of the obtained at ground based stations. The base model is
signal on satellite-to-satellite legs of the total signal global in nature, capable of predicting the ionospheric
path. Heretofore, all tracking measurements and state parameters at any geographic location at any
data reception were obtained from ground based point in time. It is an empirical model developed by
stations. Refraction corrections were computed for Bent, et al., on contract to NASA and is fully de-
and applied to the uplink on downlink legs for tro- scribed in Reference 1. In addition to predicting ion-
pospheric and ionospheric effects. With the advent ospheric state parameters the necessary model pa-

of spaceborne trackers, TDRSS spacecraft, the num- rameters are provided and the required refraction
ber of path links is doubled and on the satellite-to- corrections are produced. As a first order approxi-
satellite legs of the total signal path the signal can mation to horizontal gradients the ionospheric state
encounter the ionosphere in many complex geometric and model parameters are generated at the point of
forms. Because the ionosphere extends into space maximum electron density-ray path intersection
hundreds of times as far as the troposphere any data through an iterative process. The base model was
editing scheme including the ionosphere would elim- fully evaluated by comparing the model results with
inate the use of all or a prohibitive portion of, track- those obtained by ray tracing through the same iono-
ing data for orbit determination computations for spheres used by the model. The results of that study
most of the scientific spacecraft tracked by NASA. are documented in detail in Reference 2 but the model
A data editing scheme for data points whose results generally agreed with ray trace values to one

satellite-to-satellite legs of the tracking configur- percent at elevation angles greater than 20 degrees
ation intersect or traverse the troposphere, usually and less than 20 percent below. It was also demon-
assumed to extend to 30 kilometers, would eliminate strated in Reference 1 that the predicted ionospheric
perhaps ten to fifteen percent of all tracking data for state was consistently in excellent agreement with
the same satellites, a more acceptable situation. A actual measured values.
task was, therefore, set to develop the means of
computing accurate corrections for ionospheric A task was let to develop, using the base model as
traverse of the signal for the satellite-to-satellite a starting point, a model capable of computing re-
legs of the total path length resulting from such a fraction corrections for the satellite-to-satellite leg
tracking configuration. A model was developed and of the satellite-to-satellite tracking configuration.
implemented Into a large orbit determination com- The base model was selected as the starting point
puter program. It was applied to real tracking data because of its global application, its demonstrated
taken during the satellite-to-satellite experiment ionospheric state prediction capability, and its
employing the ATS-6 as the tracker spacecraft, proven accuracy of corrections vis-a-vis ray trace
GEOS-3 as the target spacecraft and Rosman, North results. A detailed description of the satellite-to-
Carolina as the ground transmitter as a means of satellite refraction correction model developed under
model evaluation. The method and results of the contract to the author is described in Reference 3 and
evaluation of the newly developed model are the will not be described in detail herein. A brief over-
subject of this paper, view of the model is, however, now presented.
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The intersection of the target-tracker line with the electron density of 1 x 1012 electrons per cubic meter

ionospheric, assumed to be a geocentric sphere of was assumed. The operating frequency was chosen

radius of 9871.2 kilometers for model purposes, is as 2100 MegaHertz. The final local elevation angle

determined. The point of closest approach of the from this tracing was used, with a change in sign, as

ray, or its extension, to the earth is also found, the initial elevation angle to trace the ray with the
Knowing the ionospheric path length and the height of newly developed space point-to-spacepoint progra.,
the point of closest approach of the ray there is com- from the top of the ionosphere to the ground with the
puted the number and locations of required lono- same ionospheric state and frequency. The range
spheric states. With the model parameters, the corrections agreed to 0.1 millimeters or 0.001 per-

electron density is computed at the specified points cent (the correction is 7. 3964 meters). This differ-

along the ionospheric line segment as well as at the ence is consistent with the numerical differences

reference point, taken as the point of maximum elec- between procedures in the two programs.

tron density. A deviation function which defines the
electron density at each point relative to the electron
density of the reference ionsophere for the height of RESULTS
the point under consideration is formed as the inte-
grand. The resulting line integral is next evaluated An experiment was conducted to prove the feasi-

by means of Gaussian Quadrature technique to obtain bility of satellite-to-satellite tracking. It consisted
the total electron content for the ionospheric path of a ground station tracking the GEOS-3 spacecraft

segment of the satellite-to-satellite leg of the total through the ATS-6 satellite. Consequently, actual
signal path common to this mode of tracking. The satellite-to-satellite measurements were available
ionospheric range correction for this measurement for model evaluation purposes. The test data span
is then obtained from the following equation, selected was 3-4 May 1975. During that two day

period there were four distinct passes of satellite-

6R = 40.3N r / f , to-satellite tracking extending from almost 10 hours
U. T. on 3 May to approximately 9 hours U. T. on 4

where N1 is the total electron content for the May. The passes and their start and end times are
satellite-to-satellite leg of the four legged path, and presented in Table 1. During this time interval
f is the operating frequency in Hertz. Rosman, North Carolina was the ground tracking

station.

As the model was so developed to handle all ray
path-ionosphere geometric intersections the ground The procedure was to process the test data in a
tracking configuration became just one specific case. large orbit determination program in which was Im-
Consequently the resultant model is capable of com- plemented the satellite-to-satellite ionospheric re-
puting refraction corrections for ground-borne and fraction correction model. Obtained from orbit de-
space-borne tracking. In this paper, however, only termination program for each measurement were the
the satellite-to-satellite range and range rate cor- ionospheric refraction corrections for range and
rections are considered. Furthermore, only the range rate for the satellite-to-satellite leg as well
accuracy of the model-produced corrections as as the model profile parameters for each of the pro-
determined by comparison with ray traces results files used in the computation of the corrections and
is addressed in this paper. time. The ray trace program had been modified to

accept all the profiles obtained from the orbit de-
Ray Trace Program termination program for a measurement and, when

A ray trace program was written and developed Table I
using the method and approach presented in Refer-
ence 4. It was capable of ray tracing from the ground Evaluation Data Spans
to a space point. It employed double precision arith-
metic and the numerical results of Reference 4 were Span Start Time End Time Number of
accurately reproduced. The equations relating ray Number H:M:S H:M:S Observations
path bending, group delay and local elevation angle to

local refractivity and initial elevation angle were 1 10:02:00 11:04:00 70
analyzed and modified where necessary to make the
program capable of ray tracing from space point to 2 21:05:00 22:07:50 70
space point. The new ray trace program was veri-
fied in the following manner. The previously verified 3 22:44:00 23:48:00 72
ground-space point ray trace program was used to
trace a ray from the ground to the top of the iono- 4 08:34:30 90:12:30 76
sphere with an initial elevation angle of zero degrees.
A typical daytime ionosphere with height of maximum Total Number of Observations 288
electron density of 300 kilometers and a maximum (Data Spans Occur on May 3 and 4 1975)
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computing an electron density for a particular point, for this data span. Just after acquisition the cor-
to do so using four point interpolation in density rections reach a maximum value of -17 millimeters
values obtained from four profiles for the height of per second while just prior to occultation they reach
the point In question. There were obtained in this maximum values of -37 and +106 millimeters per
manner ray trace values of ionospheric refraction second, with the model underestimating the correc-
range corrections which were used as the standard lion at the first point by 2. 7 percent, at the second
for comparison with the model produced values, point by 4, 9 percent and at the third point by 3.9 per-
Presented below are model-ray trace comparisons cent. Over the remainder of the pass the corrections
and the results of the evaluation. a% crage about 0. 2 millimeters per second, an over-

estimation of almost 15 percent.
Presented in Figure 1 are the model and ray trace

range corrections for data span one. Also presented Presented in Figure 7 are the model and ray trace
in the figure are the differences between the two, the range corrections for data span four. Since data span
residual error that remain in the measurement due four comprises just the latter half of a normal pass
to this effect. The range corrections are very large the corrections reach just one maximum of 987 centi-
on target acquisition and just prior to target occul- meters with the model underestimating the correction
tation by the earth. In these areas the corrections by 3. 7 percent. Over the first part of the span the
reach as high as 135 and 791 centimeters respec- corrections average about 24 centimeters underesti-
tively with the model underestimating the correc- mating the correction by almost 2 percent. In Figure
lions at these points by 6 and 29 centimeters, or 4 8 are presented the range rate corrections for this
and 3.5 percent low. As the target crosses the data span. Over the first part of the span the cor-
earth beneath the tracker satellite the model pro- rections are near zero and just prior to occultation
duces corrections that average near 25 centimeters reach maximum values of -100 and +94 millimeters
or approximately 6 percent larger than ray trace per second. At these points the model underestimates
values. Presented in Figure 2 are the model and ray the corrections by 2.9 and 2. 3 percent respectively.
trace range rate corrections for data span one. The
range rate corrections reach a maximum of -5CO LUIN
millimeters per second just after target acquisitionCO LUIN
and, just prior to occultation, oscillates from -87 From this preliminary evaluation it is concluded
to +94 millimeters per second, with 'he model over- that the model does quite well in computing iono-
estimating by 106 percent for the first point, by 0. 1 spheric refraction range and range rate corrections
pcent for the secnd nd neetiaigby3pr for the satellite- to-satellite leg of the satellite-to-

centforthethir pontsatellite tracking configuration. Generally, in the re-

Presented in Figure 3 are the model and ray trace gions that produce large refraction effects the model
range corrections for data span two. Just after ac- range corrections differ from ray trace values by an
quisition the corrections reach a maximum of 423 average of minus four percent while the model range
centimeters while just prior to occultation a value rate corrections are less than ray trace values by an

of 97 cntimter Is btanedwiththemode uner- average three percent. In regions of minimum re-
ofs97ictietecortis btane wit the mdcetiuner- fraction effect, where the tracker-target ray path

estimatingnthe.correcceons by 20 and 37 centimeers does not penetrate the ionosphere to the regions of
ore 4.e moe and a percen r anctgey Int Figreton maximum ionization, the model overcorrects by al-
aor thes mdela san rayt tr rangeraticretionsrag most 3 and 15 percent respectively for range and
frthi dareton span.cus afe macqmuision the range- range rate. Furthermore, there are points where
rater corecon reahil aus maxium to -14cmlai-n the model-ray trace differences reach into the high
mtherser secondm whilejst por to1 occu97ltain tens of percent. These extrema and the higher rela-

meters per second, with the model underestimating coerrte bycomptien e moeac onsphri sta ate pe
the correction by 3 percent at the first point, 3. 3 cretdb optn oeInshrcsae e
percent at the second point, and 3. 8 percent at the measurement path length.

third oint.In conclusion It appears that the model is more
Presented in Figure 5 are the model and ray trace than adequate to be used In routine orbit determina-

range corrections for data span three. Just after tion and with slight modification can be used in areas
acquisition the corrections reach a maximum of 408 whracucyeuimntaemoesinn.
centimeters and just prior to occultation reach a
maximum of 814 centimeters, with the model urder- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
estimating the corrections by 4. 3 percent at both
points. Over the middle of the data span the cor- The author acknowledges the diligent efforts of
rections average about 30 centimeters, overesti- Mr. Raymond Luczak, of Computer Sciences Corpor-
mating the corrections by almost 6 percent. In ation, who produced the data contained l'erein and
Figure 6 are presented the range rate corrections modified the ray trace program used to provide the
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ADAPTIVE CORRECTION OF THE EFFECT OF THE IONOSPHERE

ON RANGE DETERMINATION BY TERRESTRIAL RADARS

A.H. Katz and M.D. Grossi
Raytheon Company, Wayland, Massachusetts 01778

R.S. Allen
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts 01731

D.E. Donatelli
Regis College, Weston, Massachusetts 02193

ABSTRACT spheric range errors and advantageous
inasmuch as it minimizes the utiliza-

An effective correction of the range tion of the radar resources for this
errors induced by the ionosphere in scope.
terrestrial radar systems (the error
can be reduced down to 10 ft at UHF) is 1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
based on the joint use of an iono-
spheric model and of a few discrete Precision radar systems require correc-
samples of the dispersive ionospheric tions for time or range errors caused
medium taken by the radar itself (when by the ionosphere, when that medium is
dual-frequency ranging is available) or crossed in all or in part by the props-
by other means, such as reception at gation path. To first order such
the radar site of dual-frequency emis- errors are directly proportional to the
sions from navigation satellites. The integrated electron content along the
scheme makes use of a model of the path to the target. In real time these
monthly median ionosphere constructed radar errors may be substantially re-
from existing worldwide climatology duced by predictions of the expected
(and capable of providing by itself a propagation effects using a model of
residual range error not larger than 35 the monthly median ionosphere con-
ft) and updates this model with real- structed from existing worldwide china-
time dual-frequancy measurements (accu- tologies. Such median corrections are
rate in themselves to about 4 ft) of shown to have a residual day-to-day
the columnar electron content. This is r.m.s. variability about the median on
done for directions and at times for the order of 20-25 percent of the
which targets of opportunity (such as median value.
satellites and target vehicles embedded
in the ionosphere) become available. A For instance, the expected worst median
practical implementation of this real- case (daytime, equinox, sunspot maxi-
time adaptive scheme, prepared by the mum) for range errors experienced by an
authors, has confirmed that a hybrid L-band radar at mid-latitudes is shown
hardware-software approach leads to an in Table 1.
efficient utilization of radar re-
sources. An experimental evaluation By use of such a model, a goal of 35 ft
has recently been performed of this for the I-sigma residual range error
novel procedure by using both the data can be achieved at L-band even during
from a precision L-band radar and from expected worst median conditions. In
ground-based observations of the emis- precision radar systems more stringent
sions of the NNSS navigation satellite, requirements exist and the ionospheric
This experimental verification has sho induced error must be typically reduced
shown that the method is both effective to a few feet.
in terms of reduction of the iono-
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Table 1
Worst Case Monthly Median Uncorrected Range Errors (ft) at L-Band

and Their Variability (I Sigma)

Radar Elevation

0. 20' 90'

Target Range Range Range
Altitude (km) Error (ft) Sigma Error (ft) Sigma Error (ft) Sigma

1000 147 30 102 20 47 9

400 107 20 74 16 34 7

300 57 11 40 8 18 4

To satisfy such requirements, a real- realistic horizontal gradients modeled
time adaptive scheme has been developed by the median ionosphere. The adaptive
consisting of a model of the median dual-frequency updating is still suffi-
ionosphere for the particular radar cient even at these times to meet the
coverage region (derived from more com- 10-ft range error.
plicated models of worldwide climatol-
ogy) and of a set of algorithms to pro- During sporadic disturbed periods, such
vide error corrections for targets at as when impulsive TIDs generated in
specified coordinates, which together auroral substorms pass over narrow
attempt only to deliver an r.m.s. error regions of the radar coverage volume,
on the order of 25% of the expected the space-time cell over which the 10-
median correction at that location. ft specification can be met by a single
This estimate is then specified by a normalization will shrink in both space
dual-frequency dispersive probing of and time, therefore more frequent (in
the ionosphere in the target area by time and space) dual-frequency probing
the radar itself, using satellites of may become necessary.
opportunity or even target vehicles em-
bedded in the ionosphere. 2. MODEL'S SOFTWARE MECHANIZATION

The dual-frequency measurement, with 2.1 General
accuracy on the order of 4 feet, is
used to derive a normalization factor The range correction model consists of
for the median ionospheric model in the three 33-element vectors. Let's assume,
surveillance volume, dependent on the as an example, a radar azimuth span of
radar range, elevation and altitude of 130', an elevation angle span from 0.0'
the radar target, to 800, and a height span from 0 to

1000 km. Ionospheric range corrections
The interval between the model's adap- (AR) are required at each location in
tive updatings by the dual-frequency the volume. The value of LR is gener-
probing depends on the space and time ated by multiplication of the three
characteristics of the ionosphere. 33-element matrices (i for height, j

for elevation angle, and k for azimuth).
At times of low sunspot number, a 10-ft LRijk is generated by the following
range error specification can be met at equation:
mid-latitude by using a spherically
symmetric monthly median ionospheric ARij k = (Hi E A k ) C 0(U)
model, stored in the radar processor
memory and adapted with dual-frequency where
measurements made at half hourly inter- Hi is a 33-element vector which rep-
vals. This correction is effective resents the variation in height ref-
even in the presence of a strong Tray- erenced to 1000 km at a constant
eling Ionospheric Disturbance (TID). elevation angle (0.00) and constant

azimuth;
At times of high sunspot number, the
radar algorithms must consider
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Ej is a 33-element vector which rep- a 0.00 elevation angle. The constant
resents the variation in elevation K = 97.46. Note that at h = 0 km, I =
angle referenced to 0.00 at a con- 0 and the ionospheric correction is
stant azimuth and constant height zero. If in the calculation of I we
(1000 km); have I = 5.4, the value of H at i = 5.4

is determined by linear interpolation
Ak is a 33-element vector which rep- between the value of H at i = 5 and i =
resents the vzriation in azimuth 6. The constant CO is equal to I/H3 3
referenced to boresiqht at a con- and all values of H are divided by H3 3
stant height (1000 km) and constant before entry into the Hi vector.
elevation angle (0.0");

2.3 Elevation Vector
CO is a normalization constant which
makes the largest value in the Hi The elevation vector E are arrayed in
vector (which occurs at 1000 km) (sin E) space where sin E = v cos E0 +
equal to I; w sin E0 (E0 is the tilt of the array

from zenith). The 33 elements of the
U is a factor which updates the vector are generated in equal incre-
model either from a real-time pulse ments of sin space from 0.0 (j = 1) to
pair measurement from a satellite 80 (j = 33) degrees. Table 3 lists the
within the radar coverage or from an element number "j", the elevation and
ionospheric update service such as sin E for the 33 elements. If the cal-
the Air Weather Service (AWS) Pre- culated sin E from the radar data falls
diction Service. between vector elements, linear inter-

polation between vector elements will
Figure 1 provides an example of the me- be used.
dian range error predicted as a func-
tion of height and elevation angle for 2.4 Azimuth Vector
an azimuth located at the array bore-
sight. The 33-element elevation and The azimuth vector Ak [Kahrilas, 1976]
height vectors are determined from this is arrayed in (Tan bAz) space where:data. ________________________________________

dadTan Az -w cos E - v sin E
2.2 Height Vector and 0 0

At radar boresight and 0.00 elevation 6Az = A7 - Az (Az radar
angle, the range corrections at the 0 0 boresiqht

radar frequency are determined in 33 AAz varies from 0 to 65' off boresight.
steps in height. If we adopt a func- The use of equal steps in tan &Az will
tion I defined as lead to a large first step in azimuth

2 from boresight. That is, if a 33-ele-
I = K [(1 + h/R) - 11 ment vector is used the first step in

AAz space 4.s 7.6' (i.e., 0 to 7.60).
it can be shown that Thus, near the radar boresight, where

2 the greatest accuracy is required, the
I = K[(r/R) + 2(r/R) sin El fewest azimuthal vector elements will

be located. However, by using the
where h = height of target above earth function tan(4Az)/(l + 0.2 tan 2 (LAz)),
in kilometers, R is the radius of the the first step is 4' and further the
earth in kilometers, K is the scaling function provides a fairly uniform
constant such that I = 33 at h = 1000 spacing in azimuth space. As such, the
km, r is the target range in kilometers, 33-element azimuth vector is generated
and E is the elevation angle. As r and in equal steps of tan( Mz)/(l + 0.2
sin E are normally available in a real- tan 2 (LAz)) at 0.00 elevation angle (j =
time system, it is relatively straight- 1) and h = 1000 km (i = 33). Table 4
forward to calculate I. Thus, storing lists the 33 elements of the azimuthal
the ionospheric corrections in I s~ace vector including the element number "k",
reduces computational requirements. the true azimuth, the difference be-
Table 2 shows the value of i, I and the tween true and boresight azimuth, and
corresponding height for 33 steps along (tan(AAz)/(l + 0.2 tan 2 (AAz)) from the
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Table 2 Table 3
Height Vector Hi Elevation Vector E.

i I h (km) H. (j)

0 Vector E sin E E.1 1 32.6 Element _

2 2 65.0 1 0.00 0.0000
3 3 2 1.76 0.030783 3 97.3 4j Q
M 3 3.53 0.06156

31 31 943.3 0 Ca.
32 32 971.7
33 33 1000.0 31 67.43 0.9234

32 72.59 0.9542

33 80.05 0.9849

Table 4
Azimuth Vector Ak

z ) tan (AAz)
K 6Az 2Ak

(1 + 0.2 tan (AAz))
1 -65.0 -1.117
2 -57.2 -1.047

3 -52.8 -0.977

4JW
0 >,

31 52.8 +0.977 0

32 57.2 +1.047
11 65.0 +1.116

radar data falls between vector ele- The update algorithm for the pulse pair
ments, linear interpolation between (Upp) is
vector elements will be used. 6b

Upp tiR
2.5 Update Procedure ijkwhere2 2

In our study we have considered two up- w( - R) fH2 fL
2

date procedures, one adaptive and one Lb = 2 2 2
non-adaptive. In both cases a single f Op(f - fL
value multiplicatively updates the val-
ues of ARijk for all i, j and k. The RL i- the apparent range to
first update procedure is based on the satellite at fL
use of a pulse pair (dual frequency)
measurement of the ionosphere by using RH is the apparent range to
a satellite of opportunity as the tar- satellite at f
get. This update procedure must be re-

peated every half-hour. The second fOP is the operating frequency of
procedure is a non-adaptive update the radar
approach based on data provided by an
ionospheric update service such as AWS. Lb is the ionospheric correction factor
If the dual-frequency measurement is obtained directly from the pulse pair
not available or otherwise unacceptable measurements and &Rijk is the predic-
for whatever reason, the AWS update is tion of the model at that location.
used instead. In addition, the AWS up-
date is used to ensure that the pulse The Air Weather Service (AWS) provides
pair (dual frequency) update does not an update UAWS on a three-hour basis.
generate unreasonable corrections This number is used in the same manner

as the number generated from the dual-
frequency measurement except that it
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requires an operator-initiated action, the 10 computer cards for April 1977 at
The update is defined as the ratio UAW 0000Z. The first card is a header card
where AS which specifies the month, year, hour

AWS Predicted TEC (in universal time) and the constant C0
UAW Mein in feet. The first card also identi-

AWS edia TECfies the source of the ionospheric

range correction, the elevation cover-
where TEC is the vertical Total Elec- age sector, and the azimuthal coverage
tron Content. The update UAWS is pro- sector. The last 7 columns of each
vided for the "nominal ionospheric card (columns --- 0) contain the year.
characteristic location" for the radar month, hour and card number, with the
coverage, header card Ca~rd No. 0. The next three

cards contain the height vectur Hi.
The location of Hi~ for 1 =I to 33 is

Finally, a brief comment on when the noted oni F' ure 2. In like manner,
update occurs and the time sequence in- cards 5 and 7 contain the elevation
volved in using the vectors from one vector E in sin space and cards 8, 9
hour to the next. A given set of vec- and 1I --ontain the azimuth vector Ak in
tors will be used from 30 minutes be- tan space. Figure 3 is a listing of
fore the hour until 29 minutes. 59 sec- the computer cards which provide the
onds after the hour (e.g. the OOZ deck ionospheric range error model for the
is used from 2330:00 until 0029:59). month of April 1977.
If an event occurs during the last few
minutes of the half-hour and will con-
tinue into the next hour, the new table 3. VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
for the next hour should not be entered
until the event has ended. 3.1 General

In addition to updating the model for Range correction, to the first order,
the one-hour time period which encom- is directly proportional to the inte-
passes the pulse-pair measurement, a grated electron content along the slant
pulse-pair measurement can also be used ray path and for an L-band radar track-
to update the model for succeeding ing a target at 5 degrees elevation
hours. However, three hours after the angle at a height of 1000 km. the pro-
pulse-pair update was obtained, the portionally constant is 7.1 feet for
median model should be used with the each TEC unit of 1016 el/in2 . A recent
AWS update unless a new pulse-pair study of the temporal variability of
measurement is made. That is. each TEC at a station very similar to the
pulse-pair update should be considered target area of the L-band radar re-
valid for at most three hours. The up- ferred to in this paper iDulong. 1977]
date ratio that is obtained during a can be used to estimate the effective-
specific hour can be used to update the ness of the updating techniques across
set of vectors which represent the fol- the overall radar's operational time.
lowing two hours. it must be remem-
bered, however, that the update factor The average day-to-day variability of
or ratio once calculated does not the residual range correction after us-
change even though a new set of vectors ing the monthly median as a predictor
representing the next hour is used, will be 20% to 25% of the monthly medi-

an at night. The absolute error is
2.6 Software Structure for the about 2 to 3 times greater in daytime

Ionospheric Range Correction than in nighttime.
Procedure

An evaluation of the effectiveness of
For each hour of the day (24 hours per the correction method illustrated in
day) ten computer cards will form the this paper was performed using nine
set of inputs required by the model. years of continuous TEC measurements at
The 24 sets of ten computer cards will Hamilton, Mass., a station very similar
be valid for each day of the month, to the target area of the radar under
Each new month will require a new 7e~t evaluation, in geographic and geomag-
of cards. Figure 2 shows a listing of netic coordinates. This has shown that
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one calibration update performed ac- sequential NNSS passes shows that the
cording to our method in th~e target ionosphere was depressed below the ex-
area can reduce the residual error by pected medians during the predawn hours
60% when the update is one hour old and and that a deep trough formed near 49 N
by 30% (in daytime) even when the up- geographic latitude (L 14) at the
date is three hours old, minimum. The NNSS pass near midnight

local time (0005 LT) indicates the
3.2 Effect of Local Features start of this feature, which was quite

deep four hours later. With such a
When the highest precision is required, trough near the horizon of our radar,
then large local enhancements such as the residual error with respect to the
latitudinal gradients over the whole predicted median would be increased by
field of view, medium scale traveling a factor of about three to account for
disturbances and persistent localized the slant thickness of the ionosphere.
features such as the mid-latitude
trough are of concern. To assess their An on-going study [Allen et al, 1977]
effects, a study is underway using suggests that general enhancements of
field observations taken with the Navy the ionosphere, changes in latitudinal
Navigation Satellite System satellites gradients and large local features, may
[Leitinger and Hartmann, 19761. This be tracked by local measurements, such
can be illustrated by Figure 4. The as the dual-frequency update, and that
procedure consists of first determining they may be extended over the field of
the equivalent vertical range correc- view. The density of the updating grid
tions for the ionosphere along a NNSS in space and time will be determined by
track as for 1120 local time, 12 Decem- the stringency of the metric require-
ber 1975. This information, plotted ments of the radar.
versus latitude, is then compared to
the prediction of the median expected 3.3 L-Band Radar Data
for the month. Thus, scaling factors
are obtained as a function of latitude. The proposed approach has been evalu-
These scaling factors are then used to ated by comparing L-band radar observa-
update the median prediction over the tions with predicted (and updated)
whole field of view for the next pass, ionospheric range errors. Figure 6
in this case at 1240 local time. In shows the comparison between median
this way a sequential set of NNSS predictions and radar observations of
tracks can be used to simulate first ionospheric range error (the radar ob-
the update calibration and then the servations of the ionosphere were ob-
actual radar measurement. tained using differential time dela-

from dual-frequency transmission from
AS seen in F'igure 4, the gradients of the radar) . In this case the median
the uncorrected median, derived from a predicted and radar observations (at
smooth climatology of the ionosphere, the normalization point) were equiva-
do not match the actual gradients ob- lent and no update was required. The
served at 1240, resulting in large ab- difference between the prediction and
solute residual errors in some regions, the observation was in all cases less
The adapted prediction, even though it than 5 ft.
is an hour and twenty minutes old and
from a somewhat different longitude The second example (Figure 7) shows
region, still significantly reduces the that the median predicti-ins were under-ti
error. Note however that some of the predicting the required range correc-
medium scale features of the 1120 iono- tion. However, updating the median
sphere are either displaced or changed prediction substantially reduces the
in the 1240 ionosphere, which suggests discrepancy between predicted and
that there would be the need of some measured data.
f'-itering of the spatial information in
the update process. 4. CONCLUSIONS

The effect of the mid-latitude trough The effectiveness of the adaptive cor-
is sampled in Figu_ (after Leitinger rection of the deteriorating influence
and Hartmann, 1976). This series of of the ionosphere on the range accuracy
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of terrestrial radars [Allen et al, Allen, R.S., D.E. Donatelli, G.K.
1976; DuLong et al, 1977; Katz et al, Hartmann, R. Leitinger, Adaptive Map-
19771 has been confirmed by experimen- ping of Mid-Latitude Ionosphere, AFGL-
tal findings. TR-77-0176, August 1977.

By updating climatological models of DuLong, D.D., Reduction of the Uncer-
the expected ionospheric errors with tainties of Range Correction, AFGL-TR-
real-time dual-frequency measurements 77-0125, June 1977.
of the medium, it was shown that L-band
radar range errors could be kept at all Kahrilas, P.J., Electronic Scanning
times below 10 ft with a spatially and Radar Systems (ESRS) Design Handbook,
temporally rare application of the up- Chapter 7, Artech House, Inc., 1976.
dating process. This statement holds
true even taking into account the pres- Katz, A.H., M.D. Grossi, T.I.S. Boak,
ence of localized gradients and fea- Practical Implementation of Adaptive
tures, of difficult inclusion in clima- Ionospheric Range Error Correction for
tological models. To accommodate then High Accuracy Radars, URSI Meeting,
exceptional ionospheric circumstances San Francisco, Cal., June 1977.
or more stringent radar range accuracy
requirements, our method must simply be Leitinger, R. and G.K. Hartmann, Time
applied with a higher spatial and and Latitude Dependence of Ionospheric
temporal density. Electron Content from the Combination

of NNSS and ATS-6 Data, COSPAR Sympo-
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Figure 1 Plot Of Range Error (feet) at L-Band VS Height and Down Range
for Selected Elevation Angles for O000Z, April 1977
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APRIL 1977, lIOUR 1,. CU- 4.03, 7704180

.00 .!U .00 .00 .01 .02 .03 .05 .08 .22 .4U I--W: 77;,4181

.55 .67 .74 .79 .83 .85 .87 .89 .90 .91 .92 I--h' 7704U2
.93 .94 .94 .95 .96 .97 .97 .99 .99 .99 1.00 I--ST 77j41 3

1.00 1.0b 1.15 1.26 1.39 1.51 1.67 1.72 1.69 1.62 1.55 SI';!:L 77',418.
1.49 1.43 1.37 1.32 1.27 1.23 1.19 1.14 1.11 1.07 1.04 SINEL 7 741b5
1.00 .97 .95 .92 .89 .87 .85 .83 .81 .79 .7? SiEL 77U4186
2.28 2.13 2.04 2.00 2.01 2.09 2.u 2.05 2.01 1.98 1.70 TA:;AZ 77u4 187
1.38 1.21 1.10 1.04 1.01 1.00 1.0O 1.01 1.02 1.04 1.07 TA:;.Z 7704183
1.09 1.13 1.16 1.2u 1.24 1.28 1.32 1.37 1.41 1.45 1.51 TA:XZ 7!,4189
AeRIL 1977. HOUR 19. CU= 8.75, 7704190

.00 .0U .0U .06 .15 .24 .33 .42 .53 .63 .71 I--HT 7704191
.79 .84 .88 .90 .92 .93 .94 .95 .95 .96 .96 I--HT 7704192
.97 .97 .97 .98 .98 .98 .99 .99 .99 1.O 1.00 I--HlT 770'193

1.00 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.01 .99 .96 .93 .90 .87 .83 SINEL 77U4194
.8U .77 .7,. .72 .69 .67 .64 .62 .60 .58 .56 SIZCL 77U4195
.55 .53 .51 .50 .49 .47 .46 .45 .44 .43 .42 SI:EL 7704196

1.20 1.14 1.11 1.08 1.06 1.03 1.o2 1.00 1.00 1.03 1.U4 I;NAZ 7704197
1.05 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.02 1.0u .97 .94 .90 .87 .85 TA:AZ 7704198
.84 .85 .86 .87 .90 .92 .96 1.00 1.05 1.11 1.20 TA.;AZ 7704199
APRIL 1977, HOUR 20, Cc- 9.75, 77042

.00 .00 .01 .09 .21 .36 .50 .63 .72 .79 .84 I--HT 7
.87 .90 .91 .93 .93 .94 .95 .95 .96 .96 .97 1-- "  

-
.97 .97 .98 .98 .98 .99 "99 .99 .99 1.00 1.02

1.00 1.01 1.01 1.00 .99 .97 .95 .92 .89 .86 77,.2.
.80 .77 .74 .71 .69 .66 .64 .62 .60 .63 I--H7 77U421

.5 .5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 .97 I--tHT 7704212
1.19 1.14 1.11 1.08 1.06 1.04 1.02 1.01.01)U-.4,7U423
.96 .95 .95 .96 .98 I.00 1.02 1.03 9 . E 701,.Io 1.12 1.15 1.17 1.19 1.22 . 24 1.9.9 .7 L., 7704215
APRIL 1977, H"OUR 2, CO- 1U.51. .43 .2 S1:.,XL 77u4216
.90 .00 .98 .98 .94" 4.
.91 .92 .93 .94 .95 .95 1. . 1 . .4 T.ANAZ 770421

.98 .98 .97 .96 .9 1 1.11 1.14 1.51 AAZ. 774229

1.20 120 12 .! .41 1.1.4 4 1.4 .1 0.6 1.\0z0 7101-229

.83 .80 .7 .30 .52 .70 .77 .86 .90 I-- 7 .4231

.92 .54 95 . 6 .96 .97 .97 .97 .9 ti .98 .'8 --HI 7704222

.28 1.99 99 99 .99 .99 .99 1.00 1.f20 1.00 I ~ -- HI 77G4223
1.001.0 1.0 1.03 1.01 .98 .9 5 .9. 1 7 . 63*7 St:;L 7704A224

1. 7 9 .7u .63 .61 .6 ...6 .54 .5j .50 S1;oi 77(j225
.,U . 47 .45 .S4.4 .4 .41 .40 3 .39 '.7LL 7U4226

.J 1 .9 1.07 1.95 1.04 1.03 1.02 1.04 .93 .99 .99 TA',. .77227
.98 .98 .97 .96 .97 1.00 1.U4 1.08 1.11 1.11 1.13 A:;.AZ 77U.422:

1.21 1.2 1.28 1.3! 1.3 1.27 1.40 1.3 1.36 1.37 1.56 T.\' 7Z .. ,4229
APRIL 1977, ltOUR 2 , Co

= 13.5A 7p7,i4290
.00 .00 .01 .09 .21 .36 .52 .b6 .77 . 5 . 9 I--fT M ' 7 "031
.92 .94 .95 .96 .96 .97 .97 .97 .93 .98 .48 I--.4T 77iU'232
.1M .9') .99 .99 .99 .99 .9 9 1.0 I I.0 O .,U I. -'0 1--.iT 77 '- 3

1.00 1.93 1.04 !.03 1.01 .98 .9.,. .9: .67 .Sj .7q. S",: L 7 7 "2 34
.75 .72 .69 .66 .63 .61 .58 .56 .54 .5: 5 S il 1. 7% -1 3 5
.4? .:,7 .45 .44 .'5 .3 .4,) .3,) .3.1 .31- .36 51'. L ; U .: 36

1.U4 .99 .98 .97 .96 .95 .94 .94 .93 .93 .9 2 T N' A\ 77,.
.92 .92 .93 .95 .97 1.01) 1.33 1 .') ; - L' '.11 t.13 T\'LA. 7 7 j.2 A

1.16 1.18 1.21 1.23 1.25 1.27 1.3o 1.112 1.34, 1.37 1.43 I.,:,A2 00U',239

Figure 3 Example of Listing of Computer Deck for Ionospheric

Correction (April 1977)
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GO0GRAP6SC LAISTUDE, DEGREES

Figure 4 Adaptive Modeling Using Data Figure 6 Comparison of L-Band Radar
from NNSS Measur-ements. 1st pass at Observations with Predicted Ionospheric
1120 LT is used to scale predicted Range Errors
latitudinal variation at 1120 LT and
then the scaled values are predicted
forward to 1240 LT.

PREDICTED 12 OCTOBER (974

LOCAL TIME

0900 ORSERVATION

0640 '- ~0920 -"'

0640

000510005

A 0400'

GEOGRAF HIC t AS! SE. DEGREES

Figure 5 Sample of the Effect of the Figure 7 Comparison of L-Band Radar
Trough in Electron Density, Seen Near observations with Predicted and Adap-
49'N Latitude on 12 Oct. 1974 on the tively Updated Ionospheric Range Errors
Expected Range Correction for an L-band
Radar
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TRAI'SIONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION EFFECTS ON COHERENT INTEGRATION BY GROUND-BASED RADARS

R. Win. Bush

HMED, General Electric Company

Syracuse, New York 13221

ABSTRACT I. INTRODUCTION

Coherent processing of multiple radar returns Advancements in equipment technology are
is utilized in a wide variety of applications to ex- making coherent processing more and more attrac-
tract critical signal information and to enhance the tive as an efficient technique to exploit the basic
performance capabilities of a given radar system, capability of a modern radar. As a result there
The quality of information and degree of enhance- is a large community interested in utilizing the

ment improves in proportion to the length of co- technique for very diverse applications. Examples
herent observation. Phase perturbations induced include radar imaging of satellites from complex
by the ionosphere from spatial and temporal varia- receive signal returns for Space Object identifica-
tions in electron density are shown to ultimately tion (SOl); enhancement of angular resolution
imit the useful coherence intervals to times from through synthetic aperture, vehicle-borne radars
.ractions of a minute at VHF to several minutes at for terrain mapping; and coherent integration of
-.-band frequencies. multiple pulses to extend the per-pulse detection

and tracking ranges of ground-based radars out to

The degradation in coherent processing is a and beyond synchronous satellite altitudes. The
function of both the particular processor being con- performance ochieved for each of these techniques
L,dered and the nature of the phase perturbations is ultimately limited by phase perturbations induced
encountered. In recent years, the coherent proc- by the external environment.
essor has generally taken the form of a digital Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) to map the time (or Numerous investigators have observed a wide
spatial) omaln into the frequency domain. The range of effects on RF signals propagated through
performance of an FFT processor is evaluated the ionosphere. The phenomena which account for
parametri lly for typical phase perturbations the observed effects are dependent upon both spatial
associpted with various observed ionospheric and temporal variables, some of which are geo-
states. The observed ionospheric effects treated graphic location, season, local time, solar flux,
include: the slow but very large phase changes and magnetic activity. The observed phenomena
which result from diurnal variations in total elec- not only differ in form but also vary greatly In level
tron content (TEC); the sinusoldal, more rapid of activity and frequency of occurrence. A brief
phase changes which result from traveling iono- review of the observed phenomena is presented to
spheric disturbances (TID's); and the random phase form a basis for analyzing the effects of ionospheric-
fluctuations which result from signal scintillation induced phase perturbations upon coherent ntegra-
in the presence of small-scale Irregularities. tion.
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I. SURVEY OF IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS TECMAX  n2wK

The ionosphere may be viewed as a non- TEC 16.9 K 0 AK cos 2- )
homogeneous cloud of free electrons (and other (2)
particles). Both spatial and temporal variations where
in the distribution and number of electrons will,
in general, result in an associated variation in the TECMAX is the maximum TEC observed over
signal phase of a satellite transmission (or radar the day
echo return). Slow variations in phase delay are AK' eK are the Fourier component amplitude
a result of gradual changes in electron content and and phase
the presence of large-scale irregularities, such as P is the period of a day

occur during diurnal variations in total electron
content (TEC) and traveling ionospheric disturbances Traveling Ionospheric Disturbances (TID's)
(TD's). Random fluctuations occur during signalscintillations caused by small-scale irregularities. Traveling ionospheric disturbances (IM's),

are large-scale compressions and rarefactions of
Diurnal Variations in Electron Content electron-density in the F-region of the ionosphere

possessing a normal component of velocity relative
The total electron content in a local region of to the path of propagation. They have been observed

the ionosphere has been shown(l) to vary in a near- since the early 1950's, through the use of a variety
cyclic manner with a period of a day, as illustrated of techniques, including lonosondes, spaced doppler
in Figure 1. The data represents one month of con- sounders, and incoherent-scatter radars. The

presence of TrIDs has been shown( 2 ) to induce
quasi-sinusoidal phase perturbations, as illustrated

TO in Figure 2.
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U.T. Figure 2. Differential-Doppler Residuals and Their
Figure 1. Variations In Total Electron Content Power Spectra in the Presence of a Long-

from Kingston, Jamaica, West Indies, Period TID (After Evans, 1973)
March 1972 (After Klobuchan, 1973)

tinuous recordings of TEC superimposed over a 24- Observations compiled by Davies and Jones(3)
hour period. The minimum TEC occurs duringand Hunsucker and Tvetten( 4 ) indicated that the de-
early morning and increases more than tenfold to scribing parameters for TID's vary over a rather
a peak value at early evening. During the early large range of values. The typical wavelengths for

pean and early evening, the TEC varies in an observed TID's vary from 150 km (at the 10 per-extremely non-linear fashion, which induces non- centile) to 1000 km (at the 90 percentile). The ob-
extremelyhnon-linearrfaion, hic induospresd no- served velocities range from 95 m/second (at the
linear phase perturbations that tend to spread the 10 percentile) to 200 m/second (at the 90 percentile).signal spectrum of RF transmissions propagated The reported periods varied from 16 minutes (at the
through the medium. These variations are of p,- 10 percentile) to 120 minutes (at the 90 percentile),
tential concern and are treated in Section TV.10pretl)o12mius(ath90ecnie,with a median value of approximately 28 minutes.

If we conasider nearly vertically directed signal
propagation paths, the two-way phase shift 0 is The frequency of occurrence and characteris-
given by tics of the TID have been shown by Evans(5 ) to de-

TEC pend upon time of day, season, and geographic lati-
OTEC= 16.9 _.. (1) tude. The most frequent and most severe TID'soccur during the daylight hours. The degree of

where TEC is the total electron content in units of modulation is typically 1% to 2%.
1012 electrons/cm 2 and F is the frequency in GHz
(109 Hz). If the path of propagation is at an angle The magnitude and rate of phase change caused
of b with respect to the zenith, then the path length by TID's are a function of the ambient TEC, the
through the Ionosphere increases proportional to percent modulation, the location in time along the
sec 4,. TID wave, and the operating frequency

Since the diurnal variations in TEC are peri- 16.9 cos rt L
odic, they can be approximated by a harmonic series: TID( t ) 1 9 T-= cs (3)
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where For moderate phase variations, the performance
of the FFT can be easily evaluated by shifting the

TEC is the ambient total electron content signal spectrum down to baseband and applying
(1012 electrons/cm

2 ) Equation 4 for n= 0.
M is the fractional modulation
T is the period of the TIP (seconds) We begin by examining the response of the FFT
L is the spatial wavelength (kin) to systematic phase perturbations. A unit amplitude
v is the horizontal velocity component signal which exhibits a sinusoidal phase perturba-

(kmi/second) tion such as induced by the presence of a TID of

F is the operating frequency (GHz) amplitude A 0 and frequency c T can be expressed

as
Signal Scintillations 5(t) =e

j A 6 sin ( oTt) (5)

Scintillations in the amplitude and phase of an
RF signal propagated through the ionosphere are Substituting Equation 5 into Equation 4 and replacing
caused by refraction and diffraction of the signal the summation by an integral for large values of N,as it passes through small-scale irregularities it follows that:

which possess a normal component of velocity rela-
tive to the path of propagation. For the case of T
satellite transmissions (or radar echo returns), s f T eJA sin d
the relative velocity is generally a combination of T J

the motion of the satellite and the ionospheric -
plasma drift. Amplitude and phase scintillation
have been frequently(

6
) observed at VHF, as illus- If the coherent integration is taken over the full

trated in Figure 3. period of the sinusoid, then Equation 6 can be rec-

.first kind:

(AE)) f e
j e sin(x) dx (7)

0 T

The coherent integration loss is simply computed
from a tabulation of Jo (A 0). The family of side-

Figure 3. Observed VHF Amplitude and Phase band components for the familiar FM spectrum are
Scintillation (After Fremouw, 1976) given by the higher-order Bessel functions. For

large phase excursion (modulation indices A E > Tr)

The characteristics of signal scintillation have the energy of the sidebands can exceed the carrier
been described statistically in terms of intensity and must therefore be evaluated.
and phase scintillation indices, S4 and cr,. Both
short-term and long-term statistics have been com- If the integration is taken over a portion of the
piled, (6) The short-term statistics include quan- .,inusoid, the non-linear phase perturbations can
titative values for S4 and a. The long-term sta- be expressed to a first approximation in terms of
tistics include frequencies of occurrence for sev- a quadratic phase trend.
eral different archetypes of activity. a

2

IMl. PROCESSOR CHARACTERIZATION s (t) = e 
j  (8)

Analytic Description Substitution of Equation 8 into Equation 4 and re-
placing the summation by an integral yields the

Coherent integration of a sequence of N com- normalized complex Fresnel integral

plex signal samples is achieved by systematically
combing the samples to align the signal vectors in 1 x . t2
phase. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm z(x) dt (9)

is commonly used to coherently process a sequence 0

of complex samples with linear time-varying phaseaccording to the Discrete Fourier Transform The coherent integration loss is simply computed
from a tabulation of the real Fresnel integrals C(X)

N-I and S(X). If we evaluate Equation 4 for all values
I N e -j ( - ) n k ') of n, we can obtain the spectral components of the

n  - 0 k N familiar linear frequency modulation waveform.
k=0 Again for large phase excursions, the energy of

The evaluation of ionospheric phase perturba- the sidebands can exceed the carrier and must

tion which follows assumes that an FFT processor, therefore be evaluated.
or its equivalent, has been implemented to perform
coherent integration. Therefore, any non-linear The analysis of the random phase fluctuations,

(i. e., non-uniform, time-varying) phase change associated with scintillation, is based upon a con-
will in general degrade the coherent integration. servative assumption that the phase errors are in-
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dependent sample to sample. Since we are con- 2

sidering a random process, the quantity of interest
is the expected value. Without loss in generality, PHASE VARIATION
we can again consider the output of the zero doppler o SIUSOIIAL
cell. Two distributions are considered, the normal OE LOSS UADA

or Gaussian pdf, which is characteristic of a noise- + UNFORM r.w.

like environment, and the uniform pdf which is char- -1 x-ASINrv
acteristic of a dispersive distribution. -2

The calculations are greatly simplified if one
recognizes that the quadrature components cancel,
and Equation 4 reduces to simply

I N-1 1 N-1 -4

S 1: R Z Cos4 (10)
k=0 k=0

The expected value of Equation 10 can be expressed -6

in terms of the probability distribution f,, (4')

o><Cosb> f cos 6 f,> (6) db (11)

For Gaussian distributed phase perturbations with
zero mean and variance a 2, the loss is easily -_10
calculated as 0 0 IS 276 WA 450 5

MAXIMUM Io, PHASE EXCURSION DI[C,

L(B)= 4.343 or 
2  (12) Figure 4. Coherent Integration Loss for Determin-

istic and Random Phase Fluctuations
For uniformly distributed phase perturbations with

zero mean and standard deviation the loss is cursion. The phase excursion represents the peak

calculated as phase error over the observation interval for deter-
ministic variations and three times the standard de-

n(#- )viation of the phase perturbations for the random
L(dB) g (13) variation. The losses shown for sinusoidal phaseLjog variations are those associated with an integration

time interval equal to a half-period centered about
the peak of the phase excursion. As illustrated,The analytic equations developed have been vali- the coherent integration loss increases rapidly

dated for the assumed models using a computer (nearly quadratically as a function of phase) for

simulation which emulated the radar FFT processor, phase excursions beyond 90.

The results are consistent for moderate integration

losses in which the peak signal output occurs in the The degradation in signal-to-noise ratio from
zero doppler cell. Large phase perturbations be- quadratic time varying losses is shown on Figure 5.
come difficult to evaluate analytically for two rea-
sons: first, the maximum signal output does not
occur in the zero doppler cell, and hence the cal-
culations become somewhat more involved; second,
spectral fold-over occurring in the FFT process DEGRADED

PER FORMANCE
further complicates the calculations.

Computer Simulation

To assess the sensitivity of coherent integration
to the variety of parameters which characterize the
observed ionospheric effects, a computer simulation
was implemented to emulate the characteristics of IEAL
the radar. Specifically, the various models de- PERFORMANCE

veloped to mathematically describe the phase per-
turbations were exercised using parameter values
representative of those experimentally observed.
A digital FFT algorithm was used to coherently in-
tegrate phase-perturbed sequences of time samples.

The coherent integration loss resulting from I ? 4 R 16 P
sinusoidal and quadratic deterministic phase ex- NORMAL1tnO INTEGRATION TInME
cursions, and from uniformly and Gaussian distrib- Figure 5. Degradation in Integrated Signal-to-
uted, random, independent phase perturbations are Noise Ratio from Time-Varying Phase
illustrated in Figure 4 as a function of the phase ex- Errors



The significant point being illustrated is that once
the maximum phase error reaches a value of
approximately 900, the signal-to-noise ratioe 0
ceases to improve and actually decreases as time
progresses. This is intuitively satisfying, since
the signal vectors tend to cancel as the phase dif-
ference exceeds 900.V-F

IV. PARAMETRIC EVALUATION 10

A set of curves are presented which quantita- TIME OF DAY

tively describe the expected degradation in coherent 6,30 AM
integration for typical and extreme conditions within 1

0 20 246 40 60 720 W8 0the ionosphere. The curves were generated using INTEGRATION TIME INTRVAL iSEC)
a software FFT algorithm operating on simulated
data. The presentation of the data allows an esti- Figure 7. Coherent Integration Loss from
mate of the useful length of coherent integration as Diurnal Variations in Electron
a function of the parameters which characterize the Content

particular ionospheric effects. Each of the phe-
nomena described in Section II are treated separ- Limitations from TID's
ately. In practice, perturbations resulting from
each ionospheric effect are all present to some de- The phase perturbations induced by the pres-
gree. ence of a TID are a function of percent modulation

and ambient TEC, the period of the TID, the time
Limitations from Diurnal Variations in TEC of integration within the period of the TID, and the

frequency of the signal being propagated. A set of
The mathematical model presented in Section four graphs are presented which parametrically

11, together with reported( 5 ) diurnal variations in describe the expected coherent integration loss and
TEC, was used to generate phase perturbations of useful coherent integration time for the VHF, UHF,
simulated radar signals as a function of time of day, and L-band frequencies of interest. The values
As shown in Figure 6, several thousand radians of used for the parameters cover the range of ex-
phase change occur at UHF throughout the period of treme and typical values observed. (2, 3, 4)
a day. The most non-linear phase variations are
noted to occur in the early morning hours of the day. The coherent integration loss as a function of

coherent integration time at the maximum point of
a TID Is presented on Figure 8. The parameters,
for the TID shown, represent a short period TID

65 - 2.5 occurring during late afternoon where the TEC is

2maximum. These parameters represent near-
-- - 2.0worst-case conditions. The coherent integration

time is limited to approximately 30 seconds at
9 15t VHF, 60 seconds at UHF, and 120 seconds at L-

M lband.

S26 -1.0~
/ 10 TIOD CHARACTERISIICS

- CALCULATED VALUES -5 , 101
2 
elk

r
.
2

o3 OBSERVED 0.5 4LUE 6881OLC •

- ,5 PKRIOD 6m
0 0 TIME INTERVAL CENnIR

109e00 2160D 400 9" O AT40 5Q0 840 PEAK Of TIDMORNING NOON EVENING 0 0. .. IUV CENIOR

TINE OF DAY iSEC -t -B"ANDO

Figure 6. Typical Diurnal Variation in Electron 0U...

Content and Corresponding Phase Shift
at UHF (Reference 5)

To assess the sensitivity of the loss to both the
operating frequency and length of integration time,
the losses were computed for the worst part of the -15t
day (during sunrise). Figure 7 presents the co- _12
herent integration loss experience at VHF, UHF, 0 -- 6 -- " o a o
and L-band as a function of the length of coherent INTEGRATON TIME INRVAL ISC,

integration time. The data indicates that for VHF, Figure 8. Coherent Integration Loss from TID's
the coherent integration time is limited to a few as a Function of Coherent Integration
hundred seconds. At UHF, useful coherent times Time Interval
are available up to eight minutes. At L-band, there The coherent integration loss as a function of
is no significant limitation to coherent integTation the midpoint of the integration time interval is
for the time intervals considered, shown on Figure 9. The previous illustrations
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The coherent integration loss as a function of
01 TI CHARACTERISTICS the amplitude of the TID is presented in Figure 11.

-AMBIENT TIC . 6 . 10
12 

[L/CM The amplitude of the TID is characterized by the
A M00ULATIO - 2 ambient TEC and fractional modulation M. Change

PERIoD 16 MIN. in amplitude, M * TEC, can be interpreted as eitherINTEGRATION TIME - 120 SECONDS changes in ambient TEC or fractional modulation or

_both. For example, the midportion of the figure
L-BANO r.-- epresents the expected coherent integration loss

W 7 1_7 Jfor a midday TID with a 1% modulation. The left-
"5i '  hand portion of the plot represents the expected

UHF coherent integration loss for 2% modulation during
the night-time hours of the day in which the T -C is

- V0 generally an order of magnitude below the peak.

TID C HARACTERI STICS

0 30 60 90 120 150 1IO 210 240 PERIOD - 16 MIN.
MIDPOINT OF TIE INTEGRATION TIME INTERVAL (SECI 5 INTEGRATION TIME - 120 SEC.

TIME INTERVAL CENTER AT
PEAK OF TID

Figure 9. Coherent Integration Loss from TID's |
as a Function of the Midpoint of the 0.
Integration Time Interval

assumed that the integration time interval was - ".. UHF~

centered about the peak of the TID, which produces
the greatest non-linear phase excursions. At UHF -HF
and L-band, the coherent integration loss decreases
to zero when the integration time interval is cen-
tered about the point of inflection of the TID wave- -15
form. The change in integration loss is seen to
vary gradually as a function to the midpoint position. 0.0 0.16 0.3 0.40 0.64 0.9O 0.96 1.12 1.28

TID MODULATION M*TC (1012 EL)CM
2

1

The coherent integration loss as a function of
the period of the TID's is illustrated in Figure 10. Figure 11. Coherent Integration Loss from TID's
A coherent integration time of 120 seconds was as a Function of the Magnitude of the
assumed. At UHF, the loss is significant for TID TID
periods less than 28 minutes, which corresponds
to approximately 50% of the observed periods. At Limitations from Scintillation
VHF, significant losses are present for TID
periods up to 50 minutes, or for nearly 75% of the An estimate of the expected losses for coherent
periods observed. The magnitude of 29 modulation integration in the presence of phase scintillations is
for an ambient TEC of 65 x 1012 el/cm represents made based upon the observations analyzed by Fre-
typical daily extremes. The TEC and, consequently, mouw(6 ) and the assumptions that the phase fluctua-
the magnitude are significantly lower over most tions are independent and Gaussian distributed.
parts of the day.

The loss has been shown in Section III to vary
proportionally with the square of the standard de-

10 - T1D CHARACTERISTICS viation ao. The standard deviation has been ob-
AME8NT TC 6 5 x 

1012 
elkm

2  served to vary inversely with frequency. Thus,
IN %MRATION TIM- 120 Se. for a given degree of scintillation, the loss varies
TIME INTERVAL CENTER as the inverse of the square of the frequency.

0, TeAT PEAK OF TID
o0 - ... _ A. The minimum, average, and maximum coherent

Lintegration loss at VHF, UHF, and L-band associ-
Uated with the reported(6 ) minimum, average, and

W -5 - maximum phase scintillation index (r4 are presented
ain Figure 12 for six archetypes of activity observed.

The maximum losses computed for VHF are signifi-
-1, cant even during the quiet periods observed. The

average losses computed for UHF are insignificant
-15 for all activities except those that are very active.

E 120 () 20W 2W 260 30 0 0 A cumulative distribution of the frequency of
PERIOD OF TID ISEC) occurrence for the various archetypes of ob-

served(6 ) activity level is presented on Figure 13

Figure 1C. Coherent Integration Loss from TID's for 250 observations collected at Ancon, Peru,

as a Function of the Period of the TID Stanford, California, and Poker Flat, Alaska.
Over 95% of the scintillations observed were less
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20 - phase error and the associated loss would be in->) variant with the observation interval. For cor-
F REqUNCY related phase perturbations, however, it is not

*1AN possible to quantitatively interpolate or extrapolate0-1 L-BAN0 the results to other time intervals using the phase
variance as the only statistical parameter.~ 10

10V CONCLUSION
The evaluation of the effect of various types of

induced ionospheric phase perturbations on coherent
-integration indicates that the useful coherence times~can be expected to vary from tens of seconds to

-4I several hundred seconds. The actual limitation
0 AIV- o • o S - depends upon the operating frequency and state of

- L Vl I ACTIVE ACTIVE ACTIVE ACTIVE the ionosphere. Coherent integration losses whichare moderate at UHF become intolerable at VHF
and insignificant at L-band. The limitations im-

Figure.12. Range of Coherent Integration Loss for posed by diurnal variations in TEC and from the

presence of TID's are typically modest at UHF.
In principle, their effect can be minimized through

to, appropriate operational procedures (such as time
diversity) and through processing techniques (such

o q_ as phase compensation) since they are systematic
in nature. The random phase perturbations asso-

0.- AN- ciated with signal scintillation result in processing
losses, which can become excessive for the time

0 T. interval considered, but on an infrequent basis.STANORD .
0 - 1-"The results of the study provide a useful design

criterion for evaluating a coherent radar system.
5 0 5 -Specifically, for moderate phase perturbations, the

coherent integration loss (in dD) is shown to vary
nearly quadratically as a function of the maximum
systematic or 3-sigma random phase excursion.

a 0The significance of this characteristic is that the
0. 0integration loss gradually increases to a value of

F -- approximately I dB for a maximum (or 3 sigma)
phase excursion of 1T/2 radians. Beyond this point
the integration loss, associated with time-varying

0 phase perturbations, exceeds the integration gain.
EXT LY VERY M OESTty 5111 VERY EVIREISLY

OVeFT ATVE ATVE ACTIVE ACTIVE The net result is that the signal-to-noise ratio of

OBSERVED ACIVIT I LEVEL the processed radar returns not only ceases to im-
prove but actually decreases as more samples are

Figure 13. Cumulative Distribution of Frequency of collected.
Occurrence for Various Activity Levels
of Scintillation VI. CONTINUED INVESTIGATIONS

than very active for all latitudes. The correspond-
ing useful coherence time represents 20 seconds A preliminary evaluation of the effects of in-
for observations of the DNA Wideband satellite at duced ionospheric phase perturbations on coherent
an altitude of 1, 000 kin. The useful coherence integration by ground-based radars has been pre-
times for satellites at geostationary altitudes in- sented. Further evaluations are under current in-
crease as a consequence of the slower velocity be- vestigation in a joint study with SRI International.
tween the irregularities and line-of-sight. The Parameters derived from empirical data are being
scaling factor is related to ratio of the satellite evaluated with an analytic model to determine the
velocity and ionospheric plasma drift velocity tak- effects of correlated random phase perturbations
ing into account the orientation of the irregularities, in the presence of large systematic phase trends.
Recent comparisons of low-altitude and high- The results of the data reduction and analysis of
altitude satellite observations indicate a scaling several hundred hours of coherent transmissions
factor on the order of ten. from the ATS-6 satellite are presented at this sym-

posium by Rino, et al. (7)
The coherent integration losses calculated from

the observed signal scintillations represent con- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
servative estimates which apply to the given ob-
servation interval of 20 seconds. If the phase per- The work was sponsored by the Electronic
turbations were completely uncorrelated, and were Systems Division, Air Force Systems Command
derived from a stationary process, then the RMS under Contract F19628-76-C-0251.
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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

Precision navigation and radar systems The problem being addressed here is

use local measurements to adapt predictions of generic to modern navigation and radar systems.

refractive effects within their field of view. As their requirements for precision time and

The intent is to reduce the day to day vari- range measurements become more stringent, meth-

ability of the refraction correction by track- ods must be developed to remove the effects of

ing local features. To simulate a particular refraction within the ionosphere. Previously

adaptive technique, data from a sequence of Millman (1974) has shown that, from the first

passes of the Navy Navigation Satellite System order correction for change in apparent range

satellites are uaed to represent both the local (AR) which is directly proportional to the

measurements of refractive effects and the sub- slant electron content, a correction can be de-

sequent system range measurements. This is rived for the first order change in elevation

augmented by measurements of total electron angle. Leitinger and Hartman (1977) have shown

content taken in the same area using VHF bea- that for both the range error that affects

cons on nearly synchronous satellites. Local ranging systems (for navigation purposes, for

features such as the nighttime trough and the determination of satellite orbits, etc.) and for

plasmapause enhancement of the mid latitude the group delay (for dispersion correction of

ionosphere are tracked by sequential measure- systems), the corrections based on the electron

ments and may be mapped in space and local time content integrated along the slant path is sec-

across the entire system field of view during ond order in fineness.

quiet daytime geophysical periods. During

quiet daytime periods systematic changes in the The principle correction, AR, may be mod-

ionosphere are usefully predicted over a few eled from existing climatologies of ionospheric

hours. When the ionosphere is disturbed, very parameters (Lewellyn and Bent, 1973), and pro-

large features can develop in local regions vided to the system as maps covering the entire

that should only be introduced into the adapted field of view.

maps if the grid of observations in space and

time can resolve their behavior. Since the basic climatology of lonospherir
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parameters is dependent only on smoothed solar representation of a local ionospheric measure-
conditions, these maps can be prepared several ment and the subsequent passes may represent
months in advance, and when used, will typical- system measurements, such as a radar system
ly remove 50 to 75 percent of the monthly measuring the range to a target. The error,
r.m.s. refractive error. For the many systems after adaptation, 6R , can be compared to the
which require more precise correction, these error using just the median, 6R, to determine
maps may be adapted by pertinent local measure- the effectiveness of the adaptive modeling pro-
ments to reflect the current solar-terrestrial cedure. This may be repeated, using each pass
conditions and major local ionospheric features to adapt the model and comparing th, predic-
(DuLong and Allen, 1976). Many local measure- tions of the adapted model at the time of sub-
ments have been proposed: vertical incidence sequent NNSS passes with the actual observa-
ionosondt data, total electron content derived tions.
from beacns of near synchronous satellites, in
situ particle measurements from low altitude The procedure is illustated in Figure 2
satellites, etc. The residual refractive error for a pass of NNSS satellite No.5 starting
after using aihy adaptation is dependent on the about 11:18 local standard time, 4 Dec 1975 at
information within the local measurement and subionospheric point, 1HFE Longtitude, 61.50N

the density of measurements in space and time. Latitude and ending at 20.4
0
E Lon., 41.5°N Lat.

These and similar points are discussed in comp- The continous phase variation of the two NNSS
anion presentations (Katz et al, DuLong et al, radio beacons were reduced to equivalent ver-
this Symposium). This working paper will ex- tical electron content at 0.5 degree of lat-
amine some of the promise and problems found itude increments from 41.50N to 61.5°N. These
when making adapted predictions using slant were converted by multiplying with the constant

electron content derived from observations of 2.23 per 1016 el/m
2 

to give vertical range cor-
the Navy Navigation Satellite System (NNSS) rection in meters for a 425 Mhz radar. The
satellites. prediction of the monthly median refraction

ADAPTIVE MODELING correction is from a standard Air Force Global
Weather Central program using the Bent formul-

To illustrate how refractive effects can ation based on the ITS-78 coefficients. Near
be corrected in an adaptive manner, consider a the point of closest approach to the ground
hypothetical radar, figure 1, with a field of station, Graz, Austria, at the center of the
view encompassing the ionosphere over Europe. hypothetical radar coverage area, the ion-
Observations of two radio beacons aboard the ospheric correction was about 23 percent lower
NNSS satellites were reduced to provide equiv- than the predicted median. At the next re-
alent vertical electron content for latitude corded pass, 1403 L.S.T., the ionospheric cor-
strips representing the satellite tracks within rection was still below the predicted median.
±80 logtitude of the central stations, Graz, The technique for making an adapted prediction
Austria and Lindau, FGR. These NNSS measure- can now be considered in arbitrary increments.
ments were normalized by referencing to simul- 1. Assume that the monthly median pre-
taneous electron content data reduced from diction can be scaled by reference to a single
beacons on the nearly geostationary satellite point, say the point corresponding to closest
ATS-6, as observed from Lindau. By converting approach to the radar, which might have the
the NNSS data to radar range correction, the greatest reliability. This is equivalent to
resilts can be used to adapt maps of median normalizing to a single value derived from a
range correction and the reduction in refract- local vertical incidence ionosponde, a measure-
ive error can be examined over the field of ment along the path to a near-synchrotious sat-
view. ellite, etc. As can be seen from the relation

between the line labeled "Adapted GWC" and the
In this presentation we want to ask some actual observations along the NNSS track, this

basic questions about the usefulness of such may be model dependent.
an adaptive procedure. Can it predict: 2. Assume that the diurnal behavior can

1. enhanced ionospheric conditions? be defined by the model in a well behaved re-
2. changes in latitudinal gradients? gion, say mid latitudes (47°N in this case) and
3. local features? that the unique daily latitude gradient per-

such that the residual error after adapting for sists from pass to pass. The latitude gra-
these items is significantly better than the dient could have been derived from in-situ
error resulting from use of the monthly median measurements of copside penetration frequencies,

maps alone? We must also ask the question: from a network of vertical incidence sounders,
4. are the results model dependent? etc. As shown by the line labeled "Adapted
in simulating a procedure for adaptive gradient" in figure 2, the gradient at 1403,

modeling, data frod, the first in a sequence of 2 hrs. 40 minutes later was remarkably the
NNSS passes may be used to normalize the pre- same as that found earlier at 1118. This
diction of median range correction to conform behavior persisted for the subsequent re-
to the actual conditions at that time. The corded passes at 1458 and 1610 LST. Note that
scaling used along the latitudinal intervals our linear gradients have minimized the r.m.s.

for this pass would be used to adapt the med- percentage error. Note, also, that there

ian along the path at the time of the next appears to be merit in considering any measure-

NNSS pass. The first pass may be considered a ment in real time which could tie the previous
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latitude gradient to the current condition to CONCLUSION
improve on the behavior predicted by tl,e me-
dian model. For example, any simultaneous Actual observations made with the Navy
measurement of total electron content along Navigation Satellite System (NNSS) satellites
the path could tie the two gradients together. have been used to test techniques which adapt

3. Assume that almost all of the infor- maps predicting ionospheric refractive effects
mation along the previous pass may be used to over the field of radar or navigation systems.
predict the current pass. Again this infor- In these techniques each adapted map is then
mation could have come from sources other used to predict the local behavior of the re-
titan NNSS measurements, such as in-situ data fraction correction and the result compared
from the DMSP satellites normalized with a with ensuing NNSS passes.
local measurement. As a test procedure, ob-
servations from the first of a pair )f passes Systematic changes which represent the
were compared to the GWC prediction along daily response of the local ionosphere to
the satellite path and the resulting scaling solar-terrestrial conditions, such as the gen-
factors were used to scale the 0WC prediction eral enhancement seen over Europe on 4 Dec-
at each corresponding point along the sub- ember, 1975, are usefully predicted by this
sequent pass. The results of this procedure, technique. A necessary restriction is that a
labeled "Update", for the 4 December daytime prediction should not be carried across either
passes contained in figure 3, show that it sunlit terminator as this could increase error.
is ionospherically dependent. During the
daytime, measurements consistently show local During quiet geomagnetic periods, those
features of a characteristic t5 percent ampli- local features with large geophysical scale
tude and 3-degree latitude scale size that size and a consistent identification in clima-
are effervescent from hour to hour. tology, such as the nighttime trough and the

plasmapause enhancement, seen persistently in
A large local feature, which may oftEn the 10-13 December TEC observations from

be tracked, is the trough at the edge of the Europe, may be profitably tracked by local
auroral zone. At 0241 LST, 2 December 1975, measurements. During the daytime some local
the position of the minimum, determintd from features may be as large in amplitude but so
the NNSS pass (figure 4), was near 5SO'N transitory in either space or time that they
Geographic. In less than two hours, at 0427 are not observed on subsequent passes. In this
LST, the trough had moved southward by about case it is better to smooth these unknown
3 degrees. The minimum in the general trough features prior to adapting the median maps.
region and enhancement in the plasmapause
region of the standard prediction program was ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
up to a factor of 2 higher than the measured
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Figure 1. Coverage diagram of a hypothetical radar. Simultan'~ous measurements
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in to t he auroral region of the ionosphere.
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Figure' 2. Illustration of adaptive modeling of radar range correction along
a series of NNSS tracks. Each pass ia predicted by the basic
monthly median (GWC); by the CGWC prediction scaled by a single
observation from the previous pass (labeled Adapted GWC); and by
the previously observed latitude gradient predicted forward in tiem
at the point of closest approach (labeled Adapted Gradient).
Note that general enhancement and simple gradiet.ts are usefully
predicted.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the effects of fairly large scale ionospheric irregular-
ities on observations of Doppler shift of radio signals emitted from satellites. In this context
"fairly large scale" means irregularities which have a scale size > 1 km and which, at the frequencies
of concern, do not give rise to multiple propagation paths between the satellite and the observer.
For frequencies in the VHF band and above the refraction caused by the ionosphere may be regarded as
a first order perturbation of the free space ray. A consequence is that the Doppler shift of a
satellite signal passing through an ionosphere containing irregularities can be represented as the
sum of contributions due to free space, the smooth background ionosphere and the irregularities. Thus
it is possible to evaluate separately the contribution due to the irregularities, i.e. to determine
the "signatures" which irregularities produce on Doppler records. Mathematically the approach
involves the determination of the second variation of the phase path. The theoretical analysis shows
that fluctuations in satellite Doppler records may be due to (a) non-stationarity of the ionosphere,
(b) irregularities lying below the satellite height and near the straight line path between the
satellite and observer, (c) irregularities at the satellite or (d) some combination of (a), (b) and
(c) .

The effects produced by gravity wave and field-aligned irregularity models have been calculated.
The Doppler shift produced by an irregularity is quite sensitive to the orientation of the irregular-
ity with respect to the line of sight from the observor to the satellite. In fact the absence of"
fluctuations in the Doppler shift does not mean the absence of irregularities.

In the case of gravity wave effects (T.I.D.'sl it is possible to determine from the Doppler
signature, the wave length and orientation of the phase fronts of the irregularity.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to discuss occur at a variety of heights. In a given
the effects of fairly large scale ionospheric situation the irregularities may be confined to
irregularities on observations of Doppler a narrow height region or they may be present
shifts of radio signals emitted from satellites, over an extended height range which includes
In the context of this paper "fairly large the satellite height. Therefore, there is a
scale" means irregularities which have a scale wide variety of situations which could be con-
size >1 km and which, at the frenuencies of sidered. We will only consider two main types

% of irregularity here. The first, a gravity
concern, do not give rise to multiple propaga- wave, which produces its major effect on the
lion paths between the satellite and observer, ionosphere near the peak of the ionosphere.
There are a number of different types of irreg- The second type is a columnar field-aligned
ularity which are relevant. These include the irregularity which could he indicative of either
effects of gravity waves, field-aligned ducts sra reuaiiso fteHF ut
and the larger scale irregularities associated osred Fy irreulaitesodr ofatelites. t
with spread F which are also aligned along the obevdhtpsesunrsalie.
earth's magnetic field. Irregularities can
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For the fairly large scale irregularities where P is the phase path. P is the value of
to be considered here, refraction rather than the phase path in the absence

0
of the refracting

diffraction predominates so that the effects of ionosphere. 6 P, the first m-variation of P
these irregularities on a probing radio wave represents the first order (linear) contribution
may be understood in terms of ray theory. The due to the smooth background ionosphere, and 6 P
effect of the irregularities is to distort the represents the corresponding contribution due

r

rays and the consequent ionospheric contribution to the irregularity. It is assumed that all
to the Doppler shift will be a perturbation from quantities are functions of time. (For a dis-
the value it would have for just the smooth cussion of the limitations of the quasi-station-
background ionization distribution. Such ary approach to the calculation of Doppler
perturbations to an otherwise smooth background shifts, see Bennett (1976). In the present con-
Doppler frequency time curve are apparently text this approximation is very good. At VHF
quite common (e.g. De Medonia, 1962; Al'pert, frequencies and above the ionospheric refraction
1964; Al'pert et al., 1971; Tucker 1967). If is small and treating it as a first order per-
the explanation based on refraction is accepted, turbatiin is also a very good approximation).
then the observation of these Doppler fluctua-
tions indicates that such irregularities are Making use of the Doppler shift formula,
present. However it is not clear at what f dP
height the irregularities occur. For example, Af = - - - (2)
de Mendonja (1962) explained such a fluctuation cd

as due to an irregularity assumed to be located w
near the F peak whereas Al'pert and co-workers we therefore find that2 f (dP o  d
(Al'pert 1664, Al'pert et al. 196S, Al'pert Af - (0 t

6
m
p  

dt r .... (3)
and Sinelinkov 1969, Al'pert et al. 1971, dt
Tsedilina and Kharybina, 1964) and others have
assumed such fluctuations are due to irregular- In (3) the Doppler shift is represented as
ities at or immediately below the satellite the sum of the free space contribution and the
trajectory. first order contributions of the smooth iono-

sphere and the irregularity. The second and
In this paper we obtain an expression for third terms of (3) (which are essentially of

the Doppler contribution due to the irregular- the same form) may conveniently be evaluated
ity. The expression show! that when interpret- using the general formula for the second varia-
ing experimental records, it is not possible, tion of P (Bennett, 1969; 1973). Since we are
in general, to remove ambiguities such as those interested primarily in irregularities we will
described above unless additional measurements generally only consider the third term.
are made. For anisotropic irregularities, the
Doppler perturbation is found to be very sensi- Suppose we have a co-ordinate system as
tive to the orientation of the irregularity shown in Figure 1, where a fixed observer is at
with respect to the unperturbed ray. Indeed A and a satellite is at B at height H above the
the absence of fluctuations cannot be taken as horizontal plane and moving with velocity V =

a positive indication that irregularities are (V V V ). For convenience the 1-2 co-
absent. Similar conclusions were reached or~inaie plane has been taken to be the plane
earlier by de Mendonga (1962) using less containing the satellite and observor. Assum-
detailed arguments. ing that the frequencies of interest are suf-

ficiently high so that the effect of the
THEORY earth's magnetic field can be neglected, the

third term in equation (3) can be evaluated to
A general variational theory useful in the give

study of ray propagation (Bennett 1969; 1973) d S
allows us to obtain quite easily an expression { erP =2 < r S
for the contribution to the Doppler shift due dtr < > (V - 2 V) (<Glr>/C
to irregularities. The basis of the method is
that the phase path may be expanded in a multi- < r>S) * 3 < G r>/C + VIwrIB/C i I r (4)

ple Taylor-McLaurin series and the coefficients
evaluated assuming that for all combinations of iiis the refractive index and subscripts of4
values of the variables the ray continues to in the derative i t a espt o t

exist. It is thus essentially an imbedding indicat.

technique. The calculations are greatly sim- subscript.

plified because the ray satisfies a variational c = Cox X and S = Sin X where X is the
equation (Fermat's Principle). Specifically we zenith angle o the satelite.0
adopt a quasi-stationary approach to time

variations and assume that we can regard the The symbols < > denote the average along
refraction caused by the background ionosphere the straight line AB and
to be a first order perturbation of the free
space ray. We may then write < -r 6r = I fo

H 
hprq- 6r'h 2,3 (S

P (6 P P+6 P) * 1/2 (6 P+26 6 P+62 P) (1) 1 2 3
and q = (q , q , q3 is the position vector of

a point in space.
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We may choose r so that If situation (b) exists then the Doppler

0j 6r = - N/2f 2(6) perturbation is due to the electron density
r K r gradients perpendicular to AB. Gradients at all

heights can make significant contributions but,
where N is the electron density of course, certain irregularities

will produce the largest perpendicular gradients
f is the frequency at particular heights (e.g. gravity waves) and

2 /2 it will be in these regions that the largestand K = e2/4m m where e and a are the contributions to the variation in Doppler shift
electronic charge and mass respectively, will be made.

6r itself is just a convenient label in It is not always convenient to use a
performing the expansion. For example we reference frame in which one axis is coincident
might take 6r=6 r N max . Corresponding results with the line of sight of the satellite, and so

apply also to d 6 P. we return to (4) in our discussion. Inspection
d-t m of (4) shows that case (b) gives rise to terms

involving the horizontal gradients (the r C rThe second and third terms of (3) are both and 5G> terms) and a term related to the
essentially of the same form as that obtained change 

3
rin total electron content (theby Al'pert (1964) although each refers to only term). It is most likely that it is the gra.i-

one part of the ionospheric electron distribu- ent terms rather than the total electron conten!
tion whereas Allpert's result refers to the term which give the predominant contribution to
total distribution. For some purposes it is the variation in Doppler shift. To see this
more convenient to express the results in a consider an irregularity with characteristics
form like that obtained by Pavlenko (1966). dimensions X , t 9 in the co-ordinate dire€-
Rotating the axes in Figure 1 so that C=1 and tions and locatei at 

3
a height h. An order of

S=O (4) becomes magnitude calsulation shows that

= r V < 3r d> + 2 - V
dt rt c Lcr ..N dt r C f ( Q I

> + V
1
! 

0
r[B  r (7) V3 9-- 1 h L r NI (8

where L is the length of the straight line AB where T is the time scale of the irregularity
and the subscripts 11 Lc, and AN indicate and 6 N is the maximum deviation from the
components parallel to AB, orthogonal to AB but backgrounxconcentration. (We assume that the
in the plane AB, and orthogonal to both AB and irregularity does not extend to the satellite
the plane AB, respectively, height). The coefficients representing the

contribution gue to hgrizontal gradients are
Examination of either (4) or (7) shows respectively - and -7 times that represent-

that ionospheric irregularities may produce 2 3
fluctuations in a satellite Doppler record in ing the contribution due to the change in
several ways, viz., (a) non-stationarity of the ingte contron don te che inintegrated electron content .These fac-
irregularities Itirst term in (7)), (b) irregu- tors are usually large numbers so that the
larities lying near the straight line AB and

belo th saellte eigh, (ecod ad tirdgradient terms will predominate. It is abelow the satellite height, (second and third consequence of the limited scale of the irregu-
terms in (7)), (c) irregularities at the satel- larities that these gradient terms are even
lite height which change the local refractive more important here than are the corresponding
index (fourth term in (7)); or (d) some combin- terms which influence the determination of the
ation of (a), (b) and (c). smooth contributions -6mN:' and 'mNIB (Ross et

al. 1968). m T

Making use of (6), we find the contribution

(a) is of the form For case (c), (7) shows that the effect

Af = KL I a depends upon the change in electron density

-fc (6r N)> occurring at the satellite and the component of
f It rsatellite velocity along the line of sight.

Hence for a satellite moving horizontally.
Doppler fluctuations of only a few Hertz there will be no contribution to the variation

are observed with radio waves of a few mega- in Doppler shift when the satellite is over-
hertz reflected by the ionosphere (Davies and head. Thus it is most likely that irregularity
Baker 1965). The presence of the I/f and l/p gradients below and up to the satellite are the
factors shows Af falls of with f more rapidly sole cause of variations in Doppler shift when

than 1/f. Thus unless rapid rates of change the satellite is near the zenith. Clearly
exist in the topside ionosphere the contribu- there is most ambiguity in determining the
tion of (a) will be negligible, source of Doppler shift variations when the

satellite is at low elevation anglis.
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It has already been mentioned that irregu- Pj 6r K& N/2f 2

larities may be present at the satellite height r r
but produce a zero or negligible change in the where K is as defined before.
Doppler shift. Similar situations can also
arise for case (b). Consider the gradient terms In Figure 2, the background Doppler shift
in equation (7). If an irregularity exists 6 (Af) and the contribution due to the irregu-
below the satellite but does not produce any larity, 6,(Af) are plotted for a satellite mov-
gradients perpendicular to the line of sight it ing ho rizntally at an altitude of 1000 km.
will not produce a variation in the Doppler (Curvature of the earth and ionosphere have been
shift. Such a situation will be approximated neglected). The background ionosphere was a
when the line of sight propagation from the Chapman layer of critical frequency 6.5 M4lz, a
satellite is perpendicular to the wave fronts scale height of 62 km, and peak height of 300
of a gravity wave. Alternatively, since it is km. The parameters of the wave were H S = 100 kin,
the average gradients which are important, h 0= 250 kinA 1 = A = 100 km. The contribution
these may be near zero if there are increases 2o(f sa niymti ucino u
and decreases in electron density along the 6m (Lxf) is negligible for X A negative. It can be
line of sight which produce both positive and sAen that 6 (Af) has the greatest magnitude when
negative gradients. -2or a gravity wave, this the zero or~er ray is at sin X =0.74, i.e.,
situation will occur approximately when the when it is almost aligned with irregularity
variations in electron density produced along phase fronts (sin X = 0.707).
the line of sight to the satellite have an
equal number of positive and negative devia- It is also apparent that for a wide range
tions. While the examples given here indicate of zenith angles (including all negative values)
that the variation in Doppler shift produced by the irregularity causes a negligible change in
irregularities can go to zero in specific the Doppler shift. Thus, in the experimental
instances, it is likely that irregularities situation, there is no reason to suppose an
will produce a negligible Doppler shift under a irregularity was concentrated at a particular
variety of conditions and this point is illus- place in the ionosphere simply because fluctua-
trated in the next section. tions are only observed when the ray passes

through that region. This is understandable in
Finally, it may be noted from (7) that if the light of the discussions of the previous

the vehicle velocity is along the line of section.
sight, then, provided time changes of the
irregularities are small, only the irregulari- Figure 3 shows the satellite trajectory and
ties at the vehicle height produce a Doppler the sloping phase fronts of the gravity wave
shift. This would only be applicable to satel- irregularity. The observer is at A. Also
lites in particular instances when a satellite displayed are contours of constant electron
is in a very eccentric orbit. However, it density which show the effect of the irregular-
would be often applicable to rocket vehicles. ity. Along the phase fronts marked "+" the

electron density is increased, along the alter-
DOPPLER FLUCTUATIONS PRODUCED BY IRREGULARITIES nate fronts it is decreased. Equidistanct

between these fronts the electron density has
In this section representative Doppler its maximum gradient. The gradient is essen-

fluctuations due to different fairly large tially normal to the phase front and alternates
scale irregularities are calculated, in sign at successive maxima and minima.

Internal Gravity Waves If AB coincides with a line of maximum or
minimum AN there is no effect on the Doppler

We adopt the model used by George and shift because the gradients perpendicular to the
Stephenson (1969) and write line of sight are zero. Referring to Figure 2,

the Doppler shift is zero near sin X =0.70,
N r r-W (N A m) indicating that this is approximately the situ-

ation for the model used, If, however, AB is
where N A m is the smooth background electron parallel with the phase fronts and lies on a
density distribution and line along which AN is zero, the gradients are

I- I(l.)jj the largest and the effect on the Doppler will
w=exp (qh)/ l2Cosk2, [CL_ ]1 (9) be greatest.

1 2 If the satellite is at B 3 or B4the lines
of sight intersect the height at whicIh thewhere h 0is the height of the maximum percentage irglrt samxmm(er10k)a

wave anditde V1 an Asar the vecal n hto - phoints where the gradient of electron density
zolwav dAendh ofar the wve.tca no hri is a maximum. Moreover, in each case the line

zontl wailegthi of he ave.Nowof sight is nearly aligned with the phase fronts
vj m - KA N/2f 2  so that th e c ontributions from heights greater

m m and less than 300 km will combine constructive-
adly . We would therefore expect that the Doppler
and shift would he greatest when the satellite is
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near these points. Because the gradients have represents the situation in which the intersec-
different signs for the unperturbed rays to B3  tion is oblique, provided one of the major axes
and B one ray will correspond to a maximum in of the column cross-section lies in the plane.
a plor of Doppler shift versus satellite posi- (In particular it applies to oblique intersec-
tion and the other will correspond to a minimum. tion with an irregularity of circular section.)
From (3) and (7) it is apparent that positive The intersection of a plane and an elliptical
and negative average gradients will produce cylinder is not an ellipse unless the latter
negative and positive Doppler shifts respec- condition is satisfied. Since the assumption
tively. Thus B corresponds to a maximum in of ellipticity is a matter of convenience only,
the Doppler shit and B to a minimum. It can the results may be taken as an indication of
be seen that the perturtations to the Doppler the effect of columnar irregularities and the
shift will alternate in sign at successive dependence of the affect on irregularity - path
points B1 , B2 . . .. .  At the intermediate geometry.
positions where the gradient is zero the Dop-
pler perturbation is ze-o. As the line of Assuming the irregularity is of negligible
sight makes larger ano !arger angles with the size in comparison to the satellite - observer
phase fronts, further maxima and minima can be distance, the expression may be evaluated
expected but they will be diminished in ampli- explicitly. The result is expressed in terms
tude partly because the magnitude of the gradi- of the distance X from the maximum of the
ent perpendicular to the line of sight will be irregularity to the unperturbed ray, Figure 5.
smaller and also because there is a tendency Normalizing to a=l (i.e. X in (12) represents
for the contributions of positive and negative X/a) we have
gradients to cancel.

FTIl:/2 X  2Returning now to Figure 2, we see that the H c fAr exp X_

Hm Vc f~f Ai% 2C/X / { 2
Doppler signature is asymmetric for the model hm Yc r (

2
+C

2
/c)

3
/
2  

2+
irregularity. If we plot the amplitude of the
maxima and minima as a function of sin X, then (12)
in the light of our discussion of figure 3, the
alignment of the irregularity will be at an where E is the eccentricity of the ellipse of
angle somewhere between the two largest peaks. constant N 6r and T = cosQ and S = sinG where 9
By drawing the envelope to the points in Figure is the angle between the unperturbed ray and
2, the alignment can be estimated to occur the major axis of the ellipse. H is the satel-
where sin X = 0.73, i.e., X = 46*53'. Now the lite height and hm the height at which the
wave vector of the gravity wave is perpendicu- maximum of the irregularity is intersected by
lar to this direction and of the angles of the unperturbed ray.
adjacent maxima, minima and zeros are deter-
mined from the Doppler signature, the wave- The expression (12) is plotted in Figure 6
length of the irregularity can be estimated for several values of c and 9. Again it is
using the geometry shown in figure 4. Using clear how sensitive the Doppler shift is to the
the largest maximum and minimum a value of 74 geometry.
km is found. If the two zeroes at sin X = 0.64
and 0.76 are used, a value of 75 km obtains. CONCLUSION
From the model, the wavelength is 100/,(2- or
71 km approximately. In the calculations For the relatively large irregularities of
a height of 300 km was used for h . The small amplitude it is possible to calculate the
result is proportional to h X som at altering effect of the irregularity on the Doppler shift
h by 50 km would alter Am9 + 12.5 km. Thus frequency received from a satellite by using a
maxysimply by assuming that the irregularity variational approach to geometrical optics.
Doppler signature is caused by a gravity wave "Relatively large" usually means of a scale of
having its major effect near the F2 peak it is several kilometers or more. The type of satel-

possible to make a reasonable determination of lite Doppler fluctuations to be expected have
the orientation of the phase fronts and the 'been calculated for representative irregulari-
wavelength of the irregularity, ties. Such fluctuations in satellite Doppler

are frequently observed and they are an indica-
Columnar Field-Aligned Irregularities tion that irregularities are present. Unfor-

tunately, because of the sensitivity of the
In order to gain some insight consider the effect to the irregularity line of sight geome-

case where the irregularity cross-section, in try, the absence of fluctuations does not mean
the plane given by the unperturbed ray, is a irregularities are absent.
two dimensional Gaus~ian function, ie.

N r exp . )I o In the case of gravity wave effects it is
Nr x 2 b 20 possible to estimate the orientation of the

phase fronts and the wavelength.

This is a useful model because it does not

only represent the case when the plane given by
the satellite movement intersects orthogonally
an irregularity of elliptical section. It also
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Figure S. Model for columnar irregularity.
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A Proposed Experiment to Measure the Refractive and Coherence Properties of GHz

Radio Wave Propagation in Turbulent Ionospheres Using Global Positioning Satellites

Y. T. Chiu and F. A. Morse

Space Sciences Laboratory
The Ivan A. Getting Laboratories

The Aerospace Corporation
El Segundo, Calif.

ABSTRACT

In this paper we wish to point out that observa:.onal advances are in stride with re-
the signal structure and the frequency cover- cent advances in the theory of electromagnetic
age (UHF and L-band) of the satellites of the wave multiple scattering in random media
NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) (Gurvich and Tartarskii, 1975; Liu and Yeh,
afford them to be excellent scientific instru- 1975; Ishimaru and Hong, 1975) on the one
ments for the study of the strong ionospheric hand, and with recent consideration of the
turbulence. The GPS satellites carry iighly process of ionospheric spread-F irregularity
accurate clocks which allow absolute wave generation (e.g. Hudson and Kennel, 1975) on
phase measurements to be made. The avail- the other. In any case, a major component of
ability of the absolute wave phase not only the scientific information to be obtained,
eliminates the difficulties of phase compari- whether by observational or theoretical means,
sons with a high frequency reference, which is the spectral distribution of the ionospheric
may itself be scintillated in strong turbulence turbulence, although, because of the primitive
conditions, but also allows, for the first time, state of theories, the observations of the
the statistical refractive properties of turbu- irregularity spectrum also serve as stringent
lent ionospheres to be measured to accuracies tests upon both wave propagation and irregu-
limited only by tropospheric conditions. In larity generation theories.
the multiple scatter regime, the refractive
properties of wave propagation (ionospheric The direct measurement of ionospheric
range delay) is no longer linearly related to irregularities by either radar observations or
density fluctuations since ray path fluctuations vehicle-borne instruments are frequently
also contribute; therefore, the advantage of limited by the instrument response or telem-
having an accurate time standard in the GPS etry rate available which does not allow a
affords it to be the unique instrument for complete resolution of the irregularity spec-
studying multiple scatter in turbulent iono- trum. Therefore, the major share of
spheres. information upon ionospheric turbulence

remains to be obtained in the near future from
1. INTRODUCTION wave propagation studies. It is only very

recently that VHF and UHF propagation

It has long been recognized that natural studies specifically designed for observation
and man-made turbulence in the ionosphere of ionospheric turbulence are made possible
impose significant limitations upon satellite with the WIDEBAND satellite (Fremouw et al.,
communication, navigation and remote- 1977). The WIDEBAND satellite experiment
sensing systems, as well as upon radio and consists of ground-based observation of signal
far-infrared astronomical observations, propagation characteristics over a band of CW
Ironically, the physical characterization of frequencies ranging from VHF to S-band
such an important geophysical condition is as transmitted by satellite-borne beacons. The
yet sketchy. In particular, the physical rela- WIDEBAND satellite experiment has yielded a
tionship between ionospheric spread-F condi- wealth of information concerning the relatively
tions detected by incoherent-backscatter radar weak scintillation phenomenon obtained in VHF
(Woodman and La Hoz, 1976), ionospheric and UHF at mid-latitudes, and has provided
density irregularities detected by rocket-borne data on some unexpected features of the strong
instruments (Morse et al., 1977; Kelley et al., equatorial scintillation. Phase measurements
1976) and scintillation of GHz radio wave sig- relative to S-band propagation have been made.
nals (Taur, 1976) has only recently come to The deep-layered equatorial irregularities and
the forefront of ionospheric research. These the associated multiple scatterings at times
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cause complete saturation of scintillation in bias between satellite and user clocks, and n
the VHF and UHF channels and cause phase is the range delay due to receiver noise and
scintillations even at S-band. However, since tropospheric refraction. The ionospheric
WIDEBAND observations do not include rang - range integral in (1) involves the path integral
ing, absolute phase measurements cannot be of the index of refraction 1 i over the channel
made, ray path Li connecting i and s. A schematic

illustration of the geometrical situation is
In this paper we wish to point out that shown in Fig. 1.

the signal structure and the frequency cover-
age (UHF and L-band) of the satellites of the For GPS satellites in general, the

NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) pseudo-range mi and the clock bias delay d
afford them to be excellent scientific instru- are precisely measured, while the less signi-N
ments for the study of the strong ionospheric ficant receiver and tropospheric noises ni can
turbulence. Furthermore, the OPS satellites be easily calibrated. Therefore, the iono-
carry precise time standards which allow spheric range integral is precisely measured
absolute wave phase measurements to be in all frequency channels.
made. The availability of the absolute wave
phase not only eliminates the difficulties of To study the refractive properties of
phase comparisons with a high frequency turbulent ionospheres, it is important to
reference, which may itself be scintillated determine the ionospheric range delay Ai ,
(Taur, 1976), but also allows, for the first given by
time, the refractive properties of turbulent
ionospheres to be measured to accuracies
limited only by tropospheric conditions. This A. , I~dL.- -i (2)

-new information will provide insight into the s
theory of multiple scattering in random media.
Perhaps best of all, these scientific efforts, Ai is the difference between the range integral
both observational and theoretical, can be and the straight-line distance between i and
carried out at minimal cost because we can it. In the absence of ionospheric irregularities
utilize existing instrumentation already in and for propagation at frequencies w. much2
orbit. higher than the plasma frequency w -= , (4 n e2

Nefm ), the index of refraction at &hnnel i is
II. RATIONALE OF THE PROPOSED giv.en ty

EXPERIMENT

= 2I - 2(3
The objectives of the experiment are: ti. (1 - . 3

(a) to make absolute phase measurements in p 1

signal transmissions through turbulent iono- and so,
spheres, and (b) to analyze amplitude and
phase coherence of the signal in these trans- Z~re 2  lfx
ionospheric propagations. Hereafter we shall L N do (4)
refer to (a) as measurements of the refractive Me 1

properties of transmission in turbulent iono-
spheres; whereas (b) wili be referred to as where Ne is the local ionospheric electron
measurements of coherence properties. density along the line of sight element do

between the points i and it. Equation (4) is
The measurement and analysis of coher- the usual approximate relation between iono-

ence properties in signal transmission through spheric path delay, wave frequency and total
turbulent ionospheres have been treated by electron content along the line of sight, in the
numerous authors (e. g. Fremouw et al., 1977 absence of ionospheric turbulence, and is
Zirm and Goodman, 1977), and we shall not valid when W i >>wp.
consider these topics here.

In the presence of ionospheric turbulence
The refractive properties of the turbu- in general, Ai, defined in (2), acquires a

lent ionosphere can be measured because the random component 8Ai, although how 8& is
GPS system yields very precise measure- related to the propagation conditions requires
ments of time, and therefore range, at the careful analysis into two regimes. Consider
frequencies used. If a user at vector location the case in which (3) and the approximation
i acquires a GPS satellite at vector location Wi >W p can still be taken as valid. In the
sr, then the user measured "pseudo- range" in single scatter regime, in which the iono-
frequency channel i (measured signal delay in spheric turbulence is either weak or thin-
channel i multiplied by the speed of light), layered, it is a good approximation to assume
defined as i, is given by the wave to have scattered only once in its

passage between i and 3E Since the scatter-
ing angle is small and only one scattering has

mj. = d + n. + Jr.. dA., 1 taken place, the ray path i~ car) again he
approximated by the line of sight a . There-
fore, in the single scatter regime, (4)

where d is the range delay due to the known remains valid and the random component
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8&i is linearly related to the random compon- of the pseudo-range mi and of the user- .
ent of the electron density MNe. In the multi- satellite clock bias d. The error budget
ple scatter regime, in which the ionospheric assigned to mj and d are of order of I meter
turbulence is either strong, thick-layered each (Parkinson and Lassiter, 1976). The
and/or multiple -layered such as revealed in tropospheric noise error ni is about 2 meters;
equatorial spread-F conditions, the ray path however, this error can be reduced by calibra-
I can no longer be approximated by the line tion with respect to a transmitter located at a
off ight a, i. e. distance of approximately one tropospheric

scale height (- 6 kmn) from the receiver.
~ 1 Therefore, the major source of error in Ai

A. - f.~ N di (5) derives from the error in determining s and
1 m es i. The location it of the observation site can

1 ~ be accurately determined together with the
where the ray path element itself has a ran- GP5 orbit determination program by ranging
dom component. Therefore, in the multiple during quiet ionospheric conditions; hence,
scatter regime, 8&i is non-linearly related the precision to which we measure &i is
to M~e in a manner which depends on the ran- mainly determined by satellite ephemerides
dom component of the ray path. Therefore, in errors, which are .- 2 meters cross-track and
order to understand the refractive properties 6-20 meters in-track. Since the value of
of turbulent ionospheres in the multiple (Ai> is of the order of 10 meters, geometric
scatter regime, it is necessary to measure considerations must be used to reduce the
and theoretically interpret the statistical projection of in-track ephemerides errors
properties of Ai which depends not only upon onto the line of sight, (if - it). For this
the electron density fluctuations, but also reason, we require that the data suitable for
upon the ray path fluctuations. In particular, absolute phase analysis must be taken when
we note from (5) that the random fluctuations the satellite velocity vector 4 is within
of Ne and of Z 1 contribute, through their ±100 of perpendicular to the line of sight
coherence function (Ne d~i) , to the average 9~-i). It should be noted that corrections
value (&i). for the satellite Doppler is also minimized by

this observational geometry. Further, points
The foregoing discussion may be restated of zero Doppler are easily identified by the

with more rigor, but with much more com- sign change of the Doppler shift. These are
plexity, in terms of the formal scattered wave the satellite turning points at the extreme
function phase at it referenced to the wave north and south latitudes, and the points of
function phase at 9 in channel i. We have closest approach to the observer. Discussion
chosen to discuss the problem in the language of the geometrical features of the observation
of geometrical optics primarily for the sake is given in the next section.
of emphasizing the physical concepts involved. I
However, it is also crucial to point out the To measure the second order statistical
distinction between the absolute wave phase moment of &i, it is only necessary to deter-
fluctuation 6Ai, which is wave phase fluctua- mine 8A e (A i Aj) - (Ai) (A-) .From (6),
tion at iE relative to wave phase at 9, and the we see that 8A is identical to ~il- (Ii 1j)-
relative wave phase fluctuations referenced to (li) (Ij), where
another channel both measured at it. Without
a satellite time standard, only the relative 1. =m. - d - n. (7)
wave phase fluctuations can be measured.1 1 1

Further, comparison between (At> measured Since Ii is independent of the uncertainties
in the presence of ionospheric turbulence with associated with i and 3Z measurements, the
that measured in the absence of turbulence statistical fluctuations of Ai can be deter-
will reveal the largest-scaled nonrandom mined with great accuracy. In this regard,
properties of the two types of ionospheres, let us reiterate that the fluctuation of Ai is a
thus allowing for interpretation or confirma- ranve fluctuation, i. e. fluctuation of phase
tion of the "ionospheric hole" theories of at x relative to the absolute phase of the wave
equatorial spread-F (WoO~man and La Hoz, at the moment of its transmission from the
1976; Hudson and Kennel, 1975). satellite. This range fluctuation, or "abso-

lute" phase fluctuation, is not the same as the
The measurement of the statistical prop- fluctuations of wave phase measured at 31

erties of the ionospheric range delay A1 , relative to the phase of another channel
given by (2), requires very precise position measured simultaneously at 3t. The latter
measurements and imposes very strict limits measurement is what is usually obtained in
on the error budget. In order to discuss coherence experiments such as the WIDE-
these requirements, it will be convenient to BAND observations. As we have pointed out,
rewrite Ai in terms of observational quan- these fluctuations are the same only if we
tities. From (1) and (Z), we obtain assume that the microscop~c ray paths of the

two channels are the same and that the two
A.=m. d - n. - - if' (6) rays are scattered by the same irregularities.

1 1 1In the multiple scatter regime, such an
Because of the accurate clocks available, assumption needs to be demonstrated by ex-
there is virtually no error in the measurement periments such as the one described here.
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11I. NAVSTAR GLOBAL POSITIONING launched into near circular orbit at an approx-
SYSTEM AND OBSERVATIONAL irnate altitude of Z0, 000 km and at an inclina-

GEOMETRY tion of 630. The satellite period is 12 siderial
hours with a repetitive ground track suitable

The NAVSTAR-GPS is a satellite-based for operational ranging tests over the continen-
navigation system which will provide extreme- tal United States. Figure 2 illustrates the
Iv accurate position and timing information to NTS-Z satellite ground track and the observa-
properly equipped users anywhere on or near tional horizons for t'ie Panama site. From the
the earth (Parkinson and Lassiter, 1976). The satellite orbital geometry, it is seen that a
system concept evolved from Air Force and complete coverage of the geormagnetic depend-
Navy studies initiated in the mid-1960's. ence of the equatorial scintillation effects can
Presently, it is a Joint Service Program in be achieved with observations at two sites,
which the first satellites designed to prove the Panama and Ancon, Peru, although observa-
feasibility of the system are provided by the tions made at any one of the two sites are
Naval Research Laboratory. The total sys- equally valuable. In order to reduce errors
tems responsibility has been assigned to the in absolute phase measurements, the satellite
Air Force with technical support provided by velocity vector at the time of observation must
The Aerospace Corporation. The system be nearly perpendicular to the ray path. Thus,
eventually calls for the deployment of 24 navi- at Panama, the segment of data suitable for
gation satellites in circular, twelve-hour absolute phase measurements is to be obtained
orbits to provide global navigation coverage, at the southern turning points of the satellite.
In June 1977, the first fully operational satel- Similarly, at Ancon, the absolute phase
lite of the system, Navigation Technology measurements are to be made at or near the
Satellite II (NTS-2) was launched. We are northward or southward transits of the geo-
proposing to use the transmissions of NTS-2 magnetic equator. The ray path and iono-
and subsequent GPS satellites as a probe of spheric irregularity geometries at the two
the turbulent ionosphere. Since the scientific sites are also very different. These are
measurements are concerned with the refrac- illustrated schematically in Figure 3. It is
tive and coherent properties of signal propa- seen that, because of the known location and
gation in turbulent ionospheres, no hindrance altitude of the spread-F irregularities, the
or infringement upon the operational aspects Panamanian observational ray path is
of the system will be imposed. Further, the necessarily of low elevation angle (- 50) while
analysis of the purely physical aspects of the that of Ancon is of high elevation angle (_ 400).
signal will have no connection with the opera- Further, the Panamanian ray path will be
tional use and test of the signal. nearly in the same plane as the magnetic field

lines while that of Ancon will be nearly perpen-
The passive satellite ranging concept dicular to the magnetic field lines. Therefore,

simply requires that the user measures the observations at the two sites complement one
time delay of a received signal relative to the another. However, if one is to choose only one
satellite time when the transmission was made. of the two sites, the Panamanian site is pre-
While ionospheric propagation time delays, ferred because the usable observation time at
clock bias and other time delay factors have to the satellite southern turning point lasts nearly
be taken into account for accurate ranging 3 hours, whereas the transit time of the
measurements, the unique and basic element spread-F zone near the geomagnetic equator
in the GPS satellite and user systems is that is only about 5 minutes.
highly accurate time standards are available
for both. The navigational time standards for The equipment relevant to the proposed
the GPS system use cesium beam oscillators experimental program are two navigational
whose frequency is stable to 2 parts in 10 "y. subsystems - the sidetone ranging (STR) sys-
No other satellite system carries time stand- tem which is integrated with the orbit deter-
ards with such precision. The basic concept mination and tracking system (ODATS), and
of our proposed experiment is to exploit this the pseudorandom noise (PRN) pulse ranging
unique property of the GPS system to defini- system which is the main navigation signal.
tively measure and theoretically analyze the For our proposed experiment, we shall
refractive and coherence properties of wave measure the signal characteristics of both
propagation in severely turbulent ionospheres. subsystems in order to obtain coverage over
The prcposed experiment and the associated UHF and GHz frequencies. The STR-ODATS
theoretical analysis will yield information system transmits ranging tones at approxi-
about the refractive properties of turbulent mately 335 MHz and 1580 MHz, each consist-
ionospheres which would not be obtainable by ing of a carrier, a single side band reference
any other means short of launching a new tone, and ten ranging tones spanning up to
satellite experiment with the special capa- 6.4 MHz from the reference tone. Thus, the
bility of precise absolute phase determination STR-ODATS system allows us to measure
similar to the GPS system, fine-scaled coherence properties over very

narrow bandwidths. To consider coherence
A number of Navigation Development properties over wider frequency bandwidths,

Satellites (NDS) of the GPS will be launched we make use of the main navigation subsystem
in 1977-1978 to form a test constellation with which transmits at 1575.42 MHz and at 1227.6
the operational NTS-2 satellite which was MHz. Since the pulsed navigation signal
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employs a PRN waveform of binary bits at a Hudson, M. K. and C. F. Kennel, Linear
rate of 10 Megabits/sec, the bandwidths at the theory of equatorial spread-F, J. Geophys.
two frequencies are approximately Z0 MHz. Res., 0 4581, 1975.

Therefore, the frequency structure of the GPS
signals are suitable for the study of propaga- Ishimaru, A. and S. T. Hong, Multiple
tion in turbulent ionospheres in the GHz range. scattering effects on coherent bandwidth
It should also be noted that the UHF frequen- and pulse distortion of a wave propagating
cies of the STR-ODATS subsystem overlap in a random distribution of particles,
the UHF frequencies of the WIDEBAND experi- Radio Sci., 10 637, 1975.
ment so that coordination with WIDEBAND
observations will be possible. Kelley, M. C., G. Haerendel, H. Kappler,

A. Valenzuela, B. B. Balsley, D. A.
IV. SUMMARY Carter, W. L. Ecklund, C. W. Carlson,

B. Hansler and R. Torbert, Evidence for
We point out that the NAVSTAR Global a Raleigh-Taylor type instability and up-

Positioning System can be viewed as a unique welling of depleted density regions during
scientific tool to probe the properties of tur- equatorial spread-F, Geophys. Res. Lett.,
bulent ionospheres. In particular, the avail- 3, 448, 1976.
ability of extremely accurate time standards
in both the user and satellite segments of the Liu, C. H. and K. C. Yeh, Frequency and
system allows measurements of refractive spatial correlation functions in a fading
and coherence properties of GHz wave trans- communication channel through the iono-
missions through turbulent ionospheres to be sphere, Radio Sci., 10, 1055, 1975.
made with unprecedented accuracy and at
minimal cost. Morse, F. A., B. D. Edgar, H. C. Koons,

C. J. Rice, W. J. Heikkila, J. H. Hoff-
We propose a campaign at the Panama man, B. A. Tinsley, J. D. Winningham,

observation site to make observations of GPS A. B. Christensen, R. F. Woodman,
transmissions which would yield the first J. Pomalaza and N. R. Teixeira, EQUION,
absolute measurement of ionospheric refrac- an equatorial ionospheric irregularity
tion through quiescent and turbulent iono- experiment, J. Geophys. Res., 8Z, 578,
spheres. The major share of the analytical 1977.
work will be to exploit the data base obtained
to achieve a basic theoretical understanding Parkinson, B. W. and E. M. Lassiter,
of wave propagation in the multiple scatter Ionospheric effects in NAVSTAR-GPS,
regime. Upon completion of this segment of North Atlantic Treaty Organization
the experiment, and if the data anlysis indi- Conference Proceedings, 1976.
cates the value of a changing geometry, we
expect to make further measurements at a Taur, R. R., Simultaneous 1. 5 GHz and
magnetic equatorial site such as Ancon, Peru. 4 GHz ionospheric scintillation measure-

ments, Radio Sci., 11, 1029, 1976.
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A REVIEW OF THE SERVICES PNOVIDED BY THE

SPACE ENVIRONMENT SERVICES CENTER

Gary R. Heckman

Space Environment Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado

I. INTRODUCTION

The Space Environment Services Center numbers, enables useful predictions for model
(SESC), located in Boulder, Colorado is a joint input to be made, Because there are still no
operation of the U.S. Air Forct Air Weather operational satellites making solar EUV flux
Service and the Space Environment Laboratory of measurements, a number of system operators
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis- also rely on the day-to-day sunspot number as
tration, The Air Weather Service is responsi- an approximation to the short-term EUV flux
ble for providing operational space environment level despite the lower correlation of the
support to the Department of Defense through daily values (Donnelly, 1977). When SOLRAD 11
its center at Global Weather Central (GWC) at data are calibrated, EUV fluxes will be avail-
Offutt A, F. B., while SESC provides a similar able in real time, but the satellite must be
service for the civilian scientific and tech- operated for a number of years for the atmos-
nical community. The SESC is concerned pri- pheric models themselves to be calibrated suf-
manily with providing solar and geophysical ficiently to make best use of the EUV fluxes.
information, leaving responsibility for iono-SlrFar nie
spheric products to the GWC. The flow of Soa -lr nie
space environment services for operational The traditional method of classifying
purposes are shown in Figure 1. solar flares relies on a measure of the flare i

area in an optically visible line, generally
Though SESC does not make ionospheric Hydrogen-alpha (6563 R), and on the brightness

forecasts specifically, it provides a range of of the flare in that line. Beginning in 1969,
real time services in direct support of sy- personnel of the Space Environment Services
stems that operate in, nearor through the Center (Baker, 1970) began classifying solar
ionosphere. Those services are described in flares according to their emission in the I to
the following sections. 8 R soft x-ray band as measured on the NRL

SOLRAD satellites, The SESC now uses the 1 to
II. SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL INDICES 8 Remission as the basic flare classification

parameter. The x-ray classification system
A common tendency among operational users is shown in Figure 2.

of space environment support is the use of
various indices to simplify communication Geomagnetic Indices
about the state of solar or geomagnetic die- Though the usefulness of alternative in-
turbances. Though some of the indices in cur- dices of geomagnetic activity such as the time
rent use have been used for decades, most of rate of change of the field at a particular
the recent advances in improved services have location (Andersen, et. al., 1974) or rapid
been in the introduction of new indices or the field pulsations (Jacobs, 1970) have been de-
refinement of existing ones. scribed for some specific geophysical applica-

Sunspot Number tions, the most widely used indices in real
time continue to be the 24 hour A and three

Sunspot numbers are only indirectly re- hour K-indices measured at single stations or
lated to ionospheric systems, but a number of approximated from a sample of real time sta-
long term (months and years) prediction models tions for planetary values.
of HF radio propagation conditions and satel-
lite orbit decay rely on sunspot numbers as an The SESC is currently working on imple-
approximation for extreme ultra violet (EUV) menting a system of classifying substorms for
radiation levels. The fortuitously good cor- near real time use that would include the east
relation between EUV fluxes and sunspot num- and west boundaries of substorms, along with
hers, when smoothed over months and years, and their time and some measure of their intensity
the observed quasi-periodicity of the sunspot (see Pytte, et. al., 1976).
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Proton Events parameters. The Smart program is used as an
operational prediction tool in the SESC, Sim-

The primary definition of a "proton event" ilar models for flare-produced magnetic storms
in the NOAA Air Force syslem is a flux of 10 can also be used, though the model techniques
protons (cm -sec-sterad)- with energy greater for these are not as advanced as for the proton
than 10 MeV. For polar cap absorption, the
definition of an event is a daytime absorption event modeling.
of 2dB or 0.hdB nighttime absorption at 30 Mhz. Real Time Data: SELDADS

III. SESC SERVICES Some customers, especially those doing
scientific research or developmental studies,

Figure 3 provides a summary of the services require more detailed data than are possible
provided by SESC. These services are described in alerts. The Space Environment Laboratory
in the same order below. Data Acquisition and Display System (SELDADS)

Long__Range Predictions is a publicly accessible computer based data
Long Range Psystem that allows the user to log into the

Using the method of McNish and Lincoln system with his own computer terminal and read
(1948), the National Geophysical and Solar- out detailed data and complete event summaries.
Terrestrial Data Center of NOAA predicts month- The types of data available in the SELDADS
ly smoothed sunspot numbers. The McNish and system are listed in Table 2 and described
Lincoln method relies on a comparison of annual more thoroughly in Williams (1976).
mean sunspot numbers from the cycle being pre- After-the-Fact Data Summary
dicted to the annual means of previous cycles.
The method is subject to considerable varia- Summaries of solar and geomagnetic activ-
bility early in the cycle when the sample for ity are distributed daily in the teletype mes-
comparison is small. The SESC provides and sages "Joint AFGWC/SESC Primary Report of
uses real time observations of sunspot numbers Solar and Geophysical Activity" and "Joint
to enable a more accurate prediction over the AFGWC/SESC Secondary Report of Solar and Geo-
period of a few months. Predictions of the physical Activity".

general level of solar activity and of geo- The Preliminary Report and Forecast ofmagnetic activity (low, moderate, high) are Solar Geophysical Activity, published andmade seven and twenty-seven days in advance. ;Tald weekly by SESC, contains lists of solar

Three Day Forecasts flares, solar active regions, radio flux levels,

SESC makes forecasts for the next three geomagnetic indices, maps of solar features
and selected plots of proton events, x-ray

days of the levels of geomagnetic activitymagnetograms.
(Fredericksburg A-indices), solar radio flux
at 2700 MHz, solar proton events, class X and IV. TECHNICAL NEEDS
class M flares. The predictions for proton
events and for flares are cast as the probabil- To provide improved service to the users
ity of the occurrence of each particular type of the SESC, several technical improvements
of event for each universal (Greenwich) day. are needed. Direct satellite monitoring of
The accuracy of the class M flare forecasts EUV fluxes rather than continued reliance on
made for a 24 hour period one day in advance correlative parameters should improve the ac-
are shown in Figure 4. curacy of both ionospheric and upper atmos-

Alerts of Events pheric density models.

Given the current capability of predic- There is at present no operational EUV
t ing thecurret dapbisturbanc, bout c satellite monitoring system and none is pre-

ting solar-geomagnetic disturbances, about 40 sently being built though as indicated in
percent of SESC customers rely on rapid alerts Section II, SOLRAD 11 could be the source of
of events once the event is detected. Cate-goris ad treshldsforthes alrtsaresuch data if it is operated for a sufficiently
gories and thresholds for these alerts are long period into the future. As indicated in
shown in Table 1. The alerts have varying Figure 4, the primary source of error in the
thresholds and the user of the service may class M flare forecasts is an inability to

specify at what level he wishes to be notified, predict the time of the flare, This is gener-

In addition to the alerts shown in Table ally true of all the flare predictions made
1, there is another category of service that is by the SESC. Exceptions are for proton events
intermediate between prediction and alert, and magnetic storm predictions, where the
The prediction of flare consequences such as error in the predicted intensity or particle
proton events and geomagnetic storms can be flux is generally as great or greater than the
greatly improved once a flare has occurred by error in the predicted times. Monitoring of
using measures of the flare energy such as solar wind parameters outside the magnetosphere
optical, radio ir x-ray emission. A proton would give an improved prediction of magnetic
prediction program by Smart (Smart, 1976) uses storm times and intensities.
a combination of physical and heuristic models Better spatial resolution in the measure-
to predict the time, flux intensity and spec- ments or improved extrapolation from existing
tral parameters of a flare-induced proton measurements for localized magnetospheric/
event using any of several flare emission
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geomagnetic phenomena such as substorms would V. References
improve existing ionospheric models. If the Anderson, C. W., Lanzerotti, L. J. and Mac
real time space environment centers should be Lennan, C. G., 1974, "Outage of the L-4 Sys-
called upon to provide regular support for tem and the Geomagnetic Disturbance of August
spacecraft operating anomalies such as charging, 4, 1972", Bell System Technical Journal, Vol.
there is the same need for higher resolution 53, 1817.
information than is now available.

Finally, in the data currently monitored, Baker, D. M., 1970, "Flare Classification Based
specific indices could be developed that more Upon X-ray Intensity", AIAA Paper No.70-1370.
closely relate the measurements to particular
operating systems or models. The C-M-X flare Donnelly, R. F., 1977, The Solar Output and Its
classification system was developed to provide Variation, Colorado Associated University
such an improvement. The geomagnetic A and K Press, Boulder, 320.
indices are examples of gross indices that
continue to be used in a wide variety of appli- Jacobs, J. A., 1970, Geomagnetic Micropulsations,
cations with widely varying time dependencies. Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg, Berlin.
On the other hand, the continuation of gross
indices such as A and K has enable the SESC Pythe, T., McPherron, R. L., and Kokubun, S.,
to fulfill the important role of being a gen- 1976, "The Ground Signatures of the Expansion
eral information source to which operators of Phase During Multiple Onset Substorms", Planet.
advanced technology systems can go to get a Space Sci., Vol.24, 1115-1132.
rapid first indication of whether solar and
geomagnetic activity may be the source of Smart, D. F., and Shea, M. A., 1977, "Applica-
some unexplained anomaly in their system. In tion of Elementary Coronal Propagation and Co-
several past instances, this has been the case Rotational Concepts to Solar Proton Event Pre-
and the result has led to further studies by diction", Proceedings 15th International Cos-
the operators and enabled them to gain better mic Ray Conference, Vol. S., 131.
understanding of environmental effects on
their systems. Development of new systems in Williams, D. J.,1976, SELDADS; An Operational
the future will presumably provide continued Real-Time Solar-Terrestrial Environment Moni-
opportunities for the same service. toring System, NOAA Technical Report ERL 3'7-

SEL 37.

TABLE 1

SESC ALERT CATEGORIES AND THRESHOLDS FOR ISSUING ALERTS

SOLAR FLARES

X5 (1-8R X-Ray Classification)
Xl
MS
3B (Optical Classification
2B
lB

MAGNETIC DISTURBANCES

A 50 (real time A measured at Boulder)
A a30
A -20
K i6 (real time K measured at Boulder)
K 25 observed in successive three-hour intervals
K 5
K 4
SUDDEN COMMENCEMENT

RADIO BURSTS/NOISE STORMS

10CM RADIO BURST GREATER THAN 100 FLUX UNITS
245MHZ BURST OR NOISE STORM
TYPE II AND/OR TYPE IV DECAMETRIC EMISSION

PROTON EVENTS

PROTON FLUX (E -10MEV) 40CM
2
-SECI-STERAD

1
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TABLE 2

DATA AVAILABLE IN SELADS

TIME PRIMARY

TYPE WAVELENGTH RESOLUTION SOURCES

X-ray Patrol 1-8x One minute values SMS/GOES Satellites

Optical Patrol IH-alpha Approximately U.S.Air Force Observatories
one minute at Teheran, Ramey, Palehua,

ttolloman.

NOAA/IPS Joint Observatory at

Culgoora

Boulder (part time)

International Ulrsigram and
World Days Service (IUWDS)
network.

Radio Patrol Decametric Approximately Quiet time flux levels and

through one minute event reports from Sagamore

Centimetric Hill, Ottawa, Boulder, Palehua,
Manila, Culgoora (CSIRO) and

IUWDS.

Particle Patrol 0.6-500 MeV protons SMS/GOES

22 MeV electrons SMS/GOES

4.0-329 MeV alpha SMS/GOES

particles

-10, -30, 60 MeV NOAA S
protons

Additional data from
Vela and Meteor
(USSR) satellites

Geosynchronous Three Field Components SMS/GOES satellites
Magnetometer
Patrol

Geomagnetic A, K 18 stations

Indices

Total Electron Hourly

Content

Auroral Back- 15 minutes 5 Alaskan stations plus Thule
scatter Radar

High Latitude 30 MHZ 15 minutes 5 Alaskan stations plus Thule

Riometers

Ionosonde Ob- FOF2, M3000, FMIN One hour or Approximately 30 stations

servations six hours
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AN OBJECTIVE APPROACH TO

REGION ANALYSIS FOR FLARE FORECASTING

Joseph W. Hirman
William E. Flowers

Space Environment Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado

I. INTRODUCTION

The Space Environment Services Center flares are numerous. As an example, the accur-
(SESC) is a part of the National Oceanic and ate prediction of a large flare could aid im-
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Environmental measurably in predicting the state of the geo-
Research Laboratories in Boulder, Colorado. magnetic field, in predicting the state of the
This center, which opened in 1964 and became ionosphere, and in computing satellite drag
fully operational in 1968, is jontly operated coefficients. The flare probability forecast
by NOAA and the USAF Air Weather Service. is also vital to the research community. Var-
Through an elaborate real time communications ious investigators depend on flare forecasts
system, SESC maintains a co..:inuous watch of for decision making relative to detector atti-
the sun by satellites and b/ optical and radio tudes and instrument configurations.
telescopes located at Boulder and around the
world. The SESC is designated as the national This probability forecast is currently
and international focal point for real time based on subjective analysis of many pieces of
solir-geophysical data collection, event warn- data available at SESC in near real time
in;, and forecasting (Mangis, 1975). Solar (Williams, 1976). Information on this method
flare forecasts are a major product of this has been published (McIntosh, 1970; Smith,center and the subject of this report 1970) and will only be described briefly here.The current SESC method involves the inter-

I. FLARE FORECA,TING pretation of photospheric (sunspots), chromo-
spheric (It-alpha and Calcium), and magnetic

'he solar flare forecast, as issued three field images and radio, x-ray, and coronal
times Jaily by SESC, is , pei-entage forecast data as available. Every active region isgiving :he probability that a solar flare pro- analyzed according to its complexity, magnetic
ducing signifiant geophysical effects will configuration, age, rate of growth, past his-

tory, and most important, its similarity tooccur in the next '4, 48, and 72 hours. The active regions observed in the past. It is
clos§ relationship between the flare-produced this latter factor of experience that is the
1-8 ,ngstrom x-ray flux and subsequent ion.- forecaster's n,3st important asset.
spheric e fects (Mitra, 1974) were studied.
In 1970, SESC devised the C-M-X x-ray classi- Over the years, the more experienced fore-
fication scheme for solar flares (Baker, 1970) casters have gained some insight as to how to
(table 1) using satellite measurements from interpret the data for the key parameters that
SOLRAI) and more recently from SMS/GOES. For best fit into the forecasting puzzle, and this
example, an M-class flare could typically pro- skill has been passed on to the new fore-
duce significant short wave fade and up to 900 -asters. In this manner, "forecasting exper-
phase shifts on VLF circuits, while an X-class tise" has developed. IHowev-r, due to the sub-
flare results in major sh8 rt wave fade and VLF jectivity of the interpre-ati, i, quality con-
phase shifts of up to 180 . The smallest de- trol is difficult and the resulting forecasts
tectable flare effect on VLF circuits has been are inconsistent. The need for an objective
reported as CI.5 by Muraoka, et al, 1977. The technique for flare forecasting has long been
SLSC forecast gives the probability of the r-cognized; however, no objective studies
occurrence of each flare class, exist that enable the duty forecaster to attach

any quantitative significance to the many
The flare probability forecast should be pieces of available data. With the advent of

indicative of the activity level of the sun, the new Solar Optical Observing Network (SOON)
Since most near-earth environmental disciplines ano its capability for objective observing,
are interrelated with the activity level of (Air Force Tech order 31M1-2 FM67-1, to be
the sun, the benefits of accurately predicting published), it was decided that tho opportune
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time had arrived to initiate procedures for all aspects of each active region are analyzed
developing objec-ive forecasting techniques, daily before the 2200UT forecast using obser-
All forecasters at the Space Environment Ser- vations reported for the previous 24 hours.
vices Center were queried as to what parameters To assist in the data reduction and to test
they found useful as inputs to their flare the many theories associated with flare occur-
forecasts. At the same time, a literature rence, it was decided to divide the types of
search was made to determine which previously observations into four main categories: White
studied predictors were available to SESC in light, tl-alpha, Radio, and Region History.
near real time. These parameters were then These were further defined in order to reflect
incorporated into a scheme that is designed to the kinds of data available from each type of
identify, in rder of import 'nce, those in- observation. This also enables a hierarchy of
gredients essential to flare occurrence. All importance to b established within each data
the problems that impede the development of set (table 2).
an objective flare forecasting technique still It has long been argued that the solar
exist; however, it is believed that the pro- It has ar ue that the for
ject described in this paper will aid in re- magnetic fields are the energy source for theducing some of those problems. production of flares (Bumba, 1958; Severny,1958; Giovanelli, 1939; McIntosh, 1969). The

There are many theories concerning which White light and I-alpha categories in this
parameters should be monitored and measured scheme are basically concerned with magnetic
when trying to forecast flares. The various fields. Spot groups are visual manifestations
links between flare production and certain ac- of magnetic loops of force. Therefore, spot
tive region characteristics have been discussed behavior, spot growth, spot movement, and
for years. The following are just a few: location of spot emergence are indicative of
The Influence of Radio Brightness Temperature various magnetic field changes. Similar de-
on Solar Flare Prediction (Reilly et al., 1967); ductions can be made from observations in
The Relationship Between Chromospheric Flares H-alpha. Close scrutiny of regions in H-alpha
and Magnetic Fields of Sunsppt Groups (Bumba light will reveal certain changes in the fine
1958); Solar Flare Occurrence as a Function of structure, and the relationship of these
Sunspot Size (Enger et al., 1966); Some Pecu- changes to the large-scale features are de-
liarities of Magnetic Fields Connected With pendent on magnetic changes and configurations
Solar Flares (Severny 1962); and Inference of which are not apparent from White light sun-
Solar Magnetic Polarities From H-alpha Obser- spot analysis alone. In short, this entire
vations (Mclntosh 1970). procedure is an attempt to quantitatively

A scheme has been devised at SESC that view magnetic structure and changes.

will enable the forecaster to evaluate some In the White light category, the parameters
of these theories, both collectively and in- established are those used singularly in ear-
dividually. The procedure for analysis is to lier flare studies and are generally values
objectively evaluate certain designated para- that can be measured objectively. The char-
meters for each region on a daily basis. The acteristic elements are: spot class (McIntosh
results of these evaluations will be studied classification), magnetic class, magnetic field
using various statistical methods, such as strength, magnetic gradient, sunspot dynamics,
MVflA (Multi-Varient discriminent Analysis) region interaction, and stage of development.
and contingency tables. Through this method, The data in the I-alpha category are those
it is hoped that significant parameters can derived from analysis of H-alpha images and/or
be established and weighted in accordance from observatory reports. These parameters
with their importance. Parameters that are are thought to be most significant by the
not significant can be disregarded. The pur- forecasters, are difficult to measure objec-
pose of this region analysis is not to find tively, are the least studied. The para-
new predictors, but rather to take those pre- meters included in this category are: where
dictors that are already known and integrate the region emerged with respect to the large
them into an analytical process that will scale fields and sector boundaries, plage com-
yield a quantitative result. This scheme pactness and activity of embedded filament,
was initiated on 1 January 1977 and will be inferred neutral line orientation, complexity
evaluated over the next two years or more and temporal changes, activity of the asso-
with the immediate goal of improved forecasts, ciated filament, bright points and plage
but with an ultimate goal of understanding fluctuations, and the emergence of new flux.
solar flares. This real time analysis is sim- The third data set consists of a single
ilar to the study of historical data by parameter: the radio activity of the region
Podsiadlo, 1973. over the previous 24 hours. This character-

II. REGION ANALYSIS SCHEME istic is not expected to be significant for
flare predictions, hut is included to gather

The prime consideration in developing statistical information for particle event
this scheme was data availability; data not prediction. The last category is continuous
readily accessible to the duty forecaster in history of the region. It includes the
near real time on a daily basis was not in- largest flare produced by the region, the
cluded. With the exception of this limitation, number of transits this region has made, and
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a history of the observed particle production two reasons. Firstly, the mechanics of the
of the region. In addition to the above four analysis are both time consuming and laborious.
categories of active region charactiristics, If we can incorporate the scheme into a use-
a category containing the forecastt's subjec- ful work tool while concurrently gathering
tive prediction was included. It is recognized data for the actual testing, the duty fore-
that this intuitive, subjective input of the caster will be more interested in doing an
forecaster cannot be quantized, yet it remains accurate analysis and will be more receptive
an important integral part of the forecast, to the program. Secondly, with sufficient

For the purpose of quantifying these char- refinement, the latitude for individual in-
For he urpse o quntiyingthee car- terpretation of data will be minimized, and

acteristics, weight factors were assigned to thegaion objetv will e

each parameter in a hierarchy of increasing the goal of an objective forecast will be

importance. However, our a-priori assumptions approached.

on some of these factors proved to be incorrect ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
during an initial study and the actual measur-
ed value was used instead. For example, we A task of this magnitude required the
originally broke down the 61 possible spot aid of many and variously talented people.
classifications into 6 groups based on fore- The authors would like to extend a special
caster intuition, only to find that some thanks to the following people:
groups were not as productive as we thought. Mr. Gary Heckman, Chief of The SESC;

All of the forecasters at the SESC;
The forecaster evaluates the data andAlofteorcsrsathSECMr. Kurt Carran and all of the communica-

chooses the factors as appropriate. These are tion center operators;
then entered on a log (table 3) and finally Mr. Thomas Gray;
into the computer. A factor analysis will be Ms Linda Bath;
performed by the computer to determine if in- Ms Cheryl Cruickshank;
deed the hierarchy assigned to the parameters Dr. Don Neidig, SPO;
is accurate and if not, just what it should be. Dr. Richard Donnelly, SEL;
Next, a multivarient discriminant analysis Mr. Peter Tryon, NBS;
(MVDA) will be made to determine the most use- Ms Ginger Caldwell, N3S.

ful parameters and a probability function to
be used. This function will then be applied to
data in our real time operation to produce a
flare probability forecast, and will be com-
pared to the forecaster's prediction. It is
hoped that the MVDA forecast will become a
useful tool for the forecaster and will in-
crease the accuracy of his predictions.

IV. CURRENT STATUS OF THE SCHEME

This project is currently in its infancy.
Very limited preliminary results are available. __

Six months of data (January 1977-June 1977) TABLE 1

have been analyzed. Taking into account the
limited sample of the data and the phase of CO Peak flux less than 10

- 6 
watts/m

2
/sec

the cycle it represents, confidence fActors
relative to these results are guarded. The Cl-C9 Peak flux from 1 - 9 * 106 watts/m

2
/sec

analysis indicates that the prime factor for
whether or not a region will flare is whether Ml-M9 Peak flux from 1 - 9 *10

-
5 watts/m

2
/sec

or not the region has flared before, or per-
sistence. Secondly, regions which produce Xl-X9 Peak flux from 1 - 9 * 10

- 
watts/m

2
/sec

bright points are likely to produce flares.
However, again in light of the constraints,
these results are what one would logically
conclude. Also significant are the spot
class and the product of the spot class and
magnetic class. Three additional months of
data are being prepared for analysis. These
three months include periods of relatively
higher levels of activity.

Data collection and computer storage are
an ongoing process, and progress is being
made toward familiarizing forecasters with
what kinds of meaningful information can be
extracted from the data and how to extract it.
Also, a great deal of effort is being expended
on investigating and refining the mechanics of
the scheme. This, we feel, is important for
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THIS ANALYSIS IS BASED ON OATA REPORTED OR OBSERVED DURING TAR

PAST :4 HOURS ONLY (CAIUT TO 2lIT) AND SHOULD BE COMPLETED

IN TIME FOP THE 22ON FORECAST.

REGION ANALYSIS

REGION NRER. ........
FIRST APPEARAICE LONCIOTUDE. ..........

CURRENT LONGITUDE ...................

CURRENT LATITOU ............
CAR TON LONOT ............ ...
AGE OF REGION IN DAYS THIS TRANSIT ...........

CATEGORIES FOR INDEX CLASSIFICATION

PARAMETER TYPE CLASS

AHITE LIGHT

I. SPOT CLASS NONE OBSERVED ................................. 0
ENTER SPOT CLASS THREE LETTER CODE .......... ...

NO DATA ........................................ 0

2, MAGNETIC CLASS NO SP ..........
ALPHA ... ........... ,........... I

BETA . ........................ ...........

0ETA GAMA A ........... .. ....

DELTA: ............ ...............
NO DATA ....................... ........

5. MAGNETIC EIELD ND SPOTS ...... ..... . . .. ....
STRENGTH; ENTER LETTER IR/S) AN/ TAO D I T VALT .

(LARCEST) IF SAME USE LEADER POLARITY,
NO DATA .......... S....

A. MGNETIC NO SPOTC OR UNIPOLAR REGION ....... .
,RADIENTR ENTER THE GpADIENT AS N.NN .....

A GAMMA, NO DATA ..... ......... . . ........... .

SLFNSPMT NO SPOTS OR NT AP IlAl ............ ... P 

DYNAMICS COALESCING OF S1 .......
SPOT ROTATION..... ..............

RELATIVE SPOT MOTION (OPPOSITE POLARITY SPOTS)

. NTATIN OA ACCUREO ...............................

AIT ANITHRY STRONG SPOTS OS OPPOSITE EOLHRITY CCNVEUE

kEGIN EROM LESS THAN C DEGREES APART ......... I
NO DATA .................................. .

7. STAGE (E NO SPITS .. . ............

D GAY .G ................ ..........
GROWING .............

RAPID DELA RET O
R 

ARE AECREASE ER . SI!. A
HA;I 'ROTR 1R.T 11 AREA INCPEASE BY - 5t).
RAPID GROWTH ISPOT OR AREA INCREASE BY 100T H
NO OATH ....................................... .

k ALPHA

A. LEADER EMERES STRLCTGNAeNT DEFINITE ............

IN LEADER DR RETOAHNO REGION - ENER REGION NGMIPEF..., ....--

TRAILER POLAR- I 5 OEG OF EL ANO OUT-aE-ERASE ATTN N.
ITS RIELOS , PEG OF RL AND IN LEAPER POLARITY RiELOR..
(FO PREVIOUS .5 D1 OE NL ANT IN TRAILER POLARITY FIELDS. A

MYNDPTIC MAP) 0 BE EL AND pUAS AIT NI ..........
NO DATA .......................................

H. RELATIONSHIP SECTOR STRUCTURE NOT DEFINITE ................. I

AITH NEARET REGION IS . - 6 DEGR E MF-OM NEARFST 001'NDAY.
SECTOR BOUND' NON-HALE AND IN TO 38 DEC VEST OF AO)INOWM.
APY (HALE : NON-HALE AND It TO 3 DEC FAST E ROUNA0 ..
REGION POLARITY NON-HALE AND . It DEC OFRLINDAY.... A
MATCPES TIlE HALE AND la TO r DEC HERT OP 'OUND AY.
BO:NOARY, HALF AND I TO 3? DEC FAST Of BOUNDARY.

HALE AND . IV DEC OF BONDIY ..........

NO OATH ...................................... .

10. PLAGE COMPACT- NON-COPPACT PLACE AND NO "LAMENT...
NESS AND EMBED- NON-COMPACT PLAGE AITH FIAMENT ....
FED FILAMENT PON-CO,'PACI PIACE WITH ACTfVE FILAFFT ........ 2

(COMPACT NL COMPACT PLA E AITROIrT ERREPSED FILAMEN ......LRT
CORRIDOR . C COMPACT PLAGE AitH EPREDDED EILAMENT . A...

DEGREES AlOE) COPACT PLAGE A ITH ACTIVE EMBDOEO ILA fWT...
NO DATA .......................................

II.AIN NI ORIN HEAR STRUCTUE I .. .......
TATlOR AlTUIN NORTH-SOIJTF Ir'* AT DEGRESS TO NSJ....... I

TLI YNE . ..........

HAIRPIN (. . . . . . . ...
HTVCIRCLAM . . . .REVENUE POLNYITY REGION....... .. ,....*

NO DATA .......................................
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TMIIIE 2 (tcoli 'd)

I?. NEUTRAL LINE NO SIRAS OR NVEA STRUCTURE ......... F

COMPLEXTY I-S RINKS (VERY IRPLE REGION) . .... I
46 KINKS (SIMPLE REGION) .................... 2
1-12 RINKS IINTEAREOIATE RECITl ..... ....

I? GIA (Vy CONPL ................ILN" 0
NO DATA . ...................

I. NEUTRAL LINE NO DEFINITE TREND .......
TEMPORAL NEUTRAL LINE ECORINO SIPLE I..... I
CHANGER NEUTRAL LINE BECOMING COMPLEX ....

NO DATA ...................... ....

IA. ASUSCIATED NO ASSOCIATED FILAMPNT... ....
F1LAMEAT FILAMENT UNCRANGED ...... . ... I
(EATESNAL TO FILAENT ROING .... ........... ?
REGION UT FILAMENT DISAPPEARED AITRIN PAST TA HOIRS.
ALONG COPRON FILAPFNT DARNES OR IS ACTIVE ....... . A

NEUTRAL LINE) NO DATA ..............

I. URIYT POINTS NONE OCCURRED .................. ...
ANZ/GR PLAGF OCCURRED BUT NOT ALONG NEUTRAL LINE ... I

FLUCTUATIONS OCCURRED ALONG THE NEUTRAL LINE.. .

PLASE FLUCTUATIONZ ............ ...
AU 0 TA ...................................... .

16..FFRGING FLUX NONE OCCURRED OR REGION IS HEY ................ r
ANDJOR AFS ISOLATED POLE IN PECION ... . ... I

NER EFE EEGES RITHIN PRISTING SPOT UROP
NEW EFA EPERIGES NEAR REGION (WITHIN I DECPFER

OF EXITING SPOT GROUP) ...................... 3
AF, PRESENT IN PEGION ........... * .... ..... A

NO DATA ..................................

RADIO

17. :AOIO FURST NONE OCrURRF O SMALL EVENTS ........

ND'ON SAEFP 2 T FLUX UNITS AT IA CP ...... . I

.IRU FLU M GITS AT 0. ...... 2

MILTIPLE TYPE III SEP .............. S
ENTR IS TYPE IV SNEFP ......... .....

POSFIELE TYPE I EOLOVED ?Y TOPE IV ......... . I
U uRST ... ........
MAJOR AND LXl PP'F .........
O DATA .......................................

REGIDA H"TOpY

ToIS TRANSIT

IS. GARGFT FIA0 NONE OCCURRED OR F)PST V OBSERVED:.::::::::: t

SINCE REGION C CLASS FLARES HAVE OCCURpED .... . . . I

APEANED. M CLASS FLARES HAVE OCCURPED .................. 2

X CLASS FLAPES HAVE OCCURRED .....
NG DATA OR REGION APPEARED ON EAST LIO...

IS. REGION FIRST FORMED ON DISK .......... .

APPEARED CAPE AROUND EAST LINK - FIRST TRAISIT . I

SECOND TFANSIT ........

THIRD TRAN"ID (AT FTC .
NO DATA ......................................

TN PROTON EvENT NO PARTICLE EVENT .............

Ifl' .TRANSIT) PRD0TDA I'lEA ,Ilop/CM.C.E.SF .1MV
GROUND LEVEL EV NT ............................

40 DOTI ......................................

FORECASTS

TI. C.P.O.P C PROBATI ITY ............ . ..
DPSEVEILITIEV F PROBABILITy ............... ..

X PROPAOILITY .......
P PPOE ABILITY .................... .

FOP TOF PAST D4 HOURS

2. LANCEST RIARP NONE OCCUIRFD OR .. ......
FON TOE PAT CLASS ( ........... . ....
4 HOURS C LASS P . ..... .. ....

MULTIPLE CLAY . ..........
ENRIPEI ARE PEOTON EVENT .................... .. A

PTSsIRLE N0 DATA ......................................

TOTAL SN PAPAR.TEPS
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REGION ANALYSIS DATE; ______
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" LASS-
ROT tN _______

FLARE

23. 10 cm. FLUX ____7_ T 7roT li ve d im,,NFXMTW

24. C/MIX/Pl '1 1ci 200? ora__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - I
NOTE: This; form iq to he complo tod daily as part of the 2200.? forecastI
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AN IPDATE ON Till, SOLAR CYCLI. 2 1 IORI CA'A

Jay Roderick IIi Il
EIM Propagation Division, Naval Ocean Systems Center

San Diego, CA 92152

The purpose of this paper is to examine the neighboring lines and continuum noise, a data
progress of the new solar cycle compared with a window is applied to each segment before per-
mathematical forecast model, forming the periodogram analysis. Paul use s

a cosine (in frequency domain) window having a
';e expect the next solar cycle to he as bandwidth parameter, , which reduces "side lobe"

1 irge as cycle 19 based oBt the forecast pre- interference provided that >2/L, where L is the
sented in Nature (Illl, 197-). The new cycle segment length.
is well under way, having started in Augiist,
19-(. The forecast was based on a high resolu- Once the windowed segments are calculated,
tion spectral analysis ofrionthlv sunspot numbers any nitnber of test frequencies can be analyzed
from 1'49 through 1975. The rapid rise in by periodograph. For each segment, Paul uses the
monthly mean sunspot numbers is currently rinning FFT to efficiently scan the frequency domain in
at least as large as that of the forecast model search for possible lines. Improvements in the
(Figure 1). frequency, amplitude and phase of the lines are

made by repeating the periodogram analysis of
The mathematical model consists of a sum the segments using as test frequencies those

of 42 sine waves whose frequencies are not bar- found in the scan. The analysis is performed
monically related. That is, there exists no using overlapping data segments with time shifts
fundamental period of which the sine waves are of less than about T/l, where F is the length
iultiples; the combination of them will never of the data record.
epeat itself.

An unknown frequency which is near a period-
The procedure used in deriving the model ogram test frequeny f is determined using the

was developed by Adolf Paul (Paul, 19?2) for equation f= ('b - I)/[2T(ta - tb)I, where -a
determining frequencies, amplitudes and phases and b are the phases found with the periodogram
of unknown lines in a signal containing both analysis using segments (a) and (b) and the test
broadband noise and pure tones. lie has demon- frequency fk' The 2 . ambiguities in 1a - ¢ b
strated its accuracy by analyzing San Francisco arising from large At can usually he resolved
tide data. The tides aredriven bygravitational without difficulty. By using (t b - ta) _ I/f k
forces from the moon and sun. These are known in the early stages of the solution, the values
to high accuracy from observations and dynamical of f will be determined uniquely. This is
theory. The frequencies, amplitudes and phases because the maximum phase shift of the wave at
derived by Paul from the tide data are in start- fk will be 27. For the sunspot data the highest
linglv good agreement with those of the astro- frequency analyzed was 0.081468 month-1 (period
nomical forces. of 12.27 months) so that tb - ta could be as

large as 222 months without 2" ambiguitie
Paul's method differs from conventional FFT arising in At. In later iterations when fi, wa

methods in that it does not assume that frequen- known more accuratley, larger At shifts %. re
cies will be uniformly spaced. lie uses the time used in determining f.
shift theorem ( A$ = 2 mf At) to determine
the unknown frequencies from the change of phase The effects of unresolved closely spaced
between periodogram analysis of segments of the lines or white noise within the bandwidth ,' near
data separated in time. f show up as a change in the amplitude estimated

in segment (a) compared to that of segment tf,).
The first step of his method is to divide The effects also show up as a change in the lint

the data record into two or more possibly over- amplitude when the filter bandwidth is charicd
lapping segments. For example, segment (a) may In oider to determine these closely spaced frt,-
consist of the first 95% of the record centered quencies, Paul's method was extended by adding
at ta, and segment (I,) th, last 95' (f the record steps consisting of subtracting the waveform
centered at t b . To reduce the interference of corresponding to the approximately known I int,
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in the data, followed by iteratively solving for least another year before we can differentiate
When applied to the sunspot record, this method large and small, have a rapid onset with similar

resolved closely spaced lines having a beat slopes. Thus we must wait until 3fter the
period ( 1/Af) of 1045±200 years. The accuracy initial stages of the new cycle to test the model
of each frequency is more a function of the and the assumptions on which it is based.
white noise within the filter bandwidth used in
the analysis than of the record length. The
frequency uncertainty estimated for the sunspot
data was ± 1/ (20T) rather than the commonly quoted
tl/(4T) for standard signal processing. REFERENCES

Although the model is currently tracking 1ll, J. R., Nature 266, 151-153 (1977)
tIe sunspot data quite well, it will require at Paul, A. K., Maths Comput. 26, 437-447 (1972)
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UHF SCINTILLATION AT HIGH LATITUDES FOR A BRIEF PERIOD DURING 1976

JOHN M. GOODMAN
NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

WASHINGTON, D. C.

ABSTRACT

During two periods - the summer gathering system at the Keflavik,
and autumn of 1976 - NRL and NADC col- Iceland Naval Station recording the
laborated in UHF amplitude scintillation 360 MHz beacon of the Advanced Techno-
measurements from Keflavik, Iceland logy Satellite ATS-6. The testing
using ATS-6 as a source of transmissions, intervals were during June and Septem-
The overall scintillation index S4 was ber-October 1976. During the summer
found to be 0.15 and the 1-99% fading interval, ATS-6 was geostationary,
range - 3.5dB. As expected the scintil- being positioned over Lake Victoria
lation was found to be more strongly (Africa), yielding an elevation angle
controlled by magnetic than solar of approximately - 50 to the Keflavik
activity. The amplitude statistics were installation. During the autumn inter-
found to be non-Rayleigh andthe smaller val the satellite was being reposi-
scintillation levels observed in this tioned to the west and the elevation
study were roughly approximated by the angles were somewhat higher, ranging
Nakagami-m model. The power spectra between about 140 to 160.
exhibited a power-law roll-off from a
"corner" frequency of 0.067 Hz with an The antenna system employed for
index of -2 on the average. Generally the measurements was characterized
50% of the scintillation power was by a beamwidth of approximately 13.50.
provided by frequencies less than As a result the studies were potential-
0.03 Hz and the fade-duration and fade- ly contaminated by multipath effects
interval distributions were typically during the summer tests because of
exponential, ground reflections. This realized at

the outset and was recognized to be an
INTRODUCTION observational constraint to be analyzed

for the case of small disadvantaged
Under the sponsorship of NAVELEX, users at high latitudes. Another

the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), constraint to the success of the mea-
and the Naval Air Development Center surenent program was the aircraft
(NADC) cooperated in a program on high- traffic at the Naval station airfield,
latitude scintillation research at UHF. which produced unwanted receiver os-
Even though a considerable scintilla- cillations before adjustments were
tion data set in the high latitude made to obviate the problem. Never-
region has been obtained by workers theless a useful data set was obtained
at the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory for processing by NRL personnel.
(AFGL), principally at VHF, there was
deemed to be an insufficient retriev- SCINTILLATION INDEX CONSIDERATIONS
able data base for the frequency do-
main near 400 MHz. Additionally the During the overall observation
Navy studies were to emphasize design periods the average scintillation
quantities derivable from the in- index S4, defined as the ratio of the
trinsic signal statistics and spectra standard deviation of the signal
rather than phenomenological para- fluctuations to the average power, was
meters such as the scintillation index, 0.15. Also, the so-called SI scintil-
which are principally of geophysical lation index, employed by AFGL scien-
interest. tists and related to the full fading

range, was about twice the value of
Accordingly NADC set up a data- the S4 scintillation index on the
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average. Other average statistics 100 ------- I - T-1
were an RMS signal fluctuation of
0.75 dB, a 1%-99% fading range of
3.5 dB, and a 1% fading depth of 90o
1.8 dB. In addition, the peak ob-
served fading range was 7.5 dB.

On the basis of a correlation
analysis, the following relationship
was found to exist between the scintil- 70 -
lation index and the magnetic and sole <

activity indicies. 6

S4 = 0.05 + 4.8X10- 3 Tk+ 5.7Xi0 4 A (1)

where Ek is the sum of eight 3-hourly
values o the planetary magnetic index
following the observation period,
and Rz is the value of the smoothed

4
Zurich sunspot number for the im-
mediate day preceding the observations. Z 30
This relation is approximate because
of the limited number of data groups
correlated but nevertheless indicates 20
that magnetic activity is a stronger
control than solar activity at these
high latitudes, perhaps by an order
of magnitude. That Magnetic activity was
a stronger control
since the nocturnal scintillation 00 25 .30 .3,
which was emphasized during this study 0 1 15 23
is undoubtedly related to the night- S4
time location of the auroral oval which
blankets Iceland and is a visible
manifestation of magnetospheric in-
fluences. Indeed other workers have Figure 1 - Distribution of
noted that magnetic activity is more Scintillation Indicies
important than solar activity in con- 2
trolling the high-latitude scintil- n = S4 and since <S4 > - 0.15 during
lation depth at VHF. the present observations thtn <m> is

44. An m value of unity constitutes
Figure 1 shows the distribution Rayleigh fading. The extreme values

of S4 indicies obtained during the of S4 were 0.05 and 0.34, suggesting
total observation period for which that m ranged between 400 (virtually
an analysis was conducted. Upon in- zero scintillation) and 8.65 during
spection, it is clear that scintil- the periods of observation. For the

lation was never particularly strong, lower values of scintillation observed
with S4 exceeding 0.25 less than 5% in the current investigation, a log-
of the analysis time. normal distribution would be an equal-

ly valid approximation to the observed
situation. A typical distribution

Amplitude Distributions function is presented in Figure 2.

The amplitude statistics were Scintillation Spectra
observed to be non-Rayleigh at 360
MHz; however for the smaller scintil- The power spectra in the current study
lation levels observed in this study were generally characterized by a high-
the distributions were closely approxi- frequency rolloff of f-2 rather than
mated by the Nakagami-m model: f-3 as was anticipated from our equa-

torial studies and some work of others
2 (p) = mm m-- m-f(m)- e -mp/Po (2) at equatorial and midlatitudes. The

low-frequency cutoff was not well de-
\Po/ fined but its approximation, called

the corner frequency,was 0.06 Hz on
where r(m) is the gamma function, m is the average. Typical spectra are dis-
a parameter and p and Po are the in- played in Figure 3. Using the Fresnel
stantaneous and average powers res- Zone distance as the canonical scale
pectively. It is well known that
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0.010,~

0.001 .-- - - ...~--- QiUENCY HZ2

PTIPAV(dB) Fig.3 Power spectra for (A) 2105 -
2136Z on 9/29/76 and (B) 2137-2208

Fig. 2 - Probability density and on 9/29/76. The S4 values were
Distribution functions for a 30 0.24 and 0.15 respectively.
thirty minute period on the
evening of 6/23/76. S4 = 0.22

above which scintillation effects be-
come filtered, we deduce the average
drift velocity of the inhomogeneity
field across the beam to be about 200
m/s. Correlation was insignificant
between the rolloff exponent and .
either Rz or kp. However for kp 2 2.

the drift velocity of the ionosphere -

as determined from the spectral cor-
ner frequency appears to increase ap- -

proximately 25 m/s per unity increase
in the daily sum akp.

Frcm an analysis of the distri-
bution of scintillation versus
fluctuation frequency, we find that
most of the scintillation power resides
below the corner frequency vc , or forperiodicities in excess of approxi- --- --

mately 15 s. The S index was foundto obey a law of thi form

(l_e_xi Fig. 4 - S4 index per elementary fre-

)S4 ( quency band versus v. Note that
the cumulative distribution of $4(0

where Y is the fluctuation frequency asymptotically approaches S4.
S4 is the observed total scintillation
index, S4(V) is the scintillationindex from DC to V, and X s a para- Fade Duration and Fade Interval

meter. Typically X is vc-- or 15 a. Statistics

Figure 4 illustrates this ascertion. The Fade-duration and fade-inter-
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val statistics were also shown to be 10

exponential, although the slopes were
different in the high-frequency and -
low-frequency domains. The fade-inter-
val distributions indicate that there
is a finite probability that severly
disadvantaged users will benefit from
scintillation, because constructive z
interference may increase the signal .010 3dB
strength to a level which enhances
signal detection. -

~-2dB
Figure 5A is plot of the frac-

tional number of fade intervals (i.e., -,
periods between fades) as a function . +adB
of the interval length with system
detection threshold as parameter. The 0.010
OdB case corresponds to a detection OURATION ISECt

threshold at the rms signal level.
Clearly as the system margin increases, Fig. 5B - Fade Duration Distribution
(i.e., the detection threshold be- for 2149 - 2220Z on 6/23/76 during
comes more negative with respect to which time S4 - 0.22.
the rms signal level), the slope
of the fade interval distribution de-
creases allowing a grreter number of
longer intervals during which fading 180
is non-existent. I E I

Figure 5B shows the fade duration
distribution corresponding to the same S

date which was utilized to construct 150 -- .26
Figure 5A. -.................... 24

120
.00 LOdB

LL

0 90
d2 dB

0.10 -28 d
Z Z

"\ '...

-I d6 0 d

0 40
INTERVAL ISEC) .......

Fig. 5A - Fade interval distribu- 0.20 0.40 0.80 1.60 3.20 6.40 12.8025.60
tions for 2149 - 2220Z on 6/23/76
during which time S4 = 0.22. FADE DURATION (SEC)

Figure 6 is a plot of the number of Fig. 6 - Nurrber of fades occurring
fades as a function of fade dura- duzing a 30 minute interval having
tion for three periods of relatively duration greater than the abscissa.
high scintillation activity. A thirty Detection threshold is the para-
(30) minute period is analyzed in meter and is referenced to the rms

each case. signal level.
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Concluding Remarks

It is emphasized that the cur-
rent study is incomplete as of this
writing and further analysis would
clearly be helpful in increasing the
validity of the conclusions drawn.
Additionally the data described here-
in were obtained over a relatively
short period of time during minimum
solar activity, at a high latitude
and for low elevation conditions.
Extrapolations to other situations
should be done cautiously.
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EFFLOTS OF IONOSPIUERIC ZCINTILLATIONS ON 6ATELLITE COUNICATIC5

Banshidbar, N.M. Vadher, Hari Om Vats, M.R. Desbpande and R.G. Rastogi
Physical Research Laboratory

Ahmedabad 380009, India.

TEXT

The paper describes some results of where 2 is the instantaneous amplitude,
the investigations carried out using and is the average of squares of R.
amplitude recordings of radio beacons R
from ATS-6 (phase II) at an equatorial The records shown in Fig.1 have
station Ootacamund, India. The effect these )4 values as 0.97, 0.35 and 0.47
of ionospheric irregularities has been for 40, 140 and 360 LHz respectively.
studied in relation vdth the message The effect of these scintillations on
length and its reliability for various communication can be visualized by
fade margins at three carrier freque- determining the message reliability.
ncies 40, 140 nd 360 11Hz. Out of !.:essage reliability is measured by
various schemes to overcome the scinti- determining the number of intervals
llation effect on communication, the that completely fit within the signal
time diversity scheme has been discuss- enhancements or increases above
ed. specified calibration levels compared

with the total possible number in the
From satellite to earth communica- sample under investigation (15 minutes)

tion the radio waves have to pass (Whitney and Basu 1977). Fig.2 shows
through the ionosphere where ionisa- the percentage of messages perfectly
tion irregularities might exist. These received as a function of mcssage
irregularities will scatter and distort length for various fade margins. Herethe signal producing fading. This percentage of perfectly received

fading occurs primarily in the equao- message at 140 Miz reduced to less
rial region of the earth, 200 of tLe than 50Y for message lengths exceeding
magnetic equator. Similar fading 4 seconds and fade margin less than
occurs in the polar regions also. The 6 db. Under the same condition,
fading is more severe during night these percentages are 90 and 10 for
than day. Nighttime scintillations 360 and 40 I:Iz respectively. A more
are attributed to irregularities mostly realistic view of these effects can be
present in F-regin, whereas daytime simulated computationally as if a
scintillations are due to E-region message transmitted from ATS-6 satellite
irregularities. This morphology has and received by a receiver on the
been documented by numerous workers ground having a specified fade margin.
(Aarons et al. 1971, Koster 1972, One such simulation is showm in Fig.3,
Crane 1974, Aarans 1976, Rastogi et al. where each letter represents a mesage
1977). Here the effect of one specific of 0.4 sec. Here only 140 I.Mz data
example of severe scintillation simul- from Fig.1 is used. Fig.3a shows the
taneously on 40, 140 and 360 LTHz is message which would have been received
discussed, by a receiver having a fade margin of

These amplitude records are shown 15 db and Fig.3b shows the same for aThes he mpl itareo aeivhoyn fade margin of 4 db only. In Fig.3b
in Fig.1. The scintillatio activity 'X's represent non-receivable part
is generally measured as normalized of the message. Note that one way to
roan 96 r of poe combat scintillations is to increase

Parkin 1963 kniown as: fade margin.

S4 - 7 2 ithout increasing the fade margin,
R2  (R2  diversity reception also to some extent
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help to get rid of scintillations. Koster J.R., (1972), Equatorial
Diversity schemes attempt to reduce scintillations, Planet. Space Sci.,
the effects of fading during a 20., 1977-2014.
scintillation event by combining two Rastogi R.G., M.R.Desbpande,
signals that are fading independently. Hari Om Vats, K. Davies, R.N. Grubb
Out of three diversity schemes, viz., and J.E. Jones, (1977), Amplitude
space, time and frequency, here only scintillations of ATS-6 Radio
time diversity scheme would be beacon signals within the
discussed, wherein the same message equatorial electro Jet reeion
be sent at two different times (Ootacamund, dip 400N), Pramana, .,

separated far enough such that the 1-13.
correlation coefficient to be less ;.bitney HI.E. end Santimay Basu, (1977),
than 0.6. For this same sample was The effect of ionospheric
processed for correlation analysis. scintillation on VHP/UHF satellite
Fig.4 shows the auto-correlation communications, Rad. Sci., J12,
curve for 40, 140 and 360 MHz. The 123-133.
cross-correlation coefficients for
these records are 0.030, 0.127 and
0.029 for 40/140 M1hz, 140/360 MHz and
40/360 L1z sets respectively. Prom
auto-correlograsm of 40, 140 and 360
Iflz (Fig.4) the time lags for corre-
lation coefficient 0.6 were obtained
and using this time for diversity
scheme message reliabilities vz3rsus
message lengths were obtained for
various fade margins. Fig.5 shows
the time diversified message relia-
bility plotts for 40 IMiz. One can
note that the reliability has improved
to a considerable amount. These
results are preliminary and detailed
study is under progress.
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IONOSPHERIC SCINTILLATION IS PREDOMINANTLY A NIGHTTIME EFFECT NORMALLY OCCURRING

A FEW HOURS AFTER LOCAL SUNSET AND DISSIPATING PRIOR TO SUNRISE THE EXTENT UF

THIS PHENOMENA IS DEPEDENT UPON THE TIME OF YEAR USUALLY PEAKING DURING THE

SPRIOW4 AND FALL EQUINOX PERIODS IT TENDS TO BE AT A MINIMUM DURING THE SUMMER

AND WINTER IT IS ALSO EFFECTED BY THE SUNSPOT ACTIVITY, MAGNETIC STORMS AND

" 040ST OF OTHER MINOR FACTORS EVEN THOUGH IONOSPHERIC SCINTILLATION FADING IS

A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION. AND TIME OF OCCURRENCE. THERE

ARE MANY MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS WHICH ARE REQUIRED TO OPERATE IN THE
VULNERABLE GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS AND TIME ZONES

(b)

IONO0XXXE RXX SCINTILLATiON KXXEXXXOMXXXXXXXXXXXGNTTIME EFFECYxxxxxxxxxx OXCURRING

XFEW HOURS AFTERXXXXXL SUNSET XXX DISSIPATING PRXXXXXIXXSUNfliSEXXTHE txTENXF

XXIS PNENOMXXXXIS DEPXXXXXT UPON THE TIME OF YEARXXXXXLLY PEAIIINXXXXRING

XXSPRING KXEXALL EQUINOX PERIODS IT TEXXXXXXXXX A6T A MINIMXXXXURXXX THE

SUMMEXXAND WINTER XXX ISXXO XXXXXTEO BXXXXXXSUNSPOT XXTIVITYXXXXXXXXXXX

SXORMSXXANOXXXHOST OF OTHER MINOR FACTORXX XXXX THXXGH IONOSPHE XXXXXXXXtLA1()N

XXXXXXX IS A FUNXXXON OXXFREQUENCYXX GXXXXXPHICALXXOCATXXN. AXXXXXMXXXXXXXXUXXXNCE.

XXXERE XXXXXXXX MOBILE XXXOMXXXICATION SYSXXXXXXXXXH ARXXXEXUIREO TO OPERATE XXX

THEXXXXXXRALE GE XXAPtIICAXXXXGIXXX XNXXXXXE ZONES

FIG.3. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF MESSAGE RECEIVED BY A RECEIVER HAVING
FADE MARGIN (a) 15 d9 (b) 4 dB
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FIG. 4. AUTO - COR RELOGRAMS OF AMPLITUDES
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EFFECTS OF THE JOVIAN IONOSPHERE ON

ENTRY PROBE COMMUNICATIONS

Joseph H. Yuen
Richard Woo

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California 91103

Terry Grar-
Ames Research Center, NASA
Moffett Field, California

Abstract the upcoming unmanned space flight to Jupiter
(JOP) is expected to experience ionospheric

Although much progress has been made in scintillation in Jovian environment. Although
understanding the earth ionosphere, relatively much progress has been made in understanding
little is known about planetary ionosphere and the earth ionosphere, relatively little is
its effects on planetary communication systems. known about the planetary ionosphere and its

effects on planetary communication systems.
This paper (1) analyzes the scintillations

of the radio signals received from Pioneer 10 This paper first analyzes the scintillations
during radio occultation by Jupiter and estimates of tb radio signals received from Pioneers 10
from these results the scintillation of the sig- and 11 during radio occultation by the atmos-
nal from a Iirect entry probe, and (2) assesses phere of Jupiter and estimates from these
the effects of Jovian ionospheric scintillation results the scintillation of the signal from a.
on entry probe communications. Jovian entry probe to orbiter spacecraft.

Secondly, this paper assesses the effects of
Estimates indicate ionospheric scintilla- the Jovian ionospheric szintillatlon on entry

tions are small at S-band, but could be sub- probe telemetry.
stantial at 400 MHz. Its amplitude fluctuations
are characterized by a log-normal distribution. In the scintillation analysis, four steps
The power spectra of this log-amplitude fluctua- are necessary. First, the radio occultation
tion indicates a bandwidth narrower than 1 Hz. data is processed and the frequency spectrum of
The phase fluctuations can be modeled as a Gauss- the amplitude fluctuations is computed. Second,
ian random process. For the Jovian weak scintil- the theoretical spectrum is obtained by studying
lation, the phase fluctuations can be readily wave propagation in random media. Third, a
tricked by a phase-locked loop receiver to main- turbulence model for the atmosphere is con-
tain signal phase coherence. structed by comparing the results from these

first two steps. Finally, scintillation esti-
The effects of Jovian ionospheric scintil- mates for an entry probe link are estimated

lation on Probe-to-Orbiter telemetry depends on based on the turbulence model.
signal frequency, modulation technique, coding
scheme, and receiver design. For typical Ioitospheric scintillation induces fading
planetary cormunication system that employs con- effects on communication signals, These must
volutional code and phase coherent receiver, we be taken into account in the selection of signal
find the additional signal-to-noise ratio per frequency, modulation technique, coding scheme
bit required to achieve the identical data qual- and receiver design. In order to incorporate
ity in terms of bit error rate is in the order this fadin; effect in a telecommunication link
of 1 to 4 dB as compared with that for no design, we must first calculate the value of a
fading, depending on the signal frequency, which characterizes the ionospheric effects X

based on specific probe environment. Then we
Introduction find the additional signal-to-noise ratio per

bit Eb/No required to achieve the identical
In order to properly design communication data quality in terms of bit error rate Pe,

links, every factor contributing to the perform- for the particular telecommunication system
ance of the link must be considered. In addi- used as compared with that for no fading.
tion to the usual receiver thermal noise dis- Also, adverse tolerance bounds must be given to
turbance, the Jupiter Probe-to-Orbiter link in minimize design risk.
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Irregularity Model and Entry Probe Estimates The raypath distance L through the
ionospheric irregularities is an important

The study of the scintillation of the radio parameter for estimating the scintillation of an
signals received from Pioneer 10 during radio entry probe. In terms of the communications
occultation by the atmosphere of Jupiter is in angle 0, which is the angle the raypath makes
principle similar to that carried out for the with the zenith (see Fig. 1), L can be computed
Pioneer Venus Multiprobe mission based on the through the following relationships
Mariner 5 radio occltation data (Refs. 1 and
2). The Jovian electron density irregularities 01 = 180 - 0
deduced from the Pioneer 10 radio occultation
has been reported in Ref. 3. Briefly, Ref. 3 1(L 3
found that the ionospheric irregularities 03 - sin

-  
L sin 0

existed over an altitude range of 3000 km on 1 )
the late afternoon side probe by Pioneer 10 and (I)
over an altitude range of 2000 Ia in the early 82 = 180 - 0 - 0
morning side. The structure constant Cn of the 1 3
reftactive index fluctuations, which charac-
terizes the strength of the fluctuations lies sin 0
in the range 3.3 x 10-9 to 4.9 x l0-9m

-l3 in L - LI si
the regions of ionosphere examined. The spatial I
wavenumber spectrum of the electro" density
irregularitie= is very close to the Kolmogorov where 0, 01, 02 and 03 are in degrees. We have
spectrum and the outer scale size Lo is greater computed L for various values of 6 and the
than 6 Ia. results are shown in Table 1.

The entry probe configuration is shown in The Fresnel size \'L corresponding to he
Fig. 1. We will make scintillation estimates 0 = 900 case (L = 20775 ki) is 1.646 km at S-
for a probe located at the zero altitude level, band (2.3 GHz) and 3.95 km at 400 MHz. Lo is
which corresponds to the level in the atmos- greater than these Fresnel sizes since from
phere of Jupiter where the refractivity is 10 Pioneer 10 we have deduced that Lo exceeds 6 km.
(Refs. 3 and 4). The radial distance to this Under this condition and assuming the Kolmogorov
point on the late afternoon side is about spectrum, the variance a2of the log-amplitude
70,435 km. We will assume that the irregulari- fluctuations for the entry probe is (Ref. 1):
ties extend to 3000 km and that Cn =
5 x I0-9m

-
1

3 
and remain, constant throughout 2 2 7/6 11/6

this altitude range. 7 X = 0.308 cn k L (2)
X n

where k is the free space wavenumber. Because
of Fresnel filtering, scale sizes larger than

io RECEIVER\J L do not contribute to a.Cosqunty
(2) is independent of L.. For the phase fluc-

LAL2  
tuations, Fresnel filtering does not occur and
the variance c2of phase fluctuations depends

I= k. 023 on Lo (Ref. 1).

70

E = 0.782k L cn L - a2 (3)

L-,70,A3k LI 73,5L. Table I. Summary of the Calculations of L

2' / in Terms of 0

0 (deg) L (km)

ZERO ALtI1TJOR
0 3000

300 3441

IONOSPHERIC IRRUGUARITtES
60* 5671

900 20775

Fig. 1. Jupiter entry probe configuration
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where a2 is given by (2). It should be empha- saturates before reaching one (Ref. 6). When
sized that (2) and (3) are only valid for weak saturation occurs, (2) and (3), which are
fluctuations and the condition for weak fluctu- derived from weak fluctuation theory, are no
ations is that ,2 - 1. longer valid and alternate results using strong

X fluctuation theory must be derived.
The refractive indcx n is [I - / )21

where pis the plasma frequency and . = kc(cere i s the polight). forequency c and ,=The frequency spectra of the log-amplitude
(c is the speed of light). For (,p /-)2 ,< 1, and phase fluctuations [Wx(f) and WsCf) respec-

2 tively] are also important to the communication
4 a link design. The bandwidth of the log-amplituse

2 ( ) ne4 fluctuations ~38is given by (Ref. 1)n 4 w 2-(
n

e

2f ~d 0.294 v lJ (6)

where ne is the electron density, and 
3 B and

4 are the variances of the refractive index
and electron density fluctuations, respectively, where v, is the wind velocity transverse to the
From the spatial wavenumber spectrum it can be line-of-sighu path. Computed values of f3dB
shown that (Ref. 5) assuming vi = 100 m/sec are summarized in

Table III and indicate that the spectrum is

2 2 -2/3 rather narrow.cn =1.9 n Lo (5)
n 0 The complete spectra of the log-amplitude

2 
-4  

and phase fluctuations are given in Ref. 1
It can be seen, therefore, that cn . k (Figs. 3 and 4 in Ref. 1, respectively). These

spectra are normalized with respect to f, and
The value of structure constant cn = ] which are

5 x 10
-9 

m
-
1/3 derived from Pioneer 10 Is for

S-band only. For 400 MHz cn = 5 x 10-9 x F
2

where F = 2300/400. We have computed u2 and u2 v
at S-band and 400 MHz for various values of 0. f L
For the phase fluctuations we have made the cal-
culations for two cases of L.: 10 and 100 km.
The results are summarized in Table II. uX can
be converted to the rms fluctuation in dB GdB 1 L
by multiplying aX by the factor 20/in 10 = 8.7. Lo k
As can be seen from Table II, although the
amplitude fluctuations at S-band are small, they
become substantial at 400 MHz. On the other
hand, the phase fluctuations are large at both so that the spectra corresponding to the dif-
S-band and 400 MHz. It should be pointed out ferent specific cases can readily be obtained.
that even though the calculated results for 2 It is interesting to note that the spectrum of
at 400 MHz indicate that 9

2 
exceeds one for the rather large phase fluctuations shown in

large 0, such values will not occur since q
2  

Table II is also very narrow.x

Table II. Summary of the Calculations for a 2 and a 2
X (0

2 02 (rad2) Lo 10 km a2 (rad
2
) L. 100 km

e (deg) -

S-band 400 MHz S-band 400 MHz S-band 400 MHz

0 5.28 x 10-
' 7.65 x 10- 2 0.625 20.9 29 969.4

30 6.8 X 10
-
4 9.84 x 10

-
2 0.72 ?3.95 33.4 1111.9

60 1.7 x 1O- 3  
0.246 1.185 39.48 55 1832.5

90 1.83 x 10-2 2.66 4.34 144.63 201.6 6713
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Table Ill. Summary of f3dB (v1 = 100 m/sec) Is right at the zenith of the probe, I = 3000 km,
we have

l-3

a (deg) t ' 't -b ,d (H,) t .00 Kt, (H.) 1.25 x 1 -3 for f - 1.7 GHz
2  

= ',I

0 0.117 0.05 5.64 x 10 - 3  
for f = I GHz

30 0.11 o. l'
The value of L is a function of the communica-

60 0.085 0.0 6 tion angle 0. Our scintillation estimates in
the previous section must be regarded as order-

90 0.045 0.019 of-magnJtude only, since the irregularity model
was constructed on the basis of the interpreta-
tion of just a portion of the Pioneer 10 data
which were taken at a particular time of the
day, a particular day of the month, a partic-

Communication Link Design Considerations ular month of the year, etc. Allowing for

the order-of-magnitude uncertainty of the esti-
In order to properly design communication mate, the adverse values of 02 are listed in

links, every factor contributing to the per- Table IV.
formance of the link must be considered. For
the Jupiter Probe-to-Orbiter link in JOP, it is
expected to experience ionospheric scintilla- The power spectra of this log-amplitude
tion in the Jovian environment. This section fluctuation indicates a bandwidth narrower than

presents some estimates of the communication I liz. The phase fluctuations can be modeled as

link degradation due to Jovian ionospheric a Gaussian random process. For the Jovian weak

scintillations to aid the probe communication scintillation, the narrow band phase fluctua-

link design. We first calculate the value of tions can be readily tracked by a phase-locked

92 which characterizes the ionospheric effects loop receiver to maintain signal phase coherence.

based on the specific probe environment. Then
we find the additional signal-to-noise ratio A method to analyze the performance of
per bit Eb/No required to achieve the identical phase-locked loop receivers in the presence of
data quality in terms of bit error rate Pe, for lognormal fading communication channels has been
the particular telecommunication system used as reported (Refs. 7 and 8). Degradations for
compared with that for no fading. Also, coherent BPSK systems using convolutional codes
adverse tolerance bounds are given to minimize with sequential and Viterbi decodings have been
design risk. We proceed to estimate these assessed (Refs. 9 and 10). These results indi-
quantities. cate that the communication degradations due to

weak fadings are tolerable in strong phase-
For the weak scintillation assumption, an locked loop signal-to-noise ratio.

appropriate model in characterizing the iono-
sphere is the log-normal distribution which is The Jupiter entry probe is assumed to use a
completely characterized by the parameter T2 coherent BPSK system, K = 6, R 

= 
1/3 convolu-

The radio signal path distance L through the tional code with Viterbi decoding. For the spec-
ionospheric irregularities is an important ified data quality Pe = 10-3' we compute the sig-
parameter for estimating the scintillation of nad degradations due to ionospheric scintillation
an entry probe. Under the assumption that the in terms of signal-energy-to-noise-ratio per bit,
turbulence is uniform and isotropic throughout Eb/No for various values of 12 in Table IV. The
and assuming the Kolmogorov spectrum, the vari- results are summarized in Table V for a typical
ance of the log-amplitude fluctuations for the strong link with loop SNR - 15 dB. It is seen
entry probe is given by eq. (2) expressed in that for typical trajectory which limits 0 <300,
terms of signal frequency f, the adverse degradation is only 1.1 dB for sig-

nal frequ~cqy f = 1.7 GHz. This degradation is
as large as 4.3 dB for f = I GHz.

2______ T~ /61/6Tbl V Adverse Values of ax2

-0.308'S5 10 ~ ____ 3xIf 11/6 (3xlO0o

0 (deg) f = 1 GHz f = 1.7 GHz
with f in Hz, L in meters.

00 0.056 0.0125

Because the link design is still under study, 30' 0.072 0.016
several assumptions must be made to illustrate
the range of possible degradation due to scintil- 600 0.18 0.04
lation. Typical frequencies of 1 CHz and 1,7 GHz go, 1.94 0.43
are chosen. For a design point that the orbiter
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Table V. Ionospheric Scintillation Degradation (for a coherent BPSK
communication system using K 6, R - 1/3 code with Viterbi

Decoding, Loop SNR - 15 dB, Pe - 10-3)

Signal frequency q2 Ionospheric Scintillation
f Degradation (dB)

1.7 GHz Design Point 1.25 x 10
- 3  

0.1

Adverse 8 = 00 1.25 x 10
- 2  

0.9

Adverse 0 = 300 1.6 x 10
-
2 1.1

Adverse a - 600 4.0 x 102 2.7

1 GHz Design Point 5.64 x 10
-3  

0.3

Adverse 6 - 00 5.64 x 10
-
2 3.5

Adverse 6 = 300 7.2 x 10
-
2 4.3

Conclusions 4. Fjeldbo, G., Kliore, A., Seidel, B.,
Sweetnam, D., and Cain, D., "The Pioneer 10

The analysis of Pioneer 10 data indicates Radio Occultation Measurements of the Iono-
Jupiter ionospheric sintillations are small at sphere of Jupiter", Astron. Astrophys.,
S-band, but could be substantial at 400 MHz. Vol. 39, pp 91-96, 1975.
Its amplitude fluctuations are characterized by
a lognormal distribution. The power spectra of
this lognormal fluctuation indicates a bandwidth 5. Strohbehn, J., "Line-of-Sight Wave Propaga-

narrower than I Hz. For this weak scintillation, tion Through the Turbulent Atmosphere",

the phase fluctuations can be readily tracked by Proc. IEEE, Vol. 56, No. 8, pp. 1301-1318,

phase-locked loop receiver to maintain signal August 1968.

phase coherence.
6. Tatarski, V. I., "The Effects of the Tur-

The effects of Jovian ionospheric scintil- bulent Atmosphere on Wave Propagation",
lation on an entry Probe-to-Orbiter telemetry Nauka, Moscow, 1967, pg. 300. Translated
system employing coherent BPSK receiver and con- and available from the U.S. Department of
volutional code, K - 6, R = 1/3, with Viterbi Commerce, Springfield, Va.
decoding have been assessed. For the expected
adverse conditions, we find the degradation dueto inosherc sintllaionin erm ofsigal- 7. Weber, W. J. III, "Performance of Phase-
to ionospheric scintillation in terms of signal- Locked Loops in the Presence of Fading Com-
to-noise ratiomunication Channels", IEEE Transactions on
rate Pe - 10-3, can be limited to 1.1 dB for Communications, Vol. Com-24, No. 5, May
one choice of signal frequency and mission 1976.
trajectory design.
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A MICROCOMPUTER-BASED SYSTEM FOR ACQUISITION AND

ANALYSIS OF TRANSIONOSPHERIC COMMUNICATION SIGNALS

P. D. Stigall, R. E. Ziemer, & Bradford Williams
Elec. Engr. Dept., University of Missouri-Rolla

Polla, Missouri 65401

ABSTRACT

Severe scintillation of radio signals props- mean square (rms) signal level. Fade duration
gating through the ionosphere in the polar can be grouped into one of 13 different time
and equatorial latitudes during local night- intervals nimely, fades greater than or equal
time hours has been observed as a phenomenon to4.2) (2 ) seconds but less than (0.2)
which can cause signal loss on the order of (2 ) seconds where i is an integer ranging
seconds. In order to analyze link performance from 0 to 12. Thub a particular fade is fully
in the face of such perturbations it is defined by the level it is below and the time
important that accurate statistical channel duration that it is below that level.
models be constructed.

In addition, the system includes hardware
This paper describes a microcomputer based which in conjunction with the MC6800 micropro-
system with capabilities for data acquisition cessor is capable of computing the fast
and calculation of the Cooley-Tukey FFT Fourier transform (FFT) of data stored in
algorithm. The system is composed of a memory. Such a capability allows the computa-
Southwest Technical Products Corporation tion of statistical functions such as power
(SWTPC) 6800 Computer System, an Analogic spectral densities and correlation functions.
MP6812-D Data Acquisition Module, and dedicated
hardware to calculate the butterfly network One of the chief advantages of the system is
associated with the Cooley-Tukey FFT. its portability. In order to gain the quick-

look advantage of a highly portable system,
Among the software presently available are accuracy and speed are sacrificed. It is felt
routines to computer power spectra and fade- that these are acceptable for the type of data
duration distributions of the fading envelope, analysis desired, however.
These may be used to characterize scintilla-
tion fading channel models introduced and
discussed in an earlier paper. SYSTEM HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The system employed to analyze the scintilla-
INTRODUCTION tion data is shown in block diagram form in

Figure 1. The FM analog tape recorder is a
The system employed to analyze the date (Fig. Hewlett Packard 3960 Instrumentation Recorder.
1) consists of an FM analog tape recorder, an The data stored on the FM magnetic tape is a
A-D converter, and a computer system based received beacon signal from the TASCAT I
upon an MC6800 microprocessor. The micropro- satellite (250 MHZ) recorded on Guam in 1972.
cessor controls the overall action of the Prior analysis by the Naval Electronics Lab ,r-
system. Data from the FM analog tape is input story Center (NEL) in San Diego, California,
to the A-D converter, and the digitized data indicated that all significant frequency
from the A-D converter is input to the memory content of the scintillating signals is
of the microprocessor system. This data is limited to frequencies below 1 HZ. Thus a
then processed to provide various statistics 5 HZ sampling rate is employed after prefilter-
which are useful for channel modeling. ing to 1.25 HZ. The low pass filter used

closely approximates a second-order Butter-
One such statistic is the fade-duration histogram worth. The gain of the filter at dc is 1.075.
(density). It is the number of fades below an Before the prefiltered signal is input to the

established level greater than some duration ANALOGIC MP6812-D A-D CONVERTER, it is
but shorter than the next longest duration, amplified by a factor of 4.19. The reason for
The fade levels chosen for the fade-duration the amplification is to fully utilize the
density are 180, 160, 140, 120, 100, 80, 60, input voltage range of the A-D converter. A
40, and 20 percent of the undisturbed root higher input voltage to the A-D converter
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increases the number of bits that must be used direction of data through each corresponding
to represent the data point. The accuracy of peripheral data line.
the digitized signal increases with the number
of bits used to represent it.

FFT MECHANIZATION
At this point in the article it is appropriate
to elaborate on the Southwest Technical Pro- In order to generate the FFT algorithm, analog
ducts Corporation (SWTPC) 6800 Computer data is input to the A-D converter where it is
System, since it is the computer which con- digitized and stored in the memory of the
trols the A-D converter. The block diagram microprocessor based computer system. This
in Figure I shows the basic components which digitized, data is later input to the FFT hard-
compose the SWTPC 6800 Computer System. The ware which calculates the butterfly network
major controlling unit of the computer system associated with the Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm.
is the MC6800 Microprocessing Unit (MPU). The The output data of the FFT hardware is then
processor is a bi-directional bus-oriented stored back into memory and the process con-
8-bit parallel machine with 16 bits of address. tinues until the algorithm is calculated.
The processor has an interrupt request line Referring to Figure 2, the system hardware can
IRQ. This level sensitive input requests that be divided into two main sections. One is the
an interrupt seRuence be generated within the Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA) - A-D
machine when IRQ is low. The processor will converter interface and the other is the PIA-
wait until it completes the current instruc- FFT hardware interface.
tion that is being executed before it
recognizes the request. At this time, if the The SWTPC 6800 Computer System is interfaced
interrupt mask bit in the condition code to the FFT hardware through the MC6820 PIA.
register is not set, the machine will begin an The PIA-FFT Hardware Interface calculates the
interrupt sequence. It is through the butterfly operation associated with the
interrupt system that the A-D converter tells Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm.
the processor that valid data is ready for

storage in system memory. The above is dis- The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is an
cussed in greater detail on the following algorithm (i.e., a particular method of per-
pages. forming a series of computations) that can

compute the discrete Fourier transform much
The RAM is a static memory which interfaces more rapidly than other available algorithms.
directly to the MPU. The RAM is organized in The discrete Fourier transform can be stated
an 8-bit-per-byte (word) fashion. For this as the sum
particular application 4 K bytes of RAM,
occupying hex addresses 0000 to OFFF, are used. N-1 kn
The MCM6830L7 ROM used in the SNTPC 6800 Com- X(a) = T x(k)W n=

,
1.,N- (I)

puter System is also organized in an 8-bit- k=0
per-byte fashion and interfaces directly to
the MPU. The ROM contains the control program where
developed by Motorola known as MIKBUG. When
the MPU is interfaced to a teletype, the
MIKBUC program allows the user to examine and WN=e(Jlw/N) (N=Number of Data Points) (2)
change memory, load and punch programs on

paper tape, display the MPU registers and
execute programs all from the teletype key- Two approaches can be taken in the development
board, of the FFT and they are decimation in time and

decimation in frequency. The Cooley-Tukey FFT
The SWTPC 6800 Computer vstem is interfaced is based on the decimation in time approach.
to the Analogic MP6812-b A-D converter through A signal flow graph of the Cooley-Tukey FFT
the MC6820 Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA). for N = 4 is shown in Figure 3.
The PIA provides a universal means of inter-
facing peripheral equipment to the MPU through The signal flow graph in Figure 3 is inter-
two 8-bit bi-directional peripheral data buses preted as follows: Each node is entered by
and four con rol lines. The PIA is composed two solid lines representing transmission
of six working registers. The registers arc paths from previous nodes. A path transmits
Control Registers A and B, Data Direction cr brings a quantity from a node in one array,
Registers A and B, and Peripheral Data multiplies the quantity by WN P, and inputs the
Registers A and B. The control registers result into the node in the next array.
allow the MPU to control the operation of the Factor WNP appears near the arrowhead of the
four peripheral control lines CAl, CA2, CBI, transmission path; absence of this factor
and CB2. In addition they allow the MPU to implies that WN P - I. Results entering a node
enable interrupt lines and monitor the status from the two transmission paths are combined
of the interrupt flags. The peripheral data additively. The output at Array 2 is in bit
registers are each composed of 8 bi-direction- reversed order. The dotted lines show the
al peripheral data lines. The data direction unscrambling necessary to obtain natural order
registers allow the MPU to control the at the output. Inspection of Figure 3
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reveals that in every array there are always result is truncated to 12 bits by the FFT
two nodes whose input paths stem from the same hardware.
pair of nodes in the previous array. Two such
nodes are defined as a dual node pair. The A third source of error in computing the FFT
basic computation involving the dual node results from representing SIN and COS by 12-
pair is given by the equations bit numbers (coefficient quantization).

Xj+l (k)-"' i(k) +W  P X (k+N/2) (3) SOFTWARE FOR DATA ANALYSIS

X (k+N/2)-X (k)-W 
p 

X (k+N/2) (4) Fade Duration Densy
1+1 J N j The fade duration density is the number of

fades below an established level greater than
where j is the particular computation array. some duration but shorter than the next
Equations (3) and (4) are known as the butter- longest duration (e.g., greater than 0.2
fly of the Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm, seconds but less than 0.4 seconds). The fade

levels chosen are 180, 160, 140, 120, 100, 80,

The PIA-FFT hardware interface calculates the 60, 40 and 20 percent of the undisturbed
butterfly network of the Cooley-Tukey FFT signal level. The time periods chosen are the
defined by Equations (3) and (4). interger powers of 2 multiplied by 0.2 seconds.

The range is from 0.2 seconds to 819.2 seconds.
Microcomputer (pC) program FFT calculates the An analagous distribution, easilv obtained

Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm. The number of from the fade duration density, is the fade
input data points, N, is limited to integer duration distribution. The fade duration
powers of 2 less than or equal to 128. Input distribution is the number of fades per unit
data points to each butterfly computation are time below a given level for a given length
divided by 2 to prevent overflow, of time or longer.

Upon execution of microcomputer program FFT, A flow chart for the calculation of the fade
N transformed data points are stored in the duration density is shown in Figure 4. In
same memory locations that the input data order to generate the fade duration density,
occupied. Calculation times are shown in the following steps are executed:
Table I.

1. The undisturbed rms signal level, UNDX, is

computed using the formula
TABLE I

IDATASIZ 2
CALCULATION TIMES FOR MICROCOMPUTER UNDX=[(DATASIZ)

-  E DATA(1 (5)
PROGRAM FFT (12 Bits) 1=1

where DATA(t) represents the amplitude

THEORETICAL of a particular data point and DATASIZ

N BEST CASE (ms) OBSERVED (ms) equals the total number of data points.

4 10.03496 10.12497 2. The level, IX, of a particular data point
8 27.68764 27.94681 is calculated using the formula,
16 70.90438 71.53526
32 174.6379 175.0609 IX=[(DATA(I)*5.0)/UNDX]+I.O (6)
64 426.8034 430.2698

128 1104.858 1105.696 where IX Is an integer.

3. Depending upon the level calculated in

There are three sources of error in the oC FFT Step 2. fade parameters are incremented.

calculations. One source of error is the Each level has an associated fade para-

divide by 2 operation performed on each input meter which keeps track of the fades below

of every butterfly computation. The error that level.

incurred is zero if the LSB of the input data
is a '0' before the divide by 2 operation. 4. The current level is compared to the

If the LSB of the input data is a 'l' before previous level (calculated from the

the divide by 2 operation, the error is one- previous data point). If the previous

half the value associated with the SB level is above or equal to the current
level program flow branches to Step 5.

The second source of error in the IcC FFT If, on the other hand, the previous level

calculations Is the truncation performed on is below the current level the duration

the outputs of the multipliers in the FFT of the fade is determined and the parti-

hardware. A 12-bit multiplier and a 12-bit cular parameter associated with that level

multiplicand produce a 24-b't result. This is incremented.
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5. If all data points have been analyzed, Figure 6 shows a typical power spectrum plot
the program is done; if not, control for the fading signal. Note that the dc
branches to Step 2. (n-o line in the spectrum) has been removed in

order to improve the dynamic range of the
The calculation of the fade duration density spectrum estimation. Figure 6 indicates that
involves the use of basic arithmetic operations the spectral content of the fading signal is
not defined in the instruction set of the primarily below one Hertz.
MC6800 MPU. These operations include multi-
plication, division and squareroot. The above CONCLUSIONS
operations are implemented using the available
instruction set. The fade duration density The microcomputer data acquisition system has
program, including the multiplication, division demonstrated the feasibility of using a micro-
and squareroot routines, occupies 947 bytes of processor to analyze transionapheric communica-
memory. tion channels. The microcomputer approach

leads to several benefits including portability,
Power Spectral Density field data analysis, and less resources

involved in data acquisition.

It is well known that the periodogram estimate

for power spectral density

SNiw = 1 REFERENCESSN) IXN(.) 12(7)

1. R. E. Ziemer and W. F. Deckelman, "Compu-

where XN(w) is the discrete Fourier transform ter Simulation of Transionospheric

for N points does not have a vanishingly small Scintillation Communication Channels Based

variance as N-o[2]. In order to improve the on Fade-Duration Statistics," Proceedings
periodogram as an estimator for power spectral of he Ionospheric Effects Symposium,

density the technique of segmenting the data Jan. 20-22, 1975.
and averaging the periodograms of the separate
segments may be employed. This technique is 2. M. Schwartz and L. Shaw, "Signal
employed for power spectrum estimation here. Processing: Discrete Spectral Analysis,
The original data is broken up into 128-point Detection, and Estimation," McGraw-Hill,
segments and the separate periodograms found 1975.

and then averaged. The variance of the re-
sultant averaged periodogram is then decreased
by a factor equal to the number of periodo-
grams averaged over the variance of a single
periodogram.

RESULTS

In this section the results of executing the
fade duration density program are presented.
A graph of the fade duration distribution is
also presented.

The procedure for a typical run is outlined
below:

1. Power up the system depicted in Fig. 1.

2. Enter and execute the PIA - A-D Converter
Interface program. (An important point
to note is that the input to the A-D
converter is monitored on a scope to
insure that the tape recorder has come
up to speed before execution of the inter-
face program.)

3. The fade duration density program is
entered and executed.

4. The memory locations containing the fade
duration parameters are examined.

The results of a typical run are shown in Fig.
5.
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figure 4. PIM Chart for Calcu.lation of Fade Duration Density.
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THE IONOSPHERIC LIMITATION TO COHERENT INTEGRATION IN TRANS IONOSPHERIC RADARS

C. L. Rino, C. H. Dawson, R. C. Livingston, and J. Petriceks

SRI International

Menlo Park, California 94025

ABSTRACT

The achievable coherent processing gain of amplitude scintillation need not be considered
transionospheric radars is ultimately limited explicitly In calculating the coherent inte-
by omnipresent ionospheric electron density gration loss.
variations that cause random but correlated
pulse-to-pulse phase variations. To calculate To characterize the phase variations over
the coherent integration loss, we have devel- time intervals of varying length, we must
oped a model in which the phase variations are consider both trend-like and purely random
characterized by both linear and quadratic variations. It is now generally accepted that
trend terms, and a stationary residual that is the phase power spectral density (PSD) has the
characterized by a power-law spectral density power-law form f-P down to frequencies generated[
function, by electron density structures with dimensions

greater than many tens of kilometers. Thus,
Since a linear phase trend does not cause for any reasonable drift rate, the phase PSD

spectral smearing, only the quadratic term and will admit a power-law characterization over

the stationary residual contribute to the periods greater than tens of minutes.
coherent integration loss. We have developed a
simple analytic expression that gives the In such a power-law environment there is
coherent integration loss in terms of the no clear-cut distinction between trends and
quadratic phase trend and of the strength and purely random structures. Indeed, genuine
power-law index that characterize the power trends or even wavelike (i.e., quasi-periodic)
spectral density of the phase residual, variations can be lost in the power-law
Results are presented for typical ionospheric continuum over short intervals. To deal with
parameters, this problem, we have postulated the two-

component model
A large amount of data from the sy'nchro-

nous satellite ATS-6 have been processed to 0t=0.+w -t)+* 2
determine the morphology of the quadratic 0
phase trends and the residual. Our preliminary
results indicate that the residual term is
closely related to the scintillations and + 60(t - to) to ' t to + T . (I)
spread-F phenomena. However, quadratic phase 00

trends with little associated amplitude scintil-
lation can occur at any time.

The quadratic polynomial accounts for the phase
trends within the subinterval to t !5 to + T.

I INTRODUCTION The purely random component 60(t) is character-
ized by a power-law PSD.

The achievable coherent processing gain of The coefficients 
0
c,, w, and ware deter-

transionospheric radars is ultimately limited mined by a least-squares fit over the data
by omnipresent Ionospheric electron density interval. The linear and quadratic phase
variations. Since the signal phase is propor- trends have direct engineering interpretations.
tional to the integral of the electron density The linear term gives rise to a Doppler shift.
along the propagation path, the radar sees a which does not impair target detectability.
random but correlated phase change from pulse The quadratic term, on the other hand, broadens
to pulse. In addition, amplitude scintillation the spectrum and ultimately causes a precipi-
will be associated with the more rapid phase tous reduction in coherent processing gain as
variations. We shall see, however, that the we shall show in Section IV.
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I1 COHERENT PROCESSING GAIN 2 N-1

Consider an idealized transionospheric N
2 

,r R h(t't')

radar that transmits a pulse, P(t), every At k,k =0

seconds. Ignoring frequency dispersion, the
pulse will emerge from the ionosphere as X exp f-2i in(k - k)/NI (6)

P'(t) = P(t)h'(t;f c ) exp [2gifct} (2) where

where fc is the carrier frequency, and h(t;fc) Rh ( t;fc) h* (t';fc))

is the complex modulation induced by the iono-

sphere.
is the mutual coherence function.

Upon interacting with a target and propa-
gating back to the radar, the pulse will have In Section III we shall show that Rh(t,t)

the form has the general form

P(t) = J(t) P(t) h'(t;f c ) Rh(tt') = g(t
2 

-
t 2 ) 

Rh (6(8)

where 6t = t - t
. 

By substituting (8) into
X h(t + td;fc) exp [2nifct1 (3) (6) and changing the summation variables to

m = k - k and k + k = 21 + m so that

(k
2 

- k'2) = m(2A + m), (6) can be rewritten as
where a(t) represents the complex cross section
of the target. Thus, if the target is moving N

at a constant rate, a(t) will contain a linear- p2(t 2

phase change. However, we shall assume that n r G, G(m) Rh(mAt)

neither the target nor the ionosphere adait 
N

significant changes on a time scale comparable m=-N

to the pulse duration, which we denote by T.

In that case, there is no loss of X exp f-27imn/N0 (9)

generality in setting 0(t) = 1 and normalizing
all calculations to unity (0 dB) average power where

at the receiver. Indeed, for large TW (time- N-Iml
bandwidth-product) signals we can take P(t) to G(m) 2
be the "compressed" waveform, which is purely G = N g[(2

2 
+ m) mt

] 
. (10)

real. Finally, we define the two-way transfer 1=0
function

We see that (9) has the form of a "weighted"

h(t;f ) = h'(t;f ) h"(t - t ;f) (4) Fourier sertel. If g(x) = 1 for all x, then
c c d'fc G(m) = - m /N--that is a triangular

weighting.

To continue, we consider a sequence of N The coherent integration loss, L(T), Ifor
pulses separated by At seconds. The radar small losses] is given to a good approximation
processor forms the FFT spectral estimate

as

= p2 N hl t;fc )  10 + 2E Re(G(m)l

k=O m=l

X exp [-2Aink/N3I (5)

which achieves a maximum value of 0 dB when
where t refers to the delay to a particular both G(m) and R6 h(mAt) are near unity over the

range gate. Since h(t;fc) is a random process, entire coherent integration interval T = NAt.
we must characterize In by its expectation or
average value (in) which we can compute

directly from (5) as



Ill THE CHANNEL MODEL linear least-squares fit to the PSD of the

phase residual ,0(t). The Doppler spectrum
computed by Fourier transfnning (12) has been

The mutual coherence function Ith(t) found to follow the measured Doppler spectrum

admits the exact representation very closely.

R (5t) = exp D, 0 (t)3 (12) IV RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

where We first consider the residual term

separately. In Figure 1, I(T) is evaluated for

D, (t) = (rO(t) - 0(t')]2 (13) p = 2 and p = 2.5. As one should expect, the
larger p value, which implies more intense

large-scale phase perturbations for the same

is the phase structure function [see, for C. value, produces the larger loss. The

example, Prokhorov et al., 1975]. 1or a power- general character of the loss due to the

law phase spectrum of the form Cs
f - p 

with residual term is a smooth, monotonic decrease

1 < p < 3, one can show that (increasing loss) with increasing T.

1-0 1 1 1 +1L 1-4..LLI III I I I I IF

D, (It) Cr' 165t! (14) 1 -30 d8-0 (p/2)2 p-2 (p-1)

3\ 30C

Thus, the mutual coherence function is com-

z 3 C, -20 d8 -20dCIpletely characterized in terms of two easily 0 3

measured parameters C. and the spectral index

p. 4
-~ -l -2.0

For the trend terms we Ignore all linear z - 2-
terms and take

6 IIIII ll I ill. j~j

10 100 1000
g(t

2 
- t ) = exp i(t t

2
)) (15) INTEGRATION TIME-64

FIGURE 1 RESIDUAL TERM INTEGRATION LOSS
The reason is twofold. First, by using (15) we
obtain the exact result for a purely determin- For comparison, in Figure 2 we show the
istic quadratic phase trend. Secondly, it is coherent integration loss for the quadratic
the actual value of i in a given interval that term alone. The loss due to the quadratic
contributes to the coherent integration loss. term tends to be small initially and then
The dispersion is best taken into account by increases abruptly. When both terms are
evaluating the coherent integration loss for included, the quadratic term ultimately dom-

the extreme values of i. nates the loss. This can be seen in Figure 3
where the combined loss is plotted for C. =

By substituting (15) into (10) one can -20 dB with p = 2 and p 2.5 for different

show that values of w.

0 III I 1111

= co. [am(N-l)] sin [am(N-m) (16)

em, N sin ra(16)

where 2

a 2 At (17)

It is easily shown that as a 0 0, (16) o

verges to the triangular weighting 1 - Jmi/N.

The coherent integration loss is now
simply evaluated by substituting (16) and (14) 6 1 1 1ill I I I III I I I

into (11). The ionospheric effects are com- 1 10 100 1000

pletely characterized by *, C., and p. The INTEGRATION TIME- 0 A-6449-19R

parameters C. and p are determined by a log- FIGURE 2 QUADRATIC TERM INTEGRATION LOSS
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The results presented here are for a one- 7$ ,,2$
way propagation path. For a two-way propagation
path both w and Ca must be doubled. With regard FIGURE 5 HISTOGRAM OF Cs AND ; FOR NOON SECTION
to frequency scaling, Cs varies as f-2 whereas

i varies as f. The spectral index does not
vary with frequency.

However, moderate w (w 10
-

) values
To determine appropriate C., w, and p persist throughout the day as can be seen in

values for real ionospheric data, we have Figure 5. This component is evidently not
processed a large quantity of differential associated with scintillation activity. That
phase data from the synchronous satellite ATS-6 is, there is an omnipresent level of phase
recorded at the equatorial station at Ootaca- structure in the ionosphere that can give rise
mund, India. Only preliminary results were to large enough w values to limit the coherent
availa'.le at the time of writing of this paper. integration time to -1 minute at VHF,
The data have been divided into four 6-hour
time segments, covering midnight, sunrise, The morphology of this component is under
noon, and sunset periods, study. In Figures 4 and 5 we have indicated

rough boundaries for the 2-way coherent inte-

Histograms from a midnight period and a gration time at the l-dB level. The curves are
noon period are shown in Figures 4 and 5, for an effective frequency of 165 MHz. The

respectively. The midnight period shows a high contours can be scaled with frequency as
probability of occurrence of large C. and w described at the beginning of this section.

values. We believe these large values to be
associated with ordinary scintillation and
spread-F type phenomena, which are most often Acknowledgments

observed during the evening.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF LATE-TIME STRIATIONS OBSERVED DURING OPERATION STRESS

John H. Wolcott
University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
David J. Simons, Timothy E. Eastman, T. Joseph Fitzgerald

EG&G, Inc.
Los Alamos, New Mexico

Introduction

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) 1976 when a single release occurred at 2312 UT,
participated in project STRESS, a series of and . 29'55'N, 86°30'W; background and
rocket-borne, barium thermite release experi- signal level data were obtained by LASL during
ments sponsored by the Defense Nuclear Agency Pre-STRESS. The second and more extensive
(DNA). For DNA, the principal objective of phase occurred between February 26 and March
STRESS (Satellite Transmission Effects 14, 1977 when five releases were conducted at
Simulation) was the study of actual satellite widely 'drying local times.
communication links through structured barium
plasma clouds intended to simulate many aspects Pre-STRESS Results
of the highly disturbed, post-nuclear-explosion,
upper atmosphere. For LASL, the principal The Pre-STRESS experiment was conducted in
objective was the investigation of the late order to exercise the operational interfaces
time spatial decay of plasma striations, or that would be involved later during STRESS and
filaments, imbedded within the barium ion to provide LASL with the opportunity to
cloud. Most operational aspects of this perform optical measurements during a local
experimental project were well suited to time period and lunar phase similar to those
address both principal objectives, to be encountered during the STRESS operation.

The release, or injection, of barium has Sky background measurements obtained on
now become a standard technique for simulation the evenings of November 30 and December 1,
of the highly structured plasmas that follow 1976 are presented in Fig. 1. Look angles
a high-altitude nuclear detonation. Complex were those to a nominal STRESS event location
computer models which predict nuclear and a 3/4 moon was above the horizon. Compar-
weapons effects are validated by application able data obtained June 6, 1976 are also
to such simulation events. From a scientific included. These data were sufficient for
viewpoint, barium experiments aid greatly in design of the STRESS instrument plan and an
the understanding of the dynamics of plasma operational program for temporal adjustments
processes which ultimately affect a number of instrument sensitivities.
of planned or operational systems. The
performance of those systems which depend Averaged over a 20 diam field-of-view, the
on electromagnetic propagation can be radiance of the fully solar-illuminated
severely degraded when a transit through Pre-STRESS release was '- 2.5xlO - W cm-2sr-1 at
highly disturbed environments is necessary. 455.4 nm. Assuming an optically thin source,

this radiance corresponds to a barium ion
Numerous observations of the behavior of column density of ' 2xlO I1 cm-2 . Based on

ionized barium clouds and jets have resulted these results and a minimum signal-to-background
in a relatively thorough understanding of the ratio of 0.5 with 1-nm-wide spectral filtering,
plasma process leading to the formation and photographic recording of the release
growth of striations within a plasma cloud, appeared feasible at solar depression angles
Little experimentation to date has been of . 60 and larger. Signal-to-background
directed to those processes which result in ratios would improve with time until the
striation decay. cloud was no longer illuminated by the sun

at a depression angle of " 130.
Project STRESS, conducted at Eglin AFB,

Florida, actually included two phases with STRESS Operation
all experiments involving a 48 kg barium
thermite release at 185 km altitude. The first Realization of the LASL objectives for
phase, Pre-STRESS, was completed on December 1, STRESS depended on the ability to identify and
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observe optically thin regions of the struc- it is possible to reconstruct the spatial
tured barium ion cloud. Comparisons with frequency content of an image field out to a
current models for decay of striated plasmas frequency determined by system noise. We have
require observation of the spatial inhomo- attempted to do this with the stress data.
geneities within the total ion cloud with
no obscuration by intervening optically The system response of the optics can be
thick regions, characterized by its Modulation Transfer

Function (MTF) which is determined by measuring
One approach, observation of a barium the degradation in images of targets of known

ion spectral-line shape, was utilized by spatial frequency. Each component of the
Lockheed, a DNA contractor. Here, an system has an MTF, from the objective lens to
imaging Fabry-Perot interferometer was spec- the recording film and the digitizing micro-
trally scanned across the line profile at densitometer. We have determined the MTF for
455.4 nm. The LASL approach involved a each component of the stress image recording
search for optically thin regions of the and analysis system. The MTF of the entire
cloud by realtime TV observations. A series system is the product of the individual MTF's.
of filtered (455.4 nm) cameras with high time Assuming a shift-invariant linear system
and space resolution were then pointed toward response functions the image and object
those volumes. Kodak 2484 film was used and fields are related by the integral equation
was force processed to an ASA of 1 2000. All
camera systems were radiometrically cali- F (x,y) F (x',y') T (x-x',y-y') dx'dy',
brated and the film processing was controiled
so that absolute cloud radiance could be in which F (x,y) is the image field, F(x,y) is
obtained. Since Lockheed selected the Tyndall the object field and T (x,y) is the system
AFB location early in the STRESS planning and response function (also called the point
direct comparison of the two optical techniques spread function for optical systems). Taking
was highly desirable, the LASL optical site the Fourier Transform of this equation we find
was also located at Tyndall AFB (29*58'N,
85°28'W), southeast of Panama City, Florida. F (fxfy) = F(fxfy) T(fx,fy)

The tracking TV was an ISIT, a single- For systems with cylindrical symmetry
stage intensified and cooled, SIT TV camera. (which is approximately true for most optical
Two of the camera systems employed three- systems), T (fxfy) is real and cylindrically
stage electrostatically focused intensifiers, symmetric and is identically equal to the MTF.
while the third contained a three-stage, The object field is then reconstructed in the
magnetically focused tube. Focal lengths used following manner.
were 50 mm, 400 rmn, and 1250 mm, with the( ('F(fxfy) e-i2nf x e-i2Rfyy dfxdf
1250 mm lens used with the magnetic intensifier. F(x,y)e
With this selection of optics and cameras, ""x' y y

fields-of-view ranged from 1.20 to 29°, and There are practical difficulties which
spatial resolution at the barium cloud loca- arise when one attempts to carry out these
tion ranged from about 20 to 480 m. To calculations and we can only touch upon them
achieve these spatial resolutions realizing here briefly. For real data one always
that clyud motion is expected to be of order measures the true signal, F(x,y), plus a
10 m s- , the necessity for fraction-of-a- noise component, N(x,y). In general the
second exposures possible only with intensified noise component will contribute a term to the
systems is recognized. Exposures as short as Fourier transform which is flat across the
0.1 s were used. frequency spectrum. At high frequency the

noise will then dominate the signal and the
Table I gives a summary of the five STRESS method prescribed above tends to diverge. It

events. Esther provided the best optical data becomes necessary to incorporate low pass
and analysis has been concentrated on this filters into the unfolding process to roll
event. The cloud was highly striated when off these amplified high frequency noise
it was first observed. It had drifted south- components.
east and passed south of the local magnetic
zenith. Figure 2 shows the ion cloud at Another difficulty arises from using
00:35 UT as viewed by the intensified camera truncated Fourier Series representations
systems. The fields-of-view of the 400 mm (called discrete Fourier transforms) to
and 1250 mm lenses are superimposed on the perform Fourier Transformations on digital
50 mm and 400 mm images. computers. This introduces both aliasing and

leakage distortion into the calculated transfor-
Analysis Technique mation. These effects can be reduced to accept-

able levels by using specially designed window
Optical systems degrade spatial frequency function which reduce side lobes in the

information in a fashion analogous to elec- frequency domain. We have chosen the "Hanning
tronic circuits degrading the frequency content Window" as being most appropriate to our data.
of electrical signals. Using techniques drawn This window reduces side lobe leakage at
from the analysis of linear electronic system relatively small cost in resolution.
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An intensified camera system also exhibits profile from a 1250 mmn camera frame at the
pin cushion distortion and non-linear radial same time is shown in Fig. 6. The amplitude
gain. These effects are calibrated and then spectrum derived from the profile is shown
remnoved during the analysis procedure. In in Fig. 7.
Fig. 3 we show a flow diagram of this pro-
cedure. Profiles from the two-dimensional power

spectra of these frames are shown in Figs.
Data 8 and 9 for the 400 mmn and 1250 cameras,

respectively. The upper profile in each figure
In this section we will present the show the power spectra in a direction

results of the power spectral analysis of perpendicular to the striations while the
data taken at 00:30 UT during Event Esther. lower profiles show the power spectra
Both one-dimensional and two-dimensional parallel to the striations.
power spectra are presented. The one-
dimensional power spectra have been derived Data analysis is continuing and further
from raster scans across the images perpen- results will be compiled in an addendum which
dicular to the striations. will be available at the NRL Symposium on

Ionospheric Effects. These results will
The fields-of-view of the frames selectea contain further spatial power spectra, and

are in the region of the barium cloud that the time behavior of striation power spectra
has the lowest apparent elevation from the decay, as observed from Tyndall AFB.
camera station. The striations in this
region, as depicted in Fig. 2, are distinct Conclusions
and show a great deal of structure. From
radiometric analysis the barium cloud in the An analysis technique has been developed
upper portion of this region is optically to carefully analyze photographs of emissions
tick. In particular, the 1250 mmn camera from plasmas. This technique removes
image, restricted to a small field-of-view instrumental and data reduction artifacts
near the center of the 400 mmn camera field- and gives the power spectrum for an
of-view, is optically thick. However, the optically thin cloud. In an optically
lower portion of the 400 mm camera image thick cloud, the derived power spectrum will
extends down to a region that appears to be represent a lower limit to the true
optically thin, modulation which would affect a radio wave

traversing the cloud.
Figure 4 gives an example of a one-

dimensional profile and shows a scan from Acknowledgements
the 400 mmn camera. The scan is in a region
that has been determined to be optically thick. We wish to express our appreciation to
The effect of the scanning aperture has been Technology International Corporation for
removed from the scan. Figure 5 shows the their assistance during the experimental
ampl.itude spectrum of the spatial frequency phases of this experiment. Funding for data
components derived from the profile. A analysis was provided by DNA under IACRO

#77-829.

Table I

Event Betty Carolyn Dianne Esther Fern
Date (Local) 26 Feb 77 2 Mar 77 7 Mar 77 13 Mar 77 14 Mar 77

Release
Time (UT) 2352 2354 0001 2301 2246

Altitude of
Release (kin) 179 191 186 189 186

A T (min) 14 15 11 75 90

(A T - T~ TR whe'e T60 is the time when the sun reaches a 6
depress Ton angl1e at the nominal sub-event point and T. is the
release time)
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Figure 4. Profile across the striations
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LFFECTS OF LoCA!. SIIE S;ArTLLPIN(,
eni IfF AETE'liiA I'IRFOK:iANCFi *

F. ;. EDiY

'M rRi: CORPORATzION

Bedford, 'IA 0171)

1' TRODUCT 'z: structure and bearywidt h. Low-resolution,
high sidelobe-level antennas yield high-

ilgirely-directive low-sidelobe antennas probability of high interference, as shown in
provide unique advantages for IF ralir and Figure 1, curve A. Conversely, high-
comniun fcat ions systems. These advantages resolution, low-sidelobe antennas yield a
result Iron both the smaller ionospheric area distribution of the form shown in Figure 1,
illuni'iated and the increased azimuthal curve B. It is seen that with narrow-beam
discrini:ation available for excluding antennas, tire interference peak has been
undesired signals. The ability to achieve lowered by r,)ugrly the sidelobe suppression
tie desired low-sidelobe response is ratio. An interesting, unsolved problem ii
ult irotely limited by site scattering. This that of determining the opti,-.al aperture
paper seeks to establish theoretical limits illumination function for maximizing SNR for
upon that scattering as a function of a givenr apertuire in the presence of loR-
ae,,rture size and desired sidelobe normal noise.

level. Instrumentation was developed for the
purpose ot ensuring that potential antenna
sites would satisfy the required scattering,
criteria. Experimental results obtained with

toat equipment are briefly described.

A)VANTAGi:S OF HIGHLY DIRECTIVE AIITENCAS i 0t

Interference 07o.

In most HF applications involving
information handwidras of 3 kliz or greater,

)erorrance sensitivity.js frequently limited
by external interference. This interferonce
,: In be iiininized through processin in anyi of " -
the available domains: time, frequency,
anrf/'r angle. The more domains in wahich
discrimination is employed, the greater the Figure 1 -- Log-:iormal Distributions
attainiable interferenc," rejection. Owing to Observed with Various Antennas
the log,-normail distribution of interferers,
the potential gains (and losses) are greater

tiran would be computed for Gaussian noise.
Ionosphere

It is instructive to consider the effects

ot angular processing upon interference. The
interference probability distribution It is well known that the ionosphere
exhibits log-normal behavior of the form fine-structure serves to scatter and distort

plotted in Figure 1. In the absence of signals passinr through it. These
specific siting data, assume that the ionospheric inhomoeneities become of greater

prahability of an interferer is uniformly significance as the size of the illuminated

distributed in azimuth. It is possible to area is increased. For small angles, the

convolve the antenna gain function with the lateral extent of the illuminated ionosphere
(possibly azinuthally weighted) interference is proportional to

probability distribution so as to obtain the

probability distribution at the antenna
terminals. This resultinq distribution is
highly dependent upon antenna sidelobe C't rain)

*The above effort was carried out in support of

the USAF Systems Command Electronics System

Division CONUS 0Th-B program under contract

F19628-77-C-0001.
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for an aperture focused at infinity, and

for focused beans. Here, D is the aperture

extent, r is the range to the ionospiere, and

A is the operating wavelength. In most
,)ractical applications, it is seen that the

illuminated ionospheric area is minimized

through utilization of large apertures.

Capture Area and Resolution

Increased aperture area permits greater

resolution for a given sidelobe level.

Specifically, the received power is Figure 2 -- Transmit Sidelobe Degradation

proportional to

2  
In the case of the receive antenna,

(2) scatterers in front of the array may re-

radiate signals from undesired azimuth

where Ar is the effective receiving aperture angles. These signals, generally in the near

area. Angular resolution is, is of course, field of the array, likewise combine with the
proportional to free-space response function. The net result

cannot be distinguished from a degraded

2/Z (3) sidelobe response is shown in Figure 3.

It is therefore seen that large apertures

confer important benefits to both radar and
conrunicitions systems operating in the HF

band. These advantages, however, are

contingeat upon the ability to regulate

sidelobe level. Independent of element- 1-
excitation errors, site-induced scattering
and reflections may serve to limit these RC'ft

sidelobes, and to limit the performance of

adaptive systems. It is therefore of

considerable practical concern to develop

maeans for estimating site limitations to I..
antenna gain and sidelobes. S IAL

THEORFTICAL BACKGROUND

Figure 3 -- Receive Sidelobe Degradation

Introduction

In the following, reciprocity applies. The

Scatterers re-radiate incident fields in discussion is framed in terms of a receiving

a complex manner. Such re-radiation from antenna, but the results apply equally to a

scatterers near antennas can cause an transmitting antenna.

apparent degradation to sidelobe performance.

In the case of the transmit antenna, some

fraction of the energy initially withi the Cross-Section Definition

mainlobe is re-radiated at undesire-"

which vectorially combines with tt.

space sidelobe radiation, thereby modifying It is appropriate to consider

(generally degrading) the free-space definitions of scattering cross-section.

sidelobes in the manner illustrated in Figure Radar cross-section o is normally defined in

2. terms of the radar equation,

dr P(i'Jr
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and therefore has the dimensions of area. flagn has further introduced a function (P)
Equivalently, it can be defined (see ,err, which differs from r by essentially a factor
Chapters 2 and 6) as the limit of two. In the literature, all the foregoing

(and some additional) definitions of
scattering coefficient have been used. For

d " 4Q't. ) lot the sake of internal consistency, cross-
__--o 0 section will be used here, however, only in

the form

where E, is the iacident electric field and Es
is the scattered field measured with the sa/e
pribe at distance r. (Tue liit is extende" d
to infinity so as to eliminate possible near-
field limitations.)

For a target of physical area A it is Propagation over Lossy Ground-plane
often useful to introduce a dimensionless
scattering par-aneter 00 such that

Scattering objects, such as trees, etc.,
are often positioned upon a lossy ground
plane. Propagation of signals scattered from

- /4 (6) a phase center above that lossy ground to a
receiving aperture will be subject to
interference (Lloyd's Mirror) as shown in
Figure 5.

where a* may be viewed as a loss (pain)

function normalized to the power-density
isotropically scattered by an "ideal"
scatterer of area A. Imbedded within o is
an implicit angular dependence, i.e., 00 = 00

(e,c). Since scattering from certain rough
surfaces is greatest near normal incidence,
and least narallel to the surface, a further
limensionless scattering coefficient 7 is Los [
occasionally introduced, where 

L S ,0%

r ~sec~ (fl

and where 0 is defined in Figure 4.

Figure 5 --Ground Interference Geometry

Normally the two rays (geonetric optics
assuned to apply for distances large compared
to a wavelength) will destructively interfere
at small angles (i.e., r/h >> I). In the
literature, the effect of this propagation
loss has sometimes been included within the
angular dependence of the cross-section.

--- ____ This has the obvious advantaqe that the
VI CM ;PM" experimental measurement is greatly

simplified: it is not necessary to measure
the ground parameters. The corresponding
disadvantage follows as a direct corollary:
it is difficult to apply the results obtained
from scatterers on one unspecified surface to
those on another.

Figure 4 -- Scattering Geometry
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Computation of Iround losses is dependent
upon the shape of the ground in the reion of
the reflection, but decreasingly so as the Vericl
incidence angle becomes saller. in the#4
following, the theoretical flat-earth

propagation is presumed based upon best-fit
,round parameters computed using that model.

Pron Bullington, the propagation loss L
can be written in the form

Fiure 6 -- Ground Losses

where R - (sine- z)/(sinE+ z), and e is the

incidence angle

adwe. l- / S . Vert. The spread in loss for verticaland where z polarization is less than 10 dB at l-kn[/K - COSI, A,'fit. range. In experinental neasur.nents to be

discussed later, the attempt has been nade to
- 0C-j "O (W-ks) infer ground par ineters from the excess loss

measured as a function of range. But since
6 -- COAJUCJ. icy 1.a$/.) the experimental error (reproducibility) is

esti ated to be +/- U.5 db with fixed
6 ve¢al.{edae , 4,,',< ai calibration error of up to 1.0 dB for a

. . . a Yk* ,,maxinum range under I-km, it can be
or# he) .appreciated that the experinental neasurenentof field-strength is only sufficient to

,, confirn "poor" vs. "good" earth. Conversely,
- - the actual field strengh (and hence,measured cross section) is only weakly

€ € hi . dependent upon ground parameters.

From these foreoting results it is

_ - -I(, afr,'/a. possible to introduce an excess loss factor Lwithin the range equation. This one-way loss

is plotted in Figure 7 for 4 and 10 n
[S6,"9 4 ) scatterer and antenna heights and from 21 n

to I kri r-inge. The loss can he considered to
be sensibly constant over restricted ranges

and heights.

where A is the surface-wave attenuation
factor with it understood that this H24M
relationship holds only for JAl K< 1. S ~ lO",,

A compu ter p ro -,ra n wa s written to
evaluate propagation loss for horizontal,
vertical and free-space propaeatio m fiyr a
transmit antenna height of I0 n and ',,th
receive heights of 2 and 4 n (correspoqdfnion 6 too J60 Rm

to presumed scatterer height). These results
have been plotted in Figure 6 with h - 4 m
for representative valueq of hoth dielectric
constant and ground con, ct ivity. Figure 7
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Additional Sources of Loss dimensions are large compared to a
wavelength, substantial azimuthal variation

Additional loss may result from such could be anticipated by, for example,

factors as terrain irregularity, vegetation, preferential scattering from a cliff or

and diffraction (screening). These losses perhaps a periodic corrugation of the

are not readily computed except for highly terrain.

idealized circumstances. Consider

diffraction. The diffractive loss for a Sidelobe Degradation Fror Scatter

knife-ed~e screen is readily computed.
Unfortunately, the loss introduced by natural Assume a distant (far-field) signal. The

(rounded) obstacles is not: the rule of power output of the antenna for the direct

thumb normally employed is merely to add 10 signal is

to 20 dB to the theoretical result for the
knife edge (cf. ITT Handbook, IV-th Edition,
26-23). The rule-of-thumb correction -p= P, e. /Le
uncertainty for obstacle rounding is large
and must be applied twice. Experimentally
observed losses tend to confirm that the
diffraction loss from extended bodies is
large, but has not permitted experimental where AR is the effective receiving aperturL,
verification of any of the various PTGT is the effective radiated power, and rD

theoretical analyses in the literature, is the range. The loss L is as previously
defined in Eqn (6). For typical over-the-

When the antenna is located in a forested horizon elevation angles and receive aperture

region, then propagation through the trees is heights, L will have values near unity (near
of significant interest for computing zero dB excess loss).

effective scattering cross section of those
areas screened by the trees. It has been The full gain of the aperture will not

shown (cf. Pounds and LaGrone, Lippnann, normally be realized for near-field scatters.

Taylor, Sachs and W1yatt, and Tanir) that The effective aperture area for a near-field

propagation through heavily wooded forest can scatterer (allowing for plus-or-minus 45-

be viewed as being equivalent to propagation degree phase variation over the central zone

over the surface of a lossy dielectric slab. and assuming the integral over the outer

The theoretical complexities of the zones to be zero) is, from Figure 8,
supporting analysis are formidable.
Nonetheless, reasonable agreement between
theoretical predictions and experimental data - h
has been obtained for effective dielectric
constant and conductivity as determined by
Hagn and Parker. Specifically, for forest at
IIF frequencies, the slab parameters range
between 1.05 and 1.15 for equivalent
dielectric constant and between I.5E-4 and
5E-5 (ahos/m) for equivalent conductivity
yielding an attenuation in the order of 0.5

d/m over the HF band (with variations due to lf

polarization and frequency ranging from 0.2
to 1.0 dB/ia) and are consistent with our
measurements.

Azimuthal Dependence of Scattering

Both for the purposes of measurement and
extrapolation it is necessary to consider the
possible variation in cross-section as a
function of azimuth angle. As shown by the
work of Steele, trees can be represented by
equivalent conducting cylinders with Figure 8 -- Near-Field Aperture
dimensions comparable to that of the trunk.
The scattering from vertical cylinders will where h is the effective height of the
be truly isotropic in azimuth and with a aperture. Note the inherent advantages of
cosinusoidal envelope in elevation. The large aperture antennas. They reduce the
elevation factor will be dominated by ground relative response to near-field scatterers
loss. If the trees were to grow at an while enabling looser element tolerances
oblique angle, say as the result of pressure (presuming random phases for both scatterers
from prevailing winds, or if the branches and errors). Hence the scattered power at
grew in asymmetric fashion, a weak angular the receive antenna output is
dependence might be observed. If scatterer
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r<

and the normalized output is

i'fL 2 i. J VThus for L2 =+10 dB (neglecting diffraction
losses) , the effective cross-section must he
less than 20-dB if 50-dB sidelobe suppression
is to be obtained.

or, for AR = hD

EQUIPMENT

,/' re m.j4 Equipment was developed to permit directJ /- . measurement of site scattering and is shown
.YfrD a Vin block diagram form in Figure 9. A Fluke

synthesizer is used to generate the carrier
frequency. The carrier frequency (29.6 Ilz)
can be quadratically phase modulated at a
rate not coherent with the 2-us pulse-width
(1/4-usec in the high-resolution mode) gate

This scattered bignal must be integrated modulation (nominal 100-lHz, but operator
(in power as each scatterer's phase is selectable). In practice, this feature was
presumed to he random) over an area bounded not found to be necessary; the video return
by that parabola with differential time delay does not appear to be highly coherent when
corresponding to the width of one range bin. examined on a logarithmic scale. llodulatorFor example, for bandwidth W - 10 kHz and leakage level is less than receiver noise.

The pulse-modulated signal is amplified up to
an approximate 100-Watt peak power level,
then applied to an 8.5-dB gain Yagi antenna
through a hybrid-T.

For example, if

A - 30m
r.= .I, x 10 m

dAs - 1 0 n
D 103n

SL 10
5

where SL is the required (normalized)
sidelo e level, then
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Figure 9 -- Equipment Block Diagram

The Yagi is tuned to the operating. (calibrations based upon I/r-cubed

frequency and has a swept frequency VSW R of propagation).
1.2:1 or less over the 3-dB bandwidth
(approximately 300 kFz narrow band and up to Eqipnent calibration has been performed

2 I1Hz in the wide-band mode). The antenna before and usually after operations at each
is mounted on a 30-ft pole which can be site. No discernible variation in equipment
manually steered in aziumth. Polarization sensitivity has been observed. Calibration
can be selected by rotating the elements on is accomplished by injecting an attenuated
the boom to lie in either the horizontal or sample of the transmitted signal into the
vertical plane. By mounting the elements on receiver with a suitable time delay.
a five-foot fiberglass tube, which itself Oscilloscope gain is varied until a 20-dB
extends from a 25-foot metal tube, and change in injection level causes a 20-dB
restricting operation to no more than 10- change in display level. The d-c offset of
degrees from the vertical, antenna VS4R is the oscilloscope is then adjusted until the
independent of polarization. The isolated apparent cross-section lines up with the
port of the hybrid is connected to indicated cross-section. Calibration
preamplifiers followed by an approximate accuracy is estimated at about +/- I dB.
matched-filter (linear-phase 300-kliz Since the rms antenna mismatch (less than
bandwidth filter with 30-dB insertion loss 1.2:1 VSWR) introduces less than 0.5-dB loss
for the wide pulse; about 2 MHz and with less (each way), and since the hybrid is estimated
loss in the wide-band mode). to introduce 0.6-dB (each way), the total

system loss is estimated at 2.2 dB. During
Preamplifier gain is sufficient to offset operation, the gain of the final three stages

filter loss. Overall noly', figure is of power amplification are not directly
substantially less than 5-dB. The filter monitored. The antenna 17.0-dB two-way Pain
input is dunked during the main bang. The was obtained from manufacturer data and has
filter output is then applied to a not been independently calibrated. The
logarithmic amplifier whose detected-video total uncertainty in uncalibrated system Pain
output is linear over at least 70-d3 and with is believed to be less than S d9 and is
useful output over approximately 35-dB. The probably somewhat lower.
output is displiyed on a rack-mounted
oscilloscope with calibrated graticule
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